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Abstract
This work addresses ship hull shape optimization for multi-objective purpose - resistance and
seakeeping – including extensive CFD calculations. This is done on a fishing vessel. Design
variations, objectives and constraints are set up with the naval architect. The process includes: a
CAD tool (Catia v5), a frequency-domain seakeeping code (Aqua+), two software tools with different
levels of modelling for the ship resistance (potential and viscous flow codes – respectively Reva and
StarCCM+), an optimization environment (modeFRONTIER), and access to HPC (High Performance
Computing) hardware. The work consists in finding best methodologies to achieve an optimal design
within a minimum computation time, with the above set of tools. This leads to a significant ship
resistance reduction with reasonable seakeeping behaviour.
1. Introduction
In the scope of a French maritime project named COCHISE, which object was the design of a new
type of trawler, the shape optimization of a monohull fishing vessel has been performed, based in
particular on CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) calculations.
The optimization consists in starting from a base monohull shape (24 m long) designed by the naval
architect Bureau Mauric and in optimizing the shape geometrical characteristics to minimize the ship
resistance and to maximize seakeeping qualities, while guaranteeing some geometrical constraints
imposed by the internal fitting of the ship, and by stability constraints.
To solve this problem, different tools are used:
• CAD software (Catia v5), http://www.3ds.com, for the parametric and automatic modelling of
the geometry,
• linear seakeeping tool (AQUA+) for the calculation of the seakeeping criterion,
• free-surface potential flow code (REVA) for the calculation of the ship resistance under some
conditions,
• CFD tool solving the full viscous flow problem based on the Navier-Stokes equations (STARCCM+, www.cd-adapco.com), for the overall ship resistance calculation including the effects
not modelled with REVA,
• multi-objective design environment (modeFRONTIER, www.esteco.com) allowing the
driving of all the previous tools, the automatic calculation of a large number of variants, and
the solving of the optimization problems.
After some preliminary numerical simulations, to check the accuracy of the CFD calculation tool with
experimental results obtained for the initial shape, the parameterization of the geometry is done and
tested, the calculation chain is built and integrated in the multi-objective design environment, and
finally used in an optimization process.
This leads to an optimized shape, on which a naval architect final work is done to adjust it. Last CFD
checking calculations are done on this final and adjusted shape and a physical model of the final shape
(scale 1/12) is built and tested in basin to check and validate the results.
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2. Optimization Chain
2.1. Parametric Model
The parametric CAD (computer aided design) model of the ship is built with Catia v5. The parameters
retained to model the shape variations are defined by the naval architect. Global and local geometrical
parameters are used.
The global geometrical parameters are:
• overall width of the ship,
• stern width,
• angle at waterline,
• stern bottom angle,
• wedge length,
• wedge height.
Furthermore, a configuration of the ship with a bulbous bow, at constant overall ship length, is
defined. The bulbous bow is defined with the following local parameters:
• longitudinal position of the bulb tip,
• bulb height,
• bulb tip altitude,
• bulb width.

Fig. 1: Parametric modelling
The CAD model is used to automatically generate different hull shapes corresponding to different sets
of input design parameters.
Some geometrical and hydrostatic data used for the determination of performance criteria and
constraints are also calculated by Catia. An internal process is implemented to adjust the vertical
location of the ship to keep a constant displacement.
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The CAD model output values are:
• draft,
• wetted surface area,
• longitudinal location of the centre of buoyancy,
• vertical location of the centre of buoyancy,
• waterplane surface area,
• waterplane surface centre,
• transversal inertia of the waterplane,
• associated stability module GM.
2.2. Seakeeping Calculation
The criterion used to evaluate the seakeeping quality of the ship is a combination of the roll and pitch
accelerations in one point of the rear part of the ship, for one sea state (sea state 4: significant wave
height Hs = 2.5 m and peak period Tp = 8 s), and two waves directions (following and beam sea) at
zero speed.
The calculation of this criterion is done in an automatic way. The different steps are:
• meshing of the hull, generated by the CAD model, with the STAR-CCM+ grid generator,
• calculation of the transfer functions of the ship motions by solving the radiation-diffraction
problem with the linear frequency-domain tool AQUA+,
• combination of the motion transfer functions with the defined wave spectrum to obtain the
motion response spectrum,
• then calculation of the roll and pitch accelerations, and combination of the different terms to
obtain the seakeeping criterion.
2.3. Ship Resistance Calculation – Potential Flow Code
The criterion is the ship resistance at 10 kn for a given displacement. The ship resistance can be
assessed by a free-surface potential flow code such as REVA with the addition of a frictional
resistance assessed by an ITTC’57 formulation. This type of method has features to calculate the
transom stern flow, but these are not accurate enough to correctly address stern shape variations.
Therefore, this approach is used here mainly to address bow shape variations. The main interest is the
very short calculation time required by these methods, compared to RANSE (Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations) solvers, used for the global and stern shape variations. The calculation is
done in an automatic way. The different steps are:
• meshing of the hull, generated by the CAD model, with the STAR-CCM+ grid generator,
• calculation of the wave resistance with REVA and addition of the friction ITTC57 resistance.

Fig. 2: Ship resistance REVA calculations (mesh and free surface elevation)
2.4. Ship Resistance Calculation – Navier-Stokes
Potential flow methods such as REVA are not accurate enough to correctly rank geometries when
their rear parts are changed. For these cases, a RANSE solver (STAR-CCM+) is used. This type of
tool is trickier to be involved in an optimization process, and requires an important preliminary work
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to create the 3D grid varying with the shape, to determine robust calculation strategies and the
different settings. Once this work done, the CFD calculations can be automated.
3D grid
A 3D grid, based on the CAD geometry generated by Catia, is created around the hull. This grid is
refined in the relevant areas for the viscous and wave resistance calculation, in particular in the area of
the boundary layer and near the free surface. The domain is chosen to capture the entire phenomena
and to prevent boundary effects.

Fig. 3: Grid views around the ship hull
CFD calculation - settings
To solve this problem with a free surface, a VOF (volume of fluid) method is used. The flow
calculation is performed with an unsteady approach: the ship, free in trim and heel, is progressively
speed-up until position and force convergences. Some settings are necessary to ensure the
convergence and the quality of the results: size of the mesh, numerical schemes, turbulence models,
time step… In addition, some techniques are used to significantly reduce the convergence time

Fig. 4: Example of flow calculated with STAR-CCM+
Optimization context
The optimization requires a large number of calculations on different shapes. To minimize calculation
time, which is significant with this type of tool, particular methods are used. The calculation for the
current geometry is initialized with the results of the closest previously calculated geometry. The
convergence is greatly accelerated with this method.
2.5. Calculation Chain Integration
All the previously described tools are integrated in the multi-objective design environment
modeFRONTIER to be automatically launched on the appropriate machines (see Fig.5 for an example
of the workflow). The integration also consists in defining the design parameters, their ranges of
variation, and the calculation of the optimization criteria from solver outputs.
The optimization process includes:
• generation of the design parameters in the associated ranges. These parameters can be
generated by different ways : imposed values, design of experiments (DOE), optimization,
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•
•
•
•

generation by Catia of the geometry corresponding to these parameters,
generation by STAR-CCM+ of the different meshes necessary for the different tools: surface
meshes for the potential codes and 3D grid for STAR-CCM+,
calculation of the hydrodynamic performances (AQUA+ for seakeeping, REVA for wave
resistance, STAR-CCM+ for wave resistance in real fluid)
collection of the results to evaluate optimization criteria.

The calculations are done on different machines depending of the tools used. In particular, the heavy
CFD calculations are run on a distant cluster of machines.

Fig. 5: modeFRONTIER workflow example
3. Optimization Process and Results
3.1. Optimization Process
The optimization process requires a large number of design calculations and consequently the overall
calculation time can quickly become prohibitive due to the complexity of CFD calculations. To
reduce as far as possible the calculation time a specific strategy is retained: a two-level optimization
process.
First level: global optimization
In a first level, the global dimensions of the ship without a bulbous bow are searched, to optimize the
main performance of the ship in terms of wave resistance and seakeeping. The optimization problem
is:
• minimize the wave resistance at 10 kn,
• minimize the seakeeping criterion,
• while satisfying the following constraints:
o constant longitudinal location of the centre of buoyancy,
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•

o a constant displacement,
o a GM value greater than a given threshold,
by modifying the global design parameters previously defined.

In this case the wave resistance is calculated with the Navier-Stokes code which leads to huge
calculation times. Furthermore, the determination of the Pareto front needs a large number of
evaluations because the problem has two objectives. Therefore, the following strategy is used:
• response surfaces are built from a first set of complete calculations (DOE of real CFD
calculations). The response surfaces are mathematical approximation functions extremely
quick to evaluate. These response surfaces are improved during the optimization process with
the results of additional real CFD calculations.
• for the optimization, a multi-objective algorithm mixing virtual calculations based on the
previous response surfaces and real calculations is used.
This approach allows to progress quite quickly to the most interesting areas of the design space and to
concentrate the new real calculations close to the Pareto front which is the solution of the optimization
problem. At the end of this first step, the best solutions in terms of wave resistance and seakeeping are
known. These solutions are checked, compared and analysed and one solution is retained for the
second step: the local optimization of the ship bow.
Second level: local bow optimization
For the second level, the ship bow is modified by adding a bow bulb, the overall length being kept
constant (therefore, the length at waterline is reduced and the Froude number increased). The bow
angle of the ship is adjusted to add the bulbous bow to the design. The variation of only the fore part
of the ship allows two things:
• wave resistance is calculated with the potential flow code REVA, much less expensive in
calculation time and sufficient to rank different geometries,
• seakeeping is omitted, as the fore part modifications are supposed to have low impact on the
seakeeping criterion, in the variation ranges studied.
These two hypotheses allow increasing the number of design evaluations in a given time, and
decrease the needed calculation time to reach an optimum.
In this case, the optimization problem is the following:
• minimize the wave resistance at 10 kn,
• while satisfying the following constraints:
o constant longitudinal location of the centre of buoyancy,
o constant displacement,
o GM value greater than a given threshold,
• by modifying the local bow previously defined design parameters.
This mono-objective problem is solved with an approach similar to the previous one: creation of a
first DOE to explore the design space, building response surfaces to perform complete virtual
optimization. The best virtual designs are checked with potential flow real calculations then CFD
calculations. At the end of this stage, a design considered as optimal is available. The results of the
two steps are presented hereafter.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Level 1 – Global Optimization
Design Of Experiment (DOE)
The first step of the global optimization is to generate and to calculate a first set of variants (DOE)
belonging to the whole design space. These first solutions give after statistical analyses the
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correlations between the design variables, the objectives and the constraints (Figure 6).
In our case, the driving parameters for the resistance are the bow angle at waterline and the stern
width, before the width of the ship, the stern bottom angle and the wedge. For the seakeeping, the
main parameter is the width of the ship, directly linked to the roll stiffness and thus to the
accelerations involved in the seakeeping criterion.

Fig. 6: Effect of design variables on objectives: resistance (left) and seakeeping (right)
Response surfaces
From the previous DOE, response surfaces of the different outputs (in particular objectives and
constraints) are built as a function of the design parameters. These mathematical models are used to
assess the outputs for different sets of input parameters. After verification of their accuracy, they are
used for the optimization.

Fig. 7: Example of response surface: resistance = f (bow angle at waterline, ship width)
Optimization
Once the response surfaces built, they are used to search the combinations of parameters minimising
the objectives (resistance and acceleration) with a multi-objectives genetic algorithm (MOGA). The
optimization leads to a set of solutions, the Pareto front, Fig.8.
To validate these virtual results, real calculations with STAR-CCM+ and AQUA+ are done for some
points. Depending of the solutions, a significant reduction of the ship resistance of around 20% and a
reduction of the acceleration of around 10% are found. All the solutions have a ship width
corresponding to the lower limit, this parameter having the same effect on both objectives. The width
is only limited by the ship stability constraint. Fig.9 shows the wave field around the optimized shape
corresponding to the minimum resistance.
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Fig. 8: Pareto front obtained during the global optimization of the shape

Fig. 9: Wave field around the shape corresponding to the minimum resistance
3.2.2. Level 2 – Bow Optimization
The next step is the optimization of the bow part of the ship. The ship overall length is kept constant
while the bulbous bow is added. Therefore, the addition of the bow bulb is effective in term of ship
resistance only if the direct profit of the bow bulb offsets the loss related to the reduction of the
waterline length. It is the objective of this optimization stage.

Fig. 10: Comparison REVA (potential) – StarCCM+ (Navier-Stokes) on some designs
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The bow optimization problem is treated with the potential flow code REVA. To validate the
replacement of the Navier-Stokes tool by a potential flow tool, the resistance obtained with both
methods are compared for some variants. The results show an excellent representativeness of the
potential flow results, in relative values, Fig.10: REVA is able to rank different bow shapes, even if
the absolute value of the resistance is not perfectly correct.
The global design parameters (ship width, stern width, stern bottom angle, wedge length and height
wedge) are fixed to values coming from the first optimization level (global optimization shape). The
bow design parameters are free. The influences of the bow parameters are given on Fig.11. The
driving parameters are the bulb height and the longitudinal position of the bulb which lead to the
longest and closest to the free surface bulbous bow.

Fig. 11: Influence of the design bow parameters on the resistance objective
The ship resistance is reduced by around 5% compared to the optimized shape without a bulbous bow,
in spite of the reduction of the waterline length by around 1 m. The total reduction of the resistance
compared to the initial shape is around 25%. Fig.12 shows the result of the bow optimization.

Fig. 12: Pressure field (top right) and wave field (bottom)
4. Final geometry
After the optimization, the naval architect has improved the optimized geometry to obtain a “clean”
final solution, with some additional modifications, Fig.13. The main modifications are the smoothing
of the surface, the reduction of the keel, the modification of the stern (to take into account additional
stability constraints) and a small reduction of the width of the bulbous bow.
To check the impact of these modifications on the objectives, new calculations are done on the final
geometry. These calculations show an additional reduction of the resistance of around 8% due to the
additional modifications of the shape. These modifications are not covered by the parametric model
and therefore not accessible by the optimization process.
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Fig. 13: Optimized shape before (starboard) and after (port) naval architect work
5. Verification: experimental tests and numerical simulations
An experimental model of the finalized geometry (scale 1/12) is built and tested in basin to check the
performance of the final optimized shape.

Fig. 14: Experimental model
Numerical CFD simulations corresponding to the model tests conditions are also done for
comparison. Fig.15 shows the resistance at model scale, experimental tests and numerical simulations
(diamond shapes), including the decomposition between viscous and pressure resistance. The
comparison is excellent. The resistance at full scale is extrapolated from experiments with a classical
method and also calculated with the CFD code. The agreement is very good. Fig.16 shows the
experimental and numerical wave fields at model scale. The wave fields match very well.

Fig. 15: Resistance curves – model scale 1/12
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Fig. 16: Comparison wave fields experimentation – simulation (7, 10 and 11 kn)
6. Conclusions
A significant reduction of around 33% of the ship resistance was obtained, from the initial shape
without a bulbous bow to the final shape with a bulbous bow at constant overall length, after
optimization and finalization by the naval architect.
The seakeeping criterion was considered in the global optimization but does not have predominant
nature in the final optimization (local bow optimization). The relevant criterion retained at this stage
was the ship resistance and consequently the ship consumption.
The calculation of the ship resistance with a CFD tool solving the full viscous flow problem based on
the Navier-Stokes equations was checked in this study. After comparison with experimental results, it
appears that the accuracy of these methods is so that they can be efficiently used in design
optimization.
This study also allowed validating the approach of design optimization based on shape variations with
heavy calculations. To minimize the global calculation time, which is significant with CFD tools,
particular strategy and methods were used: a two-level optimization approach – firstly global and
secondly local - including combination of different levels of accuracy for the ship resistance
calculation (Navier-Stokes, potential flow), initialization of the CFD calculations on new geometries
with the results of previously calculated ones, use of response surfaces, etc.
The performance of this optimization approach is strongly related to the way the geometry variations
are modelled, and to the optimization problem formulation. This type of approach, far from being an
automatic way of getting optimal solutions, requires the combination of good levels of expertises in
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several domains - hydrodynamics, naval architecture, flow simulation and numerical optimization – in
order to get such efficient results. This optimization work was led closely with the naval architect,
who was involved at all steps of the process.
It also requires very large calculation resources, but these are now accessible for industrial
applications.
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Abstract
This paper describes the main features of the POSEIDON software for structural hull modelling and
its usefulness for finite-element modelling of ships. Two case studies (car carrier and multi-purpose
vessel) illustrate the procedure. In the reported cases, POSEIDON makes the generation of the finiteelement models approximately 10 times faster.
1. Introduction
Structural design of ships may follow “simple” classification society rules. This is still common
practice on many shipyards and design offices. However, such ship designs are often not competitive.
Alternatively, direct proof of sufficient strength for an individual case is possible. Such a direct proof
of sufficient strength may reduce steel weight and associated costs. In addition, noise and vibration
(leading eventually to fatigue problems and associated damage claims) have gained importance in
international legislation and building specifications. Here, direct analyses are required to determine
the natural frequencies and the resonance risk. In sum, direct analyses are best business practice in
modern ship structural design and are expected to gain further importance in the future.
The main hindrance to using 3D-structural models and finite-element analyses (FEA) has been the
time and cost spent on creating FEA models for ships which are particularly complex due to the
number of different steel parts and the complex geometry of free-form curved parts associated e.g.
with the outer hull. Progress in software tools allows today cost-effective detailed assessment based
on finite-element analyses. For example, Fach and Bertram (2010) report a case study, where the
initial steel weight of a multi-purpose carrier was reduced by more than 2% checking first scantlings
with a 3D steel structure modeler of the Classification Society and then verifying critical spots by
FEA. The savings in steel cost alone would have justified the analysis for a single ship. The savings
are much larger when considering series of ships and the accumulated fuel savings (which are
approximately proportional to the total weight of the ship).
The key to such cost-effective and tailored steel design lies in efficient model generation. Creating
global FEA models for ships with standard pre-processors of common FEA software (e.g. ANSYS,
Nastran, or Patran) is generally prohibitively expensive for industrial purposes. Instead, 3D CAD
models can be used as a starting point, employing pre-processing software dedicated for ship
structures. The importance of efficient FEA model generation for ships has been widely
acknowledged among important players in the industry, including major classification societies and
software vendors. This is demonstrated in publications focusing on efficient model generation and
modification for ships, for example Dumez et al. (2008), Bralic et al. (2011), Holmberg and Hunter
(2011), Korbetis and Georgoulas (2011). Kim (2006) proposed a flexible data structure in order to
handle the initial design information and FEA model information of the whole ship easily and
introduced an automatic quadrilateral mesh generation algorithm which satisfy the constraint imposed
by ship structure. Application of the algorithm to some examples showed that the modeling time was
reduced below half the normal modeling time. Such studies show the importance of effective and
user-friendly model generation methods.
Small and medium enterprises as well as universities have contributed many interesting
developments, but corresponding software is often short-lived, due to insufficient financial means to
sustain continuous development. An example is the FEA modeler SILEX, Dumez et al. (2008), which
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featured many innovative techniques, but disappeared from the market as the software vendor went
into bankruptcy. For industry purposes, it is generally recommended to work with software from
major suppliers where long-term support and continued updating can be expected. See Couser and
Bertram (2010) for an extended discussion of why this recommendation makes sense.
For many practical problems, the POSEIDON software of Germanischer Lloyd offers a good and
economical solution, integrating 3D CAD model, finite-element model generation and analyses in an
integrated, low-cost environment. Papanikolaou et al. (2010), Harries et al. (2011) created the
structural model of a double-hull AFRAMAX tanker with POSEIDON easily and performed a
parametric optimization in order to reduce oil-outflow probability and to increase cargo carrying
capacity. They choose POSEIDON because the program implements the latest Common Structural
Rules for tankers. The scantlings for all structural components could then be calculated automatically
based on the vessel’s parameters, class notation, global bending, cargo loads and external sea
pressure.
In this paper, the effectiveness and easiness of the software POSEIDON for finite-element model
generation of ship structures will be given and it will be investigated on two practical case studies. For
each case, the saved time by using POSEIDON instead of commercial FEA tool will be discussed.
2. Background on POSEIDON
POSEIDON is structural design and analysis tool which was developed by Germanischer Lloyd (GL)
more than two decades ago and has been continuously extending in functionality. A six-week trial
version is available under www.gl-group.com. The initial motivation for POSEIDON was to
accelerate the development and analysis of ship hull structures to ultimately speed up approval time
for GL customers. Over time, the user base has widened and cases are known where structural design
is based on POSEIDON even for ships eventually classed with other classification societies.
POSEIDON has also become popular in academia for teaching and research, Salas et al. (2009).
POSEIDON’s “hull wizard” modules automatically generate the typical structural arrangement of the
midship sections of containerships, tankers and bulk carriers, Fig. 1. Wizards are intelligent macros
that allow setting up hull geometry by defining a few basic parameters or by importing hull form data.
Similarly, tank arrangements and load data can be user-defined or automatically generated. The
functional elements describing the hull geometry are automatically adapted to adjoining structures and
hull contours but the designer is free to arrange the layout of plates, stiffener type and spacing, as well
as other components.
POSEIDON automatically determines the scantlings of all structural components based on rule
requirements for vessel parameters; class notation, global bending, cargo loads and external sea
pressure, Fig. 2. Transverse and longitudinal member scantlings are determined interactively with
static and dynamic loads, structural geometry and allowable stress, fatigue and buckling strength
factors automatically taken into account. The designer can easily alter the structural arrangement and
scantlings to optimize the weight and the strength. The results of scantling calculations are logically
displayed to ensure that the designer has an on-going overview of the design process. Member
scantlings are also given in color codes; so the designer can easily determine which members require
alteration. For example, red color in Fig. 2 means that scantling of the longitudinal stiffness has to be
increased. The calculation method for individual members can be reviewed to permit alteration of key
scantling parameters. Last but not least, corrosion margins are explicitly stated for all structural
members.
Once the product data model is established, one can compare scantlings automatically against GL’s
Class Rules and identify where ship structures are over-dimensioned. But then more sophisticated
FEA simulations should verify that no problems in terms of vibration and fatigue are to be expected.
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Fig.1: Wizards help setting up topology

Fig.2: Scantlings can be checked against GL Rules

POSEIDON automatically generates an FEA model of a ship’s structure as defined by the modelling
and scantling phases, Fig. 3. The structure can be analysed using user-defined loads, those calculated
according to GL Rules or the Common Structural Rules. A model covering one or more holds will be
automatically generated, but the user can also model an entire ship. The FEA results can be evaluated
and displayed according to allowable stress, buckling and fatigue factors. The user may also define
wave length, height, shape and direction or other special loads and POSEIDON will display them for
evaluation.
POSEIDON allows rapid ship hull structural design due to a combination of features:
•
•
•

Logical, intuitive design and user-friendly interface
No specialized knowledge of FEA methods needed
Integrated GL Rules and direct online access to text of GL Rules

These features allow modelling and analysis of complex midship sections in less than a day for
experienced users. Perhaps even more important in practice is that POSEIDON allows also rapid
modification of the structural design. The enhanced version POSEIDON ND (where ND stands for
“New Design”) is very useful for ship-owners and operators since it is an effective tool for cutting the
costs of maintenance and minimizing unforeseen repairs to structural members.

Fig.3: FEA model within POSEIDON
3. Case studies
Here, model generation in POSEIDON and export of the POSEIDON model to a commercial FEA
tool will be illustrated for two practical case studies, namely a car carrier and a Multi Purpose Vessel.
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3.1. Case study 1: Car carrier
Here, POSEIDON was used for the structural analysis of a 5000 t pure-car-truck carrier with hinged
deck design, Table 1, Fig. 4. The main characteristic feature of a hinged design is that the transverse
structures of decks and sides are designed for structural flexibility, so that the racking deformation of
decks above the main deck can be tolerated. The hull shape was created by PIAS (Program for the
Integral Approach of Ship Design), PIAS (2005), and then it was exported to POSEIDON in order to
create the structural model.

Fig. 4: Midship steel plan for car carrier
Table 1: Principal dimensions of car carrier
Length overall, LOA
Length between perpendiculars, LPP (design)
Length between perpendiculars, LPP (scantling)
Breadth molded, B
Depth of main deck, H
Draught, T (design)
Draught, T (scantling)
Block coefficient, CB
Maximum service speed, V
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182.80 m
170.20 m
170.53 m
31.50 m
12.80 m
7.70 m
8.75 m
0.545
21 kn

Since the hull structure was slightly unsymmetrical to centre line, both starboard and port halves were
modelled. Four-noded shell elements were used for modelling all decks, walls, bulkheads and outer
shell. Stiffeners, girders and pillars were modelled with two-noded beam and 2-noded truss elements.
All structural members (i.e. hull shell, decks, watertight and partial bulkheads, engine casing, and
ramps) were included in structural model so that the flexible hinge characteristic was ensured. Fig. 5
(left) shows POSEIDON model of the midship of the mentioned car carrier, Fig. 5 (right) the export
version of the POSEIDON model of Frame 90 midship area to ANSYS.

Fig.5: POSEIDON model of Frame 90 (left) and FEA model of Frame 90 (right)
Rounding of the passage aperture was not taken into account in the model. Instead passage apertures
were modeled as squares. For example, at the bottom of the ANSYS model, the holes in the mesh
represent the passage aperture. During exporting the POSEIDON model to the FEA model, the
thicknesses and scantlings of stiffeners and girders determined according to GL rules are
automatically considered. The POSEIDON model of the cargo area of the ship and the exported FEA
model (ANSYS) are given in Fig. 6. During export, not only the global desired mesh size but also the
mesh size in some local critical parts can be defined. Defining mesh sizes in POSEIDON is easier and
faster than refining the FEA model.
For example, the stresses at the double bottom of vessel (bottom of Fig. 5 (right)) are of high interest.
Therefore, for the analysis of double bottom of the vessel, the global FEA model was refined. One
element was used between longitudinal stiffeners and three elements were applied over the floor
height. The cut-outs in floor plates at longitudinal girders were approximated by simple squares. This
shows that the general characteristics of the FEA model can be controlled easily by parameters (e.g.,
element size at different parts, loads, boundary conditions) in POSEIDON. In this case, model
creation in POSEIDON and then exporting to the FEA model for the cargo area took approximately
100 h. For comparison, the FEA model generation with a conventional FEA program would take
normally several months.

Fig. 6: POSEIDON model (left) and FEA model (right) of cargo area
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3.2. Case study 2: Multi Purpose Vessel
The second case study deals with a Multi Purpose Vessel (MPV), Table 2, Fig. 7. Since the hull
structure of the vessel and the load cases are slightly unsymmetrical around the center line, the entire
ship was modeled. The hull shape was created in NAPA (ship design software) and exported to
POSEIDON to create the structural model according to class drawings. Fig. 8 gives the scantlings of
girders and plates (including floor plates in double bottom and side tanks) for the area of FR 90 and
FR 91. Similar to the first case study, all decks, walls, bulkheads and plates in ship structure were
modeled by four-noded shell elements, while two-noded beam and truss elements were used for the
stiffeners, side and cross members. Fig. 9 shows the POSEIDON model and the exported FEA model
of the entire ship. The ship has a very long cargo hold; therefore longitudinal and torsional strength
analyses required careful and detailed calculations. Unlike the first case study, all openings in the
double bottom, in side tanks as well as in decks were taken into account in the FEA model. Fig. 10
shows the FEA model with openings between FR 85 and FR 95. The element size in the longitudinal
direction typically correspond to frame spacing, while the element sizes in vertical and lateral
direction are always one third of the stiffener spacing and deck height. To capture the stresses better,
the decks were divided into two elements in height direction. The model generation for the MPV took
approximately 80 h. The same model generation with commercial FEA software would take at least 6
months.
Table 2: Principal dimensions for MPV
Length overall, LOA
Length between perpendiculars, LPP
Breadth molded, B
Depth of main deck, H
Draught, T
Deadweight, ∆
Maximum service speed, V

Fig.7: Midship steel plan for MPV
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128.45 m
123.00 m
15.87 m
9.90 m
6.80 m
8060 dwt
14.4 kn

Fig. 8: Scantlings and thicknesses at FR 90 (left) and FR 91 (right)

Fig. 9: Global POSEIDON model (left) and Global FEA model (right)

Fig. 10: FEA Model of FR 85-95
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4. Conclusion
We have described the main features of the POSEIDON software for structural hull modelling and the
usefulness of this software for finite-element modelling of ships. Two case studies from our
experience (car carrier and multi-purpose vessel) have illustrated the procedure. In the reported cases,
POSEIDON makes the generation of the finite-element models approximately 10 times faster.
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Abstract
The seakeeping software MAPS and the Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) platform FRIENDSHIPFramework have been combined to study and optimize vessel performance in sea-states. MAPS is a
panel-free potential flow code that builds on a NURBS representation and utilizes Green functions.
The FRIENDSHIP-Framework is used as a pre- and post-processor as well as a design engine. The
paper gives a brief introduction to MAPS and discusses its integration into the FRIENDSHIPFramework. A generic integration was utilized. This allows easy set-up and ready execution of MAPS,
moving advanced seakeeping simulations from the analysis towards design. An example of optimizing
an offshore supply vessel for better seakeeping performance will be presented for illustration.
1. Introduction
Many universities, research institutes and R&D departments have developed sophisticated simulation
codes, quite often for applications that lie outside the scope of standard commercial packages. These
dedicated codes are typically employed by a handful of specialists, possibly the code developers
themselves, to analyze important physical characteristics like hydrodynamic or aerodynamic
performance. Frequently, the code developers want to focus on achieving high simulation quality or
short turn-around times, for instance by introducing dedicated models or deliberately omitting less
important aspects. This then leads to high confidence in the numerical data but rarely brings about a
piece of software that can be utilized by any non-specialist outside the core team. This entails two
bottlenecks: Firstly, if the specialist is not available, nobody else can do the work. Secondly, if less
experienced users get involved at a larger scale they all face a very steep learning curve.
Instead of devoting additional efforts to writing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the simulation
code at hand, a flexible integration platform can be put to use. Ideally, this piece of software readily
supports many important man-machine aspects. The FRIENDSHIP-Framework is such a workbench
for Computer Aided Engineering (CAE). For tool integration it offers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard look-and-feel
File handling
Import from and export to standard formats, e.g. iges, STL
Pre-processing, in particular of geometry
Integration mechanisms
Post-processing, e.g. of flow data
Cross-platform application on Windows® and Linux®
Remote computing, e.g. on high-performance hardware
Functionality documentation

Furthermore, being an optimization environment, too, it comprises parametric modeling, variant
management and optimization algorithms. As elaborated in Abt et al. (2009) different mechanisms for
tool integration are available within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework. They allow embedding and
addressing any code that can be run in batch-mode. Some projects aim at combining various codes for
design synthesis, Harries et al. (2011) and Couser et al. (2011), while other situations call for a tight
integration of one single code at a time, Abt and Harries (2007).
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Within the work reported here a versatile software suite for seakeeping simulations of single-body
and two-body motions was integrated into the FRIENDSHIP-Framework. The software, developed
based on a panel-free method, is called MAPS which stands for Motion Analysis Program Suite.
2. Seakeeping analysis with MAPS
2.1. Theory
MAPS is a panel-free potential flow code for seakeeping analyses ranging from standard frequency
domain (MAPS0) to time-domain simulations with various levels of non-linearity (MAPS1 to
MAPS3), Fig.1. MAPS has been developed to predict wave induced motions and loads for ships and
offshore structures at both zero and forward speed.

Fig.1: Levels of non-linearity accounted for by MAPS0 to MAPS3
In MAPS0 the radiation and diffraction problems are solved with a panel-free method in frequency
domain. In the panel-free method according to Qiu and Hsiung (2002) and Qiu et al. (2006) the
boundary integral equations for wave-body interaction problems are first de-singularized by removing
the singularities in the Green functions for zero and forward speed, respectively. With the exact body
surface represented by either a closed analytical or a NURBS surface description, the regular integral
equations are then discretized and solved by Gaussian quadrature. For the forward speed case, an
algorithm has been developed that computes the m-terms accurately from the velocity potentials.
MAPS0 forms the basis of the suite with linear frequency domain analysis. In MAPS1 the radiation
and diffraction forces are linearized and computed on the mean wetted surfaces. In MAPS2 the
radiation and diffraction forces are computed on the instantaneous wetted surfaces by solving the
body-exact problems, see Qiu and Peng (2007). The Froude-Krylov forces are computed on the
instantaneous wetted surfaces under the incident wave profile and the linear free surface conditions
are employed in MAPS1 and MAPS2. MAPS3 is developed to account for non-linear free surfaces.
2.2. Validation
MAPS has been employed in both research and engineering projects. Validation studies of MAPS
have been carried out for various floating structures and ships, e.g. Peng et al. (2009) and Qiu et al.
(2006). As an example, Fig.2 shows the surfaces of a floating production storage and offloading
vessel (FPSO) after an iges-import to the FRIENDSHIP-Framework. Here the B-Splines have degrees
of three in either direction. In the computation 1054 Gaussian points were used on the entire wetted
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surface while 432 Gaussian were distributed on the lid. The Response Amplitude Operators (RAO) of
heave and pitch in head seas were compared with experimental data and numerical results from two
different panel-method codes, namely Hydrostar by Bureau Veritas and MOTSIM by Pawlowski and
Bass (1991). In the computations by the panel method 1203 flat panels were used on the hull along
with 432 panels on the lid. As shown in Fig.3 the heave and pitch RAOs from MAPS (given in m/m
and deg/m, respectively) agree well with both the experimental data and the numerical results from
other methods.

Fig.2: NURBS surface representation of an FPSO
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Fig.3: RAOs of heave and pitch for FPSO
3. Integration of MAPS into the FRIENDSHIP-Framework
3.1. Integration mechanisms
The FRIENDSHIP-Framework offers a number of integration mechanisms that differ with respect to
their typical use cases:
•
•
•

Custom integration via XML files
Generic integration via ASCII templates
Platform specific integration via COM interface
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The decision which type of integration to utilize depends on the simulation software and the desired
level of integration, see Abt et al. (2009) for details:
A custom integration is recommended if the tool to be integrated can handle XML input files along
with the geometry (e.g. iges, STL) and produces XML output plus other files in standard formats such
as CGNS, CSV, HTML and images (e.g. png). Typically, this type of integration is realized and
supported by the simulation code developers themselves. In case of a software update the developers
supply a revised template for their integration (i.e., a so-called Definition) which then readily enables
the access to the new functionality for any third party.
A generic integration does not require XML input and output files but rather builds on templates, i.e.,
ASCII files that are input to and output from the external code. Here, the ASCII files need to be
manually "explained" to the FRIENDSHIP-Framework by defining where to write and read values,
respectively. These data items are later changed when running the software or come as results, say
during a variation study. Typically, generic integrations are chosen if the simulation code is available
as an executable only, for instance when a user wants to run a commercial software repeatedly within
an optimization project, or if the simulation code, even though solving a complex problem, only
requires control files in ASCII format.
Finally, the COM interface is an integration solely available under Windows. It directly addresses
programs that offer a COM server which enables the bi-directional exchange of data with and the
execution of commands by the FRIENDSHIP-Framework.
3.2. MAPS integration
MAPS having plain ASCII input and output files, a generic integration was selected as an efficient
integration mechanism. Individual file i/o-operations can naturally be implemented by any user
without accessing or modifying the FRIENDSHIP-Framework's source code. However, for MAPS
additional export functionality has been developed to allow for faster and more convenient geometry
exchange. The NURBS information of all surfaces is contained in one single file, a so-called srf-file,
which is generated by the FRIENDSHIP-Framework via an export command.
A separate surface control file, the so-called srfctr-file, holds supplementary information such as
scaling factors and distribution parameters for the Gaussian points. For situations in which two-body
motions are addressed two sets of these surface files are needed. General project information such as
run controls and operating conditions are passed to MAPS in a single project file, the so-called in-file.
If special points of interest are to be examined, an additional file called poi-file that contains point
data is required, two files in case two bodies are examined.
The abstract description of these file manipulations via definition entries and template files is shown
in Fig.4 by means of the project file as an example.
Due to the FRIENDSHIP-Framework's ability to import comma separated value files (CSV) as
provided by MAPS, there is no need to extract the computational results as single values one by one.
Instead, complete data sets are imported and made accessible via result tables. For the MAPS
integration only the file names need to be specified.
For the present integration not only the computational kernel of MAPS0 was included but also a
utility to calculate the distribution of the Gaussian points and the associated surface normals. A
geometry check is usually executed prior to the complete hydrodynamic calculations so as to validate
the current settings before running a time-consuming simulation (pre-processing). The utility requires
the same input files as MAPS0, so the same objects (of Definition and Configuration) can be
employed, only the Computation objects holding the link to the executables differ.
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Fig.4: Description of the file I/O
In order to simplify the setup of a MAPS computation and support both user interaction and the
visualization of input parameters, e.g. scale, shift or position of the bodies, the FRIENDSHIPFramework's advanced feature technology has been utilized, FSYS (2011b). Feature objects
encapsulate any user-defined command sequence. The entire command set of the CAE software is
available for features and, hence, very elaborate and sophisticated macros and subroutines can be
realized. Here, a feature object called ControlCenter was developed which serves as the sole preprocessing module. All available input parameters are gathered here and the associated entries are
modified accordingly. Beyond that, a graphical representation of the geometric model is created and
displayed in a 3D window for the specified size and position. This is updated with every change of
the input values. The ControlCenter is shown in Fig.5 along with the hull forms of a two-body test
case.

Fig.5: The ControlCenter pre-processing module for a two-body setup
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All surface-specific settings such as the number and distribution of Gaussian points are addressed in
the ControlCenter. The surfaces are highlighted individually when editing these parameters, making
the assignment of meaningful values rather intuitive (since the user no longer needs to identify the
specific surfaces by an index alone as would be the case in the non-GUI version of MAPS). Since the
results of the geometry check can be displayed, the ControlCenter provides a convenient way to
correct erroneous or otherwise inapt settings surface by surface. In addition, the ControlCenter offers
various display options, such as depicting waterlines, Gaussian points and surface normals, see Fig.6.
Finally, launching of internal features and external programs is done from the ControlCenter, too, by
clicking the run buttons in the input dialog (see green "play" arrows in Fig.5 and Fig.6).

Fig.6: Gaussian points for an OSV hull
The generation of the ControlCenter itself as well as the Definition, Configuration and Computation
of the generic integration have been automated on the basis of the FRIENDSHIP-Framework's feature
technology. A setup feature loads all required data from disk and generates, configures and links all
integration objects without any need for further adjustments by the user. Arguments for this setup
feature are surface groups for the bodies involved, the surface groups comprising all surfaces that
make up one vessel. The execution of that feature is triggered by an additional menu entry in the
FRIENDSHIP-Framework's integration menu, utilizing user-definable GUI objects such as menu
entries and buttons.
The workflow to set up a MAPS0 computation after creating a geometric model, here the FPSO
shown in Fig.2, is illustrated in Fig.7. This convenient way to access MAPS via a menu entry does
not have to be repeated for every new project. Instead, all integration components can be made
permanently accessible. An installation procedure for this purpose using the FRIENDSHIPFramework's scripting capabilities further improves the overall user-friendliness. Note that the
functionality utilized for the integration of MAPS is not in any sense limited to this particular
simulation code. Rather, it can be employed by any other external program, too, that shall be coupled
to the FRIENDSHIP-Framework in order to build a GUI for pre- and post-processing.
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Fig.7: Setup of MAPS within the CAE software FRIENDSHIP-Framework
3.3. Remote computing
The FRIENDSHIP-Framework offers a platform independent tool called SshRessourceManager that
runs on any operating system for which Java is available. It allows reducing the idle time of
simulation software and available hardware resources. Moreover, it enables the FRIENDSHIPFramework to overcome boundaries frequently set by disparate operating systems. For example, the
simulation software may run under one operating system and/or on specific hardware within the
network while the user works on another computer, possibly under a different operating system. Fig.8
gives an idea about remote computing via the SshRessourceManager, for details see FSYS (2011a).
For the application of MAPS within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework the SshRessourceManager was
employed to undertake seakeeping analyses on a remote Linux machine while running the CAE
software on a local PC under Windows.

Fig.8: Remote computing via FRIENDSHIP-Framework's SshResourceManager
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4. Example application
Having covered the background of the simulation software and its integration, an example application
shall be presented to illustrate how to apply MAPS for seakeeping simulations in design. It involves a
complete MAPS setup for an offshore supply vessel (OSV) and covers a light optimization with
regard to seakeeping behavior.
OSVs are generally designed for various duties concerning offshore operations. Their functions are
basic transportation of supplies and personnel to platforms but can also include anchor handling tasks
depending on the vessel's mission profile. Some ships are also equipped with firefighting capabilities
to assist in emergencies. In short, OSVs are characterized by high flexibility in sometimes
unforeseeable conditions, which is why their robust seakeeping behavior is crucial not only for
commercial interests but also for the safety of the personnel, e.g. during anchor handling activities.
In the example an OSV's behavior in head seas was investigated and the vertical accelerations at two
locations on the ship were analyzed. By altering length and beam of the vessel while keeping draft
and displacement fixed, the shape with the lowest accelerations at the stern of the vessel was
identified.
4.1. Parametric model
A fully parametric model of an OSV was utilized as it can be found as a sample in the FRIENDSHIPFramework. It mainly consists of MetaSurfaces to allow for convenient shape alterations while at the
same time ensuring high quality fairness, Fig.9. MetaSurfaces can be easily converted into NURBS
surfaces and thus made available to MAPS.
For the seakeeping analysis the model was simplified by omitting the skeg and the thrusters. The
initial design for the optimization process had an overall length of 96.8m and an overall beam of
20.4m which corresponds to a length to beam ratio of 4.75. With a draft of 7m the vessel has a
displacement volume of around 8140m3. Draft as well as displacement were fixed throughout the
optimization process at these initial values. The length was chosen to be the only free variable, the
beam being adjusted to maintain displacement volume within a nested optimization.

Fig.9: Parametric model of an OSV
4.2. Optimization
Optimization processes are implemented in the FRIENDSHIP-Framework via so-called design
engines. Various optimization algorithms are made available, each of them being suitable for specific
scenarios regarding e.g. the number of objectives and their complexity. In this example the
optimization process has been split into an inner and an outer loop as depicted in Fig.10.
Brent's method was used for the inner optimization in order to find the right beam for a given ship
length such that the prescribed displacement was reached. Therefore, a hydrostatics calculation was
set up to compute the displaced volume of the current shape. The absolute difference between
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nominal and actual values for displacement was defined as the target function. Lower and upper
bounds for the beam variable were set to 15 m and 25 m, respectively. Practice showed that 20
iterations were sufficient to find the proper beam value.

Fig.10: Scheme of nested optimization
The outer optimization utilized a Nelder-Mead Simplex with the length between perpendiculars as its
free variable. Using the current length value along with the according beam calculated by the inner
optimization, a MAPS computation was triggered to investigate the behavior of the present design in
a sea-state. The objective for this design engine was the vertical acceleration at a specified point on
the ship as obtained directly from the MAPS results. The length between perpendiculars was confined
to lie between 75 m and 105 m. One termination criterion for the Simplex is the maximum number of
iterations. In addition, the Simplex algorithm allows the user to specify a minimum tolerance for the
improvement of the objective function. The search is carried out as long as these criteria are not yet
met.
Two points on the ship were specified for which to calculate vertical accelerations. One of them is
located 15 m above the forward perpendicular where the bridge and a heliport are assumed. The other
one is at the stern of the vessel where, for instance, anchor handling takes place. The result for the
latter was taken as the objective whereas the accelerations at the bridge were just monitored as
additional information without affecting the optimization algorithm.
Note that the outer optimization was set to create variants that could be addressed later on while the
inner optimization only determined the right beam without creating accessible designs. During the
setup a sea-state and operating conditions were defined. Here, a JONSWAP spectrum with a
significant wave height of 3 m and a peak frequency of 0.55/s was utilized for the simulation of a seastate as it would occur due to wind speeds of five to six on the Beaufort scale. Wave frequencies from
0.05/s to 1.525/s were investigated for head seas at zero forward speed of the vessel residing in deep
water. For the computations 940 Gaussian points were used, 624 of which were on the wetted surface
and 316 on the lid. One single MAPS analysis took a bit less than 15 min on a standard PC under
Linux (3 GHz processor, 8 GB memory).
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4.3. Results
The optimization process finished successfully after 44 iterations when the objective function fell
below the specified tolerance, Fig.11. The results show, as expected, that an increase in ship length
leads to less sensitive responses to head waves. It can be seen that the Simplex method approaches
and finally reaches the upper bound that was set for the length. Fig.11 and Fig.12 illustrate that the
accelerations at the bridge turned out to be greater than those at the stern in every design. However,
both values display a similar behavior over increasing ship length. The quantities given are the mean
of the highest third of occurring accelerations, i.e., the so-called significant accelerations. Fig.12
presents the history of the search algorithm. Infeasible designs are marked. From a practical point of
view the optimization could have been stopped after about 25 iterations.
Fig.13 and Fig.14 offer a comparison of initial and best designs. The RAOs reflecting the effect that a
sea-state has upon the motion of the vessel, a tangible change in the RAOs for heave and pitch, as can
be observed in Fig.14, explains the improvements. According to this example the best design has a
length to beam ratio of approximately 6.4, apparently only limited by the upper bound of the length.
The significant accelerations at the stern have been reduced by about 15% from the initial to the final
design. Naturally, this trend is based on the simple test scenario in which only head seas were
considered. In practice great length to beam ratios may lead to roll-stability problems in sea-states
with wave attack angles other than 180°. In addition, other operational aspects would have to be
considered such as maneuvering, dynamic positioning and maximum attainable speed which are all
notably influenced by the vessel's principle dimensions. Hence, the example can only serve to
demonstrate that by integrating a sophisticated seakeeping code into an advanced CAE environment,
the accessibility and usability of the simulation software are substantially increased for the benefit of
better designs.

Fig.11: Design variation (infeasible design having been filtered out)
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Fig.12: Accelerations (m/s2) at stern and bridge, respectively. (Infeasible design marked by red dots)

Fig.13: Initial (top) and improved (bottom) design

Fig.14: Heave and pitch RAO
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5. Conclusion and outlook
MAPS is an accurate seakeeping software that builds on NURBS surface representations of geometry.
The FRIENDSHIP-Framework is a flexible integration and optimization environment. The
integration of MAPS into the FRIENDSHIP-Framework enables the prediction of wave induced
motions and loads on ships and floating structures within a standard GUI, increasing the number of
potential users and decreasing their necessary expertise in running the simulation code. The coupling
of MAPS0 was built on ASCII input and output files, employing the FRIENDSHIP-Framework's
generic integration functionality and advanced feature technology.
A small optimization example demonstrated the potential of shifting seakeeping simulations from the
analysis stage towards the design stage. This opens the door for more sophisticated applications such
as single-body motions and two-body motions.
Examples for single-body design work are the downtime minimization for a ship's operational profile
in representative sea-states or the maximization of wave energy conversion by a buoy at a chosen
location, both of which are subject to current studies. Two-body motions of interest are, for instance,
loading operations between two vessels of similar size or crane operations between vessels of quite
different dimensions. Consequently, the time-domain versions of MAPS will be made available
within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework, too.
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Abstract
The presentation gives an overview of hydrodynamic hull optimization from historic roots based on
model tests, over early computational efforts in the 1980s and 1990s to formal hull optimization as
performed today in frontier applications. Contrary to common belief, there is still significant potential
for further improvement in hydrodynamic design for minimized life-time fuel consumption. A glimpse
at what may be achieved in the next decade will be given.
1. Introduction
The term (hull) “optimization” has been widely used and in many cases abused. Often the term “improvement” would be more appropriate than “optimization”. Often people say “optimization” if they
generate a few variants, analyse them by a flow code, study the results and generate perhaps one or
two more candidates and then select the best of these few. This is standard design procedure and employed by many model basins, but frequently we see in our experience that significant improvement
beyond this approach are possible.
In general, optimization means finding the best solution of a limited or unlimited number of choices.
Sometimes, while the number of choices is finite, it is so large that it is impossible to evaluate each
possible solution. And often, the number of choices is infinite. Obviously, depending on how the
problem is formulated and on how many candidates are evaluated, the “optimum” result will vary and
it is thus possible to improve an “optimized” hull, sometimes considerably. This is naturally confusing
for people not familiar with hull optimization.
Thus, “hull optimization” can mean very different things and lead correspondingly to different results.
There are some main elements in hull optimization that drive how close you may get to a hypothetical
optimum.
1. Design variation
Candidates (= possible hull shapes) need to be (automatically) generated. This happens in
changing some control “knobs” (the official term is “parameters”), which change for example
thickness of a bulbous bow, entrance angle, centre of buoyancy, width, etc. Few parameters
mean few possible shapes. A shoebox is described by length, width, and draft. But even the
best flow code and the best optimization algorithm will not get you a good ship if you limit
yourself in your model set-up to a shoebox. Experience helps in reducing the number of parameters and still getting significant progress.
2. Model set-up including objective function(s)
“The main difficulty lies in formulating the objective and all the constraints. If the human is
not clear about his objective, the computer cannot perform the optimization,” Bertram (2003).
For hull design, older optimization attempts targeted to reduce the calm-water resistance at
design speed, often even only the wave resistance. Optimization of the resistance (ship hull
without propeller) is a simpler, but the hull shape of least bare-hull resistance is not the same
as the one for least power requirement (at design speed), particularly for full hulls like bulk
carriers and tankers. And the hull of least power requirement at design speed may yet again
differ from that with least fuel consumption over lifetime. Some software also displays performance of all analysed variants over investigated changes, thus forming a map of the design
space. This frequently helps in trading off compromises and helps the designer making up his
mind on what is important for him in his design.
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3. Candidate evaluation
Objective functions (e.g. power requirement, resistance in calm water) and constraints (e.g.
GM, displacement) need to be evaluated, typically by numerical approximations. For flow
computations, various approximations are used. Simple methods are fast, accurate methods
are slow. Unfortunately, the matter is even more complicated as simple methods may work
satisfactorily for certain ships, and not for others.
4. Optimization strategy (algorithm)
The actual optimization algorithm plays a secondary role in our days. Suitable robust algorithms for global optimization are widely available. Most modern applications employ evolutionary algorithms like “Genetic Algorithms”, which are easily implemented on parallel computers and generally find the global optimum within the mathematical set-up of the problem.
(The best ship hull may still be different, as explained above.)
2. Past - Historical development
•

From early beginnings to the 1960s
Hull design is traditionally based on model tests and/or numerical simulations. Both trace
there very roots back to the 19th century. In 1861, William Froude presented a paper to the Institution of Naval Architects, outlining similarity laws for model tests. In 1879, the first model
basin was built in Torquay, soon to be followed by many others around the world. For almost
a century, model tests would be virtually exclusively by industry to evaluate hull forms and
guide hull form “optimisation”.
By the early 1960s, computers became available to selected naval architects. These were central computers with punch cards or punch strips as input. First applications were in hydrostatics, then structural analyses.
The beginning of numerical ship hydrodynamics is usually seen with the work of the Australian mathematician John Henry Michell who in 1898 proposed an integral expression to compute the wave resistance. However, Michell’s theory and all subsequent refinements of quasianalytic approaches remained academic for many decades, until numerical methods appeared
that captured physics and geometries much better, Bertram (2011). See Gotman (2007) for a
survey of the efforts from the 1950s to the 1990s, and the associated key players.
Optimization methods have been known for a long time. The Simplex algorithm for example
dates back to 1947. By the 1960s, the “classical” (local) optimization algorithms were documented and validated for assorted optimization problems. There were first attempts to combine thin-ship or slender-body theory with formal optimization to derive “minimum resistance” hull shapes, but the resulting hull shapes invariably looked strange with wavy waterlines or decanter-like hull sections in the bow.

•

1970 to 1990
Computers became more powerful and more widely available, e.g. in the form of personal
computers. Interfaces moved from line oriented to graphical user interfaces (GUIs). In the
wake of growing hardware power, we see also rapid developments in CAD (computer aided
design) techniques, CFD (computational fluid dynamics) and optimization strategies.
Boundary element methods (panel methods) for propellers and wave resistance of hulls developed to industry maturity, as reviewed e.g. by Bertram (2011), Larsson (1997). Viscous
CFD methods appear in other industries and toward 1990 the first RANSE (Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation) simulations for ships appear in research applications.
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Holland (1975) describes genetic algorithms as application of evolutionary strategies in computer simulations. But genetic algorithms remain largely ignored for years to come as they are
computationally much less efficient than classical optimization algorithms on single processor
computers. In Germany, Schneekluth, Nowacki and Söding pioneer applications of optimization in ship design. In the mid-1970s, Söding developed CHWARISMI, an optimization shell
designed to allow ship designers to set up their own optimization models. Based on
CHWARISMI, Gudenschwager develops the more user-friendly optimization shell DELPHI,
Bertram et al. (1998), Gudenschwager (2003). In parallel, concept exploration models
(CEMs) are developed as an alternative to ‘automatic’ optimization. In CEMs, candidate solutions are kept and plotted so that the designer gets a feeling how certain variables influence
the performance of the design. CEMs for ship design are surveyed briefly by Bertram (2003)
and in more detail by Erikstad (1996).
Some research applications of ship hull optimizations are presented, predominantly employing classical thin-ship or slender-body theories. These attempts remain unsuccessful, as the
resulting hull shapes are unacceptable from production, operational or even real hydrodynamics point of view.
•

1990 to 2010
Computers continue to become more powerful, with multi-processor architectures and graphical processing units, as reviewed in e.g. Couser et al. (2011). The progress in hardware allows
much larger (and more realistic) applications.
Wave resistance codes (based on potential flow theory) were standard industry tools by the
year 2000, e.g. Bertram (2011). These codes are extensively validated with capabilities and
shortcomings well known within the ship hydrodynamics community. Typical representatives
are SHIPFLOW (XPAN), RAPID, nu-SHALLO, and FS-Flow. Viscous CFD applications
(using RANSE solvers) develop dynamically. With particular relevance to hull form design
(optimization) are free-surface RANSE applications capturing also breaking waves and moving-grid applications (for propeller-hull interaction with moving propellers), e.g. Peric and
Bertram (2011).
Genetic algorithms (GAs) became much more attractive with the advent of parallel computing. Consequently, GAs and related evolutionary strategies (e.g. particle swarm optimization)
became standard technologies, which were implemented in optimization shell. Optimization
shells became more powerful and more user-friendly, e.g. with graphical user interfaces and
capabilities to run applications on different operating systems. CEMs and optimization
merged under the label “multi-objective” optimization, offering charts of the influence of design parameters on objectives before deciding on constraints and weights on individual objectives. Two commercial optimization shells stand out for ship hull optimization:
modeFRONTIER, www.modefrontier.com
Applications for ship hull optimization are found e.g. in Harries et al. (2001), Maisonneuve (2002), Giassi et al. (2003)
- Friendship Framework, www.friendship-systems.com
Applications for ship hull optimization are found e.g. in Birk and Harries (2000),
Harries (2003), Abt and Harries (2007).
-

Earlier attempts at formal hull optimization based on wave resistance codes still result in
shapes that, while not unfeasible, are not acceptable for industry purposes, e.g. Fig.1. “Besides resistance, a lot of other aspects has to be taken into account when modifying a ship
hull”, to avoid unreasonable shapes, Söding (2011). The combination of optimization algo-
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rithm, flow code, and parametric description per se is not enough. The elements must be skilfully combined to achieve results for demanding industry requirements.
Several research projects involving academia and industry, most notably the FANTASTIC
project, Maisonneuve (2003), Valdenazzi et al. (2003), supported the transition from research
to industry. In the wake of these projects, we enter the “present” with many commercial projects for ship hull optimization. Examples for such ship hull optimization projects can be
found in Dudson and Harries (2005), Hutchison and Hochkirch (2007), Harries et al. (2007),
Hochkirch and Bertram (2009), Oossanen et al. (2009). The applications cover a wide range
of ships, from slow tankers to fast semi-displacement yachts.

Fig.1: Initial (solid) and optimised (dotted) hull form, Gören (1997)
3. Present – State of the art in ship hull optimization
The increasingly realistic models and the demonstrated improvements that can be achieved compared
to the “standard” approach (using limited manual variations and assessing them by CFD, the “optimization” of the 1990s) led to increasing industry acceptance. Two typical case studies may illustrate
how state-of-the-art hull form optimization was applied around 2010:
•
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The Peene-Werft GmbH approached FutureShip’s team to improve free running performance
of their emergency offshore tug (200 t bollard pull) project. Although model tests of the initial
design had already shown that the contractual free running speed could be reached, the ordering German tug operating consortium was committed to allow for a comfortable leeway for
reaching design speed while investigating for options to reduce the operating costs and emissions. FutureShip’s team was therefore commissioned to conduct a formal hull shape optimization of the forebody to further reduce resistance and thereby increase the free running performance. The formal optimization process allows investigating a much larger number of
candidate designs (more than 20000) than in the already conducted state-of-the-art design
process (up to 20). The main optimization objective was a minimum calm-water resistance at
free running operating speed and design draft, subject to some design constraints: maintain or
increase displacement, centre of gravity, initial metacentric height, and bollard pull. Additional constraints were length over all, and some hard points to accommodate the bow thruster
as well as a minimum beam at main deck level. The optimization achieved more than 20%
savings in required power at design speed compared to the initial design. Positive “side effects” were a favorable forward shift of LCB (longitudinal centre of buoyancy) reducing the
need for ballast and improved seakeeping performance in terms of motions and added resistance. The presented case is particularly positive, but not singular.

•

In a joint venture with the Chinese design office Maric, a 9000 TEU containership was optimized. In this case, the operator had pointed out the need for adapting to the market requirement of ships with higher fuel efficiency and initiated a joint hull design by Maric and FutureShip requesting a formal optimization of the lines. Base design and optimized design were
tested at the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) showing a two-digit improvement of required power in the optimized design. Based on current fuel prices, such an improvement
saves some $ 90,000,000 over the lifetime of each ship in the series built. The expense for the
optimization is recovered within a few days of operation.

Fig.2: Hull optimization for an offshore tug

Fig.3: Hull optimization for container ship

The potential for improvement (in calm-water resistance at design speed) varies, depending on the
share of the wave resistance on the total resistance and on how much effort was already spent on the
hull design. For example, a formal optimization may offer 2-4% improvement for containership hulls
that are deemed already “optimized” in limited form variations with CFD and model tests in model
basins. For fast ships (for example fishing vessels, mega-yachts, ferries), the potential is larger as the
wave resistance accounts for a larger percentage of the total resistance. For an offshore supply vessel,
savings of 16% were obtained in one case. The range may thus be given as 0-20%, with 4-6% as typical values.
Both the numbers of projects and the scope within a typical project continue to increase. In response,
we updated our computer resources. In 2011, our parallel computing cluster was extended to a total of
6600 cores. Correspondingly, storage capacity was extended to 36 Terabyte. Rapid internal network
communication was ensured by an Infiniband network with a data rate of 40 GBit/s. With increased
computing resources, the door is open to more sophisticated applications.
4. Future – Research projects and extrapolation to 2020
The development of hull optimization has been very dynamic over the past decade and is likely to
continue to be so for the coming decade. Predictions for one decade are reasonably justified by extrapolating current research activities, applications seen in neighbouring industries and progress in
individual elements of the optimization process that require “merely” integration into industrial applications.
The exponential growth in computer hardware continues, not only for supercomputers but also for
personal computers. It is safe to assume that at least for the next decade we will see this growth maintained. Cloud computing, i.e. renting “unlimited” hardware and software as a service over the internet,
is widely seen as the next step for high performance computing.
The growth in computing power, available for everyone, lays the foundation for more advanced optimization applications. However, the desire for ever more sophisticated applications is likely to let
computational requirements grow faster than hardware unless optimization approaches are changed as
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well. It is likely that we will see various techniques to make optimization projects more efficient on
the software side as well:
•
•

Hybrid computing mixing low-fidelity (e.g. potential flow solvers or CFD with coarse
meshes) and high-fidelity (CFD with fine meshes) approximations
Meta-modelling where response surfaces yield fast estimates based on variants from actual,
extensive CFD evaluations. Such response surfaces can be updated during the optimization
process getting dynamically more and more accurate. Such self-learning meta-models for optimization have been proposed e.g. by Peri (2009). Couser et al. (2011) also employ metamodels in hull optimization.

The CFD software appears to be mature enough to change little for the hull optimization applications.
However, more sophisticated models should evolve over the next decade. Such models may add complexity in various forms:
•

•

•

•

More sophisticated seakeeping models, especially for added resistance in waves. RANSE
solvers have been applied to compute added resistance in waves, capturing both contributions
from motions and wave diffraction/reflection, e.g. Ley et al. (2010). Such computations, coupled with meta-modelling and initially using coarse meshes, may drift gradually into industry
applications over the next decade.
Operational profiles will be considered rather than a single design point, Fig.4. The consideration of operational profiles (where for example 80% of design speed is the most frequently
operated speed) has been shown to offer fuel saving potential of several percent points. Consideration of matrices of load conditions and speeds is theoretically feasible, and likely to become standard as computing power becomes available and design for actual fuel consumption
will gain in importance.
Hull optimizations will include propeller and appendages, Fig.5, eventually also allowing
changes in the geometries of propeller and appendages. In intermediate steps, we will see first
propeller optimization for given aftbody (including appendages) and optimization of selected
appendages, especially rudders and propulsion improving devices.
Some design aspects, e.g. manoeuvring aspects and production aspects, are now only qualitatively considered in the way the parametric model is set up and constraints are imposed. Here
more sophisticated methods to quantify these aspects may be added to optimization models.

Fig.4: Optimization over operational profile
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Fig.5: Optimization for ship with appendages using viscous CFD; gird (left) and streamlines (right)
of one variant
5. Conclusion
Hull optimization does not equal hull optimization. Over the past two decades hull optimization has
progressed from “exotic” research applications to widely accepted state of the art in hull design. Similarly, there is wide scatter in what is used in industry today, reflecting in some cases what was state of
the art more than a decade ago. How much progress can be expected from an optimization depends on
how sub-optimal the starting design is, but also on how good the optimization model is. A somewhat
catchy comparison is shown in Fig.6: How much juice you squeeze from an orange depends on how
much juice is in the orange, but also and on the tool that you employ.

Fig.6: How much juice you can squeeze from a given case depends on the tools you use
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Appendix A: FutureShip’s Key Software for Ship Hull Optimization
Formal hull optimization with associated constraints requires suitable tools for assessment, optimization and process control. Below the tools used by FutureShip in most advanced projects in 2011 are
briefly discussed:
•

FRIENDSHIP Framework, www.friendship-systems.com
The FRIENDSHIP-Framework is a Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) system, integrating
geometric modelling, simulation, systematic variation, and formal optimization in the design
of ships and turbo-machinery. Its parametrically oriented platform conveniently allows modelling complex geometries (e.g. ship hull or propeller) by a selection of high-level shape descriptors. A typical scenario is that longitudinal properties of the sections are modelled by
fairness optimized B-spline curves. We employ the FRIENDSHIP framework as standard geometry modeller.

•

FS-Optimizer, http://www.futureship.net/index.php/products/software
FS-Optimizer is a generic optimization toolkit for simple set-up of tailored applications, combining a selection of arbitrary analysis programs (needed for objective functions and constraints), applying a variety of methods for designs space exploration and formal optimization.
Constraints can be included and monitored during the optimization. The program has a
graphical interface and can also be run in batch mode for time consuming numerical computations on main frame computers. The program can run in unlimited threading mode to make
full use of parallel computing environments like HPC (high performance computing) clusters.
Advanced users may incorporate own algorithms to control the optimization while still taking
advantage of the file and directory handling provided by FS-Optimizer.

•

FS-Flow, http://www.futureship.net/index.php/products/software
FS-Flow is a nonlinear wave resistance code, based on a Rankine panel method. The in-house
code has special interfaces with the other tools discussed. FS-Flow uses a panel representation
of the hull (including lifting surfaces if applicable) and a portion of the free water surface. The
source strength on each panel is adjusted to fulfil the various boundary conditions, namely
zero normal velocity on the hull and kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the water
surface. Lifting surfaces like keel, rudder and fins (e.g. in case of sailing yachts or stabilizer
systems) are modelled in FS-Flow by lifting patches which carry in addition to the source
panels also a dipole distribution, enforcing a Kutta condition at the trailing edge. The ship’s
dynamic floating position and the wave formation are computed iteratively. After each iteration step, the geometry of the free surface is updated and the sinkage, trim, heel and propeller
thrust of the vessel are adjusted. The calculations are considered to be converged when all
forces and moments are in balance and all boundary conditions are fulfilled. Having determined the source strengths, the pressure and velocity at each point of the flow field can be
calculated. The wave resistance can be either computed by integrating the pressure over wetted surface of the hull or from wave cut analysis, Heimann et al. (2008). FS-Flow is based on
potential flow theory. Most viscous effects (such as a recirculation zone at the stern) and
breaking waves cannot be modelled correctly.

•

FS-Foam, www.openfoam.com
FS-Foam solves the (Reynolds averaged) Navier-Stokes equations (RANSE). It is based on
the open-source CFD package OpenFOAM. The free-surface modeling is based on the
Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method (interDyMFoam). The domain is discretized using the Finite
Volume Method (FVM). OpenFOAM also provides a solver to integrate the equations of
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motions for six degrees of freedom (sixDoFsolver). We have combined those features to an
integrated solver, which can simulate steady viscous flow around a ship including dynamic
trim and sinkage.
•

FS-Equilibrium, http://www.futureship.net/index.php/products/software
FS-Equilibrium is a workbench for analysis of equilibrium conditions of floating bodies in six
degrees of freedom. Typical applications are all types of hydrostatic analysis. Due to its modular setup, the code is easily adapted to work for a specific design problem. An application
programming interface (API) is available for optional user-defined modelling of forces. For
the task at hand only a small subset of the functionality was employed to monitor the changes
of hydrostatic properties due to the bulb and forebody changes.

A state-of-the-art optimization (in 2011) performed first a global hull optimization using FS-Flow,
typically looking at 20000 variants, modifying 60-90 hull form parameters. Based on the best solution
found in the first loop, a parametric model of the aftbody is set up. Then a second optimization is
started modifying the aftbody using FS-Foam, typically looking at 2000 variants, modifying 30-40
hull form parameters. For the resulting hull shape, using the full-scale wake, the propeller is optimized in a final step. Seakeeping aspects, if applicable, are typically assessed using a standard strip
method. Typically 4 operational conditions (say two speeds, two drafts) are considered in such a project.
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Abstract
Panel based hydrodynamic analysis is well suited for transferring seakeeping loads to 3D FEM structural models. Because panel based hydrodynamic analysis is computationally expensive, and also not
very sensitive to the mesh density, it is common to first calculate seakeeping loads from a coarser
hydrodynamic mesh, and then to map the panel pressure and inertia loads to the corresponding finer
structural model. Various interpolation methods have been proposed to map the loads from one mesh
to another. While the pressure integration results in a perfect equilibrium in the hydrodynamic model,
it is difficult to get a balanced structural model through any pressure interpolation methods. To rebalance the structural model, artificial accelerations and/or point loads have to be added. Malenica
et al. (2008) proposed a method which maps the panel source strength instead of the panel pressure
from a hydrodynamic mesh to the structural mesh, and then formulated the equations of motion in the
structural mesh. The equations of motion also included a gravity term to account for the change in the
coordinate system. The method results in a balanced structural model. In this paper, the cause of the
unrealistic sway and surge force due to hydrostatic restoring pressure integration is explained. A
method of applying linear seakeeping pressure loads is presented. The method differs from Bureau
Veritas’s approach in the following areas: 1. The corrective hydrostatic restoring force due to pressure integration is distributed to element nodes using quadratic programming; 2. There is no need to
create and maintain two different models because the method only uses the structural mesh. A coarser
hydrodynamic mesh is automatically generated from the structural mesh when the hydrodynamic
analysis is performed; 3. The method is fully integrated within one FEA system, comprising modeling,
loading, analysis, and evaluation.
1. Introduction
With the advent of new ship types, designs of increasingly larger scale, combined with their respective commercial service and/or military mission requirements, interest in using seakeeping loads for
ship structural design has increased in recent years. Tools ranging from simple 2D strip theories to
complex 3D CFD numerical simulation methods have been used for practical designs. Most seakeeping tools give hull girder loads (bending moments and shear forces). For tools with only sectional
forces and moments available, we have recently proposed a method to transfer the sectional loads to
3D finite element models, Ma et al. (2012). For tools with panel pressure available as an output, such
as VERES (strip theory), WAMIT, HydroStar and PRECAL, it is desired to map panel pressure loads
from a hydrodynamic model to the corresponding 3D finite element model, and to get a more realistic
structural response. The hydrodynamic model is always balanced because the loads derived from a
hydrodynamic analysis follow Newton’s second law. When transferring hydrodynamic loads to a
structural model, it is essential to maintain equilibrium in the structural model to ensure the loads are
transferred correctly. However, because meshes for hydrodynamic analyses are often much coarser
than the corresponding finite element model meshes, the structural model often becomes imbalanced
after the panel pressure is mapped from the hydrodynamic mesh to the structural mesh. Until recently,
most researchers have been focused on developing interpolation methods to directly map panel pressure from one mesh to another. Although various interpolation methods have been proposed and successfully used in design practice, accurately transferring seakeeping panel pressure loads to a finite
element model still remains challenging. Often, the “inertia relief” method, ABS (2010), has to be
used for the final adjustment to balance the structural model. The “inertia relief” technique is very
powerful and can correct any imbalanced model. However, there are two shortcomings to this ap-
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proach: (1) The additional inertial forces cause a change in the hull girder response (such as bending
moment); (2) the change of the accelerations has to be relatively small to ensure the fictitious inertial
forces do not significantly distort the original structural response. This often requires a visual inspection and engineering judgments. For the extreme load analysis (ELA), where the number of load cases
is limited, visually inspecting each load case is possible. But for the spectral fatigue analysis (SFA),
where there are thousands of load cases, it is not practical. Malenica et al. (2008) proposed a method
which mapped the panel source strength instead of the panel pressure from a hydrodynamic mesh to
the structural mesh, and then formulated the equations of motion in the structural mesh. A gravity
force on the left side of the equations of motion accounts for the change in the coordinate system. This
approach results in a perfectly balanced structural model without using “inertia relief.” In this paper,
the additional gravity terms are derived from the integration of the hydrostatic restoring pressure. The
cause of the unrealistic sway and surge force due to pressure integration is further explained and discussed. The corrective nodal forces are computed using quadratic programming, and applied to the
wetted surface elements. Numerical examples are given for the validation.
2. General description of the potential problem
Consider a three-dimensional body of arbitrary shape in water of uniform depth. The amplitude of
motions as well as of the incident waves are supposed to be small, while the fluid is assumed to be
irrational, incompressible, and inviscid. As such, the ship motion problem may be formulated in terms
of potential flow theory. Thus the fluid velocity vector may be represented by the gradient of a total
velocity potential ψ, which is separated into two parts assuming a slender hull at slow forward speed:
(1)
is a steady contribution due to forward speed U of the ship.
is an unsteady part associated with
the incident wave system and the unsteady body motion. ω= ω0-Uk⋅cosβ is the encounter frequency,
which is related by the ship’s speed U, the incident wave frequency ω0, the wave number k= ω02/g,
and relative heading to the incident wave direction β. With the assumption of small oscillations, the
total unsteady velocity field ( , which varies during one oscillation) around the ship can be divided
into a series of independent velocity potentials: incident wave φ0(x,y,z,t) component, diffracted wave
φ7(x,y,z,t) component and six radiation wave φj(x,y,z,t) components for the six degrees of ship motions.
(2)
In the case of long crested, harmonic progressive waves the incident potential for infinite deep water
is defined as, ϕ 0 = (ig / ω0 )e k ( z − ix cos β − iy sin β ) . The steady velocity can be separated into different
terms as well. It is common practice to assume that there is a base flow, either the double-body flow
or the uniform flow, and a small steady disturbance potential which is linear in forward speed.
(3)
The individual potentials must satisfy the following conditions:
Table 1: Boundary value problems (BVP) of the potential flows
Steady
Radiation
Diffraction
In the fluid
Free surface
Body
Bottom
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where

These BVP-s are all solved using the Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) technique based on the Kelvin type of Green function. The source formulation is used, so that the velocity potentials are represented by the source distribution over the wet part of the body. The double body potential is:
(4)
and the radiation and diffraction potential is :
(5)
S represents the outer wet part of the ship, σ is the panel source strength, G0 is the simple Green function, and G is the Kelvin type of Green function. The source strength σ of each potential can be determined by the following boundary integral equation:
Double body potential:
(6)
Radiation potential:
(7)
Diffraction potential:
(8)
Eqs. (6) to (8) are solved by usual numerical routines after discretizing the body surface in a finite
number of flat panels. Once the potentials are obtained, the pressure of the wetted body surface can be
calculated by Bernoulli’s equation:
(9)
Ignoring higher order terms, the pressure at a position of the body can be expanded into a Taylor series around the mean position, H0:
, in which
(10)
(11)

. The unsteady force and moment due to the oscillatory motion are obtained by
integrating the unsteady component of the pressure pu over the wetted surface:
(12)
Here the integration is over the mean position of the hull surface. The equations of motion that govern
the steady-state time-harmonic response of the body follow from Newton’s second law:
(13)
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is the motion RAO.
is the body mass matrix. Combining equation (12) and (13),
the response amplitude operator RAO can be determined by the linear equation system,
(14)
akj and bkj are the added mass and damping coefficient which originate from the radiation potential. Xj
is the exciting force due to the incident and diffracted wave potential. akj, bkj and Xj are derived from
the first term of (11) and depend on both the forward speed and the frequency of oscillation.
(15)
(16)
(17)
The restoring coefficient ckj is derived from the second term of (11). It is a function of the forward
speed, the gradient of the hydrostatic pressure, and the steady dynamic pressure field. The restoring
coefficient is given as:
(18)
The ship hull girder cross section shear forces and bending moments, including wave induced
pressure loads and inertial loads, are:
(19)
F1, F2 and F3 are the force components in the x, y and z directions. F4, F5 and F6 are the moments
about the x, y and z axes, Fig.1.
Fz(F3)
Mz(F6)
Fy(F2)
My(F5)

z
y

Mx(F4) Fx(F1)

Fig. 1: Convention for wave loads caused by oscillatory motions
3. Applying pressure loads to a finite element model
For a floating structure, it is important to obtain equilibrium before performing a finite element analysis. An imbalanced model causes an unrealistic result. Panel based hydrodynamic analysis is well
suited for transferring hydrodynamic panel pressure to 3D finite element structural models. However,
because meshes for hydrodynamic analyses are often much coarser than the corresponding finite element model meshes, it is necessary to map panel pressure from one mesh to another. While a hydrodynamic model is always in equilibrium, the corresponding structural model with a direct load mapping is usually not balanced. To transfer linear seakeeping pressure to a 3D finite element model
while maintaining the model’s equilibrium, the following procedure can be used.
1. Construct discretized boundary integral equations (6), (7) and (8) based on the hydrodynamic
model mesh, and obtain the panel source strength of each potential.
2. Map the panel source strength from the hydrodynamic mesh to the corresponding structural
mesh.
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3. Compute hydrodynamic added mass, damping, and restoring coefficients by integrating the
finite element wetted surface panels.
4. Construct the equations of motion based on the wetted surface mesh of the finite element
model, and obtain the motion RAOs.
5. Compute the finite element panel pressure and the corrective hydrodynamic restoring nodal
forces.
6. Apply the panel pressure and the corrective hydrodynamic restoring nodal forces to the finite
element model. The finite element model is now in perfect equilibrium.
3.1 Hydrostatic restoring loads
When the vessel oscillates, hydrostatic restoring forces, caused by heave, roll and pitch motion, will
be present. We have to calculate these pressure contributions on the instantaneous hull wetted surface.
This means on an oscillating surface H, as shown in Fig.2(a). To circumvent the non-linearity of the
pressure integration, the pressures are evaluated on the known mean wetted surface of the vessel H0,
as shown in Fig.2(b)

Fig. 2 Hydrostatic restoring force
The hydrostatic restoring force matrix, also called the hydrostatic “stiffness” matrix, is commonly
expressed in basic hydrostatic properties, such as waterplane area, displacement, transverse metacenter, etc. For example, for a symmetric model, the matrix is given as the following:

0
0

0
[C ] = ρg 
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

m/ ρ

0

0

Aw
0

0

− Mw
0

0

∆GM T

0 − Mw

0

0

0

0

Iw
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

(20)

Aw, Mw, and Iw are the area, moment, and moment of inertia of the water plane about the Y-axis, ∆ is
the displacement of ship, GMT is the transverse metacentric height. Note that the small lateral forces,
c24 and c15 of matrix (18), caused by roll and pitch motion respectively, are balanced by the gravity
component, as illustrated by Fig.2(a). Hydrostatic restoring matrix (20) has been successfully and
widely used in many seakeeping numerical tools. The elemental restoring force can be obtained by
(21)
Eq.(21) can be used to compute hull girder sectional loads and the element nodal forces of a finite
element model. The coefficient of matrix (20) can also be obtained by integrating the restoring pressure over the wetted body surface. The hydrostatic restoring pressure is given in the second term of
Eq.(11) as,
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Ignoring second order terms,
(22)
The restoring forces due to the vessel oscillations are:
(23)
Expanding (23), we have

The hydrostatic restoring force matrix, derived from pressure integration, is:

 0
 0

[C ] = ρg  0
 0
− m / ρ

 0
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0
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0
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(24)

[ ]

The coefficient c24 and c15 of C are no longer zero when the hydrostatic restoring pressure is evaluated on the known mean wetted surface H0. This implies that the pressure integration over the wetted
body surface would result in additional sway and surge forces, and these additional sway and surge
forces will cause imbalanced force and moment for the finite element model. To offset the unrealistic
sway and surge forces caused by linear theory assumption, Malenica et al. (2008) proposed a method
to add gravity terms to the left side of the equation of the motions (14). The additional gravity terms
are equivalent to setting c24 and c15 to be 0. With the correction of the gravity force, the hydrodynamic
restoring coefficient matrix (24), obtained from the pressure integration, becomes the matrix (20),
which is derived from the traditional hydrostatic method. The gravity force was then distributed to the
whole finite element model to balance the sway and surge forces due to pressure integration. Because
the additional hydrostatic restoring force due to pressure integration is acting on the wetted surface, it
may be more logical to make the nodal force adjustment on the wetted surface element rather than the
whole ship. In the following section, a method of using quadratic programming to find the corrective
nodal forces is presented.
3.2 Adjusting imbalanced forces using quadratic programming
To apply the hydrostatic restoring pressure to a finite element panel, a set of fictitious nodal forces
have to be added to the element to counteract the unrealistic sway and surge force due to pressure
integration.
Rj - Cj = 0

j = 1,…,6

(25)

There are a number of ways to assign elemental nodal forces to get desired resulting forces and
moments. One of the approaches is to use the quadratic programming method, Fletcher (1987). The
objective function is to minimize the magnitude of the nodal forces, which is given by,
(26)
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k is the node index of the panel, and m is the number of nodes of a panel. f x k , f y k , and f z k are the
finite element nodal force. The constraints are the six restoring forces and moments, as defined in
Eq.(27):
m

∑f

xk

= R1 − C1

yk

= R2 − C2

zk

= R3 − C3

k =1
m

∑f
k =1
m

∑f
k =1

(27)

m

∑ (− f (z
yk

)

k
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k

− xc ) + f x k (zk − zc ) = R5 − C5

k =1
m

∑ (− f (x
zk

)

k =1
m

∑ (− f ( y
xk

k

)

− yc ) + f y k ( xk − xc ) = R6 − C6

k =1

xc, yc, and zc describe the location of the center of gravity. xk, yk, and zk are the finite element nodal
location. Rj is the panel restoring force (j=1, 2, and 3) and moment (j=4, 5, and 6) obtained from
Eq.(21). Cj is the panel restoring force and moment using pressure integration in Eq.(23). Eqs.(26) and
(27) can be rewritten as
(28)
(29)
G=2I, X is a vector of the corrective finite element model’s nodal forces, A is the matrix of the linear
equality constraint coefficient, and b is a vector of the difference between the elemental forces and
moments obtained by the traditional method and by the pressure integration method. The quadratic
programming problem can be solved by the method of Lagrangian multipliers. The Lagrangian
function becomes:
(30)
and the stationary point condition yields the equations
(31)
For a quadrilateral (triangular) element, the number of variables in Eq.(31) is 4(3)×3+6, so the
solution is very fast.
4. Integration to the structural analysis
The linear seakeeping model based on presented theory is implemented as a plugin component,
MAESTRO-Wave, for the software suite MAESTRO, www.maestromarine.com, Fig.3. MAESTRO
is a structural design tool specifically tailored to suit naval architects and their finite element analysis
and limit-state (failure mode) evaluation needs. Unlike many other seakeeping tools, where end users
need to use multiple graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to perform seakeeping analysis and then transfer
the seakeeping loads to a different tool for a structural analysis, MAESTRO-Wave is seamlessly
integrated into MAESTRO through a single Windows-based GUI that completely encompasses the
structural modeling (preprocessing), the ship-based loading (including seakeeping loads), the finite
element analysis, the limit-state evaluation, and the post-processing. MAESTRO-Wave leverages the
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MAESTRO model’s wetted panel definition, evaluation patch definition, tank definition and weight
distribution, and then generates a database of regular unit wave responses, which include ship
motions, accelerations and dynamic pressure acting on the hull for each speed, heading and wave
frequency. MAESTRO-Wave uses three different wetted panel discretization methods; the original
finite element mesh, the evaluation patch mesh, and the section based re-panelization mesh, for the
linear seakeeping analysis. The original finite element mesh is applicable when the number of wetted
elements is less than 3000. In this approach, a source strength is computed for each finite element
panel, and the seakeeping analysis mesh is the same as the finite element mesh. When the number of
wetted elements is greater than 3000, super-element methods are recommended. A super-element
consists of many actual finite elements. The elements in a super-element have the same source
strength. However, the pressure of each finite element panel is different because the velocity
potentials depend on not only the source strength, but also the element location. There are two superelement methods can be selected in MAESTRO-Wave; the evaluation patch method and the section
based re-panelization method. The evaluation patch method leverages MAESTRO’s existing
structural failure mode evaluation framework, where each evaluation patch is automatically defined
based on the boundary of bulkheads, stiffeners and frames, Fig.4. The second super-element method
uses the section cuts of the wetted surface mesh to generate a new set of coarse panels. Once the unit
wave hydrodynamic load database is available, either by using MAESTRO-Wave or third party tools
such as PRECAL and VERES, the hull girder load response RAOs, such as vertical bending moment,
shear force and torional moment, as well as the element stress RAOs, can be obtained. The short-term
and long term design waves can be generated by the hull girder dominant load parameters, wave
scatter diagrams, wave spectra and the return period. The structure spectral fatigue life can be
determined by the element stress response RAO. Figs.5 and 6 illustrate the procedures of the

extreme load analysis and the spectral fatigue analysis.

Fig.3: Process flow in MAESTRO

Fig.4: Evaluation patch

Fig. 5: Extreme load analysis

Fig. 6: Spectral fatigue analysis
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5. Numerical Validation
The S-175 container ship is standard ITTC test case for wave-induced motions and structural loads,
ITTC (2010). The database that resulted from that study includes numerical results from many institutions, and also some experimental data. Table 2 lists the main particulars.
Table 2: Main particulars of the S175 container ship
Length between perpendiculars
175.00 m
Breadth
25.40 m
Depth
15.40 m
Draught
9.50 m
Displacement
24742 t
LCG aft of midship
2.50 m
Block coefficient
0.572
Midship section coefficient
0.98
XG(from AP)
84.97 m
YG(from centerline)
0.00 m
Rxx
9.652
Ryy
42.07
Rzz
43.17
Three hydrodynamic analyses are conducted for the comparison. For the first analysis, labeled
“MAESTRO-Wave” in the following result figures, the hydrodynamic mesh is the same as the finite
element mesh, Fig.7(a). For the second analysis, labeled “MAESTRO-Wave (Coarse Mesh),” the
hydrodynamic mesh is coarser than the finite element mesh, Fig.7(b). The first two models were
analyzed using MAESTRO-Wave. The third model was analyzed using PRECAL6.6 of MARIN.

(a)MAESTRO-Wave

(b)MAESTRO-Wave(Coarse Mesh)

(c)PRECAL

Fig. 7: Seakeeping model mesh
The ship is advancing with constant speed v=22.145 knots with four different headings, β=0°, β=90°,
β=120° and β=180°. All results are presented in a non-dimensional way using wave amplitude A,
wave number k, encounter frequency ω, water density ρ, gravitational acceleration g, ship beam B and
ship length between perpendiculars Lpp as given in Table 3.
Table 3: Non-dimensional parameter definition
Translational motions (heave, sway and surge)
Rotational motions (roll, pitch and yaw)
Bending moments
Shear forces
The motion and load RAO results, along with the available experiment data from ITTC, are shown in
Figs. 8 to 12.
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Fig. 8: Motion RAO (β=120°, Fr=0.275)

Fig. 9: Motion RAO (β=180°, Fr=0.275)

Fig. 10: Motion RAO (β=0°, Fr=0.275)

Fig. 11: Motion RAO (β=90°, Fr=0.275)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12: Vertical bending moment RAO (Fr=0.275)
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6. Case study
To illustrate a complete procedure of using linear seakeeping pressure load for a structural analysis,
including generating design waves, a full ship example is given in this section. A finite element model
was provided by NAPA Ltd of a nominal frigate (Lpp = 150 m, ∆ =4000 t). The model was created
using NAPA-Steel as a molded form structural model, Fig.13(a). The NAPA-Steel/MAESTRO
interface program can generate a full ship finite element mesh in MAESTRO format from a molded
form structural model with one click of a button. The generated finite element model has over 61,000
nodes and 125,000 elements, Fig.13(b). This interface program also automatically translates the
compartment and wetted surface definitions as MAESTRO groups, Fig.13(c) and (d). In addition, the
weight distribution, tank loads and floating condition defined in the NAPA hydrostatic module are
translated into MAESTRO. With a complete finite element mesh and load definition, the generated
finite element model is ready for a linear static analysis without any additional manual editing.

(a)Molded form model

(b)Finite element model

(c) Wetted surface elements

(c)Tank definition

Fig. 13: NAPA-Steel generated finite element model
Once the finite element model and the weight distribution are imported (or constructed), MAESTRO
will first perform a hydrostatic balance to obtain the mean draft plane and to identify the wetted
surface elements. Next, a seakeeping analysis is performed by executing MAESTRO-Wave. It is
assumed the ship has a forward speed of 20 knots, 7 different headings, and 30 frequencies. A unit
wave response database is generated. The database includes wave-induced accelerations, panel
pressures, nodal forces due to hydrostatic restoring correction, and the cross sectional hull girder
loads. The unit wave pressure distribution, ship motion RAOs, and hull girder load RAOs can be
displayed for sanity checks.
Table 4: Combined dynamic and static loads and the structural responses
Hogging
Sagging
Static and
dynamic
pressure

Vertical bending
moment
distribution
Vertical shear
force distribution

Longitudinal
stress and
deformation
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(a)VBM RAO of all stations

(b)Pressure distribution

(b)Pressure distribution

Fig. 14: Vertical bending moment RAO and unit wave pressure distribution
Figure 14(a) shows the hull girder vertical bending moment RAO of all sections. The closure of the
bending moment for all frequencies indicates the model is indeed in equilibrium. Note that the hull
girder loads reported in MAESTRO, such as vertical bending moment, vertical shear force, horizontal
bending moment, horizontal shear force and longitudinal torsional moment, are derived from the basic
loads (such as panel pressure and inertia force), and they are computed solely for the purpose of
verifying the integrity of individual load components. A design wave is generated based on a desired
dominant load parameter (DLP), a sea state diagram and the return period. The dynamic design wave,
which has a perfect equilibrium based on the presented method, combined with the static loads,
becomes a regular static analysis load case. Table 4 shows the combined dynamic and static panel
pressure, hull girder bending moment and shear force distribution, and the deformation responses of
the model under sagging and hogging loads.
7. Concluding remarks
This paper discussed two key issues of applying linear seakeeping pressure loads to 3D finite element
models. In order to get a perfect equilibrium of a finite element structural model, the source strength,
but not the element pressure, should be mapped from the hydrodynamic mesh to the structural mesh.
The equations of motions should be constructed in the structural mesh. Secondly, the unrealistic sway
and surge forces due to hydrostatic restoring pressure integration should be corrected. The correction
can be done either through distributing the gravity force to the whole model, or applying the
corrective nodal forces to the wetted element using the proposed quadratic programming method. The
proposed method is validated by comparing PRECAL of MARIN.
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Abstract
This report summarizes the design of the MINOAS heavy climbing robot, able to support marking and
thickness measure devices and displace them over the ship hold walls, according to technical specifics
defined in the MINOAS Project. In particular, a Magnetic Autonomous Robotic Crawler (MARC) with
track based locomotion and electrical propulsion has been designed, paying specific attention to the
capability of operating on vertical walls, going beyond discontinuities between consecutive surfaces,
and carrying a significant payload. This paper reports details about the electro-mechanical design,
development of the automatic control systems, integration with the overall MINOAS architecture.
1. Introduction
The maritime industry is forced to follow the general trend of rationalization so as to reach a higher
level of standardization of the procedures related to marine transportation, that will enable higher
performances according to safety and financial criteria. One way to achieve this is through the
incorporation of more technological means that increase the level of automation. The MINOAS
project (Marine Inspection rObotic Assistant System) is an European project under development in
the framework of an EC funded project SCP8-GA-2009-233715 under the topic SST.2008.5.2.1
Innovative product concepts. The project proposes the re-engineering of the overall vessel inspection
methodology, by introducing an innovative system concept that integrates human personnel with high
locomotion-enabled robots, effectively “tele-porting” the human inspector from the vessel's hold to a
control room with virtual reality properties.
The proposed innovative system concept considers the assembly of a robot fleet with advanced
locomotion capabilities and sets of tools that are dedicated to the tasks attached to the inspection
process, the development of control techniques and algorithms that provide a semi-autonomous nature
to the operation of the robot fleet and a hierarchical controller that enables online processing of the
harvested data and operate as a Decision Support System in the aid of the inspector. A further
description of the general concepts and ideas of the project is reported in Bibuli et al. (2011).
This paper describes the design and development of a Magnetic Autonomous Robotic Crawler
(MARC) with track-based locomotion and electrical propulsion, paying specific attention to the
capability of operating on vertical walls, going beyond discontinuities between consecutive surfaces,
and carrying a significant payload. This paper focuses on the electro-mechanical design as well as the
development of techniques for sensor data fusion and automatic control of the robot's motion. A
subsequent description of the final assembly of the MARC vehicle is reported, as well as a description
of the validation tests of the platform.
The problem of developing a robotic platform able to operate in harsh, hostile and dirty environments
as ship holds, is to ensure the robustness of the system itself guaranteeing at the same time the
operational capabilities required by the specifics. To this aim, the choice of a caterpillar track based
vehicle as platform for autonomous observation and inspection operations is straightforward and
sustained by similar studies and applications both in research and commercial areas. Some examples
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are given in Tao et al. (2006), Wang et al. (2008), Kim et al. (2009) which report development details
of track-based autonomous vehicle, and Park et al. (2003) which reports studies and results of
distance-based motion control for track-based robots.
2. System requirements
According to the MINOAS case study introduced in the technical annex and subsequent deliverables
of the project, basic functional and system requirements of a heavy climbing robot, able to carry on
marking and thickness measure devices, including small electrical arms, has been specified in order to
implement the hybrid climbing marker and inspection robot. Basically, the heavy climbing robot has
to move inside ship hold floor, side slopes and shell frames of the type shown in Fig.1(a). Thus,
constraints on the vehicle size are given by the need of maneuvering between T-shaped shell frames
of dimensions shown in Fig.1(b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: MINOAS case study: bulk carrier hold (a), shape and size of shell frames (b)
3. System development
A target footprint of the vehicle equivalent to a square of about 0.4 m of side has been established for
a corresponding weight of about 50 kg. Discontinuities in the slope of adjacent planar surfaces are
between 30° and 60°. The vehicle is required to be able to maneuver over planar surfaces and follow
the vertical shell frame profiles, whose range and orientation have to be perceived by suitable sensors.
The vehicle sensor package, integrated with external localization systems of the type presented in
projects deliverables, has to provide measurements of the vehicle position and attitude.
3.1. Mechanical design
The vehicle mechanical design is essentially determined by the choice of the climbing system. In
order to minimize the risk of detaching and crashing, while using a passive adherence system,
magnetic tracks are preferred to wheels in virtue of their capability of maximizing the contact area
with the metal surface. In order to allow the platform to maneuver between the vertical shell frames,
carrying on a small electro-mechanical arm, as discussed in section 2, the resulting length and width
of the vehicle are about 49 cm and 43 cm respectively, with a height of about 18 cm excluding the
boxes for data acquisition and control electronics and payload devices. A 3-D rendering of the
Magnetic Autonomous Robotic Crawler (MARC) is depicted in Fig.2, where dummy parallelepipeds
and cylinders represent the cases for control and payload electronics and payload devices respectively.
In the bottom part of the vehicle, Fig.6, motors and gear-boxes are displaced on the two sides, leaving
free space for batteries along the longitudinal axis and in the rear part of the platform. A couple of
transverse openings allow the passage of cables from the batteries to the boxes of electronics.
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Fig. 2: 3-D rendering of the MINOAS heavy climbing robot
3.2. Actuation system design
The MARC actuation system is basically constituted by a couple of magnetic tracks, actuated by an
electrical motor coupled to a gear-head through a suitable mechanical interface. The magnets are
lodged in dedicated housing connected to a chain to constitute a track.
3.2.1. Electrical motor and mechanical gear-head
On the basis of an expected weight of the MARC platform of about 50 Kg, a rough computation of
the required torque and power for each of the two motors controlling the vehicle motion has been
performed, resulting in a desired torque of about 30 Nm and mechanical power on the driving-shaft of
about 130 W.

Fig. 3: View of the JVL MAC140 motor and its main parts
On this basis, the JVL MAC140-140W, a brushless servo motor with integrated controller, has been
selected. Indeed, as shown in Fig.3, servomotor, Hall-sensor, encoder and electronics together form a
closed unit where the power driver and controller is mounted inside the motor in a closed section.
This results in very compact dimensions, i.e. 59 mm of diameter and 150.5 mm of length for a weight
of 1.1 Kg. This motor, which complies with DC power supply between 12 and 48 V, has a nominal
torque of 0.32 Nm at 4000 rpm of maximum speed. For a gear-head Spinea HSPG080-E-085S,
Fig.11, with reduction ratio 85:1, maximum output torque 78 Nm, and efficiency 90%, the resulting
torque on the wheel axis is 27.2 Nm for a maximum speed of 47.05 rpm, and a power of 133.95 W.
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Assuming a wheel radius of 25 mm, the resulting maximum speed of MARC is 0.12 m/s. Given the
gear-head dimensions of 80 mm of diameter and 78.8 mm of length for a weight of 2.1 Kg, the overall
length and weight of each actuator will be of 229.3 mm of length and 3.2 Kg of weight.
3.2.2. Magnets and tracks
Magnetic tracks have been selected as passive adherence system maximizing the contact area with the
metal surface. In particular, in virtue of the exerted force, neodymium magnets are used. These
magnets, also known as NdFeB, NIB, or Neo magnets, the most widely-used type of rare-earth
magnets, are permanent magnets made from an alloy of neodymium, iron, and boron to form the
Nd2Fe14B tetragonal crystalline structure. A couple of conical models have been initially identified
on the market. The former, named N42 Nichel, Fig.4(a), weighs 5.1 g, has a minimum and maximum
diameter of 8 mm and 15 mm respectively and a height of 6 mm, and exerts a force of 5 Kg. The
latter, named N40 Nichel, Fig. 4(b), weighs 15 g, has a minimum and maximum diameter of 15 mm
and 20 mm respectively and a height of 8 mm, and exerts a force of 8 Kg. In order to constitute a
track, the magnets are connected to a chain with the possibility of alternating rubber elements in order
to reduce the adherence force and increase the friction.

(a) N42 magnet

(b) N40 magnet
Fig. 4: Conical type magnets

After a number of laboratory tests, it was evaluated that due to the reduced contact surface, given by
the conical shape, the magnets tend to detach or slide over the metal surface, thus lacking of the
desired adherence force and stability. Due to this problem it has been evaluated to substitute the
conical shaped magnets with rectangular shaped ones, characterized by a greater surface of contact
and a higher attraction force. In particular, the employed magnets are characterized by a dimension of
40x22x9 mm and a 20 Kg attraction force; the rectangular-shaped magnet is depicted in Fig.5.

Fig. 5: Rectangular type magnet
3.3. Sensor package
The goal of the vehicle sensor package is to measure its position and attitude, and corresponding
linear and angular velocities, as well as its interactions with the operating environment. It is worth
noting that the operating conditions inside a ship hold make quite difficult, at least with the size,
weight and price constraints given by a MARC-class platform, the measurement of basic variables
such as linear position and heading. Indeed, the vehicle position can be measured by an external
tracking system, consisting of a pan-tilt unit including a high resolution camera, a high resolution
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laser range finder and an active target mounted on the platform itself. On the other hand, since
magnetic compass cannot be used due to the iron structure of the ship, the issue of measuring the
vehicle heading has to be handled. The incremental orientation of the vehicle can be obtained by
integrating its angular velocities measured by gyros, while a tern of linear accelerometers, providing
the orientation of the gravity vector in a body-fixed reference frame, enables the estimate of the
vehicle orientation when working on a vertical surface. An alternative, complementary possibility is
given by estimating the vehicle pose with respect to structures inside the operating environment. From
this point of view, TV cameras represent general purpose devices. In order to optimize the integration
of the overall MINOAS system, also through the possibility of sharing and re-using hardware and
software modules, the video cameras, already mounted on the MINOAS flying robot have been
selected. Moreover, since the MARC platform has to operated between shell frames, it is equipped
with a couple of laser range sensors on each side, able to measure the range from lateral walls, and
allowing the computation of the platform position and orientation inside an operating lane.
3.3.1. Gyro and accelerometer
A high performance, miniature AHRS (attitude heading reference system) with GPS, combining
MEMS sensor technology and a highly sensitive embedded GPS receiver has been selected for
providing orientation, inertial, and, when possible, GPS measurements. The 3DM-GX3®-35 sensor
incorporates a triaxial accelerometer, triaxial gyro, triaxial magnetometer, temperature sensors, and a
dedicated 32 bit processor running a sophisticated fusion. The device, Fig.6, has the dimensions of 44
mm x 24 mm x 14 mm - excluding mounting tabs, width across tabs 37 mm, and a weight of 23 g.

Fig. 6: 3DM-GX3® -35 Miniature Attitude Heading Reference
3.3.2. Video camera
In order to perceive the operating environment, the MARC vehicle will be equipped with a couple of
compact video cameras. The UI-1225LE camera, Fig.7, with modern Aptina CMOS sensor in Wide
VGA resolution (752x480 pixels), allows a uniform architecture with the vision systems of other
MINOAS platforms, e.g. flying robot. Through the use of the widespread USB 2.0 technology the
camera can be interfaced with the GNU/Linux based software infrastructure without any problems.
The light-weight and dimensions of the UI-1225LE (H: 44.00 mm, W: 44.00 mm, L: 25.40 mm,
weight: 32 g) features a C/CS lens mount with adjustable flange back distance.

Fig. 7: 3DM UI-1225LE camera
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3.3.3. Range finder
In order to acquire high precision and reliable range measurements between 0.1 m and 10.1 m, laser
transit time sensors have been adopted. In particular, the Wenglor Y1TA100MHT88 sensor, Fig.8,
characterized by a scratch-resistant optics and the possibility of switching off the emitted red light,
has been selected. The sensor, powered at 24 V DC, provides very precise measurements, with 0.05%
of linearity inside the range 0.1 m to 5 m and 0.2% between 5 m and 10.1 m, through both analog
output, i.e. 0-10 V, and RS-232 serial port. Moreover, it is contained in plastic box IP68 of size 81 x
55 x 30 mm, to be installed without other protection for water, humidity and dust.

Fig. 8: Wenglor Y1TA100MHT88 laser transit time sensor
3.4. Computing board
In order to design and develop an embedded real-time platform based on commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) hardware and free software, a Single Board Computer hardware architecture, characterized
by PC-compatible CPUs, has been adopted. In particular, in order to optimize size and weight a
computer board able to support all the I/O ports required by the navigation and control packages has
been selected. The result is the adoption of the Nova9452 single board computer, Fig.9.

Fig. 9: Nova9452 Single Board Computer
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Single-board computers (SBCs) are complete computers built on a single circuit board. The
Nova9452 has a size of 203 mm by 146 mm and can support the stacking of additional PC/104 plus
I/O boards as well as a PCI slot. It is equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 2.5 GHz, 6 RS-232
serial ports, 6 USB 2.0 ports, and one Ethernet port, while 24-bit digital I/O, 32 analog input and 4
analog output channels are provided by a Diamond-MM-32DX-AT PC/104 Analog I/O Module.
3.5. Batteries
A rough computation of the MARC power consumption, based on the adoption of a couple of Mac140
electrical motors, one CPU Nova9452, four laser range finders, two-four video cameras, and a small
electro-mechanical arm, leads to an estimated need of 8.5 A @ 48 V. In addition, the value of peak
current for each motor, quite important for the choice of the battery technology, is up to 9A @ 48V.
As a result, also considering the very constrained space and weight available aboard the vehicle, LiIon battery technology has been adopted as well as a suitable set of DC/DC converters for generating
all the different input voltages required by the computing, actuation and sensing devices.
Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries offer very high energy density, excellent charge recovery after
long storage, even at high temperature, and long cycle life. Indeed, the model selected for MARC, i.e.
Saft MP 176065 IntegrationTM (High performance Medium Prismatic cell, see Figure 10), presents
an energy density of 375 Wh/l and 178 Wh/kg, and a cycle life of over 70% initial capacity after 600
cycles, C charge rate, C/2 rate 100% DoD at 20° C.
Each battery cell, enveloped in an aluminum case, has a size of about 70x60x20 mm for a weight of
143 g including protection circuit. Considering the nominal voltage of 3.75V for each cell, 12
batteries have to be connected in series to reach a power voltage of 44.4 V, with an overall size of 228
x 60 x 70 mm and a total weight of 1.7 Kg. With this battery pack size, it is possible to install two
parallel connected packs in the free space below the frame: the former between the motors and the
latter in the back side of the motors. This results in double capacity and values of continuous and peak
charge/discharge currents:
• capacity = 14 Ah;
• maximum discharge continuous current = 28 A;
• maximum discharge peak current = 60 A;
• maximum charge continuous current = 14 A.

Fig. 10: Saft MP 176065 IntegrationTM Li-Ion battery
4. Automatic control
With the aim of providing autonomous motion capabilities for the MARC vehicle, an advanced
automatic control procedure has been developed in order to allow straight movement along
geometrical-referenced lines in the operative environment. In particular, referring to the inspection of
structured area like T-shaper web-frames, as described in Section 2, a line-following guidance
technique relying on the side distance measure provided by the laser devices has been developed.
With reference to a fixed reference frame in the operative environment, Fig.11(a), the MARC's
kinematic behavior is described by a discrete-time model:
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x(k + 1) = x(k ) + u cos(ψ (k )) dt
y (k + 1) = y (k ) + u sin (ψ (k )) dt
ψ (k + 1) = ψ (k ) + r dt
The motion state of the vehicle is given by its position and orientation variables, i.e.:
[x(k ) y(k ) ψ (k )]T , where x(k) and y(k) are the coordinated of the origin of the robot frame with
respect to the fixed frame, while ψ(k) is the angle between the x axes of the fixed frame and robot
frame.
The four lasers mounted onboard the vehicle are positioned two on the left side and two on the right
one; lasers are localized with respect to the robot frame in the following way, Fig. 11(b):
Laser Front-Right in (δF,δR);
Laser Front-Left in (δF,-δL);
Laser Back-Right in (-δB,δR);
Laser Back-Left in (-δB,-δL);
Thanks to the lasers' measurements it is possible to identify lateral environmental structures, in turn
obtaining the robot position with respect to the environment and thus allowing the vehicle to follow
straight paths. Coordinates of the points from right side are:

y LF = −δ L − ρ LF
y LB = −δ L − ρ LB
x RF = δ F
x RB = −δ B
while, from the left side:

y RF = δ R − ρ RF
y RB = δ R − ρ RB
x RF = δ F
x RB = −δ B
ρxx indicates the single laser measure. Starting from the equation of a line on a plane y = mx + q , the
following computation is obtained:

mL =

y LF − y LB
x LF − x LB

q L = y LF − m L x LF
mR =

y RF − y RB
x RF − x RB

q R = y RF − m R x RF
In order to measure the distance of the robot from the lateral structures, the equation of the
perpendicular straight lines are first computed. The slope parameters of the perpendicular lines are
given by:
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m PL =

−1
mL

m PR =

−1
mR

(b)

(a)
Fig. 11: MARC vehicle's reference frames
The coordinates of the point of intersection are then given by:

yintL =

qL
m PL − m L

xintL = m PL y intL

y intR =

qR
m PR − m R

xintR = m PR y intR
The distance measures are then computed as follows:

dL =

dR =

qL
1+ m L

2

qR
1+ mR

2

To evaluate the robot orientation, three angle measures are taken into account:
− β L , angle with respect to the left wall in the robot frame;
−
−

β R , angle with respect to the right wall in the robot frame;
β , angle formed between the x axes of the robot frame and the mean of the walls directions;

These values are given by:
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 − y intL
β L = arctan
 − xintL





 − y intR
β R = arctan
 − xintR





 m + mR 
β = −arctan  L

2


In order to control the vehicle motion over a straight line, defined by reference parameters ( x R , y R )
and ψ R , point and line orientation respectively, the distance of the robot from the desired line is

[

written in terms of the error vector e = e x e y

]

T

where e x = x − x R and e y = y − y R , as it follows:

d = −e x sin (ψ R )+ e y cos(ψ R )
Thus, computing the time derivative of d:

d& = −e& x sin (ψ R )+ e& y cos(ψ R ) = −ucos(ψ )sin (ψ R )+ usin (ψ )cos(ψ R ) = usin (ψ − ψ R )
1 2
d and computing the time derivative obtaining
2
V& = dd& = d u sin (ψ − ψ R ) , if the stability condition V& < 0 is imposed, thus requiring d converging

Defining a Lyapunov candidate function V =

to zero, the control law can be obtained stating:

V& = − γd 2 → u sin (ψ − ψ R ) = − γd
with γ positive control gain. Thus the line-following guidance law is given by:

 − γd 
ψ * = ψ R + arcsin 

 u 

−1 ≤

with

− γd
≤1
u

In this way setting:

u (k ) = u 0

(

)

r (k ) = K P ψ * − β (k )

MARC can move through ship following reference lines. The motion along the middle line between
two later structures or wall is simply imposed setting d = d L − d R .
5. Final assembly
The driving element is composed by an aluminum frame where magnetic tracks, motors and traction
gears are fitted. In a first version, Fig.12(a), the driving element was equipped with four tension
springs, two for each track, and two leaf springs, one for each track, used to tighten the tracks,
consequently holding down the magnets in spite of the presence of obstacles such as cables, welding
and slope changes. Due to track-jamming and traction power dissipation problems involved by such a
track/spring set-up, the configuration of the tracks and springs has been changed leading to a second
version where the tension springs have been removed, leaving only one leaf spring per track, properly
shortening each track in order to maintain the correct tightening. This second and actual version of the
driving element is reported in Fig.12(b).
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(a) First assembly version

(b) Track-jamming free assembly
Fig. 12: Frame and track assembly

Another problem occurred with the choice of permanent magnets mounted on the tracks. Due to an
incorrect implementation of the plates used to fix the magnets, they tended to jam and come off the
track. Moreover, due to the short distance between each track element, it was decided to mount 8 Kg
magnets alternating with 5 Kg ones. Since the 8 Kg magnet are bigger than the 5 Kg ones, the
attraction of the latter ones was reduced because of absence of contacts between magnets and working
surface.
Electric motors for vehicle traction were installed under the frame, connected to the reduction gearboxes and main gear-heads for coupling with the tracks. Connection cables of the motors pass through
proper holes in the aluminum frame. Fig.13 shows the motor installation. As shown in Fig.13, battery
packs were installed between motors and back side of the vehicle. Connection cables, which pass
through the aluminum frame, were strengthened and linked to bipolar female connectors IP 65 type.

Fig. 13: Motors and battery packs installation
Four laser-based transit time range sensors were mounted on the vehicle, above the aluminum frame,
two on each side of the vehicle, external side-facing in order to measure the lateral distance of the
vehicle from environmental structures, Fig.14. An IP67 type box, dimensions 40 x 34 x 19 cm, was
mounted above the aluminum frame. It contains all the electronic component for the vehicle
functionalities. In particular, the box contains power supply dc-dc converters, main electricallycommanded switches, an SBC (Single Board Computer) computing board running the control
software, additional Input/Output boards for actuation and sensor data acquisition, Fig.15. The box is
provided with nine holes for USB, RS232 and RJ45 connectors installation, one dedicated connector
for battery recharging and a fan for cooling.
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Fig. 14: Laser mounting

Fig.15: Control box mounting

A recent upgrade to the electronics' box installation is the insertion of flexible mountings, i.e. shock
absorber system to prevent electronic elements to get damaged due to motion and/or hurts of the
vehicle within the operative environment. The shock absorber is based on the "Radiaflex" system,
composed by cylindrically shaped natural rubber elements, mounted on mild steel supports and fixed
with a combination of single and double sided threaded studs and holes. The design of the "Radiaflex"
mount provides a radial elasticity greater than the axial one, thanks to the rubber elements working in
compression (axial) and shear (radial) according to the fixing method. The advantages are the
simplicity to fix, low cost, extensive range of element dimensions. Four shock absorbers have
mounted over the aluminum frame, two on the front and two on the rear part of the vehicle, Fig.16.
A small web-cam type video capture device has been mounted, forward-looking, on the front of the
vehicle. While a Wi-fi communication device has been installed on the top of the vehicle, above the
control box. Fig.17 presents the final configuration of the vehicle.

Fig. 16: Shock absorbers mounting

Fig. 17: Complete assembly

The final upgrade to the MARC vehicle is the substitution of the conical type magnetic elements with
the rectangular type ones, in order to increase the attraction force and stability over vertical surfaces.
Magnetic elements were covered with anti-skid tape in order to increase the friction factor between
the surface and the magnet itself, increasing the traction factor. A couple of small rear wheels were
mounted in order to increase stability and adherence on vertical surfaces, avoiding possible rollovers.
Particulars of the new magnets' mounting and rear wheels are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The final setup of the MARC robotic platform, Fig.20, was then tested through laboratory trials, requiring the
vehicle to climb along a metallic plate positioned, during different trials, at different slopes, reaching
the complete vertical configuration, providing complete stability, no skidding, capability to move in
all directions.
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Fig. 18: Rectangular magnets and anti-skid tape

Fig. 19: Rear wheel

Fig. 20: MARC final release, during vertical climbing test
A small-sized 4 degrees-of-freedom robotic arm, equipped with a thickness measurement device, will
be mounted and integrated on the vehicle in order to collect thickness samplings of the structures of
interest.
6. Conclusions
The design, development and assembly of the MARC autonomous robotic platform for ship
inspection, in the framework of the MINOAS project, have been described. The prototype vehicle
completely fulfill the specifics' requirements and through constant upgrades provides stability,
robustness and motion capabilities expected. The final step of the development is the validation
during at-field trials that will be carried out onboard ship for the final demo of the project.
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Revisiting Traditional Curve Lofting to Improve
the Hull Surface Design Process
Marcus Bole, AVEVA Solutions Ltd, Gosport/UK, marcus.bole@aveva.com
Abstract
The popularity of surfaces in hull form design often results in approaches entirely based on curves
being considered inferior. Yet they can offer a quick and simple solution to design process often with
far less definition. Moreover, when the definition geometry is unfair or incompatible, curves indicate
the affected region in a more obvious manner than possible with a surface. This paper discusses
specific characteristics of existing surface design and their associated generation algorithms which
may cause imperfections and offers up a parallel strategy in the form of a modern interpretation of
traditional curve lofting. It may be used to explore hull form shape in shorter time scales and supports
a greater range of shape generation algorithms. The technique may be used both as a way of
indirectly improving a surface representation through visual comparison or used to directly improve
a surface using fitting techniques.
1. Introduction
The use of mathematical surfaces in hull form design is now considered mature technology. NURBS
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline Surfaces) are all but the dominate mathematical representation
assisted by their adoption into CAD exchange file formats and the control polygon, a geometric grid
of control points which easy to manipulate using computer peripherals such as mouse or digitisers.
However, it still takes a great deal of skill to create a hull form and even experienced users can often
find that it takes a considerable amount of time to achieve satisfactory definition. Why is this? The
fact that it is still a challenge to create a new hull surface definition means that new software tool
continue to appear but seldom is there a significant gain in the design experience. Consequently, rapid
design tools such as parametric hull generation continue to be a stated requirement for some,
providing a quick solution which allows them to focus on designing more important aspects of a
vessel without getting slowed by the lack of a hull surface.

Fig. 1: Challenging design areas of a hull surface are often found at features where a wide variation in
curvature is required, such as the top of the bulb or at a stern post.
Designing a smooth and fair surface is not difficult. However, modern vessels, both ship and
submarines, often have surface features which improve hydrodynamic performance, allow the ship to
be manoeuvrable, make shell plates easier to produce, welded joints easier and more robust.
Sometimes vessels have unique features such as bulges to improve internal cargo handling or to
contain sensor systems. The surface design challenge begins once it become necessary to incorporate
these feature into a smooth surface. The surface may need to transition from areas of low single
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curvature to high double curvature in a short distance. There may need to be a corner in the edge of a
surface but without a knuckle line. Incorporating these features often leads to distortion in the
definition and the surface can become warped with no obvious means of correction. A designer can
sometime try to create a shape which is not geometrically possible and will be faced with frustration.
Furthermore, a designer may not recognise that definition needs to be refined to improve shape
because often refinement increased the complexity of the definition and is avoided at the early stage if
changes in the design are expected. This situation can only be resolved with experience and this only
comes with time. Time is expensive and not always available when operating commercially.
The author has spent several years developing surface design software capable of rapid design and
change. However, the fact that the surface design process remains challenging has continued to be a
puzzle even with improvements to user interface design and the development of tailored hull surface
design operations. In recent years, the author has had the opportunity to work with AVEVA Lines,
one of the first computer based hull design tools in a role which often involves training new users of
the software. AVEVA Lines is used to create a hull surface but design of shape is primarily achieved
using curves in a procedure reminiscent of traditional lofting procedure. This approach is often
considered outdated by users more familiar with modern surface design software but if the correct
approach is followed it is capable of consistently achieving higher quality surfaces than other
techniques and is particularly rewarding when it comes to production fairing. While surfaces have
been a great technology for geometric modelling and data exchange, are they the best technology to
adopt when designing complex surface shapes like ship hull forms?
2. Designing with Surfaces
In general, modern hull surface design software tools present the user with two approaches. The user
may manipulate the surface directly, moving the definition into place and controlling shape using
control points. Alternatively, the surface may be generated from a network of curves representing
cross sections through the surface. The latter method is often referred to as Cross Sectional Design
and has the advantage of supporting descriptive attributes added to the definition which can be used to
create specific shapes in the surface and eliminate the need for the user to manage large groups of
control points to create, for example, a tangent along the edge of a surface. Although direct surface
definition manipulation and Cross Section Design appear as alternatives, Cross Sectional Design can
be seen as an evolution of direct surface manipulation as far as the design tool requirements and
implementation is concerned. It is a logical extension resulting from the challenges users encounter as
they attempt to design a more complex hull surface and control shape as part of an engineering
process.

Fig. 2: It is often difficult to manage hull forms represented by individual surfaces. Once the smaller
features are refined enough, other areas of the surface with low curvature often have many
superfluous control points making controlled change harder.
Working with a single NURBS control polygon is initially very easy. However, as the hull surface
need to incorporate specific features, such as parallel middle body and bulbs, different resolutions of
definition are required for each shape. Using Knot insertion it is possible to refine the surface the
refinement operation introduces control points across the surface. This may include areas of low
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curvature making subsequent design changes more difficult due to the additional degrees of freedom
introduced by the extra control points. Techniques such as Hierarchal B-Spline refinement, Forsey
and Bartels (1988), Subdivision Surfaces and T-Splines, Sederberg et al. (2003), improve the
situation by localising refinement to the area of interest but often it is useful to describe the hull
surface using several patches. A major benefit is that as surface patch edges behave like curves the
designer has more direct control of shape along that edge. A number of hull design software tools
offer the possibility of creating a design by connecting patches together. Subdividing the hull into
patches also assists the migration of a design into solid modelling tools because these systems cannot
accept parametric degeneracies within the internal definition of a surface as it causes surface/surface
intersection algorithms to fail at degeneracies where derivatives become undefined.
Separating a surface into patches assists the initial construction of a surface but it is difficult to use it
in areas where there is not a break in curvature because it is not always possible to maintain a smooth
transition. In these cases, the user has to make do with the control points and often this definition can
become quite distorted around bulbs and propeller skegs. When definition becomes distorted detailed
fairing later in the project may be impossible and it may be necessary to redefine the hull surface.
2.2. Cross Sectional Design
Cross Sectional Design offer as solution when designing complex hull forms by allowing the designer
to explicit define slices through the surface. By using a collection of intersecting curves, the designer
can control the density of definition using more curves where there is increased detail in the shape and
minimal curves if the surface is flat. Surface generation algorithms are used to interrogate the design
curves and generate a surface consisting of multiple patches. Consequently, the design definition and
the resulting surface representation are no longer directly geometrically dependent. This allows
additional information to be associated with the curves which can be used by the algorithms to
produce curve tangency, knuckles and surface tangencies. Curve definitions can be dependent on
intersections with other curves, actively managing the number of free control points in favour of the
designer. The process used to generate the surface is more complex than direct surface definition.
Briefly, it can be split down into the following four steps:
Step 1 – Generate Representation Topology: Create a boundary representation, forming vertices from
curve intersections, edges from curves and identify faces which will become the location of patches,
Fig.4. Algorithms such as Bagali and Waggenspack (1995) and Hopcroft and Tarjan (1974) may be
used to achieve this. However, these techniques may fail in situations where the boundary
representation become topologically ambiguous (if there are far fewer curve intersections than curves)
but a hull surface designer is unlikely to experience this.
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Fig. 4: creating a boundary representation structure from intersecting curves, Lee (2001).
Step 2 – Establish Ribbon Tangents along each Definition Curve: Once the topology is established a
surface tangent needs to be generated along each curve, Fig.5. This is achieved by fitting a (curve)
function that models the tangent vector field along the length of the design curve by interpolates the
tangent vectors all of the intersecting curves at the point of intersection, Fig.5. In reality this is again a
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non-trivial activity as it is necessary to deal with all the different configurations of curves the designer
may generate and deal with the different attributes that can be associated with curves, any discontinuities due to knuckles and intersecting curves where tangent vectors are parallel. As shape of
the ribbon tangent along the curve is created by fitting through specific points along the curves, it is
only, at best, an estimate of the intended shape.

Fig. 5: A Ribbon Tangent generated along a design curve.
Step 3 – Subdivide non-four sided faces to allow representation by four sided patches: Faces which
are not surrounded by four edges need additional processing when the mathematical patches used to
represent the surface are restricted to four edges. Two and three sided faces may be handled by using
degenerate sides although this has implications for curvature continuity. Faces with more than four
sides need to be subdivided into faces which can be represented by four-sided patches. Faces which
resemble a regular polygon can be subdivided by creating a central vertex, subdividing the
surrounding edges halfway along and then connecting the mid-edge vertex to the central vertex,
Chiyokura (1988), Fig.6 (left). An alternative is to map the face on to a rectangle, identifying four
‘corner’ vertices then adding subdividing edges to connecting the non-corner vertices to the opposite
edge, Fig.6 (right). When representing hull forms, as multi-sided faces are often geometrically
rectangular in shape the latter method is more suitable. However in both cases it is necessary to
generate new curve geometry to represent each subdividing edges. The shape of these curves is based
on derivative information available at the edges of face but is ultimately an estimate of the shape of
the surface across the face.

Fig. 6: Subdividing non four-sided faces into faces that can be modelled by a four sided patch.
Step 4 – Blend patches using edge curves and ribbon tangents: The final stage is to generate the patch
itself. This involves extracting the curve and tangent information from the edge and blending a
surface patch using techniques such as Coons Patch, although Subdivision Surface techniques may be
used. Again, the use of a blending technique to generate a surface which is an estimate of surface
shape based on position and tangent information available at the edges of the face. There are different
algorithms and mathematical patches that may be chosen to represent the surface but they must all
address the aspect of “twist”, which is a need for the rate of change of the tangent vectors along each
edge to be compatible at each vertex, and will be discussed in 3.4. Furthermore, the advantages of
using B-Splines to represent the curve network can be seen with the benefits of subdivision it is
possible to extract sub-curves from the main definition as discrete B-Spline curves and use B-Spline
operators, Piegl and Tiller (1999), to subtract and multiply edge and tangent representations together.
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3. Factors Affecting Surface Quality
Cross Sectional Design aims to overcome the limitations that occur when directly manipulating the
raw surface definition and, in doing so, introduces a considerable amount of software processing.
Ribbon tangent information is generated at curve intersections and must be interpolated along curve
edges. Non four-sided faces may need to be subdivided. Patches are generated from the position and
tangent information, by blending information from surrounding edges. These tasks interpret
information available within the curve network but may not always produce the most ideal shape.
3.1. Choice of Patch Mathematics
Once an alternative structure is used to represent the hull definition the possibility of using other
surface representation techniques beyond NURBS is now open and techniques such as Transfinite and
Subdivision Surfaces can be explored. However, in most cases a blending method based on the
Coon’s Patch or a Boolean sum of surfaces is necessary. In the author’s experience, the choice of
surface mathematics does not have a significant effect on aesthetic shape. It is only once compatibility
between surface patches is analysed numerically that differences can be seen. Transfinite surfaces,
Coon’s Patches with Gregory Square, Gregory (1974), or Browns Square, Barnhill (1993), seem best
suited to producing patches in situations where Ribbon tangent information is not completely
compatible and this means that patch shape may be less prone to undesirable shapes. However, these
surfaces can only be represented as mathematical functions and are not supported by any CAD
exchange formats. Subdivision Surfaces were found to be promising although there were few
techniques, Levin (1999), which offered the ability to interpolate the curve network. Those that did
were found to be much slower and did not offer the ability to perform detailed surface analysis
because only a faceted representation was generated. In the end, the software developer is faced with
a dilemma. Use NURBS surfaces because of their support in CAD formats even though they have
poor Twist capability or use a surface representation performs better but is unique to the software. In
practical terms, if a designer adds more definition or spends more time to perfect the surface the
quality argument becomes academic. NURBS succeed because of interoperability.
3.2. Blending Patches
Blending is fundamental to the patch generation process (excluding Subdivision Surfaces), combining
the position and ribbon tangent from each edge. In the four-sided case, two cubic surfaces are
generated between the two opposing pairs of edges and a third surface generated from derivatives at
the corners to account for twist. The three surfaces are then combined producing a representation
entirely based on edge information. The representation could be considered an estimate or average of
the information at the edges. As edges diverge from a shapes that could be represented by a cubic
function the estimate of the surface shape can become poor. Certainly the shape of the centre of the
surface is beyond the control of the user. While hull surfaces are generally smooth, often a sharp
change in curvature can occur near boundaries, from low to high particularly near the ends the hull
form to accommodate hydrodynamic and production requirements. Blending algorithms find these
cases hard to deal with and the user needs to be aware that additional definition curves are necessary
to subdivide changes in curvature. However, additional curves increase the number of patches and the
calculation time.
In general, blending is performed using cubic interpolation and can capture both the position and
tangent information. Curvature is not blended across the surface and consequently is not constrained.
This is surprising because curvature continuity is a requirement. In order to blend curvature it would
be necessary to perform bi-quintic blending and as a result the whole surface generation process
would become more complex with the need to gather and interpolate the curvature around the curve
network like tangency. It is also likely to make fairing the definition harder as the additional
constraint would mean that the “sweet spot” of fairness may be more elusive.
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3.3. Interpolating Tangent Ribbons
Tangent ribbons estimate tangency along a definition curve based on crossing (tangent) vectors of any
intersecting curves. In general, the fit may be performed by treating tangent vectors as points and
using a curve fitting algorithm. Koelman (1999) suggests the use of a monotonic interpolation
algorithm. Representing both curve edges and tangents as B-Spline curves allows the use of B-Spline
Operations, Piegl and Tiller (1999), which are particularly useful when generating NURBS patches as
it minimises the need to evaluate the curve functions by working directly with the control points
coordinates.
There are, however, some limitations. The magnitude of the tangent vector produced by the fitting
procedure varies when interpolated in Cartesian space, suggesting that some form of spherical
interpolation along the lines of SLERP, Shoemake (1985), might perform better. A further limitation
is that in cases where a curve edge turns through a large angle the interpolation of the ribbon tangent
can start to diverge from the ideal shape, Fig.7. This leads to unfairness in the surfaces produced by
the blending algorithms even though the resulting surface is mathematically smooth. This can be
resolved by adding further design curves to cross the edge refining the tangent ribbon, along with
additional patches.

Fig. 7: The tangent ribbon may not produce a perfect estimate of the surface tangent along an edge as
it does not account for the position of neighbouring curves which do not cross it. It may only be
corrected by adding further curves which do cross the design curve (right). The phenomenon is
exacerbated if the tangent ribbon vectors are orthogonalised with respect to the curve as indicated by
most literature.
3.4. Representing Twist
The characteristic often termed “Twist” is the need for the rate of change of tangency along edges
adjacent to a vertex to be compatible. Methods such as the Coons Patch with Gregory Square or
Browns Square or the Gregory Bezier patch, Chiyokura (1983), can handle twist. Methods such as
NURBS, with regular control polygon grids, are particularly poor at representing twist resulting in
subtle unfairness due to loss of continuity between patches and warping of the surface. This
phenomenon is not something that is highlighted to users of surface design software and they must
proceed with whatever experience they have to resolve the situation. The limitation comes from the
fact that each patch corner, the surface tangents at the control points adjacent to the corner point are
dependent because of their shared connection to the control point diagonally in from the corner point.
To represent twist correctly the surface tangents need to be independent. However, as both are
connected, twist cannot be represented correctly at the corner on either edge and the resulting surface
is compromised, Fig.8.
A further limitation appears when twist is considered for a number NURBS patches around a vertex,
Fig.9. The need to maintain tangential continuity means that pairs of control points representing the
surface tangent along each edge should be aligned with respect to the tangent ribbon. Around vertex
this results in a connection between all control vertices adjacent to the vertex. In the case of four
patches a “square” of control points is formed. It is possible to skew this arrangement of control
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points to address twist. However, if there are an odd number of patches around vertex the points can
no longer be skewed and the ability to account for twist is lost all together, effectively the position of
these control points becomes locked and flattening will be experience in the surface around the vertex.
This situation is particularly bad for Cubic Bezier patches as ultimately all control points are used to
address continuity and twist around vertices without any further control points (degrees of freedom)
remaining to control the internal shape of the patch.

Difference between
tangent vectors

Fig. 8: At a corner, a NURBS surface may not be able to match the twist characteristics exactly
because the tangents along each edge are controlled by a single vertex. Consequently, the patch may
not be able to achieve tangential continuity with its neighbours.
From a tangent and curvature continuity perspective this limitation is significant, but many surface
design tools use NURBS surface and they are an important component in Solid Modelling. This
suggests that the continuity experienced in practice is adequate and adding further design curves is an
acceptable method of improving surface shape.

Fig. 9: When four patches meet at a vertex there is some adjustment for twist. However, when an odd
number meet this adjustment is lost and zero twist should be enforced causing a flat spot in the surface
at the vertex.
3.5. Non-Four Sided Faces
Non-Four sided faces can frequently occur in a hull form definition and often they appear in difficult
places of high curvature and where the surface needs to accommodate specific features, such as at the
bulb root or at the transom around propeller skegs or stern posts. Often they appear because the
designer has not refined the definition to the extent where the surface shape is well defined, however,
in early design it is desirable to minimise the amount of definition around detailed features.
Consequently there is an expectation that the software should make a proper estimate of the shape
across any space. Surface patches which support non-four sided arrangements do exist both in
transfinite, Gregory (1983) and control point form, Zheng and Ball (1997). However, none are
supported by any CAD exchange format which means it will be necessary to convert the geometry
into something which can be represented by a four sided patch, i.e. NURBS. This is unfortunate as,
compared with the subdivision techniques discussed in 2.2, the shape produced by these
representation is far superior. Particular in cases where the face is quite distorted and the curves used
to subdivide the face in four-sided cases estimate shape poorly.
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4. Designing a Hull Surface using Curve Lofting
While hull surface design gives the user a powerful ability to create an accurate shape in three
dimensions, the complexity of the tool can get detract from the creative process itself. Unfortunately,
as a surface design tool becomes more powerful the user is exposed to more complexity in terms of
the number of tools and the structure of the definition. With the additional complexity that comes with
approaches like cross sectional design it is understandable why surface definition based on a single
NURBS control polygon remains popular. However, often the capabilities of cross sectional design
outweigh the simplicity of basic techniques when it comes to productivity when dealing with complex
surfaces like ship hull forms.
Curves prove to be very effective when designing the hull boundaries, features and cross sectional
shapes. Furthermore, if surface patches are do not have the desired shape it has become standard
practice to increase the number definition curves. However, this is not a particular efficient way of
improving surface quality. It reduces the magnitude of the inconsistencies below a detectable
tolerance but it does not eliminate it. With all this effort being made to improve the skinning results, it
begs the question what would happen if curves alone are used to represent the hull form? Can we
learn anything from traditional lofting techniques to improve the surface design process?
AVEVA Lines (initially developed as BLINES by the British Ship Research Association in the 1970s)
began as a software equivalent to draughtsman’s spline and ducks replacing them with B-Spline
curves and was advanced for its time considering that little had been published on B-Splines at the
time of development. Over the years it has acquired facilities to generate surfaces from the curves but
fundamentally it remains a design tool based on curve lofting, with the user advised to complete the
task of designing the shape of the curves before even considering generating a surface. The software
is popular in shipyards where the traditional ideas of lofting hold and with mature users that may have
be trained in manual lofting techniques during their apprenticeships. However, for new users who
have only experienced modern surface design tools it is challenge to introduce the software and
highlight the benefits of the approach. This challenge is not helped by the fact that the software does
not appear to have an extensive set of features; it does not need it, and does not readily reveal how the
loft process should be approached. The process is one that users familiar with traditional techniques
would understand but for new users it is an approach that needs to be discovered and this applied to
the author on joining AVEVA.
The approach used in AVEVA Lines is one based on curve intersection and curve fitting and
demonstrates that all hull surface design can be accomplished with these basic tools. This intersection
can be performed on individual and groups of curves and macros can be generated to intersect and fit
successive groups. However, it is not possible to have this performed while the user is moving control
points with the mouse, a feature that a modern hull surface design tool would have. So the question
arose: What would the design experience be if the traditional lofting technique of curve intersection
and curve fitting was implemented in a software environment representative of modern hull surface
design tools?
4.1. Traditional Lofting using Cross Sectional Design Definition
Rather than develop a completely new tool, the author’s existing surface design tools, Bole (2010),
based on cross sectional design were chosen to support the investigation. The design curves used in
the investigation support features typical of other cross section design tools, such as the ability to
represent tangents in the curves, create straight and blended segments and assign specific surface
tangents along the length of a curve. Unlike AVEVA Lines, these design curves support the ability to
define a (child) curve control point which is embedded on another (parent) curve, a relationship
consistent with the ‘Bead’ concept as described by Letcher et al. (1995). Changes to parent curves
propagate through into child curves resulting from the hierarchy of relationships. In AVEVA Lines, it
is possible to achieve a similar effect but the relationships are established dynamically by the software
rather than captured in the curve definition structure.
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A traditional lofting process can be set up using the design definition curves by adding subsequent
curves to represent the sets of sections, waterlines and buttocks. Each group, added in turn,
interpolates all previous definition using curve fitting. While it is possible to set this up within the
existing software, it performed poorly. The curves could actively update when changes to the
definition were made, but referenced control points would often swap position, creating loops in the
curves, Fig.10. It is impractical to resolve these instances manually due to the large number of curves
and it would be far more practical for the software to perform sorting automatically. In addition, the
update was slow due to the fact that each curve was updated individually. This highlighted that the
design definition curves provided by software are not particularly suited to this activity because they
are optimised for human use.

Fig. 10: A lofted hull form produced manually by adding individual curves to create a process which
fits sections, then buttocks to boundary curves and waterlines (thick lines). Without sorting, loops
often form, right, which need to be resolved manually. Automating the fitting process resolves this
and allows task to be optimised to generate large numbers of curves at once.
The solution required the curve generation technique to be executed as a software process where
algorithms could optimally perform the intersection and fitting as a block of activity. This would have
the benefit that the process could be parametrically configured allowing the order of fitting of
sections, waterlines and buttocks to be changed and to allow the order to be different in the forward
end of the hull form to the aft end. At this point, it should be highlighted that by automating this
process in a closed algorithm the flexibility offered by AVEVA Lines, i.e. allowing the user the
ability to intersect and fit any curve at in any order, is no longer available. But automating this process
is very valuable in early design
4.2. Automating the Curve Lofting Process.
The automated process is quite simple and fits sets of planar curves (sections, waterlines and
buttocks) in an order of the user’s choosing and that order may be different in the forward and aft
portions of the hull form. The user specifies the position of each planar cut to use. For each planar cut,
the following process is used:
1. Intersect definition curves and any previously generated curves with the current planar cut.
Surface tangent attributes associated with definition curves are also captured.
2. Sort points with respect to their sequence in space. This involves looking for “nearest
neighbours” rather than sorting in any particular coordinate direction.
3. As intersection points can contain tangent information and typical Cubic B-Spline algorithms
usually only account for tangent information at the end of curves, the intersection points are
subdivided into groups so that points with tangents appear at start and end of a fit sequence.
4. Fit a cubic B-Spline, Piegl and Tiller (1996), through each group of points and assemble
together as a multi-segment B-Spline curve. Some surface tangent attributes, where the
tangent direction at the end of one group is dependent on the end condition applied an
adjacent group, require the order in which each group is fitted to be adaptable.
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It is possible to assemble these multi-segment curves into a single B-Spline curve by merging control
points and knot vector. However, as this reduced the performance of the intersection process, because
there is more data, this is not performed. The intersection process is the most critical in terms of time.
Two stages are used to find all intersections between a curve and plane. The first discretises the curve
into a set of points and derivatives based on the knot vector sequence. This data is then searched to
find any pairs of points which neighbour a potential intersection given that there may be more than
one along the curve. A Newton-Raphson search is then used to find each point of intersection within a
certain tolerance, bracketed by the curve position from first stage points. This process is simple when
compared with the complexity of generating a surface definition. There are few if any cases where
particular arrangements of geometry required specific processing to produce the complete surface
representation. Furthermore, implementation was achieved in a matter of days/weeks compared to the
years of development that may be required to produce a successful surface generation technique.

Fig. 11: Hull form entirely represented by curves. Design Curves are drawn in thick lines. The
entrance is fitted using waterlines, sections, then buttocks and the run, buttocks, waterlines, then
sections. The generation process took 0.096 s on an average laptop (2010).
4.3. Curve Lofting vs. Multi-Patch Surface Generation: User Experience
As this curve lofting technique used the same definition curves as the author’s surface generation
technique it was possible to experience each solution on the same input data. The difference between
the two techniques from the user perspective was stark. With the surface generation technique, for a
typical ship hull form, it takes about 1 s to generate an entrance or run surface (they are normally
defined separately to improve performance). Subsequently, its necessary to generate the surface
contours and this is dependent on the number of contour intersections defined by the user, but
typically it might take a further second. In contrast, the curve lofting technique would produce the
same set of curve intersections within 0.2 s (the author’s preferred minimum threshold for interactive
surface manipulation) and include the presentation of section curvature, something that requires
additional processing for surfaces. While the time required for surface generation is not considerable,
its performance is outside what can be tolerated by the user if they require the surface contours to
update as they move a control point with the mouse. The user loses the mental image of the previous
state and the user is unable establish a feedback relationship between moving the mouse and the
changes appearing on screen. Performance is degraded. However, the speed of update with the curve
lofting technique is fast enough to allow contours to be updated as the mouse is moved with
performance being similar to that experienced by users manipulating individual B-Spline surfaces
when designing small craft.
This improvement in performance allows the user to investigate and improve areas of the surface
definition which previously may have been regarded as acceptable. For example, cutting surface
contours very near to the flat of side and flat of bottom planes often highlight areas of unfairness. This
area is difficult to improve because the shape is dependent on the curvature of definition curves
intersecting with these boundaries. The position and tangency is already constrained by attributes on
the flat of side/bottom curves. In addition, the use of degenerate patches (square patches with a zero
length edge) along the flat of side, something which often happens in definitions where the designer is
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not being too fastidious about patch quality, often results in poor shape and unfairness. The rapid
performance of the curve lofting allows subtle changes in control points to be made and the
improvements. Consequently, Curve lofting can be used as a way of rapidly improving definition
curves and, correspondingly, improve the quality of a generated surface which is dependent on the
same definition curves.
4.4. Combining Curve Lofting and Multi-Patch Surface Generation: User Experience
Surfaces have become so important for transferring shape between different design software and
between the different stakeholders in the ship design process that promoting hull form definitions
based on curves would be seen as a retrograde step. However, the previous section discusses how the
benefits of using Curve Lofting can transfer into a surface based on the same definition. Previously, it
has been highlighted that when generating the patches of a complex surface there is a degree of
estimation in the generation of tangent ribbons, subdividing n-sided faces and in the blending
algorithms used to generate patches and that sometime the results are different to the designer’s
expectation. However, it can be difficult to decisively identify when a surface is not behaving
correctly because often the effects are quite subtle. From the designer’s perspective: “The surface
somehow doesn’t look right, but I can’t identify why!” Using Curve Lofting and Surface generation
based on the same definition allows the user to identify problematic areas based on where the
contours produced by each technique diverge. The location and scale of divergent areas provides the
designer clear guidance on where to focus their attention and on how close they are to achieving a
satisfactory definition. Working with two techniques offers the user some confidence of not adversely
affecting the (design) definition as they seek to improve it as its possible to add curves to one
technique leaving the other alone.

Check Curve Family

Fig. 12: Overlaying the surface and the lofted curves generated by the same definition visually
highlights areas that need checking or correcting. Local bumps and twists are often a good indicator
that there is change in the way the curves are connected altering the curve family, see 4.5.
4.5. Working with Curve Families
A drawback of working with a highly interactive surface design tool based on the cross sectional
design approach is that while it is very easy to add, remove and change the control points on
definition curves, it can lead to variations in the number of points on neighbouring curves and
inconsistency in the relationships used to connect curves together. If neighbouring curves are defined
consistently, i.e. form a family of curves, Fig.13, a smooth surface definition results with very little
effort. From the user’s perspective it is desirable to have the flexibility to have different numbers of
points and constraints, however, it causes inconsistencies in the way curves are parameterised and this
can leads to subtle unfairness in the surface patches. While it is difficult to spot this phenomenon
visually in the patches at any particular instant, because surface blending algorithms accommodate
variations in parameterisation, it becomes noticeable when fairing if it becomes difficult to achieve a
smooth surface by moving control points alone. This can often be caused by inconsistencies in the
way neighbouring curves are defined and can only be improved by changing the number or points or
relationships between curves.
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Fig. 13: Curve families occur when neighbouring curves are generated with the same number and
types of input. A smooth “surface” shape results. The transitions between curve families can be sharp
and result in a significant change of curvature. It is advantageous to minimise the number of curve
family changes.
This is a situation that is difficult to identify and is something that can only be done with experience.
However, the Curve Lofting approach was found to readily identify the worse inconsistencies
between curves, the cases where there were variations in relationships (master-child). As Curve
lofting generates many curves through intersection planes in one direction and then another, changes
in consistency result in sharp localised disturbances in curvature, effects which would be averaged out
in the case of a patch blending algorithm. These are obvious to the user when displaying curvature
and require investigation, Fig.14.
Once the user has an appreciation how variations in the definition affect the fairness of a surface they
include that knowledge into the design process when creating a new surface. Unfortunately, this does
suggest that a regular structure is used in construction of the cross section design definition curves
which goes against its benefits of allowing arbitrary topology. But experience suggests that a regular
and well organised definition structure produces a higher quality surface.

Fig. 14: Loft curves highlight changes in Curve Families in the curvature analysis. In this case caused
by a design curve, a yacht midship section, that is not connected consistently with other curves. In this
case it is corrected by removing the design curve from the lofting curve generation process (right)
4.6. Unstructured and Arbitrary Definition
One of the limitations of working with surfaces is the need to work with structured definition whether
that is a regular mesh or arbitrary connected curves. The user must therefore spend some time
organising or establishing the correct structure. This is a divergence from the design process. An
advantage working with Curve Lofting is that the definition is not required to have any structure
whatsoever as the composition is entirely generated by intersections and the connectivity of curves is
based on the relative position of intersection points. Definition curves do not need to be connected and
can take any shape. In practice, the user will probably start with a structured set of boundary curves
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but beyond that curves controlling shape can be established using more artistic consideration.
Consequently, it can take far less curves to develop the same shape when compared with structured
approaches. Furthermore, unstructured definition curves cannot be readily used to generate a surface
although the fitting techniques discussed later may be used to establish a structured definition.
Space Curves

Fig. 15: Curve lofting does not require the use of a connected mesh of design curves. Consequently,
the designer is free to experiment with space curves and often a good form can be produced with
minimal curves.
4.7. Integrating Curve Lofting and Multi-Patch Surface Generation
A limitation of using tangent ribbons and patch blending to generate multi-patch surfaces is that the
process which generates the patch itself is restricted to the position and tangent information available
in adjacent edges, which is primarily estimated. A significant proportion of the blending algorithms
effort is focus towards achieving twist compatibility. Consequently, there is minimal focus on shape
in the centre of a patch and the quality of shape across the wider patch neighbourhood. Curve lofting
overcomes these limitations because the fitting process is applied across the whole surface and is only
broken by breaks in curvature due to tangents in the surface and knuckle lines. Why not combine the
two techniques where the shape of each patch is based on the curves that cross it? There is a variety of
ways that this could be achieved. Rhim et al. (2005) suggests a method using virtual iso-parameters,
curves generated from the curves that cross each patch, to which the patch is subsequently fitted.
However, a method that introduces further geometrical elements often brings a need for additional
estimation, in this case by using Bessel end conditions on the iso-parameter curves. AVEVA Lines
has pioneered the use of a least squares method where Uniform B-Spline patches are fitted by
sampling the curves representing patch edges and crossing each patch face. The method makes no
guarantee of continuity except in the position of adjacent patch edges. However, experience suggests
that trained users are able to produce a surface of higher quality more quickly than when using
methods that enforce tangential continuity. In fact, the software allows the possibility to add
tangential continuity constraints to each patch although this often results in poorer quality surfaces.
One may conclude from this that while this technique may not enforce tangential or curvature
constraint between neighbouring patches, the continuity of the resulting surface, checked using visual
presentations such as Isophotes and Gaussian or mean curvature is more than adequate for ship
production, Fig.16.

Fig. 16: A comparison of Gaussian curvature between the surface generated by blending (left) and
generated by fitting to the lofted curves (right). General curvature continuity is improved although
there are other areas that have picked up unfairness in the loft curves. The same definition curves are
used in both cases.
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Compared with other techniques, the least squares method offers a simple solution to surface fitting.
A significant benefit of the sampling process is that patches are reparameterised with uniform knot
vectors and means that the control points of neighbour patches match geometrically. This has great
benefits at it ensures that there are no gaps between patches (a requirement for solid modelling and
gridding), reduces degradation of the accuracy of patches when exchanged between CAD systems
using text files and allows robust detailed fairing at the control point level of patches because it is
possible to manually fair across patch edges. However, as the surface fairness is entirely dependent on
the curves it is down the user to achieve this and as mentioned previously, in AVEVA Lines, this
requires a good degree of discipline as it is at this point where short cuts taken during the definition
process are exposed in the quality of the surface and the time required to rectify them.
An interesting comparison is possible at the point between the method used in AVEVA Lines and in
the author’s “automatic” method discussed in 4.2. The automatic method enforces discipline in the
order curves are generated. It therefore manages the definition of the curves and does not expose any
control points of generated curves to the user. AVEVA Lines on the other hand exposes all control
points and does not manage the order in which curves are fitted. This allows a skilled user to make
small adjustments to control points as long as they ensure correspondence between any intersecting
curves. To achieve this in an automated method can require more definition curves and loft curves.
This may not change the complexity of the generated surface but it does impact on processing time
and visual clarity on screen if there are too many curves.
Combining information from the multi-patch surface generation technique and curve lofting provides
the opportunity to improve many of the deficiencies which occur when position and tangent
information has to be interpolated around the definition. A particular area of poor performance is in
the subdivision of non-four sided faces where the automatically generated vertices and edges always
fair with respect to the rest of the surface. The shape and position of these elements can be again
improved using least square fitting with respect to the curve lofting data.
However, the least square fit of patches has been found to perform poorly in two areas. By avoiding
constraints, explicit surface tangents along patch edges may not exactly follow the definition and may
acquire noise from the numerical solution process, particularly if an iterative solver is used. Another
area is that there may be many areas of the surface where there is not enough or in some case no
intersecting curves from which sample points to fit the surface can be generated. This occurs in the
very small patches that get generated next to particular features such as along a keel or on an end
surface. In these cases, patch blending performs much better. The least squares method performs
poorly when there are not enough supporting sample points to support a patch and the user will
experience this when control points are generated far from the surface definition. It is possible to
mitigate this by introducing smoothing, Farin (2002), into the least squares fit. This allows sensible
patches to be created in these difficult areas. However, introducing smoothing as a global parameter
across all patches reduces curvature continuity and devising an interrogation process which functions
at patch level which can selectively introduce smoothing is difficult because it is necessary to
determine a reliable test. Neither is it desirable to expose a smoothing parameter for each patch to the
user.
The author is experimenting with an alternative approach which combines the patch blending method
and least squares based on the benefits of using an iterative solver in this case conjugate gradient. In a
situation where the control points of a patch is poorly supported by the sample data, an iterative solver
will tend to produce more stable results whereas a direct solver may, through numerical instabilities,
cause control points to positioned far from the surface. Iterative solvers require the control points to
be initialised and perform better if they are initialised close to the solution. By first fitting a patch to
data sampled from the blended result, it is then possible to improve the shape of the patch based on
sample points taken from the loft curves. In patches where there is not enough sample data, control
points that are not supported by sample data are not moved and in cases where there is no sample data
this fit is not performed.
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5. Conclusion
This investigation uncovers that curve lofting can play an important role when working with a surface
definition. It provides the capability to rapidly evaluate a hull surface definition when using cross
sectional design curves and highlights areas of unfairness caused by inconsistencies in position and
curve reference information that would often be smoothed beyond visual recognition by a generated
surface. Implemented in a modern CAD environment, it can be used to generate a high quality hull
definition far faster than a design tool based on surfaces alone and used to explore areas of surface
fairness that can be time consuming to address in a surface definition. The fact that the lofting result is
entirely governed by relative position of intersections with other curves, the designer is longer
concerned with ensuring the definition is specified correctly for the tool. Consequently, surface design
becomes a liberating experience where the designer can focus on exploring the shape.
When used alongside a surface definition, the curve lofting can be used to improve the surface
definition either as a result of sharing the same design curve definition, or the surface representation
itself can be improved by surface fitting patches to loft curves rather than using blending techniques
like Coon’s patch. Once a satisfactory surface is achieved, the curve lofting information can be
discarded.
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Abstract
Currently, the inspection of sea-going vessels is performed manually. Ship surveyors do a visual
inspection; in some cases they also use cameras and non-destructive testing methods. Prior to a ship
surveying process a lot of scaffolding has to be provided in order to make every spot accessible for
the surveyor. In this work a robotic system is presented, which is able to access many areas of a cargo
hold of a ship and perform visual inspection without any scaffolding. The paper also describes how
the position of the acquired data is estimated with an optical 3D tracking unit and how critical points
on the hull can be marked via a remote controlled marker device. Furthermore first results of
onboard tests with the system are provided.
1. Introduction
Marine vessels are subject to numerous and regular inspections and maintenance measures. Ship
surveyors inspect the vessels on a regular basis. In most of cases, the surveyor performs only a visual
inspection. In order to reach each spot on the ship, scaffolding has to be erected in the cargo holds.
Typical heights of cargo holds are 15-20 m. Fig.1 shows two parts of a cargo hold of a bulk carrier
with different wall structures. The installation of the scaffolding usually takes several days, before the
surveyor can start the inspection process. Every day the ship stays in the dock and out of service
results in a significant loss of money for the ship owner, making this (currently necessary) preparation
time is very expensive. The EU-funded R&D project MINOAS (Marine INspection rObotic Assistant
System) addresses this challenge in an attempt to develop concepts for the automation of the ship
inspection process.

Fig. 1: One of the four cargo holds of a 10,000 DWT bulk carrier.
The key idea of the project is to develop and test a fleet of semi-autonomous robots which can provide
visual data as well as thickness measurement data to the surveyor without the need for setting up
scaffolding prior to the inspection process. While the idea to employ robotic agents for the inspection
of hazardous environments is not new, see Sawada et al. (1991), Kawaguchi et al. (1995), Pack et al.
(1997), a fully autonomous inspection of a cargo ship still is a long-term goal. The idea of the project
is not to develop an autonomous inspection but rather focus on robotic tools that can enhance and
simplify the current inspection process.
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One of the fleet’s robots is a lightweight magnetic crawler which is able to climb along the vertical
walls of a vessel. The crawler was introduced in Vögele et al. (2010) and the first design concept was
described in Eich and Vögele (2011). The robot provides a live video stream as well as offline images
of the ship for later inspection. Apart from the locomotion capability of the inspection system, it is
mandatory for the inspection process that the data is localized, i.e. the position of images and video
streams are known within the vessel. For this purpose a 3D tracking unit was developed which
acquires the position of the magnetic crawler in real-time. This allows a meaningful comparison of
inspection data over a vessel’s lifetime, because the exact position of the data can be stored and
therefore replicated. A 3D user interface provides the necessary information to the surveyor and
allows access to all acquired data within a 3D view.
2. The Lightweight Crawler: Design and Control
The basic design of the lightweight magnetic crawler was described in Eich and Vögele (2011). In the
meantime further adaptations to the system have been made to increase the robustness of the
locomotion as well as the maneuverability.
As the silicon rubber used as tread in the previous version showed high temperature dependence and
hindered successful test runs during the cold season, a less temperature dependent rubber material was
tested and integrated. The galvanized rubber is water-jet cut to form distinct anchor points for the
magnet mountings thus providing a better adaptation to the wall and an overall higher adhesive force.
Neoprene foam mounted in between two strips of rubber provides additional friction. The three strips
are glued onto a polycarbonate sheet that connects the tread to the rim, Fig.2 (right). This new
assembly increases the traction especially in cold weather, but it also increases the weight of the
wheel assembly. To compensate for this additional weight stronger neodymium magnets are used.
Adjustments were also made to the tail. The form was altered into a bow-like structure to enable the
transition from vertical to horizontal planes without detaching the tail. Furthermore two magnet rings
replaced the previous sliding magnet and serve as passive adaptive rear-wheels. These provide strong
adhesion in any orientation yet little to no friction. This adaptation increased the maneuverability and
robustness of the crawler drastically.

Fig. 2: Lightweight magnetic crawler after the onboard tests. The arrow indicates the tracking LED
used for localization. The image on the right is a close-up of the new wheel structure.
3. Position Estimation Using Optical Tracking
While the components of the tracking unit did not change, compared to the previously described
version, Eich and Vögele (2011), the current design is more compact and mountable to a tripod which
allows an easy deployment inside the vessel. The servos and cabling are integrated inside the unit to
provide a higher robustness against external influences such as dirt. To achieve a level stance on the
tripod a circular level is integrated into the unit. See Fig.3 for an overview of the design.
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Fig. 3: System overview of the tracking unit that localizes the inspection robot within the vessel. The
camera is mounted above the laser range finder and both are actuated with the servo motors
situated beneath the covers.
In order to localize the crawler inside the vessel information from the two Dynamixel RX-28 servo
motors, one Hokuyo laser scanner and one monocular Guppy F-036C camera are fused. The LED
mounted on the crawler, Fig.2, is tracked by the monocular camera using Difference of Gaussian,
Lowe (2004). The discrepancy between the current and desired position is mapped to servo motor
commands to hold the crawler in focus. The 3D position is calculated based on distance
measurements provided by the laser and current angles of the servo motors resulting in a
3-dimensional point which is sent to the user interface described in Section 4.
Using a laser range finder instead of a stereo camera rig for depth measurements saves computation
time and is more accurate on larger distances. It is also more practical in our case, since vessels
provide relatively homogeneous image content which is generally not beneficial for stereo vision,
Barnard (1987).
The external position mapping depends on the position of the tracking unit. To generate replicable
data over time the exact location of the tracking unit inside the vessel must be known.

Fig. 4: The 3D tracking concept
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The tracking system works together with the magnetic crawler as one inspection unit, Fig.4. The robot
platform is operated via a remote control. The onboard video device transmits the data using a
wireless 2.4 GHz connection. The position and the video data are stored together in a spatial content
management system.
3.1.

Laboratory experiments

The first test of the tracking unit was to estimate the positioning accuracy of the tracking system under
laboratory conditions. The magnet crawler was remotely controlled using the 35 MHz control unit.
The crawler had an ultra bright LED (910 Lm, 12 W) attached on the back which was detectable by
the 3D tracker. The tracker was programmed to follow the LED with the tracking unit. The laser,
which is attached to the camera pan-tilt, gives the distance to the target. Based on the two pan tilt
angles and the distance the pose can be calculated via the law of sine. The point measured is always in
the reference frame of the tracker. The distance of the magnet crawler to the tracker was 3 m and 4.5
m. It was tested if the tracker was able to follow the target. The error between the laser spot emitted
by the laser scanner as reference point and the bright LED was measured in cm. The crawler was
moved and the measurement was taken as the laser reached the closest spot near the crawler. The
objective used for the tracker has a focal length of 8 mm. The nominal accuracy of the laser range
finder is 1 cm. The tracker was able to follow the magnet crawler on the test wall.

Fig. 5: The DFKI lightweight crawler on the test wall with the tracking LED switched on.

Fig. 6: Angular (left) and linear (right) position error and standard deviation of the tracker.
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The error in the angles and distance is depicted in Fig.6. The experiment showed that the distance
error was within the range of 10 cm at a distance of 3 m and within 20 cm range at a distance of 4.5
m. This corresponds to an error of ± 2° at the 3 m distance and ± 3° at the 4.5 m distance.

Fig. 7: Tracking results. Left: The tracked position in the model is indicated by the program with a
green dot and marked with an arrow in the images. Right: The real position of the system.
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Further testing was carried out on an outer metallic wall with a distance of 6 m to the tracking unit
and a larger width and height to test a wider range of the tracker. The position error of the tracking
unit in these experiments could not be measured exactly due to the height, but lay in the range of
30 cm for all angles. Fig.7 compares the tracked and real positions of the lightweight crawler in these
trials.
3.2.

User Interface and 3D Representation

For a user friendly inspection process, a graphical user interface (GUI) was added to the system where
all data is easily accessible. Since positional information sent by the tracking unit and visual data sent
by the camera are transmitted separately the user interface synchronizes all incoming data based on
time stamps and constructs data items containing aligned positional and visual data. For an overview
of the process, see Fig.8. ROS (Robot Operating System) is a communication middleware for robotic
applications and takes care of the sensor data processing, Quigley et al. (2009). In the left part of the
interface, Fig.9, data items collected while the crawler moves along the wall are displayed in a list. In
the right part, a 3D view of the vessel including a blob-like visualization of data items is given. It is
possible to inspect data by selection either inside the list or directly inside the 3D environment, which
in the latter case opens the corresponding item on the left. Data items are organized into “runs”
whereby a run represents an entire acquisition process while the crawler moves along the wall. This
assists inspection of vessels over their life time in making a comparison of data from different time
periods possible. Since the availability and interchangeability of data is a common problem in the
inspection of a vessel, Bijwaard et al. (2009), standard XML-Files are used to save all information
concerning one run. As the crawler provides offline visual data as well, an import for videos is
available which automatically synchronizes the input video with the temporally closest item in the
currently considered run. The timestamp of the video is extracted from its meta-data.

Fig. 8: Workflow of the visualization

Fig. 9: GUI displaying three data items. One item is selected for further inspection.
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4. Marking Defects on a Vessels Hull
During the first two stages of the inspection process, the surveyor will make a preliminary evaluation
of the corrosion and defects of the ship hull. In some cases the surveyor wants to mark the defects
found during this process for later inspection. This is currently done with a pen or paint, Fig.10.

Fig. 10: Defects on a vessel are marked directly by the surveyor
A mobile inspection robot should also be able to mark defects. As proof of concept, the magnetic
climbing robot was equipped with an actuated micro pump, which contains varnish to be sprayed on
the surface. The pump spray container can be equipped with a variety of inks, to account for different
surface colors and structures in the ship. It is actuated via a small electrical motor and can be triggered
remotely by the operator. The device is stand alone and provides an interface for triggering the
spraying process and for a 12 V-DC power input. In a first step, this device was integrated on the
MINOAS lightweight crawler. Integration in the heavy-weight crawler of the MINOAS project is
possible, as the marker unit is self-contained. The unit was attached at the bottom of the lightweight
crawler and is pointing towards the ground/wall, Fig.11. The motor was linked via a control unit to
the RC-receiver of the robot, so that it could be triggered with the same remote that controls the
lightweight crawler.

Fig. 11: The lightweight crawler with the marking unit attached
Test trials were carried out with the pump-spray unit attached under the lightweight crawler robot to
provide an upright position of the paint container during the tests. For the test runs an acrylic waterdiluted varnish was used. In one of the runs the paint was applied directly to a metal surface to test the
adherence of the ink to the surface. In the following test runs, a sheet of paper was used to cover the
metal surface and avoid intensive cleaning.
4.1. Experimental Results
The acrylic varnish used for the test runs was diluted to a very low viscosity, so as not to clog the
outlet of the spray unit. This led to running of the paint on the vertical wall, if too much paint was
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used in one position. Otherwise the spray unit showed good results for continuous marking as well as
for single point marking on both surfaces (metal and paper), Fig.12.

Fig. 12: Experimental results for lightweight crawler and spray unit on a metallic (left) and paper
surface (right)
5. Ship Trials and Lessons Learned
To evaluate the performance in a realistic environment, the lightweight crawler and the tracking unit
were tested in the cargo hull of the 10,000 DWT bulk carrier “Alaya”, Fig.13. The tracking test was
performed inside one cargo hold of this vessel. The equipment was placed on the bottom of the cargo
hold and the tracker was mounted on a tripod. The magnet crawler was equipped with the tracking
LED in order to be followed by the tracker. Fig.14 shows the testing environment.
The magnetic crawler was tested on various walls with different properties. The adhesion forces on
the vertical walls did generally not suffice for robust maneuvering, while a simple ascent was possible
on most walls. On a sloped wall with an inclination of approximately 30° to the vertical plane, Fig.14,
the crawler could navigate easily even over small obstacles such as welding seams or dents. This
shows that the current design of the magnet crawler is too heavy for the magnetic force provided by
its magnets or – vice versa – the magnetic adhesion force is too small for the robot’s weight. It also
indicates that the testing surfaces for which the crawler was optimized in the lab do not match the real
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world accurately enough. Furthermore the magnetic crawler had problems with transitions between
different planes. This was expected as difficulties with these maneuvers already arose in the lab. A
test of the marking unit inside the ship was not possible to avoid a contamination of the cargo hold.

Fig. 13: The bulk carrier “Alaya”

Fig. 14: The field test environment inside the cargo hold showing the lightweight crawler on a side
wall of the hold and the setup of the tracking unit on its bottom
While the transmission of the 35 MHz RC signal to control the robot worked reliably even in a
distance of about 20 m, the transmission of the live video stream in the 2.4 GHz range was very
susceptible to noise. In regular conditions at a distance of a few meters the video signal was normally
sufficient, though already noisy. But once other sources of electromagnetic noise were in use nearby,
such as a hydraulic pump used during the ongoing repair process, the video signal was lost
completely.
The tracking unit could follow the crawler reliably, as long as a certain speed limit was not exceeded.
Nevertheless the tracking error remained quite high, detecting the position of the crawler in the 0.5 m
range at a maximum distance of 15 m. As the tracking unit only adapts its orientation as soon as the
crawler is almost out of focus and then only in one direction (no two servos acting at one time) the
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tracking curve provided by the unit is a step curve, while the crawler itself can follow smooth lines.
The data matching of the acquired images to the detected location worked well, although only one
measurement could be completed due to the problems with the video transmission.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
The new developments in the inspection system presented include an optimized mechanical design of
both the crawler robot itself and the tracking unit. Furthermore the software to localize the data taken
by the lightweight crawler and its graphical representation for the user is introduced. The presented
marking unit can provide a way to label defects inside the hull for later inspection. The lab-trials and
the real-world tests aboard the “Alaya” showed some issues that need to be corrected, before an
application of this robotic system becomes a useful addition to conventional inspections.
On the mechanical side the robot needs stronger magnets to provide a robust attachment to the steel
walls in any orientation. Simply replacing the current magnets with stronger ones though, might lead
to different issues that have to be considered, such as a decreasing motor speed due to higher loads or
a possible failure of the current mounting system resulting in a loss of the magnets during the runs. To
test possible outcomes the testing surface in the lab is to be adapted to resemble an actual ship wall
more closely and allow for meaningful experiments without the need to board a ship. Stronger
magnets may also help to transit from a horizontal to a vertical surface or between two vertical
surfaces. Otherwise a new wheel design, e.g. Tâche et al. (2009), might help overcome these
problems.
To make a use of the marking unit in a real world environment, it needs to be equipped with a more
suitable varnish for metallic surfaces. This varnish must not clog the outlet of the spray container and
has to be suitable for multiple if not all surfaces in a ship. Another option for a marking system may
be the use of a servo actuated marker pen.
The transmission problems of the video images have to be prevented, as other repairs cannot be put to
a hold during the inspections. Therefore a new video transmission was later integrated into the robot
with a 5.8 GHz submission rate and 2.5 times stronger signal. The transmission remains to be tested
onboard a ship but the noise ratio inside the lab decreased drastically with this setup.
On the software side the tracking algorithms need to be optimized and sped up to enable the tracking
unit to follow the robot robustly at all times. This could be achieved by using for instance a particle
filter which estimates the motion before the motion is executed, Fox et al. (1999).
The synchronization and matching of the sensor data with the localization data works well and
reliably. Yet some problems remain: To actually use the data, an accurate computer model of the
inspected ship is needed, which, oftentimes, is not available for the inspection process. Another robot
of the MINOAS fleet might provide this model in later adaptations, namely the flying inspection unit,
Ortiz et al. (2011). Furthermore the tracking unit needs reproducible anchor points inside the ship.
This might be put into practice by welding markers (i.e. screw nuts) to the anchor points or otherwise
marking them inside the ship. Or it might be possible to map the anchor points virtually and retrieve
them during the inspection process by measurements from certain landmarks in the hull.
Nevertheless after the optimization of these factors the lightweight crawler can serve as a useful tool
during the inspection of large cargo holds or even (with a watertight cover) for the outer hull. Before
that can happen not only the technical problems need to be solved but also a wider acceptance of the
reliability of such robotic tools for the commercial use has to be sought.
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Abstract
An important application of optimization of a ship is the minimization of calm-water resistance for a
given displacement. In this work, an innovative flow solver that combines free-surface effects with a
viscous solution allows for an accurate drag prediction with fast turnaround times ideally suited for
an optimization study. A large number of geometrical-design variables are considered in early-stage
design; thus in this paper different techniques are examined to reduce the curse of dimensionality.
Different methods such as multivariate analysis are used to optimize the hull with respect to
resistance over a range of different speeds for a given displacement.
1. Introduction
Optimization methods applied to ship hydrodynamics usually involve large scale Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) models coupled with state-of-the art optimization algorithms for minimization of
calm-water resistance of the hull for a given displacement assigned by the designer. Optimization
methods are typically employed in the early-stage design process when different hull geometrical
shapes are analyzed to assess related performance in order to meet the desired requirements. In this
scenario, the tendency to reduce the time required for the pre-design optimization process while evaluating as many configuration alternatives as possible makes efficiency of optimization methods more
and more challenging.
Traditional optimization methods applied to early-stage design process usually deal with a parametric
geometrical model linked to an inviscid flow solver to predict flow resistance, as computational expenses required by more accurate RANSE solvers are prohibitive for a full optimization study. The
drawback of using a low-fidelity model to predict merit is that a lack of accuracy may lead to the selection of an un-optimal design. In addition, the large number of design variables required to define
the geometrical variation of the shape of the hull is taken into account in ship early stage design process which make the optimization problem very complex for the designer and not always feasible.
The addition of design constraints imposed to characterize the design exploration phase as well as
multiple objectives makes the optimization process even more challenging. Consequently, in such a
scenario it may occur that the optimization process does not find the optimal solution.
In this work, an innovative flow solver that combines free-surface effects with a viscous solution is
employed for accurate drag prediction with fast turnaround times ideally suited for an optimization
study. The innovative CFD solver is coupled to an efficient optimization method based on an efficient
Multi-Variate Analysis (MVA) approach which allows the designer to perform a fast and broad search
on the global design space by identifying the set of the optimal designs using a clustering method in
order to find out the optimal layout of the design solution for the given operating conditions applied.
2. Background
The need for a highly performing design solution makes the optimization process a challenging task in
the context of ship hull hydrodynamics. For this purpose, there are two main critical factors for
success, namely accuracy of the solution and time required for the total run. Nevertheless, the choice
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of a robust and flexible parameterization method of the hull geometry is key, when the designer needs
to evaluate as many design alternatives as possible while reducing the redundancy of the design
parameters required defining the optimization problem properly. A detailed description of the
methods applied for the ship hull optimization is provided in the following sections.
2.1. Innovative flow solver
The accuracy and the speed of CFD methods play an important role in ship hull hydrodynamic
assessment. Traditional RANSE methods most accurately model the physics and can provide precise
resistance prediction by including non-linear wave-breaking effects. The drawback is high
computational cost in terms of grid requirements and most importantly simulation time which
becomes prohibitive when it comes to optimize the hull geometrical shape. Also, it is still difficult to
control and quantify numerical error.
In the approach used here, an innovative flow solver that combines RANSE methods with free-surface
effects is employed for accurate drag prediction with fast turnaround times ideally suited for an
optimization study. The key elements of the solver include a polyhedral finite-volume discretization
of the water domain. The steady formulation of the governing equations and boundary conditions are
used to pose a problem that is efficiently solved with conventional CFD techniques. A consistent
linearized free-surface boundary condition for a viscous flow is applied to the approximate free
surface. This novel approach is shown to retain accuracy while reducing the computational expense
that is introduced when solving for arguably-negligible nonlinear features of the flow.
An example of the capability of the new method is shown in the following figures where the
performance of the solver is compared to a standard interface-capturing method based on the Volumeof-Fluid technique (VOF). The geometry is a cruise ship, and the simulation is conducted at a speed
near the cruise speed of a Froude number of 0.22. The fluid discretization is done with an automatic
mesh generation tool that is described in more detail in Section 3.2. For the new method, the flow
domain is discretized with about 415,800 cells. The VOF simulations are done on two discretizations;
a coarse grid with 171,187 cells, and a close-to-systematically-refined grid with 1,185,150 cells.
Fig.1 shows the pressure and viscous forces on the hull as a function of time (for the VOF
simulations) or iteration (for the steady solver used in the new method). It is seen that the pressure
force shows a distinct oscillation in the time series from the VOF simulations. This is due to a longwavelength-sloshing mode in the numerical domain that is resolved with the time-domain simulation.
Also, the difference between the coarse and fine simulations renders a sense of the numerical error
when solving for the fully nonlinear free surface with this type of method. The new method, which is
more approximate in formulation, shows a pressure force prediction that is within the error bound of
the VOF method. Also, the viscous force is shown to be predicted with very high accuracy with the
new method when compared to the fine-grid VOF results (and more accurate than the coarse VOF).

Fig. 1: Force prediction comparison for hydrodynamic solver
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Next, the time required to compute the solution is assessed, because this is a paramount quantity with
considering optimization. We remark that these results are done on a workstation while other work
tasks are being conducted (a quite realistic scenario if the tool is to be used by designers). In Fig.2, a
bar chart with the time to compute the converged solution is shown. The VOF solver on a fine grid
requires about 400 cpu hours, whereas the new method converged to a solution in about 3 cpu hours.

Fig. 2: Timing comparison for hydrodynamic solver
2.2. Multivariate Analysis
Traditional optimization methods applied to engineering problems usually employ algorithms
designed for global search like derivative-free evolutionary algorithms. In this scenario, genetic
algorithms have been successfully employed for decades as standard method for multi-objective nonlinear constrained optimization problems. Robustness and capability to find the global optimal
solutions are typical characteristics of genetic algorithms, but when the number of design parameters
and objectives grows, the number of design evaluations can becomes relatively high. For this purpose,
several approaches to speed-up the evaluations count have been proposed, ranging from Response
Surface Method (RSM), Design Of Experiments to hybrid methods. In this work, a combination of
DOE and MVA is applied.
In this work, a well-known space filling method like the Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used to
create a uniform sampling of the design space with respect to the range of the input variables
considered. LHS is a stratified sampling method which for a given number of points M subdivides the
range of the i-th input variable in M intervals of equal probability and adds a sample point for every
interval. The combination of all the variables partition generates a multi-dimensional hypercube in
such a way that every row and column has exactly one sample point. Consequently, a set of M points
uniformly distributed across the range of each of the N input variables is generated. The result is an
efficient tool which allows the user to have a better understanding on the design space complexity
with a limited number of samples.
Inherently coupled to LHS sampling, MVA is a collection of techniques which can be employed to
analyze a dataset and find out mutual relationships between variables and designs when dealing with
complex multi-dimensional spaces. From among the methods available in MVA, clustering methods
are techniques which are designed to group samples with similar characteristics in terms of either
input variables or output responses or a combination between the two. K-Means is one of the simplest
clustering algorithms to classify a set of sample points through a given K number of clusters specified.
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The algorithm is designed in such a way that an iterative process calculates the centers of each cluster
by minimizing an objective function defined as follows:

where
is a chosen distance measure between a data point xi,j and the cluster centre
xC,j and is an indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective k cluster centers.
The approach proposed in this work consists of an initial LHS run to create a dataset having uniform
probability distribution for each variable considered as well as a good coverage of the design space.
Subsequently, a clustering analysis is performed, and the most favorable cluster in the design space is
identified and characterized in terms of design variables values. Next, a second LHS run is carried out
by restricting the search area to the actual limits of the range of the design variables for the cluster
selected. Finally, a K-Means clustering is applied to the optimal group of designs in order to perform
a local sensitivity analysis to quantify the effect of each input variable on the variation of the output
responses. The main advantage of the method presented in this paper with respect to other traditional
methods is the reduction of the number of design evaluations required, as the optimization search
focuses on the area of the design space where the probability to find an optimal solution is higher.
3. Application case: ship hull hydrodynamics
The application case presented in this work consists of the shape optimization of the geometry of the
bare-hull of a passenger vessel, Fig.3, provided by the FINCANTIERI Italian shipyards.

Fig. 3: FINCANTIERI bare-hull geometrical model
3.1. Parametric geometrical model
A parametric geometrical model based on morphing surfaces applied to the baseline geometry is built
and a total of 21 design parameters driving the shape of the bulbous bow are identified. An automated
process required by the optimization loop is setup to create different geometrical shapes based on the
values of the design parameters defining the shape of the original model. A couple of different sample
geometries automatically generated during the optimization run are shown in Fig.4, in which the
baseline geometry is highlighted in red color.
Geometrical constraints are imposed to the minimum vertical coordinate allowed for the hull
geometry, as well as to the total length of the ship. For this purpose, a preliminary study is carried out
to set up a robust and efficient parameterization approach by carefully evaluating which geometrical
parameters to vary and which to keep fixed to avoid unfeasible solutions in terms of geometrical
requirements.
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Fig. 4: Different geometrical shapes automatically created
3.2. CFD model setup
A hex-dominant mesh of 500,000 cells with five near-wall extrusion layers is created using an
enhanced version of the snappyHexMesh grid generator available in OPENFOAM®. In addition to the
coverage of the boundary layer with extrusion layers, the grid generator employed accurately resolves
all the feature edges created by the intersection between the water free-surface and the ship hull. The
mesh features are shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5: Overview of the mesh for the CFD simulation
Different speeds are considered to evaluate the performance of the hull measured in terms of total
resistance coefficient, ranging from a Froude number of 0.15 to 0.40. In this work, Froude numbers
0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 are selected as characteristic speeds to define the total resistance coefficient. Fig.
6 shows the computed free-surface wave pattern and the streamwise velocity contour plot for a crosssection near the stern.

Fig. 6: Free-surface elevation (left) and streamwise velocity (right)
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3.3. Initial exploration of the design space
The design objectives of the optimization study described in this paper are the minimization of the
total resistance coefficient (defined in terms of viscous and pressure including wave-making
components) while maintaining a fixed displacement of the ship. For this purpose, three design goals
are defined to minimize the flow resistance at three different speeds. In addition, since the
parameterization approach used for the hull geometry cannot handle automatic definition of
geometrical parameters to keep the hull displacement always fixed regardless of the different shapes
generated, a design constraint is added to the optimization problem. Such a constraint simply applies a
penalization to the design objectives proportional to the difference between the actual and target
displacement values.
A dataset with one hundred samples is created using a LHS technique available from the Open Source
software DAKOTA. Linear correlation among the input variables is deemed sufficiently low and
acceptable in terms of quality of sampling. Furthermore, it is also possible to perform a sensitivity
analysis and detect global correlations between input and output variables regardless of the high
number of design parameters considered. The correlation matrix calculated for the dataset is shown in
Fig.7.

Fig. 7: Correlation matrix of the input variables and outputs on the initial dataset

Fig. 8: Flow resistance at Fr=0.30 vs. displacement (normalized values) with clustering applied
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The most important achievement of the LHS uniform sampling is a complete characterization of the
design space with the smallest number of points, as required when creating an efficient partition of the
designs in different clusters. Thus, a subdivision of the space using the K-Means method is applied by
specifying ship displacement and total resistance coefficients for the three speeds considered as
attributes for the clustering tool. Consequently, 32 clusters are identified and an optimal cluster of
solutions having a displacement value close to the baseline model but with improved performance in
terms of total resistance is selected. Fig.8 shows the designs belonging to the optimal cluster labeled
“cluster_11” and highlighted by a dashed line.
3.4. Final run
The range of the design variables is restricted according to the actual bounds of the optimal cluster
selected and a subsequent LHS run is carried out resulting in the calculation of 50 additional design
solutions. Fig.9 shows the results displayed in terms of ship displacement and total resistance
coefficient at Fr=0.30. The solution obtained in the second LHS sampling considerably improves the
existing baseline solution.

Fig. 9: Final results: flow resistance at Fr=0.30 vs. displacement (normalized values)
3.5. Selection of the optimal solution
The final step of the methodology described in this paper consists of the selection of the optimal
solution and the analysis of the design space response. For this purpose, a subsequent clustering using
the K-Means method is applied to the set of the optimal solutions composed of the optimal cluster
identified in the first run assembled with the optimal solutions obtained in the second run. Therefore it
is possible to group the solutions obtained in different clusters and detect the local correlations
existing between design variables and design objectives. Each cluster represents a candidate solution
for the optimization problem and two clusters are identified from the dataset as shown in the parallel
coordinates chart of Fig.10 where solely the most influential input variables for the design objectives
are displayed in the vertical axes. For each of the two clusters considered, the thick line represents the
mean value for each variable, whereas the bandwidth is proportional to the standard deviation of the
variable itself. Each arrow represents the way the solution changes when moving from one cluster to
another. In this particular case, if the user wants to select a solution having low total resistance
coefficients, a low displacement value is expected as well. Vice versa, if the designer wants to
increase displacement, total resistance coefficient must be increased. Most importantly, when moving
from the cluster with highest displacement to the cluster with lowest total resistance, the user
understands that dx8, dy1 and dy2 are to be increased, whereas dy4 and dz8 are to be decreased.
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Fig. 10: Parallel coordinates chart for the optimal solutions with clustering applied
Consequently, the designer can quantify local correlations existing within the set of the optimal
solutions and thus is able to understand the main reasons why one solution has a different behavior
with respect to another one by simply looking at the parallel coordinates chart of Fig.10. The
indications about local correlation given by the parallel coordinates chart are in line with the
correlation matrix calculated for the set of the optimal solutions displayed in Fig.11.

Fig. 11: Local correlation in the optimal solutions dataset
The results of a candidate optimal solution selected from the final dataset are compared to the baseline
shape. Table I highlights the improvements obtained in terms of flow resistance at high speeds at an
expense of a small increase of resistance for low Froude numbers while keeping almost constant the
displacement value.
Table I: Results of the optimization study (normalized values)
Displacement Total Resistance Coefficients [delta %]
Froude number 0.15 Froude number 0.25 Froude number 0.30
Baseline
Optimal Solution
-0.001%
+2%
-3%
-6%
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4. Conclusions
The proposed RANSE solver with free-surface effect to predict flow resistance coupled to MVA
methods allowed a fast optimization run compatible with the more and demanding timings required
by the initial phase of ship hull design process. Using the proposed approach, the optimal solution can
be retrieved with far fewer evaluations with respect to the traditional methods, thus saving
considerable amount of computational time such that it is possible to use high-fidelity CFD
simulations. Finally, the application of MVA methods allows the designer to have a better insight into
the design space, which becomes crucial in the decision-making phase of the design process.
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Abstract
This paper presents a discussion on the development of an autonomous surface vessel presently being
undertaken by the ACCeSS consortium. It is broadly structured into three main sections. The first section provides an overview of the ACCeSS consortium. The second section outlines the ASV related
research program presently being undertaken by members of the consortium. The third section concludes with a discussion of the future directions and developments of such systems including lessons
learned from the ACCeSS platform development.
1. Motivation
The development of unmanned or autonomous marine vehicles and systems has continued to attract
interest from various commercial industries and military organisations. According to a recent article
report by Keddie (2012), the market for such systems has increased by 43% between 2008 and 2011,
and the trend is predicted to continue as the demand for such systems increases.
There have been numerous reports and articles, Bertram (2008), Caccia (2006), Caccia et al. (2008)
and Manley (2008), reporting autonomous surface vessel (ASV) platform development; however,
these are generally remotely controlled system without a fully autonomous system on board or an
automated navigation system following predetermined waypoints on specific coordinates.
This paper focuses on the development of a purpose-built and fully autonomous ASV and is broadly
structured into three main sections. The first section provides an overview of the Atlantic Center for
the Innovative Design and Control of Small Ships (ACCeSS) consortium, detailing the history and its
objectives. The second section explains the present research activities both within University College
London (UCL) and also the ACCeSS partners involved in the development of the autonomous platform. The third section concludes the paper with discussions on the future direction and development
of such autonomous marine platforms, including lesson learned from the joint effort in the consortium. Additional issues such as enabling technologies and legality of the platforms will also be addressed.
2. The ACCeSS Consortium
There have been significant improvements in the process design function in today's shipbuilding industry. However, there has been little focus on system integration of the engineering disciplines
through radical design changes associated with shipbuilding. A major challenge in naval ship design
nowadays is ensuring performance and affordability with a reduced crew size while also maintaining
high reliability and damage control.
This challenge is particularly evident in the design of vessels to meet new and emerging needs in the
littoral zone. Such needs require fast, relatively small vessels capable of operating in a range of
weather and ocean conditions encountered in the littoral environment while also meeting the mission
requirements.
The ACCeSS consortium was founded in 2002 to address this issue by focusing on two key areas.
First is in establishing an environment where engineering disciplines associated with hull design and
ship automation can be brought together within the context of the total ship system architecture,
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thereby facilitating creative development, educational changes and engineering discipline integration
that are required for true innovation. Second is the utilisation of this unique education and research
environment in the recruiting, training and long-term career development of the best and brightest
young engineers.
The consortium is funded by the US ONR-NNRNE initiative and consists of several academic and
industrial partners, including UCL, US Naval Academy (USNA), Florida Atlantic University (FAU),
US Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and led by the Steven’s Institute of Technology (SIT).
The ACCeSS consortium has been active on ASV related projects for more than a decade. UCL has
had ship design studies focussing on the naval architecture and machinery design requirements for
both unmanned vessel carriers and the ASV itself. USNA has been conducting student projects on the
design and construction on small scaled unmanned vessels for swarm operations. FAU has experience
in the operational aspects as well as the electronics development of such a platform. SIT has been
evaluating the performance of alternative hullforms in conjunction with UCL for unmanned vessel; in
addition, SIT has also competed in the US ASV competition.
3. The ASV research at ACCeSS
The ASV related researches within the ACCeSS group are in line with the present ONR USV research
challenges and opportunities, focussing in areas such as the platform autonomy, design as well as operational related activities e.g. launch, recovery and underway refuelling. The values and criticality of
these areas on the overall success of the platform have also been echoed in the USV Master Plan
(2011).
The objective of the consortium in the ASV research is to develop an autonomous demonstrator platform. This collaborative effort leverages with each institution’s strength across several overlapping
roles:
• NPS is leading on the evaluation of the CONOPS for ASV;
• USNA is leading on exploring formation control strategies for multiple cooperating autonomous vessels;
• UCL is leading the development of the navigation module and optimisation of the hullform
designs for ASV;
• FAU is leading the system integration for the ASV platform;
• SIT is exploring ASV platform hydrodynamics to evaluate resistance, seakeeping and manoeuvring characteristics through physical model testing.
In order to keep this paper at a reasonable length, the authors will focus solely on the research activities and contributions of UCL, FAU and SIT.
3.1

The ASV platform development

In general, the majority of ASV related research at the ACCeSS group is presently centred around an
ASV platform presently being developed at FAU, known as the unmanned surface vehicle 12 (USV
12). The platform is based on a 12ft [3.7m] long gas-powered, wave-adaptive modular catamaran vehicle and is capable of achieving a speed of 15 knots. It acts as the test platform for all the ASV research under ACCeSS.
The ASV design includes flexible, inflatable pontoons with horn-shaped bows, and a central abovewater payload cabin connected to the pontoons via shock-absorbing suspension springs. The purpose
of the inflatable pontoons and the spring suspension is to enable the vehicle to adapt and smoothly
ride the waves even in rough seas while keeping the cabin motion response small. The vehicle is 3 m
long with a 1.9 m beam and has a maximum displacement of 113 kg. The demi-hulls are 0.22 m in
diameter.
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Apart from the platform’s mechanical design and integrity enhancement, FAU is presently developing
the overall control system in conjunction with its seakeeping performance characteristics under
autonomous control. The positioning and navigation module on the platform are based on a differential global positioning system.
FAU is also collaborating with USNA in incorporating a visual and Light Detection And Ranging
(LIDAR) based situational awareness system, which will serve as the close range obstacle detection
system. In addition, FAU is developing the sensor and transducer for communication with an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), together with design study of various concepts for automated launch
and recovery systems for deploying AUV directly from the ASV.

Fig. 1: The USV 12 platform under development at FAU
3.2 Platform autonomy development
The development of the ASV platform autonomy in the ACCeSS group is distributed among two
members, namely UCL and USNA. As mentioned earlier, the research focus of USNA is on the
higher mission level management such that the formation of ASV fleet could be autonomously administered and regulated to suit the mission as well as the environmental conditions. The research focus at
UCL is centred on the local domain, and it is dominated mainly by decision making processes involving interactions between ASV and the environment, implementation of the collision prevention regulations (COLREGS) as well as vessel-level energy management.
The Marine Research Group at UCL has been involved in the area for more than half a decade. Initial
activities involved conceptual design and feasibility study on the marine engineering and systems for
such a vessel i.e. Bucknall and Freire (2003,2004). Since 2005, the group have been actively involved
in the development of an autonomous navigation system as it has been identified as the major hurdle
to the overall progress of such platform, where the development has been reviewed in Statheros et al.
(2008) and Tam et al. (2009).
The first main study on the platform autonomy was a path planning module, and it was developed
using an evolutionary algorithm, Tam and Bucknall (2010a,b). It generates a COLREGS compliant
and optimal collision free path for a given traffic scenario. The optimality of the solution is constructed as an optional and variable property built in the algorithm, such that the operator could assign
different priority in the weighting function e.g. the path compatibility with respect to the environmental conditions (i.e. wind and current velocity), optimising the navigation path to suit the ASV mission.
In addition, the module was designed with emphasis on the navigation path compatibility with respect
to other vessels, which are assessing the traffic configuration from different perspectives. This is
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achieved through a specially constructed vector fields around specific vessels which has priority under COLREGS, such that the navigation path is encouraged to avoid the vessel in a particular direction and it is consistent and invariant under all perspectives. A sample output from the module is
shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2: Sample output from the evolutionary algorithm based module. The white number on the bottom left corner shows the simulation time [min]; the yellow line is the navigation path, with the
green and blue circles being the start and finishing positions for ship 1. The grey elliptical area
around Ship 2 is the safety domain. The initial conditions for Ship 1 are travelling in the twelve
o’clock direction and Ship 2 is in the nine o’clock direction, such that both ships are on a collision
course. The figures show the output from the module. On the left figure, at t =0, there are safety domain and the COLREGS specific vector field (Cvf) around Ship 2 as it is a give-way encounter according to COLREGS, where Ship 1 is required to pass Ship 2 at its aft. The vector field has a
counter clockwise direction of rotation in such a way that Ship 1 is encouraged to move towards to
right. Once Ship 1 has passed Ship 2, the safety domain and Cvf is turned off because both ships are
now moving away from each other, no longer on a collision course.
Present research focus is to improve on the existing path planning module. Since the evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic-based routine involving random variables, efforts are also made to ensure the
algorithm outputs are consistent statistically. Although this has been partly solved with the vector
fields described earlier; however, it has been deemed that the overall module still lacks the algorithmic completeness needed for practical applications.
The path planning module currently under development in the group is based on a rule-based system,
which rules are derived mainly from COLREGS as well as general practice of good seamanship.
Similar to the previous work, the navigation path compatibility from different perspectives is still a
major emphasis. This is attained through a ranking system in conjunction with the rules, where all the
vessels involved are ranked according to its manoeuvrability in a priority list of all the manoeuvring
vessels.
A sample output for a four collision bound vessels from the algorithm is shown in Fig.3. The Figure
on the left shows the initial conditions of the test case fed to the algorithm. The vessels are coloured
coded according to the legend on the bottom right corner, with arrows indicating its initial velocity
vector and the coloured circle indicating the expected position for each vessel at the end of the simulation if no course adjustment was performed.
The outputs of the algorithm are shown in the right figure in a time-position format. The time of each
position is colour-coded according to the legend on the right. The test is set up in such a way that vessel 3 has the least manoeuvrability, followed by vessel 2, 4 and 1 respectively. This is the reason why
vessel 3 is maintaining course; vessel 2 is manoeuvring to avoid vessel 3; followed by the evasive
manoeuvre by vessel 4 and then vessel 1. The outputs are all COLREGS compliant. In addition, the
ranking system developed in the algorithm is an attempt to emulate the practical aspects of seaman-
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ship, where smaller and more manoeuvrable vessels are generally expected to give way to larger and
less controllable vessels in a complex traffic scenario. This work has been the subject of a journal
publication and will be available on public domain soon.
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Fig. 3: Sample outputs from the deterministic based navigation module. The left figure shows the
initial conditions of the test case fed to the algorithm. Each vessel is colour coded according to the
legend on the bottom right corner, the arrows indicate the initial vectors of each vessel and coloured
circles are the expected position for each vessel at the end of the simulation; therefore it is a 4 vessels collision bound scenario. The right figure shows the time-position plot of the solutions from the
algorithm, where the positions of each vessel with the colour indicating its time, according the legend on the right.
3.3

Alternative hullforms development for ASV

Removing the man from a vessel removes a number of constraints in the design process of a vessel
such as rolling motions (i.e. frequency), the need to have systems to support people, endurance limitations and so on. However the exact design of an ASV depends upon its role and operation environment. UCL is presently exploring novel alternative hullforms in term of both design and performance
characteristics. These studies are being evaluated using both computer-based simulations as well as
empirical analyses with scaled models in towing tanks.
The purpose of the research into vessel design is to establish a set of outline requirements which address the CONOPS, identified through naval and industrial supports. Specifically the design of the
vessel is focusing on the opportunities offered to undertake autonomous roles where people on board
no longer provide performance and operational restrictions. In other words to identify the design opportunities that ASVs offer over manned vessels will be fully explored, these will include hullforms,
propulsion and power needs.
On the other hand, as part of hullform evaluation, SIT is exploring various types of semi-planing and
planing vessels including small multihulls, deep-v planing hulls and stepped hulls. A large set of preliminary design options will be evaluated against the specified objectives and couple of selective designs will be evaluated for their resistance, seakeeping and manoeuvring characteristics through
physical model testing. The laboratory’s towing tank along with Planar Motion Mechanism will be
used to accomplish these.
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3.4

Further ASV related activities at the ACCeSS

The specific tasks and roles of each institution as part of ACCeSS have been explained earlier. The
ultimate plan for the group is to develop a completely autonomous platform for demonstration by
2014/15.
The demonstration will include several predetermined simulated missions such as asset protection,
mine-sweeping and search/rescue operations. These roles have been chosen specifically to highlight
the added value autonomous platforms offer over conventional manned vessels.
Currently, UCL is proceeding with the platform autonomy module development before moving on to
hardware integration, collaborating with FAU. Additionally, UCL is also committed to further activities such as integrating the ASV energy management, which will be under direct control of the module. Parallel to this, UCL and SIT are also jointly investigating potential new hullforms design for
ASV through hydrodynamic, computational fluid dynamics, design synthesis and computational
simulation using specialised software packages.
At SIT, a preliminary model test was conducted in calm water on a trimaran hullform with amas in
few different yawed and rolled configurations. Model tests are also being planned for stepped hulls
and for planing hull heave and pitch motions control using a transom flap. Knowledge acquired from
such studies will be consolidated into a software package or database.
Furthermore, SIT will be cooperating with UCL in CONOPS and initial design requirements and
hence working to develop ASV design paradigms. They will also be conducting platform analysis
with USNA including behaviour analysis i.e. vessel to vessel interaction. A particular investigation
will be undertaken investigating launch and recovery method under various environmental conditions
e.g. sea states.
FAU will be involved in design of the control and communication modules on the platform, and particularly the design of sensors suite (i.e. visual based target detection algorithm) and directional control system including the mechanism for launch and recovery operations.
The group envisages all the research activities at the different institution will converge to a common
ASV platform at the end of the project. Together with the platform’s mission and formation studies at
USNA, the final demonstrator will have an autonomous platform with an integrated fleet-level management system.
4. Lessons learned from the ASV development
Overall, the main difference between a manned and unmanned platforms is the vessel management
system, where the mission/navigation planning and decision making processes are automated. In addition, the ASV platform would benefit from further development of a highly self-reconfigurable system such that minimum human intervention is needed.
During the course of the ASV platform development, there have been a few technical issues which
have provided us with an insight into the opportunities for several potential technological challenges
critical to the success of such platforms. In general, the challenges in progressing the ASV platform
can be categorised into the following subsections:
4.1 Hullform design
At present, majority of the ASV platforms are based on modified manned vessels. These are not purpose designed hullform where components and modules are being installed onto the hull at an ad-hoc
basis. Alternative hullforms need to be explored to optimise or enhance the platform unique ability for
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rapid reconfiguration i.e. modularised functional specific compartments/modules as well as the removal of constraints related to the human inherent limitations.
In addition, further work is required to understand the best means to address on-going concerns relating to ASV launch and recovery operations. Specifically, it is likely that the design of the ASV will be
influenced by the method of recovery adopted by the mother hullform e.g. well dock launch and recovery will be significantly different to conventional crane based or ram stern methods.
4.2 Propulsion and powering modules
The propulsion and powering modules need to be designed with an assessment involving an in-depth
failure mode analysis influenced by the vessel’s operational requirements. Such modules should be
designed and integrated for the survivability requirements. In particular, based on operational knowledge, it has been concluded that such platforms would need at least one independent and redundant
power source to achieve the minimum availability demanded by typical ASV’s roles.
Such modules should be designed to be modularised with generic communication protocols and interfaces, such that an integrated platform management system could control the overall operation as well
as conduct on-board energy management on the platform. Furthermore, alternative power sources
should also be examined, especially those with high volumetric power density such as hydrogenbased power systems, which UCL is presently involved in researching the feasibility of a PEM fuel
cell as the primary power generation for ASV platforms i.e. for additional stealth.
4.3 Sensor, monitoring and communication systems
The sensing components such as positioning, situational awareness and system health monitoring devices are presently an evolving area of technology. Majority of the positioning devices are based on
satellite signals, which could be weak at times or even jammed rather easily. A back up dead reckoning or simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) based devices may be required to improve the
system robustness in navigation.
In terms of situational awareness, visual and RF based sensors perception of the environment are the
most common methods for the ASV platforms. At present, the signal processing performance and
power efficiency of such devices still require additional optimisation on such platforms.
In addition, the other issues in situational awareness are the object identification in the case of a law
enforcement platform, where methods of verifying the authenticity of the suspect need to be developed further. Also, for the communication module, the data transfer bandwidth and encryption security is of paramount, where the development of a more secured and efficient compression algorithm
would be beneficial. On the other hand, there is also a need to enhance data sharing capability, especially where interaction with manned vessels are needed to minimise any potential risk of collision.
The ability of the platform to re-configure itself is deemed as a critical aspect; therefore the platform
would benefit from the development of flexible dual role re-configurable systems where the role of
other components could be re-assigned to work in tandem with other devices or as a backup for failed
components.
4.4 Platform management module
The platform management module is the entities that perform the essential planning and decision
making for the overall platform. It is the most critical part of such platforms as it manages the all the
system resources to achieve specific objective demanded by the mission. The requirement of the
overall module availability is in line with other systems described earlier, where redundancy is
deemed critical to the platform functionality.
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The overall system autonomy is still very much a subject of active research, particularly in areas such
as autonomous decision making and mission planning. In addition, a standard watchdog system with a
‘limp home’ recovery might not be sufficient for the platform if it is carrying high value assets or payloads. A back up remote monitoring and control module will be required to prevent such calamity especially when sensitive information and technology are stored on-board the ASV, this will be explained further in the next section.
4.5 Optional mission specific module
Apart from modularising primary functions of the platform as discussed earlier, additional mission
specific modules such as towed array sonar and combat packages should also be developed having
similar interface standards to ensure rapid reconfiguration for multi-purpose roles.
In addition, attention must also be paid in the compatibility and their interoperability of the different
modules as most ASV mission would involve multiple objective such as mine search and destroy,
where the search sensors should not interfere with destroy module.
The ASV platforms are presently operated mainly by navies or law enforcement agencies, generally
such platforms are not expendable in the event of machinery failure or vessel immobilisation. There
bound to be sensitive components or data on-board which need special security and protection. Apart
from arming the platform to deter potential threat, it also requires development of systems like selective self-destruction system to avoid IP leak, such as the ability to delete the mission or any sensitive
data stored on-board in the event of an unlawful capture or unauthorised breached of the platform.
4.6 Legislation
The legal status of ASVs at present stage is still rather similar to its AUV counterpart, where there is
still lack a set of definitive legal framework for such platforms, Brown and Gaskell (2000), Chopra
and White (2011)), for example, there are no specific rules governing the operational domain of such
platforms i.e. how are the collision prevention regulations applied as well as the additional premium
on insurance policy.
The insufficient legislation in the domain is affecting and hindering the adoption of such platforms,
especially the increasing trend of adopting armed ASV in conflict zones where the accountability
should be clarified.
5. Conclusion
The development of an autonomous surface vessel within the ACCeSS consortium has been explained
and discussed together with specific work packages within UCL, FAU and SIT. The lessons learned
from the study as well as technological challenges for the platform evolution have also been reviewed
and discussed.
All these research efforts and studies will be consolidated in near future since one of the consortium’s
objectives is to produce an ASV platform ready for demonstration by end of the year 2014. The vessel
is intended to serve as the development platform for the consortium with the aim of achieving a system with total autonomy, capable to be reconfigured for different roles.
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Abstract
During these times of fluctuating freight rates and oversupply, selection of optimum speed will give an
operator a crucial advantage. Until the recession, the emphasis has always been on larger capacity
and higher speed. Now, design innovation and slow steaming are becoming important and this paper
details new software which is set up to assist speed optimisation process for large container ships.
The software uses both propulsion and revenue-cost analysis with an ultra-large container ship model
of 20,000 TEU as a case study to derive the most profitable speed. Shippers’ costs are also estimated
to assess the impact on shippers. This software can be used for new construction or existing ships.
The results show that 19.5 knots is the optimum speed which is a departure from current trend of 25
knots but supporting the concept of slow steaming. The results are validated by DNV container cost
models. Besides that, the multivariable nature of optimum speed problem is discussed and further
analysis has been carried out to determine the range of fuel cost, freight rate and load factor in which
this optimum speed is applicable (in this case, $1100/TEU < freight rate < $1300/TEU, $650/t < fuel
cost < $750/t and load factor = 40%). This will be useful to ship operators for forecasting purposes.
1. Introduction
Container ships have grown steadily in size and speed. However, container shipping today is about to
move into a very different business environment. This new environment is characterised by higher
fuel prices and stricter environmental standards. Although bunker price has fallen momentarily in
2008 due to the global recession, latest forecasts show that fuel price is likely to continue on an upward trend as shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1: Forecast of bunker prices, Birch (2010)

Fig. 2: Role of slow steaming in reducing
oversupply, NN (2011)

While many innovative methods have been proposed to reduce fuel consumption, slow steaming appears to provide the greatest benefit. This is simply because power varies with the cube of speed. Furthermore, this is especially true for larger container ships which will experience much higher fuel
penalty at higher speeds. For example, Maersk has just launched Triple-E class ships with 18,000
TEU. It is claimed that a 5 knots speed reduction from 25 to 20 knots will reduce fuel consumption by
37%, www.worldslargestship.com. Therefore, under the prevailing business scenario, there is no better time for container shipping to switch to slow steaming. This comes at a cost to business because
slow steaming will increase cargo transit time which may potentially result in lesser revenue to liner
operators.
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However, slow steaming was also introduced in an effort to reduce oversupply in the market during
the 2008 financial crisis as shown in Fig.2. Until then, all focus was on a low transit time and schedule keeping. During the crisis it was realised that schedule keeping is first priority, typically a regular
once a week call had to be maintained. However, transit time could be somewhat increased provided
that regularity was kept intact. This brought about two important advantages, namely that the number
of idle ships was reduced and fuel cost dramatically reduced.
2. Literature review and background
Ship speed reduction has been considered ever since large container ships come into service. This can
be due to two reasons. Firstly, large container ships have higher capacity which can compensate the
reduction in shipping supply due to longer transit time. Corbett et al. (2009) concluded that reduction
of CO2 emissions will be higher with increase in capacity instead of addition of a number of ships to
mitigate the effects of low speed. Secondly, large container ships experience higher fuel penalty as
they carry more cargo since power is proportional to displacement to the power of 2/3, see Eq.(1).
However, this is also the reason why slow steaming is attractive: it trades off speed for displacement
to achieve the same capacity but reduce fuel consumption significantly.

P ~ V 3∆2 / 3

(1)

However, the trade-off has an implication on business as container ship operators build their reputation on delivering high speed transport of high-value goods. It is virtually impractical to reduce the
speed to the tanker speed range of 12-15 knots because shippers will not accept such longer transit
times although the fuel cost saving is enormous. Increased transit time implies increased tie-up of
capital which is a significant cost element, in particular in case of high value cargo. The increased
capital cost is carried by the shippers and fuel saving goes to the lines. Therefore, there is a limit for
this trade-off and the optimum speed is the speed which produces the highest level of profit for the
lines.
A number of models to calculate optimal speed have been proposed. Wong et al. (2007) introduced a
mathematical model to evaluate the optimum speed and size of container ships. The mathematical
model consists of revenue and cost inputs which involve regression equations. The regression equations were validated with Lloyds Publications and other journal papers such as Cullinane and Khanna
(1999). The model was shown to be quite robust as it could accommodate a range of speeds from 10 –
40 knots and a range of deadweight from 1000 – 16000 TEU. However, container ship size continues
to increase to reap the economies of scale but the model in Wong et al. (2007) can only include the
size range of ships already present (a maximum of 16,000 TEU in the model). Therefore, this model is
not suitable for study of larger designs of the future such as the Triple-E.
From the current studies, it is clear that further analysis is required with preference to ULCS which is
quickly growing. However, new design concept known as ‘twin-island’ has been proposed of late,
Tang-Jensen et al. (2007). This concept separates the engine room from the superstructure but promises more containers to be stacked on deck while satisfying the IMO Visibility Criteria. Calculation
will have to be done using first principles to adopt the new design concept. Therefore, this paper aims
to derive a more accurate picture of bunker cost which is an important component of shipping cost.
3. 20,000 TEU container ship and route of trade
Major recent developments include E-class and Triple-E ships with 15,000 TEU and 18,000 TEU
respectively. Both ships are developed for Maersk which intends to benefit from economies of scale.
Therefore, it is believed that 20,000 TEU could be the next target size. To follow the current business
trend, this case study will concentrate on the Asia – Europe route. However, slow-steaming ships
usually call at fewer and more prominent ports to minimise the port time. More prominent ports will
also have better loading and unloading facilities and probably suitable water depth for very large con-
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tainer ships. Therefore, the chosen route is Shanghai – Hong Kong – Singapore – Valencia – Rotterdam. This will cover major economic regions in both continents.

Fig. 3: Chosen route of trade
4. General methodology
The general methodology is shown in Fig.4. It is hoped that this general approach can be applied to a
wide variety of container ship models in the future.

Fig. 4: General methodology
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4.1. Base ship
Fig.5 shows the profile view of the proposed ship design. This design utilises the twin island concept,
a concept to promote space savings. The principal dimensions are given in Table 1. The base ship will
have the following propulsion and auxiliary powering characteristics as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 5: Base ship drawings
Table 1: Principal dimensions of base ship
400 m
Length OA
390 m
Length WL
65 m
Beam, moulded
16 m
Draft, moulded
34 m
Depth, moulded
20,028 TEU
Container capacity
0.691
Block coefficient
Table 2: Propulsion and auxiliary powering characteristics of base ship
Twin engines propulsion
Main propulsion
2-stroke slow-speed diesel engines
Combined steam turbine and gas turbine system
Waste heat recovery
by MAN Diesel
1.8 MW per engine
Shaft generator capacity
Medium-speed diesel gensets
Auxiliary powering
Oil-fired boiler
5. Propulsion analysis
5.1. Minimum speed and range of speed
The minimum speed in this case is defined as the speed at which freight rate, as determined by demand and supply alone, will remain the same. Slow-steaming will reduce the supply of shipping and
push the freight rate away from the original equilibrium and this should be balanced by the increase in
ship capacity. In this case, the new ship capacity is set at 20,000 TEU and the basis ship for comparison will be M/V Emma Maersk with 15,000 TEU and service speed of 25 knots, Hultqvist (2008). It
follows then, ceteris paribus, the only unknown variable is the speed of the ship.
Ceteris paribus, the relationship between minimum speed and total capacity can be simplified to:
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X EmmaMaersk ⋅ VEmmaMaersk = X new ⋅ Vnew

(2)

Using this equation with XEmma-Maersk = 15,000, VEmma-Maersk = 25 and Xnew = 20,000, Vnew is calculated
to be 18.75 knots. However, the actual value is lower because this equation assumes that round trip
can be non-integer. In the full calculation, round trip will be rounded up to nearest integer or multiples
of 0.5 in this case. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, minimum speed is determined as 18 knots.
Speeds from 18 knots to 25 knots inclusive will be considered in this case with 0.5 knots interval.
This range is chosen to include typical speed range of high-speed container vessels.
5.2. Resistance and powering analysis
Total resistance of the ship is estimated via HullSpeed software which uses Holtrop-Mennen method
which is simple but robust, Marin (2010). The results for the base ship are shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 6: Resistance prediction results for case study
Both results generally agree with each other so the average value will be taken in this case. Fig. 10
also illustrates the non-linear relationship between speed and power consumption and highlights the
savings from slow speed. Effective power Pe is defined as:

Rt ⋅ Vs = Pe

(3)

The effective power is then used to calculate the brake power Pb:

Pb =

Pe

(4)

ηtηhη0η r

ηt is the transmission efficiency which is typically taken as 0.99 for engine room in the aft.
is the
relative rotation frequency which is taken as 1 in this case. Hull efficiency
is estimated from wake
and thrust deduction calculations. Propeller open-water efficiency
is determined from propeller
calculations. Fig.7 compares Pe and Pb.

Fig. 7: Comparison between Pe and Pb
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Shaft generator capacity is considered to be constant at all speeds. This will increase the loading on
the main engine but save the fuel consumption of diesel gensets and oil-fired boiler.
Auxiliary powering analysis will require electric load and heat load analyses. Based on a preliminary
study which was carried out by estimating power consumption of auxiliary equipments such as pumps
and reefers, the results in Table 3 are derived.
Table 3: Electrical and heat load at different operating conditions
Electrical load
Heat load
15219.3
1641.3
Sea condition
14501.3
846.0
Manoeuvring
5431.6
246.0
Port loading / unloading
6. Assumptions
The following assumptions are made:
1) Amount of cargo to be unloaded and loaded at each port is the same. All selected ports are assumed to be operating at similar efficiencies.
2) Average load factor is assumed to be the same for both ways of round trip.
3) Weight of cargo is homogenously distributed over each TEU with 10 tonnes per TEU.
4) There is no downtime between services (i.e. the ship is in constant scheduled service).
5) Freight rate is assumed to be $1,200/TEU.
6) Fuel cost is assumed to be $700/tonne (IFO 380).
7) ½ round trip is allowed as container ship service is a regular scheduled service.
8) Ship construction cost is assumed to be $200,000,000.
9) Cargo value is assumed to be $50,000/TEU to the shipper.
10) Interest rate to the shippers is assumed to be 25%, (typical internal rate of return IRR)
11) Other periodic costs such as drydocking costs are ignored.
7. Cost analysis software
7.1. Revenue calculations
In the first section, revenue of ULCS is evaluated using the amount of round trips which can be completed in a year and the freight rate per TEU. The number of round trips depends on voyage time and
port time, whilst voyage time depends on the speed of the ship. However, the number of round trips
can be multiples of 0.5 in this case as container ships are assumed to be serving in a scheduled regular
service. Eqs.(5) and (6) illustrate the points above.
Round trip time = Journey time + Port time
Number of round trips per year W = ROUNDDOWN [8760/round trip time (h)]

(5)
(6)

An important point to consider here is the load factor. Load factor is a parameter of revenue. Stopford
(2009) suggested the ‘number of loaded days at sea’ as an alternative parameter. Both parameters
represent deadweight utilisation but in different forms. Load factor usually ranges from 30% to 70%
and 49% - 53% is used in this study. This is to assume that on average, container ships travel half-full
in both directions. The higher load factor is applied to lower speeds as longer intervals between port
calls will likely result in more containers to be transported at each port. The revenue equation is therefore summarised in Eq.(7). The output from the software for revenue is shown in Fig. 8.
Revenue R = 2 ⋅ Load factor Lf ⋅ TEU capacity ⋅ Freight rate FR ⋅ W
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(7)

The step change in results occurs due to the 0.5 interval in round trips. The revenue will be reduced by
about 20% if speed is reduced by 7 knots. This translates into a $25 mil loss which should be recovered by the savings in fuel consumption.

Fig. 8: Revenue curve from the software
7.2. Cost calculations
There are five main categories of shipping costs as stated in Stopford (2009): operating costs, periodic
maintenance costs, voyage costs, cargo-handling costs and capital costs. Periodic maintenance costs
are considered to be part of operating costs as the ship will still have to undergo dry docking regardless of the number of voyages made. Cargo handling costs are considered to be part of voyage costs as
the costs are voyage-specific. Capital costs are the costs of financing the ship by making periodic
payments to the shipyard, bank and equity investors. The cost equation is summarised in Eq.(8) where
OpEx represents operational cost, VoyEx represents voyage cost and CapEx represents capital cost.
Total cost TC = OpEx + VoyEx + CapEx

(8)

Voyage costs and particularly bunker costs form the major part of shipping costs. The propulsion
models proposed above or another method can be used to evaluate the propulsion power required to
move the ship at an average speed for one-way trip. For flexibility and robustness, effects from additional fuel saving methods can be included in the propulsion or auxiliary powering input. Auxiliary
power is evaluated in three different operation modes: at sea, when manoeuvring and at port loading/unloading. To estimate the power required in these three modes, an electric load analysis was set
up and power usage of equipments was estimated. Savings due to waste heat recovery are included.
Port dues and port third party charges which include cargo handling charges are estimated using the
methodology shown in NN (2010). The values obtained do not include discounts by the port. Canal
dues are estimated using the Suez Canal model. Model users can specify their own values if actual
operational data are available to increase the accuracy of the model.
Capital costs are a different type of costs. The terms involved for calculation of capital costs will be
depreciation of ship’s value and interest payment. With ship construction cost of $200 mil, 15 year
depreciation period and an interest rate of 8.5%, annual capital expenditure is estimated at $22.4 mil.
A major concern of slow speed is its impact on business and shippers. This is also discussed in Ronen
(2011). DNV addressed this issue in its quarterly magazine Container Ship Update, Bergh (2010).
Bergh proposed two additional parameters to account for the shippers’ costs: inventory costs and
safety stock costs. Inventory costs refer to costs of capital tied in stock for shippers who are usually
retailers. Safety stock costs refer to warehousing costs required to store buffer stock to accommodate
surges in demand. Equations for both parameters are shown in Eqs.(9) and (10).
IC = Cargo value [$/TEU] ⋅ Interest rate [%]

(9)
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SSC = Max transit time [h] ⋅ Zdemand ⋅ σdemand

(10)

IC is inventory cost, SSC is safety stock cost, cargo value is set at $50,000/TEU in this model, interest
rate is set at 25% p. a., Z factor for demand is set at 0.98 and σ is standard deviation of demand. The
total shippers’ costs are calculated to be the total of IC and SSC. The shippers’ costs will be calculated
for reference only and the optimum speed will be the highest profit speed.
8. Results
8.1. Profit and shippers’ costs
One output of the model above will be the total profit as shown in Eq.(11). Most, if not all, merchant
shipping companies will aim at maximising this value. Therefore, this will be the main criterion for
ship owners. This profit value includes interest and depreciation.
Profit P = R - TC

(11)

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 9. The profit levels are lower at high speeds in current conditions. The increase in cost at high speeds, despite the higher savings due to waste heat recovery is
higher than the increase in revenue for being able to transport more containers. This observation is
supported by the response of major liner firms which plan to cut down speed as part of their plans for
the future. For example, Maersk has introduced slow steaming in 2009 and its bunker consumption
has been reduced by 10% per forty-foot equivalent (FFE), Maersk (2011). Their action will affect the
entire industry as liner companies operate in conferences and strategic alliances and behave in an oligopolistic manner. From Fig. 9, the optimum speed is found to be 19.5 knots.

Fig. 9: Revenue-cost-profit curve versus service speed
8.2. Shippers’ costs
However, the results change when shippers’ costs (inventory and safety stock costs) are included as
well, Fig. 10. Total profit is used as a criterion instead of total cost per TEU because shippers’ costs
are implicit and they belong to another economic entity, the shippers and not the liner operators. Total
cost per TEU implies the actual cost of transport, having taken into account the estimated effect on
shippers. Combining both liner companies’ and shippers’ costs will allow users to inspect the implicit
impacts of slow speed shipping.
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Total cost per TEU =

TC + IC + SSC
TEU annual

(12)

As expected, fixed costs such as operational cost and capital cost per TEU fall as ship speed increases
because more cargo can be transported for the same fixed costs. The voyage cost per TEU increases
with speed because of relationship between speed and power and bunker cost. The inclusion of shippers’ costs has reversed the cost trend. At higher speeds, shippers have less capital tied in stock.
Therefore, inventory cost constitutes the largest percentage of total costs. Overall, the difference in
cost per TEU at 19.5 knots and lowest-cost speed of 25 knots is 7.7%. Liner operators’ cost are reduced by 19.7% or about $160/TEU in moving to slower speed but this is countered by a 20.4% increase or about $390/TEU in shippers’ costs.

Fig. 10: Breakdown of costs at different speeds
9. Discussion
9.1. Multivariable nature of optimum speed problem
This analysis should also demonstrate that the question of optimum speed is a multivariable one.
Some of the most important variables include freight rate, bunker cost, load factor and cargo value.
Cargo value has an indirect effect on optimum speed because it is used to estimate shippers’ costs.
The higher the cargo value, the stronger is the effect on the shippers. For the other factors, the relationship between profit and freight rate, fuel price and load factor (ceteris paribus for each case) is
expressed respectively in Eqs.(13), (14) and (15).
P = (N ⋅ FR) - TC

(13)

P = R – (OpEx + CapEx + [(CA+TU+PD+(mfuel ⋅ FC)) ⋅ W ⋅ 2]

(14)

P = (TEU capacity ⋅ FR ⋅ 2 ⋅ W ⋅ Lf) – TC

(15)

N is the total TEU transported, CA is canal dues, TU is pilotage and tug dues, PD is port dues, mfuel is
mass of fuel required and FC is bunker cost. The results for this case study in graphical form are
shown in Figs.11-13.
There are only four different speeds shown in the graphs: 17.5 knots, 19.5 knots, 21.5 knots and 24.0
knots. From the graphs, 19.5 knots is the optimum speed for $1100/TEU < FR < $1300/TEU, $650/t <
FC < $750/t and Lf = 40%. These three conditions reflect the current situation for container ships and
if the global economy rebounds in the future, optimum speed may increase. Nevertheless, this software demonstrates that optimum speed can be found via revenue-cost analysis.
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Fig. 11: Effect of freight rate on optimum speed

Fig. 12: Effect of bunker cost on optimum speed

Fig. 13: Effect of load factor on optimum speed
10. Conclusion
It has been shown on this paper that an optimum speed can be selected at design stage through a combined revenue-cost and propulsion analysis. A spreadsheet has been produced to assist ship operators
in finding optimum speed for their ships. The spreadsheet will have room for innovative designs and
different operating conditions, making it a flexible and robust spreadsheet. An ultra-large container
ship model which incorporated recent design improvements was chosen for case study.
The results show that 19.5 knots is the optimum speed at 20,000 TEU capacity. In addition to the results, it is discussed that the results depend on multiple economic factors such as freight rate, fuel cost
and load factor. The optimum speed of 19.5 knots applies at the following range of economic factors:
$1100/TEU < FR < $1300/TEU, $650/t < FC < $750/t and Lf = 40%.
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Abstract
This paper describes the benefits of using a virtual reality environment in the shipbuilding industry,
taking into consideration all the agents involved in the design, production and life-cycle of ships.
Some of these advantages are the quick evaluation of modifications and design changes, the
production checking and approval, simulation of maintenance, disassembly and operation tasks,
training of crews and for commercial and marketing purposes. The solution presented, based on
FORAN System, shows the virtual navigation tool developed by SENER. It is described the
architecture of the solution, all its functionality, benefits and how it could be applied in different
environments.
1. Introduction
A natural consequence of the extended use of CAD (Computer Aided Design) systems for the design
and production of any kind of vessel is its use in VR (Virtual Reality) environments, mainly because
now it has become an accessible technology. VR is extended in every industry, in every sector, at any
level. Important improvements both in software and hardware have had an important impact in its use
in the shipbuilding industry, where it is necessary to handle complex ship 3D models with huge
amount of data.
So, efficiency is the base condition in the VR navigation around a vessel. To enhance it, there are
three important factors that play a fundamental role. The first one is having an appropriate CAD
system with all the information of the ship in a single data base. The second important issue is to have
a viewer, which is a tool that allows the management of the 3D model to be used in VR environments.
No need to say that a good integration between the viewer and the CAD system will be translated into
more functionality and better performance. Finally, the third important player is hardware, which
makes possibility the VR navigation in many different environments.
This paper describes first of all different efficient uses of VR in the shipbuilding industry, taking in
consideration all the agents involved and describing in particular the advantages for any of them.
Regarding the software requirements, it will be described in particular the new FVIEWER, developed
by SENER for the VR navigation & Design review and based on the FORAN System. From the
hardware side, it will be described some of the most relevant and feasible applications of the VR,
taking in consideration potential uses and accessible technology in the market. The future of the VR
in shipbuilding will be explained after that.
To conclude, a relevant case study of the efficient use of VR in shipbuilding will be described, the
new VDC (Virtual Design Center) in the Spanish NAVANTIA, to be used in their current
development of the series of submarines S-80 for the Spanish Navy.
2. Applications and advantages of VR in shipbuilding
Shipbuilding industry is affected by a global and extremely competitive environment. All processes
and systems have to be adapted to this challenging scenario, making special efforts in innovation and
applying the most advanced technology available in the market. The VR application to shipbuilding is
not new, but it is more extended now thanks to the important improvements in software and
hardware. From a user point of view, it is possible now to find a wide range of solutions to meet the
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most demanding requirements, to achieve measurable results, in terms of efficiency and costs.
The ship 3D model is the core to all tasks related to ship design and manufacturing. It is the starting
point of a series of thousands of tasks that are absolutely based on the coherence of the model. As an
added value, CAD suppliers develop smart tools to use this model in realistic navigations in VR
environments with multiple purposes. Some of the most important uses of VR in shipbuilding are
described in the following paragraphs.
2.1. Design, engineering and production
Maybe the engineering department of a shipyard is where is more extended the use of this kind of
solutions. And production department is maybe where it should be extended because is where there
are the most costly errors. They are not usually working with a VR solution but now it is starting to be
clear that it is very useful to check the model, to avoid errors and inconsistencies but also to improve
the tasks of production.
So, the first and most important use of VR is for avoiding errors. The possibility of viewing the ship
3D model as much realistic as possible is really effective to find out errors, in all stages of the design.
From early design stages, to manufacturing and production phases, it is possible to use it to check all
the elements, to see inconsistencies, to prevent interferences and collisions, to query about properties
and attributes and to study different design alternatives and changes dynamically. In addition, the user
and model interaction has become much more realistic with the implementation of tracking devices
which give the sense of being inside the model, walking and moving on it, touching it.
Viewers allow an easy navigation and a fast-movement. Different modes of visualization, search and
query options, inclusion of annotations and measurement of distances are important and useful
capabilities. Ergonomic aspects in the design can be studied and checked better having a VR solution,
with the possibility to include dummies. It is possible also the collision detection, to check
interferences and the insertion of annotations.
Simulation is another important area of application of VR in ship design, engineering and production.
It is being applied in the study of many tasks with different purposes, from the study of escape routes
to the simulation of dismantling for maintenance of equipments. The help in the study of critical
assembly tasks and how the surrounding elements are affected is relevant too.
No need to say that the use of VR for the control of the design is very useful, just to see the progress
of the project. And more, once it is being built, the comparison between the model and the real ship is
necessary and VR can help to find out errors that need to be solved as soon as possible eliminating
further unnecessary costs.

Fig. 1: Operation checking in a cylindrical screen
On the other hand, it is very common that the ship design and engineering and also the manufacturing
is divided in different blocks that are subcontracted to different design offices, subcontractors and
shipyards. The shipyard receives all the information of the ship and needs to supervise that everything
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is correct. Having a VR tool that allows the integration of all the information in a simple way makes
possible to have a single model, which is much more effective than having many different models.
2.2. Marketing and commercial uses
Benefits of using VR for marketing and commercial purposes are evident. That is why VR tools are
having a great reception in sales and marketing activities. Thanks to the wide range of possibilities
available in the market, from small and portable solutions to big and on-demand solutions, the present
and future applications of VR is higher than we can imagine.
From the marketing point of view, the possibility to present a ship 3D model with the higher level of
detail in an immersive VR experience adds incalculable value to the sales activity. Many shipyards
are already taking advantage of this technology, not only in their facilities but also in fairs and
exhibitions thanks to the portable solutions that will be described later.
2.3. Management
Shipyard management play the role of ensuring that the commitments made to the clients are fulfilled.
The project needs to be accurate, with the highest quality level and in accordance with estimations to
ensure customer satisfaction. To achieve it, it is very important to have a clear idea about the progress
of the project and also about changes that can affect further requirements, schedules and costs.
Having the opportunity to check the VR model from early design stages is a great advantage and
allows a friendly checking, quick evaluation of alternatives and fast decision-making. At the end, the
great impact in cost reduction is possible thanks to the early error detection, being much more
expensive the modifications in manufacturing and production stages.
2.4. Ship owners
The presentation of the progress of the ship project to ship owners is another important use of VR,
adding the value of being very easy to conceive the project in a very realistic and intuitive way. This
has become a great advantage in comparison with conventional presentations. In fact VR can
substitute the old scale ship models that are expensive and with short level of detail. The capabilities
to present the information available in the VR solutions are as big as the user´s ability, because now it
is possible to provide realistic finishes and all the level of detail required. Ship owners can also check
and monitor the progress of the model and also to promote design alternatives less cost-effective than
in further stages.
2.5. Naval shipbuilding
Military shipbuilding industry is affected by the most demanding requirements both in the design and
production stages. It is true that this kind of naval projects, both in submarines and in surface ships,
are lengthy and complex although they have more human resources. But, at the end, the project needs
to comply with the strictest rules and also with the budgets imposed by the ministries. This is not an
easy task, and that is why all the help in the control and supervision of the process is really welcome.
Is in this area of shipbuilding where VR solutions have been well received time ago. The application
of the most advanced technologies usually starts in ambitious programmes with major innovations
and budgets. That is the case of application of VR in shipbuilding, because we can not forget that
having an appropriate VR solution is costly, and that long-term military projects are those that a priori
have a larger budget to afford them.
Other important use around the naval shipbuilding is in the side of the Army. The use of VR is an
advantage for the crew training. In submarines this can be particularly interesting for the lack of
space. Simulation is the other important activity, since there is really difficult to enhance some kind
of operations inside a submarine but also in a surface ship. The help of VR to simulate operations and
dismantling and maintenance tasks is unquestionable. Here there is a great area of improvement.
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2.6. Drawbacks and areas of improvement
From another point of view, there are still some drawbacks to mention around the use of this kind of
technology in shipbuilding. The most important one is the price, because although there are cheaper
devices available in the market, the true is that the hardware is expensive, and it is necessary to add
the costs of the software, the implementation, the conditioning of the room, the training, etc.
Another important drawback is that there is necessary to have a good ship 3D model of the ships.
Sometimes this is not possible, because there are multiple CAD systems applied in the same project,
with the difficult of having just one model of the ship with all the information. To avoid this situation
it is much better to develop the whole project in the same CAD, or at least to have the necessary tools
to integrate the information in a viewer compatible to all of them, which sometimes it is a very
difficult task.
Finally, the ergonomic aspect of the solution is important too. The use of 3D glasses for a long time is
annoying for the eyes, and the standing position looking to a screen without any light could be
unpleasant if used too often.
3. FVIEWER, a VR tool in FORAN
As it has been mentioned before, the software is one of the key factors to consider in the efficient use
of a VR solution. SENER has developed a state-of-the-art solution for the VR navigation and design
review, called FVIEWER, the second generation application that improves and replaced the VISUAL
3D application in FORAN. The new application offers real-time walkthrough for ship model review
and it can be used both on a normal workstation and with high-end hardware specially made for
immersive virtual reality environments. The important advantages of using FVIEWER as a VR
solution are based on both its technology and functionality, as it is described in detail below.
3.1. General functionality
FVIEWER implements the graphic using OpenGL which is the most widely adopted graphics
standard for high performance applications. Several additional techniques are employed to speed up
the rendering of big scenes which makes it possible to visualize an entire ship using the adequate
hardware. The geometry is organized in KD-trees (space-partitioning data structures for organizing
the geometry in the space) which make fast occlusion culling possible. The occlusion culling consists
of filtering out the objects that are entirely hidden behind other opaque objects from the graphic
pipeline significantly reducing the number of polygons processed by the GPU (Graphical Processing
Unit). OpenGL shaders (GSSL = OpenGL Shading Language, a high-level shading language for
programming of the GPU) are employed to pass part of the graphic rendering calculations directly to
the GPU. These techniques together with the use of native 64 bits application architecture makes it
possible to handle a great quantity of geometry real-time, in fact on a normal workstation it may even
be possible to visualize an entire ship.

Fig.2: The interior if the ship is made visible by use of a clip plane in FORAN FVIEWER
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3.2. Review facilities
FVIEWER facilitates the navigation in the model by offering several manners to move around. For
beginners the navigation is made easy by limiting the movement to a plane while more advanced
users may take advantage of navigation functions like moving using inertial speed, inspection mode,
orbiting camera around a defined centre and others.
The overview maps show small images of the model in two different projections with a symbol which
indicates the camera position and orientation. The use of the maps simplifies to see where the camera
is located in the scene and to move to a determined location by selecting a new position in the maps.
Camera bookmarks may be used to store named camera position for rapid positioning.
Items obstructing the review may be easily moved by dragging them to new temporary positions or
by making them invisible or transparent. Clip planes are available for quick occlusion of parts of the
model by clipping out portions.
All the objects in the scene are available for selection and interrogation to obtain model information.
A tree structure view displays the design structure and the build strategy defined in the product
model, and may be used for object selection, interrogation and moving the camera to an object or an
interim product. Distance and angle measuring is easily available by selecting geometrical points or
exact reference points defined in the product model. The ship frame may be displayed to act as a
quick visual reference for the location.
A query by example search tool makes it easy to look up items in a big model by specifying the
object identification or by attributes.
The appearance of the model may be enhanced by changing the object color, texture and
transparency. Light sources can be applied and modified to give a more realistic presentation of the
model. The lights are specified by color, attenuation and the position which may be a fixed point or
attached to the camera.
Review comments are attached to the model as annotations while objects with attached information
may be highlighted to easily identify them in the model. An annotation manager makes all the
attached information accessible together with the product model identification for the objects. The
annotation information can be exported for processing in other applications.
3.3. Dummies
Dummies may be used to carry out an ergonomic check of the design. Any number of dummies can
be added with different statures, postures and orientations. When placing them in the model the
system automatically detects and warns the user about interferences between the dummy and the
model objects. Clashes are indicated both audible and visually by marking the interferences with a
different colour.

Fig.3: Ergonomic check of the design using dummies. Interferences are marked in red
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3.4. Object and camera paths
The definition of paths can be used for both camera and objects. The camera path is a feature which
offers recording of the navigation (camera movement) in the model. The recorded paths can be
reproduced and modified in the path editor which makes it a valuable tool for presentations and
design reviews.
Object path is the tool for simulation of the mounting and dismounting of equipment in the ship. The
path specifies the object movement and orientation. The reproduction of the object paths is used for
visual verification and includes notification of clashes between the object moved and the rest of the
model.
3.5. Immersive visualization
FORAN VR & Design review solution offers support for stereoscopic 3D displays which enhances
the illusion of depth in the image. This feature is available on any workstation with a graphic card
supporting OpenGL 3D and with a 3D ready monitor.
To give the user a sensation of being inside the model a powerwall is an attractive solution. The wall
projects the image in 3D on a big screen and a head tracking device registers the movement of the
user. The users head position and orientation is used to calculate the camera which gives the user a
sensation of moving around inside the model. A wand device is used to replace the keyboard and
mouse and handles functions as navigation, object interrogation, measuring, moving object and clip
planes.
A 3D Head Mounted Display together with tracking is another solution which gives the user an even
more realistic sensation of moving inside the model. The head-mounted displays are used with
tracking sensors that allow changes of angle and orientation to be recorded. The tracking data is used
to generate the appropriate projection for the angle-of-look at the particular time. This allows the user
to "look around" in a virtual reality environment simply by moving the head without the need for a
separate controller to change the angle of the imagery. When a HMD (Head Mounted Display) is used
the screen cursor is replaced by a virtual hand controlled by the wand, the hand is used to handle the
user interaction.
4. Virtual Reality tools: Hardware and applications
As it was mentioned before, shipbuilding industry is taking advantage of the benefits of using VR.
There are in the market many applications where it is possible to navigate through the 3D model of
the ship in a VR experience. Depending on the different working environments and the specific
shipbuilding VR applications, different hardware solutions are available in the market. Some of the
most relevant will be described below.

Fig. 4: Schedule of a VR solution
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4.1. VR rooms
The most common use within the applications of VR is a room with a screen where multiple viewers
with their glasses can review the 3D model. These rooms are equipped with a large high-resolution
display wall (Powerwall) used for projecting large computer generated 3D images. Powerwall is a 3D
immersive display that is used to present and interact with a wide variety of media and content. The
main advantage of these flat screen visualization walls is the amplitude of the field of vision,
providing an excellent sense of immersion as the 3D objects are displayed close to life size.
Most part of the applications of the VR to shipbuilding can be carried out in a common VR room. The
engineering design review, navigation through the 3D model, analysis and inspections, etc can done
by a group of people working in the same environment. Another important application is focused
towards supporting business development, where this installation can be used in marketing and
commercial presentations to potential customers, ship owners or management teams, where live
navigations around the ship 3D model, videos or even shipyard facilities may be displayed.
These rooms have to be dimensioned according to certain parameters: the maximum required capacity
of people that will participate in a working session; the desired size of the screen; and the
consideration of the use of rear projection. These are all factors that will dictate the size requirements
of such candidate rooms.
The screen size and aspect ratio are important factors to consider for the selection of a projector or
projectors, being the technical specifications required in order to display the 3D images at highest
quality. In case of using a rear projection, an extra space is required at the back of the screen. The
length of this space is relative to the size of screen and the lens fitted to the projector. This length can
be reduced by using a solution with a mirror. The main advantages of rear projection are the clearing
of space in front of the screen to allow users a more freedom to move, and also to avoid the
possibility of shadows being cast by the users onto the images they are viewing.
The most common components required in a VR room are described below. There are two different
modes of 3D viewer technology called active and passive. Active viewers have displays in the glasses
which interact with the images. An alternative to active glasses is the passive approach or ZScreen,
which is a special kind of liquid crystal polarization modulator and requires the installation of a silver
screen. The ZScreen is placed in front of the projector lens like a sheet-polarizing filter. The device
changes the characteristic of polarized light and switches between left and right handed polarized
light at the set field rate. This will be described later in the projector and glasses description.

Fig. 5: VR room
4.1.1. Film screens
In most cases this is a flexible rear projection surface that can be available in either fixed frame or
retractable models. There are different standard sizes and used to be tailored to specific room
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requirements. They are made of a special fabric that is designed to optimize stereoscopic view. The
fabric employs special metallic elements, formulated to preserve light polarization. The high gain and
high contrast of the fabric compensate the lost of quality in case of using polarization filters.
4.1.2. Projector
There are a wide range of advanced 3D visualization projectors available offering different
illumination platforms, such as LED or Xenon. The main features of them are maximum image
quality, best resolution, solid reliability, excellent brightness capability, color and brightness
uniformity and multi-channel capability. Due to the high resolution used, the projected 3D images
maintain fidelity even at very close viewing distances. The decision on projection method, active or
passive, will dictate the type of projector and the glasses that will be required.
Some projectors use DLP technology with the following advantages: highest definition and wide
resolution, filter free design, lamp free design, quality colours, low cost maintenance and highest
readability. The use of multiple projectors for a single display wall creates large, bright, detailed and
truly eye-catching images. However, where the projected images overlap, there is often a visible band
across the display. The appearance of banding effect can be eliminated using blending software or
hardware devices.

Fig. 6: Example of a 3D projector
4.1.3. 3D glasses
Depending on having active or passive technologies, different glasses are needed. Active eyewear
devices are wireless battery-powered glasses with liquid crystal shutters that are run in synchrony
with the video field rate. Synchronization information is communicated to the glasses by means of an
infrared (IR) emitter. Passive glasses are cheaper and simple.
4.1.4. Tracking system
The possibility to add a motion tracking system is the most effective way to improve interaction with
the information in case of working with complex 3D objects or data sets in an immersive
environment. Motion tracking is achieved via special devices that can track a users head movements.
They consist of a head tracker that attaches to the stereo glasses and a tracked wand that incorporates
buttons and a joystick for interaction with the content. These devices are available in wired and
wireless versions with a convenient rechargeable docking station.
Head tracking allows the user's perspective viewpoint to be communicated to the application
software, which gives the ability to walk in and around simulated objects for a very convincing and
viewer-oriented experience. Tracking systems may use different technologies: mechanical, optical,
magnetic, acoustic or inertial.
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4.1.5. Head Mounted Displays
Head/helmet mounted displays are used to insert the user into a virtual environment in a realistic 360°
immersive experience.
4.1.6. Workstation: server
In order to manage the vast quantity of information such as large 3D ship models, a computer with the
optimum specification is required. In these immersive solutions, workstations are used tailored to get
the most out of the processor, memory, graphics, operating system and software technology. In order
to process tasks faster, quad or six-core processors are normally used.
The most important component in this kind of computer is the graphic card. Professional GPUs are
the professional graphics solution of choice for the majority of Virtual 3D applications. High level
GPUs can process more than one billion triangles per second – completely outperforming all realworld professional 3D solutions.
4.1.7. Sound system
Many corporate videos have music and audio and therefore the installation of a digital audio system is
required. VR rooms can be equipped with high fidelity speaker systems.
4.1.8 Room conditioning
The final requirement it the preparation of the visualization room itself. The floor should be covered
using a grey or black carpet so as to avoid reflected light interfering with the projected display. The
walls and ceiling should be painted in matt black so as to reduce the ambient light and allow the
participants to focus on the screen clearly. Sound insulation should be considered also.
4.2. Meeting rooms
All companies have rooms that are available to conduct meetings. These spaces are also used in the
presentations of projects, shipyard facilities or for technical sessions. They are often equipped with
media displays such as conventional projectors and LED or plasma monitors.
Meeting rooms can be upgraded to professional high grade 3D projectors or to the latest large format
3D monitors. 3D monitors give viewers a real experience that can't be achieved through standard
definition or simple high-definition monitor sets. 3D Monitors and 3D projectors allow viewers to
observe corporate videos and CAD presentations in 3D simply by wearing a special pair of
compatible 3D glasses. Tracking solutions for portable systems also exist and their components can
be quickly mounted around a display frame for quick and easy use.
4.3. Workstations
Designers use workstations that have advanced CAD software applications. These computers are
fitted with high performance processors and graphic cards and normally TFT monitors in the size
range of about 22”. This is the common screen size for designers in shipbuilding. With the use of
software applications where stereoscopic viewing can be activated, the standard monitor could be
replaced by a 3D monitor and 3D glasses.
4.4. Portable solutions
There are compact VR technology devices, apart from 3D monitors, TVs and projectors, available in
today’s markets that are very useful for application at exhibitions and events. Some of these devices
are:
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4.4.1. 3D Laptops
A wide range of new laptops are equipped with specialized screens and software that add a third
dimension to corporate videos and stereoscopic software. nVidia’s 3D Vision, is the technology
solution employed in many of these laptops. They can provide an immersive 3D experience, and
indicate the exciting potential of these future virtual products and applications taking advantage of the
small size and weight of this solution.
4.4.2. 3D Pico projectors
There are ultra portable and compact projectors that can be used anytime, anywhere. These are easily
connected to video-out ports of countless devices. The main features of these projectors are the long
lasting solid state LED illumination, amazing picture quality and DLP Pico chipset technology.
5. VR future application in shipbuilding industry
VR technology is going to be evolved for the purpose of providing virtual experience to users. Not
only do they reproduce a real-world experience in a virtual space, VR systems could also provide, in
future, virtual experiences that are impossible to reproduce in real life. In some cases, experiences in
virtual spaces appear to work even better than in real-world situations in terms of safety and cost.
The future applications of VR to shipbuilding and the technology progression will be analysed in the
following paragraphs.
5.1. New ways of dealing with ship design
The VR is a tool to evaluate, analyze, simulate and visualize the design/model in advance on a secure
and interdisciplinary basis to take necessary decisions. This solution could be improved to be used for
more purposes: for reviewing projects, examining and demonstrating content, searching for groundbreaking solutions, etc. All depicted in a one-one scale model, which will be a tremendous aid for
engineering work. Through this system, the 3D environment could be watched by users in full-size,
giving them an accurate idea of the model dimensions, the real feelings it will produce or the
ergonomics of a system.
Shipbuilding industry is known to be one of the most labour-intensive industries and requires skilled
workers. Hundreds of people in a shipyard work together with different specialties including welding,
painting, heating, piping, and so on. While most of the jobs in the shipbuilding industry involve hard
and difficult work, there some tasks that create a continuous demand on human resources since many
workers resign due to the poor working environment, for example, workers are exposed to noxious
gasses and heat produced in paint and welding processes. In these tasks, the VR could help simulating
the virtual environment in as real a manner as possible, providing additional information for training,
such as virtual motion guides could improve the proposed training system. With such features, it
would be much easier for trainees to correct their faults and practice in a more standardized way.
5.1.1. Design, manufacturing and production phases
The use of modern digital design and evaluation tools is indispensable to take safe predictions about
the future characteristics of a ship. The evaluation about how certain engineering and design changes
impact the overall ship can be done with the help of modern simulation and visualization
technologies, much easier and faster than before. For this reason one of the main task in the future, for
the shipbuilding software developers is to improve the VR tools.
There are important challenges in the ship design and production around the VR application. This is
especially true when dealing with heterogeneous data structures (multiple, discrete authoring
systems). Also the high collaboration and discussion efforts in the construction and detail design stage
(especially for distributed, collaborative projects) and the high degree of interaction between supplier
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and customer during the development and production phase (triggered by the time and cost pressures
in the design and production and the often very complex systems and equipment) are another
important issues to be considered.
Painting and welding jobs in the shipbuilding industry require a continuous supplement of human
resources since many workers leave due to the poor working environment. While painting and
welding are known to be difficult jobs, they are also ones of the most important processes in ship
construction. Not only affecting the construction schedule, these processes are also directly related to
the quality of the ship under construction. So it is particularly important to train workers so that they
can paint evenly on large surfaces with a uniform thickness and they can weld properly too.
The VR greatly simplifies the planning and re-planning process, making it easy to create a good
production plan and keep it current. This simulation model of the shipyard production process
captures both the essential physical shipbuilding activities and the essential management decisionmaking activities that support the physical production processes.
The VR could identify the overall shipyard facility and manpower resources and the construction
tasks required to build a ship. The VR will interact to calculate the specific allocation of resources
over time necessary to produce the ship. The VR will provide both schedule and resource use. The
VR can also help to quantify the cost and schedule impact of delay and disruption as well as assist in
identifying the most effective management actions to overcome such problems.
Nowadays simulators only can handle simple object movements. In the future it will be possible to do
complex consecutive movements with, for example, equipments, topological movements,
dismounting elements, advance information displayed and connexion to PLM.
5.1.2. Ships in operation
A VR navigation tool could involves superimposing a 3D virtual model on a user’s real-time, natural
perception of reality. The VR concept is designed to enrich perception of the real world by adding
virtual elements that are not normally perceptible. The VR system would moreover, improve
management of bridge crew stress in conditions of reduced visibility, fog, poor visibility, darkness,
etc
Training, as it is mentioned before, is one of the representative application fields of VR technology
where users can have virtual experience in a training task and working environment. Widely used in
the medical and military fields, VR-based training systems are also useful in industrial fields, such as
the aerospace industry, since they show superiority over real training environments in terms of
accessibility, safety, and cost.
5.3. The current and future software research
A quick examination of shipbuilding magazines over the last five years will reveal that there has been
much talk about the application of 3D models and applications of VR. This all presupposes the
existence of a digital prototype, in other words, a digital or virtual mock-up of a ship. The concept
behind using digital prototypes is to do as much work, analysis, and communication as possible
within a 3D digital environment, rather than in the physical world. This involves using computer
simulations more than physical models and viewing videos and fly-through, rather than interpreting
paper drawings. The concept of digital prototyping goes beyond simply creating product designs in
3D. Having digital prototypes on a screen of the engineers in their office is one thing but getting the
3D model down onto the shop floor, extends the concept even further. This goes beyond than simply
having production workers viewing the design. It involves production department utilizing the CAD
model on a day to day basis.
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5.3.1. VR in CAD
Most of CAD suppliers are developing the VR concept in order to achieve future success. For
example, some of them are promoting the use of the shop floor 3D concept as a logical extension of
its digital prototyping tools used in their programs. There are still limitations on the number of parts
that the software can handle. Only limited strides have been taken in the direction of shop floor 3D at
even the most progressive shipbuilding companies. Another way where the CAD companies want to
improve the VR tools is using tablets. Showing complete build sequences, via 3D animations in
tablets, would dramatically aid in communication compared to simply viewing static models. The use
of tablets would also allow mobile shipyard workers to bring the digital prototyping experience with
them, further enhancing productivity. It is true that due to the size and complexity of 3D CAD models
used in shipbuilding, there are current limitations imposed by the software and hardware that affect
the viability of this approach.
5.3.2. VR in PLM
PLM tools are used for configuration management of the digital mock-up. The VR applied to PLM
will bring together the product, tooling and production line around a single database. The totality of
processes and data necessary for the different functions will be included. As well as integrating the
different skill areas, this VR applied to PLM could be used to apply the design-to-build concept and
enable complete product lifecycle management. Industrialization process must be optimized. The VR
applied to PLM could also be used to simulate production processes and maintenance operations.
Finally, VR applied to PLM will achieve ever greater degrees of optimization: automatically produce
instructions and documentation and follow project progress, reviewing the mock-up in VR.
5.4. Advanced technology applications
Progression is running very fast in hardware VR applications. One the most representative
applications in this field are the immersive displays. There are two main types of immersive displays
widely used in VR systems for providing high-level spatial presence: Cave display and HMD. Cave
displays utilize a number of large projection screens forming a cubical room to cover the whole view
of the user. On the other hand, an HMD is worn by the user, and the display screen is attached to the
user’s head, following the user’s view. By tracking the user’s head motion, an omni-directional view
of a virtual scene can be provided to the user by updating the virtual scene image according to the
user’s view direction.
5.4.1. Immersive Cave
The future is a six-walled Cave (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) equipped with six projectors,
designed for a complete immersion of the user in the simulation. The viewer is surrounded by six
walls (front, left, right and back side, floor and ceiling) so that they can experience a true feeling of
realism and of touching objects which seem to be next to the viewer in the middle of the room. The
immersive cave is the main challenge, in this moment, of VR installation. This system is very difficult
to get right, because the images must be razor-sharp and adjust perfectly to the different walls, to the
mirrors hanging in the middle and the position of the projectors.
5.4.2. Connexion with Haptic Technology Devices
Developers are constantly seeking new ways to increase the realism of the experience of VR. A way
to do this is by allowing users to use their sense of touch through a peripheral device such as a
control, to move. This technology allows users to use their sense of touch is called haptic technology.
The haptic technology is the study of how to couple the human sense of touch with a computergenerated world. There are two types of haptic feedback: kinesthetic force feedback and tactile
feedback. In VR the haptic feedback usually is originated in the control of the actions. All haptic
devices are derived from a convergence of mechanical and electrical engineering and software.
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5.4.3. Collaborative work environment remote between VR caves and multiuser interface
One of the advantages of doing 3D visualization of a ship in an immersive environment is the ability
to have geographically distributed participants sharing space with each other and the objects under
discussion. This allows the different participants to point at specific objects in the scene or set the
parameters of the simulation to specific values to clarify the information. It gives the users a common
context for their discussions, especially in international collaborations.
When there are collaborators (very common in this days), and they are distributed in different
workstations, inclusive around the world, VR becomes more challenging as this involves multiple
networks, multiple time zones, and multiple cultures. Because of time zone issues it may be
inconvenient to schedule meetings, so Multiuser Interface may be the most appropriate mode for
transoceanic VR. Multiuser Interface will also have the advantage that geographically distributed
teams could work on the same VR project.
6. Case of success: Implementation of a VDC in NAVANTIA
Navantia is an international reference in the design and construction of military vessels with high
added-value, as well as in control and combat systems, repairs and conversions, diesel engines and
naval and power generation equipment. Navantia´s production facilities are split into four
geographical centres: Ferrol Estuary, Cartagena Wharf, the Bay of Cadiz and Madrid.
Navantia has recently installed a new VR room in Cartagena Shipyard, a turnkey project developed
by SENER. It is being used for the visualization of the 3D model of the series of submarines S-80,
that has been developed with FORAN in all disciplines. The solution allows the navigation 3D by
Stereo Active technology contents that are generated in FORAN, with the FVIEWER module. The
estimated number of people who will be viewing the 3D information is 25 to 30 people and the
system is fixed.
The solution also has a tracking system wireless for use within the display module.
The use of the Virtual Design Center (VDC) in Navantia is being very productive so far. It could be
highlighted the following aspects:
-

Cost reduction. A number of design issues have arisen in the different meetings between the
Navantia engineering department and the Spanish Navy. The trained people of the Spanish Navy
are able to detect issues regarding the position of the equipments having in mind the operation of
the vessel. These changes imply modifications to the 3D model and new releases of constructive
drawings rather than major and expensive changes in the production stage. Many people in the
production department are not trained to understand 3D models and they find much easier to
visualize the vessel in the VDC due to the immersive sensation. During the sessions they are
foreseeing later production issues in a very easy way.

-

Space understanding. The possibility of placing dummies is very important in vessels with little
room (especially submarines). Placing dummies in realistic positions grants a full understanding
of the real space in the vessel compartments.

-

Commercial activities. The whole vessel is being presented to new customers before it is built.
They realize the complexity of it and appreciate the high level of details in the models (because
the lack of room). Explanations of the functionality of the different systems are better understood
if they are visualizing them at the same time. The walkthrough navigation is very realistic and
makes the new customer to have a deep knowledge of the vessel structure (decks, bulkheads,
ladders...).
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Fig. 8: VDC at Cartagena Shipyard, Navantia
7. Conclusions
VR is being used from years in shipbuilding, especially in naval environments, but is now that it has
become much more extended. The great advantage from the old VR is based in important
improvements in hardware and software. Regarding the software, the intensive use of advanced CAD
applications ensures an accurate ship 3D model that can be used in VR navigations with the aid of
specific tools with the necessary capabilities for the visualization and navigation. This tools, the
viewers, need to handle a huge amount of data, need to have advanced capabilities to ensure a
friendly navigation to the user, and more, they need to give users important advantages such as the
possibility to see in 3D (stereoscopic vision) and the interaction with the model (tracking). From the
hardware side, important advantages have been introduced in the market, which now offers solutions
for any kind of requirement, both from the most simple and portable to the most sophisticated and
complex.
In this paper it has been described in detail the main application and uses of VR in shipbuilding, from
different points of view. As an example of a modern VR viewer, FVIEWER has been described in
detail. Regarding the hardware, it is true that technology is changing very fast and now there are
available in the market many devices to achieve the on-demand solution that every company needs.
From a single and portable solution, to a cave in 5 dimensions, a wide range of solutions have been
described. In case of working with complex 3D objects or data sets in an immersive environment, the
addition of motion tracking system is the most effective way to improve interaction with the
information.
Finally, there are many areas of improvements for the future. Some of them seem to be unrealistic in
the short term, but the reality often exceeds expectations in the field of technology. The future
applications and technology have been explained too. The combination of better technology plus
better software allows a great step forward in the use of VR in shipbuilding. Real and measurable
benefits are obtained in the use of new technologies in many different areas involved in the ship
design and production process.
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Abstract
Vessel maintenance entails periodic visual inspections of internal and external parts of the hull in
order to detect the typical defective situations affecting metallic structures, such as cracks, coating
breakdown, corrosion, etc. The main goal of the EU-FP7 project MINOAS is the automation of the
inspection process, currently undertaken by human surveyors, by means of a fleet of robotic agents.
This paper overviews a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) to be used as part of this fleet, and describes the
control software approach that has been adopted, with special emphasis on self-localization and
obstacle avoidance. Experimental results in this regard are included and discussed at the end of the
paper.
1. Introduction
The movement of goods by ships is today one of the most time and cost-effective methods of
transportation. The safety of these vessels is overseen by Classification Societies, which are
continually seeking to improve standards and reduce the risk of maritime accidents. Structural failures
are a major cause of accidents, and can usually be prevented through timely maintenance. As such,
vessels undergo annual inspections, with intensive Special and Docking Surveys every five years,
which ensures that the hull structure and related piping are all in satisfactory condition and are fit for
the intended use over the next five years.
The main objective of the EU FP7 project MINOAS (Marine Inspection rObotic Assistant System),
www.minoasproject.eu, is the effective virtual teleportation of the surveyor to the different areas of
the vessel hull that need inspection, so that a reduction in the inspection time and the costs involved,
as well as an increase in the safety of the operation, can be effectively achieved, Ortiz et al. (2010).
To this end, the MINOAS project considers the adoption and development of a varied set of robotic
technologies with different locomotion capabilities, including magnetic crawlers, remotely operated
vehicles (ROV) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
This paper describes the configuration of a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) to be adopted as part of the
re-engineered MINOAS inspection process, reviews the requirements imposed by such an application,
and comments on a control architecture intended to fulfil them. Experimental results towards fulfilling
the intended inspection mission are as well provided and discussed.
2. Platform description
As part of the MINOAS concept, the aerial platform is intended to provide a detailed survey of the
vertical structures that can be found in vessel holds (see Figure 1 for an example). Therefore, the main
requirements stem directly from the very nature of the inspection process: the vehicle must be able to
perform vertical, stationary and low speed flight, as well as permit indoor flight. These requirements
rapidly discard fixed-wing aircrafts and focus the search on helicopter-type UAVs, naturally capable
of manoeuvres such as hovering and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL).
Among the different kind of helicopter designs that have been proposed, multi-rotor configurations
present several advantages over comparably scale helicopters, e.g. Pounds et al. (2010): (1) they do
not require mechanical linkages to vary rotor angle of attack as they spin, what simplifies the design
of the vehicle and reduces maintenance time and cost; (2) the use of several rotors allows each
individual rotor to have a smaller diameter than the equivalent helicopter rotor, for a given vehicle
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size; and (3) flight is safer than for other helicopters because the small rotor size makes them store
less kinetic energy during flight, what reduces the damage in case the rotors hit any object.

Fig. 1: Typical structure of a bulk carrier
Nowadays, the four-rotor, or quadrotor, is emerging as the most popular multi-rotor configuration for
unmanned MAVs. This kind of vehicle consists of four rotors in total, with two pairs of counterrotating, fixed-pitch blades located at the four corners of the aircraft. In this platform, the control of
the vehicle motion is achieved by varying the relative speed of each rotor. Moreover, because each
pair of rotor blades spin in opposite directions, they cancel out any torque, keeping the helicopter
flying straight. As a result, precise flight and stable hovering can be achieved, even in narrow spaces.
Finally, counter rotating propellers increase efficiency and flight times, as no extra thrust is needed to
compensate for unwanted rotation.
Our MAV prototype is based on the Pelican quadrotor from Ascending Technologies, Fig.2. This is a
50 cm-diameter platform with 10-inch propellers, able to carry a payload of 500 g, and equipped with
a barometric pressure sensor for height estimation, a GPS receiver and an inertial measuring unit
(IMU), comprising a 3-axis gyroscope, a 3-axis accelerometer, and a 3-axis magnetometer. Attitude
stabilization control loops making use of those sensors run over an ARM7 microcontroller as part of
the platform firmware; the manufacturer leaves almost free an additional secondary ARM7
microcontroller, so that higher-level control loops (e.g. a position controller) can also be run onboard.
Furthermore, the MAV has been furnished with a lightweight scanning range finder, Figs,2 and 3,
show the MAV carrying a Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01, 5.60 m range device, although, for increased
operation range, it can be replaced by a Hokuyo URG-UTM-30LX ─ up to 60 m range). In this way,
platform motion can be estimated by computing the roto-translation that makes consecutive laser
scans match, what is usually known as laser-based odometry. Obstacle avoidance is also implemented
using the information provided by this sensor.
The laser device is also used, by deflection of lateral laser beams using mirrors, to estimate distance to
the floor as well as to the ceiling, Fig.3. This method has been found more adequate for the
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application at hand (the accuracy is around 1-3% of the distance travelled by the beam), instead of
using the barometric pressure sensor or the GPS, which tend to show large variations around the true
height, making height stabilization difficult when the platform navigates indoors or relatively close to
other objects.
Visual information is collected by means of a flexible vision system devised around an appropriate
structure for supporting one bottom-looking camera and two additional units, which can be tailored
for the particular inspection mission to be performed as: two front-looking cameras forming a stereo
vision system, one camera looking to the front and the other looking to the ceiling, or, to save weight,
a single camera looking to the front (Fig.2 depicts a configuration consisting of two front-looking
uEye 1226-LE-C cameras organized as a stereo vision system, and a third uEye 1226-LE-C oriented
to the bottom). All three cameras are intended to provide visual information about the state of the
surfaces under inspection (either being at the front (e.g. web frames and walls in general), at the
bottom (the floor) or above the platform (e.g. cross-decks)), as well as, if needed, contribute to the
platform self-localization by means of appropriate visual odometry solutions.
Finally, the vehicle carries an additional processing board. This avoids sending sensor data to a base
station, but processes it onboard and, thus, avoids communications latency inside critical control
loops. This processor will be referred to as the high-level processor from now on. (The configuration
shown in Fig.2 includes a Kontron pITX-SP board equipped with an Intel Atom 1.6 GHz processor
and 2 GB RAM.) Table I summarizes the technical specifications for the platform and the payload
units.

Fig. 2: MAV prototype in one of its multiple configurations
Table I: Technical Specifications of the MAV
Mechanical / Power
Size
Weight
Number of propellers
Propeller size
Payload
Power
Computational aspects
Low-level controller(s)
High-level processor
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50  50  20 cm ( 53 cm, without propellers protection)
750 g
4
25.40 cm (10”)
500 g
11.1V Lithium Polymer 4500 / 6000 mAh
2  ARM7
Intel Atom Z530 1.6GHz, 2GB RAM, uSD bootable,

Navigation sensors

Application-oriented sensors

Interface

Capabilities
Cruise / max / min speed
Max. altitude (recommended)
Flight time (without payload / with
maximum payload)
Motion control

High-level motion primitives

Other capabilities

detachable USB flash memory for mass storage
- General motion: GPS, 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis
accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer/compass.
- Height estimation: (1) GPS, (2) barometric pressure
sensor , (3) laser-based sensor through lateral beam
deflection.
- Flexible structure able to support two lightweight
cameras (CMOS, 3.6mm focal length, 752  480 pixels)
in a number of configurations: forward-looking stereo
vision system (13-23 cm baseline), one camera looking
to the front and another looking to the ceiling, or a single
front-looking camera.
- Bottom-looking camera (CMOS, wide angle 2.22mm
focal length, 752  480 pixels) with either fixed or active
pan-tilt mount.
- Forward-looking laser scanner (available ranges: 5.60 or
60 m, covering 240º or 270º around the robot).
- Remote control: 2.4GHz – 7 channels
- Command/telemetry channel: XBee Pro ISM 2.4GHz
(ZigBee Pro) – 16/10 5MHz channels allowing for 250
kbps - range of operation: 100m (indoors), 1600m
(outdoors)
- Generic communications: 802.11x WiFi
10 / 15 / 0 m/s
50 m
25 min / 12 min (without battery replacement)
Attitude and position controllers available. The latter can
be fed from either GPS, in GPS-enabled environments, or
using internal motion estimates.
Take off
Hover
Go to waypoint(s)
Land
Still image grabbing

Fig. 3: Laser-based altimeter (left), as well as distance to ceiling estimator (right), by deflecting
selected laser beams using mirrors.
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3. The control software
3.1 Inspection mission requirements
As already mentioned, the main goal of the MINOAS project is to allow the surveyor to be teleported
to the hull parts that require inspection. To this end, the surveyor must be provided with imagery
detailed enough so as to remotely enable the visual assessment of the state of the hull - particularly
from the vessel areas identified as risky - so as to allow him to make proper repair/no repair
decisions.
As part of the inspection process, the MAV is expected to implement phase 1 of the inspection
missions. In this phase, the platform sweeps the relevant metallic surfaces and grabs pictures at a rate
compatible with its speed, so that the surveyor can have an overall view of the vessel’s condition.
Those images must as well be tagged with pose information, so that, on demand of the surveyor, the
areas suspected of being defective can be re-visited for acquiring close-up images, taking thickness
measurements, or even be compared in a posterior inspection.
Hence, the motion capabilities of the MINOAS flying robot comprise waypoint navigation and automatic take-off and landing. Besides, since from one waypoint to the next it is not necessarily ensured
there is a line of sight, the vehicle must be able to overcome the obstacles if might find during flight.
3.2 The control architecture
Fig.4 shows the control architecture of the MAV, intended to cope with the control requirements
described above. It is expressed in terms of the generic components of the Generic LOosely-Coupled
Component-based Control software architecture (GLOC3), Ortiz et al. (2011).

Fig. 4: Control architecture of the MAV expressed in terms of the GLOC3 generic components
(external means the software runs on a base station)
GLOC3 defines up to a total of five types of components, although all of them are implemented over
the basis of a single generic component encapsulating common functionality: sensor samplers (SS),
which implement the interface with the corresponding physical sensor and sample it at the requested
rate; data processors (DP), which process the available sensor data and produce the elaborate
estimations about the surrounding environment required by the current mission; controllers (CC),
which, from the data produced by the data processors, generate commands to the vehicle actuators, so
that the platform can progress towards achieving the mission goals; actuator drivers (AD), which
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implement the interfaces with the physical actuators; and command interfaces (CI), which take care of
the communication between a base station (client side) and a platform (server side). Clearly, the first
four types correspond to the typical elements of a control system as considered by classical control
theory. Consequently, they form a chain along which information flows unidirectionally, from sensor
samplers to actuators. Regarding the command interfaces, they not only encapsulate the functionality
required to support the distribution of the control software, but also are intended to make easier the
interaction with the platform. To this end, they are meant to be implemented around a finite state
machine that interprets and responds to a set of well defined commands that directly refer to the
vehicle capabilities, i.e. the sort of tasks it is able to carry out.
As can be observed in Fig.4, the control architecture foresees the use of a navigation strategy based on
combining, by selection or by fusion, different sources of motion estimation, e.g. a laser scan
matching-based odometer, a visual odometer using a front-looking stereo vision system, or a visual
odometer fed by a ground-looking camera. Such a redundant strategy is intended to provide robust
positioning information able to tolerate the failure of any of the positioning modules when the vehicle
motion cannot be estimated from the data provided by the specific sensor, e.g. lack of visual features
when imaging non-textured surfaces or lack of distinctive structures within laser scans in long straight
walls. The activation of this redundant scheme (involving more or less motion estimation modules)
keeps conditional on the computational power available onboard. This is because part of the sensor
data processing will have to be placed off-board if the onboard processor(s) are not able to run on
time all the calculations required by the different motion estimation algorithms, what means sending
data through a wireless data link which, being lossy under normal conditions, experiences larger error
transmission rates due to multiple signal reflections caused by the surrounding metallic surfaces. This
forces a larger number of re-transmissions, and, thus, increases the communications latency, what can
seriously compromise the effectiveness of critical control loops depending on motion estimation, such
as the position controller.
Figs.5 and 6 next describe in a more comprehensive way the part of the control architecture related
with vehicle navigation. This comprises self-localization, computation of a world model, obstacle
avoidance, and the onboard platform control that tries to make it attain the desired state at every time
instant. Being a robotic platform with six degrees of freedom, the state in this case consists of a threedimensional pose comprising (x, y, z) coordinates and the roll (), pitch () and yaw () angles.
Although not explicitly stated in the drawings, the control architecture here described allows two
modes of operation for the platform: semi-autonomous and autonomous. While in the latter mode the
system just requires a description of the mission to accomplish and it takes care of the mission
execution without the intervention of any operator, in semi-autonomous operation, an operator is
expected to send velocity commands in x, y and z using the sticks of an R/C transmitter, while the
vehicle provides hovering and height control functionalities using onboard sensors and controllers.
3.3 Organization of the control software
As can be observed in Fig.4, the control architecture comprises at least two physically separated
agents, the MAV itself and a base/ground station (which in turn can consist of one or several
machines), so that the control software is inherently distributed.
More specifically, the different computational resources of the MAV run the control algorithms as
either firmware or software as detailed next:


The main ARM7 controller runs the low level software taking care of direct motor control,
IMU and air pressure sensors sampling and ZigBee - R/C communications, as well as
roll/pitch/yaw stabilization, as described in Gurdan et al. (2007).
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Fig. 5: Relationship between high-level and low-level (onboard) control for platform navigation.

Fig. 6: Onboard platform control components and interface (x, y, z, q is the vehicle current pose,
where q stands for a quaternion specifying platform attitude; , w are low-level control
commands for attaining the set point by means of changes in, respectively, roll, pitch, yaw and thrust).


The secondary ARM7 controller runs the position controller described in Achtelik et al.
(2011).



The high-level processor runs the Electric distribution of the Robot Operating System (ROS,
Quigley et al. (2009)) over Linux Ubuntu 10.10. This processor executes the ROS nodes
providing sensor sampling (cameras and laser scanner), platform motion estimation,
interaction with the onboard platform controllers and WiFi communication with the base
station.

Apart from this, the base station supporting the MAV also runs Linux Ubuntu 10.10 and ROS
Electric. As mentioned above, processes which can tolerate (up to a certain extent) latency in the
communications are executed on the base station, as it is the case of the world model update, the
navigation controller and the user interaction; the others run onboard the vehicle in order to ensure
minimum delay.
Under these conditions, ROS becomes particularly relevant as it supplies the middleware functionality
for transparent messages exchange between processes running not only in different processors, but
also in the same processor, providing optimized mechanisms for reducing the execution times towards
real-time operation.
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Finally, the control software has been implemented so as to favour as much as possible its modularity,
so that adapting the platform for different missions involving different payloads, or activating one or
more motion estimation modules, can be performed in a fast and reliable way. In this regard, ROS has
proved to be especially useful.
3.4 Mission control
Mission control is a further functionality that runs on the base station, which is in charge of the accomplishment of the mission objectives, provided a specification of the mission exists. Further, this
specification has to be performed in terms of the capabilities of the platform, which depends on the
control architecture that has been implemented. Regarding the MAV, its control architecture endows
it with the capabilities of essentially hovering and attaining three-dimensional waypoints, avoiding
obstacles if necessary, as well as automatic take off and landing, since the latter are just particular
cases of waypoint achievement.
In our case, a mission is described in an XML file as a sequence of the following actions: (1) go to,
which makes the vehicle attain a 3D pose (x, y, z, ) relative to the home position; (2) navigate to,
similar to the go to action, but ensuring obstacle avoidance; and (3) take photo, which requests the
system to grab a picture from one of the cameras attached to the vehicle. Clearly, these actions are
enough to cover the expected global functionality of the platform as for the implementation of the
aforementioned inspection missions.
Just by way of illustration, the mission specification below makes the vehicle take off at a height of 1
meter and hover for 5 s (line 2), take a picture and hover for 5 more seconds (line 3), move 2 meters
in x and hover for 5 s (line 4), take a picture and hover for 5 more seconds (line 5), go home and hover
for 5 s (line 6), and, finally, land (line 7):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

<mission>
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="5.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="picture1.jpg" stay_time="5.0"/>
<goto x="2.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="5.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="picture2.jpg" stay_time="5.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="5.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.3" accori="0.0" timeout="30" />
</mission>

Every goto line above specifies the pose to be achieved (x, y, z and yaw fields), the speed to be used
while navigating from one waypoint to another (spx, spy and spz fields), the accuracy required in position and orientation so as to consider the waypoint achieved (accpos and accori fields), a timeout for
giving up the waypoint in case it is unreachable (timeout field) and the hovering time (stay_time
field).
4. Navigation capabilities demonstrations
To demonstrate the navigation capabilities of the MAV, this section reports on the execution of
several missions. The first mission was performed within the laboratory of the Systems, Robotics and
Vision group of the University of Balearic Islands and consists in a sweeping-like task implemented
as a zig-zag path over a wall parallel to the XZ plane. At the scale of the laboratory, it would be
similar to the kind of mission to be performed by the MAV on a real ship for providing the surveyor
with an overall view of the state of a certain area of the vessel hull.
First of all, the mission specification file for that experiment is as follows:
<mission>
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.0" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="1.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="1.57" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="1.0" />
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<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="3.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo01.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo02.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="1.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo03.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="1.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo04.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="2.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo05.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="2.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo06.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="3.0" y="0.0" z="1.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo07.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="3.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<takephoto camera="1" path="photo08.jpg" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="2.36" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="2.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="1.57" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="1.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.79" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="1.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.5" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.0" accpos="0.1" accori="0.0" timeout="30" stay_time="20.0" />
<goto x="0.0" y="0.0" z="0.0" spx="0.2" spy="0.2" spz="0.2" yaw="0.0" accpos="0.3" accori="0.0" timeout="30" />
</mission>

The intended path is as indicated in Fig.7, where waypoints are specified as white numbers over gray
background and locations where pictures are taken are indicated as black numbers over green
background. More specifically, in this mission, the MAV takes off, reaches a waypoint directly
situated above it (0.5 m), hovers for a certain amount of time (2 s), changes yaw and starts visiting
every waypoint, hovering (for 2 s) and taking a picture at each place.
Figs.8 and 9 respectively plot the path estimated by the vehicle and the map built during the flight.
Additionally, Table 1 puts together quantitative data for the three stages of the mission, namely take
off (from t = 0 until the vehicle reaches 95% of the height corresponding to waypoint 1), navigation
and landing (from the time the vehicle is at the 95% of the height for waypoint 1 until getting in
contact with the floor). More precisely, the table provides average deviations in X and Y while
ascending and descending (in the table,

and

), as well

as range of XYZ motion during navigation, to show the spatial volume covered.

Fig. 7: Waypoints to be attained and pictures to be taken during the sweeping mission
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Fig. 8: 3D path estimated by the MAV. (The red square and the green circle correspond, respectively,
to the start and the end positions.)

Fig. 9: 2D map built and used by the vehicle during the flight, and the path estimated superimposed.
(The red square and the green circle correspond, respectively, to the start and the end positions. In the
map, black, white and gray mean, respectively, occupied space, free space and unknown.)
Table 1: Quantitative data for the sweeping task (laboratory experiment)
171.24 s
Total time
28.94 s
Time
(0)
6.01 cm
-15.40 cm
X
RangeX
Take-off
2.43 cm
-4.05 cm
Y(0)
RangeY
114.62 s
Time
336.91 cm
-25.07 cm
TotalX
RangeX
Navigation
87.03 cm
-31.37 cm
TotalY
RangeY
70.75 cm
+40.13 cm
TotalZ
RangeZ
27.68 s
Time
2.63 cm
-3.80 cm
X(0)
RangeX
Landing
(0)
1.33 cm
-6.85 cm
Y
RangeY
+0.63 cm
End point
X
Y

+18.99 cm
+7.37 cm
+311.84 cm
+55.66 cm
+110.89 cm
+5.17 cm
+0.96 cm
-0.35 cm
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Fig. 10: Sweeping task under laboratory conditions: Pictures taken during the first flight.
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Fig. 11: Sweeping task under laboratory conditions: Pictures taken during the second flight.
As can be observed from the table and the plots, the platform can effectively move from one waypoint
to another. Regarding the final position attained by the vehicle it is of the order of 1 cm away from the
final waypoint (0,0). Although it is true that, in this case, the same instrument is used for selflocalization and performance assessment, the match between the path estimated and the environment,
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together with the visual observation of a reduced deviation between the initial and the final positions,
are favourable clues about the good performance of the platform motion estimation capability.
Figs.10 and 11 provide, respectively, the pictures taken for the previous experiment and for a second
execution of the same mission. Notice that the similarity of the images taken for the same waypoint in
both executions can be used as a metric to assess the performance of the MAV when a place has to be
re-visited. In this particular case, slight deviations in the point of view for the same waypoint are
observed. Notice, however, that such a minimum difference is likely to happen due to the pose
tolerance indicated in the mission specification file. To finish, Fig.12 plots results for also a sweepinglike task, but this time performed onboard a vessel during a field trials campaign that took place in
Dolphin PLC shipyard facilities (Varna, Bulgaria). Field testing was performed inside the front cargo
hold of a 16,800 DWT general cargo ship using the semi-autonomous mode of operation. The picture
in Fig.12 (upper,left) allows realizing the details of the testing area, which comprised approximately
30 m  18 m, and around 12 m from the floor of the hold to the deck.

Fig. 12: Path followed by the MAV during a sweeping task performed over the front wall of the
forward hold of a general cargo vessel [upper-left corner picture]. (The red square and the green circle
correspond, respectively, to the start and the end positions.)
Table 2 puts together quantitative data for the three stages of the experiment as before. As can be
observed from the data supplied, height control effectively keeps the different heights attained along
the almost 12 m covered during the flight. Since the semi-autonomous mode of operation was
activated, when travelling from one point to another, the path finally obtained depends on the ability
of the operator for sending the appropriate velocity commands using the R/C sticks. Nevertheless, the
height control and the hovering assistance provided by the system in this mode simplifies significantly
the control of the platform through the R/C transmitter, and makes it possible to fly the platform
indoors, along a rather long path relatively close to the walls while capturing good quality pictures.
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Table 2: Quantitative data for the sweeping task (field experiment, (x T,yT) and (xL,yL) are the 2D
coordinates of, respectively, the take-off and landing points).
155.22 s
Total time
13.54 s
Time
2.20 cm
-0.43 cm
+8.48 cm
X(xT)
RangeX
Take-off
(yT)
1.52 cm
-3.89 cm
+5.66 cm
Y
RangeY
121.86 s
Time
865.92 cm
-857.28 cm
+8.64 cm
TotalX
RangeX
Navigation
891.92 cm
-888.54 cm
+3.39 cm
TotalY
RangeY
121.44 cm
+46.27 cm
+167.71 cm
TotalZ
RangeZ
28.24 s
Time
(xL)
8.64 cm
-863.69 cm
-845.33 cm
X
RangeX
Landing
(yL)
25.18 cm
-917.60 cm
-888.54 cm
Y
RangeY
5. Conclusions
A Micro-Aerial Vehicle intended to assist human surveyors during visual inspections of vessels has
been described. It is based on a commercial platform which integrates a control architecture intended
to cover the requirements imposed by the inspection missions. The details and organization of the
control software has been described and discussed. Results for a number of experiments performed
under laboratory conditions and also onboard a vessel have been reported.
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Abstract
Life Cycle Performance Assessment (LCPA) is a method to estimate the performance of a product
over its entire life cycle. The tool introduced in this paper implements an approach which covers
eight Performance Indicators in four categories, namely financial, environmental, social and risk
aspects. For each project, a set of scenarios with different designs, operation profiles and external
conditions (such as fuel price) can be created, calculated and compared to each other to visualize the
impact of innovations over time. Attributes can be entered as constant values as well as time
depending graphs. Created components can be stored and reused in other projects. It is also possible
to share components or entire projects between users and organizations to support collaboration and
to present calculation results to customers. Visualization of project results is done graphically with
spider web, line, and bar charts. For detailed results, reports can be generated on-line or as printout.
One goal has been to allow implementation of new algorithms and visualization concepts with low
development effort by choosing a strictly component based architecture. The LCPA tool has been
realized as a web-based application. Alternatively it can be used locally without any network
connection.
1

Introduction

This application provides an editor to create life-cycle-models from scratch, the key-performanceindicator calculation algorithm and presentation of the final results. The user is supported for creating
coherent life-cycle-models by the tool.
The main LCPA application should run in a typical Windows environment. Nevertheless, the
development should be based upon a recent development technology. Another requirement was the
separation of the underlying database from the application logic and the user interface. The goal was
to modularize the software as far as possible for easier extensibility and to enable other applications to
integrate parts of the LCPA tool functionality. Since the developing partners already have a broad
experience in Java development, it was decided to rely on this platform for BESST (Break Through in
European Ship and Shipbuilding Technology), http://www.besst.it, as well. In order to fulfill the
aforementioned requirements the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) was chosen as basic framework.
All necessary problem solutions, to interact with user, window handling inside the application,
programming paradigm, generic modularization, up to deploy LCPA tool itself, are included in this
framework.
2

System architecture

The Java Runtime Environment provides the interface to the operating system and actually interprets
the application code. This basic software package (JRE or JDK 1.6.x) has to be installed by the end
user before running the LCPA tool (or any other Java application) on the computer. The second
lowest level is the Equinox OSGI R4 core framework which is delivered as part of the LCPA tool.
Purpose of this framework is the organization of the application as combination of bundles and
services. It provides all necessary functionality to implement and run these application components in
the Java Runtime Environment. It is independent of the LCPA tool and only offers the generic
modularization framework.
As a third layer, the Eclipse Rich Client Platform is used to actually implement the LCPA client. It
provides the means to realize the different components which are described in detail in the
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“Application logic” chapter. The actual LCPA tool is described in the following two sections. The
database backend also uses different abstraction layers to decouple the applicant from the actual
database query language.
Finally, the data model implementation is connected to a database management system. In the
preliminary version of the software, a built-in database is included as the system should be selfcontained. For larger installations, it is possible to replace the DBMS by a standard server system
such as MS SQL Server. This change can be done by changing the configuration files.
One basic concept of the system architecture is the communication between the different layers and
application components. Every action by the database, the application intelligence or the user results
in an immediate response in all related modules. Therefore the entire application relieves the user
from using “refresh” or “update” buttons as this functionality is implicitly available in all components.
Even newly added functions will support this concept which is realized by the RCP framework.
The whole system consists of several subsystems, where the entry point is on the internet (webapplication-server) which manages starting the LCPA tool, the user registration as well as the project
and calculation-result administration. All data is stored in database, managed by web-applicationserver. Downloading, launching, verifying and updating LCPA tool is realized by Java-Web-Start.
After this procedure, tool is ready to use and is presented as a normal desktop-application. The
application communicates every time with web-application-server, to synchronize data. Data is store
in the web, used for common projects and local, only for user-private data. Importing and exporting
life-cycle-models makes it possible to exchange data with other users.

Fig. 1: Information flow of the whole LCPA-System
3

Data models

The basis for the calculations in the LCPA tool is provided by a data model that is capable of
managing the data entries necessary to calculate the key performance indicators for a lifecycle
assessment. The data model has several responsibilities: it collects and holds the values that describe a
lifecycle scenario and provides the data to calculation and presentation routines. For data collection,
the model is connected to the graphical user interface (GUI), where the user is provided with forms
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and dialogues for data entry. The mechanism to connect is integral part of the Eclipse Rich Client
Platform und Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), called Databinding. Databinding controls and
updates connected trees and tables, presented to the user. Whenever the data model is changed, the
GUI is changed automatically. EMF models are created by Ecore-Model-Editor inside Eclipse, after
finishing the model, EMF creates a source code. All handling and instantiation is managed by EMF,
also the import and export mechanism to file system is provided.
Data models are stored in a local database. With adding remote servers, it is possible to store data
models via web services in server based database. For this, Java Persistence API (JPA) is used. JPA
makes it possible to persist lightweight objects in a relational database by object relational mapping.
Automatically creation of the database connection and needed tables is integral part of this
framework. It is easy to change database vendor without changing existent source of application.
3.1

Main Data model - EMF

The class diagram, Fig. 2, shows dependencies of different elements in main data model. Main
abstract class is “Element”, it contains information about name, description and Universal Unique
Identifier (UUID) to ensure having access to the right object during runtime. Every Element can have
properties for storing metadata. At first, there exists the project, it includes scenarios, which in turn
contains phases or operation profiles. A phase describes one time step in the ship’s life cycle or period
of components, where this data is relevant for the whole life-cycle-assessment of the innovation. It is
assumed that in each phase the ship is operated in a different way with different effects on the life
cycle calculation. Each component is created from a general template.

Fig. 2: UML-Class diagram of main EMF-Data model
All required variables (“ComponentVariable”) for KPI-calculation are included in the general
template and it is not allowed to delete these variables. In addition it is possible to create new
variables and connect them via formula to the component, so this information has influence to the
KPI. Global information is stored in “GlobalVariable”, derived from “Variable” as a list under each
project. Global Variables defines commonly used constants or curves that are common to several
components or that can be universally used for different phases and scenarios. If they are changed the
results of all calculations will change. Therefore, they are usually used for data that is valid
throughout the project and will not show deviations in the near future. Global Variables do not have to
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be explicitly added to a phase to set up a calculation as a standard set is provided.
3.2

Data model for Results - EMF

After a calculation is concluded, the results are filled into a special data model (see Fig. 3). Every
Key-Performance-Indicator (KPI) class is derived from “ResultValue” and contains a collection of
“SingleValue”, which includes information about result, unit and time step of the phase. The Fuel Oil
Consumption (FOC) is not a KPI and holds only intermediate results (thermal, electrical and
mechanical) for components.

Fig. 3: UML-Class diagram of result EMF-Data model
4

Calculation Algorithm for KPIs

A number of predetermined key performance indicators (KPI) are used to compare results for
different modeled scenarios. To calculate these values, a standardized algorithm was developed and
applied to the different KPI formula.
The algorithms for the calculation of the KPI form the basis for the evaluation of the problem.
Therefore, they have to be able to generate comparable solutions for many different scenarios. The
scenarios to be compared can be shaped very differently. To meet the requirements on the LCPA tool,
the modeling options could not be allowed to be too restricted. Therefore, scenarios are capable to
represent models of a vast variety.
The phases of a scenario can cover the whole life span of a ship, but also a relatively short time, e.g. a
round trip. Also, the refinement as well as the focus of the model may vary, depending on what
problem is investigated by the user. The modeling scope can include components on the level of a
ship’s cabin, but also the whole ship itself. Components may as well be modeled to allow a functional
view of the given problem, by combining single aspects of interest, e.g. investment costs.
To be able to retrieve comparable solutions despite this freedom in creating the model, the calculation
algorithms had to be restricted and standardized in the following way:
-

The formula of the KPIs are fixed and may not be altered by the user
The formula is based on variables that are potentially provided by each component, while not
being required (see component template).
Own variables can be defined, but they have to be linked to the predetermined component
variables (e.g. via a user defined formula) to be included in the calculation.

With these limitations, the algorithm can determine the KPIs of each component while being
completely independent of the modeling of the scenario. The user can pay full attention to the
modeling of the scenarios to be compared, without having to think about the underlying formula.
The calculation of most KPIs is time dependent. For example, the Net Present Value (NPV) depends
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on costs and revenues that accumulate over time and takes into consideration an additional discount
rate. Therefore, for correct calculation of this and other values the problem must be broken down in
time intervals, here called time steps. In addition to a time interval, a time step has a start and end
point defined by date and time values. This is necessary to determine the values of the variables,
which can be defined as either constants or time dependent values. For each component and each time
step, a result is calculated. The user can thus affect the granularity over time of the calculation by
choosing the appropriate time steps.

Fig. 4: Calculation Loop for one KPI
To keep the calculation consistent, it is important to calculate with the correct units at all times.
Therefore, each value is immediately converted into its SI-Unit (International System of Units) as
soon as it is entered by the user or loaded from the database.
The LCPA tool uses plugins for unit conversion: javax.measure for unit conversions of physical
values and JScience for currency conversion.
Currency exchange rates can be set by the user as global values. Alternatively, the current exchange
rates can be downloaded from a web service. As the internal “base unit” for monetary calculations,
the Euro currency is used: monetary values are converted to Euro before calculation. Therefore, an
exchange rate related to the Euro currency must be present for each currency.
The values are converted back into a more suitable unit before they are shown to the user in the user
interface.
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Fig. 5: Phases and time steps
4.1

Costs

 Net-Present-Value
The Net-Present-Value (NPV) is an indicator for evaluating projects or investments. The discounted
cash flow is calculated by applying the arithmetic of compound interest in reverse. The sum of cash
inflow and cash outflow is discounted by an appropriate discount rate to bring each future cash flow
to its equivalent present value (PV):

Rt

(i + i )t
t
i
Rt

time of the cash flow
interest (discount) rate
net cash flow (inflow minus outflow) at time t .

The NPV is calculated by building the sum of the discounted net cash flow over the time minus initial
investment costs plus liquidation proceeds. In the LCPA assessment, the NPV has to be calculated for
each component and for each phase time step.
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TP

NPV P = −C 0 P + ∑
t =1

Rt
t

(i + i )

+

LP

(i + i )T

P

phase Net Present Value

NPVP

phase investment

C0 P

TP

phase length

LP

phase liquidation proceeds.

The sum of all the individual NPV p is the Net Present Value over the whole life time assessment.
P

NPV = −C 0 + ∑ NPV p +
p =1

L
(1 + i )T

Since the NPV is calculated for each component in each time step of each phase, the results are given
in an adaptable granularity.
The NPV calculation utilizes the several component variables and global variables of the LCPA tool:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component counter
Discount rate
Investment costs
Disposal costs/revenues
Revenues
Costs: Fuel costs (calculated from heat values, fuel type, fuel price, mass flow, generator
plant type etc), Personnel costs, Maintenance costs, Consumables costs, CO2 Certificate
costs

 Expected Net-Present-Value
To obtain a risk based value for risk assessment, a KPI was created that incorporates the cost of
accidents into the LCPA tool. The NPV is enhanced by an additional element corresponding to the
expected cost of accidents, thus creating a KPI for the Expected Net-Present-Value (ENPV).
H
~
E [C a ] = ∑ C hr + C hc + C hm + Rh ⋅ F (h )

(

)

h

E [C a ]
C hr

ship repair cost per accident

C hc

compensation cost incurred due to compensations paid to passengers due to delays and
other harm made by the accident
customer migration cost as a result of the specific accident

C hm
~
Rh

F (h )
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expected cost from a stay-afloat accident that might occur during the course of enter ship
operation of T years

loss of revenue that would otherwise be earned during the period of downtime
frequency of the accident in question

The ENPV is then given as the following value:
P 

ENPV = ∑  NPV p − ω p ⋅ E [C a ] p ⋅ d p 
p =1 
2 

p
P
NPV p

ωp

current phase
total number of phases
Net Present Value of phase
weighting factor; percentage of each phase time duration within the whole period, with
P

∑ω

p

≤1

p =1

dp

t

decay factor due to inflation, with d t = (1 + i )

2

In addition to the variables used for the calculation of the NPV, the ENPV uses the following
variables:
•
•
•
•
•
4.2

accident frequency
accident ship repair cost
accident compensation cost
accident customer migration cost
accident loss of revenue
Environmental

During the operational period of the ship environmental impacts consist of fuel consumption, raw
materials consumption and emissions to air, water and land. Table 1 presents emissions to air and sea
caused by shipping:
Table 1: Emissions to air and sea due to shipping
To air:
exhaust gas (SOx, NOx)
particulate matter (PM)
CO2
CFC, halons
VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds)

To sea:
oily bilge waters
ballast water
dangerous
substances,
antifouling paints
sewage

releases

from

The base for calculation environmental KPI’s is the calculation of the amount of fuel (in tons of fuel)
using power consumption of each component in each phase and relevant energy generator plant:

P
P
P
m fuel ( FOC , t Phase ) =  mech + elec + therm
 η mech η elec η therm

HVStateOfMatterFuel

 ⋅ FOC ⋅ t Phase ⋅
HVFuel
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FOC

FuelOilConsumption [g/kWh]

HVStateOfMatterFuel
HVFuel
tPhase
CF

Heatvalue depends on state of matter of fueltype [kJ/kg]
Heatvalue, depends on fueltype [kJ/kg]
Phaselength, unit depends on application preferences [month, year, etc.]
CarbonFactor (depends on fuel type)

PX and ηX
CH4
n

PowerConsumption and Efficiency for mechanical, electrical and thermal
Methanslip [%]
Component Counter (ComponentVariable, at least 1)

 Global Warming Potential (GWP) – displayed unit in tons of CO2
This KPI shows the increase of emission of greenhouse gases, Carbon dioxide (CO2) over time and
the accumulated value. It depends on state of matter of fuel, their SFOC (Specific Fuel Oil
Consumption) and the carbon factor (CF).
For liquid fuel:
n

GWP = ∑ (m fuel ( SFOC , t Phase ) ⋅ CF )
1

and for gaseous fuel:
n

GWP = ∑ (m Fuel ( SFOC , t Phase ) ⋅ [(100% − CH 4 ) ⋅ 2.75 + CH 4 ⋅ 25])
1

The value for SPNOX is describes as a set of curves of Tier I, Tier II and Tier III engines. Tier II
engines are now commonly used if vessel if keeyllayed after 01.01.2016, Tier III engines have to be
used for operation in Emission Controlled Areas (ECA).
 Acidification Potential (AP) – displayed unit in tons of SH4
The second environmental KPI is the Acidification Potential which will be calculated (SO4
equivalent) using for contributions to acidification (SOX and NOX). Sulphur content (SC in %) can be
adjusted to actual uses fuel used in power generation plant. Thus, e.g. operation in ECAs with 0.1%
sulphur can be assessed.
n

AP = ∑ (m Fuel ( SFOC ⋅ 2.857, t Phase ) ⋅ SC + m Fuel ( SPNO X , t Phase ) ⋅ 0.7 )
1

 Eutrophication Potential (EP) – displayed unit in tons of PO4
The Eutrophication Potential (EP) it the third environmental KPI (terrestrial) which will be calculated
as PO4 equivalent for the contribution of NOX to eutrophication.
n

EP = ∑ (m Fuel ( SPNO X , t Phase ) ⋅ 0.13)
1

It is common practice that engine manufactures optimize their engines along these limiting curves,
also because even lower NOX values would mean higher fuel consumption due to less efficient
engines.
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4.3

Social Welfare Index (SWI)

The Social Welfare Index is difficult to calculate as there is no precise value that can be used to
describe highly subjective matters. It has therefore been decided to take the 93 individual social
indicators and group them into 9 categories of Social Performance Indicators (SPI). The actual SWI
calculation is then done by simply adding the SPIs for all categories and divide the sum by 9. This
value does not have an absolute meaning which means that it can only be used to compare it against
alternative solutions.
9

∑ SPI
SWI =

i

i =1

9

Following 9 SPIs exists: Autonomy, Comfort, Ecological Awareness, Pleasure, Security/Safety,
Cleanliness, Convenience, Privacy and Sociability.
4.4

User interface

The user interface is based on the appearance of the Eclipse theme and is divided into two
perspectives: Datacollector and Presentation. Entry perspective after launching application is the
datacollector and the projectexplorer. The projectexplorer manages project on local machine and
remote servers. It handles elementary functions, e.g. creating new projects, deleting, copying or
moving, projects from local to remote servers or vice versa. In this view it is only allowed to import
and export projects from or to a XML-File.

Fig. 6: User interface with open datacollector-perspective
4.5

Datacollector

After selecting a project and double-clicking on it, the project is opened and then ready to calculate, if
no error occurred. Any damage or inconsistent data model cannot be calculated. If calculation is
finished, the user interface switches to the presentation perspective automatically. Double-click on
any element in the project view opens specific editor for data manipulation.
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4.6

Presentation

The LCPA tool makes use of several different chart types. E.g. in the Data Collector Perspective,
variables which change their value over time can be added via a table or by dragging curve points in a
line chart. In the Result Presentation Perspective, KPI and other results are visualized by using
different types of charts:
•
•
•
•

Spider Web Chart for a quick overview of the KPI results of the compared scenarios
Line Charts for the display of result values of single KPIs over the lifecycle time (e.g. NPV,
Global Warming Potential etc)
Line Charts for the display of intermediate results like fuel oil consumption and cost
developments
Bar Charts for visualization of component contributions to single KPIs (e.g., contribution of
individual super components to the NPV)

For the implementation of the charts, the JFreeChart framework was used during the development of
the LCPA tool. JFreeChart provides customizable charts of the mentioned types, where several
possible user interactions like zooming, drag and drop, and customizable charts are already
implemented.

Fig. 7: An overview of calculation results, the Spider-Web-Chart
The Spider Web Chart (Fig. 7) is the first and most important chart to see, which scenario includes the
better innovations. This chart shows each KPI as a different colored area, the reference scenario is
normalized to one (green area) and other areas are shown relative to the reference. Better KPI-Results
are more inside and worse KPI-Results are more outside of the reference scenario. It depends on the
KPI in which direction the Spider-Web-Chart shows the values. For example, a lower Global
Warming Potential is better than a lower Net-Present-Value. For detailed information, it is possible to
have a look on the concrete calculated values in textual form or as separate views of each KPI.
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4.7

Web Presentation

The Web application is implemented with the Java EE standards JavaServer Faces (JSF), Enterprise
JavaBeans (EJB), Context and Dependency Injection (CDI), Java Persistence API (JPA), PrimeFaces
JSF Component Library, Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) and it runs on the GlassFish 3
Java EE 6 Application Server. The LCPA tool is delivered through Java-Web-Start, which can be
started per button click on the web application. It updates the Client automatically should a new
version be available. The web application has four main sections. The first section is the start page.
This is a news blog to post company, modelling or any other kind of information for the users.
The second section is used to present the modelling results to customers. A publishing code is
generated and send per E-Mail. By clicking a link in the E-Mail or entering the code directly in the
presentation section everyone can get access to the calculation results in form of a homepage with
charts, data tables, pictures, a business report and various project information which is automatically
generated by analyzing the project model and the calculation results. This allows customers to get
access to the relevant results without having a personal user account. The third section is the element
database. In the element database, the users of the web application can share modelling elements like
complete projects or individual components, scenarios, phases and any other model element with
other user accounts or companies. In the last section, the user account area, the user can modify his
account information, manage and view his server side saved projects, added data servers, shared
modelling elements for the element database and published presentation results. In addition to this,
users with an admin account can manage the complete account database of the server and use the
Content-Management-System to manage the news area.
The Web service interface is implemented with the Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) and
secured by application level authentication. By adding the address of the web application as data
server in the project explorer it is possible to get access to different data servers to save projects and
share presentation results. It can also be used to model a project in cooperation with other user or
organizations online. The web application provides a Web Services Description Language (WSDL)
interface, which is used by the client to communicate with the web application. The client contains a
client stub which is generated from this WSDL file, which is used to build the client side
communication interface.
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Abstract
This paper describes results of the research project Power-VR. This project makes use of Physics
Engines, which are often used in computer games for modeling a realistic behavior. The idea is to
couple them with Virtual Reality. Because of the connection to games, these engines have a focus on
simulations in real-time, what is also very important for Virtual Reality, because the effects are
needed dynamically during the session runtime. To achieve real-time computations, the accuracy is
usually lower than in other multi body simulations, but is adequate for realistic behavior in most of
the examined scenarios. To work with Physics Engines, the engine must have a corresponding data
model and transformation data must be exchanged at runtime. Additionally a user interface in VR has
to allow the user to control the physical effects.
1. Introduction
Virtual Reality is already applied a lot in series productions, like the automotive industry. VR offers a
big benefit for these production types, because of the long engineering processes with the
development of different prototypes and because the costs can be distributed to many product units. In
one-of-a-kind productions like the shipbuilding industry, the engineering process is highly parallel
without the time for prototype developments. VR has big potential for those productions, to validate
constructions and make a more accurate planning, Friedewald et al. (2007), Nedess et al. (2009), von
Lukas et al. (2010).
The applications range from the early design phase to the operation and even the retrofit phase. For an
efficient use of VR, an appropriate integration into the engineering processes must be realized,
including the data preparation and tools to simplify the session itself, Nedess et al. (2008). The IPMT
has been engaged in these topics for several years.
Besides the very big potential of VR there are some scenarios, where the results of a VR session are
not as realistic as needed. One big factor of this can be the lack of physically correct behavior of the
VR scene, Lödding (2011b). The research project Power-VR, funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Economics and Technology, is a cooperation of several shipyards, suppliers and research institutes
and covers this problem among other topics. This paper describes results of this project. The
developed solution uses a Physics Engine to simulate the physical behavior VR scenes in real-time.
2. Physics Engines
The development of Physics Engines is mainly driven by the computer games industry. They are used
for realistic behavior and interaction with the environment in games. These engines offer a general
approach for physical behavior and can be adapted to the game in special. The following chapter
describes the basics of those engines, the different types of simulation and the required input data.
2.1. Basics
In early game development every needed physical effect was directly implemented into the game.
These effects matched the scenarios in this particular game, what made a transfer to other game
developments very complicated. For example, a big difference exists in the ballistic trajectory
comparing an arrow and a bullet. Physics Engines offer general physical rules to calculate the
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behavior and therefore offer a general approach, what makes a reuse of development possible.
Because of the use in games, these engines have a focus on simulations in real-time. The simulations
in the engine are not always 100% accurate to achieve these fast results. Complex calculations are
approximated, but still result in realistically looking behavior, what makes Physics Engines very
interesting for Virtual Reality and the variety of its use. A detailed analysis about the accuracy and the
realism of the Physics Engine and the corresponding VR session results needs to be done, but is not
part of this paper.
2.2. Simulation types
There are mainly three different types of simulations in Physics Engines. These offer the
representation of different object classes and have big differences in calculation and complexity,
Smith (2006), Unbescheiden (1999).
The first and simplest simulation type is for rigid bodies. These objects are not elastic and therefore
no deformation is possible. This includes the destruction of rigid bodies, for example when a bullet
hits a vase and makes it burst (Fig. 1). This kind of simulation is probably the most important one for
a coupling with VR, because most objects in our scene will not be elastic.
The second simulation type covers soft bodies. This includes for example tires or steel wire ropes.
Those ropes could be of interest for a crane simulation which does not have a chain. This simulation is
more complex and also makes the coupling with VR more complicated, because the objects need to be
deformed at the VR software, too.
The most complex simulation type covers any kind of fluids. That includes besides water the
simulation of fire, gas and smoke, which can be interesting for the simulation of ship evacuations.
Fig. 1 shows the different simulation types with common examples.
2.3. Required data
The simulation in a Physics Engine requires appropriate data to work with. First of all this is the
corresponding geometry data what includes all objects that should be calculated. Beyond the typical
geometry data the model needs additional information about the objects to calculate their behavior.
The most important information is:
-

Weight
Center of gravity

More information about the material can make the simulation more accurate. This includes:
-

Elasticity
Friction coefficient

To cover kinematic connections between objects in the Physics Engine, the physics model can include
joints. These joints can link objects together and restrict their movement. There are different types of
joints, e.g. a hinge, a ball and socket and a slider joint. These joints need to be described by at least
the following information:
-

Type
Connected objects
Position
Angle and movement restriction
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Fig. 1: Overview of the different simulation types (pictures: CGRats, Miika Hämäläinen,
DirectIndustry, Konradin Verlag, Havok Destruction, Gustaf Eriksson)
3. Physics based Virtual Reality
As described earlier there is a big potential for Virtual Reality in shipbuilding. In some cases the
possibilities of VR are not enough to get realistic results, because there is no physically correct
behavior, Lödding et al. (2011b). The following chapter describes two typical scenarios, where this
lack of physics has a big influence on the results. The usage and effects of such realistic behavior and
the required preparation and extensions for the coupling are detailed.
3.1. Problem
Looking at the shipbuilding process, there are a lot of different scenarios to use Virtual Reality.
However the benefit depends highly on the realism of the achieved results. The lack of physically
correct behavior can have big influence on these results. The following describes the problems
resulting from the absence of physical effects in detail by analyzing two typical scenarios within a
shipbuilding process.
The first scenario is about parts delivered too late in the environment of cramped compartments. If big
parts are delivered too late, the assembly planning has to be adapted to the new situation. The
assembly should continue as far as possible, but a way to get the late part into its intended position has
to be kept free. Lödding et al. (2011a) describes how VR supports the planning in such situations.
Visualizing the assembly state at the planned and at the new, delayed delivery date simplifies the
verification of the changes of the assembly planning. The geometrical possibility of moving the part
along the changed assembly path can be validated. For realistic results of this validation the additional
tools for moving those parts, e.g. cranes, have to be taken into account. Fig. 2 shows an example for a
delayed part that is attached to a crane. Even with this additional tool loaded into the VR session, the
behavior would not be realistic, because the part does not oscillate and its center of gravity is ignored.
Physics Engines simulate these oscillations in real-time. A coupling with VR transfers this simulation
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into the VR session and therefore modifies the results in geometrical validation and required assembly
space. Even small differences in the achieved results can have big consequences, because of the
cramped compartments.

Fig. 2: Two typical scenarios
The second scenario shown in Fig. 2 extends the first scenario. This scenario covers the analysis of
the launch of a rescue boat. This can be useful for validating design concepts at the engineering phase
or even training simulations for the operation of the ship. Therefore the simulation of the Physics
Engine needs to be linked to another simulation for realistic behavior, because it depends highly on
the current movement of the waves and the resulting motion of the ship. This ship motion is often
simulated in special software. A visualization of those simulated ship motions has already been
realized in the Power-VR project. The coupling of the Physics Engine has to be combined with this
visualization. That requires either a direct import of simulation results into the Physics Engine or a
feedback channel from VR to the Physics Engine.
3.2. Data preparation
To realize a connection between a Physics Engine and a VR application a physics model must be
created. This model contains at least geometrical information of every scene object, which is
supposed to be simulated. In addition indirectly simulated objects can be necessary. These objects
does not have to be affected by gravity, but are used for collision detection. An assembly of a part
requires for example the objects along the assembly path, because these objects can collide with the
assembly part. A matching between the parts in the Physics Engine and the parts in VR must be
realized. The conversion/import of the geometries therefore has to maintain some kind of unique
identifier for every part, e.g. the part names.
Fig. 3 shows the implemented data conversion. Depending on the source format, the geometry is
converted or directly imported into the VR application and Autodesk 3dsMax. This step has to keep
the mentioned unique identifiers in both models. The VR application is used to prepare the session
and to create the final VR model. Autodesk 3dsMax connects the imported geometries with physical
meta data, e.g. the weight and center of gravity of the objects. This meta data is obtained from
different systems, depending on its type. This link of geometry and meta data requires at the moment
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manual effort, but is supposed to be automated by using a middleware (chapter 3.3) to obtain this
data. The output of Autodesk 3dsMax is the physics model, which can be directly used in the Physics
Engine.

Fig. 3: Data fusion for Physics Engines
3.3. Runtime data
After the creation of the corresponding physics model, the data exchange during the runtime has to be
realized. The most important data covers the transformations of the simulated objects. That includes
its translation and rotation in space.
Obviously these transformations have to be sent from Physics Engine to VR to visualize the
simulation results. To apply the sent transformations, they have to be converted to the local coordinate
system of the VR application. The possibility to move VR scene objects before the physics simulation
is started must be taken into account, because the VR and physics model get out of sync.
One of the most important factors of Virtual Reality is the possibility to interact with the scene. For an
intuitive interaction with the physically simulated VR scene, a feedback channel is also needed.
Moving objects in VR while the physics simulation is running should move the objects in the Physics
Engine, too. For example moving the beam hoist of a crane with an attached part should drag this part
and the central beam along.
Additionally to transformations, the Virtual Reality application has to send commands to the Physics
Engine to control its simulation and parameters. These commands and an interface to invoke them are
described in detail in chapter 4.
There are numerous data sources that need to be connected to VR. This includes among other things
different simulations and the required meta data. In order to avoid various direct interfaces between
these sources, the IPMT middleware (Fig. 4) connects these components. That way a simulation of the
motion of the sea and the corresponding ship movement can be combined with the physics simulation.
This middleware is also supposed to acquire the necessary meta data to allow an automated creation
of the physics model.
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Fig. 4: IPMT middleware for external components (pictures: TechDrummer, MSC.Software GmbH,
Havok, Promasim GmbH)
3.4. Simulation results
Fig. 5 shows the influence of the physics simulation to the VR scene. In the first scenario, the correct
position of the part causes a difference in the required assembly space. In this case the difference is
not very big, but taking its oscillation into account it could result in a considerably higher space
requirement. The success of the generated assembly strategies depends on this difference and
therefore a physically correct simulation of this scenario provides much more realistic and reliable
results. In this case the minimum width of the transport path can be determined more accurately.
As described, the second scenario is similar to the first one, because it is also a simulation with a part
(rescue boat) on a crane. But combining this with a simulation of the motion of the sea, it results in
even higher differences in the results. Without physics and ship movement, there will not be any
problem launching the rescue boat. No other scene objects could be in its way, because it is outside
the ship. With physics effects and the external simulated ship movement, that rescue boat could
collide with the ship’s side. Therefore a realistic result at what motion of the sea the launch is still
possible can be achieved. Compared to Doig and Kaeding (2008) this approach enables the user to
interact with such a simulated system in real-time, although the accuracy is lower than in an offline
Multi-Body Simulation. In addition to that, training simulations are possible with the physics
simulation in VR, because of the real-time interaction. This combination of simulations does not
cover the moment when the rescue boat hits the water at the current state of implementation, because
just the ship motion is used from the sea simulation, not the motion of the sea itself. This requires a
more complex import of this data into the physics model, but could be possible, too.
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Fig. 5: Influence of physics simulation to VR scene
4. Physics control from Virtual Reality
The use of physics simulation in VR necessitates possibilities to interact with this simulation to
control its behavior. The following chapter describes the needed functions and a way to control the
Physics Engine without leaving the virtual environment.
4.1. Interactions
A physical simulation is normally not required during a whole VR session. The simulation should
only run when the results are really needed in VR in order to save resources and to keep the models
synchronized. Therefore the possibility to control the simulation state has to be integrated into VR,
including
-

activating
deactivating
and resetting

the simulation.
In some cases it can be helpful to have the possibility to manipulate the physical simulation, too. This
includes for example:
-

Activating / deactivating the collision handling
Activating / deactivating the gravity influence
Changing physical properties of objects (e.g. weight)
Loading (additional) physics models
Creating / deleting joints

Although changes to the physical object properties should not happen very often, some changes to the
physics simulation are used quite frequently. Looking at the scenario with the late part, we could get
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the conclusion during the session, that a crane is required. Therefore we load an additional crane
model into the VR scene. A corresponding physics model of the crane exists, but is not yet loaded in
the Physics Engine. Triggering the loading of the physics model from the VR application simplifies
the use of the Physics Engine and makes it more dynamic. Afterwards we want to move the crane in
VR above the part, lower its chain and attach the part to the chain. That requires the creation of a joint
between the part and the chain. Deleting these joints must be possible, too, to release the part and
reuse the crane.
4.2. Tablet control
A very important factor of Virtual Reality is the immersion into the virtual environment. For the 3D
effect, the VR user has to wear special glasses. In case of a CAVE projection, he is completely inside
this virtual environment. The user must be able to control his session as good and easily as possible
without having to leave the virtual environment to use a pc in order to keep the good immersion. That
necessitates a portable interface to offer the control commands to the user. The IPMT has connected a
tablet pc to realize this easy session control, Lödding (2011a). Fig. 6 shows a tablet mask to control
the physics simulation.

Fig. 6: Tablet controls for the physics simulation
5. Conclusion
Physically correct behavior in Virtual Reality improves the analysis results and makes them more
realistic. The difference in the results was shown with the help of two scenarios. For a general
approach the developed realization uses Physics Engines, which are often used in computer games.
These engines allow a simulation in real-time, what does not provide a 100% accurate calculation, but
gives realistically looking object behavior. Within these two scenarios, the accuracy seems
appropriate, but needs to be analyzed in detail in further work.
For the connection of Physics Engines and VR a corresponding physics model must be prepared and
the accordant data must be exchanged during the run-time. The IPMT middleware realizes this
exchange and allows to combine different simulation results to get more complex scenarios. An
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interaction concept with the help of a tablet pc was introduced. This concept allows the user to control
the physics simulation and change its parameters.
The simulation covers at the moment rigid bodies. Soft bodies and fluids were taken into account for
the conceptual design, but these simulations have higher requirements for the data exchange and the
possibilities of object manipulation in VR.
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Abstract
The Intelligent Ship Arrangements (ISA) system, under development at the University of Michigan, is
a Leading Edge Architecture for Prototyping System (LEAPS) compatible software system that assists
the designer in developing rationally-based arrangements that satisfy the design specific needs as
well as general Navy requirements and standard practices to the maximum extent practicable. This
paper discusses the development of a new space projection system that is taking the place of the old
growth based compartment arrangement algorithms. The space projection methodology, performance, and limitations are addressed.
1. Introduction
Over the past eight years, the University of Michigan has been developing and refining a surface ships
general arrangements software system, Parsons et al. (2008). Intelligent Ship Arrangements (ISA) is a
native C++ / QT GUI application, which is intended to be used in the early stage of the US Navy design process. This allows the users to gain insight into the general arrangements of the vessel through
providing the ability to generate fairly detailed three dimensional semi-automated general arrangements. Generating arrangements earlier in the ship design process opens up the opportunity to, in turn,
perform more detailed analyses (such as survivability) earlier. ISA provides four design enabling capabilities to the naval architecture community as well as an overall paradigm shift in general arrangements theory and practice. It provides:
•

•
•
•

The ability to capture U.S. Navy design rules, regulations, best practices, and intent in a quantifiable and consistent manner using the ship specific template databases, e.g. NAVSEA requirements, NN (1992). This provides an important knowledge capture capability to the naval
architecture community.
The ability to quantify and compare general arrangements of vessels in a rational process.
The ability to apply that rational process to the improvement and optimization of the general
arrangements for a ship design.
The ability to directly integrate general arrangements trades studies into the Analysis of Alternatives level of design.

ISA stores all of its ship model information within the LEAPS database, LEAPS (2006). This is the
same common database that was populated via ASSET, ASSET (2007). It pulls constraints from a ship
template specific SQLite database, the ISA Library database. The user is allowed to store multiple
candidate arrangements within the LEAPS database and can implement the final arrangement in the
databases fully manifold geometry structure.
ASSET / LEAPS Database
Ship Geometry
Manning Matrix
Large Objects Spaces
Components
Weights and Centers

ISA Application
User GUI
Admin GUI

ISA

LEAPS Database
Arranged Concept
And Candidate
Alternative Designs

ISA Library Database
Constraints

Fig. 1: ISA overall schematic
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2. ISA previous main algorithm review
Within ISA the arrangements process is a three step process. The first step is the allocation of the
spaces in the ship template to the various structural zones of the ship. A structural zone is one major
structural region of the ship, such as a region surrounded by one deck and one subdivision. The allocation of the spaces is handled by a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm – Multi Agent System (HGA-MAS).
Once an optimal allocation is achieved the algorithm then enters last two steps where the spaces
within the individual structural zones are topologically and then geometrically arranged, Fig.2. The
arrangements portion of the optimization is handled by a separate HGA-MAS geared towards detailed
arrangements within a structural zone. For detailed information on ISAs design and its algorithms
refer to Daniels et al. (2009).

Fig. 2: ISA Algorithm Review and Structural Zone Definition; One structural zone marked in yellow
As part of the geometry initialization, prior to the agent based growth phase, the whole ship compartment and access network is generated, as well as the initial seeding of the spaces is performed. These
seeding algorithms for the spaces give them their initial location within the structural zone that they
are allocated to, as well as a starting seed geometry of 0.5 m x 0.5 m (center box only). From this
point, the space is able to grow and move according to the agent’s internal logic. When agents make a
move, it uses a relatively large amount of processing power and time. Therefore any improvement in
the system to reduce that associated computational effort is welcomed. To put things in perspective,
the arrangement of a single structural zone can take on the order of 8 minutes. Since the ISA application is Open MP compatible, multicore processing helps reduce the computational time by arranging
multiple zones in parallel.
3. ISA previous seeding algorithm review
Before discussing the new space projection algorithm a review of the previous seeding algorithms is
needed. There are three main seeding algorithms incorporated by the Passage Variable Lattice Network (PVLN) Agent, Daniels et al. (2009), within ISA that place the spaces in their initial starting
positions. These algorithms are Random Seeding, Cellular Seeding, and Search Cellular Seeding (ordered in increasing complexity). The seeding algorithms operate on a structural zone basis, meaning
they are only concerned with the structural zone at hand, not adjacent structural zones.
3.1. Random Space Seeding
Random seeding is a purely Monte Carlo based seeding algorithm, Fig.3. The random seeding algorithm first starts by generating a grid map of the existing structural zone with a 1 meter square cell
size. The algorithm then disables cells that are occupied by passages, stair towers, or already placed
spaces. It then proceeds to generate random cell indexes until a free cell is found and places the space
in that cell provided that the seeded space is within the structural zone’s deck plan. This seeding process is repeated until all spaces are placed. If the algorithm runs out of free cells (it keeps track of
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them), then the algorithm resorts to a purely random generated X and Y location using a Uniform
distribution based on the structural zone’s internal axis aligned bounding box (internal AABB).

Fig. 3: Random seeding and grid map displayed;
with space seed footprint, stair tower, passages, and access junction point
3.2. Cellular Space Seeding
The cellular seeding algorithm takes a more equitable approach to the seeding, Fig.4. The number of
rows and columns are the rounded up square root of the number of spaces. This assures that there are
enough cells for the spaces. The cells are then generated and given a Boolean flag indicating whether
or not a space has been placed within the boundaries of that cell. The algorithm then generates a random seeding order of the spaces and proceeds to place them in unoccupied cells. It should be noted
that this is independent of passages and stair towers. The space is placed within the bounds of the cell
using a Uniform distribution for the X and Y coordinates. It is similarly checked against the structural
zone’s deck plan. The goal of the cellular seeding algorithm is to spread out the seeding locations of
the spaces in a more uniform and controlled manner than the purely random seeding does.

Fig. 4: Cellular seeding example, placement cell (red)
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3.3. Search Cellular Space Seeding
The search cellular seeding algorithm is a compromise of the cellular and random space seeding algorithms. As in the random seeding, a cellular grid is made of a fixed number of rows and columns. The
cells are made available if they do not intersect with passages or stair towers. Similarly the spaces
select available cells for the placement of the seeding. There are a substantially larger number of cells
in the Search Cellular grid (50 x 50 is the default setting). Once successful seeds are placed, space
initial footprints are established. If during the seeding process an illegal intersection is detected, the
algorithm searches for the nearest available location by spiraling outward from its current position,
Fig.5. If a good location is not found, the algorithm resorts to randomized placement. These seeding
algorithms increase in complexity and were developed in order to improve upon seeding performance
of the PVLN Agent. The goal is to provide good starting points for the spaces to grow their geometry
from and minimize geometry conflicts, or overlaps.

Fig. 5: Outward spiraling search pattern to find nearest open cell
4. ISA new main algorithm
At the end of the phase 2 development, a number of noted improvements were made to the application, among them were:
•
•

Passage Variable Lattice Network – This provided a robust means of representing a variety of
ship passage and access networks.
HGA – MAS – Various improvements were made to the agents’ decision making capabilities.
This includes them handling the arrangement phase of the optimization.

However, with the inclusion of the agents handling the arrangement and growth phase of the optimization, computational time of the growth phase of the code increased substantially. A new means of
determining arrangement final geometries was needed. This led the team to develop the space projection methodology, which is outlined in greater detail in the next section. The new algorithm for the
main optimization now follows an Allocate, Seeding, Projection pattern per generation. The improved
methodology eliminates the need for agent or stochastic growth entirely, which leads to significant
computational cost savings. The time for a single seeding and projection of the entire ship (not just a
structural zone) is on the order of 30 s. This is compared to multiple minutes per structural zone of the
previous growth based methodology, Daniels et al. (2009).
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5. Space projection method
In the examples shown in the previous section, the seeding footprint of the spaces is small (< 1 m2).
This means that the space has to spend more time growing by submitting change requests to the design reviewer, Daniels et al. (2009). In order to improve the initial starting conditions of the space
placements, a new algorithm was developed to “project” spaces into a more advantageous footprint to
grow from. This algorithm is dubbed space projection. The algorithm starts out with a cellular seeding
algorithm like that shown above. Once the seeding locations are established each of the spaces determines what the maximum growth available in all directions is. From this information it then determines what projected footprint best satisfies its geometric constraints needs. The geometric constraints considered are required area, required volume, aspect ratio, and minimum segment dimension,
Parsons et al. (2008). After geometric constraints are considered, the spaces all project their initial
footprint within the structural zone, Fig.6. At this point the initial footprints can, and probably will,
overlap.
After the initial footprints are projected, the algorithm cycles through the structural zone performing
space by space pair-wise (Space A to Space B) comparisons, and determines what is the best bulkhead
positions to “split the distance” that the spaces occupy and remove the overlaps between the spaces.
Both X biased and Y biased splitting is tested, and the four cases of spaces being a fixed location are
considered. In cases one through three (Fixed – Fixed, Unfixed – Fixed, Fixed – Unfixed), the bulkhead locations of the fixed spaces are taken as the splitting planes. In case four (Unfixed – Unfixed)
the splitting algorithm is based on the two spaces required areas, Eq.(1). This allows the split to provide a more equitable division of area to the space that requires more area.

X split =

Aself
reqAself + reqAt arg et

⋅ ( Xct arg et − Xcself ) + Xcself

(1)

Xsplit denotes the bulkhead X split location, reqA the required area, Xc space centroid locations. The Y
equation is corresponding, but for Y coordinates. “Self” indicates space A, “Target” space B.

Fig. 6: Space projection footprints and seed locations
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This splitting process is repeated, cycling through the pairs of spaces, until there are no more overlapping bulkhead boundaries, Fig.7. Once that overlap removal is achieved, the final space projection
footprints are submitted to the PVLN Agent and the agent moves to the next structural zone.

Fig. 7: Space split lines (left) and final space projection footprints (right)
6. Space projection method performance
The computational requirements for the space projection algorithms are an order of magnitude less
than the stochastic growth or agent based growth methods previously used. The main reason for this is
that the growth-based methodologies require the analysis of the full constraint set much more frequently. Every time an agent makes a move request, both the design agents and design reviewer are
analyzing constraints. The space projection methodology bypasses this weakness via directly projecting the system to a final geometry that is reasonable. Fig.8 shows an example of a template projection
of a single structural zone from a manual seeding of compartment locations.
Stair Tower

Space Seeds

Passage

Seeding

Projection

Fig. 8: Sample space projection example from manual seeding
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In the current seeding methods, spaces are too often seeded into non-practical locations such as the
small outer region outboard of the longitudinal passages, Fig.9, leading to very long and narrow compartments. Since the goal of this work was to test the projection system, manual seeding was used on
multiple different allocations.

Note some seedings are being placed
into unpreferred regions outboard of
passages.

Fig. 9: Example of unpreferred seed locations

Manual Seeding

After One
Projection

After Ten
Projections

Fig. 10: Sequential space projections from manual seeding
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In addition, multiple projections can be performed to allow the spaces to “push” themselves into an
equilibrium point for that given seeding. Since the time per projection is low for an individual structural zone, this allows the algorithm to achieve the same performance of the growth-based algorithms
in a smaller amount of time. Fig.10 illustrates the progression of multiple projections to an equilibrium point.
The following are some sample projections and discussions of some of the strengths and weaknesses
of the new space projection methodology. Fig.11 shows an example manual seeding and ISA projection of an entire deck in the combatant test ship. It provides a number of good examples of what is
currently working well in the projection system, and what can be improved upon. Fig.8 and Fig.12
(different zones on the same deck) are examples of projections that produced good geometries and
compartment bulkheads. Fig.12 is also an example of the system working fixed location spaces. There
is a small void created but the aspect ratios and areas of the compartments are good. Fig.13 is an example where the current projection algorithm chose a final geometry that has relatively high aspect
ratios. While it is true that appendages could be grown to fill in the large void areas, the better solution would have been to split in the Y plane (vertically) at the shared bulkhead with the stair towers.
One possible means of improving this is to give the aspect ratio a higher priority over the other geometry constraints. Another approach could be to modify the aspect ratio preference curves to make
stronger preference to aspect ratios closer to one. Both candidate solutions will be tested in the future.
Fig. 14 is a good illustration of the need for an intelligent void space minimization post processing
algorithm. In this particular scenario it would be better if the split between the two dining spaces and
the daily provisions room share one common bulkhead from a production standpoint. However, such
an algorithm must be able to detect when void spaces can be successfully minimized such as in Fig.
14 and when they cannot be minimized such as in Fig. 12. Such an algorithm is non-trivial and is the
subject of future research.

Fig. 11: Manual seeding and ISA projection of DC deck

Zone 2-16-0

Mooring Gear

Bosun Storeroom

Fixed Location Space

Fan Room

Electrical Equip.

Fig. 12: Zone 2-16-0 example of projection with fixed location spaces (from Fig.11)
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Zone 2-30-0

High Aspect Ratios

Appendage Growth Region
Fig. 13: Zone 2-30-0 example of appendage growth and high aspect ratios (from Fig.11)

Zone 2-56-0

Void Minimization
Candidate
Fig. 14: Zone 2-56-0 example of void space minimization (from Fig.11)
7. Conclusions and future work
The conversion from a growth based arrangement algorithm to a space projection based algorithm
both simplified the geometry generation phase and substantially sped up that portion of the algorithm.
The space projection system produces reasonable compartment geometries and multiple projections
allowing the system to settle into equilibrium for a given seeding. This puts the emphasis of good
arrangements on requiring good seed locations. The seeding system that currently uses the cellular
based seeding has some serious drawbacks. In the current methods, spaces are too often seeded into
non-practical locations such as the small outer region outboard of the longitudinal passages, Fig.9,
leading to very long and narrow compartments. One of the tasks of the next round of development
will be the implementation of a template based seeding system which uses the PVLN templates to
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provide situational awareness to the seeding agent. The seeding servers will be based on the passage
template that the individual structural zone is implementing. In addition, the agent handling the space
projection system is intended to be upgraded in intelligence to special situations such as void space
minimization.
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Abstract
Complex ships (such as dredging vessels, offshore support ships and naval ships) are "service
vessels" (as opposed to "transport vessels"): they are designed to fulfil a complex mission at sea. Both
cost and capabilities of these ships are to a large extent determined in the early phases of design,
when the basic concepts for the ship and its systems are selected. Several research initiatives have
focussed on the overall ship design for such ships, i.e. positioning the ship's spaces, machinery and
other systems as required for the mission, into an adaptable hull. The increasing power of computers
offers the potential to create more different concepts at an early design stage with a higher level of
engineering detail, including the ship systems. Many of these systems are "distributed system", i.e. a
system that consists of a number of components, functionally related by "connections" but located in
different parts of the ship. The definition of the systems itself is a far from trivial task. It is important
that the "matching" with expected – dynamic – operating conditions is ensured, while guaranteeing
that also the most critical operational conditions can still be handled safely. Eventually this will have
to be done in conjunction with the overall ship design, hence creating a design loop. This paper will
focus on the concept system design rationale and the requirements for the tools needed to evaluate the
numerous possibilities and to implement the approach in the design loop. As an example a naval
propulsion system study will be presented, showing the implementations of some of the aspects of the
approach and demonstrating the potential.
1. Introduction
The ship design process can be divided into the conceptual, preliminary and contract design phase,
followed by a detailed engineering phase. At the end of each design phase the ship design
(alternatives) have developed to a higher level of engineering detail; this applies also to the energy
systems on board. The increasing power of computers offers the challenge to create multiple designs
in early stages of design for concept exploration. One approach to exploit computer power for ship
configuration concept exploration has been described in Van Oers (2011). This research revealed that
new design methods are needed to better incorporate the ship’s energy systems in early design.

Fig.1: Artist impression of a possible future surface combatant, Takken (2010)
With the increasing power of computers the level of sophistication of simulation packages has been
increasing as well, which led to the development of computer models that can predict the dynamic
behaviour of on-board energy systems. These models are currently used in later ship design stages or
to study critical transient conditions of existing ship systems at relatively short time scales. It is also
possible to use these models for investigating stationary situations (equilibrium) or carrying out
voyage simulations, i.e. large time scales.
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In a recently started research project, both developments will be combined, thereby making it possible
to create multiple concepts of different on-board energy systems, size and match their components,
define their operating modes and explore them by using advanced computer models for dynamic
simulation of transients, but are also able to quickly simulate stationary conditions.
In other words, the goal of the research project MOdel-based Ship Energy System Conceptual Design
(MOSES-CD) is to make the analysis of performance characteristics of on-board energy systems
possible in early stages of ship design using a variety of first principle models. The energy systems
under consideration within MOSES-CD will be presented later in this paper. The reason behind this
research is the notion that for complex service vessels, like naval vessels, one should start the design
process by defining the ship’s systems and later “wrap hulls” around these systems, i.e. start exploring
different ship configurations, combined with the notion that dynamic models of such systems can
effectively be utilized in early ship design. The case study presented in this paper shows the potential
of the suggested approach. The case study concerns a conceptual design study of the propulsion and
electric power generation system for a possible future surface combatant of the Royal Netherlands
Navy. The considered propulsion concepts will be presented in the next section followed by a
component characterisation section and a multi-criteria analysis of the considered propulsion
concepts. Conclusions about the case study will then be drawn, after which future developments
within MOSES-CD will be described. The paper then concludes and initiates a general discussion on
on-board energy system design.
2. Propulsion concepts for future RNLN surface combattant
2.1. Concept introduction
The design requirements that have been set for the next generation of surface combatants, together
with an operational profile that was defined within the case study (based on current RNLN frigates),
led to eight possible propulsion system concepts. These concepts, defining both the components and
the system lay-out, are, Fig.2:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concept 1: CODOG (2 GT, 2 DE, 4 DG) (Benchmark design)
Concept 2: CODOG (1 GT, 2 DE, 4 DG)
Concept 3: CODAD (4 DE, 4 DG)
Concept 4: CODLAG (2 GT, 2 EM, 4 DG)
Concept 5: CODLAG (1 GT, 2 EM, 4 DG)
Concept 6: CODLADAD (4 DE, 2 EM, 3 DG)
Concept 7: CODLADOG (2 GT, 2 DE, 2 EM, 4 DG)
Concept 8: IFEP (2 EM, 4 DG, 1 GT-G)

With GT = gas turbine for propulsion, DE = diesel engine for propulsion, DG = diesel-generator set
for electric power generation, EM = electrical machine for propulsion and GT-G = gas turbinegenerator set for electric power generation. All systems are capable of sailing three main operational
modes: high speed mode, cruise mode and silent speed operational mode. Ideally, one would like to
analyse the performance of these concepts in all three operational modes in a time-domain, but this
was not possible within this case study. In order to compare the eight different concepts, a number of
main assessment criteria are defined:
•
•
•
•

Operational characteristics (capability to fulfil defined mission)
Integration in ship (space and weight requirement)
Availability (amount of uptime, vulnerability)
Costs (initial purchase costs and operational costs)

Each propulsion concept gets a score on each of the assessment criteria by quantifying important
characteristics of the main components of the propulsion concepts. The concept scores on the
assessment criteria make a fair comparison between concepts possible and are the input for a multicriteria analysis. Thus, before such an analysis is possible models need to be derived to describe
component characteristics, which is the topic of the next section.
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Fig.2: Propulsion and electric power generation system concepts
2.2. Estimating performance, weight, size and cost of system components
Each propulsion concept is built up of a number of main components with specific characteristics.
These characteristics need to be quantified to assess the proposed propulsion concepts on the main
criteria. Component characteristics that influence the capabilities as well as the costs of the ship are:
•
•
•
•
•

Power
Weight
Efficiency (fuel costs)
Maintainability
Purchase costs

•
•
•
•

Dimensions
Operating speeds
Signatures
Reliability
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Some of these characteristics are relatively easy to quantify, for others this is harder and the
characterisation of the components for these aspects will be based on more subjective grounds. Also
some of these characteristics, especially purchase costs, are confidential by nature and cannot be
shared quantitatively in this paper.
For the quantifiable characteristics, regression analysis is used to find relations that describe the
characteristic over a large range. Sources for data that are used to find the derived regression functions
are manufacturer’s information (online as well as offline), available data from existing RNLN vessels,
literature like Klein Woud et al. (2003) and Lamb et al. (2003) and in software such as GES by TNO,
Van Vugt (2012).
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the derived relations between specific dimensions of a simple cycle gas
turbine and its rated power. The specific length (l), width (w) and height (h), in meters per megawatt,
of a simple cycle gas turbine can be described by:

Here PB is nominal power [MW]
Another example is the weight of diesel engines, which is strongly related to the nominal speed of the
engine, Fig.4. The specific weight (m) of a diesel engine, in t/MW, can be described by:
Here N is the nominal speed [rpm].

Fig. 3: Specific dimensions of gas turbines as
function of power

Fig. 4: Specific weight of diesel engines as
function of rotational speed

Similar relations, describing the above mentioned important component characteristics as function of
power, speed or torque, have been derived for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel engines
Gas turbines
Electrical motors/generators
Gearboxes
Electrical auxiliaries (switchboards, converters)
Propellers
Water jets

A complete overview of component characterisation that has been realised is given in Fig. 5. It is
possible that more fundamental models for describing dimensions of components can be derived,
which would lead to an increase of the accuracy of the models. However, this was not realised yet
within this case study.
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Fig.5: Overview of component characterisation
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2.3. Results: The best solution - a multi-criteria analysis
In order to find the best propulsion concept a multi-criteria analysis is performed. The definition of
what is “best” is subjective; consequently the results presented in this section are subjective as well.
Nevertheless, due to the taken approach, the authors feel the results that are presented here can be
accepted as “best” by many. The earlier introduced main assessment criteria, or parent criteria, are
sub-divided in to child criteria for which each propulsion concept is assigned a score:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manoeuvrability
Signature profile
Redundancy
Number of components
Space consumption
Weight
Fuel capacity
Reliability
Maintainability
Shock-resistance
Initial purchase costs
Annual fuel costs
Annual maintenance costs

The scores of these child criteria are assigned quantitatively, based on the derived component
characteristics models, or qualitatively, compared to the benchmark concept on a relative +++/--scale.
Concept 1, CODOG, serves as the benchmark concept because this is the propulsion system on the
current RNLN frigates. A summary of the concept scores on the assessment criteria is presented in
Fig. 6, these form the input for a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA). The scores on the parent criteria are
calculated by weighing the child criteria with assigned weight factors. The parent criteria are
themselves also weighted and a final aggregate score is calculated which leads to the best solution.
The weight factors are assigned between 1 and 10, where 10 indicates the highest importance. The
hierarchy of this MCA, including the used weight factors, is presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6: Scores of propulsion concepts on child criteria relative to benchmark concept (CODOG)
A TNO tool called TOPSYStem, Wijnmalen (2012), is used to calculate and visualize the results of
the MCA. Within this tool multiple methods exist to calculate aggregate scores. The mixed
concordance method is chosen because this method uses a qualitative concordance method on the
qualitative scores, and a quantitative concordance method on the quantitative scores. The calculated
aggregate scores for the alternative concepts are relative to each other. This matches with the way the
qualitative scores were assigned: scores relative to the benchmark. The concordance methods use a
[-10...10] scale to express the aggregate score. A score 0 means that the weighted positive differences
between that concept and all others, just outweigh the weighted negative differences. A score 10
means that the concept has the best score on every criterion compared to the other concepts, and -10
that the concept has the worst score on every criterion. The aggregate score is a measure for the
overall, relative performance of that concept.
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Fig. 7: Multi-criteria analysis hierarchy
The following results are calculated with the used weight factors and the mixed concordance method:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Concept 5 (1.89)
Concept 4 (1.80)
Concept 8 (0.90)
Concept 7 (0.02)
Concept 6 (-0.16)
Concept 1 (-0.75)
Concept 2 (-1.37)
Concept 3 (-2.33)

Fig. 8: Multi-criteria analysis results.
It is clear that concept 5, closely followed by concept 4, i.e. the CODLAG systems, end up as the best
solutions.
The assigning of qualitative scores and weight factors is a subjective matter. A sensitivity analysis is
performed in TOPSYStem to gain insight in the sensitivity of the final outcome of the MCA on
variation of the scores and assigned weight factors. A stable best solution is more valuable than an
unstable one. The accuracy in assigning the initial weight factors is assumed to be plus/minus 1. The
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accuracy in assigning the qualitative scores on the relative +++/--- scale is assumed to be ±2. Within
these ranges a deviation from the initial value is considered realistic. For the uncertainty in the
quantitative scores different accuracy ranges are used depending on the accuracy of the used models.
The sensitivity analysis yielded “Availability” as the most critical parent criterion. This criterion
requires a change of -1.1 of the weight factor to result in another outcome (Concept 4) of the MCA. A
deviation of -1.1 lays just outside the defined accuracy range, which means that the solution of the
MCA is considered stable with respect to a change in parent criteria weight factors. In Fig.9 a tradeoff sensitivity graph of “Availability” is presented. This graph shows the global weight on the
horizontal axis instead of the local weight. On the vertical access the ranking of the concept is shown,
a ranking of 1 represents the best concept. The white vertical line in the graph shows the assigned
value for the weight factor. Variation of the weight factor will result in sliding of that white line. The
figure clearly shows that relatively little sliding of the white line to the left is necessary for Concept 4
to become the best solution.

Fig. 9: Trade-off sensitivity graph of "Availability" weight factor
The sensitivity analysis of the weight factors of the child criteria resulted in the “Number of
components” being the most critical child criterion, which requires a deviation of -1.4 from the initial
weight factor to result in another outcome. This means that the solution of the MCA is also considered
stable with respect to a change in child criteria.
The sensitivity of the solution with respect to the uncertainty in concept scores, quantitative and
qualitative, within the accuracy ranges results in all cases in a change of outcome. Either an increase
of the concept score of Concept 4 occurs, or a decrease of the concept score of Concept 5 occurs. This
continuously results in another best solution, namely Concept 4 instead of Concept 5. Strictly
speaking this makes the solution of the MCA unstable. However, when concept 4 and 5 are regarded
as one concept, CODLAG, the MCA shows that such a propulsion system represents a very stable
best solution.

2.3. Conclusions from case study
The case study shows the steps that need to be taken before a general conclusion about the best
system design can be reached. First the requirements for the ship and its systems need to be defined as
clearly as possible. Then different system lay-outs need to be set-up, i.e. the different propulsion
concepts, and component characteristics need to be defined. The component characteristics models
derived in the case study are a step in the right direction, but do leave room for improvement.
Together the system lay-out and component characteristics lead to the overall performance
characteristics of the different concepts. A weak point in the presented analysis is that matching of
components was not done systematically for the three operating modes, which may result in deficient
matching for one of the operating modes. Consequently the performance characteristics would be
inferior, but this would be overlooked with the current approach. A simulation in time-domain of the
system concepts would immediately show deficient matching.
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The overall performance characteristics can be assessed using a multiple-criteria analysis for which a
sensitivity analysis should always be performed. The multiple-criteria analysis then finally indicates a
best system design within the framework of utilized models and assigned weight factors.
These steps together form an approach to system design which is expected to be more generally
applicable than only for the design of the propulsion and electric power generation system on board a
surface combatant, as done in the case study. Therefore further research is needed to check the
generality of this approach.

3. Future developments: Model-based Ship Energy System Conceptual Design
(MOSES-CD)
The case study concerns possible propulsion and electric power generation systems of a future RNLN
surface combatant. On a more abstract level such systems can be regarded as on-board energy systems
or, even more abstract, distribution systems. Distribution systems are characterised by having a
network structure, i.e. a topology consisting of nodes and connections, and the fact that they distribute
a commodity. Often this commodity is some form of energy flow, e.g. mechanical power, electrical
power, hydraulic power, chilled water, etc., but in case of an information system it may also be data.
In case of energy distribution systems the nodes are the power suppliers, like engines, generators,
pumps, etc. that provide a generalized effort and flow, and power consumers that utilize the supplied
effort and flow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P = Power
P = Effort · Flow
P = R · vs
P=M·ω
P=U·I
P=p·Q
Q = (cp·∆T) · dm/dt

[W] = [J/s]
[W] = [J/s]
[N] · [m/s] = [J/s]
[Nm] · [rad/s]
= [J/s]
[V] · [A]
= [J/s]
[N/m2] · [m3/s]
= [J/s]
[J/kg] · [kg/s]
= [J/s]

The connections between the nodes are the shafts, cables, pipes etc. Distribution systems may also
contain components for conversion, like gearboxes and electric converters, or storage components,
like batteries. The connected components to distribution systems may be distributed all over the ship,
thereby having a certain effect on possible ship configurations. This is the reason that it was stated in
the introduction that the design of ship’s systems need to be defined before “hulls can be wrapped”
around the systems.
Typical component characteristics are generally a function of the effort and flow variables. For
example, what might be termed as capability charts (or operational characteristics) are usually plots of
effort versus flow, see Fig. 11 and Fig. 10 for examples from Klein Woud et al. (2003,2012).

Fig. 11: Turbocharged diesel engine
operational characteristic

Fig. 10: Centrifugal pump operational characteristic +
load (= pipe flow system)
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Within MOSES-CD, models will be developed to describe important component characteristics, like
the ones that were defined in the case study, as a function of effort and flow variables. The result of
the research should be a more efficient, i.e. less time consuming, and more accurate approach to
energy system design than current approaches. For ship designers this would have the following
advantages:
• Better estimation of dimensions and performance of distribution systems in early stages of ship
design.
• Matching of components and off-design analysis of systems can be performed at earlier stage.
• Better cost estimation: since assessment of system designs in early stages is improved, fewer
alterations of system components will occur at later stages of ship design, resulting in less
deviation from initial cost estimation.
• Models can grow with ship design to full simulation models for voyage simulation in time-domain
or scenario simulation (what-if).
• Testing of controls becomes possible which saves time during trials.
Distribution systems that are under consideration within MOSES-CD are:
•
•
•
•

Propulsion system
Electric power generation and distribution system
HVAC system
Pump – pipe flow systems (chilled water system, cooling water systems, fuel supply, distribution
and cleaning system)
• Mission-specific systems

4. Conclusion
The case study resulted in CODLAG being the most promising concept for the propulsion and electric
power generation system of a future RNLN surface combatant. This is true within the framework of
derived component characteristic models, considered system concepts and assigned weight factors,
but that framework leaves room for improvement. The approach taken is considered more generally
applicable and gives direction to a new research project, MOSES-CD, which is a follow-up to the
research as described in Van Oers (2011).
Challenging aspects of MOSES-CD concern:
•
•
•
•
•

Create more accurate first-principle component characteristic models.
Finding the appropriate scope and level-of-detail of system and component models which can
describe characteristics of distribution systems on board.
Automatically generate distribution system lay-outs.
Finding typical “templates” for the lay-out of the considered distribution systems, similar to
existing “templates” for propulsion systems (e.g. CODOG and CODLAG).
Deriving some general rules for the relation between the design problem at hand and the above
mentioned appropriate scope and level-of-detail of applied models.

The authors feel that the presented case study has proven and, once completed, MOSES-CD will
prove even more that conceptual design of on-board distribution systems is in fact a decisive step in
early stages of ship design, when naval capability of vessels is determined. Any improvement on
design methodology for such systems will ultimately improve the quality of ship design and naval
capability.
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Abstract
The geometric interpolation technique, known as morphing, can be used to produce an infinite
number of ‘intermediate’ forms between two or more parent forms. The forms thus produced take on
the geometrical features of the parents to a varying degree. It has been shown that this technique can
be a powerful design tool for products with complex forms, such as ships. On the other hand, the
geometric extrapolation technique, a derivative of morphing, is a potentially more creative process,
producing forms beyond, but probably exaggerating, the characteristics of the parents. This paper
discusses the use of the interpolation and extrapolation techniques in form design. It illustrates the
potential of these techniques as a powerful tool for the optimisation process of product design.
1. Introduction
Humans profoundly depend on sense of sight for perception of the physical world, and it is known
that the sense of sight is responsible for approximately 90% of our sensory perception. This is one of
the main reasons why external form design is vital to a manufacturing company’s goal of creating
successful products and deriving profit from them. Customers might choose something with
outstanding outward appearance, as long as other things such as price or performance are equal.
In ship construction, there is one more essential reason why excellent ship hull form design is vital.
Unlike other goods such as televisions and mobile phones designed for mass consumer markets, ships
have to be designed to a set of requirements which generally differ from owner to owner. These
requirements include factors such as resistance and ship motion characteristics which are directly
dependent on the hull forms.
For this reason, hull form design has been one of the most important processes in shipbuilding, and
many researchers have studied ways to represent a hull form and generate them relatively quickly.
One of the first approaches tried to define a hull form using principal dimensions, such as length,
breadth, depth and draught, and some non-dimensional form coefficients, such as block coefficient
and prismatic coefficients. This method, known as a coefficient-based modelling method, can be
useful in indicating the outline of the hull shape. For example, a ship with Lpp of 265 m, breadth of
40.3 m, depth of 24.1 m, draught of 14 m and block coefficient of 0.6, would be a post-Panamax ship,
possibly a container carrier. However, these parameters do not provide sufficient information to
generate a unique hull form offset data.
The coefficient-based method has been extended to parametric hull form generation methods which
use more detailed hull form parameters and coefficients, sometimes coupled with geometric curves or
surfaces. For example, Lackenby (1950) attempted systematic variation of hull form by changing
prismatic coefficient curve with some key variables including longitudinal centre of buoyancy,
prismatic coefficient, aft-body prismatic coefficient and fore-body prismatic coefficient. Creutz and
Schubert (1978) proposed an approach for generating B-spline curves with seven control points which
are derived from fourteen form parameters. Kracht (1978) studied the influence of a bulbous bow on
the properties of a ship parametrically, and he used three main hull parameters and six bulbous bow
parameters for bulbous bow design. The numbers of parameters required in these methods are nothing
compared to more modern conventional parametric hull design methods. Abt et al. (2001) presented a
parametric modelling approach to the design of ship hull forms which uses between 30 and about 150
parameters depending on the desired detail of specification. Kim (2004) also attempted to represent
hull forms accurately with parametric methods, and this approach requires more than 15 design
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parameters only for bulbous bow alone. These many parameters can be helpful for representing the
hull forms precisely; however, they will make generating many hull forms slow and, possibly,
awkward to handle with so many numerical parameters to deal with. It is inevitable that some of the
parameters will be in conflict with each other too. This type of method, therefore, cannot be easily
adopted for automatic optimization process which typically requires many alternative designs to be
provided on demand.
In order to solve this problem, a rapid hull form generation method based on geometric interpolation
and extrapolation is presented in this paper. Originally, interpolation and extrapolation are techniques
used to estimate a value within and beyond known values respectively as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1: Example of interpolation and extrapolation
Broadly speaking, experience-based method widely used in many studies can also be said to be one of
the interpolation or extrapolation methods since the results of the method are derived from existing
values. In science and engineering, the interpolation technique has been widely used to analyse a
number of data points obtained from sampling or experimentation. The intermediate values of the
known variables could be found through curve fitting or regression analysis. Extrapolation, on the
other hand, has generally been treated with some caution and avoided if at all possible, particularly
for the range of independent variables too far away from the known data points. However, forecasting
of anything belongs to extrapolation, and its examples include weather forecasting and stock prices
forecasting.
2. Geometric Interpolation
Graphical interpolation technique, known as morphing, can appear to change one object into another
smoothly. It achieves this effect by inserting sufficient numbers of intermediate models between
parent models (the starting and the final models). Recently this technique received a great deal of
attention as it is the main tool that the computer-graphic animators rely on in visual effects work for
computer games and motion pictures. Nevertheless, its application in product design has been very
limited.

(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig.2: Example of image morphing

Fig.2 illustrates an interpolated model (b) generated from two parent models (a) and (c). Once the
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features of the two parent models are made to correspond to each other, a massive number of
interpolated models such as Fig.2(b) can be generated, all ‘between’ the extreme features of the two
parent models. If that the picture of Fig.2(b) is to be defined directly with the feature parameters, the
designer would have to define all of the parameters one by one. For example, size and position of
each feature should be considered while taking regard also of its angle and height-breadth ratio. The
morphing method, on the other hand, is much simpler and very effective in certain circumstances. It is
possible to define an infinite number of forms interpolated from two parent models with only one
morphing parameter t. The linear morphing can be conducted by the simple equation as follows:
M (t ) = (1 − t ) ⋅ P0 + t ⋅ P1 ,

t ∈ [0,1]

(1)

M (t ) is the generated model, and P0 and P1 designate the first and second parent models respectively.
The model at t = 0 is equivalent to the first parent model (i.e. M (0) = P0 ), and the model at t = 1 is
equivalent to the second parent model ( M (1) = P1 ). When the morphing parameter t is close to zero,
the generated model M (t ) is close to the first parent model P0 ; conversely, when t is close to one, the
generated model M (t ) is close to the second parent model P1 .

Since morphing generates interpolated models from existing parent models, this idea can be applied
to product design where intermediate models between two existing, but possibly extreme, forms at the
boundary of feasible solution domain. The simplicity in defining models of high geometrical
complexity of this method may allow the algorithm to be easily associated with other programs for
numerical performance analyses.
Before the word morphing came into the general use, transformations of object, which can be said as
the forebear of the morphing, had been studied since the early days of computer graphics. One of the
first work in this field was conducted by Sutherland (1963). He developed a graphical communication
system, called Sketchpad, a revolutionary computer program widely considered to be the ancestor of
the modern computer-aided design (CAD) programs. The users of the program could draw, as well as
deform and transform, objects on a computer screen with a light pen.
The CAD programs required mathematical methods of defining and generating lines and surfaces.
Coons (1967) introduced a new approach to form a surface which uses boundary curves, instead of
just corner points to interpolate the surface. Bézier (1978) developed a free form curve generation
technique which has Bernstein polynomial basis while working as an engineer at the car manufacturer
Renault. These ideas allow constructions of models which are amenable to deformation. Kawaguchi
(1982) conducted a morphological study of the forms of nature mathematically, and he introduced a
method of creating these forms such as shells, horns and spiral plants automatically. This research
carries some significance to morphing technique since the word morphing originates from the word
metamorphosis which means a transformation of an insect or an amphibian from an immature form or
a larva to an adult form in distinct stages. Kent et al. (1991, 1992) is one of the first researchers who
extended 2D transformation method to 3D surface morphing technique by merging the topological
structures of a pair of 3D polyhedral models into a common vertex/edge/face network. Hsiao and Liu
(2002) attempted to apply morphing technique to substantial 3D models of a product through LCD
monitor design, and Kang and Lee (2009, 2010) applied mesh-based morphing to rapid generation of
ship hull forms.
3. Geometric Extrapolation
Although the extrapolation technique has been applied to product design even more seldom than the
morphing technique, this technique has a potential to produce more creative forms from existing
models. Chen and Parent (1989) presented a transformation algorithm for 2D planar contours to
identify trends of forms and to simulate the generation of ideas in creative design process. Since the
3D objects of this method are represented by the integration of planar contours, there is a limitation in
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the transformation of 3D objects. However, this was one of the first publications on extrapolation
techniques in industrial design. Fig.3 illustrates an example of predicting trends of a car model on the
basis of the 1979 and 1983 models performed by Chen and Parent.

Fig.3: Group of shapes extrapolated from the 1979 and 1983 Honda Civics, Chen and Parent (1989)
The linear extrapolation can be also conducted by the equation (1) used for morphing technique by
simply allowing the parameter t to go beyond the bounds of from 0 to 1. Thus, the extrapolating
parameter t can take on values such as -1, -2.5, 3.141 or 10. This means that the extrapolated forms
will be outside the bounds formed by two extreme forms, possibly making the process quite creative.
However, if the two parent forms are at the boundary of the feasible design domain, the extrapolated
forms may prove to be infeasible.
4. Geometric Interpolation and Extrapolation of 3D Surface Meshes
Most of the objects found in the real world are 3D shapes, and many of them can be represented
through defining their surfaces, for example car exterior and ship hull shapes. A surface in turn can be
approximated by a collection of vertices, edges and polygonal faces such as triangles or quadrangles.
This method of representation is in widespread use for modelling an object, and it is called a
polygonal mesh, or, simply, mesh. In this study, a triangular mesh is used to model 3D hull forms
since it allows handling of the mesh structures to be simpler, especially for mesh merging process
which will be discussed later.
Before the geometric interpolation and extrapolation of 3D polygonal meshes can be performed, some
groundwork is usually necessary. Since it is unusual for two parent model meshes to have an identical
mesh structure, it is usually necessary to establish a proper correspondence between the vertices of
the two parent forms. This process of synchronizing the meshes is one of the most important and
difficult problems in surface interpolation and extrapolation, and two methods can be employed in
this task: one based on merging the two meshes and the other based on creating an entirely new mesh
structure. Since handling mesh structures in 3D directly is complex and cumbersome, both merging
and regularising methods require the parent models to be parameterised onto a common plane domain
in the first place. Strictly speaking, therefore, what are regularized or merged are 2D parameterised
meshes rather than the 3D original parent models. The merged or regularised meshes are then remapped onto the original parent models, and the task of interpolation or extrapolation can begin.
4.1. Merging
Merging method has been mostly used for establishing correspondences between vertices of the
models as a first step in a 3D morphing process. One of the first studies on the 3D surface morphing
was discussed by Kent et al. (1991,1992), and they introduced the merging method for the
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correspondences. They merged two different mesh structures using a projection on a circle or a
sphere, and this allows transformations from one object to another to be easily computed by
interpolating between corresponding vertex positions.

Fig.4: An example of mesh-merging procedure
Fig.4 shows an example of the procedure of merging parameterised meshes. Fig.4(a) and (b) are
parent models parameterised to a common polygon. Thus they share a same boundary ABCD in (a),
or ABCDE in (b) while the first parent model has internal edge AC and the other model has internal
edges BD and BE as shown in (c). When the parameterised meshes (a) and (b) are made to overlap
each other for merging the two meshes, new sets of vertices, edges and faces should be established.
For boundary, to begin with, the new set of vertices and edges can be taken from the same ones of the
second parent model (b) rather than the first one (a), since the boundary of (c) is identical to the
boundary of (b). Merging internal mesh elements requires some additional considerations. As shown
in (c), the crossed edges create new vertices (F and G) which are from the intersection of edges AC
and BD, and edges AC and BE respectively. These newly generated vertices should be added to the
new set of vertices, and the new vertex set of Fig.4 will now be {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}. In addition, the
intersected edges AC, BD and BE cannot be allowed to remain in the new edge set since they are split
by the newly added vertices F and G. The split edges should be added in their stead to the new edge
set, and the edge set of Fig.4 will be {AB, BC, CD, DE, EA, AG, GF, FC, BG, GE, BF, FD}. Like
split edges, faces ABC and ACD of (a) and faces ABE, BDE and BCD will also be split by edges of
other model as shown in (c). If non-triangular faces arising from merging two meshes are found, the
face should be split into triangular faces as shown in (d). So, edge GD should be added to the new
edge set, and the new face set of Fig.4 will be {ABG, BFG, BCF, FCD, GFD, GDE, GEA}.

Fig.5: Overview of mesh-merging algorithm used for the hull form
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Fig.5 illustrates the outline of the merging method of synchronising the parent hull form meshes. Two
original parent model meshes are parameterised onto a planar domain separately, and the
parameterised meshes are merged to a common mesh. Finally, the 2D merged mesh is re-mapped to
the original 3D surface. Since both re-meshed meshes have the same mesh structure, correspondence
between the vertices of the parent models is assured. Since the merging method tends to preserve the
original mesh structures, the newly generated surface retains largely the same shape as the original
model.
4.2. Regularising
In computer graphics, regularising method is usually mentioned in connection with mesh quality. In
other words, this method is often used in order to obtain better definition (and thus better numerical
results from computational tools such as CFD) rather than to solve the synchronisation problems.
Nevertheless, when the parent models are regularised to identically structured meshes, the vertices of
the two models can be made to correspond to each other. Thus, the regularisation method can be
useful for mesh synchronization too. In addition, the regularising method would be especially suitable
for multi-object morphing (with more than two parent models), since this method provides a single
common mesh structure unlike the merging method. The regularising method is also more attractive
from the viewpoint of data preparation, and the resulting mesh structure is more useful for
computational programs as discussed above.
In a similar reason and manner to the merging method, the original meshes need to be mapped onto a
2D plane. Since regularised triangular meshes can be generated more easily from a triangular patch, a
triangle is selected as a 2D parameterisation domain in this study. Regularisation is conducted by
repeatedly bisecting each edge of the mesh elements, starting with the 2D plane borders.

Fig.6: An example of mesh-regularising procedure
Fig.6 illustrates an example of triangular mesh-regularising procedure. Fig.6(a) is the parameterised
mesh mapped from original 3D surface. The border of the parameterised mesh shown in (b) can be
divided into 4 triangles by bisecting each edge and connecting the bisecting points. Each triangle is
then divided further into 4 triangles and so on. In this way, after ith repetition, 4i (i = 1, 2, 3, …)
regularised triangles are yielded as shown in (c) and (d). The original parameterised mesh (a) and the
regularised triangular mesh are then superimposed on the same 2D domain triangle as shown in (e).
The vertices of the regularised triangles can be represented with barycentric coordinates of
parameterised mesh using a point set P = (ζk, ξk) (k = 1, 2, 3, …). A vertex of the regularised mesh r0
can be represented with surrounding parameterised facet △ p1 p2 p3:

r0 = α ⋅ p1 + β ⋅ p 2 + (1 − α − β ) ⋅ p 3

(2)

α and β are the weighting factors respecting p1 and p2 in △ p1 p2 p3.
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Fig.7: Overview of mesh-merging algorithm used for the hull form
Fig.7 illustrates the outline of the regularising method of preparing the hull form meshes. Two
original parent model meshes are parameterised into a triangular domain respectively, and the
parameterised meshes are regularised with the method described above. Using the same barycentric
coordinates with a vertex set S = (xk, yk, zk) of the 3D surface, the regularised mesh can be mapped
back onto the 3D surface. More detailed algorithms of both methods can be found in Kang and Lee
(2010) and Kang (2011).
4.3. Application of geometric interpolation and extrapolation to hull form generation
The two original meshes, which were originally of different structures have now been made to
correspond to each other so that they have the same number of faces, edges and vertices using
merging or regularising method described above. With the synchronization thus achieved, the
geometric interpolation and extrapolation can proceed.
Fig.8 shows an example of models generated by interpolating and extrapolating through merging
method. Here, a container carrier and a VLCC are chosen as the first and second parent models
respectively. Thus, model at t = 0.0 is equivalent to the container carrier, and the model at t = 1.0 is
equivalent to the VLCC. In Fig.8, the results of interpolation and extrapolation are shown with the
transformation parameter t at the interval of 0.2 and 0.1 respectively.
As shown in Fig.9, the interpolation and extrapolation can be carried out even with parent forms very
different to each other. A mono hull and a catamaran hull forms are used as parent models, and
regularising method has been used for this study. The same intervals of the parameter are applied for
the result of the transformation in Fig.9.
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Fig.8: Models generated from geometric interpolation and extrapolation with a container carrier and a
VLCC through merging method
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Fig.9: Models generated from geometric interpolation and extrapolation with a mono hull and a
catamaran hull through regularising method
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5. Concludions
The possibility of using geometric interpolation and extrapolation in hull form design has been
explored in this paper. Geometric interpolation technique has been found to be very useful in
producing numerous feasible models for automatic or semi-automatic optimisation process in design.
The forms which can be expected from interpolation are reasonably predictable as they inherit the
characteristics of the parents in varying degree. It is true, on the other hand, that such predictability
can be viewed as a weakness in design creativity. Extrapolation technique could compensate for such
weakness by producing forms beyond the characteristics of the parent models.
These transformation techniques do not necessarily require many parameters, and it is possible to
define a hull form from two parent models with only one parameter. Thus, the geometric interpolation
and extrapolation techniques are able to produce models ready for analysis on demand. The potential
of such techniques could not be thoroughly investigated thoroughly in this work, but it appears that
such work may be worth pursuing.
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Abstract
This paper studies the need for integrated CAD-PLM tools for shipbuilding industry by analyzing the
expected software features in implementing various productivity improvement methodologies. These
methodologies are forcing the shipyards to look for the CAD solutions that support interoperability of
the digital systems for seamless data transfer. Each of these methodologies is detailed out with an
example identifying yard’s need and expected feature in the software. Requirements of the complete
data portability through CAD integrations has compelled the developers to come together for providing efficient solution for sharing the data. One of the approaches indicating use of integrated 3D
CAD-PLM with general purpose CAD software during entire process of shipbuilding focusing on
various integrations for productivity improvements is illustrated in the paper. Paper details out the
various factors to be considered by Software Developers as their standard offerings and enhancement
plans.
1. Introduction - Need for integrated CAD-PLM tools
Post computerization era, 3D CAD became very popular due to development of solid modelling software on higher computer platforms, thereafter on the personal computers in late 70s and early 80s.
Aircraft Industries and Automobile companies were the first users of so called “high end application”
in early 80s. Shipbuilding Industry was bit a late entrant in this field to accept and use this technology
in early 90s. So, many CAD applications were then developed with the requirements of aircraft and
automobile industry. Of late, large numbers of shipbuilding specific software are being launched to
attract ship builders to use the industry domain software.
A ship is a congregation of a complex form of the subassemblies, assemblies, materials and the systems. It has millions of parts and thousands of processes to deal with. During the lifecycle of the shipbuilding, a lot of data -in the form of drawings, design calculations, work instructions, change management documents, inventory management, FAT reports and exploitation documents etc- gets generated and is required to be managed properly for its effective utilization and retrieval so as to support
the ship till disposal.
The average time for manufacturing a ship with ready design till handing over to customer, is between
2-3 years for small sized ships, to 4-5 years for high end war ships. The ship remains in the operation
for next 25-30 years till it is decommissioned or disposed off. Further, because of high investment
cost and maintenance requirement at regular intervals, ship has to undergo multiple time short, medium and long refits. So most of above said data is actually required for the smooth operation and
maintenance of the installed equipment and systems.
3D CAD – PLM software tools are developed to manage this huge data in an effective and efficient
way. 3D CAD application helps in generating 3D models; computes and analyses the data which is
required in finalization of the design. System schematic linked 3D model ensures compliance of design intent and system requirement during modelling so the designer is assisted with the system
checks on concurrent mode. PLM is used to integrate products, processes and people of the organization on a single platform, resulting in finalization of the bill of materials and production drawings
through workflow.
Software is required in various stages of design phases starting from contract design through concept
design to the detailed design towards finalization of production drawings and material lists. Hull form
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finalization, powering and resistance calculations, Intact and Damage stability, seakeeping and manoeuvrability, piping flow and stress calculations, Finite Element analysis, structural loads, electrical
circuits, power generation & distribution, EMI/EMC calculations, Class rule conformance etc. are
some of design related work which every shipyard or design agency has to deal with. CAD-PLM integration helps to capture this intensive work as a knowledge database which can be reused for the follow-on projects.
Virtual Reality (VR) provides immersive visualization with enhanced 3D perceptions when used with
data glove, head mounted displays and tracking system. With the help of these high end gadgets, human-machine interface (HMI) is possible where objects in the model can be manipulated e.g. the
valve in the piping system can be checked for accessibility with the help of data glove and the user
can relocate to a comfortable position, Jones et al. (2006). Movement of parts with associated linkages can be studied for optimization. Layout spaces in a congested compartment can be improved for
better ergonomics. Operators of the ship can participate during VR reviews and provide comments
which can avoid rework at a later stage, Nedess et al. (2005) Shipyard workmen can be trained to
carry out critical assemblies in a simulated environment. VR integration provides seamless transfer of
the models from CAD software. Post design review, commented models can be brought into native
CAD software.
Organisations have implemented ERP tools for materials inventory management, production planning
and resource management. All the procurement costs and manufacturing costs are booked in single
platform of ERP. The project management software allow to use latest tools of project management
through theory of constraint (TOC) which enable organization to focus on critical chains consuming
highest buffer. Allocation of resources on the most penetrating tasks helps them to contain delays.
CAD-PLM tools can be integrated with ERP and project management solutions. With ERP integration, bill of material data can flow seamlessly to ERP software for decisions on “Make or Buy” considering cost estimate and shop loading. The project plans are prepared in project management software with details of activity schedule and resource mapping. Each activity has a start date and end
date, which is fed to PLM software for visibility to the buyer on “When item is required”.
Computer aided manufacturing (CAM) techniques are the automations, the organizations have implemented for productivity improvements. CAM tools adopt the yard’s existing infrastructure considering the construction norms and methodologies. Automatic cutting of nested plates, pipe bending on
CNC machines, use of robotics in welding, blasting and painting, laser marking, laser scanning, and
laser metrology are usage of some of the CAM applications. Integration with CAD-PLM will help
organizations to reduce manual errors in setting up of items, complex cutting, 3D bending etc with
reduction in rejections or rework thus improving the through put of the organisation, Staebler and
Grau (2003).
Individually, each of the software has its own utility and can function very well in a standalone and
independent mode. However in the integrated mode of working across software, there are still limitations in meeting organization requirements.
This paper brings out the requirements of shipbuilders during shipbuilding process for getting the
benefits of tightly linked and fully integrated CAD-PLM tools. The paper focuses on the expected
developments by software developer in meeting these requirements of shipbuilding industry.
2. Requirements of Shipbuilding Industry
In order to build the better and efficient ships faster than ever and also to meet the specific needs of
customer, ship industry are increasingly adopting better, more efficient methodologies. Customer requirements for software are:
a. Design for Production / Modular Design
b. Design anywhere- built anywhere (DABA)
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c. Interactive Design
d. Integrated Virtual Reality
e. Design and Construction Norms in 3D
2.1 Design for Production / Modular Design
Design for production principle (DFP) is deployed in various shipbuilding companies to meet its own
requirements. DFP mainly focuses on incorporating shipyards infrastructure (with its limitations/ constraints) and yard practices, minimizing the number and type of components, and streamlining yard’s
operations, Larkins (2010). Size of blasting and painting bay can put restrictions on size of block being manufactured, so is the crane handling capacity. Piping spool size is decided by CNC pipe bending machine capacity or size of chemical cleaning tank. Modular Design is in one sense an extension
of DFP principle as it completely supports modular construction. Aggregation of group of structures
with equipment and associated piping is smaller level of modularity. Self supported and stiffened
Deck installed with penetrations and foundations; equipment fit-out, installation of pipe and cable
routes is the higher level of modularity, Fig.1. Fully outfitted Section or small block (within transportation / handling capacity constraints) could be the highest level of modularity.
CAD tools shall fully support DFP principles by allowing / warning designers to select part types /
materials / pipe routes to take care of the existing infrastructure and facilities of the yard. For example
while routing pipe in a closed area or in a compartment of ship, 3D bends in pipe shall correspond to
the jigs and fixture or the tooling required on CNC pipe bending machine so that there will be minimum setup of fixtures, thus reducing large amount of idle time on machine. Another example could
be distance between longitudinal or transverse seams of a shell, which shall be taken into account by
considering rolling machine width and tonnage of plate handled by the rolling / bending machine. In
modelling stage, 3D modelling software shall prompt user if inadvertently he has selected different
plate size or 3D bend where not manageable in the existing yard’s facilities. 3D modelling software
along with PLM shall support all levels of modularity as mentioned above.
This level of automation will aid de-skilling of certain level of designers where mundane jobs can be
done by software without putting stress on the engineer, who would then be able to concentrate on
better planning of the job or other priority work which the organization wants to act upon.

Fig 1: Deck level modularity in a ships compartment
2.2 Design-Anywhere, Build-Anywhere
Globally, many leading shipyards are increasingly adopting “Design-Anywhere Build-Anywhere”
model. In the long gestation cycle of shipbuilding, major activities such as designing, structural assembly, outfitting and then launching are undertaken at discrete and geographically different locations
due to constraints of availability of trained and skilled engineers at particular location or infrastructure
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requirements at another one. However these activities are required to be synergized seamlessly with
aid of software tools.
Design and Engineering of ship structures and outfitting is required to be undertaken where it is possible to get skilled CAD engineers, Technologists, naval architects and IT professionals, who are
trained in ship design and shipbuilding aspects as per yard requirements. Manufacturing of large sized
structures is required to be done in the sophisticated workshops having enough capacity for assembly.
While integration of all structures including outfitting to form complete ship can be undertaken where
facilities for pipe bending, system testing, flushing out and launching are available. “AIP Plug Insertion” for conventional submarines is one of the examples where manufacturing of Plug is subcontracted to a supplier who is expert in this area. Integration with main block of submarine then takes
place at the shipyard. Apart from design & manufacturing team of an organisation, there could be
multiple stakeholders, which are discreetly located and are required access / transact with design data
online. They are customers (for concurrence of concept design or validation of design changes), suppliers (for providing latest data /models on equipment being supplied), and Classification authorities
(for validation of design as per class rules). See Fig 2 for illustration.
Transacting large amount of data online to various stakeholders for improving co-operation, quality of
secured data and speed, requires optimization of data, processes and communication methodology.
Speedy and transparent communication is the key to the effective global business in shipbuilding industry. Shipbuilding industry shall adopt interoperability standards among shipyards, customers, designers and suppliers by connecting digital systems through open standards for digital product data
exchange and collaboration, Wanner and Neumann (2003).
3D modelling and PLM tools shall be able to cope with large amounts of graphical data being exchanged over internet or organization’s WAN. Latest and correct data shall be made available online
for concurrent and collaborative way of working. Many leading software tools can convert solid models into light sized files, e.g. the JT format for NX models or 3DXML format for CATIA models.
However, the large sized models of populated compartment pose limitations on viewing online despite of the converted light formats. Security of data, another important requirement of an organization for protection of its Intellectual Property (IP), can also pose limitations for the way data is transacted online. Integration of activities across various sites for concurrent working requires high discipline and requires effective and transparent communication. Secure collaboration shall address concerns about protection of intellectual property (WHAT), controlled access (WHO) and Configuration
process (HOW), Alonso et al. (2007), www.ptc.com/WCMS/files/86878/en/4119_IPD_WP_EN.pdf

Fig 2: Scenario for multi-site and agency collaboration
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2.3 Interactive Design
Shipyard’s knowledge management platform is formed on the basic 3D modelling software, which
provides detailed information about interference-free outfitting layouts, hierarchical BOM, production
drawings, etc. However this general purpose 3D modelling software is not always the best in class for
providing basic design capability. The requirement for the integration of design software and CAD
tool certainly exists as many global shipyards have adopted different software for design, while their
basic CAD platform could be different. For example, Yantai Raffles has HARP for flow analysis and
ABAQUS for finite element analysis, while CATIA is their basic 3D modelling and CAD platform.
Interactive Design is a process where model data flows from basic 3D modelling software to design
software seamlessly and processed or modified data, post completion of design activity, is brought
again into basic software.
For instance, CATIA or UGNX can be basic platform for 3D modelling of all structure and outfitting;
however Pipenet /CAEpipe is used for carrying out flow analysis or induced stress calculations of the
piping systems. Similarly NAPA or PARAMARINE is generally accepted standalone software for
design of hull form including power, resistance and stability calculations.
The scenario for data portability could be as explained further, Fig.3. 3D modelling process is commenced, let’s say, in CATIA based on existing hull form. This data is then imported in NAPA or PARAMARINE for optimization / finalization of the hull form. Post processing in design software,
modified hull form is brought in CATIA again. Further modelling including stiffeners, bulkheads, and
decks is carried out in CAD software to generate structural BOM. At any point of time, if Deck design
or Tank design is required to be iterated, all required data such as profile of deck or tank, thickness of
plating or material can flow seamlessly into design software. Results, post processing in design software, are brought into CAD software for modifications of part details. Similarly Classification Rules
for structure can be applied and confirmed based on 3D modelling data.
Today there are limitations on the data portability between software. Although many software developers claim that they can take data from other software or they can be provide data in CAD neutral
form, it is still a weak argument when it comes to practical use. Lot of work needs to be done to have
seamless data portability.

Fig 3: Interactive design – Seamless interface with design software
2.4 Integrated Virtual Reality
For complex marine platforms calling for optimum layouts and efficient space management of large
number of engineering and electrical systems, only 3D modelling does not fulfill designers’ requirements. The visualization technology has to be improved to provide optimum utilization of the 3D
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model. Virtual Reality, which represents the top end of the visualization spectrum, provides immersive visualization with the enhanced three dimensional perceptions.
Integrated VR with 3D modelling software offers advantage for designers to conduct VR sessions
during product development stage without need to convert models into different format and also take
back the changes carried out during VR sessions into basic software, Morais et al. (2011).
Some of the applications for the shipbuilding industry, Doig and Kaeding (2007), Therisien and Mais
(2008), are:
a) Optimum shipping In / out routes for major equipment or piping with 3D bends during construction or in refits
b) Sequencing of the structural and outfitting activities
c) Compartment layout with improved ergonomics and access
d) Study of kinematics of movements of parts with associated linkages
e) Appreciation for the customer about entire ship model and to incorporate in the design phase
before start of the production, Nedess et al. (2005)
f) Superimposing the environmental conditions onto model e.g. different sea states
g) Interfacing special haptic devices (data glove etc.) for manipulating models during review,
Jones et al. (2006)
2.5 Design and Construction Norms in 3D
Yards follow certain design and manufacturing philosophies or norms which are established over the
years of the experience and knowledge. The yard norms are the best practices followed in material
standardisation, design processes and manufacturing feasibility etc. taking care of the yard facilities /
infrastructure built. The class rules established by classification societies are primarily towards safe
operations of the systems & the ships, thus bringing uniformity in design & construction standards.
These design and construction norms are captured in the form of various rules which are checked during design stage by designers as well as production staff in construction stage. Capturing these rules in
the form of the programs ensures compliance of the norms even by inexperienced design engineer.
Some of such outfitting specific rules are enumerated below, although every organization may have
different set of rules:
a) Spacing of pipe from any structure / equipment etc. in constraint areas could be between 1050mm with a consideration towards installation, accessibility etc. Equipment and Pipes of vibro-active systems may have to be located at least 50-100mm away from nearest structure to
avoid hitting due to vibrations during operations.
b) Compatibility of online fitting in terms of nominal bore, no of bolts, bolt hole dia, nominal
pressure as well as materials is required checked for mating flanges / valves etc.
c) Piping supports can be provided at a every distance of 0.6-1.5M along the pipe length depending on size & thickness of pipe. Similarly cable may have to be supported at every 300-500
mm distance with proper support.
CAD Software shall allow organization to capture all such rules in the beginning of the project in the
form of user friendly interface and be able to be performed during design validation stages so that error free models & the drawings extracted thereafter can be provided to the shipyard. Designers are
required to be prompted in case of violation of such a rule. Rules can be performed while routing individual pipe/cable or after population of compartment /areas with a facility to take reports for compilation.
3 Approach for Integrated CAD-PLM solution
Many leading shipyards have adopted 3D CAD-PLM environment for the visualization as well as for
knowledge management, during the product and process development. Multi site collaboration is also
put in place where CAD-PLM environment is synchronized across sites for online data exchange.
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However there is no single platform available which fulfils above mentioned yard requirements in
totality. Also yard has to go through tremendous struggle and spend enormous time in putting these
integrated systems in place. Generally benefit of the CAD integration does not accrue to the organization immediately as the developmental work on CAD goes concurrently with production process.
Shipbuilding specific CAD solutions although provide much of the needed capabilities by shipbuilders such as inbuilt design functionality, hull and outfitting modelling, Drawing extraction, CAM integration, and production assistance; however they come with “Closed Architecture”/ proprietary database structure, making them difficult to customize and integrate with shipyard’s existing system. Further due to highly technical nature, they require specialized training, leading to large time of implementation. Also support from the developer is not prompt and involves higher cost. While general
purpose software lacks the shipbuilding specific domain knowledge and the designer have to depend
on their experience while generating CAD data. These software however are easy to implement and
have alliances with other industry solutions for integrations. The designers /operators also can be
trained in shorter time.
Requirement of CAD integration can be seen from the fact that many leading shipyards have multiple
CAD software which are being used during ship design and construction phase. For example, Hyundai shipyard has implemented Aveva Marine for modelling for structures & outfitting; NAPA for basic ship design; Nastran for structural analysis and Teamcenter as a PLM tools.
There could be multiple scenarios for integrated CAD platform depending on the business requirements, product line where yard is operating, or class of ship to be designed, etc. One of the approaches is illustrated below indicating use of integrated 3D CAD-PLM with general purpose software during entire process of shipbuilding; focusing on various integrations for productivity improvements, Fig.5. In this approach, it is considered that CAD-PLM platform is well integrated with
special purpose software, without having to correct the data (i.e. no data loss) in destination software
post transfer.

Fig. 5: Workflow for CAD integrations during ship design and construction
The process of generation of error free CAD model passing through various integrations is enumerated below:
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Design Process Finalisation of Basic hull form is carried out in ship design software by optimizing
the powering and resistance requirements, intact and damage stability analysis and seakeeping performance estimates as per Classification rules or defence standards in the iterative process. Once the
design is finalized, the hull form transferred in the form of surface model for making detailed hull 3D
model by adding structural elements. Decks and bulkheads are modelled along with stiffeners in CAD
software. They are designed in FEA software for structural calculations and changes as required to
update thickness or stiffeners details are carried out in CAD. Similarly piping and HVAC system is
modelled in CAD software with all details such as pipe materials, diameters, process fluid, temperature, pressure, support details, insulation details. These details are also seamlessly captured in design
software to validate the selected pie material and diameter.
Library Modelling Correct and complete modelling of all library/ catalogue items (such as all type of
engineering and electrical equipment, piping components, cable, pipe and cable supports, fastening
and earthing elements, deck and structural items) is brain and heart of the integrated solution. Library
equipment are modelled with exact profile considering overall dimensions of equipment, details of
footprint and interfacing nozzle capturing connecting pipe diameter, material, end type, medium of
fluid, flow direction as an attributes which are used in populating Part and BOM. All operating and
maintenance areas of equipment are indicated as soft spaces in the model which are considered by the
designer while routing the pipe or cable near to equipment to avoid the soft interference. Weight and
centre of gravity is associated with every library item. 2D symbols are linked to the corresponding 3D
models which help in building engineering and electrical schematics.
System Schematics Generation of 2D schematics is then important activity which represents interconnection between engineering equipment and pipe route with piping components or between electrical equipment and cables to indicate entire system in schematic form; which actually decides the
broad level bill of materials of the system. Schematic is a representation of design intent which informs about how the system should function.
Modelling of Structural Assemblies Structural elements are modelled considering its assembly details, material sizes, production limitations, type of welding joint, manufacturing sequence etc, to extract the product structure with hierarchy. In product structure, 3D Model is linked with its extracted
drawing and individual parts. They are interfaced with design software for validation of design.
System schematic linked Outfitting Modelling This type of 3D modelling for outfitting ensures
part-to-part associativity. Equipment is installed on its foundation considering sufficient space for accommodating pipe routes, zones for accessibility and maintenance and necessary fastening and
earthing elements. Pipes are routed through compartment spaces considering system and layout requirements such as producibility of spools, valve operability, material and size compatibility, suitable
location for pipe supports, minimum number of bends and weld joints. Electrical equipment installation is also driven from Electrical schematics, with a linked information about number of cables terminating along with details of cable diameter, type of cable (whether power or signal), core and termination details. The systematic process ensures the compliance of system schematic with design intent in 3D modelling stage. Tight and bi-directional integration with PLM software generates and updates the bill of material in the system.
Layout Checks in Compartment Once the area or zone of ship’s compartment is populated by all
inventory items, layout is checked for availability of sufficient access space for operation and maintenance of required equipment, fabrication and installation feasibility, shipping in/out routes, etc. This is
followed by complete interference checks to locate hard obstructions having metal to metal contact as
well as soft obstructions where metal is passing though maintenance and operational envelops of
equipment. Also Access and pathways are defined as soft space so that no piping or cabling crosses
ensuring clear passageways.
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Validation of Construction Norms (Rule based design) Programs in CAD Software capturing rules
are executed on complete ship systems or ship compartments to ensure standard shipbuilding norms
such as bend to bend distance, bent to weld distance, gap between hull structure and vibrating pipe,
separation of power and signal cables etc. are followed. “Rule based Design” encompasses the yard’s
existing processes and practices, check for classification rules, general shipbuilding standards, construction feasibility, and safety norms etc. Inbuilt rule guides user to select pipe lengths as per requirements of CNC pipe bending machine or pipe bend radius is selected as per punch/ die of the
bending machine.
Design Reviews in Virtual Reality Post interference and clash analysis and conformance to the
“Rules”, final reviews of compartment layouts are done in virtual reality setup. CAD data is brought
into VR software where with help of mannequin movements, final requirement of accessibility and
passage ways etc. are checked and confirmed again. All the issues such as any valve is not accessible
or view of pressure gauge is obstructed or there is no clear passage to approach tank manhole or
whether welding of the stiffener is difficult due to the constraint area, get discussed and agreed solution is worked out. Post Design reviews as well as suggestion from customer, layout are refined again.
This process ensures fixing of the most of the problems before commencement of production which is
primarily requirement for error free production.
Production Drawing Generation Production drawing with hierarchical BOM and the combined
weight and centre of gravity of an assembly, is extracted from this integrated CAD-PLM suite. CADPLM environment is configured that the BOM is generated automatically. Non graphical parts such
grease, paint material, putty etc are added to complete the BOM. Various views of PLM help to store
and access required data in an efficient way requiring minimal searching. Lifecycle in PLM ensures
controlled release of latest parts, models, drawings and other documents to the production floor in a
secured form. Various reports provide instant information on the state of items in lifecycle, total quantity of the items to be procured, part-child relations (“where-used”), project status etc.
Digital Manufacturing One of major advantage of 3D CAD system is the integration with digital
manufacturing tool, where one can capture all events occurring on the job sequentially. Digital manufacturing tool offers resource modelling, build sequence, production planning and scheduling. All
critical operations can be reviewed much in advance and bottlenecks or constraints if any can be identified and action plan can be prepared for overcoming them. Also man–machine movements in constraint spaces such as ships tanks or machinery compartment or engine room during shipbuilding activity or by operators during operations, can be modelled exactly so that layout can be modified to
ease out these spaces, Okumoto and Hiyoku (2009).
Laser Scanning of equipment/compartment Laser scanning is carried out to confirm that the actual
received equipment is same as that used in the model. Main parameters such as equipment’s foot print
dimensions, nozzle locations, cable entry points, etc are captured. 3D CAD models, thus converted
from scanned objects, are replaced to check effect of such changes on layouts. It can also be deployed
for progressive scanning of compartment as it gets populated, to check deviations during manufacturing / installation. This data can be fed into CAD platform to update models on regular basis, so that
costly rework at a later date can be avoided, Morais et al. (2011).
Robotics Welding process can be automated by use of the welding robots which improves productivity phenomenally, reducing manual errors. Robots can also be programmed by interfacing with basic
CAD software to carry out specific operations such marking, blasting and painting etc.
Wi-Fi Devices The CAD-PLM platform is also available at the shop floor so that the workmen can
access the current data at the click button, making shops a paperless office. Hand held portable electronic devices are used by the supervisors as well as the designated inspection agency to clear the inspection reports online, connected to the main system by Wi-Fi networking.
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Laser Metrology is a productivity improvement tool, which can be used in number of ways. Traditionally ship building industry uses plumb, scales, optical devices for marking main axis and plumb
lines. Yard can adopt the laser technology such as laser trackers, cross liners and line generators to get
high accuracy and repeatability. Laser devices can be interfaced with CAD system for marking and
installing the items by pointing laser to the location onboard as per CAD coordinates.
Project management and ERP PLM platform further integrates with ERP for management of bill of
material – from procurement till issue of the item and with project management software for interfacing the project schedule. In both cases, fully populated product structure is imported into the software.
After software is run for scheduling / production planning, various data (such as vendor details, order
details, status of availability at yard) are fed back to PLM for integrated report.
4 Factors to be considered as by software developers
In order to meet the above said requirements, software shall be flexible and shall have open architecture. The direct & bi-directional integration with other software shall be possible. The data shall be
portable in any software without any loss. The factors those need to be considered are elaborated in
subsequent paragraphs.
4.1

Ease of file handling

The size of total model files for a smaller boat can be few gigabits to 100s of gigabits for the warships, which may become few terabits for a submarine. This is however further increasing at rapid
pace due to level of details being modelled.
Earlier models were only 3D representation of the broad level layout or general assembly of major
and critical equipment. However today, models have a lot of value added information, making them
very intelligent and integrated with enterprise applications. They contain knowledge about design
rules, production capabilities, material, ERP codes, Project management data, associativity with related parts/ assemblies/documents, constraints, lifecycle/workflow stage, soft spaces such as operation
& maintenance spaces, weld configuration so on and so forth. With this level of details the models are
prepared, they are ought to become heavy and sluggish. Software developers shall develop a format of
model file where designers are able to open large size models in fraction of seconds and are able to
carry out basic operations like zoom in/out, pan, kinematics, digital mock-up etc very easily.
The models of one compartment (say machinery room) of conventional submarine having file size of
6 gigabit of CATIA data, it takes 10-15 minutes to open with standard workstation like HP xw6400.
Even these models are converted into light weight format; the size gets reduced to 1.0 GB in “JT”
format or 0.3 GB in “3DXML /SMG” format. Despite of such a low reduction in file size, it takes few
minutes to open the converted models, which may cause frustrations to the users.
4.2 Data Portability
Designers are comfortable working with legacy data, created through legacy systems over the years.
Shipbuilders are therefore forced to maintain this data while working on newer applications. This
brings requirement for transferring data from one system to other. The monolithic CAD system with
proprietary database will not solve the problem, as it comes in the way of international competitive
market, Kruger (2003).
The data portability across software is prevalent in form of CAD neutral formats such STEP, IGES
etc. however even they are not supported by most of the software used in shipbuilding currently,
Whitfield et al. (2003). The most of the inbuilt intelligence such as attributes information, editing features and pipe connection details etc. is lost when a model is converted into CAD neutral form. Data
portability will provide users to open models of any software and format into the software of his
choice. All features like sketcher, parent-child relationships, colour coding, attributes shall get trans222

ferred in the new software and format with intelligence. Table 1 indicates sample study of loss of data
for CATIA model converted into CAD neutral formats.
Table 1: Compatible matrix of CAD neutral formats for CATA models

4.3 Web based applications for concurrent modelling
Organisation’s CAD-PLM platform provides basic architecture for collaboration. Order can be placed
online to overseas suppliers, who can upload equipment models. Post manufacturing of the equipment, as-built models can replace original ones for latest details. This will help in early updating of
layout models and changes in interface details if any. Online proposals for changes/ deviations can be
sent to the customer for comments or approval, who can participate in decision making. Inspection
authorities can control production process as and when they are offered items/assemblies for inspection. Post delivery of ship, entire CAD –PLM data can be packaged and handed over to final customer
for reference. All these activities can happen online with all stakeholders participating concurrently
with control over access of data. Due to distributed workplaces as well as multiple stakeholders, there
is need for a well-defined process for controlling change management for latest and correct information being shared during entire lifecycle of shipbuilding. Getting a final and accurate data accompanied by change-related-documentation (i.e. purpose of change, the cascading effects of change, when
change was accepted, and impact on cost budget and project schedule) is a herculean task and designers have to burn midnight oil for ensuring the same.
Many software developers are providing web based applications. This is welcome step towards enabling organization seamless and boundary less. However further steps are needed to be taken in the
direction of speedy response to other site in terms of availability of latest data and be able to comment/ modify the original data online. This requirement will have to focus on architecture of software,
ability to work in a secured form. Data security, access control with restricted rights, control over illegal data copy, faster response to user query etc. are some of major impediments in implementation of
web based applications. The software shall provide an effective Change Management process that will
avoid costly reworks, allow collaboration, provide transparent & effective communication mechanisms to share and access data to help shipyards to go in for concurrent design and manufacturing for
meeting timelines and budgets.
4.4 Data Security
As global shipyards require transacting huge CAD data over internet to various organizations as stated
above, security of this data is major worry. Some of popular ways of providing security are use of secured WAN or high end firewalls for controlled and restricted access. Although there are tools available to share CAD data in read only mode for collaborative work using conversion software, still the
data carries a lot of organizational information which can pose threat to the organization who is sharing the data.
Cloud computing poses serious challenges to data security - Where is the data actually residing, Is
someone (even service provider) not copying the data, Whether service provider will sell the data , Is
there any IP protection of data, How is backup and recovery plan to restore the data.
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Software should have inbuilt technology to encrypt high end graphical data. Data security is required
at both – file level as well as content level. This will help in enthusing more confidence among users
for web applications.
The simpler and cheaper tools to access CAD images by partners for their appreciation, analysis or
action, are required to be made available where CAD models are not actually converted or accessed.
There is an urgent need to be addressed by the CAD developers to provide the facility of authenticating CAD models with help of digital signature. Software developer should develop a utility (e.g. thru
Macros, API's etc), which if executed will put this signature on the models and the same models can
in turn be checked of the authentication of signature
4.5 Software implementation – Open architecture
Many shipyards have established yard specific practices or methodologies. Software with more efficient and better inbuilt features shall be provided by software developer for meeting these requirements.
Yards would want the software to be deployed very easily without requiring for any customization,
taking care of yard practices. Any customization leads to delays in implementation and makes the
changes in the system further difficult. This also adds lot of load on support and service team of software suppliers.
Software developers shall make the software with “Open Architecture” structure, where anybody can
develop an application to suit one’s need. Open Architecture will help to develop capability to use
several applications together. In addition to this, software shall be configurable easily to meet yard’s
infrastructure limitation and process requirements.
4.6 Hardware Requirements
Although all CAD software companies provide minimum hardware requirements to run their software, such hardware does not always guarantee the user a good performance while working with actual model data. In the past, obtaining better performance was a relatively straightforward process due
to lesser number of CAD integrations and lighter models in view of simple features and minimum
level of details. However as models become complex with number of additional details, multiple
functionalities, requirement for concurrent engineering etc, hardware requirement too becomes more
stringent demanding latest and costly configurations. Many factors like Processor type and Speed,
RAM and Graphic card size etc. of the server as well as workstations play role in satisfactory performance of the models. It is always frustrating for the designers when models for deck area or compartment area take long time while opening/panning/zooming/saving.
There shall be a handshake between the software developers and the hardware manufacturers to provide most efficient and cost effective hardware solution for best performance and both parties should
recommend the configuration of the servers and the workstations considering customer’s needs and
way of working, supporting all methodologies mentioned above during phase of shipbuilding.
The mapping of shipyard requirements vis-à-vis software features is given in following Table 2 denoting “High” for highly essential and “Low” for desired or not must.
Table 2: Shipyard requirements v/s software features
Requirement of Software Features
Shipyard Requirements
Design for Production
DABA
Interactive Design
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Ease of
file handling
Low
High
Low

Data Portability

Web
Based

Concurrent
Engineering

Data
Security

Open Architecture

Low
High
High

Low
High
Low

High
High
High

Low
High
High

High
High
High

Construction Norms
Integrated VR

High
High

Low
High

Low
Low

Low
Low

Low
Low

High
High

5 Conclusion
Although there are many CAD software developer in the fray providing solutions to the shipbuilding
industry, there is no single solution available which integrate with leading design software as well as
legacy systems of the organisation, encompassing through entire lifecycle of shipbuilding. Flexibility
to capture yard’s infrastructure limitations in the form user-friendly features is very much required.
Seamless integration with enterprise applications as well as legacy data and capturing entire ship
building norms on DFP principles as stated earlier are the areas of improvements.
To summarize:
a) More collaborative efforts shall be initiated to bring together the shipyards, customers, suppliers
and partners for development of CAD neutral format. Initiatives such as EUROMIND and Projects by EMSA or EU co-funded such as MARINFO, SEASPRITE, EDIMAR for developing best
practices in digital information exchange will improve supply chain collaboration.
b) Technological investments should be encouraged on development of CAD neutral formats with
better standards and no data losses during data portability, which would help shipyards to become
more flexible.
c) CAD vendors shall form consortiums to improve seamless data transfer across their software. Recent news of joint efforts by Qinetiq & Siemens to integrate PARAMARINE V7 and NX is very
good example to follow.
d) User Friendly features of competitor’s software shall be copied, which will further enhance performance and productivity, leading to healthy competition. E.g. Recording of events in the form
of History which can further manipulated to change the geometry or opening project through log
in case of crashing of software can be few examples for the same.
e) The development of adaptors for connecting various CAD/CAM systems for data interoperability,
would allow more flexibility in the system integration.
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Abstract
This paper describes a framework for capturing and storing knowledge in the form of best
engineering practices. The framework can capture both design rules (in this paper in the form of the
DNV Ship Rule) and generic design processes in form of workflows. Special emphasis has been put on
achieving good performance of the rule executions. Being able to capture and store best practices as
formalised electronic knowledge can provide huge advantages to the shipbuilder and designer
throughout the design process, and from one design to the next. The paper shows how the framework
can be used to optimize the ship weight accounting for rule-based structural constraints.
1. A rule-based approach to capture engineering knowledge
1.1 Design knowledge and design patterns
Brachman (2004) defines knowledge representation or knowledge base as follows: “An electronic
knowledge representation is a dynamic, IT-based and machine interpretable representation of an
information base for a known and agreed-upon domain of intercourse that reflects relevant knowledge
about the problem at hand. The information base consists of a collection of symbolic structures
representing the system’s beliefs that are used for reasoning during operation.”
Three characteristics elements can be identified:
•
•
•

Symbolic or formal structures are used to represent knowledge.
The representation is grounded on conditioned beliefs (rules).
Reasoning is performed by inferring new information from existing information using this
knowledge.

The application of knowledge in an IT system requires explicit knowledge. In engineering, a definite
reproducibility and traceability is required. Heuristic or case-based systems are not applicable, as their
underlying concepts of self-learning and heuristic approaches cannot guarantee an absolute
reproducibility and traceability of the reasoning performed. Therefore, only constraint- and rule-based
systems are suitable for design problems in the domain of engineering, Zimmermann (2010).
Rules alone are not sufficient to capture naval design knowledge. Design rules need to be combined
with procedural structures or Design Patterns. Design patterns are used to define a sequence of design
tasks. A formalized description of a specific part of the design process can be achieved by combining
workflows with rule-based formulations for the definition of such tasks as building blocks. Hence,
workflows can be used to define solution strategies for design tasks with a clearly defined design
objective.
A design task can consist of multiple atomic so-called Design Activities. A design activity is a
transformation of the state of information by means of a design or problem solving method based on
knowledge of the designer or any other acting entity and reflecting the context of the evolving design.
These activities are executed sequentially or in parallel such that an optimal design is achieved. In
other words - with a design activity, a single design objective should be reached such that all relevant
requirements and constraints given are adhered. During the solution process, i.e. within the execution
of an individual design activity, multiple steps are performed. Design activities are therefore of key
importance for any IT based system that concentrates on design support.
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The design task as performed within the design process in naval architecture is given by a sequence of
individual design activities, Fig.1.

Fig. 1: The naval architect design spiral
The designer usually starts from a candidate solution based on past experience or designs. While not
being a guaranteed valid solution, this solution presents a first approach towards the design problem
given. Here, constraints and requirements given as part of the design context or proposed by other
design activities need to be taken into account. In a following step, this candidate solution is assessed
and the design objective is validated, Fig.1. Also, functional performance as well as the fulfilment of
constraints or requirements is evaluated. If multiple solution concepts are given for a single design
problem, a suitable and valid design is selected from this set in a following operation. Here,
management constraints like cost considerations or ratings representing the performance of the
individual solutions are taken into account.
Since shipyards are not high-volume assembly lines like car manufacturers, it is difficult to find
processes that can be repeated over and over, thousands of times. For every ship design, and for every
variation to an owner’s specification, there are different scenarios to be considered during design and
construction. However, ship yards and designers have best practices and pre-defined workflows that
can be applied to each design. Being able to capture and store best practices as formalised electronic
knowledge can provide huge advantages to the shipbuilder and designer throughout the design
process, and from one design to the next, Cochran (2007). If a shipyard or designer can easily
customize design software to capture best practices and it’s decision making process, it will benefit in
five key ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased ability to capture and embed standard practices (knowledge as an asset)
Increased automation of routine tasks
Improved transparency of decision making processes
Improved design consistency and reduced risks (and costs)
Improved speed of design iterations

1.2 Problem statement
We have looked at the Structure Design activity and how a rule-based design application such as
Nauticus Hull can support a 360-degree solution for design optimization. By a 360-degree solution,
we mean a solution that is able to automate a full evaluation of a parametric design and optimize it
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iteratively based on design criteria specified by the designer fulfilling the design objective. Reaching
such a high degree of automatic design optimization requires relevant design knowledge to be
automatically applied in the design process in order to gain useful, if not optimal, results. Automatic
design optimization therefore requires software that is able to capture a substantial amount of design
knowledge and apply it automatically in ways that are both effective and efficient. Design knowledge
varies in form, ranging from rules to procedures; some of which may already be formalized, while
others are just informal practices, Zimmermann (2010).
A further complicating factor is the high variability in what constitutes relevant design knowledge.
For highly complex and knowledge intensive design domains, such as ship design, rules are regularly
updated; they come from different sources, and even vary between designers. Also, practices change
over time and vary between designers. Catering for both complexity and variability in the knowledge
driving the design process is no simple challenge. Let us summarize the problem at hand as follows:
Table 1: Problem summary
1
2
3
4
5

Engineering knowledge representation: General purpose software utilizing engineering
or design knowledge
Ability to model both procedures and rules
Continuous improvement of knowledge bases, based on local practices
Efficient execution
Effective tools for reviewing, developing and testing knowledge bases. Target audience:
Expert users

There is no single technology that can be applied to meet the problem posed above. It must be met by
applying different technologies, and we will spend the rest of the paper describing what technologies
were chosen and how they were applied.
2. The DNV Rule Framework
2.1 Rule anatomy
A fundamental component of the DNV Rule Framework is the ability to represent knowledge in the
form of rules and use them to infer results, Buchanan and Shortcliffe (1984). Following the principles
of predicate logic, Brachman and Levesque (2004), a rule is a logical statement that, given a set of
input data, evaluates to true or false. It represents a logical relationship between one logical statement
(the premise) and another logical statement (the consequent). The consequent is true if the premise is
true (but not necessarily vice versa). More specifically, a rule can be expressed as a conditional
statement on the general form
if <premise> then <consequent>
In general, several rules may have the same consequent, so if <premise> is false, <consequent> may
still be true if the premise of another rule having the same consequent is true. While the purpose of
consequents is to provide a means of logical separation, the purpose of allowing many rules to have
the same consequent is logical decomposition. Logical separation means the logic involved in
evaluating a logical statement (the consequent) is separated from, and invisible to, the code making
the evaluation. Logical decomposition means that the logic involved in evaluating a consequent may
be decomposed into logically independent units (individual rules). In many cases, this allows logic to
be decomposed into multiple simple and independent rules instead of one complex rule. Here lies both
the usefulness and limitation of rules; rules must be independent of evaluation sequence and therefore
unsuited for representation of procedural knowledge.
Since both premise and consequent are logical statements, it is possible to build logical structures
where the consequent of one rule is part of the premise of other rules. This is called chaining of rules
and represents a way of providing logical separation and decomposition within a set of rules.
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A rule may have side effects in the form of actions, which are executable statements that are executed
at certain points during rule evaluation. There are three types of actions:
-

Pre actions: Actions that are executed each time the rule is evaluated, before the premise is
evaluated.
True actions: Actions that are executed when the rule evaluated to true
False actions: Actions that are executed if the rule evaluated to false

In the DNV Rule Framework, consequents have the same structure as a method of a class; the
consequent has a name and a list of typed arguments. Each argument may either be an input or an
output argument, carrying either input data to the rule or output data from the rule. This similarity is
no coincidence, because when rules are executed, the application invokes rules by invoking a class
method corresponding to a particular consequent.
A rulebase is the basic rule management unit, and is just a collection of rules. Rulebases may be
stored on file, either in XML form or in the form of a JavaScript file.
2.2 Rule evaluation
The DNV Rule Framework supports two different modes of rule evaluation:
• Forward chaining
Forward chaining means iteratively evaluating each rule in a selected rule set on a particular
data set. A rule is said to fire when its condition is true. When one rule fires, it may invoke
changes to the data set, thereby triggering more rules to fire in the next iteration. Forward
chaining could also be denoted data driven rule evaluation, because what drives the
evaluation is the data set and what changes rules make to it during evaluation.
• Backward chaining
Backward chaining, on the other hand, requires the application to make a specific query by
evaluating a particular consequent. This consequent will be defined by one or more rules,
which in turn may be logically chained to other rules. Evaluating a particular consequent
therefore requires subsequent evaluation of rules that are logically chained to it.
The DNV Rule Framework provides means of generating executable code from rules as well as
runtime environments for rule execution. In the context of rule execution, a set of rules, in the form of
one or more rulebases, will be mapped to a class with methods and properties. All methods return a
Boolean value, which is the true outcome of the rule given present data.
Executable code must be generated prior to execution. The way executable code is generated varies
with which runtime environment is chosen. The DNV Rule Framework supports the .NET Common
Language Runtime (CLR) environment with dynamic code generation and execution. This is the
environment that supports dynamic editing and execution of rules. Rules are evaluated with the speed
of compiled code and rules can be tightly integrated with statically compiled code whenever
necessary.
2.3 Rule modelling and testing
We consider rule technology to be a crucial piece in the puzzle, because it can contribute to solve all
the problems listed in Table 1. The final point in this list is related to effective tools for modelling and
testing rules. This tool is an important piece of the DNV Rule Framework that enables expert users to
develop and test rules effectively.
An additional benefit of making the very formulation of rules accessible to domain experts is that it
enables rapid adaption of the design process as new knowledge is acquired.
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2.4 Task Execution Framework
Task models provide a valuable way of representing procedural knowledge that naturally
complements rules. Together, these representations form a comprehensive framework for expressing
design knowledge:
-

-

-

Task model anatomy
Procedural knowledge can be decomposed into units of work, each of which are referred to as a
task. Complex tasks can naturally be decomposed into sub tasks, leading to a decomposition
hierarchy of tasks, a task model. Tasks can be of a generic type, like a sequential task, in which all
sub tasks are executed in sequence, or a fork, in which all sub tasks are run in parallel. A
particular type of task, the rule evaluation task, allows rules to be evaluated, thereby offering a
generic way of integrating rules into the workflow. Tasks may also be application specific. The
expert user is free to compose the task model that fits the problem from a palette of general
purpose and application tasks.
Task execution
The DNV Task Execution framework focuses on tasks that can be executed autonomously
(without user interaction), although tasks involving user interaction may be used. It is primarily a
system for modelling and execution of computational work. A task model is immutable during
execution, i.e. it does not change state during execution. This implies that the same task may
evaluate different data simultaneously. A job is a composition of a task model and a data set
needed for evaluation. The job is an identifiable unit of work that can be submitted to a service for
remote execution.
Task modelling and testing
The DNV Task Execution Framework has extensive support for both task modelling and testing.
It provides a rich graphical modelling and testing environment. More specifically, the test
environment provides the expert user with sophisticated debugging tools that allows him to step
through tasks and rules and inspect data during execution.

3. The DNV Rule Framework applied to ship design
3.1 Introduction
The shipbuilding industry is characterized by complex products, which have to be developed in extremely short time, Krüger (2003). Design activities very early in the design phase have the greatest
influence on the final solution and hence offer very large potential savings, Fig.2.

Fig. 2: Comparison between actual costs and cost level fixed by the design for one RoRo ship and all
six sister ships, Krüger (2003)
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As a Classification Society, DNV develops Structural Rules for commercial ships. Design rules
constitute an important component of the ship structural design process, Fig.3. Designers have
become completely reliant on software tools as design rules have become more and more complex.
This has made design rules become more of a “black box” and less transparent to the designers, Ship
Structure Committee (2007).

Fig. 3: Components of Rule-Based Ship Structural Design, Ship Structure Committee (2007)
The DNV Nauticus Hull software implements the DNV Structure Rules. DNV has taken a new and
innovative approach in implementing ship structure or design rules by introduction of the DNV Rule
Framework. We will describe the concepts of the DNV Rule Framework with application to the ship
domain in the following sections.
The DNV Rule Framework has been implemented in Nauticus Hull in order to separate the DNV
structure rules from the actual application. The DNV Rule Framework offers end users a transparent
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implementation of the design rules in the software. In addition, it gives the expert user an open API
with possibilities to intervene with the rules in completely new ways previously not possible.
3.2 The Nauticus Domain model
Nauticus Hull contains a rich domain model including topology information about how structural
parts relate to each other, and how plates and stiffeners are connected. 360-degree design iterations
require the model to support design changes. During the design phases, the hull form, placement of
compartments and main structures, plate-seams and stiffeners might change. Also scantling changes
will typically be a result of design iterations. An UML description of a sample cross-section model is
shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4: Simplified UML description of the Nauticus cross-section model
3.3 Interface to the ship domain model
It is often necessary for several applications to access the same rule base. This requires a clearly
defined interface between the rules and the different applications. The Rule Framework contains a
Rule Interface Editor for defining these interfaces. The interfaces support enumerators and domain
interface types. A sample interface is shown in Figure 5.
The high level syntax interfaces to the ship domain model in Nauticus enable expert users and rule
experts without programming skills to access and interrogate the domain model.
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Fig. 5: Rule Interface Editor, classes and enumerators
3.4 Rule implementation
The DNV Rule Framework supports the definition, storage and execution of rules. Each rule is
described using compact JavaScript syntax. Several rules can implement the same consequent (or
predicate) and it is the individual rule premise that dictate which rule is actually executed. This way of
defining rules is close to how design rules are expressed in traditional rule books, and represent a
more transparent, maintainable and better way of implementing rules than traditional programming
languages. The relationship between the rules is automatically established by the rule engine based on
the dependencies stated in the premises, Fig.6.
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Fig. 6: Dependencies between rules are automatically established
3.5 Task implementation
The DNV Rule Framework applies the task model to capture procedural design knowledge. The Rule
Framework provides a graphical environment with task palettes where the user can model the
workflow directly using predefined elements. The Rule Framework offer several predefined
constructs like loops, conditions, rule evaluations, user defined procedures in addition to the interfaces
to the domain model described previously. In addition to capturing design knowledge, the task model
is also used to create executable code as described in the previous section. A sample task model or
task diagram is shown in Fig.7.
Rule Editor palette:

Fig. 7: Design Pattern representing part of local requirements for plates
These task diagrams have also proven to be very useful for communicating between software
developers, and also between expert users and developers reducing the barriers of knowledge transfer,
Astrup and Wøien (2006). As such, the Design Patterns combined with the applicable rule-base
constitute Best Engineering Practices or knowledge assets part of an organisation, Astrup and Wøien
(2006).
3.6 Design optimization
A general framework for structural optimization needs to be able to model both constraints and costs
as function of the design variables. A global optimum is then searched for based on the chosen
objective function and the constraints modelled, Fig.8.
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Fig. 8: An optimization framework
3.7 Structural Constraints
Constraints can be taken as linear or non-linear functions, depending either explicitly or implicitly of
the design variables. These constraints are analytical ‘‘translations’’ of the limitations that the user
wants to impose on the design variables themselves or to parameters like displacement, stress,
ultimate strength, etc. Note that these parameters are functions of the design variables, Rigo and
Fleury (2001a). One generally distinguishes between three different types of constraints:
•
•

•

Technological constraints (or side constraints) that provide the upper and lower bounds of the
design variables, for example plate thickness limitations due to corrosion etc.
Geometrical constraints impose relationships between design variables in order to guarantee a
functional, feasible and reliable structure. They are generally based on ‘‘good practice’’ rules
to avoid local strength failures (web or flange buckling, stiffener tripping, etc.), or to
guarantee welding quality and easy access to confined spaces.
Structural constraints represent limit states in order to avoid yielding, buckling, cracks, etc.
and to limit deflection, stress, etc. These constraints are based on solid-mechanics phenomena
and modelled with rational equations. By rational equations, we mean a coherent and
homogeneous group of analysis methods based on physics, solid mechanics, strength and
stability treatises, etc. and that differ from empirical and parametric formulations.

Nauticus Hull implements the following rule-based structural constraints:
•
•
•
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Local requirements to plates and stiffeners
Thickness requirements due to corrosion
Stiffened plate field collapse (Ultimate Limit State)

•
•
•

Fatigue (Fatigue Limit state)
Hull girder collapse (Ultimate Limit State)
Damaged conditions (Accidental Limit State)

It is up to the end user to select the applicable constraints that are part of the design optimization.
3.8 Implementation of optimization methods
Currently the DNV Rule Framework offers two optimization methods, namely the Conjugate Gradient
method and the general purpose Monte Carlo method. The Conjugate Gradient is the fastest and
preferred method if the objective function has only one minimum or maximum. If the objective
function has several local minima or maxima the more general Monte Carlo method has to be used, to
ensure that the global minimum or maximum are found.
4. Example: Weight optimization
The total production costs, as well as the weight, of a ship’s hull are most strongly influenced by the
structural design of the mid-ship portion for most types of commercial ships. Optimization of midship scantlings therefore offers the greatest potential for cost and weight saving, Rahman and Caldwell (1992).
The objective of this example is to demonstrate the capabilities, Fig.9, of the DNV Rule Framework
with application to a simple weight optimization. In this simple example the specific weight in the
mid-ship area is calculated as function of the spacing between the web-frames for a typical shuttle
tanker. The calculations are based on a preliminary rule set under development, so the results should
not be used as a comparison against other rule sets. Minimum thicknesses, local requirements and
buckling criteria are used as structural constraints and drive the solution. The shuttle tanker cross
section and particulars are as shown in Fig.10.

Length between
perpendiculars
Rule length, L
Breadth moulded, B
Depth moulded, D
Draught moulded, T
Block coefficient, Cb

240 m
240
43
21
15
0,888

m
m
m
m

Fig. 9: Shuttle tanker cross-section and particulars
The Conjugate Gradient method is used to minimize the specific weight. The objective function that is
target for the optimization can be expressed as:
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[t/m]
Where:
W(l)
Weight pr. m of ship as function of web frame spacing.
[t/m]
Wweb
Steel weight of typical web frame.
[t]
CSAreaReq Sum of area using required plate thicknesses and area of stiffeners satisfying [cm2]
required section modulus.
l
Spacing between web frames used as span of longitudinal.
[m]
7.8
density of steel
[t/m3]
Table 2: Result of minimising the Objective function using rule-based constraints
CSAreaReq
l
Weight CS/m
WebFram/m
W(l)

66130 69394 72320 74704 76028 77416 78964 82180 88402 96898 100566 114824 244450
3200 3800 4200 4400 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5200 5250 5350 6000
51,6
54,1
56,4
58,3
59,3
60,4
61,6
64,1
68,9
75,6
78,4
89,6 190,7
171,4 144,4 130,6 124,7 121,9 119,2 116,7 114,3 111,9 105,5 104,5 102,5
91,4
223 198,5
187
183 181,2 179,6 178,3 178,4 180,8 181,1 182,9 192,1 282,1

Fig. 10: Lightship steel weight/m ship (t) as function of frame spacing
The result of the weight optimization is shown in Fig.10 and Table 2. A framespacing of 4700 mm
gives the minimum ship weight/m in this example. In order to prove real value to the yard/designer,
the objective functions need to be extended to a least cost objective including including labor and
material costs, Rigo and Fleury (2001b). However, the example demonstrates the strong capabilities
of the DNV Rule Frameowrk to use the Nauticus Hull rule-based cosntraints in an optimization
problem.
5. Future work
5.1 Extending the ship domain model
Variations of the rule parameters it-self are readily available through the Rule Framework interface,
but the Nauticus Hull domain model cannot automatically be updated. This is an extension to the
domain model that will be considered in future work. In addition, work is on-going to interface the
DNV Rule Framework to 3D Computer Assisted Engineering (CAE) environment utilising firstprinciples methods.
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5.2 Cloud computing
Performing automated design optimization, along the lines described above and with a parameter
space of more than one parameter, quickly becomes extremely computational intensive and
impractical, given the limited resources of a single desktop computer. The advent of cloud computing,
however, changes the formerly unattainable solution of multi-parametric design optimization into an
attainable solution and therefore, a big opportunity. The challenges are now of a more practical
character of how to organize the computational work in ways that allow a large array of
computational resources to be used efficiently. A range of security measures need to be taken in order
to guarantee the appropriate level of information protection.
5.3 Rules as a Service
As described above, the DNV Rule Framework is externalized from the application to an extent that it
could be offered as a stand-alone service. A possible next step is to offer it as a cloud service,
accessible to any external application. This service should have two interfaces:
•
•

Rule publishing
Rule execution

The publishing interface allows new versions of a rule set to be published and made available for
execution. The rule execution interface allows published rule sets to be executed.
When publishing a rule set, it must be possible for the publisher to declare its applicability and set
restrictions for use, such as access restrictions. This would enable a designer to publish rule sets that
are only accessible to his company, or only applies to a particular type of designs. Therefore, a direct
effect of this decoupling of the engineering knowledge domain from the application domain and
deploying “rules as a service” is the obvious benefit of enabling continuous improvement of
engineering knowledge.
6. Conclusions
Rule-based systems offer a means to increase automation and standards compliance within the design
stage of detailed ship structural design. Hence, the workload of the engineer is eased such that more
time can be spent on innovative work. Also, series effects can be explored and the design quality can
be improved. Solutions with optimal performance can be achieved. In case of violations of the design
standards, the user is informed accordingly. Therefore, this approach can not only be applied with the
objective of a reduction of design time, but can also be used for quality control.
With the application of a rule-based approach, the development of IT-based design algorithms does
not require actual programming skills but is performed with the rule dialect presented. Hence,
development complexity is reduced as only the logics describing the design standards and not
complete software architecture needs to be formulated. Therefore, rule-development might be
performed by trained engineers, i.e. by the personnel who is directly involved in the design process
and hence most familiar with the design problems and design standards. Also, the reuse design
patterns from one design to another support experience transfer and learning. .
The DNV Rule Framework can capture and store knowledge in the form of best engineering practices.
Being able to capture and store best practices as formalised electronic knowledge can provide huge
advantages to the shipbuilder and designer throughout the design process, and from one design to the
next.
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Abstract
The sea is one of the future sources for energy. The exploration of deep sea resources as oil, gas and
methane fields has begun. The exploitation of these resources will be done using unmanned facilities
in deep sea, which are difficult to be reached by humans. Off shore wind parks and tide plants are
built. The major world trade is handled over sea routes and several big harbors. All this maritime
facilities need to be inspected frequently to detect malfunctions, corrosion and to comply with
regulations. For deep sea applications, due to regular inspection of large areas, security reasons and
cost reduction autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) will be the best choice. For obstacle and
inspection target detection, an imaging-sonar is used. The sonar data is automatically processed with
edge detection and line extraction algorithms to get a simplified environment description, which is
used by the guidance methods presented in this article. This article presents methods using the online
information from the vehicle sensors to guide the vehicle efficient and safely. We show the whole
pipeline from sensor to the control of the vehicle movement and the algorithms developing process
from simulation to the implementation on the vehicle.
1. Introduction
“Underwater inspection is the continuation of the onshore fabrication of a facility through shipment,
installation, to operation. It is first required during installation and then periodically when the facility
is operational,” Bayliss et al. (1990). Generally, it can be said, inspection is the assignment to monitor
the actual state of a machine or construction. With the results of an inspection the maintenance of the
inspected object or its time for replacement can be planned. Regular inspection can detect failures in
an early state, but inspection has its costs. There must be a balance between inspection and
maintenance costs. Safety issues have to be considered during inspection and maintenance.
Inspection objects can be harbors, off shore wind parks, oil and gas pipelines and sea cables for
energy or telecommunication, which are all critical infrastructure. The major world trade is handled
over sea routes and several big harbors, which have to be safe, without any greater damages at the
piers. The foundations of the wind mills in an off shore wind park can be washed out. Small leakages
in pipelines have to be found, also structural deficits in sea cables and pipelines.
Conventionally inspection of underwater structures is done by divers and/or remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs). As example for a ROV used for visual inspection the mini ROVs from SeaBotix and
for an autonomous ship hull inspection the HAUV project, Vaganay et al. (2005,2006) can be named.
To minimize the financial and personnel effort for regular inspections, routine tasks have to be
automatized. The usage of ROVs improves the safety of the operating personnel, but it is limited by
its tethered communication and cannot operate freely such as divers or autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs). An AUV can also reduce the manpower needed for the same work done by a ROV
by around 50% for operating the vehicle and for logistics as mentioned by Kermorgant and Scourzic
(2005).
The vehicle guidance algorithms we present in this paper are primary developed for harbor wall and
ship hull inspections during the project “CView” founded by the German Federal Ministry for
Economics (BMWi) using the vehicle “SeaCat” developed by Atlas Elektronik in Bremen.
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The implementation uses the software framework “ConSys”, Pfuetzenreuter and Renkewitz (2010),
and is useable for different inspection scenarios within simulation and other underwater vehicles, such
as the Fraunhofer AST experimental vehicle “ExAUV”.
2. Vehicle Guidance and Object Inspection System (OIS)
The vehicle guidance system (VGS) is responsible for the autonomous actions during the mission. It
plays an important role besides the inspection sensors for a successful inspection mission. At the
Fraunhofer AST, we use the vehicle Control System “ConSys” on our vehicles and for simulation.
The concept and structure is described in Pfuetzenreuter and Renkewitz (2010). On the AUV
“SeaCat”, the VGS from Atlas Elektronik is used.
The basic VGS functionality, which provides mission planning, waypoint based maneuvering,
obstacle avoidance and sensor activation, is extended with an object inspection module (OIS) to guide
the vehicle during an inspection mission. It interacts with the mission control module, the object
identification module, the autopilot and the control module for the inspection sensor system as shown
in Fig.1.

Fig. 1: VGS software modules overview for inspections
The mission control module activates the OIS module when the vehicle enters the specified inspection
area. After OIS has identified the inspection object in the sonar data, the OIS module gains control
over the vehicle. The inspection task is finished, when track of the inspected object is lost or the
object is fully inspected.
For testing, simulation and greater portability OIS uses the ConSys platform library and inter-module
communication. To communicate with the VGS modules from Atlas Elektronik the OIS uses
communication bridge modules. These can be replaced with other modules for simulation and when
OIS is used only with vehicles operating under ConSys as VGS.
3. Object Representation

Fig. 2: Imaging sonar image for object detection from test basin corner
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Obstacles and the objects which have to be inspected are internally represented as lines by the
guidance system, Fig. 3. The object detection generates these lines using the data from the obstacle
avoidance sonar. The use of this object representation in the inspection guidance algorithms is more
effective than unprocessed sonar images, Fig.2.
A line is described by a contact point PW, which is the nearest point on the wall from the vehicle, and
its north bearing angle αW. The wall contact point PW is defined by the distance db to the current
vehicle position PV and the north bearing angle αb seen from the vehicle, Fig.3.

Fig. 3: Line representation of a wall

4. Control Algorithm
The vehicle guidance can be described as control loop. Fig.4 illustrates this control loop, which we
partitioned in different modules to separate the specific algorithms for every calculation step. The
white boxes in figure 4 are the modules implemented in OIS. The path and waypoint calculation
generates virtual waypoints in the specific inspection distance from the inspected object. The
waypoint controller uses this information and the current vehicle position to calculate the new course
commands, which are submitted to the autopilot to move the vehicle. The modules in Fig.4
correspond to the modules shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 4: Control loop - overview
As mentioned before, we introduced virtual waypoints to guide the vehicle during the inspection.
These points are needed to calculate the course correction for the vehicle to keep the inspection
distance to the inspected object. They are recalculated frequently to adapt the vehicle behavior to the
current situation.

Fig. 5: Virtual waypoint calculation
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The calculation of these virtual target points bases on the line parallel to the inspection object (or
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r

wall) with the point direction equation x = PW + aW , the vehicle position PV and current vehicle

r

course aV as seen in figures 3 and 5. The inspection distance di and the look ahead distance dh to the
next virtual target point are defined in the mission plan data.

r
With this information the virtual target point PT can be calculated with:
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During the wall following, the virtual target point is placed in the direction of the vehicle course. With
the new virtual target point PT, the new vehicle course can be set and submitted to the autopilot
module.
The new vehicle course is the set-point for the autopilot which controls the vehicle movements using
navigation data and as actors the vehicle thrusters.
5. Testing
With the module based implementation of the algorithms and interfaces to the vehicle control
software, all components and algorithms could be tested separately as described in Jacobi and
Rauschenbach (2010).

Figure 6: Mission plan and simulation results
The control algorithms and activation of the object inspection system by mission control was tested
with a simulation environment with vehicle, sensor and VGS simulation. For testing the algorithms
during the implementation, the simulation was executed faster than real-time.
Later, the OIS software module was tested with the VGS from Atlas Elektronik used in the vehicle
“SeaCat”. The main goal of these tests was the interaction with the vehicle specific modules such as
mission control and autopilot. The object detection sensor was simulated in the same way as in the
simulation environment used for the algorithm implementation. The mission plan was defined in the
planning interface of the VGS and executed, Fig.6.
Finally the OIS was tested on the vehicle “SeaCat”, Fig.7, during sea trials with running object
detection and with the complete vehicle behavior such as navigation errors, motion delays etc. During
these sea trials the safety functions like collision avoidance and anti-grounding functionality were also
tested.
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Fig. 7: SeaCat during sea trials
6. Conclusion
The presented approach is based on a simple and robust controller for wall inspection. The control
algorithm uses geometric primitives for the representation of a wall and for the calculation of the
inspection track relative to the wall, which has to be inspected at a specific distance.
The algorithm was continually tested during complete development process. Therefore, the modular
concept of the OIS module was very helpful. The software implementation of the controller could be
used during all test stages, only the modules for interacting with the VGS and for vehicle and sensor
simulation has to be exchanged.
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Abstract
With rising fuel costs and increased environmental awareness in the shipping industry, fuel savings
and emission reduction have become more important. Since fuel consumption can vary significantly,
even in similar legs, detailed analysis and reporting plays an important role in ship operation. To be
able to achieve fuel savings a ship operator needs to know firstly what causes the fuel consumption
and secondly how it can be reduced. Reporting is an important tool in answering both these
questions. Use of smart visualization techniques, models and reference levels enables vessel operators
to gain new insights into their vessels’ performance and helps intelligent decision making. This paper
presents a reporting structure that facilitates such insights. These reports are made possible by a real
time data collection system onboard the vessel.
1. Introduction
With rising fuel costs and increased environmental awareness in the shipping industry, fuel savings
and emission reductions are more important than ever. This is putting vessel operators under pressure
to find new tools and procedures for improving vessel operational efficiency. Using their experience,
captains often have a good view on how the vessel should be operated optimally. However, it is often
the case that two captains with similar experience on same ship hold very different opinions regarding
the optimum settings of the ship in a given situation. Furthermore, humans are not capable of
recognizing small changes in the weather and sea conditions that affect the optimum settings of a ship.
To give captains better tools for operating optimally and the onshore staff better ways of assessing and
improving operational efficiency, the process of data collection and reporting plays an important role.
Procedures for saving fuel have been discussed from a broader view by Hochkirch and Bertram
(2010) where they suggest several measures for operational improvements including designing more
efficient vessels. Hochkirch and Bertram (2010) note that accurate measurements and analysis is
required in order to actually achieve savings. In this paper we also emphasize the importance of data
collection, measurement and analysis in not only confirming the savings but also in changing the
operational culture of operators. The importance of reporting and tools has also been discussed by
Ignatius (2011).
To be able to reduce the amount of fuel used, vessel operators need:
• To understand what affects the energy consumption of the vessel
• Identify the possible measures that can be taken to reduce it
• Formulate a plan of execution
• Execute the plan
• Validate the results
This process has challenges at each stage. Identifying the potential problems requires data collection,
detailed reporting and data analysis from the vessel. Planning the measures after the problems have
been identified requires baselines that can be used for measuring the performance. Execution and
validation also require measurements and key performance indicators (KPI) that can be used to
improve the vessel’s performance.
Solving these problems requires models to decompose and measure different effects impacting vessel
energy consumption. Models for predicting propulsion power usage can be formulated as classical
physical models, data-driven black box models as discussed in Pedersen (2009) or as gray-box models
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as in Leiffson et al. (2008). In this paper, the model used for predicting propulsion power consumption
is a nonlinear regression gray-box model. This type of model has the advantage that the structure of
the partial models is based on physical or empirical models and that the model parameters are fitted
based on actual measured data. This type of gray-box model has been found to predict fuel
consumption more accurately than the purely physical white-box model, Leiffson et al. (2008). Since
the partial models are based on physical knowledge they can be used to simulate and separate
individual components affecting energy consumption.
2. Data collection
Collecting and storing data is essential in order to be able to understand what is happening onboard a
vessel. Typically data collection has been done using noon data and data recording has taken place at
least partially manually. Data collected onboard has traditionally consisted of engine and deck logs,
Carlton (2007). Using automatic data collection system has several advantages over the traditional
method including:
• Reducing human errors
• Enabling more accurate models and analysis with higher frequency data and
• Facilitating the automation of reporting
Onboard data collected from several sources can be transmitted onshore and collected in one database
that can be then used for forming baselines and models for that vessel and others in the fleet.
In addition to the collected vessel data, the database can be accumulated with other data sources such
as weather, temperature or current forecasts or databases providing variables such as depth. Other
information such as vessel characteristic parameters, hull cleaning data and port data can also be
included in the database. The data collection system and data used in this paper is described in the
following section.

Fig. 1: Data collection system and database
2.1. Data collection system
The data presented in this paper has been collected using a data management system onboard several
vessels. The data management system collects measurements from vessel engine and bridge
automation (navigation) as well as accurate inclination sensors installed onboard. The data
management system is sketched in Fig. 1. A list of the most important variables is seen in Table 1.
The data collected onboard vessels is transmitted onshore to a database where it is analyzed and used
for creating reports.
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Source
Engine automation
Navigation
Attitude sensors

Table 1: Variables collected onboard
Variables
shaft power, shaft RPM, shaft torque, shaft pitch,
engine power, engine RPM, fuel flow, stabilizer data,
tank data, rudder angle
GPS location, STW, SOG, heading, route, wind data
Longitudinal and transverse tilt

Sampling frequency
1Hz to 1/20 Hz
1 Hz
16 Hz

3. Models
Vessel resistance and energy consumption can be evaluated using different types of models. Models
can be crudely divided into three types: i) physical models, ii) purely data-driven (black-box) models
and iii) hybrid (gray-box) models using both physical knowledge and data. Typical physical models
include classical physical models, Holtrop and Mennen (1982) and Computational Fluid Mechanics
(CFD) models. Data-driven models include for example artificial neural network models discussed in
Pedersen and Larsen (2009), Petersen et al. (2011). Hybrid models combine the best elements from
both of these approaches, so that physical assumptions can be used together with data to fit the model
as in Leiffson et al. (2008).
The prediction performance of classical physical models is not as good as data-driven models,
Leiffson et al. (2008). CFD-models are accurate but require a lot of computational capacity which
restricts their usage onboard vessels. However, it is possible to pre-calculate optimizations from CFD
models as in Hansen and Freund (2010). Data-driven or hybrid models present a good compromise
between these two ends. The relative usefulness of models depends on their purpose; even simple
models are useful for gaining insight on the data. More complex models can be used for simulating
vessel energy consumption or optimizing operational parameters such as trim.
Data-based and hybrid models require data collected from the vessels. Data used for modelling can be
the traditional ‘noon data’ but for more accurate modelling data collected with higher frequency is
desirable. Petersen and Larsen (2009) found that when using data collected onboard, the prediction
error of their model is less than 2% whereas in the case of a model created using noon data only the
prediction level is around 7%. The accuracy of input data impacts the accuracy of the analysis and
therefore directly determines the extent of effects that can be seen from the data. It is difficult to
determine for example the effect of trim on energy consumption if the model error is around 7%.
The model used in this work for the simulations is a hybrid nonlinear regression model. The model,
called Propulsion Power Decomposition (PPD) model, is described in the next section.
3.1. Propulsion Power Decomposition model
Propulsion Power Decomposition (PPD) model is a nonlinear regression model used to explain ship
propulsion power usage. The model is used for simulating different operating conditions and for
optimizing operational parameters such as trim. The model takes into account the components
affecting vessel resistance and propeller efficiency. The model is a nonlinear regression model, where
the nonlinearities are based on physical knowledge of the effect of different components. The biggest
components affecting vessel fuel consumption are wind, fouling, trim, waves, shallow water, water
temperature, and propeller and engine efficiencies as described in Pedersen and Larsen (2009). The
PPD model includes all these effects except for engine efficiency which is estimated using a separate
model as discussed in Salonen et al. (2012).
The nonlinear regression model is formulated in the following way,
y = α i f i ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x j ) + ε ,

∑

(1)

where y is the vector of dependent variables, x j is the jth vector of independent variables, α i is the
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ith regression coefficient and f i is the ith nonlinear function and ε is the vector of error terms.

Fig. 2: PPD model power prediction with 99 % confidence intervals and wind effect estimate for one
leg.
There are several methods for estimating the regression model parameters. We estimate parameters
using Gibbs sampling with Bayesian formulation of the model. Using Bayesian formulation allows us
to set prior distributions for the parameters and also gives us parameter distributions and confidence
levels in a natural way. The Bayesian formulation of the model is based on the Bayesian formula:

p ( z | θ ) p (θ )
∝ p ( z | θ ) p (θ ) ,
(2)
p( z)
θ is the model parameter space and z = [ y x] is the data. Distribution p ( z | θ ) is called the
p (θ | z ) =

likelihood distribution of the model. The likelihood distribution can be used, for example, for
maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters. Distribution p (θ | z ) is the posterior distribution of
model parameters and it is the distribution used from which to sample the parameters. Formulation of
a Bayesian model probability distributions and parameter estimation is discussed for example in
Gelman et al. (2003) and Bishop (2007).
An example of the nonlinear function used as an independent variable for the model is the nonlinear
wind model (W) that takes the following form
N

W = ∑i =1 tanh(

x − mi 3
)y ,
c

(3)

where x is the wind direction, y the wind speed, N the number of kernels for wind model, mi the
location parameter for the tanh function and c is the scaling parameter.
Using the PPD model, we simulate effects of the most significant components affecting vessel
propulsion energy consumption including wind, waves, fouling, speed profile, trim, squat, list and
stabilizer usage. The effects are simulated by calculating vessel speed and energy consumption with a
zero reference level for each component and then comparing the results with measured energy
consumption. As a result we get a decomposition of the vessel energy consumption that can be
integrated over a certain period of time as in Fig.4. or plotted as time-series as in Fig.2. Fig.2 also
illustrates the PPD model power estimate with 99% confidence intervals. The models of individual
components can also be simulated using the model, an example visualization of a simulated wind
model as function of longitudinal and transverse wind speeds is shown in Fig3.
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Fig. 3: Example of nonlinear wind function effect. The actual measurements are shown as dots.
The combination of changing environmental and operational conditions such as wind, waves, fouling
and trimming is often called sea margin as in Abramowski et al. (2010). Sea margin can be calculated
by simulating sea margin effects on fuel or power consumption. Sea margin describes the other
elements that contribute to a vessel’s energy usage in addition to propelling the vessel. Examples of
calculated sea margin effects are seen in Figs.4 and 5. Sea margin can be further divided into
environmental margin and operational margin. Here environmental margin is defined as the effects of
external conditions that cannot be controlled directly such as wind, sea state and squat. Operational
margin is defined as the effect of conditions that can be controlled such as trim, fouling, list and
stabilizer usage.

Fig. 4: Example of propulsion power decomposition

Fig. 5: Measured speed – power data and
simulated speed – power data where sea
margin has been removed

By removing sea margin, specifically the operational and environmental margins, vessel data becomes
more comparable. Using our PPD model enables the other possible improvements in vessel operation
to be identified and the effects of changing environmental conditions that cannot be directly controlled
to be better understood. This can provide significant insight into route and schedule planning.
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4. Baselines for comparing performance
In order to use collected data for comparing the vessels performance, some kind of reference levels or
baselines are required. Baselines can be formed for a single parameter and for a given level, for
example the weekly propulsion energy consumption for a given vessel. Budget constraint is a typical
baseline, but they could also be used to direct any parameter, such as average speed or trim.
Baselines are closely related to Key Performance Indicators (KPI), which are commonly used to steer
the operations of an organization. The relative deviance from baseline is the simplest form of a KPI. It
is possible to combine several KPIs to reach and aggregate level KPI, e.g. performance with respect to
yearly budget, or even total fleet performance. The following list of the most important characteristics
of good KPIs is adopted from Kumana and Sidhwa (2009):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Direction of movement is consistent with change in performance
Magnitude of movement is consistent with change of performance
Provides actionable information
Can be automated for display and reporting

Baselines are thus essential in planning, as they form budgets and other target measures. In addition,
baselines are useful in monitoring the execution and follow-up, as they help in directing attention
towards relevant parameters, and even assessing how much the operation of a vessel could be
improved. Baselines and KPIs should be designed with the above criteria in mind to make them really
useful.
Traditionally baselines were formed based on expert opinion, which can be useful. However, modern
data processing and analysis techniques allow historical data to be used in modeling and in forming
baselines.

Fig. 6: Example of a baseline (black line) created using historical data from average leg specific
energy consumption for a vessel.
This is a positive development, as relying on the expert opinion alone has obvious limitations. For
example, a fuel budget might only be set on a weekly basis independent of the planned legs due to
limited experience or the availability of expert resources. Using automated data processing, more
accurate leg-specific baselines can easily be reached. A common database also enables combining the
data of several vessels to form the baseline.
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Models are useful, because even allowing for historical data, we remain bound to actual history. If the
vessels in the database have always sailed in suboptimal trim, the budget baseline does not reflect
what can be achieved, but is inflated as a result of the suboptimal behavior. With our PPD model, the
effect of using optimal trim could be simulated, and the baseline could be set to target the optimal
scenario.
It should be noted that historical data and models cannot always replace expert opinion, but when
possible their use should be combined. An expert can screen out automatically generated scenarios
that are practically impossible, and he/she can benefit from the automatic data processing capabilities.
5. Reporting for facilitating decision making
Using the combination of models and baselines formed by data collected from vessels, we can
formulate a reporting and analysis framework that can help operators save fuel. To gain fuel savings
the operators need tools for understanding what is happening onboard a vessel, identifying possible
improvements in operating vessels, planning how to implement improvements, executing
improvements onboard and following how improvements have been implemented. The reporting
process used is presented in Fig. 7. This section presents examples of reports from three different
levels. First we present an optimum speed report, followed by a vessel leg level report and finally we
present a fleet level report.

Fig. 7: Reporting structure using data collection, models and baselines to create reports
5.1. Operational parameter level reporting
In operational parameter reporting we make reports of operational parameters that can be improved.
Typically these operational parameters are trim or speed profile. In Fig. 8 an optimum speed report
shown. The report shows vessel performance on one leg with respect to two different baselines. One
baseline is the constant speed over ground (cSOG) baseline and the other (OSA) is based on speed
profile optimization. Models have been used in the report first to create the optimal speed baseline and
then to simulate energy consumption of the vessel with respect to the baselines. On the leg shown,
vessel would have saved 6.2% of propulsion energy (28 MWh) if it had sailed at optimum speed
profile. The vessel performance with respect to baseline is followed by Rate of Usage (RoU) KPIs. In
the leg shown the vessel RoU was 8.6% which means that the vessel sailed 8.6% of time on optimal
speed profile. Similar reports can be used to improve the operational performance of vessels with
respect to selected operational parameters.
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Fig 8. Optimum Speed Assistant Rate of Usage report
5.2. Leg level reporting
Energy consumption even on the same route varies a lot. For a ship operator it is important to know
how the ship performance varies, and how could this be affected. Visualizing leg data on map can
bring insights on the similarities and differences between the legs. Fig. 9 illustrates four similar legs
visualized on a map with colour indicating the performance with respect to baseline.

Fig.9. Example of leg visualization on a map. Colour indicates leg performance with respect to
baseline that is calculated as the historical average energy consumption for this particular leg.
Another example of leg reporting is shown in Table 2. The table shows the leg report for similar legs.
In the report the energy consumption of each leg has been decomposed into environmental margin
(Env margin), operational margin (Op margin), route (Route) and speed profile (CS) effects. Rest of
leg specific energy differences have been classified as in other-category. Colour indicates the leg
specific performance with respect to baseline which is the average energy consumption of all the legs.
Red colour indicates a 2.5% or greater energy consumption with respect to baseline and green colour
indicates corresponding smaller energy consumption.
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Table 2: Example of leg level report that helps operators understand the changes in environmental
and operational conditions and identify possibilities for improvement

We can observe that the leg specific energy consumption was considerably reduced in April 2011 and
when looking at the different categories, we can identify that the reduction occurred in the operational
margin of the vessel. The cause for this improved operational efficiency can be attributed to the repainting of the vessel which was triggered by the operator following the development of the fouling
condition on this particular vessel.

Fig. 10: Speed Through Water histograms for
legs with good performance (green) and legs with Fig. 11: Leg energy component that is not
poor performance (red). Median speed for legs explained with sea margin as function of leg
average speed. Fit shown for comparison is stw3
with poor performance has been higher.
Even after removing the effects of the varying conditions such as operational and environmental
margins, there are still significant differences in leg specific energy consumption. Fig. 10 shows speed
through water (STW) histogram of 47 similar legs. The colours of the histograms indicate leg
performance with respect to baseline. Here the baseline has been calculated as the average of
historical leg energy consumption. From the histogram we can note, that average speed of a leg has
significant impact on the leg specific energy consumption. The median STW of the legs sailed on
green (good performance) has been 18.7 and 20.2 for the legs sailed on red (poor performance)
correspondingly. A large part of this remaining difference in leg specific energy can be explained by
the leg average speed, Fig. 11. These are some examples of how reporting can be used to understand
what causes the differences in the energy consumption.
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5.3. Fleet level reporting
Operators are often interested in comparing the performance between the vessels. Fig. 12 shows a
fleet level report that compares the performance of 9 vessels from one operator.

Fig. 12: Fleet level comparison report of 9 vessels from one operator
The report contains two efficiency numbers for each vessel. The first efficiency number describes the
energy and distance over ground (DOG) relationship and the second efficiency number describes the
propelling and DOG relationship. Here propelling means vessel energy consumption when sea margin
has been removed. The report also shows environmental, operational and sea margins for each vessel.
The effects of two operational parameters, trim and fouling, are also shown. Vessels are shown in
colour based on distance from the average energy / DOG number. From the report we can note that
the sea margin between vessels varies from 7.3% to 16.2% which means that propelling / DOG is a
better indicator for vessel structural efficiency than energy / DOG. Vessel energy consumption can
change significantly due to bad operational performance. Interestingly, vessel size affects efficiency,
for example vessels 3 and 7 have the worse efficiency that is actually due to their bigger size.

Fig. 13: Examples of Key Performance Indicators for Fleet level comparison
Based on the numbers from the whole fleet, we can formulate KPIs that describe the performance of
the vessels. An example of fleet level KPIs is illustrated in Fig. 13. Baselines can be formulated into
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that can be aggregated to higher level KPIs and used to summarize
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vessel or fleet performance with a single view. In the example shown above, the KPIs have been
formed using environmental margin (Environment) and operational margin (Nautical Execution).
These KPIs have again been aggregated to one KPI indicating the status of the vessel. The KPIs of
several vessels can then be easily compared with a single view as shown in Fig. 13.
6. Conclusions
This paper discussed usage of data, models and baselines for creating reports that can help operators
to improve the fuel efficiency of vessels. Automatic collecting and storing data is the essential prerequisite for all reporting addressed in this paper. The quality of models and thus the accuracy of the
analysis and decisions made using the reports is dependent on the quality and frequency of the
collected data.
The level or reporting depends on the needs of the operator. In this paper three different levels of
reporting were presented, i) operational parameter level, ii) leg level and iii) fleet level reporting. All
the reporting levels were built using the same reporting structure that consists of collecting data,
creating models, creating baselines and then creating reports. Using different levels of reports,
operators can follow vessel performance from a high level and then drill down to more detailed
reporting if necessary. Baselines and the KPIs built from these baselines make quantifying and
following operational changes easier and thus help operators make better decisions concerning their
fleet.
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Abstract
In this article the development of a robotic arm to undertake the ultrasonic inspection of ship's
structure is analyzed. To facilitate the ship's inspection and increase reachability of the various parts
the robotic arm is aimed to be mounted on a Magnetic Autonomous Robotic Crawler (MARC)
developed within MINOAS as well. Given the harsh conditions within a cargo ship ultrasonic
measurement can be proved to be a tedious task, even for robots. In this paper the mechanical design
of the arm is detailed, while some experimental data are provided to validate the controller's and
overall system's performance.
1. Introduction
Ship surveys are conducted in a periodic fashion to safeguard their structural integrity (hull integrity),
conducted by the ship operator/manager and guaranteed by the associated Classification Society. The
survey is mainly comprised of two stages: a) a visual evaluation of the overall ship’s status and b)
indicative or extensive measurements of the metallic plates’ thicknesses – both of which are
extensively detailed and demanded by Classification Rules. The overall goal is to reveal
characteristics of steel aging, corrosion, rust and scale which are the main factors determining the
vessel’s safety. Non Destructive Testing (NDT) procedures are incorporated to this end, traditionally
conducted by certified human personnel responsible for the proper enforcement of these rules.
Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement (UTM) due to their reliability in the produced results, the minimal
requirements for post-processing of the acquired waveforms, the relatively low cost commercial value
and the familiarization of the technical personnel with their use are extensively used in NDT, IACS
(2009,2011).
Ultrasound thickness measurements are based on the emission of an ultrasound signal from a
corresponding probe that is forced to travel vertically to the surface to which it is applied. This
acoustic signal is generated by a high frequency vibration of a crystal positioned at the tip of the
probe, which when it enters the test piece travels along the specimen until it reaches it outer wall. The
reverberant signal is captured by the probe on its way back to the original surface and the time delay
between the emitted and the reverberant signal uniquely signifies twice the distance travelled by the
wave. The thickness of the specimen is defined by the calculating the time between the two pulses,
multiplied by the speed of sound (travelling speed of the wave within the specimen). This procedure is
performed automatically by the in-house equipment provided by the manufacturing companies of the
UT probes, which usually are rather large for implementation on robotic platforms and are
characterized by a closed architecture, thus rendering any interventions or modification of existing
hardware & software infeasible.
This method, although currently in extensive use, creates the requirements for the surface to be as
clean as possible – so that the signal is properly created and passed over to the specimen under
inspection (does not dissipate) - and that the probe is properly aligned and in good contact with the
specimen (for mostly the same reasons).
The satisfaction of the good contact conditions requires:
a.
b.
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Grinding of the rust / scale of the metallic plates to be inspected
Greasing of the probe/area to which the probe is going to be applied (grease is the

c.

intermediate substance / couplant between the probe and the specimen)
Ultrasonic measuring

This methodology is assumed to take place prior to any measurement taken in dry environment
(assuming that the probe has been calibrated prior to the start of the measuring process).
2. Design Specifications
The overall procedure is traditionally performed by UT operators (humans) and is reengineered within
MINOAS by the introduction of the specially designed manipulator. The complex structure met inside
marine vessels, dictates the use of a dedicated robotic manipulator with the ability to approach and
inspect a vast variety of positions in the proximity of the underlying – carrier platform. The
substitution of humans with robots raises a few additional points of special care, additionally to the
minimum requirements imposed to the initial design of any robotic manipulator. These are:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Since the robot operates in a remote area – no human intervention (reaching) is assumed – the
level of accuracy/repeatability positioning of the end-effector has to be up to the human
operator’s/expert’s satisfaction.
Accuracy/repeatability is considered as a metric here for the reachable position of the
end-effector tip to evaluate two main parameters: a) the ability of the tip to reach the
desired position according to survey conditions (accuracy required by humans < 2.5 cm –
according to results reached within the project) and b) the ability to perform the two
stages of the surface preparation and measurement at the ‘same spot’.
The robot has to be able to be manipulated in a ‘natural way’ by the operator/surveyor,
offering two kinematics solutions: forward & inverse kinematics operation
Lightweight construction and relatively low power demand, in order to be easily transportable
either by humans to the location of the survey and to be mounted on top of various carrier
platforms (MARC in the specific case)
The grinding task performed by the robot has to be adequate (up to operator’s satisfaction) to
allow for a reliable measurement. Grinding is a rather demanding task in terms of robotics since it
produces a closed kinematic chain and can create large forces, torques & vibrations to be
transferred to the manipulator, which may either damage to the robot itself, or move the tip from
the designated position.
Couplant should be available at the tip’s end (greasing of the UT probe) – most probably
refreshing the coupling material prior to each measurement
The appliance of the tools (grinder & UT probe) should be applied perpendicularly to the surface
(point) under inspection to produce best (reliable) results
The platform should provide some level of robustness as it expected to operate under hard
industrial conditions
Erroneous or non-reliable measurements should be evident in the data collected, so that other
measures can be taken – without the need for a human visitation on the spot. Other measures may
include further grinding of the surface for better clean up or not appropriate approach of the UT
probe on the surface (not perpendicular)
The endmost goal of the use of the robot is to speed up the entire process and facilitate the task for
the operator/surveyor. Characteristics of ease of operation, maneuverability, automation of the
process and speed have also to be accounted for.

To verify that the operation of the designed manipulator lives up to the expectations of the designated
experts (UT operators – Level II certified), Glafcos has tested its operation based on their standards
and recommendations. The characteristics/metrics outlined in the previous have been either examined
quantitatively (accuracy of produced measurements, accuracy of positioning, etc.) or qualitatively –
operation satisfying the experts.
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3. Design & Implementation
3.1 Mechanical Implementation
The aforementioned specifications have led to the development of a manipulator prototype with
suitable dimensions to provide the UTM information around the carrier platform’s workspace. Given
the common standard sizes and topologies of vessels lying under the current project’s interest, a
manipulator reach of approximately 400 mm and a topology of 4 revolute joints as depicted in Fig. 1,
provide adequate working space for the extraction of the measurement – the manipulator kinematic
properties have been examined using traditional mathematical analysis tools Spong (1989). The
lightweight restriction of the manipulator in association with the large expected torques produced by
the closed kinematic chain (contact conditions are assumed during the grinding and UTM) dictate for
increased rigidity while keeping the weight of the arm low. The construction of custom made carbon
fiber links has been proven to be the most suitable solution for the specific application, as provided in
the Fig. 2. The base link is made of 4 layers, while the end effector link is made of 3 layers of tubular
fabric with fiber width of 3k.

Fig. 1: Manipulator 3D CAD
The revolute joints are realized by Dynamixel’s serial servos, www.robotis.com, offering adequate
torque and feedback features, enabling sophisticated control topologies. The two base motors
supporting the manipulator are EX-106, while the remaining two joints are the more lightweight
solutions – RX 28.
Further design characteristics are employed for the design and construction of the end-effector,
mainly extracted by experimentation. Although the grinder’s motor provides the required power to
grind the steel plate, the grinding of uneven, rusty and corroded surfaces produces severe vibrations
that are transferred to the robotic arm and misplace the end effector. The experimental results from
previous attempts (previous prototypes) were analyzed and the proposed solution consists of:
-

increased rigidity of the whole arm, as described in the previous sections
provide isolation of the grinder vibrations to the arm
align the grinder's cutting tool to the surface

In order to provide an isolation mechanism the grinder is placed within a shell that contacts the
surface to be grinded. This contact provides an additional support to the arm and allows for smoother
motion. A cardan-link/joint is used to enable adjustability between the small misalignments (~5°) of
the grinder and the surface and ensure a perpendicular approach of the grinder to the surface. When
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the arm moves the end effector towards the surface to be grinded, the shell contacts first the surface
providing a pivot point and the necessary alignment; as the motion towards the surface continues, the
grinder motor moves through a spring system along the shell and starts grinding the surface. The
motor’s vibrations are transferred to the shell, which in turn is supported to the plate’s surfaces and
resiliently to the arm's end effector. In this way the induced vibration to the robot's arm body are
minimized and the arm retains its position during grinding.
A close-up of the developed end-effector is given in Fig.2, showing the chosen topology, with the
grinder tool and its motor placed under the bottom shell (touching the surface) and the UT probe (with
the associated greasing mechanism) lying under the top one, while the selection of each tool is easily
accomplished by a simple rotation of the end-effector by 180°. The use of the two shells provides
apart from good contact conditions for the two tools, a protecting layout from the rust extracted during
the grinding procedure for both items.

Fig. 2: Manipulator (left) and end-effector (right)
3.1.1 Ultrasonic Signal Acquisition & Processing
A dedicated electronics board has been designed and manufactured for the communication between
the UT probe and the main controller of the manipulator. The specific board controls the operation of
(drives) the UT probe (essentially a dedicated piezo-crystal) and handles the triggering of the pulse for
the extraction of the measurement and provides the data sampled in an A-scan format (waveform of
the reverberation of the acoustic pulse generated by the probe through the surface(s) under
examination).

Pulse shape

Table 1: UT board specification
Square wave, -ve polarity

Pulse voltage: @18 vdc, 1kOhm 100 steps, max voltage 390 vdc
Tuning (pulse width)

Adjustable period (0.02 us/step)

Damping

50/470//1000 Ohm user selectable

Input bandwidth

750KHz to approx. 35 MHz

Gain control range

0dB - 100dB under software control

Input noise level

1.5 nV/(Hz)1/2 or better over full bandwidth (with transducer
connected)

Digitizing frequencies

12.5 MHz, 25 MHz, 50 MHz, 100 MHz – user selectable
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Resolution

10 bit (1024 levels)

Power

12 -24 vdc, 250 mA

Fuse

2.0 Amp TE4 fuse

Dimensions

170 mm x 50 mm

Transducer connector style

Lemo 00

Digital Interface

SPI, Tested to 30 MHz

Fig. 3: UT signal processing board, UT probe and bubbler setup

Fig. 4: UTM graphical user interface
The raw data supplied by the embedded controller must be filtered and processed in order to estimate
the steel plate’s thickness. Two main algorithms were implemented in C++ environment to test and
validate the ultrasonic measurement. A first algorithm, which is commonly used in UT equipment
with an A-Scan feature, is based on signal rectification and low-pass filtering. The produced signal
provides a measure of the signal’s power distribution over time and by the application of a specialized
peak detection algorithm, the thickness is calculated. Also, the use of multiple ultrasound echoes
allows measuring the steel plate’s thickness even if there is a thick paint coating over the surface.
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Peak detection, although widely used, is prone to measurement errors if the signal is too noisy.
Another algorithm, based on signal autocorrelation, is also programmed, and despite its increased
computational complexity, provides a significant advantage in measurement robustness even in
extremely noisy signals.
Special care was taken to reduce the tuning requirements of both algorithm parameter’s and provide a
generic solution for a wide range of signals of steel plates between 3mm-25mm, with a variety of
surface conditions, such as rust extent, corrosion or through paint coatings.
The GUI developed for the control of the UT process is given in Fig.4, providing different trimming
variables for the manipulation of the acquired waveform and the extraction of the thickness
measurement. The red line represents the original signal of the measurement, with the time between
two clear consecutive peaks representing twice the time travelled by the signal through the specimen.
The signal filtered and rectified with the peaks identified, is given by the blue line in Fig.4.
3.2 Control Architecture

Fig. 5: Overall system architecture
An Arm Cortex-M3 micro-controller (uC) is used as the main controller of the arm motion. In order to
provide a software abstraction layer between the robotic arm and the magnetic crawler, all time
critical operations are programmed within the micro-controller. The key characteristics of the
developed program are:
-

-

-

-

-

Inverse Kinematics (IK). The IK problem is programmed within the microcontroller in order to
allow the host controller to invoke “Go To” commands. The IK input is the end effectors
coordinates (xyz, relative to the previous point or absolute), end-effector angle and also the time
in seconds to reach this point. The time input allows for an effective speed control, to avoid
abrupt arm motion.
Forward kinematics (FK). The forward kinematics are also programmed within the uC in order to
update the cartesian location of the end effector's location when the user provides as an input
directly the servo angles.
Spline interpolation. Both IK and FK angles are interpolated with a spline for a smoother motion
and reduced torque demand, since the spline reference approaches the final point with zero speed.
Move along end effector's vector path. This feature facilitates the approach of the surface to be
measured, since the reference points are calculated internally, so the end-effector approaches
perpendicular with the desired angle to the plate's surface.
Grinder's load control through grinder's current monitoring. The current of the brushless motor is
monitored accurately (12bit resolution), allowing for load control in order to keep the grinder
pressure within a specified limit, and avoid locking the motor. The approach speed of the end
effector to the surface is regulated accordingly, when contact occurs (steep rise of the grinder's
current).
Couplant's pump control. The pump voltage and pumping duration are controlled in order to allow
the application of the specified quantity of couplant to the UT probe.
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-

Slider joint's motor control. The dc-motor of the linear joint is controlled by the host control
through the speed, direction and time of operation input.
Ultrasonic waveform acquisition. The complete ultrasonic waveform (A-Scan) is provided to the
host controller, where the signal is further processed to extract the thickness of the steel plate.
400Hz control loop. Low level C programming allows for better exploitation of the
microcontroller capabilities and provides faster responses for smoother motion.

Fig. 6: Embedded arm board
4. Experimental Results
Given the previous design specifications, the overall manipulator has been subjected to the following
benchmarking, structured around the:
•

•

•
•

Kinematic properties of the arm
- Repeatability of reaching the same point
- Speed of movement
- Accuracy in reaching the designated position
Grinding properties of the manipulator
- Robustness of the arm against the vibrations caused by the grinding process
- Cleaning properties of the surface (ability to extract the rust from the surface)
- Grinding time
- Self-Protection property of the manipulator in case the grinding tool gets stuck while
penetrating the layer of the rust
Ability to provide couplant material (greasing)
Performance of the UT task
- Placement of the UT probe perpendicularly to the surface (positioning accuracy has been
tested at a previous step)
- Operation of driving electronics – ability to extract a reliable A-Scan from the probe
- Measurement reliability – benchmarking against standards (calibration)
- Ability to capture multi-echo effects – ultrasound through multiple layers of material
- Generic operation of the system – need for minimum user interventions (trimming of
variables)

To carry out this testing, the manipulator has been subjected to in-house testing which emulates in a
large degree the conditions expected to be met on the field. This argument is justified by:
•
•
•
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The use of standardized calibration specimens, provided by authorized UT equipment
manufacturers, used in real applications
Transfer of a large metallic plate (taken from ship repairs) with extensive rust to the
company’s laboratory to test for the worst case scenario
Use of expert opinions, consultation of UT operators with long experience on the field

It is further noted that two different UT probes have been used for the performance of the tests – one
operating at 5 MHz and one at 2.5 MHz to verify the operation of the driving electronics to the most
commonly used of the availably commercial products on the field. Though both have produced
satisfactory results, most of the measurements provided here correspond to the one at 2.5 MHz for
reasons of uniformity.
4.1. Experiment 1: Arm Kinematics
The kinematic properties of the arm have been examined in terms of serving the needs of the task up
to the user’s satisfaction. For this, the following experiments have been carried out to verify that the
operational requirements are fulfilled:
•

•

The positioning accuracy has been examined – reaching the designated position described by
the user as coordinates from the base of the robot. The control algorithm of the robot provides
dual maneuvering options: control via forward and inverse kinematics; at the current
experiment the accuracy of the inverse kinematics has been examined, but the second option
is left for the user to use whichever feels more natural according to the case at hand.
Repeatability in reaching the same position: either for revisiting the same point for additional
grinding or for changing the tools (first grinding, then UT), etc.

The first set of experiments has been carried out by verifying the final coordinates of the endeffector’s tip through a straightforward (manmade) measurement for a variety of test points
(especially near the end most reach of the end-effector where the torque is expected to be maximum
and the servos are expected to operate on their maximum expected for the specific application load –
not their maximum operational limit – and the closest in proximity positions, where abnormal
phenomena might occur – for instance singularities).
The second set of experiments has been carried out by sending the end-effector’s tip to a specific
point, marking this position, then homing the manipulator (or letting it perform another movement)
and then revisiting the same point. Under the same loading condition of the arm, the repeatability of
the tip’s position is within 5 mm or less. The accuracy of these actions has also been tested for a
variety of speed movements. Expected error limits due to the compliance parameter set, in order to
have a smoother motion, for the servos are ~1.5o or less for each servo (at 30% load).

Fig. 7: Angle response of the first joint at the reference signal (spline interpolation is performed
to provide accuracy for the tip’s position – rightmost part of the figure)
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The accuracy in reaching the designated position has been set to be high for a variety of movements
(long travels of the end-tip) and a variety of speed settings. This is due to a dedicated control
algorithm which interpolates with the use of splines the trajectory to be followed and then performs a
closed loop control (at a cycle of 400 Hz) on reaching the reference point. This is realized for each
servo actuating the joints of the manipulator with the interpolation and the control being performed
for each joint’s angle. The performance of one of the joints is depicted in Fig.7 against the reference
signal.
Even if the spline reduces the maximum attainable velocity, the zero slopes/speed during starting and
stopping minimize the dynamic torque requirements. As a consequence – apart from improved
repeatability/accuracy - induced vibrations and torque transferred by the arm motion to the base
vehicle are also minimized. Since the base vehicle is to be climbing such induced torques should be
limited.
4.1.1 Position Accuracy
Table 2 provides some indicative experimental data for the position accuracy of the end-effector
between some reference positions (in real world coordinates) and the final reached positions, as
described by the feedback sensors.
o

Point (mm, )
Designated (x,y,z,θ)
Reached (x,y,z,θ)

Table 2: Position accuracy
#1
#2
100,100,0,0
100,333,0,45
97.4,83.4,0.1, -5 104,327.9,0, 42.4

#3
100,400,0,66
106,395.9,0.34, 63.3

The speed of movement has been tested by letting the manipulator to stretch to its full extend and then
perform a sweeping movement (1st joint / arm joint activated) of approximately 120°. This type of
movement should be the most strenuous one in terms of the torque produced and has resulted in
movement time of <0.8 s.
It is noted here that some indicative results are presented here, mainly for documentation reasons,
although the manipulator has been subjected to extensive testing, either prior to this documentation or
during its stage of development.
4.2 Experiment 2: Peripherals’ operation test
The operability of the grinder and the greaser tool (micropump) has been tested against the following
characteristics/parameters. The grinding tests have been mainly performed on the metallic plate
depicted in Fig. 8 or similar conditions.
•

•
•

Grinding properties of the manipulator
- Robustness of the arm against the vibrations caused by the grinding process
- Cleaning properties of the surface (ability to extract the rust from the surface)
- Grinding time
Self-Protection property of the manipulator in case the grinding tool gets stuck while
penetrating the layer of the rust
Ability to provide couplant material (greasing)

The operation of the both peripherals does not provide any quantifiable data, but their performance
has been judged by expert opinions (UT operators) and the ability of the UT probe (examined in the
sequel) to provide reliable measurements.
The grinder tool is activated by a brushless motor, which assists also in providing on-line data for
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torque control. The current measurement on the brushless motor is translated into indication on the
actual load at the grinder tool through a 12 bit resolution. This methodology has been adopted to
realize on-line protection for the arm against unnecessary high values of torque in case the grinding
tool jams (gets stuck) during the process.
An indicative metric for the performance of the grinder is that the grinding time is less than 2 min to
clean the surface shown in Fig.8, while operating at the 30% of its nominal speed (assuming it has
cleaned/penetrated 1-2mm of rust forming a circle of 16mm which is the diameter of the grinding
tool). Given the expert opinion and the operation of the UT tool on the specific area the overall
process is deemed satisfactory for real-life applications.
The greaser is tested on its operation given its ability to pump the couplant traditionally used during
surveys (fluid with relatively high viscosity) at an adequate rate. No specific rates are provided here as
the material required for the operation of the UT probe is of negligible quantity.

Fig. 8: Grinded spot on the metallic plate after surface preparation and UT measurement
4.3 Experiment 3: UT task/ UT board
The performance of the UT task as a whole has been examined in this test, along with the
operation/performance of the driving electronics board. The UT task is comprised of a) proper
placement of the probe (perpendicularly to the surface), b) operation of the driving electronics (ability
to produce the pulse and record/transmit the reverberant waveform), c) operation of the processing
algorithm of the data (filtering, extraction of measurement –thickness result). The driving electronics
board is a custom made solution designed for the specific task, while the software implementation of
translating the A-Scan results into actual measurement is a custom algorithm realized under C++
environment, performing filtering of the data and extraction of the peaks via a double approach: a) a
peak detection algorithm and b) an autocorrelation approach. Both approaches are benchmarked in
terms of operator satisfaction and need for trimming of parameters.
The parameters tested for the UT task are outlined again as:
•
•
•
•

Ability to place the UT probe perpendicularly to the surface (positioning accuracy has been
tested at a previous step)
Operation of driving electronics – ability to extract a reliable A-Scan from the probe
Measurement reliability – benchmarking against standards (calibration)
Ability to capture multi-echo effects – ultrasound through multiple layers of material
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•

Generic operation of the system – need for minimum user interventions (trimming of
variables)

5. Conclusions
The study outlined in the previous, including the development and testing stages reveal the efficacy of
the proposed solution as an automated means of performing NDT via remote operation of a robotic
manipulator. The unique operating requirements found in the specific application, have guided the
design and verification phases in order to provide a customized solution that will reach the satisfaction
of the end-users. Although the technical issues imposed by the methodology of UTM (three stages of
surface & probe preparation and tool appliance) have been accordingly addressed in this study, future
effort will focus on the integration of a more industrial and ruggedized solution that will enable
marketing opportunities and will guarantee the operation of the end-product under extreme marine
conditions.
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Abstract
Vessel emission estimates are often inaccurate due to simple modeling, incomplete data, or missing
measurements. Operational efficiency is reflected in emissions when main engines are not operated at
their optimal loads, or the chosen engine combination is not optimal. In this paper, time series
measurements of fuel consumption, engine power and vessel speed are used to derive CO2 and SO2
emission estimates and efficiency KPIs such as Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI).
Effect of fuel composition, ambient conditions and others factors on vessel efficiency are investigated.
Data intensive estimation method for volumetric specific fuel consumption (VSFC) is presented, with
a statistical error of ±2 L/MWh, corresponding to precision of 1%. Actual measured fuel consumed
during one leg, in liters, was within the margin of error. Estimated VSFC curves enable simulation of
emissions and volumetric fuel flow rates of historical data, and calculation of optimal load
distribution.
1. Introduction
Vessel emission estimates are often inaccurate due to simple modeling, incomplete data, or missing
measurements. Typically no direct exhaust gas emission measurements are onboard which leaves
indirect estimation methods as the only way to determine the amount of pollutants being produced.
Mass flow rates of fuel based emissions such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) can
be determined using fuel consumption too, but generally no measurement for fuel flow rate exists.
Additionally, when the fuel flow meter measurement is present, it is often volume based due to the
cheaper price of the instrument. Since fuel price is determined by weight instead of volume, and
emissions equations work in mass units, usefulness of volumetric fuel measurements is limited.
Specific fuel consumption (SFC) curves can be used to estimate fuel consumption based on engine
load, but even that is rarely available.
As a simple way of estimating emissions, various emission factors have been proposed in the
literature, Cooper (2002), Jalkanen et al. (2009). These factors are typically based on fuel inventory
figures, fuel flow measurements, emission measurements and data supplied by engine manufacturers,
and therefore they should be considered as average figures. Critical review of different emission
factors in Cooper (2002) reveals that even crude errors are possible with some emission factors.
Emission factors in Jalkanen et al. (2009) are based on a method using Automatic Identification
System (AIS) to estimate emissions based on Global Positioning System (GPS) speed and engine
information.
At the core of fuel based emissions is of course the estimation of fuel consumption. Three different
modeling strategies, black, grey and white box, are compared in Shi and Grimmelius (2010a). The
black box approach is also adopted in Petersen et al. (2011). Drill down of the different components
affecting the fuel consumption can be described with the Propulsion Power Decomposition (PPD)
model presented in Autere et al. (2012). Shi et al. (2010b) investigates various factors affecting the
overall engine conversion efficiency, including the fuel consumption, established by a set of
simulations.
In this paper, basic theory of fuel properties and ambient conditions on specific fuel consumption
(SFC) is discussed. Basic emission factors and baselines are introduced to estimate fuel consumption,
CO2 and SO2 emissions. More advanced method based on volumetric specific fuel consumption curve
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(VSFC) estimation from fuel flow data is also presented. Here volumetric specific fuel consumption
refers to the volumetric fuel flow consumption per unit of power. Emission and fuel simulations are
conducted using two different types of vessels as case studies: a container and a cruise ship. With both
of the cases, sensitivity analysis is conducted to have an understanding of the accuracy of the
approaches. The resulting emission models enable understanding of CO2 and SO2 emissions even
onboard the ship. Even with the simplifying assumptions made, statistical error of 2 L/MWh or 1% is
obtained with the VSFC based approach.
Impact of ambient factors is investigated by means of VSFC estimates in the case of the cruise ship
where outside temperature and humidity measurements are available. The resulting specific fuel
consumption curves are also useful by themselves, allowing calculation of optimal engine load
distribution for every load demand.
The most severe limitation with the VSFC estimation is perhaps the assumption that the average
conditions (fuel properties, ambient conditions) are generalizable to different legs. The model might
result in serious errors if the average does not match the actual conditions. Typical example might be
emission control area (ECA) where lower viscosity fuel has to be used. This kind of error can be
compensated partly with the use of mass based fuel flow meter. Additionally, the density measured by
the mass flow meter could be used to estimate fuel properties such as calorific content as discussed in
section 2. The estimation techniques and algorithms are implemented on top OpenMDAO software
framework, enabling reusability and extension of the components.
2. Factors Affecting Emissions and Fuel Consumption
Most vessels do not have real-time capability to measure emitted emissions directly. With fuel based
emissions, such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2), emission estimates can also base
on specific fuel consumption (SFC). SFC is defined as the fuel consumption per kilowatt (of brake
power) and typically it is defined as a function of load and speed of the engine. Although it can be
considered as a crude efficiency estimate of the engine, it is also an indicator for the CO2 and SO2
emissions since they are fuel based pollutants. As hinted by its definition, SFC can be estimated using
fuel flow rate and power measurements. However, often these measurements are not available at all or
they are inaccurate.
Additionally, when the fuel flow meter measurement is present, it is often volume based, instead of
mass based, due to the cheaper price of the instrument. This introduces additional step when
estimating emissions since volumetric fuel flow rate measurements are not directly applicable for
emission estimation due to the fact that fuel based emissions (CO2 and SO2) are proportional to fuel
mass flow rates. Ultimately, mass based fuel consumption figure is the only thing that really matters,
since fuel oil price is determined by its weight, not by its volume.
CO2 and SO2 emission estimates based on volumetric fuel flow rate are sensitive to fuel density, and
similar to mass based fuel measurement, also to carbon and sulphur concentration. In many cases, fuel
parameters are only documented in the Bunker Delivery Note (BDN), and not available in an
electronic format through the automation system, for example. Uncertainty of fuel parameters
introduces additional error term to CO2 and especially to SO2 emission estimates, since exact fuel
composition remains unknown.
Some of the challenges with volume based measurements are possible to circumvent by using more
accurate mass flow meters. For example, Emerson Micro Motion Coriolis flow meter measures the
mass flow rate, density, temperature and viscosity of the fuel flow, enabling higher accuracy in
emission and SFC estimation. Additionally, mass based measurements are more useful from the
perspective of engine modeling and fuel oil budget.
When estimating engine efficiency as power produced per kilogram of fuel, lower calorific value
(LCV) of the fuel is needed to compensate for changes in heating value of the fuel oil. If the fuel oil
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has a higher LCV, less fuel is required to achieve the same power level.
In addition to energy content of the fuel, ambient factors play a role in engine efficiency. As
documented in Hatlevold (2010) and ISO (2002), some variation in SFC is expected as a function of
ambient parameters including air temperature, relative humidity, pressure and charge air coolant
temperature.
2.1. Effect of Fuel Properties on Emissions and Fuel Consumption
To measure emissions accurately it is important to understand the composition and properties of the
fuel. CO2 and SO2 emissions are determined from carbon and sulphur content of the fuel since
practically all carbon and sulphur are burnt to their dioxides, Cooper (2002). Typical carbon
concentration of a fuel might vary somewhere from 85 to 88 percent, IMO (2009), but typical value is
closer to 86.7 %, Cooper, (2002). In fact, all the emission factors proposed in Cooper (2002)
recommend this carbon concentration for all fuels. Sulphur concentration varies relatively more
among different fuel types, and values of 2.5% to 3.5% and 0.1% to 1% can be expected with residual
and distillate fuel oils, respectively. With CO2 and SO2 emissions, change of one percent in carbon or
sulphur concentration translates directly to corresponding pollutant mass flow rates.
Fuel density is needed to convert volumetric fuel flow rate measurements to mass flow rates.
According to fuel oil sample data in Cooper (2002) typical values vary from 830 to 990 kg/m3. High
viscosity fuel oils have a density closer to 1000 kg/m3.
When considering how much power is produced with a kilogram of fuel oil, it is important to consider
how much energy is stored in the fuel. A commonly used quantity to express this is the Lower
Heating Value (LHV), or lower calorific value (LCV) that gives the the heating value of the fuel
assuming all water content is vapor, Hatlevold (2010). In theory, with lower LHV means that more
fuel must be burned for the same power output.
According to Hatlevold (2010), LHV is virtually determined by the carbon-hydrogen ratio which is
almost uniquely fixed by the density. The author also points out that with heavy fuel oil additional
losses are expected, and typically engines designed to be running with heavy fuel might be de-rated
up to 10%. Similarly, Cooper (2002) proposes SFC addition of 10 g/kWh to SFC with heavy fuel oil.

Fig. 1: Relation between fuel density and lower calorific content. Distillate fuel (left) show definite
linear relationship while with residual fuel oil there is more variance. The variance is suspected to stem from varying quality of heavy oil.
Calorific content and density measurements of laboratory fuel samples are presented in Figure 1.
Linear relationship between density and LHV is clear with distillate fuel oil, as predicted in Hatlevold
(2010), but with residual oil more variance is seen. This is most probably due to varying quality of
heavy oil. The clear correlation between density and calorific content with distillate fuels highlight the
need for accurate density information, measured by mass fuel flow meter, for example. Surprisingly,
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LHV of residual fuel oil can be explained quite well using the sulphur content of the fuel, Fig.2. The
more sulphur there is in the fuel, the lower LHV can be expected.
These relationships with calorific content, density and sulphur concentration can be used to determine
the unknown variable when dealing with incomplete fuel oil data. For example, if the sulphur
concentration of the fuel oil is known to be 3%, LHV value of 40.2 MJ/kg can be expected.

Fig. 2: There is a clear connection between calorific content of residual fuel and sulphur content
2.2. Effect of Ambient Conditions on SFC
Ambient conditions also affect the SFC of the engine. For this purpose there is a standard, ISO (2002),
determining the effect of ambient air temperature, humidity, pressure and charge air coolant
temperature to power and SFC. The standard defines different correction factors for different types of
engines that can be considered to be approximations, and to be used only if no other correction factor
is given from the engine manufacturer, for example.
Simulations in Hatlevold (2010) show that ambient air temperature alone might have an effect of
roughly one percent to SFC which means that the ambient factors in total might have an effect of
several per cents to SFC. Therefore when using SFC (measured at certain ambient conditions) as a
way to estimate emissions, fuel flow or engine efficiency, it should be corrected appropriately using
the ambient conditions.
3. Data Available for Emission Estimation
In this paper, high density data with sample period of 32 seconds is used to estimate fuel
consumption, SO2 and CO2 emissions. Fuel consumption and emissions are estimated with two
different approaches. Two vessels are chosen as case examples: a large container and a cruise ship
operating in the Caribbean.
Here the data is collected by integrating various data sources onboard, such as bridge (navigation),
integrated automation system, and several sensors onboard. To make the data easily usable for
analysis, the signals are synchronized, filtered and processed before storing into a common database.
Refer to Autere et al. (2012) for an overview of the data collection system.
The container vessel serves as demonstrating an example where only limited data is available, while
the cruise ship exemplifies the modeling possibilities with a more complete data set. The cruise ship
allows more accurate inspection of efficiency and there the VSFC curves have been estimated using
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volumetric fuel flow and diesel generator power measurements. Availability of outside air
temperature and humidity allows investigation of ambient conditions on fuel consumption.
3.1. Vessel Data

The two case vessels are characterized by the following:
Case: Large Container
Case: Cruise ship in the Caribbean
• Diesel-mechanical engine configuration
• Diesel-electric engine configuration with
with one slow speed main engine
four medium speed main engines
• 4 stroke
• 2 stroke
• Transmission system
• Extensive data set available, volumetric
fuel flow for each engine room
• Limited data available, no fuel flow
•
Outside temperature and humidity
• Varying engine speed due to mechanical
available
connection between the engine and
propeller
• Main engines operating with fixed speed,
driving the generators
These two cases are introduced in more detail below and some basic data is visualized. Finally basic
baselines are presented, together with their usefulness in emission and fuel estimation.
3.1.1. Case: Large Container

Fig. 3: Speed over ground (SOG), Speed Through Water (STW) and shaft power plotted against.
Varying power demand is explained by the longitudinal speed component of the apparent wind.
First case example deals with a large container vessel with diesel-mechanical engine configuration.
Propulsion system is driven by a single low speed diesel engine. This serves as good example where
the data available is limited: only basic measurements such as navigation data, wind data and shaft
power and RPM measurements are available. No fuel flow measurements are available.
Basic data over on leg is displayed in Fig.3. The figure shows that the changing weather conditions
have an effect on the power demand and therefore the fuel consumption. For example, during for the
first thirty hours, shaft power follows the general shape of the wind curve. More precise analysis on
the effect of weather and other environmental conditions can be achieved using models as discussed
in Autere et al. (2012).
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3.1.2. Case: Cruise Ship in the Caribbean
Second case example is a cruise ship operating in the Caribbean and Mediterranean with dieselelectric propulsion system powered by four medium speed engines. The four main engines are located
in two engine rooms, and each of these rooms has a volumetric fuel flow rate measurement. Power
measurements are available for each of the generators. Engines driving the generators are run with
fixed speed, although the RPM measurements are not available. This vessel exemplifies that on a
modern vessel data quality and data availability is much higher.
As an indicator of engine ambient conditions, outside air temperature, sea temperature and humidity
measurements are available. In addition to flow rate measurements, fuel temperature measurements
are also available.
Figure 4 (a) shows the data from one leg. During this leg, lasting approximately 40 hours, propulsion
power average is 15 MW and service speed around 18 knots. Powers of each of the four generators
are plotted with their fuel flow rate measurements; see Fig. 4 (b). During this particular leg fuel flow
measurements represent actual fuel consumption of the engines since only one engine is running at a
time behind the same flow meter.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: Speed over ground (SOG), Speed Through Water (STW) and total propulsion power plotted
against time (left). Power of the four diesel generators (right) with their corresponding fuel flow
measurements.
3.2. Baselines and Emission Factors
To make straight comparison between different legs might be challenging due to changing weather
conditions and different ambient conditions. For example, a stronger than average head current will
translate into increased emissions. This requires some reference levels or baselines so that different
legs from different vessels can be compared. Gaspar and Erikstad (2009) discusses possible
approaches when designing new baselines or KPI. The usage of baselines and KPIs for comparing
vessel performance and efficiency is discussed in more detail in Autere et al. (2012).
Here simple baselines are used to serve two distinct purposes:
1. They enable rough emission and efficiency comparison between different legs, and in the best
case, between vessels within the same type
2. Emission factors provide the starting point for emission analysis
Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) is an example of former type of baseline or KPI. It is
defined as follows, IMO (2009):
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(1)
,
j is the fuel type, FCj is the fuel consumed (mass), CFj is the fuel-to-CO2 mass conversion factor for
fuel j, mcargo is the measure of the cargo during the travelled distance D. Cargo can be expressed in
tons, number of TEU or passengers, whichever is appropriate for ship type. The nominator in the
expression corresponds to the CO2 emissions produced while the denominator is transport work,
typically quoted as “benefit to society”.
Comparison of legs and vessel with EEOI is only indicative and when applying the KPI one should
remember its limitations. For example, EEOI might not be able to differentiate between a vessel that
is well loaded but has inefficient machinery and a vessel that is highly efficient but only partly loaded,
Hansen (2010). Furthermore, since different definitions of mcargo are proposed for different vessel
types, IMO (2009), comparing different vessel types is challenging.
In addition, different weather conditions will affect EEOI and just by looking at the KPI it is hard to
determine the answer to why more fuel was consumed, or why emissions produced were above
average, for example. More advanced performance and efficiency measures are needed to be able to
make reasonable comparisons over vessels in various conditions. Autere et al. (2012) discusses the
topic in more detail. However, assuming that the SFC estimate is available for the vessel, EEOI is
relatively simple to calculate which makes it suitable for the purpose of this research. In addition the
KPI is well known within the maritime industry.
Typically three types of emission factors are used with emission estimation:
1. Fuel specific: how much some particular emission is produced, in kilograms, for each ton of
fuel
2. Power specific: how much some particular emission is produced, in grams per hour, for each
kilowatt (of brake power at the crankshaft)
3. Distance specific: how much some particular emission is produced, in kilograms, for each
nautical mile
These factors are typically based on fuel inventory figures, fuel flow measurements, emission
measurements and engine manufacturer data, and therefore they should be considered as average
figures.
Fuel based emission factors are particularly applicable with fuel based emissions such as sulphur
dioxide (SO2) or carbon dioxide (CO2). It is typically assumed that all carbon and sulphur from the
fuel is burned, i.e. there is enough air for the combustion reaction. The connection between the first
two emission factors is through Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), Cooper (2002):
power specific factor = SFC * fuel specific factor .

(2)

In theory, power specific factor is load dependent, Cooper (2002), due to non-constant SFC. In
practice in most cases SFC stays fairly constant near the designed operating point (roughly 85% load).
Here SFC should be understood as brake power specific fuel consumption.
Distance based emission factors are based on average relation between speed and power of the vessel:
distance specific factor = power specific factor * brake power / vessel speed ,

(3)

where power specific factor should be considered as a factor for the whole vessel, including all the
engines under study.
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The first two emission factors are applicable per engine basis while the third one combines the whole
ship into one emission factor. The fuel specific factor is technically the most correct one to use if
accurate an SFC (operation point dependent) estimate is available.
Many studies have been made to derive representative emissions factors for the most common ship
types and emissions, IMO (2009), Cooper (2002), Jalkanen et al. (2009). Emission factors presented
in Cooper (2002) are especially interesting since different emission factors are provided for different
ship activities (at sea, maneuvering and port). Supplementary material of Jalkanen et al. (2009)
provides especially useful emission factors for use at the Baltic Sea. In the material, distance based
emission factors are provided as a function of ship type and build date.

4. OpenMDAO Software Package for Analysis, Simulation and Optimization
The simulation and analysis software platform should be carefully chosen to support the rapid
prototyping of different concepts. Ideally, the analysis platform should encourage users to write the
actual simulation logic in easy-to-understand and re-usable components.
OpenMDAO, Gray et al. (2010), was chosen to be the analysis and simulation platform for all the
calculations in this paper. OpenMDAO is an open-source Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and
Optimization (MDAO) software framework developed by NASA Glenn research center for aerospace
applications. The software, however, is also suitable for other application areas. This research marks
the first time the software is applied in marine applications. Permissive Apache license makes it
suitable for commercial applications.
Detailed discussion on MDAO is out of the scope of this paper but the reader is encouraged to refer to
Alexandrov and Hussaini (1997) and Giassi et al. (2003) for more details. As background for this
paper, it is enough to know that MDAO is a branch of engineering focusing on design and simulation
problems of large complex interconnected systems. OpenMDAO is a software package, written in
Python, to help the user to combine different engineering sub problems, disciplines, into one
manageable entity. The framework provides various set of optimization architectures to make the
complex optimization problems feasible. For example, in Collaborative Optimization (CO)
architecture sub problems are optimized separately, together with high level or global optimizer; see
Fig.5 for an example on fuel optimization.

Fig. 5: Examples of conflicting disciplines related to optimized vessel operation (left), and zoomed in
version of optimal vessel operation discipline (right). In Collaborative optimization (CO)
scheme, sub problems (or disciplines) are optimized separately, together with a global
optimizer to find the optimal solution.
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OpenMDAO software provides several features that make it particularly useful in optimization and
analysis, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing of models representing physical abstractions through a lightweight and generic
interface
Combination of models into “super models”, model hierarchy
Reusability of models in larger contexts
Testing and simulation of sub models separately
Open source framework allows customization and extensibility for complex analyses
Additional plugins to extend functionality and interface with external software, e.g.
OVERFLOW for CFD analysis
Generic simulation and analysis tools such as design-of-experiments and sensitivity analysis
Large collection of high performance optimization algorithms and tools
Combining the optimization algorithm with the models is straightforward

In the core of the framework there are various sets of optimization algorithms and tools. Through the
use of pyOpt software library, Perez et al. (2011), OpenMDAO provides various algorithms for
different kind of optimization problems. These include sophisticated optimization routines such as
constrained particle swarm optimization and multi-objective optimization scenarios. Nonlinear
constraints can be specified in an arbitrary complex manner using model internal or external state
variables. Optimizers are typically implemented in C or FORTRAN for maximum performance.
PyOpt combined with OpenMDAO makes these high performance but low-level optimization
algorithms more accessible in various practical engineering problems. An OpenMDAO application
example of vessel speed optimization is presented in Ilus and Heikkinen (2012). In this paper subset
of one of the disciplines shown in Fig.5 is implemented; namely an emission and fuel estimation
model for the main engine.
5. Results
The emission estimation in both these case vessels differs significantly due to amount of data
available from each vessel. In this research, the emission estimation follows the following general
process below for deriving CO2, SO2 and EEOI estimates:
1. Estimate or measure fuel mass flow rate at each time instant
2. Assume relevant fuel properties (S%, C%, density)
3. Use fuel specific emission factors to derive pollutant mass flow rates and EEOI
In the first case example, a large container vessel, no fuel flow measurement is available. Due to this
limitation, all the steps above are replaced with a single step using power specific emissions factors.
However, as discussed in the subsection below, it still corresponds to the three steps above. The
accuracy of the method used is limited by the assumptions that have to be made on specific fuel
consumption of the engine and energy losses in the transmission system.
The data set of the second vessel, the cruise ship, contains fuel flow measurements which are used to
derive volumetric specific fuel consumption curves for each of the main engines. Together with brake
power estimate pollutant mass flow rates can be estimated. Many improvements are identified to
make the estimates more accurate, e.g. taking into account ambient conditions and generator losses.
Additionally, on the cruise vessel, availability of the outside air temperature and humidity allows
investigation of ambient conditions on fuel consumption.
With both of the vessels fuel composition and density is assumed to be known. Emissions are
simulated for one leg for both of the vessels. In addition, simple sensitivity is analysis conducted.
Basic data of the leg in question is visualized in section 3.
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5.1. Case: Large Container Vessel
The most serious challenge regarding the container vessel is the absence of fuel flow rate
measurement or SFC curves. This is circumvented by using CO2 and SO2 power specific factors
presented in Cooper (2002). For simplicity, “at sea” factor is used even during the port and
maneuvering. Additionally we assume that residual oil is the only fuel type used. These assumptions
result in the following power specific emission factors: 10.5 g/kWh for SO2 and 620 for CO2, Cooper
(2002). These factors correspond to assuming constant SFC of 195 g/kWh and carbon and sulphur
fuel concentration of 86.7% and 2.7%, respectively, Cooper (2002).
Constant SFC translates to a fuel consumption estimate that is proportional to power. In principle,
using of power specific emission factors requires the knowledge of brake power. In the container
example, shaft power is used directly as an estimate of brake power which will limit the accuracy.
Brake power is always higher than the shaft power due to power losses in the transmission system, Shi
et al. (2010b). According to Shi et al. (2010b) transmission losses can be divided into several
components such as gearbox loss, shaft loss, shaft seal and bearing loss, totaling up to few per cents.
Power specific emission factors in Cooper (2002) are exceptional in the sense that they come with
confidence intervals. With the chosen factors, confidence interval, with a confidence level of 95%, is
10 per cents which applies to both the emission factors and SFC. Interval is enlarged to 15 per cent to
account for additional energy losses (since shaft power was used instead of brake power), variation in
the fuel composition, and to compensate for the fact that the emission factors are representing year
2000 average situation and the ship in question is built few years after this. The leg in question is from
the end of year 2011 which introduces additional errors.
CO2 and SOx (calculated as SO2) simulation results with worst case scenarios (±15%) are presented in
Fig. 6. Difference of (1.15/0.85 = 35.3%) in the cumulative emissions and fuel estimates is seen with
the extreme cases. Increased power is seen as a slight change in the slope of the curves.

Fig. 6: Cumulative CO2 (left) and SO2 emissions (right) confidence intervals the container vessel
using power specific emissions factors presented in Cooper (2002).
Difference of 35.3% in the cumulative numbers is seen with the extreme cases.
From cumulative CO2 figures, EEOI can be evaluated using Eq.(1); see Table I. Measure of cargo,
mcargo, is assumed to be vessel design TEU. It is worth nothing that only the main engine is considered
in the calculations.
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Table I: Some cumulative emission and efficiency KPIs for the container.
SFC = 165.75 g/kWh
Distance [NM]

SFC = 224.25 g/kWh
3296.2

mcargo ~ design TEU

6600

CO2 [t]

3115.8

4215.5

SO2 [t]

52.8

71.4

Fuel [t]

980.0

1325.8

EEOI [g/(TEUxNM)]

143.2

193.8

5.2. Case: Cruise ship in the Caribbean
With the cruise vessel, volumetric fuel flow measurements are available making the task of estimating
fuel based pollutants much easier. In principle, using only fuel density and composition, estimates of
total CO2 and SO2 can be obtained. However, with this vessel it is also possible to estimate the actual
volumetric SFC curves, which are more useful for simulation, analysis optimization purposes. For
example, the curves allow us to find optimal loading points for each engine depending on the power
or ship speed requirements, Gaspar et al. (2010), Woodyard (2004).
Additionally, effect of ambient conditions and fuel properties on fuel consumption is more natural to
analyze with SFC curves. Time series analysis of specific fuel consumption estimated might be used
as a way to determine engine condition and aging.
In this instance, high frequency data with sampling period of 32 s over time period of 547 days is used
to estimate SFC curves of each engine. Since each flow meter measures the combined fuel
consumption of two engines, only time instances where a single engine is operating within the engine
room is considered. Simple division of the fuel flow measurement by the generator power yields the
volumetric SFC curve. Generator losses are not taken into account and therefore generator power can
be used in place of brake power. The diesel electric engine configuration is especially suitable for this
type of analysis since the engines are run with constant speed. Non-constant engine speed would
affect the SFC. Due to the possibility of differing fuels used in ports, only time instances at sea are
considered. Additionally, due to possible transient effects during engine load change, only time
instances where the current power is closer than 200 kW of 15 minute moving median value is
accepted.

Fig. 7: Estimated SFC curves for two diesel generators (DG). 1st and 3rd quartile of the SFC is marked
with dashed line while the median SFC is marked with filled circles. The engines are specially
mapped common rail engines, explaining the non-common shape of the curves.
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It is clear that this kind of approach needs massive amounts of data and some of the data filtering rules
might be too strict with smaller data sets. Out of the original 1.5M data points only 20k-60k
(depending on the engine) are accepted for SFC estimation. See Fig. 7 for the resulting volumetric
SFC estimates for generators 1 and 2.
SFC curves are accompanied with upper and lower bounds that are determined using 1st and 3rd
quartiles. This means that 50% of the measurements lie between the bottom and upper curves. Note
how the shape of the curves is unlike the generally documented quadratic shape, Shi and Grimmelius
(2010a). This is due to the fact that the engines are specially mapped common rail engines.
The exact shape of SFC curves enables fuel and emission optimization when the power or speed
demand is known. For example, DG1 optimum of 10 MW roughly corresponds to the hotel power
demand at port. With the engines it is also clear that even small variation in the load might change the
fuel consumption radically, and it should be considered what combination of engines (and what loads)
is the optimum for the given situation.
Instantaneous SFC figures are also affected by ambient conditions as discussed in section 2. This can
also be confirmed in this analysis, Fig.8. In the (a) Figure two overlapped SFC curves can be
identified, one around 225 L/MWh (cyan) and the other one closer to 220 L/MWh (deep blue). These
two overlapped curves correspond to different outside air temperatures as indicated by their color.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 8: SFC dependence on ambient conditions can be confirmed from long periods of data.
Color on the right represents the distribution of the data.
Even though outside air temperature cannot be considered the same as engine intake air temperature,
there is a clear correlation with SFC. The (b) illustrates the correlation between the two when only the
most common operating point (power between 40th and 60th percentiles) is considered. Simple linear
model with offset is fitted to the points. Color in Fig. 8 (b) represents the distribution of the data. Note
that much of the variation does not follow this simple temperature relationship as highlighted by the
reddish points in Fig. 8 (a), or variation around the regression line in Fig. 8 (b).
This is due to several factors, including:
•
•
•
•
•

The discrepancy between the outside air temperature and engine room temperature
Variation in fuel properties and quality
No other ambient factors, as described in ISO (2002) for example, being taken into account
Condition of the engine and turbocharger are not being taken into account
Natural inaccuracy of the measurements

SFC estimates can be improved by taking these issues into account. For simplicity, no compensation
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of temperature is conducted. Some of the fuel related issues are solved by using mass based flow
meter that is not sensitive to fuel density, for example. Fuel density can be used as a way to estimate
fuel quality (calorific content) as discussed previously in section 2.
Even with all simplifying assumptions, median curve is within 2 L/MWh of upper and lower bounds,
indicating a good precision. This corresponds to roughly 1% of the typical volumetric measurement
value. This should result in accurate volumetric fuel consumption estimates, on average, if the fuel
type used and ambient conditions match the historical data. Note that the estimate might result in
serious errors if the average does not match the actual conditions. Typical example might be emission
control area (ECA) where lower viscosity fuel has to be used.

Fig. 9: Cumulative CO2 (left) and SO2 emissions (right) prediction intervals for the cruise vessel
using SFC curves estimated from the data.
The results are concluded with a similar simulation as with the container case using upper and lower
SFC limits in Fig.7. Here mcargo is taken as the passenger capacity. See Table II and Fig.9 for the
results. For simplicity, it is assumed that the fuel density is 1000 kg/m3 in which case volumetric SFC
figures expressed in L/MWh are equivalent to mass based figures in g/kWh. According to fuel
consumption meters, the actual fuel consumed was 223.0 t which is surprisingly close to the number
corresponding to the upper SFC curve. This means that the leg in question did not represent the
average conditions of the analysis.
Table II: Simulation results for the cruise vessels using estimated VSFC curves
Lower SFC curves Higher SFC curves
Distance [NM]
648.7
mcargo ~ passengers
2800
CO2, estimated [t]
699.0
709.2
SO2, estimated [t]
21.8
22.1
Fuel, estimated [t]
220.0
223.2
EEOI [g/(pass. x NM)] 384.8
390.5
6. Summary
In this paper, basic theory of fuel properties and ambient conditions on specific fuel consumption
(SFC) was discussed. Several emission factors and baselines are introduced for estimation fuel
consumption, CO2 and SO2 emissions. For cases where fuel flow and engine power measurements are
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available, a more accurate estimation method based on volumetric SFC estimates was presented.
Emission and fuel flow simulations were conducted with one leg of data with two different types of
vessels: a container and a cruise vessel. Two different kinds of approaches were used with these
vessels to estimate emissions and fuel flow. With both of the cases, sensitivity analysis is conducted
to have an understanding of the accuracy of the approaches. Even with the simplifying assumptions
made, statistical error of ±2 L/MWh or 1% (of typical VSFC) is obtained with the SFC based
approach. The difference between the simulated fuel consumption and the actual fuel consumed, as
measured by the flow meter, was within the error margin during the simulated leg. In addition, the
SFC curves are useful by themselves, allowing calculation of optimal engine load distribution.
Outside air temperature and humidity measurements onboard the cruise vessel allowed investigation
of ambient conditions on SFC. Clear correlation between SFC and ambient factors were identified as
predicted by the theory. Both of the methods require several simplifying assumptions and these were
discussed with each vessel. The estimation techniques and algorithms were implemented on top
OpenMDAO software framework which allows reusability of the components also in the future.
Future work will focus on lifting the limitations and assumptions discussed in this work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimate the effect on ambient effects on the cumulative emission figures
Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis should be extended to all relevant factors such as power
losses in the system or fuel properties
Repeating the analysis with a mass fuel flow meter to validate the results
Using fuel density to predict calorific content and using that in efficiency analysis
Consider efficiency of the engine over time
Efficiency of turbocharger and other devices
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Abstract
Speed optimization schemes face challenges in daily vessel operations due to very strict constraints
imposed by itinerary and due to limited accuracy of available weather and sea current forecasts.
Since fuel-optimal routing is highly sensitive to constraints such as just-in-time arrival, one highspeed leg can wipe out the accumulated savings of an entire voyage. We present an approach to optimal speed estimation which is based on statistical route forecasts based on historical data measured
on specific routes. The optimization scheme includes penalties for specific unwanted operations, such
as excessive acceleration, and rewards for required actions, such as consistent speed control. Simulation is used to provide alternative and improved energy efficient speed profiles. The results from this
initial study are based on analysis operational data collected from twenty vessels, modeling of environmental effect and simulation of optimal speed profiles suggest possible 3 ± 1% energy savings.
1. Introduction
The challenge of route and speed optimization is often characterized by strict time constraints and
noisy signals. While recent development of on-board measurement systems means that it is now possible to measure many parameters on board a vessel and over a whole voyage, only detailed analysis
of this data can give a clear picture of vessels behavior.
Various challenges in route optimization include:
•

Quality of data. This is emphasized by Petersen et al. (2011) in a case of vessel energy consumption estimation. Quality issues include aspects such as data correctness (validity), consistency, resolution, and completeness (sufficiency)

•

Difficulty to accurately estimate time of arrival, which is subject to change according to environmental condition such as speed reduction due to waves, Montes (2005)

•

Off-design conditions for the vessel or propeller, Vrijdag et al. (2005). Care should be taken
to optimize propeller use to avoid excess fuel consumption. For example, excessive acceleration can be avoided by reducing RPM variation

•

Due to probabilistic weather forecasting and its limited accuracy, the reliability of the forecast
has to be included into the evaluation of the optimization results, Hinnenthal and Harries

(2004)
•

Challenge to estimate service speed obtainable by a vessel in real weather conditions when
sailing on a given shipping route, Abramowski et al. (2010). Supporting routing decisions in
heavy seas, Rathje and Beiersdorf (2005)

•

Change of engine operational characteristics under partial loading, complex operational profiles, Gaspar et al. (2010), or due to technical degradation, Rudnicki (2008)

•

Use of hydrodynamic modeling is impractical during operation. Also, approach of multidisciplinary design optimization is weakly developed in the marine context, Giassi et al. (2003)

•

Operators often have differing opinions based on their experience relating to on vessel operations and optimum settings. Also, detecting small changes in the sea conditions is difficult to
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capture. On large vessels control variable settings are typically adjusted on hourly basis rather
than within minutes. A challenge is to assist the operator to keep the energy consuming adjustments at a minimum while taking into account the changes in the condition of vessel and
its environment at appropriate intervals.
•

For a system providing operational assistance it crucial to gain acceptance from the operators.
Acceptance of a man-machine-interface is addressed in, Wittkuhn et al. (2008). It depends
particularly on ease-of-use, usefulness, and on adequate support provided to onboard decision
makers, Mooshage and Kunz (2007).

Fig.1 demonstrates the challenges in route optimization. The example shows a case where route planning failed and surplus distance traveled leads to increased fuel consumption.
In light of the above, the objective of this paper to discuss an approach for speed optimization which
addresses these aforementioned challenges. The main approach is based on empirical data, regression
models using this data and a new optimization scheme. This scheme emphasizes ease-of-use and develops a model that can provide accurate prediction for the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA), and
optimization according to just-in-time arrival. This paper presents our multidisciplinary design analysis and optimization framework suitable for practical implementation of speed optimization.
We emphasize transparent use of reliable and accurate sea current and weather forecasts that supports
on-board decision making. Additionally, we include results from a preliminary study estimating potential savings achieved using speed profile optimization.
2. Data for speed optimization
Data useful in speed optimization includes variables such as information regarding the vessel, its
maintenance (e.g. hull dimensions, coating and cleaning data) and measurements of historical
operational data (high frequency time series of engine load). Furthermore, in order to measure hull
motion accurately, additional sensors can be mounted such as inclinometers and radars for dynamic
draft monitoring. Finally, accurate and reliable forecasts of sea and wind condition accompanied with
tidal and sea current modeling are needed to support fuel efficient operational profile and route
planning.
2.1. Historical data
Historical data can be used as precondition to forecasts and used to optimize the accuracy of route and
speed profile planning algorithms. Operational data and measured on-board variables combined with
historical port specific itinerary variations are applied as prerequisites to subsequent formulation of
optimization.
The historical data includes the following variables: propulsion power, RPM, location, Fig.1, speed,
acceleration, attitude, draft, sea-depth, use of stabilizers and wind. If not available, sea current can be
estimated using speed over ground and other variables.
Motion modeling is based on attitude sensors. In typical vessel several inclinometers are mounted to
provide data in transverse and longitudinal direction. When mounted fore and aft of the vessel these
sensors provide hull deflection estimates in addition to accurate rolling and pitching measurement.
Radar data can accompany inclinometer measurements making it possible to take into account the
actual wave patterns around the vessel.
To obtain a sufficiently accurate picture of changes in the vessel attitude and in the wave pattern
around it, high-frequency data from the attitude sensors and radar, proper data filtering, and power
spectrum analysis is need. The data collected from a vessel is determined and aligned to 5 min, or in
some cases 32 s, intervals in pre-processing. This has been shown to be adequate to model building.
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The goal of our approach is to fully utilize existing data, gain insight on real life optimization constraints during operation in actual sea conditions, and increase reliability of route optimization. This
data can be used to formulate baselines and reference levels. In addition, the data of actual operational
profile is used in simulations to evaluate alternative profiles. This approach is described in Greitsch et
al. (2009).

Fig. 1: Example of challenges in route optimization. Different routes are colored with extra miles
sailed through water (left). Unsuccessful use of favorable sea current leads to increased fuel
consumption due to the increased distance traveled trough water. Right: Synthesis of long-term
observations and models form a basis for reliable sea current forecasts suitable for route optimization,
Proctor and Howarth (2008). (Image courtesy of Tidetech)
2.2. Sea current forecasts
Successful speed optimization relies heavily on accurate forecasts. Generally speaking forecasts,
made on a global scale, provided by international centers do not take into account all of the specific
characteristics of the local areas. This is applicable to global sea current models when predicting condition in coastal environments.
One increasingly attractive approach is to use open data to construct current fields along the route,
Marle and Courteille (2009). Fig.2 gives an example of 144 h surface current forecasts provided by
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
As with all environmental data, appropriate quality procedures have to be installed for the verification
of the sea current model and forecast and for the quantification of the uncertainties of the computations. An example of this is given in Fig.2 when NOAA forecasts are validated against in situ measurements. The model validation is thus done against other models, satellite data, automatic weather
station and measurements by vessel operating in the sea area.
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Fig. 2: Surface current forecast provided by NOAA (left). Open data service provides downloadable
GRIB files of 144 h forecasts. Right: The service provides forecast validation against other models,
and observed data including in situ measurements. (Image courtesy of NOAA)
Another example of available current forecasting services is given in Fig.1. The example shows Gulf
Stream forecast based on synthesis of long-term observations and models Proctor and Howarth
(2008). The commercial service is based on separate tidal and sea current modeling as well as benchmarking against best available measurements.
Finally, the level of accuracy of the forecast products must be fully utilized in speed optimization.
One possibility is to manage stochastic behavior of forecast by probabilistic ensemble forecast as suggested by Hinnenthal and Saetra (2005).
3. Speed optimization
This section deals with formulation of the speed optimization problem. We suggest that optimization
constraints, such as keeping the scheduled arrival time, restricted speed areas and shallow waters together with relevant know ledge should be collected into baselines and used to provide unbiased performance estimation and benchmarking. In addition, we introduce a common approach to speed optimization which is to model different operational and environmental effects separately. We give an
example of shallow water modeling. Finally a multidisciplinary analysis approach is suggested.
3.1. Fuel consumption
Speed optimization problem solves numerically the speed distribution that minimizes the fuel consumption. In addition to avoiding excessive speed, the fuel consumption of the vessel can be reduced
by detecting changes in engine load and weather on continuous basis and by adjusting engine load
accordingly. Hence, accurate information about the state of the vessel and its surroundings are important to efficient operation.
Since, engine load is expressed in terms of power, engine RPM, propeller pitch and thrust, these are
the key variables used to monitor fuel consumption. Fig.3 shows an example of measured fuel consumption. This data can be used to build empirical engine models suitable for speed optimization.
Additional factors such as density and caloric value of the fuel may be used to obtain more accurate
modeling. For additional details consult Salonen et al. (2012).
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Fig. 3: An example leg from Cozumel to the Port of Miami. Recorded generator power and mean load
measurements are used to generate empirical engine models
3.2. Modeling shallow water effects
A general approach to optimizing vessel consumption uses statistical models based on measured operational and hydrodynamic models. The data is collected for extended periods during the operation
so the statistical model can be updated to reflect cumulated data, improved accuracy, and possible
upgrades e.g. hull coatings and retro-fits.
As an example of a model we discuss modeling shallow water effects. Many analytical or semiempirical parameterizations exists, see for example review by Briggs (2006). As an example of analytical models we show the one suggested by The Overseas Coastal Area Development Institute of
Japan which proposes the following formula for bow squat as part of their new Design Standard for
Fairways in Japan:

Suggested bow squat sb estimate can be calculated using water depth h, vessel draft T, block coefficient CB, vessel length Lpp, beam width B, speed V, and gravitational acceleration g.
Alternatively the squat effect can be quantified according to increased fuel consumption. For example
Hellstrom (2002) gives a depth model implementation in form of 2-dimensional table, Table I.
Table I: Depth model for squat effect defined as increase in fuel consumption for different water
depths and vessel speed. Data from Hellstrom (2002)
Speed Water depth Fuel consumption increase
10 kn
8m
5%
10 kn
10 m
3%
10 kn
100 m
0%
17 kn
8m
20%
17 kn
15 m
10%
17 kn
100 m
0%
20 kn
8m
30%
20 kn
15 m
20%
20 kn
100
0%
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Our approach suggests model preparation based on operational data. We use different analytical restricted water models, such as summarized by Briggs (2006), as template-models and select the most
suitable according to the model parameter validity. After model benchmarking, a vessel specific squat
model is prepared using operational data regression. Fig.8 shows an example of a model prepared and
evaluated for a cruise ship. In the figure actual data points are used to show energy consumption due
to shallow waters.
3.3. Decomposition based speed optimization
In decomposition based speed optimization internal factors and external conditions are modeled separately and combined in a master equation. Formulation essentially divide route into n parts having
constant condition.
We outline here the formulation suggested by Hellstrom (2004). The speed through ground vi is related to the speed through water wi and transverse ct and longitudinal current components cl taken
from current field C(x,t) according to

Fuel consumption Q is formulated as

where s is distance, F model for fuel consumption, W wind model, and S the squat model presented in
Table I. The objective of the speed optimization is to find values vi minimizing total fuel consumption:

while fulfilling different constraints, such as sum of time spend along the route should equal the predefined value tETA ensuring arrival on time:

As the optimization proceeds along the route, most recent forecasts of currents and weather can be
complemented with actual measurements, resulting in increasingly accurate estimates of optimal
speed profile, Bruns (2011). This formulation allows inclusion of changes in the estimated time of
arrival (ETA) to be dealt with naturally.
Our approach to speed optimization is a variant and extension of this formulation. In addition to fuel
consumption, wind and squat models, we use additional empirical propulsion power decomposition
models, Autere et al. (2012), for engine load E, propeller P, and include modeling for trim T, motion
M and hull H including the use of stabilizers, coating information and fouling estimation. Thus the
master equation can be summarized as:

In practice the possibility to create specific empirical model depends on availability of accurate data.
Fortunately, in many cases it is sufficient to model only the most significant components affecting the
fuel consumption.
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4. Implementation
This section covers an implementation of system for optimizing the operations of the vessel by receiving signals from automation system and sensors, using historical data, baselines and regression models. Simulation of optimal settings for the operational parameters is performed using multidisciplinary
design analysis and optimization framework enabling modeling of various disciplines, with design
variables, objective function and constraints. As an example of modeling we discuss how shallow water effects can be treated in the framework.
4.1. Baselines
Our approach includes implementation of defined baselines which serve as a basis for measuring vessel performance, operation comparison and for calculation of leg, voyage or sea areas specific benchmarks for vessels or at fleet level. Categorization according to data, model and expert driven baselines
are given in Autere et al. (2012).
Broad
etc.:
•
•
•
•
•

definition of a baseline concept captures the overall features of the leg such as, arrival in time
Expected power consumption (based on historical minimum, maximum and average values).
Itinerary facts (historical data departure and arrival times, duration of voyage).
Port definitions.
Route according to waypoint list.
Prevailing currents and weather condition as measured by the vessel or fleet previously and
constraints (e.g. maximum speed defined in restricted waters).

Historical measurement mapped into baseline vector doesn’t just indicate what variables are constrained or impossible (e.g. maximum speed or trim), but also provide information of actual preferred
combination of control variables (e.g. service speed in specific sea area in specific weather condition)
When a baseline is shown transparently to the operator a clear understanding of typical route profile
can be achieved. While baseline can be seen as a collection of static and historically averaged leg specific data, actual optimization is done interactively just before or during the voyage. Thus real time
data complements the baseline and enables dynamic optimization. For example, recommended speed
is adjusted according to the changing location at sea to guarantee arrival in time.
Baseline mechanism includes implementation of the following components:
• User interface enabling waypoint and constraint editing.
• Baseline index creation and retrieval (database).
• Optimal speed calculation.
Use of historical measurements to define baselines relates to a long tradition of collecting data form
shipping routes. Abundant data exists listing statistical long-term parameters of winds and waves on
shipping routes. Wave size characterization might be contained in a typical atlas in a specific sea area
and from a given season, Abramowski et al. (2011).
Fig. 4 presents a case where historical operational data of specific route is used as prerequisite condition for determining optimal speed profile.
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Fig. 4: Left: Based on measured current profiles along the fixed route, optimal speed through water
profile can be estimated (Right). Distribution median (red) forms a basis for constrained route
optimization
4.2. Multidisciplinary optimization
Our implementation is based on an open-source Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization
framework, OpenMDAO, written in Python, Gray et al. (2010). OpenMDAO is designed to help users to solve complex problems by allowing them to link together analysis codes from multiple disciplines at multiple levels of fidelity. The generic framework enables analysis tool development and
extension of simulation through model hierarchy and meta-models. Fairly permissive license makes
this framework suitable for industrial applications, Moran (2003).
We use OpenMDAO framework to simulate different vessel configurations and operating scenarios in
order to assess fuel efficiency and emissions estimates. Fig. 5 show an example of the optimization
challenge where multidisciplinary analysis between vessel operation and shallow water constraints are
dealt by separate disciplines. Another example might be parallel modeling of squat, trim and draft.
Our squat modeling can be considered to belong into the gray box category, since in addition to
purely describing the input-output relations of variables (using operational data regression), some aspects are modeled based on physical first principles and semi-empirical equations. The regression
technique based on kernel machine is explained further in Autere et al. (2012).

Fig. 5: Elements of the MDO process for speed optimization. Example mechanism enables building a
compromise between two disciplines
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While OpenMDAO provides many optimization strategies, we mention here only one optimization
algorithm, the Method of Feasible Directions, implemented originally in CONMIN program, Vanderplaats (1978), for the solution of linear or nonlinear constrained optimization problems. In this strategy the user provides the objective and constraint functions with gradient information. If analytic gradients of the objective or constraint functions are not available, they are calculated by finite difference
method. The optimization scheme includes penalties for specific unwanted operations, such as excessive acceleration, and rewards for required actions, such as consistent speed control. Additional description of available optimization methods, modeling and simulation are given by Salonen et al.
(2012).
5. Results
Extensive computational analysis has show that the selected methodology is able to solve problems of
realistic size. Fig. 6 shows an example of propeller rpm and speed over ground profile optimization
based on a leg between Colon and Cartagena. Simulation based on actual operational data (labeled
Current), suggest alternative speed profiles with 4.8 % energy savings. Notice a shallow water effect
at the endpoints of the leg. The additional energy consumed in restricted water is modeled using squat
model of which an example is given in Fig. 8. The model roughly corresponds to the one used by
Hellstrom (2002) and shown in Table I. The example model shows additional 10 % fuel consumption
increase if at 30 m depth the vessel speed is 20 knots instead of 15 kn.

Fig. 6: An example of propeller RPM and SOG profile optimization based on a leg between Colon
and Cartagena. Simulation based on actual operational data (labeled Current), suggest alternative
speed profile with 4.8% energy savings. Notice a shallow water effect at the endpoint of the leg causing, together with reduced wind speed, changes in optimal speed
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Figs. 8 and 9 show an optimized speed based on engine load, and fuel consumption measurement as
shown in Fig. 3.
Our initial study based on operational data from twenty vessels modeling the environmental effect and
simulation of optimal speed profiles suggests possible 3±1% energy savings. This estimate is in accordance with values 1-5% reported elsewhere, for example by Henningsen et al. (2000). Hellstrom
(2003) reports 5-15% fuel savings. We have found that in many cases, if vessel has operated with significant time margins to ensure arrival in time or due to ETA, savings up to 10% can be achieved.

Fig. 7: Example of squat model. For this cruise ship shallow water effect is measured starting from
130 m water depth. Color indicates vessel speed. For example, for a vessel running at 20 kn speed and
30 m depth the energy consumption increases 20%.

Fig. 8: Leg Cozumel - Port of Miami: Optimal speed though water for this 36 h leg is estimated using
empirical engine load model
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Fig. 9: Leg Cozumel - Port of Miami: Recorded power consumption compared against optimal consumption. Simulation according just-in-time -arrival suggest 5.9% (15 MWh) savings
6. Conclusion
We have presented an approach for estimating optimal speed and route profiles based on historical
data measured on a specific route. The approach, compensating varying depth, sea currents and
weather conditions, has been born out of need to provide ease-of-use guidance to vessel operators in
transparent way while minimizing the probability for error in optimal speed profile.
We have introduced optimization scheme based on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of high frequency operational data,
definition of baselines,
simulation of estimated time of arrival, ETA, and use of just-in-time constraint,
regression modeling (a squat modeling as an example),
implementation using multidisciplinary optimization,
reliable forecasts for currents and weather and verification modeling performance using actual data.

The advantage of this data intensive approach is that accumulated leg data can be used by the crew
and fleet operators to capture detailed factors to enable efficient operating.
While many features described are still in the design phase, the first version of support system for
speed optimization, Optimal Speed Assistant OSA, has reached a deployable status. This decision
support tool supports ease-of-use and transparency on data and optimization details. The tool is designed to detect off design conditions and guide users towards efficient vessel operations.
Subsequent research will be devoted to:
•
•
•
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a further development of baseline applicability to unbiased performance monitoring e.g. at
fleet level,
different data mining techniques such as clustering will be applied to accumulated baseline
databases,
propulsion power decomposition modeling, naturally complementing the baseline approach,
will be extended and approaches combined using multidisciplinary optimization approach,

•

implementing sea current and weather forecasts as part of the optimization system.

Finally, we will refine the ETA constraint to take into account limited accuracy of available data, due
to rapidly changing forecast and unexpected events.
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Abstract
The FIREPROOF project aims to develop a risk based performance assessment framework for fire
safety in passenger ship design. Building on previous work on probabilistic damaged stability, this
framework requires developments in modelling, simulation and analysis in several areas to allow the
probabilistic representation of ship performance. To support the FIREPROOF framework, an outline
Ship Product Model (SPM) was developed, demonstrating the modelling and information storage
methods required of future CAD tools to be compatible with the risk based approach. This supported
the use of simulation based analysis on a model representative of early stage ship design.
1. Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed a continuous increase in the size and complexity of passenger ships,
stemming from the popularity of cruise liners for leisure and holiday purposes, and the transportation
efficiency of Ro-Ro passenger ships. However, this trend has not been properly supported at the
regulatory level with a rationalised fire safety framework, which would not penalise arrangements
falling outside the constraint of past experience and nurtures innovation. The “Probabilistic
Framework for Onboard Fire Safety” project (FIREPROOF, www.fireproof-project.eu) has set out to
change this situation by developing a Risk-based Design (RBD) assessment framework, Vassalos
(2009), at the heart of which lies the holistic performance assessment of the ship with respect to both
fire occurrence and the ensuing societal consequences. This paper outlines the basis of the method
under development, but primarily concentrates on the software development work involved to provide
a demonstration implementation of the framework.
2. The FIREPROOF Project
2.1 Background
Analysis of historical accident data for passenger ships has demonstrated that fire and flooding (due
to collision and grounding) constitute 90% of accidents where ship had to be abandoned, with fire
frequency is some 8 times higher than flooding, Nilsen (2007). From a regulatory point of view, this
evidence conflicts with the growing trend in the industry for more innovative arrangements, where
size and complexity dominate the market expectations. That is, SOLAS Ch.II-2 pertaining to fire
safety is largely based on past experience and the vulnerability analysis of a selected set of fire
scenarios. Steps to improve this situation have been taken with the introduction of Regulation 17
(IMO, 2001) for alternative designs, but a holistic and comprehensive treatment of fire risk has yet to
appear. This problem is addressed with the methodology developed in FIREPROOF.
2.2 The Probabilistic Framework
FIREPROOF was defined as a sequel to the SAFEDOR project (www.safedor.org) in the area of fire
risk analysis for passenger ships. Its aim is to build on the systems and methods developed within its
precursor to develop a regulatory framework capable of ensuring fire safety of novel and existing
designs through the application of the RBD methodology. That is, the rational assessment of fire risk,
which pertains to events with catastrophic outcomes. In the context of FIREPROOF, the outcome of a
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fire accident is related to the societal consequences – the number of fatalities in the exposed
passengers and crew onboard a ship.
In line with concurrent developments in damage stability, FIREPROOF will condense its findings in a
probabilistic framework in direct analogy to the one in SOLAS, Ch. II-1, which is currently under
revision in the GOALDS project (www.goalds.org). It is the intention of the FIREPROOF consortium
to submit the project findings to IMO (FP sub-committee) for discussion and further consideration.
Within the probabilistic damaged stability framework, survivability is represented by a subdivision
index, which is a summation of the product of probabilities of flooding for a each compartment and
the probability of surviving flooding of that compartment. Weighting factors are included to account
for the effect of different loading conditions. Similarly the FIREPROOF framework will consider the
probabilities of ignition within a given space, and a probability of “fire protection”, a concept that
includes detection, suppression and spread. Weighting factors here are to represent space criticality,
e.g. fire effluents, occupancy, space topology and proximity to staircases, fire mains etc.
2.3 Risk Formulation
In the RBD methodology, risk is defined as the chance of a loss and for all practical purposes, risk is
expressed as the frequency of occurrence of exactly N number of fatalities per ship-year (s-y),
Jasionowski and Vassalos (2006):
n hz

frN ( N ) = ∑ frhz (hz i ) ⋅ prN ( N | hz i )

(1)

i =1

hzi:
nhz:
frN:
frhz:
prN:

a loss scenario (a series of events with catastrophic outcome)
number of loss scenarios considered
frequency of exactly N fatalities per s-y
frequency of occurrence of loss scenario hzi per s-y
the probability of occurrence of exactly N fatalities conditional on the occurrence of hzi

In the context of the current development, care should be taken with respect to the following points,
which signify the specific nature of the fire as a physical phenomenon, the compliance with concepts
and definition in SOLAS Ch.II-2, and the introduction new elements in the safety assessment process.
•

•

•

•

The element of probability is associated with the ignition and escalation of fire outside the space
of origin for each of the 14 types of spaces prescribed in SOLAS. The fire ignition is treated as an
event that takes place at any time and in any space onboard without reference to its root causes. It
is presented in the form of frequency of occurrence per s-y and SOLAS space type.
The escalation of fire outside the space of origin is associated with failure to contain, control and
suppress the fire by onboard means (mechanical or manual) and through human (passenger or
crew) intervention. Fire escalation signifies the exposure of all passengers and crew located in the
same fire zone to the fire effluents (poisonous gases, oxygen depletion, heat, and visibility
impediment), which could result in injuries and fatalities.
The consequences in the context of the current development correspond to loss of life, i.e.
fatalities, which occur due to exposure to fire effects and delays in the evacuation process. The
latter element signifies the importance of the topological arrangement of the accommodation area
of passenger ships, the ease of reaching a place of safe refuge, and the blockage of the main
escape routes due to fire (i.e. when the fire location is very close to an escape route).
The fire risk is expressed as the frequency of a number of (statistical) fatalities that could occur
due to the fire occurrence in a space per s-y. However, a holistic risk assessment process
(according to the basic premise of the RBD methodology) implies that the total fire risk should
correspond to the summation of all risks due to fire occurrences in all spaces onboard.

Collation of the above elements in a single expression results in the following equation:
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nspace

frN ( N ) =

∑ fr

ign

( spacei ) ⋅ presc ( spacei ) ⋅ prN ( N | spacei )

(2)

i =1

frN(N):
frign(spacei):
presc(spacei):
prN(N|spacei):

number of exactly N fatalities per s-y
frequency of ignition in spacei per s-y
probability of fire escalation outside the space of origin
probability of experiencing exactly N fatalities due to fire in spacei

The nature of Eq.(2) readily allows the expression of fire risk in two conventional (and accepted by
IMO) ways:
-

Potential Loss of Life (PLL)
N max

∑ j ⋅ fr

PLL = E ( N ) =

N

(N )

(3)

j =1

-

F-N curve
N max

FN ( N ) =

∑ fr

N

(N )

(4)

j =1

Where Nmax is the number of passengers and crew onboard the ship.
2.4 Generation of Fire Scenarios
The probabilistic approach requires a method for the generation of fire scenarios and the estimation of
their probability of occurrence. A fire scenario in this case refers to the development of fire in a space
considering the effectiveness of passive and active suppression systems. The fire development depends on various parameters, such as fire type and size, geometric and ventilation characteristics and
the effectiveness of suppression systems and actions. A range of approaches, such as mathematical
fire modelling, fault and event trees and Bayesian networks have been deployed to develop a probabilistic model. These tools utilise data from an incidents database that was developed early in the
project, Ventikos et al. (2010).
The Heat Release Rate (HRR) curve is one of the most important elements in fire safety engineering
analysis. It defines the main stages of the fire, which are the incipient, the growth, the fully developed
and decay stages. This defines the “design fires” within the origin space. A physically rational model
that generates probabilistically HRR curves based on key parameters like fire load, incipient time,
growth potential and others has been developed, Themelis et al. (2010) and Themelis and Spyrou
(2010). Uncertainty in values, such as fuel load, within the space is addressed probabilistically. Fig.1
shows an example of a fire fuel load density distribution.
Fire Load Density (MJ/m2)
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Fig. 1: Fire fuel load density distribution for a passenger cabin
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Fig.2 shows an example of a range of probabilistically produced HRR curves. These are then used in
analytical and simulation based analyses of consequences.
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Fig. 2: Probabilistically generated HRR curves including the possibility of early extinction
The reliability and effectiveness of the fire safety systems is incorporated in the methodology using
generic fault trees. For the component failure rates, manufacturers’ data and data available from
similar equipment is used.
2.5 Consequence Assessment
The aim of the FIREPROOF method is to encapsulate the fire risk in the design, which includes
scenarios of low consequence – minor fires which do not spread – and a much smaller number of
potentially serious scenarios. The scenarios of highest risk are then examined in greater detail using
predictive simulation tools in order to gain deeper insight into their potential consequences. The
outcomes of fire scenarios are assessed with two tools; a new hybrid fire model, integrating
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and zone models, and a societal consequence model
simulating passenger movement and exposure to heat, smoke and toxic combustion products etc.
These are described in more detail in Section 3.3.
3. Software Used in the Ship Product Model Demonstration
3.1 Introduction to the Ship Product Model (SPM)
In the FIREPROOF software framework the SPM acts as a database which can be queried by
interface tools to extract data for use in simulation and analysis tools (primarily SmartFIRE and
maritimeExodus for the FIREPROOF demonstration). The aims of the SPM software implementation
are to demonstrate:
1. The properties and capabilities required of a ship product data model to act as part of the FIREPROOF framework;
2. The storage of a ship model in a Product Data Management (PDM) system, containing the additional information needed to perform fire safety analysis;
3. The successful extraction of this ship and simulation input data and transfer into analysis tools.
These aims required the project team to examine the information types required for the modelling and
analysis, determine ways to store this in a demonstrator SPM implementation, develop interface tools
and enhance the capabilities of simulation software to accept the SPM outputs. This development has
used a mix of existing software (Paramarine, SMARTFIRE and maritimeEXODUS) and new
interface tools.
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3.2 SPM Modelling Software: Paramarine
For the FIREPROOF demonstration, the Paramarine software was chosen for the implementation of
the SPM. Paramarine is an integrated naval architecture design and analysis software produced by
Qinetiq. A screenshot of the Paramarine software is shown in Fig. 3. The user can insert objects into
the hierarchy pane on the left, and interact with them via tabular or graphical interfaces. The large
graphical pane on the right provides a live interactive visualisation of the ship model. It is important
to note that the FIREPROOF Consortium does not promote the Paramarine software as the universal
solution for a SPM, but rather it is used to demonstrate what is required of an SPM for integration
into the FIREPROOF framework.

Fig. 3: Example of the Paramarine Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The specific features of Paramarine most useful to FIREPROOF are: that it is object oriented, flexible
in modelling geometry; style and detail level; and that it contains an implementation of the Design
Building Block (DBB) approach developed by UCL. This has been described by Andrews and
Pawling (2003, 2006) and is a configurationally centred approach to ship design based on the Design
Building Block – a container or placeholder for the characteristics that describe a particular feature of
the design. This allows an arbitrary number of characteristics to be added to each space as represented
by a DBB. These can be parametric, allowing them to scale with the size of the space. This
extensibility was used to add the additional characteristics required for the analysis of fire scenarios.
The main disadvantage of Paramarine is that it is based on a solid modeller (Parasolid), rather than an
area or subdivision modeller. This means that although the input dimensions and resulting volume of
a space are constantly updated and can be extracted in an ad-hoc basis as from the DBB themselves,
the area and perimeter of a space can only be determined using specific auditing tools and processs.
An additional disadvantage is the limited API functionality within Paramarine. Although the latest
version of the software (version 7) contains multiple methods for extracting information on the design
model, these are actually only communication methods, rather than a true API, so the input / output
formats available are restricted. However, the general approach demonstrated could be applied to
other tools and particularly any tool employing a user customisable output format, perhaps in XML.
3.3 Simulation Tools: SMARTFIRE and maritimeEXODUS
There are two analysis components necessary to evaluate the fire risk to passengers on board a
passenger ship:
1. A fire model that predicts the spread of fire products and heat within a ship environment.
Here, this is the SMARTFIRE CFD fire model, http://fseg.gre.ac.uk/smartfire/index.html.
2. maritimeEXODUS, http://fseg.gre.ac.uk/exodus/index.html, an evacuation model that can use
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the previously generated fire and smoke environment to predict the effect on an evacuating
population in both terms of time to evacuate the ship and casualties caused.
These two models have been previously used together to demonstrate an integrated fire and
evacuation analysis of a ship, Galea et al. (2004a,b).
3.3.1 SMARTFIRE CFD based fire model
The SMARTFIRE CFD software is capable of simulating hot, turbulent, buoyant flows modelled in a
single arbitrarily sized region, which may contain multiple internal compartments that are separated
by walls and partitions. SMARTFIRE fire field model, Galea et al. (2004a,b), has been developed by
Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) at University of Greenwich since late 1980s. It is used for a
variety of applications in marine, aviation, buildings and rail environments. The CFD software uses
an unstructured control volume solution technique, although the current automated meshing system is
limited to creating regular hexahedral control volumes. Fires can be represented as volumetric heat
sources (which can be simple, time equation or table fire defined) or as mass sources of a gaseous fuel
(using the eddy dissipation combustion model). Thermal radiation may be modelled using radiosity,
an enhanced six-flux radiation model or a multiple ray radiation model. Turbulence is modelled using
a buoyancy modified k-epsilon model. The general flow can be either compressible or incompressible
and is modelled using one of the pressure-correction algorithms (SIMPLE or SIMPLEC), Patankar
(1980). Toxic species such as Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen Cyanide along with the effects of
smoke are also modelled, these are later used by the physiological models in maritimeEXODUS. The
software can also utilize parallel processing technology to reduce runtimes and thus increase
productivity on desktop PCs connected via a standard Local Area Network, Grandison et al. (2007).

Fig. 4: Conceptual view of hybrid fire model
For the FIREPROOF project a novel hybrid extension to the SMARTFIRE model has been developed
whereby a simpler empirical zone model has been interfaced with the CFD model to reduce the
necessary runtime for such a model, while maintaining the applicability of the modelling methods
used. The relationship between these models is shown in Fig. 4. CFD modelling is used for complex
geometries and areas beyond the reliable application of zone models and the zone models are applied
in areas where the empiricism can be consistently applied, Burton et al. (2007,2011).
3.3.2 maritimeEXODUS
The ship evacuation model maritimeEXODUS, Galea et al. (2004a,b), Deere et al. (2006), produced
by the Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) of the University of Greenwich was used to perform
the personnel simulations. maritimeEXODUS is designed to cater for all types of maritime
environment including off-shore oil rigs, large cruise ships, RO-RO ferries and fast catamaran vessels,
which can all be analysed to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements for both time to reach the
muster station and time to evacuate the ship into lifeboats or life-rafts. The version used includes
additional features relating to the representation of Life Saving Appliances, Procedural Developments,
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improvements in connecting multi-deck geometries, the graphical interface, contour facilities, enhanced
output and numerous other changes. Additionally complicated contra-flow situations associated with
people returning to cabins to collect lifejackets while other people are attempting to travel in the
opposite direction to the lifeboat muster station can be modelled and analysed.
The EXODUS software takes into consideration people-people, people-fire and people-structure
interactions, Fig. 5. The EXODUS software has been written in C++ using Object Orientated
techniques and rule-base concepts to control the simulation. Each individual in the simulation is
tracked and their movement is determined by a set of heuristics or rules.

Fig. 5: EXODUS sub-models and interactions
These rules have been categorised into five interacting sub-models, the PASSENGER, MOVEMENT,
BEHAVIOUR, TOXICITY and HAZARD sub-models. These sub-models operate on a region of
space defined by the GEOMETRY of the enclosure.
•

•

•

•

•

The GEOMETRY of the enclosure can be (i) read from a geometry library, (ii) constructed
interactively using the tools provided or (iii) read from a CAD drawing using the DXF format.
Internally the entire space of the geometry is covered in a mesh of nodes that are typically spaced
at 0.5m intervals. The nodes are then linked by a system of arcs. Each node represents a region of
space typically occupied by a single passenger.
The MOVEMENT SUB-MODEL controls the physical movement of individual passengers from
their current position to the most suitable neighbouring location, or supervises the waiting period
if one does not exist. The movement may involve such behaviour as overtaking, side-stepping, or
other evasive actions.
The BEHAVIOUR SUB-MODEL determines an individual's response to the current prevailing
situation on the basis of his/her personal attributes, and passes its decision on to the movement
sub-model. The behaviour sub-model functions at global and local levels. Local determines an
individual’s response to his/her local situation while the global behaviour represents the overall
strategy employed by the individual, such as evacuating via the nearest serviceable LSA.
The PASSENGER SUB-MODEL describes an individual as a collection of defining attributes
and variables such as gender, age, fast walking speed, walking speed, response time, agility,
presence of a life jacket, etc. Some of the attributes are fixed throughout the simulation while
others are dynamic, changing as a result of inputs from the other sub-models.
The HAZARD sub-model controls the development of the atmospheric and physical
environment. The atmospheric aspects comprise the distribution of fire hazards CO2, CO, HCN,
O2 depletion, Heat (radiative and conductive) and Smoke, as well as the irritant gases HCl, HBr,
HF, SO2, NO2, CH2CHO (Acrolein) and HCHO (Formaldehyde). The physical aspects include
setting of opening and closing times for Life Saving Appliances (LSAs). The primary function of
the hazard sub-model is to distribute the fire hazards.
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•

The TOXICITY SUB-MODEL determines the effects on an individual exposed to toxic products
distributed by the hazard sub-model. These effects are communicated to the behaviour sub-model
which, in turn, feeds through to the movement of the individual.

4. Development of a Ship Product Model (SPM) Specification
4.1 The Need for a SPM Specification
Each of the analysis activities outlined in Section 2 has a corresponding software tool, with required
input and output data. As each of these tools is analyzing the same ship design, it is important to
ensure that the information required is stored in a database and managed to ensure availability and
consistency. This common database is the SPM, which serves as the main vehicle for information on
geometric and numerical attributes of the ship design. There are multiple ISO standard product
models of ships for different applications, such as AP 215:2004, ISO (2004), so a new specification
could be produced for the incorporation of a risk-based approach to fire safety.
4.2 The Approach to Developing the SPM Specification
Product model specifications can be very detailed, allowing their direct implementation in software
tools etc. The aim for the SPM task within the FIREPROOF demonstration was not to develop such a
detailed specification, but rather to identify the contents, concepts and modelling techniques that
would be required of a future more detailed specification. This development was carried out by a
process of increasing focus and detail, which also contributed to the division of labour in the
demonstration activity.
1. A very broad survey of the inputs and output variable of all the analysis tools in the FIREPROOF
framework was undertaken. This included information on the analysis task they were used for,
units, file formats used (where tools already existed) and a statement of what the variable actually
represented.
2. This information was grouped. This grouping was primarily conceptual – i.e. what is the
information used for – but a process of identifying duplicate entries – where two tools had
specified the same information in a slightly different manner – was also carried out. The resulting
groups were:
• Parameters directly related to ship design:
- Geometry: related to the general arrangement of the ship;
- Space specification: for each space represented in the SPM, other parameters will
have to specified, such as: SOLAS category, identification, deck, zone, etc.
• Parameters not directly related to ship design:
- Parameters associated to the fire scenario and fire simulation, such as time of event,
vessel location, weather contribution, ignition space, crew status, etc.
- Evacuation modelling parameters, such as the evacuation plan and fire control plan.
3. There was then further consideration of the likely information sources and flow in a ship design
process. This indicated that some of the non-design parameters, such as evacuation plans, may be
considered for storage within an otherwise design-oriented SPM, as they may be developed in
parallel with the design configuration.
4. This consideration of the broader process led to the identification of four main types of
information to be stored in and extracted from the SPM:
• Shape geometry: The shape and location of the space;
• Connectivity: Doors and other openings connecting spaces;
• Physical properties: Properties of the space, e.g. perimeter, ventilation capacity, fuel load, etc;
• Operational properties: Evacuation plans, etc.
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4.3 Implementing the Demonstration SPM
With the types of information identified, methods were developed to represent these in the
Paramarine based SPM and transfer them to the simulation tools. There were a number of aspects to
consider during this development. The information needed to be represented in the SPM in an
explicit, unambiguous and consistent manner to allow automated processing. In addition to these
technical requirements, there is the more general need for simulation based analysis to make use of
information that is available in the design process, without creating an additional modelling workload,
particularly at the early stages in design. The counter-point to this is that, with careful consideration
of design processes, modelling-for-simulation may assist in managing information already implicitly
defined, or may use existing multi-disciplinary models.
5. Interface Developments
To facilitate the data flow from the SPM to the simulation tools, a user interface was developed that
interrogates Paramarine and outputs the ship model data in a format that can be read in by
SMARTFIRE via an interface tool called SMARTFIRE scenario designer. This section describes the
data flow from the SPM to the simulation tools and explains the technical features of this interface.
5.1 Data Flow in the Software Framework
The data flow is shown in Fig. 6. The blue/red ovals denote software, whereas the white rectangles
stand for files. The exchange of information with Paramarine is explained in the following sections.

Fig. 6: Data flow between Paramarine and SMARTFIRE via an Access-based interface
5.2 Choice of Interface Tools
The user interface is built in Microsoft Access. MS Access is a relational database management
system. While it is typically utilised to create small, local databases, it can also be used as a
programming environment for VBA. The main reason for the choice of MS Access in this project is
the fact that it can easily import and manipulate the Excel files being used to provide the “master
lists” shown in Figure 6. It must be stressed that the authors do not wish to promote MS Access; any
other software or programming environment can be utilised to implement the data flow.
5.3 Building an External Model of the SPM Structure
As described in Section 4, several different types of object were stored in the SPM, such as spaces,
doors, stairs etc. Each of these types of object require different sets of information to be represented
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in the SMARTFIRE and maritimeEXODUS models, and this information must be extracted from the
SPM. In general terms, this information can be extracted by either processing an output file from the
SPM or by injecting targeted queries into the SPM, which return the required data for the specified
objects. The latter method has the advantage of not requiring new file types in the SPM software, but
does require a communications interface or API.
The Paramarine software provides “sockets” over which data can be imported and exported, and can
exchange information using the Microsoft COM model. However, this API functionality requires
network communication between software, which was not possible in the FIREPROOF
demonstration, so a pre-existing Paramarine macro/scripting language, KCL, was used to inject large
groups of commands and extract large sets of output data. For future applications, the more advanced
communications methods would replace the white boxes in Figure 6.
To generate the queries, the internal structure of the SPM must be available to the external interface
software. The software-to-software communications methods permit structured searching of the SPM
hierarchy, but with that unavailable and alternative was used. A key feature introduced in the software
implementation to support this was the concept of a topological identifier. This is a numerical
characteristic which flags the object as a space, sub-space, door etc. and allows the appropriate
information to be exported for each type. This allows many different types of design entities to be
supported. With each object in the design structure explicitly identified by type, it was possible to
produce Excel lists representing the structure of the design. These were known as “master lists” and
acted as an index to the structure of the SPM, containing the hierarchical names of the objects but no
further details. With the design sorted in this manner, type-specific sets of queries can be generated.
5.4 Geometry Transfer versus Geometry Reconstruction
It is important to note that the geometry itself was not transferred from the SPM to the simulation
tools. Instead, characteristics of the spatial entity (door, ladder, etc.) were extracted and used to
regenerate the geometry in those tools. This is significant in that it eliminates – or at least
significantly reduces – the likelihood of encountering degenerate or unmeshable geometries. These
can occur if native geometry is exported between different CAD tools using different modelling
paradigms (e.g. tetrahedral volume versus NURBS surface etc). This was a significant enhancement
over previous integration efforts using Paramarine (Andrews et al. 2008) which used 2D DXF
geometry to export. The second major advantage is that this allows the regenerated geometry to be
explicitly assigned numerical characteristics (such as names, population, etc.), rather than attempting
to detect spaces within a DXF model or other file type.
5.5 Software Interface and Data Exchange Process
With reference to Fig. 6, the process of extracting data from the SPM can be outlined as follows.
1. Step 1: Produce master lists from Paramarine
A list was produced for; spaces, subspaces, doors, stairs, muster stations, open spaces, zones
and obstructed areas. For the purposes of the FIREPROOF demonstration, the master lists
were generated manually, by pasting KCL files into Excel. This could be replaced by direct
software-software communication in general application of the FIREPFOOF method.
2. Step 2: Produce Query file from master lists
The user interface, written in MS Access performs this task. It automatically produces a KCL
query file based on the objects in the master lists. This file can be used to obtain all the
required information from the SPM. The queries are tailored to the type of object represented
by each list (e.g. a space requires additional information compared to a door).
3. Step 3: Produce Output KCL file from Paramarine
The query file produced in the previous step is used to obtain all the necessary data from the
SPM and store it in an output KCL file.
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4. Step 4: Import data into SmartFire Scenario Designer
The KCL output file is imported into the SmartFire Scenario Designer tool. This software
was enhanced to process the data in the KCL file and re-generate the ship model.
5.6 The SMARTFIRE Scenario Designer
The SMARTFIRE Scenario Designer software is utilized as an intermediate step for generating
geometries for both the SMARTFIRE hybrid model and maritimeEXODUS. This reduces the overall
amount of work required to generate both simulation geometries and also allows a consistent transfer
of data between the SPM and simulation models. There are two major difficulties associated with
building geometries for these models. The first is simply the time required to extract the information
from a ship GA drawing into a model within both SMARTFIRE and maritimeEXODUS. The second
difficulty is transposing the atmosphere generated by the SMARTFIRE hybrid model and imposing
this upon the evacuation simulation of maritimeEXODUS.
The first difficulty has been tackled by defining an SPM within Paramarine that generates suitable
data. To this end, a parser has been created to interpret the Paramarine output file produced via the
user interface. By utilising the (relatively) data-rich KCL format from Paramarine and implementing
the reader within Scenario Designer, the previously tedious task of trying to interpret 2/3D DXF files
in a manual fashion has been significantly reduced and leads to a more accurate transfer of
information between the tools.
The second issue has been resolved by using the scenario designer to import the data generated in
SMARTFIRE into maritimeEXODUS using matched locations within both tools. Furthermore, the
Scenario Designer would automatically create zones for data sharing if zones were not suggested by
the user, which significantly reduces the workload of the user in preparing this data transfer. This
facility was implemented as part of the FIREPROOF project.
6. The Ship Product Model
6.1 The Paramarine SPM Implementation
This section reviews the methods used to represent the main elements of the ship design in the
Paramarine based SPM demonstration. Although some issues are specific to Paramarine, this section
concentrates on the more general methods of modelling that would be applicable for any chosen tool.
As the FIREPROOF project is intended to lead to wider applications, consideration was given in the
demonstrator to the potential to automate aspects of modelling and, in particular, that which might
primarily be required for analysis of the design using the FIREPROOF framework.
6.2 Geometry
6.2.1 Simplification of the Model
The simulation tools utilise a simplified representation of the ship, defined by axis-oriented cuboids.
Complex shapes in the example model have to be discretised as cuboids. A generic example is shown
in Fig.7. Simple spaces, such as passageways, can be represented by single cuboids (blue in the
figure). More complex spaces, such as the red polygon Fig.7, must be approximated by a series of
smaller cuboids, which are explicitly grouped together as child sub-spaces of a parent space.
This method raises the issue of how to convert arbitrary geometries to cuboid representations. Here
parallels can be drawn with meshing both for CFD and FEA. It was concluded that, with a digital
SPM, such an algorithm could be easily applied, as the basis geometry is explicitly defined in the
software model. The development of such an algorithm is driven by the needs of the simulation
software and is a task for any future development. For this demonstration, the simplification was
carried out by hand.
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Fig. 7: Example showing discretisation of curved space (red) as cuboids (yellow)
6.2.2 Representation of Boundary Thickness
Internal spaces on real ships are smaller than the “metal to metal” dimensions shown in General
Arrangement drawings. Floors are raised by seatings, ceilings are lowered by ducts, and walls are
covered in acoustic and thermal insulation. This thickness reduces the internal volume of the space,
which is important when simulating a fire. This was included in the SPM using characteristics
representing the thickness of ceilings, floors and walls. This represents the reduction in internal
volume, not the material thickness itself, as a typical boundary will be composed of several layers of
material and space. A possible future option is the use of “rules-based” logic to automatically apply
this thickness based on SOLAS space category. This kind of rules-based population of a simulation
model would reduce the time required for simulations and is enabled through a clear and explicit
SPM structure.
6.2.3 Obstructed Areas and Open Spaces
Four types of space were considered in total: space; sub-space; obstructed area; and open space. An
obstructed area is a finite area within a larger space which is obstructed to a finite height. An example
is where several areas of a dining hall are enclosed by railings. An open space is any space that is
open to the outside air (e.g. balconies and external walkways). These are still represented as cuboids,
but the faces non-coincidental with any other cuboid face can be deleted and connected to the external
air representation in the CFD model. This is also amenable to automatic processing.
6.3 Connectivity
Connectivity refers to doors and other openings, ladders and stairs that are used in the personnel
movement and CFD simulations. Doors and openings are defined using the same method, with
ladders and stairs using a derivative method. In both cases, two types of information are needed:
connectivity and characteristics. Connectivity is defined as a pointer to each of the spaces the door,
opening, ladder or stair joins. This allows the post-processing tools to detect the coincident faces of
those two spaces and insert an opening of the required size. The characteristics of the connectivity
item are such properties as: width of doors; type (single, double, opening with no door); and height of
stairs. Connectivity is an important concept as it may not be explicitly defined in the early stages of
design – the human designer knows that there must be a door, but has not placed it yet – but is
required for a range of simulation analyses. There is potential for automated generation of
connections between spaces based on type (e.g. a cabin must have a door to a corridor), but this
would not be applicable in all circumstances (e.g. dining halls).
6.4 Characteristics
One of the advantages of the Paramarine software is that an arbitrary number of numerical (or textual)
characteristics can be added to a DBB object. This allowed the many ship design characteristics
required by the simulations to be added to the SPM.
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6.5 Muster Stations
Muster stations are relatively simple to define. Conceptually they are a tag stating that a certain
number of people can be accommodated in a host space. The muster station itself has no geometry.
As such, the muster station entities have a capacity characteristic, a location in 3D space – set to be
the centroid of the host space – and a pointer to the host space.
7. Demonstration
The SPM and interface tools were used as part of the modelling process to allow a campaign of
simulations to be carried out. Fig.8 shows the Paramarine model, which represented two zones of a
generic cruise ship. This model contained 2451 objects, including 1263 spaces and 1117 connectivity
items. Fig.9 shows the same geometry in the SMARTFIRE Scenario Designer, Fig.10 shows it in
maritimeEXODUS and Fig.11 is an isometric view of a single deck in SMARTFIRE. The prototype
interface successfully imported approximately 95% of the model, with correction necessary for
modelling errors in the SPM and limited import errors.

Fig. 8: SPM in Paramarine

Fig. 9: SMARTFIRE Scenario Designer GUI

Figure 10: maritimeEXODUS view

Figure 11: SMARTFIRE 3D model

8. Future Developments
Several areas for future development were identified for investigation beyond the current
FIREPROOF project. These include: the incorporation of the complete range of analysis tools, as this
work focused on the CFD model; the use of an analysis automation environment to streamline the
transfer of data between models; and a move towards a more detailed specification of the SPM and
data transfer methods, similar to ISO standards.
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9. Conclusions
The FIREPROOF project is developing a probabilistic, risk-based approach to fire safety for
passenger ships that will allow the rational assessment of risk for both conventional and novel
designs. This project has seen the development of modelling and analysis tools addressing all aspects
of fire, from ignition to spread and consequences for the passengers and crew. To support these
analyses, including simulations using a new hybrid CFD / Zone model, the basis specification for a
Ship Product Model (SPM) has been developed. This SPM has been demonstrated using the
Paramarine software, and data has successfully been transferred to the analysis tools using interface
software. The object-oriented description of the ship design used in the Paramarine software was
found to be very important for the development of the SPM, as it allowed multiple new characteristics
to be associated with spaces in the design. In addition to the conceptual and practical issues of data
types required for analysis, broader considerations were found to be important, including the
availability of information in the ship design process and organization, the effort required to describe
the design data in an explicit manner, and the potential for automation.
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Abstract
Nowadays, EU shipyards that are facing difficulties due to the global crisis are often trying to
diversify their activities. Some of them have already turned to the production of offshore windmill
components. The installation and operation of offshore windmills are much more complex than
onshore due to the distance and the depth of the water column. This creates problems specific to the
production, installation and maintenance of offshore wind turbines. A tool for sequencing and
installation simulation has been developed to assess the risks associated to the assembly of wind
turbines parks via simulations of the different phases of construction considering various random
phenomena such as weather conditions and uncertainties on production time.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, EU shipyards that are facing difficulties due to the global crisis are trying to diversify their
activities. Some of them have already turned to the production of components of windmills (jackets,
tower sections, etc.). The wind power market is growing in order to reach the European requirements
in terms of green energy which also strongly favors offshore wind turbines given the limited space
available for onshore wind parks.
In December 2008 the European Union (EU) agreed on a binding target of 20% renewable energy by
2020. To meet this goal, the European Commission expects 34% of electricity to come from
renewable energy sources. Wind market should contribute to 12% of EU electricity demand. And,
with 40GW installed by 2020, offshore wind will supply 3.6% to 4.3% of the electricity production,
Fig.1. The total annual installed offshore wind capacity should grow from 1.5 GW in 2011 to 6.9 GW
in 2020. In terms of investments, this evolution represents an increase of €3.3 to €8.81 billion.

Fig. 1: Evolution of offshore wind energy annual and cumulative installations 2011-2020 (in MW)
Source: EWEA
Germany and United Kingdom should dominate the offshore wind market accounting for,
respectively, 30% and 23% of the total installed capacity in Europe, Fig.2. France, Italy, Spain,
Poland and Norway will also enter the offshore wind market in near future.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of total offshore wind capacity installed in Europe by 2020 (in MW)
Source: EWEA
The installation and operation of offshore windmill is much more complex than onshore due to the
distance, the depth of the seabed and marine activities. This creates problems specific to the
production, installation and maintenance of offshore wind turbines.
A tool for production and installation simulation has been developed to meet the major problems
encountered in the production of offshore wind turbines. The main objective of this tool is to assess
the risks associated to the assembly of wind turbines via simulations of the different phases of
construction considering all random phenomena such as the weather conditions and the uncertainties
on production time. The advantages are that the software is able to simulate complex interactions
between different actors (human and material resources, transportation, machinery, etc.). Thus, this
production simulation can develop the best production strategy that minimizes the operational risks.
Different alternative procedures of the installation process can be modeled and evaluated. All the
parameters of the installation process can be varied like the type of the installation vessel including its
attributes or the strategies for supply or assembly. Many constraints and restrictions can be taken into
consideration in the simulation model. In these special applications the weather influence is of major
importance. The specificity of this model is to use real offshore weather data of the past 18 years. By
evaluating different alternative scenarios the over-all installation process can be optimized with
respect to shortest installation times and highest robustness of the schedule. The first results of this
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) using real offshore weather data are presented and discussed in this
paper.
2. Why a risk based simulation is required?
In order to explain the necessity of this type of software, we have to consider the aspects linked to
logistics and to the production flow of the windmill assembly.
2.1 Different specific components
An offshore wind turbine is composed from different elements, which can be assembled either on dry
land or at sea, Fig.3. These components are:
•

The blades: the rotor blades for offshore wind turbines are made of composite material.
Today’s wind blades are mainly made of reinforced fiber glass. For very large blades, carbon
fibers have been introduced by many manufacturers in order to reduce the structure weight.
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•

•

•

The size of the blades is increasing proportionally with the increase in the power of the wind
turbine (the rotor has the weight of around 100 tons, for a 3 MW wind turbine).
The nacelle: results from a combination between a steel lattice structure and fiber glass
housing. The hydraulic, electrical and electro-mechanic internal components of the nacelle
(gearbox, transformers, cooling systems, etc) are integrated progressively during the
construction of the nacelle. One has to take into account the fact that the nacelle is very heavy
(125 t for a 4 MW turbine). Together with the rotor, the weight of the nacelle gives big
problems in terms of stability issues.
The tower section: has the structural role of carrying the top loads to the foundation. It is
made from steel sheet rings and stiffeners (longitudinal or circular, used for rigidity
purposes). It is protected against the strong corrosion due to sea water.
Wind turbine foundation, Fig.4: there are several types:
a. Mono pile foundations: they can be either concrete or pre-stressed, used for low or
mid-level water depths, and having as advantage low levels of noise emission in
operation, low maintenance, material availability with large-scale production;
b. Tripod foundations: designs tend to rely on technology used by the oil and gas
industry. The piles on each end are typically driven into the seabed, used for deeper
depths and has not been used on many projects to date;
c. Jacket foundations: can be made of a steel framework with pile foundation, used
mainly for great level water depths and has the advantages of light weight and high
rigidity;
d. Gravity foundations: they can be made of restrained steel pile, used mainly for lower
level water depths and having the advantage of being a simple and cost-efficient
construction for small depths.

(a)
Fig. 3 : Offshore wind turbine components

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: Types of foundations

All these components are produced in different locations that are why; we have to take into account a
problem of logistics. Moreover the different technologies used in the case of foundations require
various assembly strategies as well as different handling systems.
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2.2 Complex logistics process
2.2.1 Main problem related to logistic
Up to now, no “standard” procedure has been established for transport and installation of offshore
wind turbines. The different projects used different types of ship coming from oil and gas sector and
civil marine sector. The availability of installation vessels is a major challenge for the expected
development of offshore wind by 2020. Secondly, the installation of offshore wind turbines is
extremely demanding, due to higher number of operation days and repetitive installation processes. A
lot of installation vessels are not ideal for such conditions or are already used by the oil and gas
industry.
Over the past years, offshore wind has fostered the creation of specialized jack up vessels to ensure
the turbines can be quickly and efficiently installed, Fig.5. The record for putting up the tower, nacelle
and blades of one turbine on a windmill using a jack up vessel was close to eight hours. For transport,
few vessels are currently able to transport heavy substructures (gravity foundation, tripod, etc). In
addition, heavy lift vessels from the oil and gas industry are not suited to serial installation of
foundations, mainly because of their cost.

Fig. 5: Installation of tower, nacelle and rotor of an offshore wind turbine using a jack up vessel
Source: Horns Reva
2.2.2 Installation strategies for offshore wind structures
Nowadays, three installation strategies can be listed:
1. Pre-assembly at harbor;
2. Manufacture and pre-assembly at harbor;
3. Assembly offshore
The choice of one strategy will depend on the economical balance between number and type of ships
used, the distance to shore and the risk involved due to different operations, Fig.6. Note that
transportation is often being realized by sea but sometimes can be done by roads.
Pre-assembly at harbor - Turbines, substructures and towers are transported by trucks and/or ships
to a support harbor close to the wind park. Preparation and pre-assembly of different components are
finished at this support harbor. Afterwards, the structures are transported and installed on site, by an
installation vessel (jack up vessel). The support harbor has two main functions, the temporary storage
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of the wind turbine components and the logistic center. The main tasks performed in this harbor are
the pre-assembly of wind turbine components, the testing of parts, the quality control and the loading
of the structures on the installation vessel.
Manufacture and pre-assembly at harbor - A second approach is shipping the pre-assembled turbines
directly from the manufacturers to the site. Components are transported using high speed jack-up
vessel shuttles.
Assembly offshore - In this third strategy, feeder vessels supply an offshore jack-up vessel to the
installation site. Assembly and installation operations are then performed from this structure. The
main advantage of this method is that the installation vessel does not need to be used for transport.
However, an extra loading operation has to be used to load the feeder vessels or barges.

Fig. 6 : Example of a process flow of the erection of an offshore windmill park
2.2 Stochastic weather
Another aspect concerns the weather that has a major importance for all offshore operations. This
phenomenon is highly random, Steinhauer (2011). It is important to be able to analyze the effects of
weather uncertainties upon the process of installation of offshore wind turbines such as the delays of
transport ships, waves too high in order to perform installation, etc. The jacking process of an offshore
vessel can only be executed up to a certain wave height and wind speed. Work on the facade of a
building can only be done up to a certain wind speed, and not when it is raining. Moreover, it is
important to note that certain weather parameters can have an impact on certain process parameters.
The speed of a ship depends on the wave height or the drying time for concrete depends on the air
temperature.
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The model should be able to take into account the effects of weather on the installation cycle, to
assess the likelihood of delays of a certain process and to propose alternatives to minimize the effects
of these delays. By evaluating different alternative scenarios the over-all installation process will be
optimized with respect to shortest installation times and highest robustness of the schedule.
2.3 Continuous production flow
Production must be as much as possible a continuous process with no downtime for
machines/operations, e.g. transport and assembly ships that are very expensive equipment’s. The
project continuity is given by the meteorological input. Using the measurements of the wave height
and wind speed for the specific site location we can find the probability to perform a certain process
under good meteorological conditions.
2.4 Growing size of the components
It is easier to appreciate the size of the newest wind turbines with comparisons to previous generations
(see Fig. 7). The latest generations of wind turbines that will soon be installed at sea have a power of
6MW, which largely outperform the currently installed offshore wind turbines, whose power does not
exceed 5 MW. The current trend is to develop high power machines to increase the energy produced
by the wind parks, while reducing the number of machines. The size of the turbines significantly
increases the difficulty of construction and the risks during assembly at sea. Moreover, as offshore
machines increase in size, more manufacturers will be relocated directly to or in the proximity of the
harbor facilities to ease transportation of machines and delivery of components.

Fig. 7: Growing size of the turbines since 1985, Source: ECN
Today, the supply chain for offshore wind turbines relies on processes that already exist in onshore
wind industry and offshore structures for gas and oil sector. In the future, the experience gained from
offshore wind parks and the need to produce in series for large scale projects should lead to
standardization and important optimization in the supply chain processes.
3. Basis of the risk based simulation
Due to the highly stochastic propensity of the phenomenon described before we decided to base our
tool on Discrete Event Simulation (DES). Nowadays, more and more applications of simulations and
optimizations are used in production planning to increase production performance and
competitiveness of shipyards, Steinhauer et al. (2006), Kim et al. (2007), Souza et al (2008), Bentin et
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al. (2008). Some authors even consider that DES is a key new technology of the millennium with a
considerable expected growth rates per year, Steinhauer (2003).
3.1 Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
DES only takes points in time (events) into consideration. Such events may, for example, be an
element entering a station or leaving it, or moving on to another machine. Any movements in between
have little interest for the simulation itself. What is important is that the entrance and the exit events
are displayed correctly. When the element enters a material flow object, the software calculates the
time until it exits that object. Finally, the simulation software makes a list of all the important events
where each event is programmed and executed step by step. The total time needed to run a simulation
is really faster and limited only by the computer speed.
DES programs allow the mobilization of virtual plants like shipyards where product data contains all
geometrical and methodical information about the ship while the simulation model includes all
parameters describing the production facilities, resources (machines, humans, etc.) and processes. One
of the major advantages of the production simulation is that it is possible to integrate the operating
rules of each workshop and simulate the complex interactions between the different actors (human
and material resources, transportation, machinery and tools, etc.). The production simulation is
particularly effective to tackle phenomena such as the surface management, transport management,
flow management (identification of bottlenecks), management of failures and hazards, etc. that a
simple analytic workload simulation cannot integrate.
Thus, we can underline the advantages of this technology:
• We can easily vary the parameters of a system such as product features, operating procedures,
decision rules, information flows, and organizational procedures and then evaluate the
impacts of these changes.
• Hypotheses about how or why certain phenomena occur can be tested for feasibility so that
the errors are made on the model instead of in reality.
• Simulation models often have a visual Graphical User Interface (GUI), sometimes with
graphic animations. This makes them more reliable and understandable for the users and
managers.
Nevertheless, some limitations must be highlighted, Smith (1999):
• Development of a simulation model requires time and very significant resources.
• Model building requires special training. It is an art that is learned over time and through
experience. The ability to create a model that accurately represents the reality to be simulated
is not immediately apparent. Real systems are extremely complex and some assumptions and
omissions must be made about the details that will be captured in the model.
• Another limitation is the availability of data to describe the behavior of the system. It is
common for a model to require input data that is unavailable.
Nowadays, DES tools are currently used in many industries including some shipyards to increase
efficiency and workshop productivity, and to give computer-supported answers to the major
questions: when and where to produce and with what and with which resources, depending on the
availability and restrictions of resources and materials. Nevertheless, only few simulation models are
able to take into account the real weather data, Steinhauer (2011).
3.2 Methodology
The development of the tool has been started in order to give an answer to a well-defined industrial
requirement: the need to evaluate the risk of the strategic decision related to the erection of an
offshore wind park before its construction. Fig.8 describes the workflow of the model, in which we
can see the different elements involved in the modeling of the problem.
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Fig. 8: Workflow of the risk based simulation
3.2.1 Standard DES modelling
The tool is based on the Plan Simulation DES software. The DES workflow that includes all the
assembly and transport process shown in Fig. 8 has been implemented using the predefined objects
available in the software’s interface.
Some stochastic input variable are applied on production processes such as transportation, assembly
phases or storage. An example of a process stochastic variable is the assembly duration of a rotor
(linking 3 blades with one hub). It means that a mean duration and a standard deviation of a normal
distribution are given instead of a constant value. Moreover, each process can be affected by
production constraints and use different resources (ships, cranes, storage areas). For instance, the
assembly of the rotor requires a huge crane and cannot be done before that all the blades are available.
These constraints are different from one process to another depending on the construction sequences
and the work breakdown structure of the product.
Furthermore, all the parameters related to the processes, resources and constraints are included in the
model, the DES software can be launched using different seeds for the stochastic generator. So, in the
end, after running it for a relevant number of times, the user can integrate the output of different
results and get for example the standard deviation diagram, for each Key Performance Indicator
(KPI).
Two main KPIs have been considered in this simulation: cost and lead time. It has been demonstrated
that both cost and lead time can vary considerably depending on the country in which the offshore
wind park is located, the size of the generator, the distance to electrical grid, the sea bed
characteristics and the ship owners. That is why a cost assessment module has been developed. The
cost assessment of a product starting from a DES model is a quite easy task. Indeed, all individual
process times of the manufacturing tasks are a result of the simulation and linked to various resources.
To assess the cost of the process, we can just multiply the operating time of each resource such as the
ships, cranes and surface storage by its dedicated cost rate (Euro/hour). Then, the end user will have a
clear picture in terms of the expected risk on cost for the future project.
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3.2.2 New development
The new development concerns the weather that has a major importance for all offshore operations, as
explained before.
Due to the fact that weather conditions can vary significantly from one offshore site to another we
have chosen the option to use real weather data with the following information available every 10
minutes of the last decade. Aggregation of the data will be possible per hour and per day. These
measurements are related to the following parameters:
• Time step [2000-01-01 20:20:20];
• Average wind speed at the first altitude in m/s;
• Average wind speed at the second altitude in m/s;
• Average wave height in meters.
Weather conditions are applied to the resources through the workability module. This module defines
certain criteria that say whether a resource can or cannot be used, depending on the weather
conditions. For instance the huge crane used to assemble the rotor cannot be used if the wind speed
overpasses 20 km/h. Additionally to these criteria we also have to define the concept of “time
window” for the utilization of the resources. The time window is defined by the amount of time in
which the weather parameters will allow the process to occur (under safe weather conditions). This
time window is implemented for each transport resource (transport ship, jack-up, cranes etc.).
Finally, after the conventional loops of the DES we are making a second set of loops to consider the
different weather data for different starting years. For instance, a project that must start in June will be
first simulated in June 1994 (first year of data availability), then in June 1995, …, until June 2011. In
that way all the statistical output distribution can be combined at the end of the process in only one
risk indicator for both cost and lead time.
Having all these concepts in mind, the user can estimate what is the probability to start a certain
process under good weather conditions, and to be able to finish it in time. Nevertheless, this
methodology is only possible considering that weather information is available at any time i.e. each
10 minutes for all the past decade. That is of course not the case because some time to times the
captors have been damaged, etc. In the following section we developed a methodology to generate the
missing data with a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).
4. Generating weather missing data with PNN
The first intent has been to use a standard Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural predictor in order to
generate the weather missing data. It has not been successful, because after a certain number of points
the system got over-trained and the only output that can be generated was related to average values
(i.e. wind speed) and not stochastic weather data. These issues are common in neural networks that
must decide from amongst a wide variety of responses.
In order to overcome this problem we decided to use a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), Berthold
et al. (1997), that has the capacity to randomly shuffle the training examples, by using a numerical
optimization algorithm that does not take large steps when changing the network connections
following an example. The main advantage of this algorithm is that only two rather uncritical
parameters are required to be adjusted manually and there is no danger of overtraining; the algorithm
clearly indicates the end of training. In addition, the networks generated are small due to the lack of
redundant neurons in the hidden layers.
A sample of 25 000 points (174 days) has been extracted from the weather data in order to decrease
the size of the problem. The model has been trained with 17 500 points while tested with 7500 points.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are presenting the first results obtained with the PNN model. Fig. 9 shows the
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density scatter plot of wind speed versus predicted wind speed while Fig. 10 presents the kernel
density plot of the error. Fig. 11 shows the generated missing data for the sample of points selected
for this demonstration. Some improvements must be done to increase the quality of the model for the
model used for generating missing data.

Fig. 9: Density scatter plot of wind speed versus
predicted wind speed

Fig. 10: Kernel density plot of the error

Fig. 11: Generating missing wind speed data example. Small points indicate measured data while
small bubbles indicate generated data.
5. Conclusions
To conclude, the concept presented in this paper aims to validate the strategies and assembly
scenarios of the construction of a wind turbine park. The current developed tool will allow analyzing
the impact of certain parameters on the production and assembly workflow, in order to reduce the
global time of the project and its cost. By evaluating different alternative scenarios the over-all
installation process can be optimized with respect to shortest installation times and highest robustness
of the schedule. The risk based simulation presented in this paper will:
• Provide a fast and reliable method to simulate the fabrication of an offshore wind turbine
park;
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•
•
•
•
•

Take into account the most important stochastic parameters linked to fabrication;
Simulate all the constraints associated to the fabrication processes;
Determine the impact of assembly strategies and planning on the cost and lead time;
Create a model which allows to undertake a statistic risk analysis, that has as final outcome
the assessment of the risks involved in the assembly of an offshore wind turbine park;
Create a "Decision Making" tool, able to ensure, as far as it may, a smooth chain supply and
to enable a long term planning and a quick response in the short term.

6. Future work
The tool is under development and there are still plenty of improvements to be done in order to obtain
a robust software:
• Improving the model of generating the weather missing data;
• Testing different scenarios for the assembly of an offshore wind turbine park (having different
number of transport ships, or jack-ups etc.);
• Validating the results with industrial data;
• Improving the cost model, by taking into account all the resources with their corresponding
cost per unit of time;
• Implementing the module used to combine the output distribution of cost and lead time after
running the loop through the years.
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Abstract
The adoption of a Wake Equalizing Duct (WED) can increase the wake homogeneity in the propeller
plane, improving the hull-propeller efficiency and reducing issues such as cavitation and vibration.
This study presents a WED parametric model developed in Friendship Framework integrated with
StarCCM+. The first employs systematic variation of design parameters to explore the solution space
in order to obtain a better WED geometry and the last is used to evaluate the WED geometries effects
on the flow. Several studies are performed with the intention to obtain an appropriate model
concerning accuracy required and computational time feasibility. The cavitation and vibration
phenomena are evaluated indirectly using homogeneity indices.
1. Introduction
Until the early 1970s, when bunker price was low, there was no concern to reduce its consumption, a
scenario which was changed with the second oil crisis in 1973 and third oil crisis in 1979. The high
bunker prices, which lasted until 1985, motivated engines efficiency increase, operational speed
reduction and hydrodynamics improvements, but the fuel prices fall (in 1986) reduced again the
concern about its consumption. Its importance has returned since 2000, with further increase
in prices, and it is now a major issue for ship owners.
Several devices are proposed in order to reduce fuel consumption by increasing propulsive efficiency.
Asymmetric sterns, pre-swirl stator, counter-rotating propellers, Grim vane wheel, stator fin and
rudder fin can be used to recover rotational energy induced by the propeller; Propellers such as the
CLT (Contracted and Loaded Tip), DeJong-Sparenberg and Kappel propellers were developed to
mitigate blade tip vortices and appendices such as the propeller boss cap fins and the hub vortex vane
were designed to suppress boss vortex; Schneekluth wake equalizing duct (WED), Mewis duct,
Grothues spoilers and vortex generators are used to obtain more homogeneous velocity field at the
propeller plane, increasing its efficiency.
The adoption of specific appendices that seek better wake homogeneity can improve the hull-propeller
efficiency by reducing problems typically associated to the incident flow velocity fluctuations, such as
cavitation and vibration. The use of Schneekluth Wake Equalizing Duct (WED) has increased in the
last years, Schneekluth and Bertram (1998), showing that the one of the advantages are due to
reduction of flow separation, which means less cavitation and vibration. Schneekluth and Bertram
(1998) also reports resistance and thrust deduction factor reduction, which improves global efficiency.
This study presents WED devices evaluation concerning wake distribution equalization and, hence,
hull-propeller efficiency improvement. Due to the flow complexity at stern region, the design and
positioning process was performed following a systematic and integrated numerical investigation.
Since the accurate modeling of cavitation and vibration phenomena is quite complex and costly to be
evaluated directly by means of CFD codes, especially in the context of an optimization process, in
which the objective function needs to be evaluated several times during the procedure, the cavitation
and vibration were evaluated indirectly through homogeneity indices.
2. Methodology
The methodology assumed for the Wake Equalizing Duct (WED) optimization process was based on
a parametric model created in Friendship Framework, which produces and exports the WED geometry
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automatically (without human intervention) to StarCCM+, a Finite Volume Method (FVM) software
that solves the viscous flow using the RANSE approach. The CFD software solves the flow
automatically using a batch mode, by means of several macros (functions) that handle the geometry,
choose the fluid properties, boundary conditions, turbulence model, stopping criteria, body forces for
the propeller representation, generate the mesh, run the analysis, pos-process the results and exports
the forces and velocity field. All these steps are performed automatically and the macros were written
after the numerical model had been defined to guarantee a reliable and robust setup to perform the
simulation properly.
After the velocities are evaluated, the velocity field is exported using a “.csv” file containing the 3
velocity components in the propeller plane, which are processed using Matlab to calculate the mean
wake and the homogeneity indices, as defined next. After these calculations, the results are export
using others “.csv” files, that are read in Friendship Framework in order to re-feed the model
concerning the objective function values. Fig.1 illustrates the process.
FRIENDSHIP
-Optimization algorithm
-Parametric model, geometry
generation and export surfaces

MATLAB
- Mean wake and
indexes evaluation

“.csv” file containing the
velocity field and forces

StarCCM+
-Solve the flow, evaluate
the velocities and viscous
forces

Fig. 1: Integration scheme adopted for optimization
In non-linear optimization, the guarantee of global optimality is difficult, because the methods usually
tend to be very effective in finding local minima, but fails to guarantee the global minimum in the
feasibility region. Therefore, the strategy applied consisted of two stages: the first one associated with
the solution space exploration using SOBOL sequences generated by Friendship, in order to map the
behavior of the objective function in the feasibility region. The tendencies were evaluated using
response surfaces created in Matlab in order to estimate the local minimums. The second stage was
the use of PARTAN non-linear optimization method, assuming the initial solution estimated before
from the response surface. Following this approach, the local minimum was determined and the
solution compared with the hull without duct.
2.1. Flow calculation without WED
The viscous flow was evaluated using the RANSE (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations)
solver StarCCM+. This method requires the discretization of a computational domain including
boundary conditions and computational control parameters. The model was first set up without the
WED and then extended to the duct analysis. Here, the main goal was not to obtain the very accurate
results, but to capture the desired effects with a satisfactory accuracy, obtaining the trends due to the
duct variations at reduced computational time. Initial parameter studies helped to simplify the
simulation and reduce the computational time. First, we compared for double-body flow, i.e.
considering a rigid free slip wall at the water surface plane, later for free-surface two-phase flow using
a VoF (Volume of Fluid) approach. Then, a scale analysis was performed in order to verify the
differences between the flow at some scales varying from Reynolds numbers 106 and 107.
Convergence was more complex and time consuming for the higher Reynolds number. Finally, we
looked at mesh convergence in order to define the coarsest mesh that would still give satisfactory
results.
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The basic boundary conditions adopted were:
- Ship: no slip (v = 0)
- Inlet: evanescence (v = vfar field)
- Outlet: evanescence (p = patm)
- Symmetry plane, side wall and bottom: impermeability, (vn=0)
For double-model flow, the domain extends from the bottom to the free-surface plane, Fig.2 (left),
where the no-flux condition (free slip) is imposed. For the VoF approach, the “full” domain is
considered, with water and air, Fig.2 (right).

Fig. 2: Domain for double-model flow (left) and VoF approach (right)

Fig. 3: Block-structured hexahedron mesh: double-body (top) and free-surface VoF (bottom)

Fig. 3: Prism layer detail near bow
The block structured mesh, based on hexadral cells, was refined in the stern region in order to capture
accurately the velocity field at the propeller plane, Fig.3. In the free-surface model, also the water-air
interface was refined. Elements on both meshes have about the same size. Both meshes have
approximately the same cell size. The double-body model has 700.000 elements, the free-surface
model 2 million. Fig.4 shows a mesh detail near the bow, with a prism layer and hexahedral elements.
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A hexahedral mesh was adopted also for the actuator disk. Fig.5 (left) shows distribution details. This
mesh type generates hanging nodes, i.e. the nodes at the interface are not the same for the fluid region
and the actuator disk, Fig.5 (right). A convergence analysis defined that 70.000 elements produce
satisfactory results. Choi et al. (2010) adopted 17.600 elements and obtained good results.

Hanging nodes

Fig.4: Hexahedral mesh: Actuator disk mesh with hanging nodes at the interface
According to Spangenberg and Rieck (2008), the k-ε and k-ω SST turbulence models provide
different results for the velocity distribution in the propeller plane. Both models have similar results
for the outer radii and differ closer to the hub. This behavior is expected since the k-ω SST model
performs better when there is negative pressure gradient, which occurs near the walls. Far from the
walls both models adopt the same formulation. For the optimization process the k-ω SST turbulence
model was chosen due to better convergence and robustness during the initial simulations. We also
analyzed the wall treatment comparing the results with wall function (y+>30) and no wall function of
(y+≈1). Both models captured the same trend, despite different absolute results. We adopted a hybrid
wall treatment, as suggested by the StarCCM+ manual: for y+ ≈ 1 the wall function is not used, for
y+> 30 the wall function is adopted, and for 1 < y+ <30 an interpolation of the two formulations is
applied. The prismatic mesh had an average y+ = 40.
For the double-body approach, the mesh convergence was analyzed varying cell count between
700.000 and 2 million, Fig.6 and Fig.7. An angle of 0° corresponds to 12 o'clock, 180° to 6 o'clock.
The dimensionless hub radius is 0.17. The values were close enough to adopt the smaller mesh, saving
significant computational time. The wake distribution is typical, containing higher values near 0°.
Table 2 shows the good quantitative agreement between the two grids, especially for large radius at
small angles, which is the region where the duct influences the most.
0.7x106 elements

2.0x106 elements

Fig. 5: Wake obtained with 700,000 and 2 million elements for double-body flow
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Fig. 6: Wake distribution between fine and coarse mesh considering several radial fractions
Table 1: Average wake, standard deviation and amplitude for different radius obtained with fine and
coarse mesh (double-body flow)
Amplitude

σ
6

r/R
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.7x10
elements
0.77
0.76
0.76
0.74
0.64
0.51
0.41
0.34
0.30

6

2.0x10
elements
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.65
0.50
0.40
0.34
0.29

Percentual
difference
1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
1%
2%
1%
2%

6

0.7x10
elements
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.12
0.16
0.21
0.24
0.24
0.22

w/o free surface

6

2.0x10
elements
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.21
0.24
0.23
0.22

Percentual
difference
14%
3%
6%
1%
3%
1%
0%
1%
2%

6

0.7x10
elements
0.31
0.30
0.41
0.50
0.55
0.61
0.62
0.58
0.60

6

2.0x10
elements
0.33
0.31
0.37
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.61
0.58
0.59

Percentual
difference
8%
2%
12%
0%
1%
2%
2%
0%
2%

With free surface

Fig. 7: Double-body and free-surface wakes at propeller plane

Fig. 8: Double-body and free-surface wake distribution considering several radial fractions
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The next comparison performed was between the rigid surface (2 million cells) and free surface (10
million cells) models, with approximately same cell size, Fig.8 and Fig.9. The wakes agree well,
Table 3. The Froude number was 0.15, which implies small waves generated by the hull. For higher
Froude numbers, the free-surface effect should be investigated as it may no longer be neglected.
Table 2: Average wake, standard deviation and amplitude for different radius obtained with and
without free surface
Amplitude

σ
r/R

w/o free
surface

with free
surface

Percentual
difference

w/o free
surface

with free
surface

Percentual
difference

w/o free
surface

with free
surface

Percentual
difference

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.76
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.65
0.50
0.40
0.34
0.29

0.77
0.77
0.77
0.75
0.63
0.48
0.40
0.34
0.30

1%
2%
2%
0%
3%
4%
1%
1%
2%

0.08
0.07
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.21
0.24
0.23
0.22

0.07
0.06
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.23

9%
6%
4%
4%
3%
8%
5%
5%
5%

0.33
0.31
0.37
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.61
0.58
0.59

0.31
0.30
0.38
0.48
0.57
0.62
0.64
0.60
0.59

8%
4%
4%
4%
2%
3%
5%
3%
1%

In order to investigate the scale effects, simulations were performed for Reynolds numbers of
approximately 106 and 107, Fig. 10.. For higher Reynolds number, convergence was not achieved
within reasonable computational effort. Scale effects are significant between the two Reynolds
numbers, especially for small radii. Due to the difficulties at high Reynolds numbers, we adopted the
assumption that the better WED at model scale would also be better at full scale. Thus we assumed
that the errors are proportional with scale, limiting ourselves to a comparative study.
Re = 3x106

Re = 3x107

Fig. 9: Scale effects in the wake
The propeller was modeled using momentum sources, as commonly done for maneuvering simulations, Cura (2006), Luebke (2009a), Choi et al. (2010). We believe this to be appropriate for duct
simulations as well. The simplified model reduces again computational effort, as compared to other,
more realistic propeller models (e.g. direct geometrical modeling with sliding grids). There are several
techniques for the force distribution at the actuator disk, such as the evaluation of pressures in a potential-flow propeller code, Choi et al. (2010). We assumed constant distribution over the entire actuator disk, neglecting radial and angular variations. The thrust value was adjusted to match the total
resistance (viscous and wave), as obtained with Star-CCM+ (double-body flow) and the non-linear
potential solution from XPAN module of Shipflow, Fig.11. We assumed that only the viscous resistance would be affected by the momentum source. Therefore, Shipflow was run only once and Star-
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CCM+ was run a few times in order to achieve the equilibrium between thrust and resistance. The
wake comparison in the presence and absence of propeller can be seen in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10: Wave resistance calculated using Shipflow-XPAN

Fig. 11: Wake with and without propeller
2.2. Homogeneity indexes
The nominal wake coefficient w0 is a basic parameter for velocities evaluation in the propeller plane,
which can be determined by Eqs.(1) and (2),

w( r ) =

1
2π

2π

∫ w( r,θ ) dθ

(1)

0

R

∫ r ⋅ w( r ) dr
w0 ( r ) =

rh
R

(2)

∫ r dr
rh

w(r, θ)=1-ux(r, θ)/VS is the wake value for each radial and angular positions; ux is the axial flow
velocity; VS is the hull velocity. For easier integration of the wake calculation in the Friendship
Framework, a feature was created that calls Matlab to evaluate the velocity field file “.csv” exported
by StarCCM+, Fig.13.
The hull efficiency is intrinsically related to the wake, Eq.(3), where t is the thrust deduction factor:

ηh =

1− t
1 − w0

(3)
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Fig. 12: Feature created for wake calculation
Since the mean wake is a position measure, not a dispersion one, it is not able to evaluate the wake
homogeneity. The main reason for a single homogeneity index is to avoid the direct evaluation of
cavitation and vibration, since it would be too time consuming in an optimization. There are several
indexes proposed in the literature, NN (2002), Luebke (2009b). In this work, ζ w0 was considered only
for wake homogeneity Eq.(4) and ηw0 takes both homogeneity and hull efficiency into account Eq.(5).
ζ w0 evaluates the non-homogeneities by means of the product of two dispersion measures in order to
ensure that the velocity field will be close to the mean value at each radial position and no velocity
peaks will occur. ηw0 is the index ζw0 divided by mean wake w0, which means it also takes into
account the hull efficiency. A(r) is the wake amplitude for a radial position, σ(r) the standard
deviation for a radial position, and k a constant.
R

ζ w = k ∫ r ⋅ σ ( r ) ⋅ A( r ) dr
0

(4)

rh

ηw =
0

σ (r) =

R

k
r ⋅ σ ( r ) ⋅ A( r ) dr
w02 r∫h
2π

∫ [w( r,θ ) − w( r )]

2

dθ

(5)

(6)

0

A( r ) = wmax ( r ) − wmin ( r )
1
1
k=
⋅
2
2π (R − rh )

(7)
(8)

Better wakes have indexes η and ζ closer to zero, which is not intuitive. Besides, the comparisons
need to be performed considering the bare hull, because a duct is advantageous only if the indexes are
lower than the bare hull indexes. Therefore, the indices are made dimensionless by dividing the value
without duct by the value with duct, see Eqs.(9) and (10). This makes comparison easier since values
higher than 1 indicate that the duct is advantageous.

η withoutWED
η withWED
ζ
ζ = withoutWED
ζ withWED

η =
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(9)
(10)

2.3. WED parametric model
Fig. 14 shows the parametric duct studied (provided by Friendship team). A NACA 4 digit profile was
adopted. The design variables considered were the three profile angles (lower, middle and upper), the
chord length and x position.

Fig.13: Parametric WED (Source: Friendship Systems)
3. Numerical results
The first step of the optimization was to explore the solution space using a SOBOL sequence. After
that, response surfaces were created and trends analyzed, providing the initial solutions for the
optimization process. The optimization process was conducted for the two indices, getting two
different solutions. For the ζ index, two different initial solutions were used as initial point to the
optimization process, leading to two different local minima.
3.1. SOBOL sequence for exploration feasible solutions
Using the Friendship Framework, 140 WEDs were produce through a two SOBOL sequences with the
upper and lower limits given by Table 4. Of the generated ducts, 133 achieved convergence. Ducts 14
and 42 gave the highest ζ and η indexes, respectively. Their values for x position, chord length and
innerDiameter are close, but the angles are very different.
Table 3: Upper and lower boundaries for the design variables generation
Limits

x position
(m)

Chord length
(% of propeller
diameter)

Lower
Upper

14.5
15.5

55
65

InnerDiameter
Lower angle Middle angle Upper angle
(% of propeller
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)
diameter)
40
50

0
15

0
12

0
15

In order to understand the duct parameters’ effects on the indexes, a response surface was created with
Matlab using linear and quadratic models, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. From these response surfaces, the
initial duct for the optimization process could be estimated by modifying duct 42 guided by the trends
captured using η index. The response surface suggested that the duct would improve increasing the
diameter, reducing the upper angle and increasing the middle angle a little, which were the most
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important variables verified.
Table 4: Duct with highest ζ and η indexes
Duct
14
42

Chord length InnerDiameter
x position
Lower angle Middle angle Upper angle
(% of propeller (% of propeller
(m)
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)
diameter)
diameter)
15.19
15.05

0.56
0.60

0.49
0.48

6.75
13.69

2.25
4.69

3.75
6.94

1.43
1.69

1.26
1.13

1.7
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.1

14.5

15.05

15.5 0.55

X position

0.598

0.65 0.4

Chord Length

048

0.5 3

Diameter

Tendency

15 0

Lower Angle

Best duct

4.7

12 3

Middle Angle

6.9

15

Upper Angle

Confidence interval

Fig. 14: Response surface for η index

1.2
1.2
1.1

1.01
0.9
0.8
0.8
1.7

14.5

15.2

15.5 0.55

X position

0.65 0.4

Chord Length

0.5 3

Diameter

Tendency

6.75

15 0 2.25

Lower Angle

Best duct

12 3

Middle Angle

15

Upper Angle

Confidence interval

Fig. 15: Response surface for ζ index
Following this procedure, four ducts were generated, one for each design variable modification and an
additional considering the modification of all variables simultaneously, Table 5.
Table 5: Pre-optimization ducts
WED
42
I
II
III
IV

innerDiameter Upper angle
0.483
0.500
0.483
0.483
0.500

6.938
6.938
4.000
6.938
4.000

Middle angle
4.688
4.688
4.688
8.000
8.000

Indexes
w*
0.114
0.112
0.113
0.124
0.121

1.692
1.728
1.712
1.577
1.824

1.128
1.196
1.170
0.890
1.082

The modification of all parameters simultaneously produced WED IV, which is about 8% better than
duct 42 considering η index, but worst in 4% considering ζ index and it was used as the initial
solution for η optimization process. Duct 14 presented the best ζ and WED I also presented a high
value. Because their geometry is very different (especially concerning the angles), they were both
used as the initial solution for ζ optimization process.
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3.2. Optimum solution
In order to achieve the optimum solution, the PARTAN method was used assuming the WEDs
produced before as initial solutions for the processes, Fig.16.

w/o duct

w/o duct

w/o duct

optimum η

optimum ζ
(duct I)

optimum ζ
(duct 14)

Fig. 16: WED optimum solutions a) Better η ; b) Better ζ (starting from Duct I); c) Better ζ
(starting from Duct 14)
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The optimum solution for the η index was obtained after 87 iterations (6 and Fig.16-a). This WED
has increased η from 1.824 to 2.161 (+18.5%) but has decreased ζ from 1.082 to 0.966 (-10.7%).
This means that the appended hull wake homogeneity is worse than the bare hull, but assuming the
nominal wake as proportional to the wake measured at the actuator disk interface, the hull efficiency
is better and a 2.4% power demand reduction is achieved. This effect occurs because the η index
considers mean wake, wake standard deviation and wake amplitude, which means there are two ways
of improving this index: one by reducing the standard deviation multiplied by the wake amplitude and
another by increasing the mean wake.
The optimization for the ζ index, Fig.16-b, considering the WED I as the initial one, resulted in the
duct with the characteristics given on Table 6. This duct has about the same dimensions of the
optimum η , but has the lower angle and x position 0.3° and 40 cm smaller, respectively, showing
that the x position has a great impact in the duct performance. Considering the same hypothesis
adopted before the required power would decrease about 0.43%.
Table 6: WED optimum solutions
Optimized
parameter

Initial
Duct

x position
(m)

Chord length
(% of propeller
diameter)

IV

13.3

0.6

0.5

13.9

8.3

5.9

0.15

2.16

0.97

I

13.0

0.6

0.5

13.6

8.3

5.9

0.11

1.61

1.24

14

15.1

0.6

0.5

1.6

1.8

0.6

0.10

1.35

1.29

InnerDiameter
(% of propeller
diameter)

Lower angle Middle angle Upper angle
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)

w*

Finally, assuming the WED 14 as the initial WED for the ζ optimization process leads to the duct
shown in Fig.16-c, with the characteristics in, which has increased the ζ index in about 28.7% and
the η in about 35%, compared to the bare hull, being considerably more homogeneous. Nevertheless,
the mean wake has decreased, increasing the requested power about 0.77%, revealing the trade-off
between less requested power and more homogeneity concerning the optimum solutions evaluated.
4. Conclusion
In order to evaluate the WED performance, it was shown that, for a Froude number below 0.15, the
free surface can be neglected. The scale effect, on the other hand, has a major influence and
simulations must be performed with Reynolds number as close to the real scale one as possible. The
propeller also plays a major role and must be considered, even with simple models (constant axial
momentum sources).
Two merit functions were used to optimize the WED, one which minimizes bunker consumption and,
therefore, the annual variable costs, and another one which improve wake homogeneity, which
implies in less vibration and cavitation, producing better comfort for the crew and longer lifetime for
the propeller. Considering this, the ship owner has the freedom to choose a compromise solution that
better fits his needs. It is important to point out that the improvement in vibration and cavitation is
hard to be measured, being necessary further studies, even because the propeller was not studied in
details.
The next steps to be performed are to consider a better propeller modeling, including a panel method
code that integrated to the StarCCM+ and Friendship considers the body forces distribution properly.
Besides that, the optimization model could be improved by considering the propeller efficiency at the
integration point using the incident flow velocities. The optimization process could also be changed
by imposing some constrains to the efficiency and/or homogeneity, avoiding the use of a mixed index,
such as η index.
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Abstract
For davits it is crucial to be able to launch lifeboats even under extreme conditions like 20° list and
10° tilt. The engineer carries the responsibility to ensure, that constructed davits satisfy this
requirement. In this paper a parameterized simulation model for simulating the movement of the davit
over time is presented. The parameterization allows adapting, e.g. the amount of stored power, the
weight of the life boat or several geometric properties. The simulation model is coupled with a virtual
reality system allowing the disembarking procedure to be visualized before even a prototype is built.
The paper demonstrates how virtual prototyping can be used to support the design process even for
small and medium enterprises.
1. Introduction
For lifeboats it is crucial that they can be launched in an emergency even under extreme conditions.
Therefore, IMO rules (IMO MSC/Circ. 0980Add2) require the ability to launch lifeboats even at 20°
list and 10° tilt. Fulfillment of the requirement will be tested by classification societies for every
prototype in a physical test. The engineer carries the responsibility to make sure, that constructed
davits are able to achieve this requirement. When developing new davits, effort and risk are usually
reduced by taking existing davit designs and adapting them to the current customer’s needs. Still this
process takes a considerable amount of time, including the necessary modifications and the
calculation of forces occurring to the system. Virtual prototypes support the engineering process, thus
allowing for an exploration of more design variants.
In this research a davit system which is expected to be built in different variations over time has been
chosen and virtual prototyping technologies where applied. The paper presents development and
validation of the parameterized simulation model, enabling the application of Simulation Based
Design (SDD). Broas et al. (2009), for the design of davits. The simulation is based on an initial 3D
CAD model designed with Autodesk Inventor. In order to present and discuss the virtual prototype it
is discussed how to convert the design data to a virtual reality (VR) model. The simulation results are
coupled with the virtual reality system, allowing to examining the fully dynamic virtual prototype
within VR. The use of VR significantly improves the communication between different stakeholder
like engineering, contractor and production. Potential errors can be spotted and it opens up room for
improvement at an early stage.
An evaluation setup for validating the simulation model is presented. It is based on an innovative use
of augmented reality techniques. The evaluation is performed using the video capture of a physical
test of the davit under examination. Advanced image processing techniques are used to analyze the
image sequence. By this, the movement of the davit over time can be automatically extracted and
compared with the simulation results.
2. Parameterized Simulation Model
Different simulation systems have been analyzed including Inventors own simulation engine and the
market leader ANSYS. Though ANSYS is more powerful, the capabilities of Inventor have been
found to be sufficient. Inventor has been chosen to avoid additional costs for the company, especially
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important for small and medium sized companies, and to retain the existing product development
processes.

Fig. 1: Inventor model of the rescue system
(one davitarm)

Fig. 2: Pivot joints and forces in the geometric
model

The Inventor CAD model of the davit rescue system is shown in Fig. 1. The model has been
parameterized. In a spreadsheet it is possible to change eleven free parameters for an easy geometrical
change of the model. The parameters include e.g. the casing (depth and width) and the size of the
rescue vessel. The corresponding dependent parameters, e.g. the length of he claw, are also updated if
the free parameters are changed. This parameterization allows the design engineer to quickly adapt to
changes in the environmental conditions.
The aim of the simulation is to show that the amount of stored power is sufficient to launch the
lifeboats at all required conditions. Therefore the simulation was realized through a Multi Body
Simulation (MBS) taking into account the resulting sum of all forces, static or dynamic friction,
movement and the constraints through rails and joints. MBS is next to the FEM simulations and CAx
an important technology in the development process of complex mechanical systems. Based on
product requirements, the essential kinematic and geometric parameters are defined and the
simulation of virtual products gives insight into the behavior of the future product. Stability of the
structure is not addressed here, but using FEM simulations.
Fig. 2 shows some pivot joints and forces. The friction is dynamic for all joints which means, it is
changing during the movement of the davit arm. In basic Coulomb friction model, two contacting
surfaces can carry shear stresses up to a certain magnitude across their interface before they start
sliding relative to each other. This state is known as sticking. The Coulomb friction model defines an
equivalent shear stress τ, at which sliding on the surface begins as a fraction of the contact pressure p
(τ = µp + COHE, where µ is the friction coefficient and COHE specifies the cohesion sliding
resistance). Once the shear stress is exceeded, the two surfaces will slide relative to each other. This
state is known as sliding. The sticking/sliding calculations determine when a point transitions from
sticking to sliding or vice versa. The coefficient of friction depends on the relative velocity of the
surfaces in contact. Typically, the static coefficient of friction is higher than the dynamic coefficient
of friction.
3. Simulation based VR Design Review
In order to display the simulation results within a virtual reality environment, the Inventor 3D model
has to be converted to a VR model. We used the X3D-based mixed reality system instantreality, Fellner et al. (2009). X3D is an ISO standard for 3D content, www.web3d.org/x3d/specifications/. In
addition to the description of geometry, it allows simple animations and implementing complex cus-
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tom functionality through a scripting interface. While the export of the geometry is straightforward,
additional work is required to transfer the movement of the davit to the VR scene. Our approach utilizes the scripting interface to control the animation of the davit based on the inventor simulation results. The main challenge lies in the preparation of the virtual model for being driven by the simulation results as exported by Inventor.
Within Inventor the kinematic relations are described by the relations of the angles and are not
reflected within the geometry and its structure itself. In contrast, VR systems focus on the geometric
properties and do not provide mechanisms to model constraints. The geometric way to reflect
constraint movement is to put objects into a kinematic hierarchy of transformations, basically
providing nested coordinate systems. If an “outer” part (and its coordinate system) is rotated all inner
parts are rotated with it. Figs.3 and 4 illustrate this: In the hierarchy of objects b is child of a, and each
object has its local coordinate system. At the time t1 b is rotated by β1 around its center point, and a is
not rotated. At t2 a is rotated by α resulting in the coordinate system of b to be rotated along a’s center
point, effectively moving b. Additionally, b is rotated around its center point by β2.

Fig. 3: Kinematic hierarchy of objects (b is
child of a)

Fig. 4: Movement of davit at two time steps

When exporting to a VR format from Inventor only the geometric information gets exported and the
object hierarchy is as-modeled and does not match the kinematic hierarchy resulting from the
specified constraints. On the other side it is possible to export the simulation results of the MBS, but
they cannot be directly used to drive the VR model. The exported values are the rotation angles of the
joints sampled over the simulation time. Directly applying them onto the rotation of the corresponding
VR parts would only rotate them around their joint, but not keep them attached to the position of the
other (parent) objects. Therefore, it is necessary to (manually) modify the structure of the objects to
match the kinematic hierarchy. Additionally, the center point of the parts does not match the position
of the joint, which also needs to be (manually) adapted. The manual effort for this step is moderate
and for the full davit can be accomplished within two hours. To increase efficiency it is desirable to
automate those steps e.g. by developing a specialized Inventor plugin. This should be relatively
straightforward, because all the required information is available within Inventor.
Once the geometric hierarchy matches the kinematic hierarchy, a script within the VR system can
access the results of one simulation run and directly apply the rotation values to the parts of the davit
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system. Additionally, a user interface is provided, allowing pausing of the simulation and modifying
the replay speed. Presenting the physically correctly moving davit in VR significantly improves the
understanding when discussing the draft with people from different backgrounds like design,
productions, sales persons and ship owners.

Fig. 5: Display of simulated davit in the virtual reality application instantreality
4. Evaluation Setup for Simulation Models
One important point when developing a new simulation model is its validation based on real tests. In
this section, an approach to support the validation of the MBS-results is presented. To this end, a
video of a real test is recorded and the movement of the davit is tracked using image analysis
techniques. The detected movement can be either overlaid with the simulation or numerically
compared with the simulated values. Also the simulation can be directly overlaid with the video data,
enabling visual validation by humans without the aid of tracking technology.
4.1 Extraction of the Real Object Movement
The extraction of the real davit position from the video is based on the RAPiD approach developed by
Harris (1993). The approach, as proposed in its original form, works well within controlled
environments but several adaptations were required to match the difficult conditions present for the
video of the test. This includes bad lighting conditions, an inhomogeneous background, and occlusion
of large parts of the davit system through a weight used to simulate the rescue boat. Below an
overview over the tracking approach is presented. Because the interest of the simulation is to validate
the movement of the davit arm, only this object is tracked within the video.
The RAPiD approach is a model based tracking approach which utilizes the knowledge about the
object to be tracked. The tracking process is iterative and requires a few preprocessing steps to be
performed. Apart from the extraction of the intrinsic camera calibration, this is the estimation of an
initial pose (position and rotation). Here a rough estimation is sufficient. In our approach this is done
manually. Afterwards the iterative tracking process can start (compare Fig. 7-Fig. 10).
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Fig. 6: Tracking process
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Fig. 7: First video frame

Fig. 8: Extracted visible edges from the model

Fig. 9: Extracted edges from the image

Fig. 10: Control-points (blue) and corresponding
hit-point (red)

First, the visible edges are extracted from the CAD model. This step is performed by rendering the
CAD model from the currently estimated position. This way all occluded edges are automatically
hidden. From the remaining edges, all edges between planar or almost planar planes are discarded.
They usually result from the triangulation or from the approximation of roundings and do not reflect
real object edges. The remaining edges provide the set of edges utilized for tracking.
Second, the control-points, i.e. sample points on all visible edges, are created. For each edge, a
number of sample points is determined. The number depends on the visible length of the edge within
the image. The control-points are set at random intervals. This improves tracking stability compared
to setting them at fixed intervals. Every control-point is projected into the 2D image space according
to the estimated pose.
Third, within the image edges are detected. Finally, starting from the control-points corresponding hitpoints are searched on the detected edges. To estimate the new pose all correspondences are passed to
a minimization process and a new pose is calculated. In the last step the estimated pose is adapted in
such a way, that the distance between the projection of the control points and the corresponding hitpoints is minimized. To make use of the fact that the model can rotate only around a single axis, a so
called fix-point can be defined. Despite its name, the fix point does not totally fix the object at the
given position but only increases the resistance against movement. This is required to allow the
tracking to work even for a bad initial pose estimation, and to deal with environmental conditions like
small camera movements through wind.
4.2 Overlaying Video Data with the Simulated Model
For multi body simulations validation must be performed by comparing the simulated pose with the
pose extracted from the real test. A way to achieve this is by overlaying the video with the simulated
movement of the object. To this end, the virtual model must be positioned correctly within the image.
This process, known as referencing, can be achieved in one of several ways:
•

•
•

The camera location and position relative to the real object can be measured during the real
test. This usually provides a very precise pose estimation, but is not applicable in some
industrial scenarios, e.g. if the object are difficult to access or high-quality measuring
equipment is not available.
A marker can be fixed at a known point on the real object. For large structures this only leads
to a rough pose estimation due to limited marker size and camera resolution.
A manual fitting of the model relative to the real object can be realized by adapting the model
pose interactively. This requires movement and rotation around all three axes which can be a
challenging task even for experienced persons.

In case of the described scenario it is possible to choose a combination of all three approaches. The
marker provides a first estimation especially with regards to the distance (rotation values were not
really reliable). Since the platform is mounted at 20° list/10° tilt, some parameters for the rotation are
also known. The remaining parameters like the rotation of the camera relative to the ground have to
be derived experimentally.
Fig. 11 displays the interface presented to the user for validating the MBS. The interface allows
starting, stopping and seeking in the simulation, and to disable the display of the simulated movement
(here shown as a line model) and. It is also possible to display a model representing the position
according to the tracking results, allowing for a direct comparison between the two models.
Another approach is numerically compare the pose determined through the tracking (in our case only
the angle changes) with the angle calculated by the simulation. Here, it has to be kept in mind, that the
tracking procedure does also introduce a slight error. In our case the angle determined by the tracking
had an average error of 1.1°.
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Fig. 11: Display of overlay between simulated model and video at first frame
Because the parameterization of the simulation model does not yet allow controlling list and tilt, we
were not able to evaluate the simulation model. However, we expect this step to be completed within
the next weeks.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
In the paper it was demonstrated, how virtual prototyping can aid in the product development process.
Simulation driven design (SDD) can aid with the exploration of design space and support the design
engineer in his work. A parameterized simulation approach for davit systems was presented, allowing
the simulation of a class of similar davit systems. To maintain an easy workflow and avoid additional
costs, the CAD-systems simulation capabilities were utilized. This reduces the barrier for small and
medium sized companies to adopt this approach. To exploit the full potential of SDD it is necessary to
maintain the link between simulation and the model for all further uses. It was presented, how this can
be achieved for visualisation systems, in this case a VR system.
Finally we presented an approach for the validation of multi-body-simulations with video captures of
real tests. Reliable validation is a prerequisite before using simulation as basis for decisions in new
areas.
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Abstract
Accurate prediction for a self-propelled ship is a challenging task for CFD computation. While
turbulence modeling is a crucial issue, more physical modeling is involved in a propeller simulation:
transition, cavitation, turbulence, ventilation, etc. More advanced numerical technique is also
required to capture very small scale flow motion such as tip vortex. The ISIS-CFD RANSE code has
been fully validated for resistance and wake flow prediction using advanced turbulence modeling. An
adaptive mesh refinement technique with different refinement is available and a sliding grid approach
is recently implemented. This paper is devoted to the validation of the ISIS-CFD code for self
propulsion computation. The test case chosen is the well known KCS test case proposed for the Tokyo
2005 and Gothenburg 2010 workshop.
1. Introduction
Propeller-hull interaction is an important topic for ship design. Accurate prediction for a selfpropelled ship is a challenging task for CFD computation. It requires not only an accurate prediction
of resistance and wake flow, but also a good prediction for the propeller. While turbulence modeling
for the bilge vortex is a crucial issue to ensure an accurate prediction for the wake flow, more
physical modeling is involved in a propeller simulation: transition, cavitation, turbulence, ventilation,
etc. More advanced numerical technique is also required to capture very small scale flow motion such
as tip vortex.
Currently, one of the main goals of the research team is the simulation of ship propellers in extreme
operating conditions, with accurate modelling of all the physics involved. This requires the capability
to simulate a rotating propeller behind a ship hull, combined with effects of free-surface deformation,
ventilation, and cavitation. These capabilities are being developed for inclusion in ISIS-CFD,
Duvigneau et al. (2003), Queutey and Visonneau (2007), the unstructured finite-volume flow solver.
This flow solver code has been fully validated for resistance and wake flow prediction using
advanced turbulence models such as the Explicit Algebraic Stress Model with rotation correction.
An essential building block for the simulations including propellers is a sliding grid technique, which
allows a part of the grid (containing the propeller) to rotate within the main part of the grid, while
keeping a connection between the two parts, Fig.1. Also, since many of the phenomena to be studied
originate from highly localised low pressure zones, the accurate simulation of these phenomena can
be obtained by automatic adaptive grid refinement.
However, the sliding grid approach and the adaptive grid refinement have to be general enough to
work together. We have recently developed a sliding grid capability, that has been specifically
constructed to work together with our existing grid refinement method, Wackers et al. (2010a,b).
Both techniques are powerful enough to deal with the fully unstructured hexahedral grids that we
generally use.
Sliding grid methods can be constructed for unstructured grids, these procedures are far more
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complicated than for structured grid solvers. Among others, the connection between the two
subdomains of the grid has to be reconstructed often, as it does not follow a regular pattern. Also, it is
not easy to ensure flux conservation over the interface. We have chosen a connection between the
domains that does not explicitly guarantee conservation; it is based on connectivities between the
cells and faces on the interface that mimic as closely as possible the connectivities for all other cells
in ISIS-CFD.

Fig.1: Example of a sliding grid around a pitching airfoil. The sliding interface is the circle between
the two non-matching parts of the grid
An adaptive mesh refinement technique with different refinement criterion based on pressure Hessian
and free-surface volume fraction is available. The method works in parallel with the sliding grid
approach and the different sub-domains can be distributed arbitrarily over the processors. The
combination with adaptive grid refinement is obtained by treating the sliding faces like standard
boundary faces, when refining. The cell sizes are not explicitly synchronized over the sliding faces,
instead the continuity of the refinement criterion over the interface guarantees smoothly varying cell
sizes.
2. The ISIS-CFD flow solver
ISIS-CFD, available as a part of the FINETM/Marine computing suite, is an incompressible unsteady
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver, Duvigneau et al. (2003), Queutey and Visonneau
(2007). The solver is based on the finite volume method to build the spatial discretisation of the
transport equations. Pressure-velocity coupling is obtained through a Rhie & Chow SIMPLE type
method: in each time step, the velocity updates come from the momentum equations and the pressure
is given by the mass conservation law, transformed into a pressure equation.
The discretisation is face-based. While all unknown state variables are cell-centred, the systems of
equations used in the implicit time stepping procedure are constructed face by face. Fluxes are
computed in a loop over the faces and the contribution of each face is then added to the two cells next
to the face. This technique poses no specific requirements on the topology of the cells. Therefore, the
grids can be completely unstructured; cells with an arbitrary number of arbitrarily-shaped faces are
accepted.
Free-surface flow is simulated with a multi-phase flow approach: the water surface is captured with a
conservation equation for the volume fraction of water, discretised with specific compressive
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discretisation schemes, Queutey and Visonneau (2007). Furthermore, the method features
sophisticated turbulence models, Duvigneau et al. (2003), and 6 DOF motion simulation for free
moving ships, Leroyer and Visonneau (2005).
Parallelisation is based on domain decomposition. The grid is divided into different partitions; these
partitions contain the cells. The interface faces on the boundaries between the partitions are shared
between the partitions; information on these faces is exchanged with the MPI (Message Passing
Interface) protocol.
2.1. Reconstruction on the faces
The face fluxes are computed from the quantities in the cell centres reconstructed to the faces, Fig.2.
For the diffusive fluxes and the coefficients in the pressure equation, the quantities on a face and the
normal derivatives are computed with central schemes using the L and R cell centre states; if these
centres are not aligned with the face normal, then non-orthogonal corrections are added which use the
gradients computed in the cell centres. For the convective fluxes, we use the AVLSMART scheme,
Przulj and Basara (2001), in the NVD context for unstructured, where limited schemes are
constructed based on a weighted blending of the central difference scheme and an extrapolation using
the gradient in the upwind cell. The reconstructions are detailed in Queutey and Visonneau (2007).

Fig.2: Cell, faces and neighbours (left), reconstruction on a face (right)
For the following discussion, the essential point is that all fluxes on a face can be constructed from
the states and gradients in the centres of its two neighbour cells, plus the positions of these centres. In
our domain decomposition approach for parallel computing, this neighbour cell information is the
only thing which is exchanged over the interface faces.
2.2. Sliding interface implementation
To compute the fluxes over the sliding interface, we need to establish connections between cells on
the two sides of the interface. The procedure to connect these cells is performed at each time step in
order to account for the rotation of the two subdomains with respect to each other. This procedure is
chosen to remain as close as possible to what is done for standard cells. Thus, no specific
interpolations are used. Instead, for a cell and face on the interface, we search the cell centre (in the
other subdomain) which best matches the face. This cell is then used as neighbour cell for a flux
computation exactly like in section 2.1.
The matching neighbour steps are searched in three steps, Fig.3:
1. A temporary ‘ghost’ point is constructed on the outside of each sliding face. This point is the
mirror image of the inside neighbour cell centre, except near sharp corners of the sliding
interface where the normal vector to the face is used. Ghost points are constructed on each
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side of the interface, for the two subdomains (Fig.3 shows only the point for the left
subdomain). The ghost points are not used for interpolation, only for the remainder of the
search.
2. The current position of the sliding faces is gathered over all partitions to form a global table.
Then, in each partition, a search algorithm is used to find the global sliding face closest to
each local ghost point.
3. The inside neighbour cells of the faces found are used as outside neighbours for the local
sliding faces. If the neighbour is on another processor, an MPI communication is established
just like the one for the normal domain decomposition. If the two cells are on the same
processor, the communication is performed locally. As opposed to the normal domain
decomposition, a cell on a sliding interface may be a neighbour for more than one cell or for
none at all.

Fig.3: Sliding interface: construction of ghost points (left), searching the global faces (centre), the
new
neighbour cell (right)
As one sees, we do not explicitly split the grid in two parts by assigning a number of processors to
each subdomain and partitioning each subdomain separately. Instead, the grid can be arbitrarily
spread over the processors; a ‘colour’ is assigned to each cell to indicate to which subdomain it
belongs. This gives the flexibility to run the code on a single processor and also to perform grid
refinement; when a part of the grid is refined, the balance would be lost if each subdomain were
assigned to a constant number of processors. With our approach, we can redistribute freely.
2.3. Automatic grid refinement
The automatic adaptive grid refinement technique included in the solver ISIS-CFD is for example
described in Wackers et al. (2010a,b), Wackers et al. (2011), The technique is meant to be used for all
the different applications of the flow solver and has therefore been made as general as possible. The
method supports the isotropic and anisotropic refinement of unstructured hexahedral meshes, i.e. cells
can be refined by dividing them in all directions or in one direction only. Earlier refinements can be
undone in order to adapt the grid to unsteady problems. The refinement criterion, which indicates
where the grid must be refined, can be modified very easily; different refinement criteria have already
been tested, Wackers et al. (2010b). And finally, the grid refinement is fully parallel and includes an
automatic dynamic load balancing in order to redistribute the refined grid over the processors when
some partitions have been refined more than the others.
When computing the interaction of a propeller with the water surface, the volume fraction equation
which gives the surface position needs to be accurately resolved. The precise computation of the
vortical structures around the propeller is also of prime importance; our preliminary research suggests
for example that the onset of ventilation is largely determined by the minimum pressure on the
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propeller blades. Thus, the grid must be refined both at the water surface and below the surface, in
order to get good accuracy. Therefore, we choose a refinement criterion which is a combination of
two sensors. The first creates anisotropic grid refinement around the free surface. The second is based
on the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of the pressure, which is similar to criteria being used for
tetrahedral grid refinement, Alauzet and Loseille (2010). This second criterion detects the presence of
for example vortices. The final criterion is taken as the (approximate) maximum of these two sensors.
A more complete description of the combined criterion is given in Wackers et al. (2012).
2.4. Refinement and sliding grid coupling
Since the coupling between sliding faces is recomputed before each time step, no coupling
information needs to be preserved when the grid is refined. Therefore, the coupling between the two
techniques is relatively straightforward. However, several points deserve attention.
The first is the refinement of the sliding faces. Unlike the interface faces between partitions, which
require a complex refinement procedure to preserve the connection to the faces on the other
processor, the coupling between sliding faces is not kept during refinement. Therefore, the sliding
faces are refined independently, just like boundary faces such as wall, inflow, or outflow faces. There
is no explicit guarantee that the resulting refined cells on the two sides of the sliding interface have
the same size. However, the refinement criterion which imposes the cell sizes is computed from the
flow field, which is smooth over the interface. Thus, we may also expect a smooth variation of the
cell size over the sliding interface.
A second point is the dynamic load balancing. As a part of this procedure, the grid is repartitioned
using PaRMeTiS, http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/parmetis/overview. This tool is a graph
partitioner that searches a balanced distribution of the nodes and a minimum number of edges cut; its
input graph has the cell centres as nodes and the cell – neighbour cell connections as edges. To
construct the graph, no edges are created for the sliding faces: all connections via sliding faces are
ignored. Thus, ParMeTiS naturally tends to put the interfaces between partitions on the sliding faces,
as this costs nothing in terms of edges cut. This is an advantage for the convergence of the linear
solvers in ISIS-CFD, since data on both sliding faces and interface faces between processors are
updated in our linear solvers, but not in the innermost loop. Thus, faster convergence is obtained if
these faces coincide, as this keeps their total number low.
3. Simulations
3.1. The INSEAN E779A propeller
In a first step, computations have been performed to assess the capacity of ISIS-CFD in open-water
simulations for ship propellers with hexahedral grids as generated by HEXPRESS. The test case is the
INSEAN E779A propeller, Salvatore (2007). The tests are performed in the INSEAN middle towing
tank, with the propeller axis at 1.5 times the propeller diameter below the free surface. However, as is
customary, in most of the present computations the free surface is not taken into account.
3.1.1. Grid convergence
A grid convergence study has been conducted for the computational conditions listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Computational conditions
Propeller diameter D
0.2272727 m
Reference chord
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0.0870 m

Rotational speed n

11.7881 rps

Water viscosity µ

1.1099⋅10-3 kg/(ms)

1000 kg/m3
Water density ρ
The non-dimensional coefficients to be considered are written in Table 2 and the advance coefficient
ratio of the convergence study is J=0.895. The force Fx and the moment Mx are computed on the
propeller blades only. Note that this is not exactly the same as for the experiments, where the force on
the blades and on the hub is measured and the force on the hub without blades is subtracted from this
value.

Advance ratio

J=

U
nD

Table 2: Non-dimensional coefficients
Thrust
Torque
Open-water efficiency

KT =

FX
ρn 2 D 4

KQ =

MX
ρn 2 D 5

η=

UFX
nJK T
=
2πM X 2πK Q

A series of mesh involving a single rotating is generated with HEXPRESS. The computational
domain is a cylinder from X = −1.25D to X = 4.0D with a diameter of 2.942D. Boundary conditions
are a law of the wall on the propeller blades and hub, far field Dirichlet condition on the inflow and
side faces, prescribed pressure on the outflow wall. Five meshes are created with a number of cells of
775k for mesh 0, 1.87M, 3.86M, 6.97M, and 11.4M for mesh 4. In all cases, the boundary layer grid
is made with a prescribed first-cell thickness of 0.000152533. Note that between mesh 2 and 3, the
number of layers in the boundary grid decreases from 10 to 8. Two images of a typical mesh can be
found in Fig.4.

Fig.4: Surface grid (left) and Y = 0 cut for mesh 0 (right)
The full propeller is modelled. Because the geometry used is the one of the real model propeller
which is not perfectly symmetric, the mesh on the different blades is not identical. Apart from the
classical convergence of the forces, we study the convergence of the difference in force between the
blades:
∆FX,blade = 4 ( max(FX,i) − min(FX,i) ) i = 1 · · · 4,
and ∆MX,blade = 4 ( max(MX,i) − min MX,i) ) i = 1 · · · 4,
where FX,i and MX,i are the force and moment on blade i.
Since the computations are performed in an earth-fixed reference frame, they are unsteady even when
converged. The solution (computed by time integrating the unsteady flow equations) continues to
fluctuate in time. Thus, the forces are averaged over the last 180 time steps (last computed period).
Furthermore, the strength of the fluctuations is computed by taking the standard deviation of the
signal:
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Fig.5 shows the convergence of these quantities, normalised (for better or worse) by the FX force and
the MX moment computed on grid 4. Table 3 gives the convergence of the main force and moment
coefficients. Roughly speaking, apart from grid 3 where the boundary layer grid jumped from 10 to 8
cells thickness, the convergence of KT and KQ is monotone. If we assume that the numerical
uncertainty due to the mesh size can be estimated as the difference with grid 4, plus a little extra, then
this uncertainty is about 3% for grid 1 (1.87M cells).
Thus, we (somewhat optimistically) find a numerical uncertainty of about 4% for grid 1. The
difference between the experimental value for FX and grid 4 is larger, thus we conclude that
modelling errors are larger than numerical errors from this grid on.

Fig. 5: Convergence of force (left) and moment (right) coefficients. The force and moment are shown
on the left axes, the dependence on time and the difference between blades on the right axes

Mesh
0
1
2
3
4
Exp.

KT
0.14685
0.14403
0.14240
0.13958
0.14095
0.150

Table 3: Grid convergence, J = 0.895
Diff. M4
KQ
Diff. M4
4.19%
0.031966
5.62%
2.19%
0.031082
2.70%
1.03%
0.030599
1.10%
-0.97%
0.030052
-0.71%
0.030266
6.42%
0.0294
-2.86%

η
7.7139
7.7809
7.8140
7.7987
7.8202
8.567

Diff.M4
-1.35 %
-0.50 %
-0.08 %
-0.27 %
9.55 %

3.1.2. Simulation with sliding grids at J=0.895
A simulation at J=0.895 has been conducted to validate the sliding grid methodology with a grid
density similar to the grid density obtained with grid 1. Fig.6 presents a cut Y=0 in the grid with the
sliding interface outlined. Inside the cylinder limited by the sliding interface the grid is rotating and
outside it is fixed. The boundary conditions and the numerical settings used are the same as those
used for the case with a monolithic rotating grid (previous sections).
Table 4 contains the results of the force and moment of the simulation without and with sliding grids.
It is also used to compare the difference in force between the blades, ∆fX,blade ,and the strength of the

~

fluctuations in time computed by taking the standard deviation of the signal f X ,t .
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Table 4: Forces, deviations and differences between blades (1G: one grid, SG: with sliding grids)

~
FX ,t /FX MX(Nm)

case

FX(N)

KT

∆FX,blade/FX

1G

53.3987

0.1440

0.022

5.8 10-4

SG

53.4569

0.1442

0.032

1.6 10-3

KQ

∆MX,blade/MX

~
M X ,t /MX

-2.6190

0.0311

0.019

3.7 10-4

-2.6115

0.0310

0.024

1.2 10-3

The mean forces between the two computations are close together with a relative difference of about
0.1% on the force and about 0.3% on the moment. The differences between the blades are in the same
order between 2% and 3% but the fluctuations in time are more pronounced and multiplied by a factor
3 with the computation involving the sliding grid approach. The reason given for this increase in
fluctuations in time is the change of connection to the neighbouring cells of the sliding interface. This
change occurs from time to time between the rotating cells and the fixed cells. Even if the
interpolation is second order accurate, it seems as if the grid is changing between two time steps when
a connection changes between these two time steps. One possible option is to have a smooth in time
and still accurate interpolation of the neighbouring cells independent of the mesh. This has already
been implemented for the computation of the first and second order derivatives of the pressure for
adaptive grid refinement, Wackers et al (2012), on the basis of third-order least-squares
approximations.

Fig.6: Y = 0 cut for mesh 1 with sliding interface (thick line)
3.1.4. Simulation with adaptive grid refinement at J=0.880
The advance coefficient J=0.880 corresponding to a rotational speed n=25rps with advance velocity
U=5m/s has been selected to study the effect of adaptive grid refinement. This specific point is
retained since PIV measurements are available, Salvatore (2007). The pressure Hessian-based
criterion is used to control the grid adaptation since it reacts to high pressure variations associated
with the intense vortical structures, Wackers et al (2011,2012). Here, the targeted vortical structures
correspond to the tip vortex on each blade where low pressure peak can induce the cavitating
phenomenon.
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Only the forces have been compared between the results obtained with the grid 1 and the results
obtained with an automatically refined grid starting from the lightest grid 0. The minimum cell for the
adaptive grid is set to 0.35mm. Fig.7 compares the iso-surface pressure corresponding to the
computed pressure value p=10kPa. The effect of automatic refinement is clearly detected from the
shape of the surface pressure. It is interesting to note that grid 1 has about 1.86M cells which is
equivalent to the number of cells in the adapted grid; about 1.92M cells at the end of the simulation.
With the automatic refinement the computed FX force is increased by 5% and the magnitude of the
moment MX by 4%. This is explained with the fact that on coarse or non-adapted meshes, vortex
strengths are under-predicted. Thus, we may assume that the suction peak is weaker in the grid 1 than
in reality, leading to an under-prediction of both KT and KQ.

Fig.7: Iso-pressure surface p=10 kPa for J=0.880: from grid 1 (1.86M) on the left; from the adapted
grid (1.92M) starting with grid 0 on the right
3.1. The MOERI container ship (KCS)
The KCS tanker experimented by the Korean Institute for Ships and Ocean Engineering (now
MOERI) was conceived to provide data for both explication of flow physics and CFD validation for a
modern container ship. The present study focuses on the case 2.3a, Hino (2005), used for the last
Gothenburg workshop. This corresponds to a self propulsion case at model scale. Open water,
resistance test, and self-propulsion at ship point in calm water computations are used to evaluate
various coefficients.
3.2.1. Mesh generation
At least three different computations are required for a self propulsion computation at ship point in
model scale: an open water propeller computation, a resistance computation, and a propulsion
computation. A double model computation is also required if the skin friction correction is to be
determined by the computation as well. As the purpose of the present computation is to validate the
CFD computation, the same value of skin friction correction as in the measurement is applied in the
computation. Sliding grid approach is employed for all computations. The same mesh for the
propeller is employed both for the open water computation and the propulsion computation. A semispherical cap is added to the hub. The upstream and downstream sliding grid interfaces are located at
0.114D and 0.249D from the centre of the propeller respectively, while the outer sliding grid interface
is located at 0.6D, D being the diameter of the propeller. It contains about 2 million cells to agree
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with the grid 1 settings from the convergence analysis on the INSEAN propeller. The same grid for
the hull is also employed both for the resistance computation and for the propulsion computation.
With appropriate refinement near the bow, the stern and the free-surface, the grid contains about 3.5
million cells. In the resistance computation, the domain containing the propeller is replaced by
domain containing a dummy hub. While for the open water computation, an external cylindrical
domain is added with the inlet, outlet and external boundaries located at 2D, 3.6D and 2.4D
respectively. All meshes have been generated by the hexahedral unstructured grid generator
HEXPRESSTM.
3.2.2. Open water computation
Several computations have been performed to obtain the open water characteristics for the propeller.
Rate of revolution n=9.5 is fixed for all computation. Propeller advancing speed is adjusted so that the
advancing coefficient for different computations are J=0.1, 0.2…, 0.9. Effect of gravity is not taken
into account. Zero pressure condition is applied at the outlet, while uniform velocity is applied at
other external boundaries. One propeller revolution is performed with 200 time steps with 8 nonlinear iterations per time step, to reduce the residual by about 60. The propeller is accelerated to its
maximum speed in one revolution. Convergence is achieved after about 4 revolutions. Predicted open
water characteristics are compared with measurement results obtained at NMRI and SVA in Fig.8.
The propeller size and the rate of revolution of both measurements are different. The setup of the
present computation corresponds to the measurement condition in NMRI. The predicted results agree
fairly well with the measurement data in spite of relatively low numerical resolution both in space and
in time as well as relatively low time convergence.

Fig.8: Open-water performance of KCS propeller

Fig.9: Nominal wake of the KCS container ship
at x/Lpp=0.9825:
computed (left) and measured (right)

3.2.3. Resistance test computation
Ship position is fixed in the resistance computation with Reynolds number Re=1.36x10⁷ in
agreement with the experimental condition. Water density is set to 998.4kg/m³. With ship speed
V=2.196m/s, the predicted ship resistance Rt(tow)=79.79N using the K-ω SST model. Among it,
friction resistance is 63.63N. Normalized with wetted surface S0=9.4379m², the resistance coefficient
Ct(tow)=3.511x10-³, about 1% smaller than the measurement value (3.55x10-³). The friction
resistance coefficient Cf=2.80x10-³, while the ITTC’57friction line gives Cf0=2.846x10-³. More
difference is observed on the nominal wake coefficient. The predicted value is 0.745, while the
measurement value is 0.686. With a higher nominal wake coefficient, it is expected that the thrust of
the propeller with the same rate of revolution will be smaller than the measurement value. Higher rate
of revolution is expected for numerical simulation under the self-propulsion condition. Fig.9 shows
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the nominal wake compared with the measurement. Bilge vortex does not seem to exist. Conventional
turbulence model should be capable to predict the wake flow with accuracy. Yet, difference between
the computation and the measurement is quite noticeable. Further investigations are required to
explain this issue.
3.2.4. Self-propulsion test computation
For the self-propulsion computation, time accurate simulation is performed for the whole transition
procedure of a running propeller. Ship position is fixed. The boat is first accelerated to its maximum
speed with a frozen propeller until reaching a nearly steady state in about 800 time steps with 4 nonlinear iterations per time step. A large time step ∆t=0.03s is employed during this period. Then, we
switch to a simulation with rotating propeller using the time resolution as for the open water
computation, namely ∆t=0.000526s, 200 time steps per period for n=9.5rps. It turns out that such
procedure is extremely time consuming. Propeller thrust begins to stabilize after about 12 revolutions,
namely 1.26 second physical time. However, free surface deformation due to the transition from a
non-rotating propeller to a rotating propeller can not be stabilized in such a short time. We continue
the computation up to 2 seconds. The ship resistance keeps decreasing from a maximum value of
about 91.5N to 89.5N. The cost of this not yet converged computation is about 8 times a resistance
test run.
In a self-propulsion computation, following equilibrium is expected: Rt(sp) = T + SFC, where Rt(sp)
is the total resistance of the ship in the self-propeller condition, T is the propeller thrust, and SFC is
the skin friction correction.
As the objective of the paper is to validate the CFD computation with measurement data, the same
value SFC=30.3N used in the measurement at NMRI is employed in the computation. Care must be
taken when one determines the propeller thrust. Usually, in the measurement, the forces acting on the
whole propulsion device, including the blade and the hub is measured. An additional measurement
with a rotating dummy hub only is also measured. The difference between both measurements is then
considered as the thrust of the propeller. In the numerical computation, only one computation
corresponding to the first measurement is performed. The thrust of the propeller is obtained by
integrating forces on the blade of the propeller. Forces acting on the hub of the propeller are
considered as part of ship resistance. As the radius of the hub is not constant, the thrust thus computed
will depend on pressure reference level. To avoid any ambiguity, a modified hub with constant radius
R=45.2mm is employed in the computation. As the surface of the blade is decreased, it is expected
that the computed thrust is slightly smaller than the measurement value.
The first computation with n=9.5rps gives ship resistance Rt(sp)=89.3N and propeller thrust
T=55.3N. With SFC=30.3N, the unbalance is 3.7N. As expected, the rate of revolution of the
propeller needs to be increased to achieve the equilibrium. Based on the first run (Run1), a new run
with a rate of revolution n=9.748rps is performed (Run2 not as converged as Run1). Results under
self-propulsion condition can be interpolated from these two runs. Details are given in Table 5.
Table 5: Interpolation for self-propulsion point
Quantities
Run1
Run2
n (rps)
9.5
9.748
Rt(sp) (N)
89.3
90
T (N)
55.3
61.56
Rt(sp)-(T+SFC) (N)
3.7
-1.86
Q (Nm)
2.6
2.84

Self-propulsion
9.67
89.77
59.47
0
2.76

Based on these results, the computed and measured self-propulsion parameters are summarized in
Table 6. The ways they have been obtained are fully detailed below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thrust coefficient KT=T/(ρn²D4)=59.47/(998.4*9.67²*0.254)=0.163
Torque coefficient KQ=Q/(ρn²D5)=2.76/(998.4*9.67²*0.255)=0.0303
Thrust deduction coefficient 1-t = 1-(T+SFC-Rt(tow))/T=1-(59.47+30.3-79.79)/59.47=0.832
Advance ratio J=0.7233, determined by using the thrust identity method as shown in Fig.10
Torque coefficient in open water KQ(0)=0.03052 is also determined by using the thrust
identity method
Propeller advance speed Va=JnD=0.7233*9.67*0.25=1.749m/s
Taylor wake fraction wt=(U-Va)/U=(2.196-1.749)/2.196=0.204
Effective wake coefficient 1-wt=0.796
Open water efficiency η 0=JKT/(2πKQ (0))=0.7233*0.163/(2π* 0.03052)=0.615
Relative rotative efficiency η R=KQ (0)/KQ= 0.03052/0.0303=1.007
Propulsive efficiency η= η 0 η R (1-t)/(1-wt)=0.615*1.007*0.832/0.796=0.674
Table 6: Computed (CFD) and measured (EFD-NMRI) self-propulsion parameters

Self-propulsion parameters
Propeller thrust coefficient KT
Propeller torque coefficient KQ
Thrust deduction coefficient ( 1 - t )
Effective wake coefficient from thrust identity method ( 1 - wT )
Propeller open water efficiency ηo
Relative rotative efficiency ηR
Advance ratio from thrust identity method J, Fig.11
Propeller rate of revolution n [rps]
Propulsive efficiency η

CFD
EFD
0.163 0.170
0.0303 0.0288
0.832 0.853
0.796 0.792
0.615 0.682
1.007 1.011
0.723 0.728
9.67
9.50
0.674 0.740

The underestimation of the computed thrust coefficient compared to the measured value is consistent
with the fact the computed mean velocity observed at the propeller plane, Fig.9 for the resistance test,
is high compared to the mean experimental value. Irrespective of the uncertainty about the not fully
converged solution of Run2, we can conclude that the lower predicted thrust is mainly due to the
higher wake velocity.

Fig.10: Thrust identity method from computed results
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The axial velocity contours and cross-flow vectors are available downstream of the propeller at
x/Lpp=0.991, Figs.12 and 13. The axial velocity contours, Fig.12, are characterized by two regions
inside and outside the propeller disk. Inside the propeller disk, one notice a characteristic asymmetric
behavior with a moon crescent-like region of high velocity (between u/U=1.1 and 1.2). The
asymmetry of the flow flied is not surprising when considering the computed pressure distribution on
the propeller, Fig.11, and the global agreement on the axial velocity contours from the full RANSE
simulation is excellent.

Fig.11: Rear view of instantaneous computed dynamic pressure distribution on hull and propeller

Fig.12: Iso axial velocity contours at x/Lpp=0.9911, n=9.5rps. Computed (left) and measured (right)

Fig.13: Velocity profiles at x/Lpp=0.9911, z/Lpp=-0.03, n=9.5rps
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A more detailed analysis on the transversal evolution of the three components of the velocity is also
possible thanks to detailed measurements performed at x/LPP = 0.9911, z/LPP = -0.03, Fig.13. The
analysis of the cross-flow vectors reveals the existence of a strong main vortex obviously due to flow
induced by the propeller. The first disagreement is the too low value of U close to the plane of symmetry, about U=0.5, while the experimental value is around U=0.7. Outside of this region, the agreement on the axial velocity component asymmetry is very good. The same remarks hold for the vertical and transverse velocity components. If the change from positive to negative values across the vertical plane of these velocity components is too abrupt in the computation, the minimum and maximum values are in rather good agreement.
4. Conclusion
The objective of this paper is the computation of free surface viscous flows around a self-propelled
ship with the help of a sliding grid technique. This challenging case is the very first computation
performed with the ISIS-CFD flow solver for a full RANSE simulation of a propeller operating
behind a ship. The applied method works in parallel and the different sub-domains can be distributed
arbitrarily over the processors. A grid convergence analysis has been conducted first about an isolated
propeller in order to evaluate the minimum settings for the generation of a hexahedral mesh. The
same propeller, at a particular point of the open water test, has been used to check the sliding grid
approach with a grid generated on the basis of the grid convergence study. In both cases (unique
rotating grid or sliding grids) the fluctuations of the forces over the last computed period of rotation
have been analysed to point out that if the mean values agree below 0.3%, the fluctuations in time are
more pronounced and multiplied by a factor 3 with the computation involving the sliding grid
approach. Starting from a coarse mesh, the adaptive grid refinement method has been applied to a
rotating propeller. It automatically improves the prediction of the tip vortex with a significant
consequence on the prediction of the forces. The study of the flow around the container ship gave us
the opportunity to assess the flow solver to predict hull/propeller coupling in self-propulsion
conditions. Considering the complexity of this exercise, the results obtained for this first try are very
promising.
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An Integrated Functional Naval Ship Design Tool
Erik H. Takken, NL MOD-Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO), The Hague/The Netherlands,
EH.Takken.01@mindef.nl
Abstract
In order to achieve effective, feasible, and affordable warships, the effect of numerous design variations on performance and cost needs to be studied. At DMO, a flexible and integrated design model
has been developed to allow such design studies. Its workflow begins by deducing design requirements based on tasks the vessel has to perform. Next, the naval architect defines the 3D arrangement
of the concept, after which performance predictions can be made and compared with the requirements. This paper describes working principles of the design model and illustrates its re-usability on
the base of test cases dealing with various naval ship types.
1. Introduction
It is commonly known that in a market economy situation, a new commercial ship design often results
from a perceived market need. These are formulated from analyses of the currently available and
known changes of the total fleet capacity, trends concerning commercial shipping demand, and other
influential factors, such as the development of fuel prices, harbour dues, crew wages, and so on.
Based on company objectives and perceived developments, an increase in fleet capacity, change in
fleet composition, or fleet modernisation is set in motion. This is done by first requesting information
and later quotations from the shipbuilding industry, on the base of clearly outlined capability requirements, which are used to produce the designs. An optimal design is chosen either on the base of designed transportation capacity, building and operating costs of the vessel or other perceived costbenefit factors.
The process of obtaining a militarily optimised design requires a very different approach. Especially
in the early phases of development of a naval vessel, the requirements are changed significantly to
find an acceptable balance between operational capabilities of a future vessel and resulting consequences on the investment and exploitation budget. A number of factors contribute to this, which
mainly lay in the fact that the cost-effectiveness of the vessel is much harder to deduce as the number
of parameters defining it is much larger. An additional important difference is the fact that operational
ambition and thus the list of requirements changes according to increasing insight. Such changes may
be induced by progressing development of technology planned to be fitted on-board or due to changes
in the prevailing political situation, which could shift the focus of the vessel’s tasking or change the
budget.
The role of the naval architect in obtaining a feasible, effective and affordable future warship is to
demonstrate what consequences design decisions have on performance and cost. Many of these decisions are taken in the early concept design stages and have a profound effect on the overall costbenefit performance of the vessel. Consequently, it is desirable to know what the respective influence
of such design decisions is. As each design decision has an effect on the overall performance of the
vessel (e.g. on weight, stability, speed, operational effectiveness), it is important to study the combined effect of design decisions on performance and cost.
Early assessment of the technical feasibility, performance, and budgetary impact of many different
design concepts, each with different specifications, capabilities, and capacities, facilitates decisionmaking and the discussion between the Defence Staff Requirements Department and the naval architects. This process of finding the necessary balance between desired capabilities and imposed budgetary restrictions is a long and complex process, which cannot be compared to the design trajectory of
commercial vessels. It requires generating a large number of strongly varying conceptual designs,
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each worked out up to certain level of detail before one can formulate a reliable and substantiated
feasibility assessment.
This process of finding an affordable, effective and feasible concept has become ever more important
in today’s post-cold war era, as Western defence budgets have been decreased severely. This development further emphasises the importance of trade-off studies to find cost-effective solutions, van
Oers (2011). To carry out such studies within a short period of time, one must integrate essential performance predictions in an efficient manner, which requires a different approach for each stage of the
design process, as the amount of available data varies. An additional challenge is posed by the increasing number of degrees of freedom due to the development of unmanned craft.
2. Concept design trajectory
As designing military vessels involves a large number of varying design requirements, meaningful
and affordable design requirements can only be found by investigating large numbers of strongly diverse designs. Of these, the most promising options need to be further worked out into feasible concept designs, before selecting the two or three most promising concepts. On these, detailed assessments and in-detail variations are made to help arriving at a balanced and effective design worth procuring. The figure below gives an impression on the number of designs required during the various
design stages and includes design models available at DMO for these stages.

Fig. 1: Number of concept designs in various design stages
2.1. Capability elaboration: Design model packing
In the capability elaboration stage, the design statement is created and varied to arrive at a number of
feasible and balanced design requirement sets, which is done by making large design variations and
assessing their influence on the overall design. Packing, for more detail see van Oers (2012), is capable of automatically arranging pre-defined building blocks on the base of pre-defined mutual relations
and constraints. Failure to correctly specify all of these beforehand will result in increasing chances of
creating meaningless designs. The Matlab-based design model is capable of creating a conceptual
design in a so-called 2½D representation within one to two seconds. In order to increase the chances
of finding such feasible designs, a genetic algorithm is applied which promotes feasible designs and
handicaps infeasible designs. The feasibility of each design is investigated on intact and (limited)
damaged stability, whether or not the concept holds all required blocks, whether or not the vessel
exceeds its design draft, and whether or not the required speed and range are met.

Fig. 2: Screenshots packing, taken from van Oers (2011)
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2.2. Design evaluation: Design model DeSIS 3.0
In the design evaluation stage, a pre-design is evaluated in detail, on the base of a description of the
physical construction of the design to allow arriving at a design worth contracting. A large amount of
detail is required for the many specialist performance checks needed in this phase. With the use of
DeSIS 3.0, Bons (2006), a relative small number of designs can be created and evaluated in a high
level of detail. It is defined in a knowledge management framework and allows variations around a
manually created feasible point design, which is represented in a CAD program as a threedimensional surface model of the physical geometry of the vessel. The design definition is created in
such a way, that it can be adjusted during the design process. However, it takes an experienced naval
architect roughly one month to create a balanced point design from scratch. Nonetheless, the design
model has been applied with great success in the design and procurement of the Patrol Ship and the
Joint Support Ship projects of the Royal Netherlands’ Navy.

Fig. 3: Screenshots DeSIS 3.0
As DeSIS 3.0 features a detailed and physical model of the vessel comprising bulkheads, decks, longitudinal elements and shell elements, it offers a highly reliable vessel weight estimate. Therefore, any
weight-dependent performance result has a increased certainty as well. However, this reliability can
only be obtained by creating a design which includes a lot of detail, the complexity of which reduces
flexibility and requires long modelling times, therefore being suitable to support the decision-making
process mainly in design phases before contract signing, when offers need to be evaluated.
2.3. Concept elaboration: Capability gap
In the concept elaboration phase balanced and feasible design requirements are elaborated on to arrive
at a feasible, effective, and affordable pre-design. Crude conceptual designs need to be elaborated on
in more detail and additional performance checks need to be executed, which may result in significant
design changes to retain feasibility. Preferably, this is done for few dozen concepts.
With Packing and DeSIS 3.0, DMO has powerful tools at its disposal to allow executing global tradeoff studies as well as investigating the combined effects of design choices in detail. Although many
problems have been tackled, no design model was available to support the concept elaboration stage.
Packing does not offer sufficient detail and analysis possibilities, whereas the modelling complexity
of DeSIS 3.0 is not suitable to swiftly elaborate concept designs. Therefore, developing a design
model with simple and fast model definition was required, which encompasses sufficient detail to
allow predicting relevant performance without impeding the flexibility to alter the design on whatever
scale needed. The following chapters discuss a design model, which fulfils these requirements.
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3. Approach
3.1. Global approach
In order to allow for a fast and simple design definition, a design model needs to be re-usable and
generic in nature. To achieve this, on can separate generic design knowledge, stored in databases,
spreadsheets, rules and formulas, from information describing a specific concept design, stored both
parametrically and in 3D CAD programs. This separation also allows adjustment to preconditions
valid for specific ship types.
Re-usable and generic design knowledge was derived from adapting a two stage approach. First, a
design methodology was developed, which is capable of dealing with varying (surface) ship types,
system selections, arrangements, and materials. Second, provisions were made towards the usefulness
of results obtained with the design methodology by defining re-usable design knowledge. In this way,
the design methodology, which comprises all steps and procedures needed to define and analyse a
concept design, is stored separately from re-usable knowledge, which is information required to allow
defining a concept of a certain ship type or to compute results. Thereby, two important advantages can
be gained:
• Re-usable knowledge can be accessed for maintenance without the need of accessing or altering
the design methodology.
• It allows working with different sets of data for different types of ships without changing the design methodology.
Separation of re-usable knowledge and design-specific knowledge was achieved by making use of a
knowledge management framework. Contrary to re-usable knowledge, design-specific knowledge is
information valid only for the corresponding design and attributed characteristics it describes. This
separation is highly desirable as one does not wish to re-define the design model for each conceptual
design individually.
3.2. Knowledge management framework
Although the design model was built from scratch, it incorporates lessons-learned and builds upon
earlier work at DMO. The developed design model was created in the same knowledge management
framework used also for DeSIS 3.0 to benefit from this previous work.
The knowledge management framework is called Quaestor, see van Hees (2003,2009). Its primary
aim is to support engineers in early design phases by increasing the accessibility, maintainability and
controllability of design related knowledge. To achieve such, Quaestor is capable of composing a
calculation sequence from a knowledge base when presented a single or multiple goal parameters.
Such a knowledge base may consist of numerical information, formulas, links to satellite programmes, or any combination of these. This information defines the respective parameters and is used
by Quaestor to determine necessary, yet unspecified information. However, the freedom to determine
the calculation sequence independently could result in an suboptimal calculation sequence. An example could be that Quaestor asks to specify the main engine as a starting point for a new ship design. To
avoid this issue, the taxonomy approach in Quaestor has been applied for this design model, which
allows creating a workflow of a process.
By using Quaestor, a number of benefits were capitalised. Firstly, existing performance prediction
applications could be used, removing the need to re-invent performance prediction tools or writing
complex interfacing. Secondly, the engine in Quaestor ensures data consistency by keeping track of
and propagating changes in the design. And thirdly, the need to do complex programming was removed, as Quaestor determines its own calculation sequence either for the complete computation or
within the regarded part of the workflow.
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3.3. Generic process description
Before describing the design model, a short overview of the workflow of the process is given. This
process and the design model’s basic working principle are described in depth in Takken (2008).
• The design process starts by selecting the tasks the vessel has to carry out. These tasks are specified in a spreadsheet containing the functional decomposition applicable to the type of vessel under consideration. Naturally, the tasks and their influence on design requirements vary per ship
type and need to be deduced for each project anew.
• On the base of the selected tasks, design requirements are deduced. The design requirements are
composed by summing or maximising the required capacity per point of interest. Thereby a list of
technical design requirements is deduced, which the user can adjust to his needs if desired.
• On the base of the set of requirements, a design starting point is deduced on the base of statistical
data. The starting point comprises main dimensions and a number of attributed characteristics,
such as estimated installed power. Again, these values can be adjusted by the user.
• In order to be capable of describing a design parametrically, reference planes in the x-, y-, and zdirection are defined. These planes allow specifying the positions of bulkheads, decks and longitudinals and are later used to create volume blocks defining the vessel. Furthermore, they are important in deducing the water-tight compartments, and to extract the geometrical construction
planes of the vessel.
• Functional volume blocks are then defined. These blocks are derived from the UCL Building
Block methodology, refer to Andrews (2003), yet are named differently to avoid confusion, as the
underlying principle is somewhat different. Volume blocks are used to define the 3D vessel layout, fulfil functions depending on the block type, and have physical properties based on the defined geometry. Parametric topology is realised by linking the blocks to reference planes.
• On the base of the created volume block arrangement, the performance prediction is made, for
weight estimation, intact and damaged stability, resistance, powering, realised functional performance.

Fig. 4: Workflow design model, from Takken (2008) (left). Taxonomy screenshot (right)
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• Finally, there is the possibility to export the design for various purposes. A 2D functional arrangement can be extracted from the 3D model, which may serve as a starting point for drawing a
general arrangement plan. Furthermore, a link is established to export the design to PIAS, a wellknown stability assessment tool, enabling damage stability and bending moment analyses. Additionally, the geometrical construction faces are deduced, based on volume block function and position of generic bulkhead, decks and longitudinals.
4. Design model description
4.1. Accessing and loading required datasets
When initiating a new conceptual design, both design methodology knowledge and re-usable design
knowledge need to be loaded before design-specific data can be generated.
The design methodology is a pre-requisite to load, as it is the operating kernel of the design model. It
is accessed automatically when opening the knowledge base in Quaestor. This gives the user either
the opportunity to alter the design methodology, to start a new project, i.e. create a new concept design, or to continue working on an existing design.
In the subsequent step, Quaestor needs to load data from a data spreadsheet in order to access the reusable design knowledge. The reason to store the data in a separate spreadsheet is user-friendliness, as
Excel is a commonly known application, which allows easier data-management compared to databases stored in Quaestor.
The Excel datasheet contains data which does not change between concepts of a project. Examples of
data listed in the data sheet are:
• Block types with attributed information. Block types are generalised functions representing a set
of areas on the vessel. Data included comprises specific weight per m2 or m3, permeability and
maximum filling percentage for stability calculations, functional codes specifying the purpose of
the block, specific cargo weight and so on.
• Secondary objects with attributed information. Secondary objects are essential predefined systems
or design features of fixed dimensions attributed to a certain block type. Data included comprises
weight and dimensions of the object, specific fuel consumption, electrical power consumption,
positioning rules.
• Parent hull files. The data comprises a hyperlink to the location where the hull is stored with attributed parameters allowing linear scaling.

Fig. 5: Screenshot re-usable datasheet
Once the re-usable data has been loaded, the concept requirement data can be prepared. This type of
data is stored in a separate spreadsheet and supports the naval architect in deducing meaningful design
requirements. The deduction of the vessel payload (for military ships that is the sensor, weapon and
communication outfit as well as on-board units such as helicopters and surface craft) and attributed
platform requirements (such as accommodation, fuel tank capacities, electrical power requirements
etc.) is based on the set of tasks the vessel is going to perform. These requirements allow comparing
against once a concept has been defined. In its empty form, the concept requirement data is re-usable.
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However, when tasks are selected and design requirements deduced, the concept requirement data
becomes design-specific.
As tasks may vary for different projects, different requirement deductions may be required. To facilitate ease of use, the concept requirement data is stored in Excel, which allows for easy and simple
adaptation to new projects.
Deducing requirements is done on the base of regulations, rules of thumb, example vessels or by providing the desired requirement manually. For example, the waste handling and storage area is dependent on the number of people on-board which defines the amount of trash produced each day. Additionally, the time between possibilities to discharge waste, and the technical possibilities to reduce the
volume of the waste are important size drivers which may vary from concept to concept or from project to project. However, the waste handling and storage room must always be thermally insulated
irrespective of the amount of waste produced or the duration of storage. So there is a component
which is variable as well as a fixed component to this area requirement. Similar considerations can be
made for other spaces on-board, such as accommodation, medical facilities, workshop areas and so
on. This method also allows deducing generalised system functionalities to populate a list of components to be placed on board.
4.2. Creating a concept design
Once all data has loaded into the design model and the design requirements are deduced, a conceptual
design can be created to meet the requirements.
Designs are modelled by means of functional volume blocks, which will be explained in more detail
below. However, before volume blocks can be placed, some preparation is needed. As these volume
blocks are shaped by moulding, for which first a parent hull form needs to be defined and scaled to
the required size. This parent hull form is visualised in CAD program Rhinoceros, which Quaestor
can control directly. The initial sizing is done on the base of main dimensions estimated from the deduced requirements. However, these main dimensions may be adjusted at any time during designing
to new main dimensions or, alternatively, a user-defined hull shape can be appointed to serve as a
mould.
Subsequently, a grid of orthogonal reference planes in the x-, y-, and z-direction need to be defined,
which allow defining the concept in a parametric way. In x-direction the respective positions snap to
the frame table. The position of a reference plane can be defined as an absolute position relative to the
origin of the model or as a relative position to the preceding reference plane. This can come in handy
for example when a certain deck height needs to be maintained between two specific decks, yet the
positions of lower decks has not been finalised. Therefore, by defining the deck height relative to the
preceding deck, changing lower deck positions will automatically adjust the deck positions whilst
retaining the required deck height.
As some reference plane positions coincide with the position of physical objects, i.e. bulkheads, decks
and longitudinals, a special mark needs to be attributed to those planes. Decks, bulkheads and longitudinals are not only needed to describe the physical construction model of the concept design, but are
also used in deducing the water-tight compartments which are needed in damage stability assessments. In the design model, the transversal bulkheads are visualised within the parent hull form in
Rhinoceros, to support the naval architect in defining volume blocks.
In order to be capable of defining a complex propulsion arrangements, distributed over multiple compartments comprising multiple shaft lines and varying engines, gas-turbines or electrical motors, a
number of shaft lines need to be defined. These shaft lines allow defining the propulsion arrangement
in a parametric way as propulsion components are not only assigned to a volume block but also to a
particular shaft line. The contributions of propulsion components to weight are added to the volume
block weight. The shaft line merely serves as a means to define the arrangement geometry by specify-
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ing position relative to the centre line and angle of inclination relative to the base line for each shaft
line. Additionally, the propulsor type needs to be specified, which can be fixed pitch propeller, controllable pitch propeller or water-jet.

Fig. 6: Parent hull form with bulkhead reference planes and propulsion layout
Once the global reference grid and required shaft lines are defined, the user can start to create a conceptual design by defining volume blocks. It is important to understand, that the naval architect is in
full control of designing the ship, which means that it is he who defines size, function and position of
volume blocks. The design model supports the naval architect in facilitating the design work and supporting analyses of the created concepts.
Typically, complex vessels such as combatants comprise of 160 to 200 volume blocks, whereas simpler vessels such as naval auxiliaries comprise of 120 to 140 blocks. In order to define volume blocks,
certain data needs to be provided:
• A block type needs to be provided to each volume block. This not only defines the function of the
considered space on board, e.g. a fuel tank, accommodation area etc., it also limits the list of secondary objects that may be positioned in the volume block.
• The position of a volume block is defined by specifying a rectangular box bound in each direction
by two reference planes. In order to increase flexibility, the user can provide an offset in xdirection, thereby reducing the need to define a mass of reference planes in that direction.
• The side walls (fore, aft, portside and starboard) can be inclined individually to allow for shaping
in the superstructure or to model wing tanks, which has a profound effect on the available capacity of the regarded block.
• The number, type and arrangement of the secondary objects need to be provided. As indicated
earlier, secondary objects are systems of pre-defined function with known characteristics, allowing fast design definition as well as simple checks if e.g. a engine fits in a engine room whilst
immediately taking the engine’s characteristics into account (centre of gravity, weight, fuel consumption, support services required etc.). The arrangement of such objects is defined by which
the shaft line (or none) they are attributed to and the number of objects to be positioned.
• As certain spaces in ships, e.g. tanks, are often arranged symmetrically to the centre line, a possibility exists to define such symmetry. Therefore, only one volume block needs to be defined to
specify two separate spaces on-board.
The figure below shows an example consisting of three volume blocks. The symmetry options has
been used on the wing tank and the tank in the double bottom (in dark grey). The example also shows
a machinery room which features shaping (light grey) and contains two secondary objects.
Once all required volume block parameters have been defined, the knowledge management framework loads the visualisation script, which triggers the CAD engine to execute the defined routine. The
parameters are provided to the re-usable script, which renders it design-specific knowledge. The script
follows a strict workflow largely based on the definition steps elaborated on above. First, the volume
block is visualised, which is done by creating a box, taking the defined shaping into account. Subsequently, the block is moulded into the hull form, by which the volume and deck area are set down. In
the next step, dependent secondary objects are placed within the block, either linked to a shaft line
position or respective to the centre of gravity of the block. Dependent on which secondary object is
selected, the positioning routine places the object on the volume block floor or against the ceiling.
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Fig. 7: Example of volume blocks definition (left) and an example of example volume blocks showing
block shaping, use of symmetry, and secondary objects (right)
When defining a conceptual design, it is important to remember that volume blocks do not necessarily
match with the physical blocks describing the vessel construction. A volume block can be drawn as
large as desired and is not bound by physical restrictions such as transverse bulkheads, longitudinals
or decks. Instead, the maximum size is limited on the base of the volume block’s functionality. An
accommodation area, for example, depends on the deck area. Consequently, blocks describing accommodation spaces must only cover a single deck, whereas different block types, e.g. tanks or funnels, may stretch over multiple decks. Should an accommodation block be defined over two decks, the
design model will interpret this as an accommodation hall of double deck height.
As the volume blocks are defined in a parametric way, the design model allows simple reconfiguration of the design and the layout. This can be done in a number of ways:
•
•
•
•

A different parent hull form can be chosen to shape the volume blocks and change capacities.
Shifting the position of reference planes will shift the position of any correlated volume block.
Assigning different reference planes to a volume block will shift its position.
Assigning a different block type or secondary object to a volume block will change the function
of the room or its capacity.

4.3. Analysing a created concept design
Once the conceptual design has been created, it needs to be evaluated on weight, stability, powering,
and the degree to which it is capable to fulfil the required tasks. The first performance checked is
whether the design meets the posed requirements. This is done first to make sure that only meaningful
concept designs are investigated more thoroughly, or give early insight to the naval architect to adapt
the design if needed.
Analysing whether a concept design meets its functional requirements is done by comparing the total
realised capabilities, such as volume, area and function to the requirements deduced from the tasks the
vessel needs to perform. The capability of a volume block and its attributed function depend either on
the size and type of the block or alternatively on the number and type of secondary objects placed
within the block. The overall score per capability of the design is determined after exporting the data
to the requirement data spreadsheet and summing all contributions, presenting the result in an orderly
colour-coded overview to give the naval architect an idea where he needs to focus his attention.
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Once the naval architect is satisfied with the functional performance of his design, a sequence of naval
architectural analyses can be executed. As indicated above, many characteristics depend on the vessel
weight; therefore this characteristic is estimated first. The vessel’s weight is split in two components,
namely the light ship weight and the loading condition.
• The light ship weight is based on a weight estimate of each block individually, taking into account
its position, geometrical characteristics and functionality. The result is the total light ship weight,
which is obtained by combining the contributions of each block (bearing the necessary margins in
mind), a weight breakdown according to the ship weight breakdown structure, Straubinger et al.
(1983), as well as all required input data to allow the well-known stability assessment software
PIAS, refer to www.sarc.nl, to compute the longitudinal weight distribution and attributed bending moments.
• The loading weight is estimated automatically for the fully loaded departure condition and the
empty docking condition. If desired, additional loading conditions may be determined manually.
The cargo weight for the full load condition is determined by summing the contribution of each
block. This contribution is determined on the base of a number of different parameters, such as
geometrical characteristics of the volume block and the attributed specific weight factors. For example, a fuel tank is modelled as a volume block of type F76 tank. Thereby, a specific volumetric
cargo weight is determined, which in combination with the geometry of the block and the chosen
gross margins allows computing the cargo weight of the block. In the docking condition, no cargo
is included other than crew.
As the weight estimate is an important factor in the performance prediction of the design, errors in the
estimation have a profound influence on the feasibility. E.g. estimating the height of the centre of
gravity strongly influences the stability of the design. For this design model, being capable of producing realistic weight estimates requires the weight factors per block type to be referenced. This is done
by rebuilding one or two existing benchmark vessels with the design model before fine-tuning the
weight parameters to match the weight characteristics of the benchmark vessels. In order to increase
accuracy on the results, at least one but preferable multiple validation vessels should be modelled and
the weight outcome should be compared against the respective weight properties. The advantage of
using this method is that all weight items are included so no parts can be forgotten, whereas the disadvantage is that the more the concept design deviates from the benchmark vessels, the more uncertain
weight results become. As these factors vary for different projects, e.g. a fast, slender combatant has
different weight properties per m2 or m3 than a wide, relatively slow naval auxiliary, it is possible to
produce multiple datasheets with different datasets for different projects.
In order to assess the stability of the design, the intact stability is calculated for each of the defined
loading conditions and the floodable length curve is determined for the deepest draft condition. The
initial intact stability is estimated rudimentary in RhinoMarine, a Rhinoceros plug-in which does not
take the free surface effect into account. The floodable length curve is determined for the case of
symmetrical submergence in the fully loaded condition. Although both methods give only an estimate
of the stability, the combination of the results offer sufficient founding to justify redesigning or continuing the analysis. As will be explained in chapter 5.4. Exporting a concept design, the design can
be exported to PIAS in a later stage to thoroughly verify the stability.
A number of results of the stability calculation, such as wetted surface, block coefficient, prismatic
coefficient, trim, and so on, are needed to allow determining the resistance curve. The resistance curve
is computed for the full load departure condition. Above listed values serve as input for the resistance
calculation, for which currently two options exist.
• Based on the methodology deduced by Holtrop and Mennen, refer to Holtrop et al. (1982), on the
base of towing measurements of systematic hull series.
• Regression based interpolation of measured resistance curves of Royal Netherlands’ Navy vessels.
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As two different resistance curve estimates are available, it is up to the naval architect to decide,
which one to use. In the standard setting, the highest power requirement per speed is used. To allow
configuring the installed propulsion arrangement to match power requirements at a certain speed, the
resistance curves are exported to the concept requirement data spreadsheet. Then, the naval architect
needs to specify the propulsion and electrical power settings to allow determining fuel consumption
and vessel range at the regarded speed. The electric power requirement is estimated based on vesselsize and installed secondary objects.
In order to assess whether the design meets safety requirements on free-board height, bow height and
fore peak location, the respective values are extracted from the 3D model and compared to values
imposed by the International Maritime Organisation.
All results and characteristics of the created design are then gathered and exported to the concept requirement data spreadsheet. As this spreadsheet contains both requirement deduction and a description of the realised design, it acts as a design dossier. Additionally, design rationale which the naval
architect has attributed to specific volume blocks can be exported to a word document, giving the
opportunity to explain in words as well as in figures why a design look the way it looks, refer to DeNucci (2012) for discussion on the importance of knowledge capturing in ship design. In this way,
design decisions can be captured which had to be made as a result of earlier decisions made.
5.4. Exporting a concept design
As discussed in chapter 2. Concept design trajectory, the considered design model merely covers one
phase in the total design trajectory. Therefore, in order to streamline the design process and minimise
the workload required to elaborate the created concept design in more detail with a different design
model, such as DeSIS 3.0, possibilities were created to export the design.
• An important export option is the possibility to create a 2-dimensional functional arrangement
plan of the design, comprising volume blocks and secondary objects. Such a 2-dimensional plan
not only allows presenting the interior layout of the vessel, which is hard to oversee in 3D, but it
also can be used as a starting point to develop a general arrangement plan. The functional arrangement plan consists of horizontal cross-sections at positions of reference planes marked as
decks and a longitudinal cross-section at the centre line, which is a vast improvement on work
from Oers et al (2008).
• An export option of equal importance is the possibility to create a PIAS stability file from the
concept design. This process gives access to the entire analysis capability of PIAS and has been
described in detail in Bons et al. (2011). Therefore, only the most important steps will be summarised here briefly. The first step in exporting to PIAS is gathering required data and adapting it
where needed. Such data comprises hull shape, compartment data, and light ship weight data. This
data is then transferred to PIAS by means of a dedicated knowledge-base, which automatically
creates data readable to PIAS, after which the data is available in PIAS.
• The third important export option allows extracting the geometry planes of the vessel structural
arrangement on the base of the defined volume blocks and identified physical planes. The basic
working principle is that for every position of a physical plane a check is performed whether volume block contribute to the actual bulkhead, deck or longitudinal. All contributions are then gathered and united in a surface based definition. Subsequently, volume blocks of certain types (e.g.
helicopter hangars) are allowed to create holes in the previously extracted physical objects. Finally, the contributions of volume blocks, which are bounded by physical surfaces (e.g. tanks to
hold liquids), are extracted as well. This model serves as the base to load data into DeSIS 3.0 or
export to a (class) rule base structural analysis tool.
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Fig. 8: Visualisations of exports: a PIAS weight distribution (top left), geometrical construction planes
(bottom left) and a functional arrangement plan (right) of an arbitrary concept.
• The fourth export option provides a cost estimating tool with the input it requires to determine the
vessels life-cycle cost. The acquisition cost is estimated on the base of the vessel size, weight and
installed components (i.e. secondary objects). The exploitation costs are estimated on the base of
crew size, fuel consumption, and a maintenance component influenced by vessel size and system
complexity, which is deduced from the installed components.
6. Results
In order to demonstrate the flexibility and re-usability of the design model, a number of test cases
dealing with a naval auxiliary, a surface combatant and a mine-countermeasure vessel are presented
below. These test cases illustrate that by using this design model, a naval architect can create feasible
and balanced concept designs. Provided that the re-useable knowledge is in place, the design model
enables creating and balancing a conceptual design from scratch within 3-4 working days. This is due
to the fact that the naval architect needs to provide a relatively small amount of information to specify
a design. Nevertheless, a host of performance analyses can be executed to determine the quality of the
design. This is a significant supplement to the existing design models at DMO.
6.1. Design study Naval Auxiliary
This academic design study, taken from Takken (2008), varies a number of main parameters to obtain
a range of diverse concept designs, of which four are presented in the following table. Parameters
varied to obtain the concepts are:
•
•
•
•
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Flight deck capacity, i.e. number and size of available flight spots.
Hangar capacity, i.e. number and size of available garage spots.
Fuel storage capacity
Military lift capacity, i.e. the number of square metres available to store military ground vehicles
on during transportation.

Table I: Overview of some naval auxiliary concepts

Concept
/
Parameter
Concept
Length over all
Beam over all
Draft design
Displacement
Fuel capacity
Military lift
Helicopter
capacity

Auxiliary oiler
166 m
22.00 m
9.30 m
18400 ton
11100 m3
None
1 x Medium

Auxiliary carrier
198 m
32.50 m
9.30 m
29600 ton
10600 m3
9050 m2
6 x Large

Compact auxiliary
180 m
32.00 m
9.20 m
28500 ton
9700 m3
6075 m2
2 x Large

Standard auxiliary
205 m
30.40 m
8.90 m
28000 ton
9500 m3
6500 m2
2 x Large

6.2. Design study Combatant
This design study, of which four concepts are presented in the table below, intents to investigate the
influence of sensor, weapon and communication fit on the size and displacement of combatants. Additionally, the influence of crew size on the total vessel size and the number of craft supported were
varied. The main parameters varied to obtain these diverse concept designs are:
• Number and type of crafts on-board and launching installation
• Sensor and weapons fit: Performance and redundancy
• Accommodation capacity
Table II: Overview of some combatant concepts
Concept
/
Parameter
Concept
Length over all
Beam over all
Draft design
Displacement
Sensor
and
weapons fit
Crafts

Crew

Combatant 1
144 m
16.40 m
5.80 m
5200 ton
Performance: +
Redundancy: +
Slipway + crane
Type: large
Number: high
120

Combatant 2
135 m
16.80 m
5.15 m
4800 ton
Performance: +
Redundancy: Slipway + davit
Type: large
Number: medium
120

Combatant 3
124 m
16.00 m
5.10 m
4200 ton
Performance: o
Redundancy: Davit
Type: small
Number: low
90

Combatant 4
105 m
13.40 m
3.90 m
2500 ton
Performance: Redundancy: o
Cranes
Type: small
Number: low
75

6.3. Design study Mine Counter Measure Vessel
This Mine Counter Measure Vessel design study focussed on the influence of unmanned stand-off
mine counter measure on a mother ship. A number of options were investigated, varying number of
unmanned vehicles and the deployment method. Besides variations in stand-off capability, which
turned out to have a profound effect on the vessel size and layout, the influence of varying missionsother-than-war capabilities were investigated. Four concepts of this study are presented in the table
below.
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Table III: Overview of some mine counter-measure vessel concepts
Concept
/
Parameter
Concept
Length over all
Beam over all
Draft design
Displacement
Stand-off
MOTW

Large concept
120 m
16.00 m
4.80 m
4300 ton
Number: +
Size: +
Good

Medium concept
110 m
15.50 m
4.60 m
3800 ton
Number: o
Size: +

Average

Smaller concept
90 m
15.50 m
5.00 m
3300 ton
Number: o
Size: +
Limited

Smallest concept
90 m
13.75 m
4.50 m
2450 ton
Number: Size: Limited

7. Conclusion and recommendation
7.1. Conclusions
In this paper, a design model was presented, which provides the naval architect with an integrated
model capable of defining and capturing a conceptual design by requiring only a limited amount of
describing data. It allows producing feasible concept designs within a few working days, whilst retaining flexibility to alter designs on whatever scale whenever needed.
The workflow begins by deducing design requirements based on the tasks the vessel has to perform.
Next, the naval architect defines the 3D arrangement of the concept by means of functional volume
blocks, after which the performance is predicted and compared against the requirements. The approach enables investigating the effect of design requirement on the ship’s layout, performance and
cost within a few working days. As the design model is created within Quaestor, a block box approach
is avoided, which means that the user is in full control and can investigate any and all intermediate
results at any stage in the process.
Compared to Packing, it signifies both a substantial win in performance assessment options as well as
increase in design detail. In this way, a concept trend identified in Packing can be easily work out
further and adapted where necessary. Compared to DeSIS 3.0, only a limited amount of data needs to
be specified to define the design, which allows for a relative swift design definition. However, this
also implies that fewer assessment tools are available, as not all required data has been specified. As
the design model covers the concept elaboration phase, a previously lacking need at DMO is filled in.
7.2. Recommendations
This design model is a functional and operational tool, which supports the naval architect in investigating the influences of design decisions on the overall design. However, as not all performance
checks have been integrated so far and the level of detail is matched to the concept elaboration phase,
there is room for improvement to integrate additional performance prediction tools and increase possibilities of intelligent data addition. Doing so would reduce the workload of the naval architect significantly, as he would have more time at his disposal to do design work rather that creating files
needed to do analysis currently not coupled.
Furthermore, the design model needs to be interwoven more tightly with the preceding and following
design phases, for which the design tools already exist. Allowing data import and data export to run
more automated would not only reduce the turn-over time needed to create conceptual designs, it
would also allow a faster transition of feasible concepts to enable defining and analysing such designs
in more detail.
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Abstract
Despite the existence of 3D shipbuilding software that allows 2D approval and workshop drawings to
be generated automatically, many of these drawings are created or modified in AutoCAD because of
its superior drafting capabilities and a more familiar user environment. Unfortunately drawings
created in AutoCAD are then disconnected from the processes and capabilities in the 3D shipbuilding
software. This paper will discuss an approach taken by ShipConstructor Software Inc. (SSI) allowing
standard 2D AutoCAD drawings to be automatically generated from the 3D model according to
specific class rules and shipyard standards while remaining linked to the 3D model as changes occur.
1. Introduction
Design and construction of a ship is too often composed of a larger number of disjointed and
disconnected processes with far too little re-use of information or design intent being captured and
moved to the next stage. One of the most significant examples of this is the gulf between basic and
detailed design. While it is certainly true that almost every commercially available shipbuilding
software package has the ability to import the surface model representing the initial design as well as
other geometry, much of the design intent that is painstakingly represented in 2D approval drawings
created for classification purposes must be manually re-captured in the detailed design.
In the most traditional approach, initial design software is used to create the surface model of the hull
which is utilized, among other things, to perform a range of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic analysis.
Towards the end of that process, 2D approval drawings are being created for inclusion in the package
of drawings sent to the appropriate classification society. One of the most typical examples of
approval drawings are those that detail the layout of typical planar sections (frames, decks, and
longitudinals). In many scenarios today, these drawings are still created manually using conventional
drafting tools.
1.1 Requirement for 2D Approval Drawings
Virtually all areas of the ship design and construction process have moved to 3D. The ability to
design, visualise, analyse, simulate and check the design in 3D has led to many improvements in the
industry, a few of which are:
•
•
•
•

Significant reductions in the number of errors that would previously have only been caught in
production
Fewer in-service issues due to extensive simulation and materials analysis
More innovative designs
Shorter overall process due to “concurrent engineering” in 3D

Despite this shift to 3D in many areas, 2D drawings for class approval still play a critical role.
2D drawings, as they are used for class approval, contain a wealth of information that would be very
difficult to convey on a similar number of 3D drawings. A properly executed set of 2D class approval
drawings provide a decent 3D picture of the vessel being designed. In part, this is accomplished
through the use of an incredible amount of symbolic detail that is laboriously added to a drawing. This
ranges from specific line styles (thickness, continuity, color, etc.) used to communicate additional
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details, like the side of the plate to which a stiffener is attached, to specific symbol standards used to
represent various items such as flanges, profiles, types of welds etc…
Due to the depth of information that is included in these drawings in this fashion they are perhaps one
of the most difficult drawings to create and read. Accurately detailing and interpreting 2D approval
drawings in the marine industry continues to require extensive specialized knowledge and skill.
Some may argue, perhaps correctly, that similar information can be easily communicated via live,
intelligent 3D models of the ship. While this may be true, it would require a degree of standardization
and interoperability between each of the multitude of 3D CAD systems in use in the industry that
simply does not exist today. Classification societies simply can’t be expected to maintain a library of
3D software applications and the trained people to use them. 2D drawings can be sent in industry
standard CAD formats like DWG, or simply in PDF, without the requirement for any application
specific intelligence or conversion. While class societies will, in some cases, create a 3D model of a
portion of a ship to further analyze a particular scenario, 2D drawings remain the deliverable of
choice. There are many reasons for this, not the least of which is the repeatable, ‘checkable’ nature of
a 2D drawing for someone with the appropriate training.
1.2 Transition to 3D Detailed Design
Once the classification society has approved the structural drawings, the detailed design process can
begin in earnest. In the more traditional approach, the 2D drawings along with scantlings, a lines plan
and other resources, are referenced to manually build a detailed 3D model of the ship’s structure. The
majority of this work is performed by an experienced designer or draftsman who interprets the design
intent of the 2D drawings and translates them into a 3D model.
There are a few apparent shortcomings with this type of approach. As mentioned earlier, reading these
drawings requires a significant degree of experience and training. Even in cases where these skills
exist in abundance, errors creep in due to the manual nature of the process. Additionally, as creation
of the 3D model starts only after the design has been approved, future stages that depend on the
structural model are restricted in terms of when they can begin. The absence of a detailed 3D model
can also result in the late discovery of issues that can only be properly visualized in 3D. This is
especially critical when remedying these issues will have an impact on the basic design.
Unfortunately almost every downstream process relies on at least having a partially complete
structural model. Concurrent engineering capabilities are prevalent in today’s software tools but they
still require the structural model to be partially complete before outfitting can really begin. The earlier
the structural 3D detailed design commences, the earlier all other disciplines can start, and the earlier
construction can begin. This can lead to shorter design and engineering processes which can have a
direct impact on milestone and project delivery.
To get a lead on project schedules and to compete in an increasingly competitive landscape, the
choice to begin modelling before the classification society approves the drawings is being made more
and more often. As the 2D drawings are being detailed and then submitted to classification societies,
work in the 3D model continues because shipyards cannot afford to wait. While software is getting
better at allowing significant changes to be made to existing designs, there can still be a significant
cost to this approach. The risk of beginning the model earlier is also greater as the changes that come
back must be interpreted and made in the same way in both the 2D and 3D environments. The risk is
further compounded since these changes are often made by different individuals.
2. An Integrated Workflow
The result of the challenges with traditional approaches mentioned earlier, and new capabilities in
many of the shipbuilding specific software packages in use, has led to the creation of software based
approaches that in theory allow these drawbacks to be overcome.
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The common threads in implementations of this newer approach are: the creation of a basic 3D model
that will evolve within the same toolset to be used for the detailed design, and capabilities that allow
2D approval drawings to be automatically generated from the 3D model based on a knowledge base
of predefined standards. In the most robust implementations, the generated drawings remain
associatively linked to the 3D model and can therefore be updated as changes happen.
It is clear that this approach can have many advantages over the more traditional approaches:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Issues that can only easily be seen in 3D are caught, sometimes even before the 2D drawings
are generated.
By the time the drawings are approved by the classification society, a large amount of the effort required to create the structural model is complete.
As most of the detailed design tools would be available for use on the basic design, more accurate material estimations can be performed, and a more accurate weight and center of gravity (CG) can be calculated (key contributors to a vessels performance).
Definition of the knowledgebase of standards used to generate the approval drawings must be
created by an experienced naval architect or designer, but the drawings themselves can now
be generated by the average designer or draftsman.
Changes returning from the class society can be made once, in the 3D model and updated to
the drawings provided the drawings remain associated with the 3D model.
Fewer errors are introduced as both the drawings, and detailed design are created based on a
single source of truth: the basic 3D model.

2.1 Challenges with Current Implementations
Despite the obvious advantages of the more integrated approach, there are still a few key drawbacks
that remain to be overcome. These drawbacks are related to both the tools used and the skills of the
people who are tasked with using the tools.
Historically 2D approval drawings have been detailed in purpose built drafting tools such as
AutoCAD and Microstation as they have unparalleled drafting capabilities. The shipbuilding specific
tools used in this newer approach generate approval drawings fairly well but additional detailing is
almost always required. Often the additional detailing is required to convey additional information
that was not automatically included in the drawing and sometimes it can be required to clean up or fix
the generated information. Regardless of the cause, the designer will end up relying on the drafting
tools that have been provided with the shipbuilding software. Unfortunately, the 2D drafting
capabilities in these shipbuilding tools can leave much to be desired compared to AutoCAD or other
general purpose drafting tools.
Naval architects doing the basic design don’t necessarily wish to use complex, production focused
software to perform the final detailing of 2D approval drawings. Their current skill set better aligns
with specific hull design tools to perform the initial design in conjunction with common 2D drafting
tools to detail drawings. Working in familiar software with familiar tools has been shown to reduce
errors that would occur in an unfamiliar or new environment. Additionally, with so many 3D CAD
tools available in the shipbuilding industry, skills learned in this area with one tool may not be
transferable to another organization or project. This limits the pool of employees that an organization
can draw from, increasing cost, and therefore reducing competitiveness.
Finally, these approval drawings need to be sent to class societies in a neutral format which can be
read and reviewed without the use of proprietary software that requires additional training and cost on
the part of the class society.
As a result of these factors, 2D drawings often end up in a general purpose CAD solution or neutral
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format. While there are other neutral formats used, Autodesk DWG is common due to its ubiquitous
nature and the ability of most applications to read and write this format. Regardless of the format used
conversion from proprietary software can cause:
•
•
•

A loss of intelligence, as much of the intelligence was provided by the proprietary software.
Errors or data loss due to conversion issues.
Disconnection from the 3D model when changes occur.

2.2 An Improved Integrated Workflow
As discussed, there are many benefits to this newer approach and only a few notable drawbacks. The
drawbacks that exist are not insurmountable and could be overcome in a number of ways. A potential
solution that mitigates the disadvantages of the way this approach is implemented today would be to
create a system in which:
1. 2D Approval and Workshop drawings could be generated automatically from the 3D model in
the AutoCAD DWG format with a substantial amount of shipbuilding-specific standards applied and with little to no user intervention required.
2. Further detailing to the 2D drawings could be performed using the AutoCAD program, with
little to no additional skills required.
3. The 3D design model and drawings could be continuously associated so that any subsequent
changes to the 3D model would be capable of being automatically reflected in the 2D drawings.
3. ShipConstructor MarineDrafting
MarineDrafting is currently being developed by SSI to specifically address these drawbacks.
SSI is the creator of the AutoCAD based ShipConstructor suite of products. ShipConstructor has an
AutoCAD foundation utilizing AutoCAD’s native format and many of AutoCAD’s own menus and
commands while also incorporating shipbuilding-specific tools corresponding to the various
engineering disciplines such as Hull, Structure, HVAC, Piping etc. The 3D product model is stored
inside a Marine Information Model (MIM), at the heart of which is a Microsoft SQL Server relational
database.
Consideration of the problem at hand quickly led to the realization that ShipConstructor has key
characteristics that could be leveraged towards an improved workflow that has clear advantages over
alternative implementations. The two key advantages that ShipConstructor has in this area are the
AutoCAD Platform as well as the Marine Information Modelling engine that drives the software.
3.1 AutoCAD Platform
AutoCAD would be an obvious platform of choice for any product that generates and manipulates 2D
drawings. As the most commonly used 2D software with millions of users of AutoCAD worldwide,
and with a recent focus on improved 3D capabilities, the skills required to use any AutoCAD-based
product are everywhere. Additionally, the 2D drafting capabilities of the product are extensive and
allow the software to handle almost any requirement in this area.
However, the shipbuilding industry has very specific requirements for its design tools, a penchant for
everything 3D, and generally adopts industry specific software packages that use either proprietary or
less universally adopted CAD engines. When considering the requirements for the industry and the
specific requirements in this case for associativity between 2D approval drawings and the ship
specific model, utilizing the capabilities of AutoCAD in this newer workflow may seem unlikely. In
this case however, the AutoCAD platform provides the drafting toolset, user interface and graphics
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engine for much of ShipConstructor. As a result, these AutoCAD capabilities can be leveraged by
MarineDrafting as part of SSI’s implementation of this approach.
3.2 Marine Information Modelling
In a world of topological and geometric modelling tools, ShipConstructor takes a different approach.
Although built on AutoCAD, the actual modelling engine developed by SSI overlays the foundational
graphics and CAD engine provided by Autodesk. ShipConstructor’s Marine Information Modelling
engine is a hybrid providing many of the benefits of both a topological and associative geometric
model without being either. The engine was developed from the ground up to allow for the efficient
design of marine structures.
Individual parts are built based on boundaries defined by the intersections and location of individual
lines, 3D planes and three dimensional points, and the association of this same geometry with both
defined shipbuilding standards (endcuts, cutouts, bevels, corner treatments, weld seam reliefs etc…)
as well as other parts either directly (mirror or identical relationships) or via relationships between sub
geometry of the parts.
The result is a 3D model that is defined by relationships between the individual geometric elements as
well as by the complex logical relationships that exist in a real ship. Stiffeners attached to either side
of a plate as part of a panel, or the cutout caused by a shell stringer passing through a transverse plate
are examples of this type of relationship. The ability to easily extract both types of information from
the model, during the generating of drawings or while manually detailing afterwards, is of critical
importance to this approach.
The ability to utilize built-in AutoCAD capabilities such as hidden line removal (HLR) and AutoCAD
drafting standards, plus the ship specific information stored in the ShipConstructor model, ensures
that the 2D drawings generated from MarineDrafting are of the highest fidelity and can be easily
detailed to suit specific needs.
3.4 Creating MarineDrafting
3.4.1 Automatic 2D Drawing Generation
As mentioned earlier, ShipConstructor’s Marine Information Model is a natural source for drawing
generation as it already contains a large amount of information about each part and its associated
relationships that is critical for approval drawings.
However, before the initial 2D drawing is created, extensive configuration options are provided and
captured within the ShipConstructor Library. These standards are defined once and can be
implemented across all drawings reducing both errors and the tedium of repetitive rework. Capturing
this combination of drafting and shipbuilding standards, as well as the scenarios where they are
intended to be used, is what allows expert knowledge to be captured and re-used by less experienced
designers who can simply detail the drawings after they are generated.
3.4.1.1 Configuration and Standardization
The ShipConstructor MarineDrafting application provides a significant degree of configurability to
shipbuilding customers by utilizing a range of AutoCAD’s built-in features that are targeted at
allowing drafting standards to be controlled and managed across any organization. Configurable
AutoCAD templates have been setup in ShipConstructor’s MarineDrafting application that can be
used as standards for various items such as:
•
•
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Drawing settings
Drawing measurements (imperial/metric)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Views
Layouts
Layers
Linestyles
Textstyles
Dimensionstyles
Title blocks
Snap rules
Grid ortho settings
Annotation styles

These settings can all be managed in a single drawing or across the entire organization using the
native capabilities that provide millions of AutoCAD users around the world the same benefits in their
work. In this case, ShipConstructor seamlessly works hand in hand with AutoCAD to ensure that the
standards can also be controlled and configured in ways that are specific to the shipbuilding industry.
As an example, ShipConstructor manages which linestyles are to be used in specific situations (a
hidden stiffener on the far side of a plate for example) but allows AutoCAD to manage what that
linestyle looks like when applied to a line in a specific drawing.
The MarineDrafting application also makes extensive usage of AutoCAD layers by automatically
arranging common types of geometry that are extracted from the 3D product model onto their own
layers. This allows users to control groups of information in the drawing with a broader brush. Again,
just like with any AutoCAD drawing, these layers and other properties can be set in the template
drawing used to create approval drawings by an experienced designer. Each drawing generated will be
pre-populated and configured with these settings, requiring a minimal amount of effort to achieve a
maximum amount of flexibility and control. Layers options include settings for:
•
•
•
•

Color
Thickness
Continuity
Visibility

Fig.1: Example Standard Shipbuilding Symbols
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However the degree of configuration available does not begin or end with AutoCAD capability.
Within the ShipConstructor library many shipbuilding specific symbolic standards can be defined that
will be used when 2D drawings are generated. These include configurable symbols used to mark plate
seams, to mark whether parts are intercostal or continuous, to mark profile cross sections and more.
3.4.1.2 Drawing Generation
What ShipConstructor does with its MarineDrafting application can first and foremost be thought of
as flattening the 3D solids in its information-rich 3D model into two dimensions. However, during
this flattening, the model is interpreted based on part types, details, materials, edge preparations and
more. Required geometry is automatically converted, based on preset standards, from the ‘accurate’
2D into the symbolic representation required to convey additional information. As mentioned in the
previous section component geometry is placed onto separate layers, depending on the type, and
purpose of each individual piece.
Hidden lines are automatically removed by ShipConstructor utilizing AutoCAD’s HLR (hidden line
removal) capability which produces a decent baseline of geometry for MarineDrafting to proceed
with.
Looking back at the prior section of this paper which discussed Marine Information Modeling we saw
that ShipConstructor’s modeling engine contains both geometric relationships as well as the
associative relationships between parts in the model and standards used to define those parts.
Leveraging that same engine and the relationships already built into the model, specific portions of
the 2D drawing are replaced or added during drawing generation. This is done by interrogating the
product model for these relationships and applying the symbolic standards that are defined for use in
each situation. The standard symbols used in these instances are associatively linked to the created
geometry in the 2D drawing as well as to the portion of the 3D model they depict. When the 3D
model changes or the symbols themselves change for any reason, the drawing can be automatically
updated, eliminating duplicate effort and ensuring consistency across processes.

Fig.2: Profiles attached to plates as represented via ShipConstructor’s MarineDrafting application
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The result is 2D documentation containing the required symbolic information according to
shipbuilding standards. For instance, a profile attached to a plate is not represented simply as the
flattened 2D version of the 3D profile (i.e. a flatbar would simply be a rectangle if flattened) but
instead as a line with the profile cross section positioned next to the line to denote the type of profile
stock applied.
3.4.2 Drawing Detailing
Despite the extensive abilities to configure MarineDrafting in order to generate a drawing that is as
close to what is required as possible, additional detailing is often required.
As stated earlier, the 2D drawings are natively created in the AutoCAD format. All AutoCAD features
are supported and very little specific ShipConstructor knowledge or skill is required to detail the
generated drawings. The objects in the generated 2D drawings are standard AutoCAD objects
utilizing only AutoCAD geometry and standards. The result is a drawing that they can later be
modified, added to, or removed using only AutoCAD knowledge and tools.
MarineDrafting includes several capabilities to ensure that detailing is performed correctly and that
future changes are performed with as few errors as possible. First, due to the fact that all geometry is
associatively linked back to the portion of the 3D model from which it is generated, information about
the parts in the model including material, standards and part number can be viewed on the geometry.
This information can be used in conjunction with AutoCAD labelling to add any required labels that
were not included in the generated drawing by default. Like the rest of the drawing these properties,
and any labels based on them, are associative and will update as the underlying model changes.
Second, any additional geometry that is added to the drawing can be linked by the user to existing
parts of the model. This ties any additional AutoCAD geometry added by the user into the associative
engine upon which ShipConstructor relies during an update process and ensures that users will see
this manually added geometry when going through the process of updating a drawing when changes
have been made to the 3D model. Finally, tools exist that allow the user to quickly flip from the
drawing to a specific part of the 3D model by simply selecting a piece of geometry in the drawing that
is associated with a ShipConstructor part. Once back in the appropriate place in the 3D model,
required changes can be made such as moving items, adding new attributes to objects, deleting objects
or modifying parts directly. All of these changes to the model can propagate back to the linked
drawings if/when required as will be explained in the following section. This facilitates rapid changes
to both the model and drawings which can be critical very early in the design process.
3.4.3 Managing Change
Change happens. This is perhaps the most important principle to accept in the shipbuilding industry
and is truer the earlier in the process you are. When it comes to class approval drawings, change is a
constant and needs to be managed very carefully via both tools and process, especially when the
drawings are generated from a 3D model from which those changes will propagate.
Within MarineDrafting, and all of ShipConstructor, a method for quickly identifying which drawings
need updating is provided based on changes to library and drafting standards and the 3D model. This
ensures that drawings are not sent to the classification society, or to production, purchasing or any
other department, when they do not accurately reflect the product model.
Once the drawings to be updated have been identified, an intelligent mechanism for updating 2D
documentation to match the latest 3D model representation exists. Updates to the drawings are
initiated by a user and then performed automatically. This allows the user control over when updates
occur. Once an update has been initiated changes are identified and illustrated both in a user interface
that allows the content of a change to be analyzed, as well as visually in the model using different
colors to denote additions, modifications, and deletions.
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Fig.3: Change management within a MarineDrafting approval drawing
Within the 2D drawings themselves, individual changes are tracked. For example, as geometry that is
not to be included in the drawing is deleted it is automatically moved to a different layer with
visibility turned off. Modifications to existing geometry are similarly tracked. This ensures that when
the drawing is updated ShipConstructor knows what to update, what to leave if it has been changed by
the user, and what to add. These mechanisms allow the maximum amount of prior change and effort
put into a drawing to be retained as changes are handled.
This degree of associativity is critical for approval drawings in this approach. Once the drawing
package has been submitted to a classification society, work on the project does not cease. Invariably,
class returns the drawings with comments and required revisions to the design. Many of these changes
will be made in the 3D model, but additional changes will be required to the drawings themselves.
The change management and tracking features outlined combined with the associativity that provides
the ability to quickly find the related part in the 3D model is critical, as comments from the class
society are often directly on or related to the 2D drawings they receive.
4. The Technology Today
All of the features described in this paper so far have been incorporated into a working pre-release
version of the ShipConstructor MarineDrafting product that is being used and analyzed by both
shipyards and designers in the industry. SSI is engaged with the industry to determine how to improve
the functionalities of this program going forward.
5. Conclusion
In an industry that has adopted 3D technologies in almost every aspect of the shipbuilding process, 2D
approval and workshop drawings still play a critical role. These drawings convey shipbuilding
specific information in a predictable, manageable way, provided the required skills, training and
experience are in place. Traditional methods, where approval drawings are drawn entirely in 2D, are
becoming less effective in the 3D world, and don’t align well with basic and detailed design processes
that are slowly becoming more integrated.
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Newer approaches that use the same 3D model for basic and detail design, and allow 2D drawings to
be generated automatically from that 3D model, are available but have a few shortcomings related to
the drafting toolsets available and the skills (and desires) of those who traditionally create approval
drawings.
SSI has identified and created a MarineDrafting, system that implements these newer approaches, and
includes what the industry has learned from earlier attempts.
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A Decision Support System for Post-Collision Accident Management
Miroslaw Gerigk, Gdansk University of Technology, Gdansk/Poland, mger@pg.gda.pl
Abstract
A proposal for a decision support system for the post-collision accident management, combining hydrodynamic analyses with formal risk assessment technique is presented in the paper. The holistic
approach to safety has been applied. It is connected with combining the safety factors and all the possible accident scenarios influence on the risk of not surviving an accident values. The safety factors
mainly follow from the design, operation and management sources. Each scenario depends on the
sequence of hazards, intermediate events, additional events (releases) and consequences. The risk
assessment is based on the risk matrix and ALARP concept criteria. The measure of safety is the risk
level. The risk estimation is based on assessment of the damaged ship performance using either the
quasi-static, quasi-dynamic or pure dynamic models depending on the problem complexity and data
available. The assessment of the damaged ship performance is associated with deciding which ship
performance characteristics in the form of stochastic process should be used for estimating the risk of
not surviving the accident. Some elements of a decision support system for the post-collision accident
management combining the hydrodynamic analyses with formal risk assessment technique have been
worked out. The system consists of three major modules. The first one is associated with the fast simulation of situation at sea after an accident. The second is connected with the computer simulation of a
damaged ship behavior in operational conditions. The third module regards estimation of the risk of
not surviving the accident, risk assessment and making the decisions on safety.
1. Introduction
There is a lack of methods enabling the assessment of safety of damaged ships in operation. The
existing methods are mainly based on the expert assessment using the brain storming techniques. The
methods based on the requirements included in the SOLAS 2009 regulations (Chapter II-1) cannot be
easily applied as they are of prescriptive character and more devoted to solve the ship design
problems, IMO (2005).
This is the reason why it is very difficult to directly apply such the methods for assessing the safety of
ships in damaged conditions after the collision including the ship salvage. There is a need to introduce
a novel method for assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions for the rapid safety
assessment during the accidents at sea. Such a method should be based on the damaged ship
performance and risk assessment.
The paper presents a few problems regarding the method which affect a decision support system
construction. The key issue of the method concerns the risk model. This model should take into
account the uncertainties connected with the possible scenarios of an accident. The uncertainties
problem is closely connected with calculation the conditional probabilities. The values of these
probabilities depend on the sequence of events associated with the accident. The sequences of events
(scenarios) consist of combinations of hazards, intermediate events, additional events and
consequences.
The elements of research presented in the paper are connected with development of a performanceoriented risk-based method for assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions, Gerigk (2010).
2. The existing methods
The methods based on the SOLAS regulations are more directed towards solving the design problems
than those we need in operation or during the salvage. It follows from many reasons. These methods
are prescriptive in their character. Generally, they are based on the probabilistic approach to safety but
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in some cases the semi-probabilistic components are included. They do not take into account all the
possible scenarios of an accident. The analyzed scenarios are fixed and well introduced in SOLAS
2009. Application of a few of these methods to certain types of ships e.g. car-carriers, ro-ro vessels or
passenger ships could lead to insufficient level of a ship safety. It may also provide the unnecessary
design or operational restrictions. The following methods describe the efforts to apply the SOLAS
regulations for the design, operational and salvage purposes as a harmonized proposal.
The first method is based on the holistic risk model and it can be presented as follows, Jasionowski et
al. (2005), Skjong et al. (2006):
R=Pc x Pc/f x Pc/f/ns x Pc/f/ns/tts x C

(1)

where Pc = probability of collision (hazard); Pc/f = probability of flooding having the ship hit from
given direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision; Pc/f/ns = probability of not
surviving conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit from given direction at data position
with given extent conditional on collision; Pc/f/ns/tts = probability of given time to sink conditional on
not surviving the conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit from given direction at data
position with given extent conditional on collision; C = consequences regarding the fatalities, property
(cargo, ship) and/or environment.
The second method is based on the casualty threshold, time to capsize and return to port concepts and
the basic ship safety objectives are divided into three categories, Vassalos (2007):
•
•
•

category I - vessel remains upright and afloat and is able to return to port under own power
(RTP – Return To Port);
category II - vessel remains upright and afloat but unable to return to port under own power
and is waiting for assistance (WFA – Waiting For Assistance);
category III - vessel likely to capsize/sink and abandonment of the ship may be necessary (AS
– Abandonment of the Ship).

The third method is based on a concept of an absolute survivability where the Safe Return to Port
(SRtP) attained subdivision index ASRtP should be calculated according to the ship residual stability
characteristics, IMO (2009):
ASRtP = 0,4 ASRtP,s + 0,4 ASRtP,p + 0,2 ASRtP,l

(2)

where the subdivision indices ASRtP,s, ASRtP,p and ASRtP,l regard the subdivision (s), partial (p) and light
ship (l) loading conditions.
The ASRtP,s, ASRtP,p and ASRtP,l indices should be calculated according to the IMO formula, IMO (2009):
ASRtP,lc = Σ pi sSRtP,i

(3)

where lc = loading index (lc = s, p, l); pi = probability that only the compartment or group of
compartments under consideration may be flooded, as defined in regulation 7-1, IMO (2005), IMO
(2008); sSRtP,i - probability of survival after flooding the compartment or group of compartments under
consideration, in the final stage of flooding only, as defined in literature, IMO (2009).

3. The new method
It is based on combining the ship performance-oriented approach and risk-based approach, Gerigk
(2010). The holistic approach to safety assessment is applied. An influence of design, operational,
management-related and human factors on safety is taken into account. The matrix type risk model
which has a holistic character is applied. It enables to take into account all the possible scenarios of an
accident. The risk model is based on the multi-level (3D) event tree analysis ETA which is shown in
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Fig. 1. The accident scenarios may consist of the hazards, intermediate events, additional events and
consequences. It is important to correctly define the initial events. The measure of safety of ships in
damaged conditions is the risk level. The risk acceptance criteria can be the risk matrix or ALARP
concept.

Fig. 1: Structure of the proposed risk model (FTA-ETA event tree) divided into four basic modules:
human, environment, ship (property), finance, Gerigk (2010)
The methodology where the risk-based design and a formalized design methodology were integrated
together in the design process with the prevention/reduction of risk as a design objective, along the
standard design objectives was first introduced by Vassalos and the others, Skjong et al. (2006), SSRC
(2009), Vassalos (2006).
For the ship performance evaluation the statistics, investigations using the physical models and
numerical simulation techniques can be applied. The ship performance evaluation enables to
determine the intermediate events, additional events (releases) and consequences and risk of each
accident scenario. The aim is to achieve an adequate level of risk by reducing the risk if necessary.
Providing a sufficient level of safety based on the risk assessment is the main objective. It is either the
design, operational or organizational objective. Then, safety is not a limitation any more, existing in
the regulations. It is just the objective. The measure of safety of a ship in damaged conditions is the
level of risk. The proposed method may be used at any ship’s life circle, including safety assessment
of the ship during a catastrophe. Some elements of the method can be used for safety assessment of
different means and systems of seaborne transportation. In the future the method can be useful in
elaboration of a new methodology of safety assessment of ships, which bases on the application of
risk analysis. The method is based on the following steps: setting the objectives, hazard identification,
scenarios development, risk assessment, risk control (prevention, reduction), selection of designs
(operational procedures) that meet the objectives. The structure of the method is presented in Fig. 2,
Gerigk (2010).
The safety case considered in the research regards the safety of a ship in damaged conditions when the
ship skin is damaged due to the following hazards: collision, grounding, stranding or another reason.
The risk and safety assessment for a ship in damaged conditions starts from modeling the risk
contribution tree. For each hazard a separate event tree should be modeled using the Event Tree
Analysis ETA. The basic event tree ETA for the safety assessment of ships in damaged conditions and
salvage purposes is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2: Structure of the method of risk and safety assessment of ships in damaged conditions
Generally, sixteen safety functions have been used for each event tree from the ship safety in damaged
conditions point of view, Gerigk (2010):
-

function1 (avoiding the hazard),
function 2 (hull skin damage (flooding),
function 3 (position and extension of damage),
function 4 (equalization of the ship heel at the preliminary stage of flooding),
function 5 (loss of the ship stability at the preliminary stage of flooding),
function 6 (loss of the ship stability during the intermediate stages (and phases) of flooding,
function 7 (loss of the ship stability at the final stage of flooding),
function 8 (loss of the ship floatability at the final stage of flooding),
function 9 (ship is waiting for assistance),
function 10 (ship returns to port under own power),
function 11 (ship returns to port by tow),
function 12 (ship is continuing the mission),
function 13 (mustering and abandonment of the ship (evacuation)),
function 14 (SAR action),
function 15 (fire and/or explosion),
function 16 (emergency cargo unloading (pollution of the environment)).

A position of each function can easily be found in Fig. 3 where the basic event tree ETA for the safety
assessment of ships in damaged conditions and salvage purposes is presented. It is important to notice
that each event tree may have a dynamical character.
The holistic approach to ship safety has been applied. According to this approach two major
assumptions have been done. (1) System failures can be either the hardware, software, organizational
or human failures. (2) The risk model for assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions should
be the holistic risk model.
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Fig. 3: The basic event tree ETA for the safety assessment of ships
in damaged conditions and salvage purposes
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4. The risk model
The risk associated with the different hazards and scenario development was estimated according to
the well known general formulae, Gerigk (2010):
Ri = Pi x Ci

(4)

where Pi = probability of occurrence of a given hazard; Ci = consequences following the occurrence of
the data hazard and scenario development, in terms of fatalities, injuries, property losses and damage
to the environment.
The risk model (1) may have four different kinds of losses regarding the human fatalities (HF), cargo
and ship losses (CS), environment pollution (E) and financial losses ($) and for the ship in damaged
conditions can be presented as follows:
R=Pc Pc/f PoCdam x C

(5)

where Pc = probability of collision (hazard); Pc/f = probability of flooding having the ship hit from
given direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision; PoCdam = probability of
capsizing in damaged conditions in given time conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit
from given direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision; C = consequences
regarding the fatalities, property (cargo, ship), environment and finance (C = CHF/C, CCS/C, CE/C, C$/C).
The PoCdam probability of capsizing in damaged conditions in given time can be calculated according
to the following formulae, Gerigk (2010):
PoCdam = Pc/f/ns Pc/f/ns/tts

(6)

where Pc/f/ns = probability of not surviving conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit from
given direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision; Pc/f/ns/tts = probability of
given time to sink conditional on not surviving the conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit
from given direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision.
The PoCdam probability can be estimated during the accident at sea using the following methods,
Gerigk (2010): binary method; method based on definition of the probability of surviving a collision;
method based on definition of the damage stability; method based on definition of the ship
performance during the accident. In the case of the last method the roll function in time domain has
been anticipated as a major function enabling the risk assessment, Gerigk (2010).
The risk analysis requires to calculate the conditional probabilities regarding the initial events ZIi,
major events (hazards) ZGj, intermediate events ZPk and final events ZKl which can be treated as
consequences. The basic mathematical formulae are as follows, Gerigk (2010). First of all the row
matrix of initial events is evaluated:
P(ZI) = P(ZIi)
for i=1 to n
(7)
Then the matrix of major events is calculated:
MPZG = P(ZGj / ZIi )

for j=1 to m

(8)

for k=1 to m1

(9)

After that the matrix of intermediate events is calculated:
MPZP = P(ZPk / ZGj )

Then the matrix of final events is calculated:
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MPZK = P(ZKl / ZPk )

for l=1 do m2

(10)

Finally, the row matrix of final events may be estimated as follows:
P(ZK) = P(ZI) MPZG MPZP MPZK

(11)

Because of the above mathematical model used the entire risk model is called as the matrix type risk
model. The risk model enables to consider many possible scenarios of an accident using the event
trees like presented in Fig. 1. In the case when the additional events occur the PoC(Ci) probability of
occurring the Ci given consequences can be calculated according to the formula presented by Gerigk
(2010). The typical additional events may concern the water on deck, air cushions, cargo leakage,
additional heeling moments or passenger behavior.

5. Application of the method in operation. Some elements of a decision support system
The ship accidents at sea may lead to the loss of life, loss of properties (ship and cargo) and pollution
of environment. The modern approach to safety of seaborne transportation requires applying the socalled life-circle approach by integrating the design for safety, safe operation and safe salvage
methods. Most of the salvage activities have been associated with using the rules of thumb without a
support based on the safety assessment process. The effective and safe ship salvage requires
developing the methods, models and tools for the assessment of risk and safety of ships in damaged
conditions.
The proposed method of risk and safety assessment of ships in damaged conditions together with the
matrix type risk model enables to assess ship survivability at each stage of flooding including the
preliminary, intermediate and final stages of flooding. Such an assessment is necessary to predict any
further deterioration of the damage condition. It may be connected with further flooding of
compartments and ship listing increase. This assessment also regards predicting how long it would
take the ship to capsize or sink. If the ship survives flooding (a ship remains upright (or heeled) and
afloat) and is unable to return to port under own power it is necessary to solve the problems associated
with the towing when waiting for an assistance. The number of towing points and towing speed in the
calm and rough weather conditions should be evaluated. During the towing the risk and safety
assessment of the ship should be permanently conducted.

Fig. 4: The structure of the procedure for the assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions
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during the accident at sea and for the salvage purposes
The structure of the procedure for the assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions during the
accident at sea and for the salvage purposes is presented in Fig. 4, Gerigk (2010). The key element of
the procedure presented in Fig. 4 is the decision support system. An idea of this system is based is the
approach to safety management. Fig.5 shows the structure of this approach.

Risk
control
options

Risk estimation

Risk reduction

Risk assessment

Risk control

Risk monitoring

Risk
control
options

Risk management

Safety management

Fig. 5: The structure of the approach to safety management

Fig. 6: Basic structure for knowledge representation and efficient reasoning under uncertainties
The procedure to assess safety of damaged ships during the catastrophe at sea should enable:
- assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions (stages/phases of flooding);
- identification of changes;
- estimation of time of flooding (time for evacuation, time of SAR activity);
- method of ship salvage (RTP, WFA, AS), method of towing.
For making the decisions on safety a method of the knowledge representation and efficient reasoning
under uncertainties is applied using the Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN). The basic structure of this
method is presented in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7 the structure of the same method in the case of collision is
presented.
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Fig. 7: The structure of the method in the case of the collision
The example results of a ship performance (roll function in time domain):

The example how to apply the ALARP risk evaluation criteria having the above ship performance:

Fig. 8: An example of the roll function in time domain and ALARP risk evaluation criteria applied for
the assessment of safety of a ship in damaged conditions
For constructing the safety management network the Hugin Researcher 7.4 has been used.
An example of application of the ship performance data regarding the ship roll function in time domain and ALARP risk evaluation criteria for the assessment of safety of a ship in damaged condition
is presented in Fig. 8.
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6. Conclusions
A few elements of the method to assess safety of ships in damaged conditions were presented. The
key issue to apply the method is to have the proper matrix type holistic risk model. By using Eqs.(7),
(8), (9), (10) and (11), the proposed risk model enables to estimate the risk level for all the possible
scenarios of an accident. The proposed risk model is much more complicated than the models
published in literature, Jasionowski et al. (2005), Skjong et al. (2006), SSRC (2009), Vassalos (2006).
The method is based on the assessment of ship performance and risk assessment.
The method has the following features:
1.
no disadvantages which exist in SOLAS;
2.
holistic approach to safety (design, operation, catastrophe, salvage);
3.
holistic approach to safety: safety factors (sources of factors: design, operation, management,
human factor);
4.
holistic approach regarding the risk model;
5.
assessment of safety for all the possible scenarios.
The current research is associated with further development of the risk model, damaged ship performance procedures and risk acceptance criteria.
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Abstract
Components of great importance for the ship safety are subjected to extensive analyses to ensure
minimum failure risk and high performance. In such cases, the design process involves Finite Element
Method simulations with which the model behavior for several loading conditions is evaluated.
Analysts need to provide feedback to the designers regarding the simulation results and propose
design changes towards the achievement of the required product’s performance characteristics.
Following that, the designers have to propagate the proposed changes by updating the products
geometry. The automated definition of the CAE simulation model becomes essential during the above
design loop, because a great amount of engineering hours are saved. Through an automated process,
the analyst is able to produce CAE models for various disciplines and load cases, which are updated
for each design change of the product. This paper presents the implementation of an automated
process for the definition of a CAE model of a spade rudder with rudder trunk and the strength
analysis of it. The automated CAE model set-up capability of ANSA pre-processor is used to define
CAE models for static, contact and CFD analyses. ANSA, and µETA post-processor, which is
exploited for the extraction of responses from the solver results, are coupled to the modeFRONTIER
optimizer for the identification of the best rudder shape.
1. Introduction
The use of the Finite Elements Analysis becomes increasingly popular in marine design, since it can
give us valuable information on the strength, hydrodynamics, and model behavior of complicated
parts and assemblies. However it is always time consuming to set up and standardize a simulation
process within the design process. The pre- and post- processors of BETA CAE Systems, ANSA and
µETA, provide sophisticated tools in order to facilitate the FEA process. Time consuming tasks like
meshing, model simplification and mesh quality improvement have been replaced by automated
processes which save a lot of engineer working hours. Additionally, such tools guide the engineer to
set up the model in the most proper way and help him to overcome any human errors.
This paper demonstrates the suggested process of the definition of a strength analysis and the
application of the multi objective optimization during the design process on a ship’s rudder. A
simplified CFD (computational fluid dynamics) analysis calculates the maximum force applied on the
rudder’s surface. The calculated force is taken as the loading condition for the rudder’s structural
analysis. The static analysis is set up using automated processes like the results mapping, the contact
pair definition and the batch meshing which are provided by ANSA. Model shape parameterization is
performed by the ANSA Morphing Tool and the Optimization Task and different design variables are
defined to control the model. To investigate the model behavior, the structural analysis is coupled
with an optimization process. The first step of this process identifies the critical variables of the
increase of the model’s strength, while a second step performs a multi-objective optimization to find
the best combination of the input variables.
2. Problem definition
The case study model is a spade rudder with rudder trunk of a Handysize bulk carrier. The ship’s
length is 169 m and its maximum speed 15 knots. When the ship is fully loaded the whole rudder and
skeg are submerged beneath the sea. The rudder cross section is NACA 0015 and its main dimensions
are x1=3.56 m, x2=5.05 m, b=6.2 and A=26.7 m2, Fig.1. The rudder and stock material is steel with
Young’s Modulus 210 GPa, Yield stress 235 MPa and density 7.86⋅10-6 Kg/mm2.
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Fig.1: Rudder sketch
The stock is supported by a THORDON elastomeric bearing of type SLX assembled on the rudder
truck. It is connected to the rudder’s body by a cone coupling which is welded on the body. The stock
uppermost part is clamped to a rotary valve which drives the rudder. The elastomeric bearing’s
Young’s Modulus is 440 MPa, its maximum working contact pressure 10-12 MPa.
The main force that strains the rudder is produced by the water flow around it. The maximum force
appears at the vessel’s full speed, when the rudder turns to the maximum angle of 35°. The weight and
buoyancy are considerably small in relation to the water flow force; therefore they are not taken into
account. To evaluate the force that is distributed to the whole surface of the rudder, a CFD analysis is
performed. The results from the CFD analysis are used as boundary conditions to the structural
analysis of the rudder assembly.
3. Model set-up
Two different FE models should be prepared for the structural and CFD analyses. Both models are
created by the initial geometry, however, different representations are defined for each model. Each
representation contains only the needed parts and entities for each analysis and the proper meshing
parameters, quality criteria, boundary conditions and auxiliary geometry (i.e. fluid domain). The
geometrical model is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2: Geometrical model
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3.1. CFD analysis
The first load case is a CFD analysis performed in order to evaluate the pressure on the rudder body.
The first estimation of the pressure is done using a simplified model of the rudder. The effect of hull
and propeller on the water flow is not taken into account for this case study and the flow is considered
steady. For the definition of the CFD model, the outer skin of the rudder is isolated from the
geometrical model and assembled to the computational domain which represents an open ocean area.
3.1.1. Meshing definition
The rudder’s surface is meshed with a variable size triangular mesh. The boundary layer, generated on
the rudder and the fluid surface separation, consists of five layers of prisms, generated in absolute
mode with a growth factor of 1.2 and first height of 5 mm. A tetra mesh was generated on the fluid
domain with element length varying from 0.05 to 2 m. In the fluid domain and more specifically on
the area around the rudder, a fine mesh is required to increase the result’s accuracy. In this case a
special entity of ANSA, the Size Box, is defined in this area which constrains the element length of
the fluid domain that resides inside the Size Box volume at 0.1 m. The final model consists of
approximately 3,000,000 elements, Fig.3. The mesh is applied automatically on the model and fluid
domain through the ANSA Batch Meshing Tool.

Fig.3: CFD mesh
3.1.2. Results in META
For the CFD analysis, ANSYS FLUENT v13.0 is used. After about 1000 iterations conversion is
achieved. The static pressure is exported in ABAQUS format in order to feed the static analysis that
will take place later on.
The results of the solution can be viewed and evaluated through µETA (ver. 6.7.2), which supports
the read in of numerous CFD solvers results. As expected, the flow separates early on the rudder’s
surface, since the angle of attack is considerably high. µETA offers many ways to view CFD results
such as streamlines, vectors and contours as shown in Figs.4 to 7 and is capable of calculating many
factors and values like the Cd and Cl factors and the Yplus values.
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Fig.4: Velocity in streamlines

Fig.6: Pressure in contour plot

Fig.5: Yplus in contour plot

Fig.7: Vorticity in contour plot

3.2. The static analysis
The second analysis calculates the strength of the rudder assembly and the contact pressure between
the bearing and the stock. The analysis is static, nonlinear and it is set up for the Abaqus 6.10. The
representation of the geometrical model that participates in the analysis is shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8: Structural model
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3.2.1. Meshing definition
The rudder assembly is meshed with 1st order shell elements of mean element length 50 mm. Special
treatment is prescribed for holes where on these perimeters one zone of elements is applied. The
quality criteria that are used are listed on Table I. For the meshing process the ANSA Batch Meshing
Tool is used. In this tool the meshing parameters and quality criteria are prescribed for a meshing
scenario which is applied on the thin wall parts of the rudder and skeg. One more meshing scenario is
defined for the cone coupling. In that case three layers of PENTAS are created on the part’s conical
surface to ensure successful coupling with the stock, since penetration problems and difficulty to
converge may occur during solution. Above the layers, first-order solid elements (TETRAS) are
prescribed for the rest of the solid part. The Batch Meshing Tool runs and applies meshing and quality
improvement on all selected parts, according to the prescribed meshing scenarios without the need of
any user interaction. The meshed parts are shown in Figs.9 to 11.
Table I: Rudder meshing specifications
Quality criteria
Shells
Solids
Aspect ratio
3
Skewness
0.8
0.6
Warping
10
Min. Length
15
15
Max. Length
70
70
Min. Angle Quads
45
Max. Angle Quads
135
Min. Angle Trias
30
Max. Angle Trias
120

Fig.9: Rudder body mesh

Calculation
Abaqus
Abaqus
Ideas

Abaqus
Abaqus
Abaqus
Abaqus

Fig.10: Rudder skeg mesh

The rudder stock and the bearing are parts of great importance for this analysis and their results need
to be accurate. Thus, thin layers of HEXA elements are applied on the stock perimeter to ensure
accuracy of the desired results. In addition, the whole stock model is meshed with HEXA elements.
The HEXA meshing process is a semi-automatic process in ANSA since special entities, the Hexa
Boxes, are created around the stock model. Each box represents a meshing domain, in which meshing
parameters, such as node number, spacing and number of layers are defined. After the definition of
the Hexa Boxes the mesh is created automatically. Three layers of HEXA elements are applied on the
stock / bearing contact area with element length of 4.5 mm, while the rest of the part is meshed with
30 mm HEXA elements, Fig.12. The bearing is also meshed with HEXA elements. Since its geometry
is very simple there is no need to use the Hexa Boxes, Fig.13.
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Fig.11: Cone coupling mesh

Fig.12: The stock mesh

Fig.13: The bearing mesh

3.2.2. Defining boundary conditions
The structural analysis is limited to the rudder assembly, so the rest of the ship is considered rigid.
Thus, boundary conditions are applied on the upper nodes of the rudder skeg which constrain the
displacement and rotation in all degrees of freedom, Fig.14.

BOUNDARY

MPCs

Fig.14: Boundary constraints of skeg

Fig.15: Boundary constraints of stock
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The rotary valve is also considered as rigid body. The latter constrains the displacement of the stock at
all axes and the rotation of the Z axis. To represent this constraint, a BOUNDARY entity of Abaqus is
created in the center of the coupling which is connected to the stock coupling surface using rigid MPC
elements, Fig.15.
3.2.3. Automatic definition of contacts
The rudder stock is connected to the rudder by the cone coupling and supported on the rudder trunk
by the elastomeric bearing. These connections are simulated by CONTACT PAIR entities according
to Abaqus, in order to evaluate the pressure that occurs on the contact surfaces during loading. A
special tool of ANSA for this purpose identifies the mating surfaces of the candidate pairs so that the
user can decide whether to accept them and define the type of the coupling. Two contact pairs
represent the coupling of the stock with the cone flange, Fig.16. The type of the above pairs is defined
as TIE according to Abaqus, since no movement is expected in this area. The contact pair between the
stock and the bearing is defined as CONTACT, according to Abaqus, since the connection is not fixed
and small sliding is allowed, Fig.17. In this case, the actual area of contact and the distribution of the
pressure depend on the load case and the rigidity of the stock, trunk and bearing. A friction model is
applied with friction coefficient of 0.2.

Fig.16: Contact between cone coupling and stock

Fig.17: Contact between bearing and stock

Fig.18: Mapping pressure from CFD to static models
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3.2.4. Mapping the CFD results
The pressure applied on the rudder’s surface, which is calculated by the CFD analysis, is considered
as the loading condition for the static analysis. Therefore, the pressure results are exported from
Fluent to an Abaqus format file containing pressure values for each element. However, the mesh of
the rudder for the CFD analysis is not compatible with the one for the static analysis. In this case, the
pressure derived from the CFD analysis is mapped to the static analysis mesh by regenerating
equivalent pressure entities to the target elements. This is achieved with the use of the ANSA Results
Mapper, which is able to import results of any type from numerous solvers, Fig.18. To complete the
FE model that will be exported to Abaqus, the proper materials, shell and solid properties and header
are defined. Output requests are defined for strain, stress and contact pressure.
4. Optimization problem
An initial run of the FE Model reveals the parts and areas where maximum stress and pressure appear.
The µETA post-processor is used to identify the critical areas and create reports and statistics for all
parts. As shown in the following figures the maximum value for the Von Misses stress occurs on the
rudder trunk near to the supporting webs. The value 215 MPa which is close to the Yield stress makes
the increase of the truck’s thickness essential. Contact pressure results are read in µETA for the
bearing - stock coupling. The maximum pressures appear close to the bearing’s lower edge, Fig.20.
The maximum pressure value is 9 MPa which is acceptable. However, more uniform pressure
distribution is desired. Furthermore, the deflection of the rudder is measured at the lower nodes of the
model which is 32.4 mm.

Fig.19: Von Misses stress at rudder trunk

Fig.20: Contact pressure at bearing

Fig.21: Deflection at rudder body

Fig.22: Von Misses Stress at stock
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In this case study the model’s behavior can be improved by modifying certain parameters that
correspond to the model’s shape and shell thickness. The target of the optimization is to minimize the
contact pressure on the bearing and the deflection of the rudder body. The maximum stress and the
total rudder mass should be kept within an acceptable range. The model’s improvement is performed
in two steps. First, a statistical analysis indicates which of the variables have big influence on the
model’s behavior and which would be the appropriate design space. Furthermore, a multi objective
optimization searches for the optimum solution.
4.1. Defining morphing parameters
The shaping of the geometrical or FE model is achieved by the ANSA Morphing Tool. This tool
provides several ways of morphing while ensuring smooth and controllable results. Special entities,
the Morphing Boxes, are created around the area of the model to be modified. As the shape of the
Morphing Boxes can be modified in several ways, the model surrounded by the Boxes follows the
modification. Thus, the shaping takes place. Morphing should be performed parametrically in order to
be driven by the optimization process. In this case Morphing Parameters which control the Morphing
Boxes and are connected to the design variables of the optimization problem are defined. Several
Morphing Parameters which control modifications of the model shape will be defined, Table II. Their
bounds are prescribed according to the minimum / maximum permissible values that derive from
technical specifications, model geometry and manufacturability.
Table II: The Morphing Parameters
Design Variable
Minimum Initial
Bearing Outer Radius
302
350
Bearing Inner Radius
265
275
Bearing Length
-300
0
Stock Radius
235
235
Holes Radius
-50
0
Vertical Web Move 1
-290
0
Vertical Web Move 2
-100
0
Trunk Support Webs
10
18
Trunk
10
20
Rudder Blade Skin
10
15
Rudder Horizontal Webs 10
15
Rudder Vertical Webs
10
15

Maximum
350
275
300
260
34
45
200
25
25
20
20
20

For the modification of the stock geometry Cylindrical Morphing Boxes are used which are ideal for
axi-symmetric models and the relative Morphing Parameters which control stock diameter between
rotary valve coupling and bearing, Fig.23. The same group of Cylindrical Morphing Boxes also
controls the thickness and length of the bearing using respective Morphing Parameters.

bearing length

stock diameter
bearing diameter

Fig.23: Cylindrical Morphing Boxes on the stock
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Two groups of Hexahedral Morphing Boxes and relative Morphing Parameters are defined to control
the position of the rudder’s vertical webs, Fig.24. The webs slide along the rudder’s outer skin without
affecting its shape. Since the elements of the horizontal webs are squeezed during the above
movement, special care should be taken to the horizontal webs holes in order to avoid distortion.
ANSA Nested Elements are applied on the holes to constrain the holes’ shape. Now, any movement
of the vertical webs will lead to a “rigid” movement of the holes without any distortion of their shape
and diameter.

Nested Elements

Fig.24: Hexahedral Morphing Boxes on the rudder body
A last Morphing Parameter is defined for the modification of the holes diameter on the horizontal and
vertical webs. The parameter applies a relative modification to all webs holes. This is achieved by
Direct Morphing capability of the Morphing Tool, which enables the shaping without the definition of
Morphing Boxes and can be controlled by morphing parameters as well.
4.2. Defining ANSA parameters
The shell thickness of several parts of the rudder assembly is set as design variables. These are the
parts of the vertical and horizontal webs, the trunk, the trunk supporting webs and the rudder skin.
The shell thickness values are extracted to design variables through the ANSA Parameters which can
control parametrically any entity of the FE model.
4.3. Set-up the Optimization Task
The Optimization Task is a powerful ANSA tool, which facilitates the set-up of an optimization
problem, Fig.25. Here, the engineer can define the sequence of every action that will be executed in
each optimization loop. The design variables and their properties and bounds are defined in this Task
and connected with the Morphing and ANSA parameters that where defined previously. Furthermore,
complicated actions like the mesh improvement or reporting can be defined in this Task using the
ANSA scripting language.
In this case study three actions are added to the Optimization Task to ensure the model’s validity.
After morphing, some elements are squeezed, which leads to poor mesh quality. A scripting command
is added after the morphing sequence which identifies areas of poor quality elements and regenerates
the mesh. The second scripting command added is a check for penetration among the parts which may
occur after changing their thickness. Finally, one more scripting command is added which calculates
the model’s mass and exports it to an ascii file. The mass value will be used as objective parameter for
the optimization problem.
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Fig.25: Optimization task
4.4. Extracting responses from META
The objective parameters and constraints of the optimization problem are extracted from the results of
the structural simulation. To achieve this, a baseline run of the static analysis is performed and the
results are read in µETA. Through the Annotation tool of µETA, the maximum value of the contact
pressure on the bearing and the maximum stress and deflection on the rudder assembly are identified.
The OptimizerSetup tool of µETA is used to export the identified values into an ascii file of a special
format, Fig.26. The file is read from modeFRONTIER, www.modefrontier.com, and the values are set
as responses. The above sequence, of extracting the responses, is recorded automatically in a session
file in order to be reproduced in every optimization loop.

Fig.26: OptimizerSetup Tool
4.5. Coupling ANSA / META to modeFRONTIER
For this optimization problem the modeFRONTIER 4.4.1 is used which provides dedicated “nodes”
for ANSA and µETA. Thus, the coupling of the pre- and post- processing sequence is done without
the need of any scripting or customization. As the ANSA node is defined, the input variables are
automatically defined corresponding to the Design Variables that have been set in the ANSA
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Optimization Task. One more “node” is set for the Abaqus solver which is used in this analysis. This
“node” receives the FE model that ANSA exports in every optimization loop as input. Finally, the
µETA “node” is defined which reproduces the µETA sequence of extracting responses and feeds the
constraints and objective parameters. In this case study the maximum contact pressure of bearing
surface and rudder assembly mass are set as objective parameters while the maximum stress and
deflection are set as constraints, Fig.27.

Fig.27: modeFRONTIER setup
5. Statistical analysis
The time needed to solve the optimization problem depends on the number of design variables, the
number of iterations and the size of the model that has to be solved. Selecting a large number of
design variables and a wide design space may lead to accurate results, but it would be a very time
consuming process. On the contrary, if only a few design variables are selected, the process will be
fast but some important solutions may be missed. In order to overcome this problem, a statistical
analysis for correlation is performed prior to the optimization. All the candidate design variables
participate to this analysis. A DOE Reduced Factorial algorithm is set in modeFRONTIER which
creates 30 experiments in order to perform the statistical analysis.
The correlation between the design variables and the responses gave a valuable outcome for the setup
of the optimization problem. As seen in Fig.28 the design variables Holes Radius, Vertical Web Move
1, Vertical Web Move 2 and Rudder Blade Skin do not contribute significantly to the objective
parameters change. So they are excluded from the optimization problem set up. Furthermore, the
design variables Rudder Vertical Web and Rudder Horizontal Web have positive correlation with the
minimize_mass objective parameter. Thus, the upper bound of both design variables can be lowered
from 20 to 15. The actions above will reduce the design space and therefore the calculation time
without any compromise to the optimization problem’s accuracy.
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Fig.28: Statistical analysis results
6. Performing optimization
After the final adjustment of the design variables, the optimization problem is set up. The Multi
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA II) is selected and the process runs for 360 iterations. The
feasible iterations are shown in the contact pressure vs. mass diagram, Fig.29, in grey color while
unfeasible ones in white. The bubbles diameter represents the maximum stress. The Pareto Frontier
appears which shows the best solutions for this case study. The optimum solution reduces contact
pressure for 12.5% and the mass for 7.98% while the maximum stress and the displacement are kept
below the acceptable values, Table III. The design variables values for the optimum solution are
shown on Table IV.

Fig.29: The contact pressure vs. mass diagram
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Table III: Design variable values
Design Variable
Initial
Optimum
Bearing Outer Radius
350
338
Bearing Inner Radius
275
268
Bearing Length
0
300
Stock Radius
235
260
Trunk Support Webs
18
10
Trunk
20
21
Rudder Horizontal Webs 15
14
Rudder Vertical Webs
15
15
Table IV: Objective functions and constraints
Objectives / Constraints
Initial
Optimum
Percentage reduction
Contact pressure [MPa]
9
7.868
12.5
Mass [Kg]
34654.2
31888.4
7.98
Maximum Stress [MPa]
215
183
14.88
Displacement [mm]
32.4
31.9
1.54
7. Conclusions
In this case study a spade rudder with rudder trunk was subjected to a design optimization process in
order to improve its strength and behavior. The results of the analysis led to significant changes to its
shape and shell thickness. To define the whole optimization process, several analyses are needed, as
well as the use of many programs. Furthermore, many actions are needed to setup the FE models for
the analyses to be performed. Thus, the use of tools that automate the simulation process and facilitate
the analysis set up turns to be a matter of great importance.
ANSA and µETA pre- and post- processors have been used successfully for the definition of CFD and
structural analysis. The use of sophisticated tools like Batch Meshing, Results Mapper and Contact
Wizard of ANSA facilitates and automates the definition of a ready to run FE model. Furthermore, the
Morphing Tool and the functionality of ANSA and µETA for the optimization set up offers the
engineer a great tool for the geometrical or FE model parameterization and optimization.
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Abstract
Viscous flow simulations are increasingly utilized for simulation-driven design of functional surfaces.
While the parametric modeling of complex shapes has reached a certain maturity, the transfer of data
from the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model to the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code is
non-trivial unless the shapes are simple regarding their topology. Assemblies of functional surfaces,
however, usually require manual preparation. A method will be presented that allows to set up
watertight compositions of arbitrary shapes. The method was implemented within the CAD-CFD
integration platform FRIENDSHIP-Framework. Mathematically closed surfaces are subdivided into
irregular trimeshes of predefined tolerance, i.e., the deviation allowed between the original shape and
its finite approximation. Solids can then be made from the trimeshes. Supporting Boolean operations,
assemblies of functional surfaces can thus be realized. An STL-file export is offered to connect to grid
generators such as HEXPRESS and SnappyHexMesh. The method automatically copes with changes
in shape by means of parametric modeling, lending itself to application within the context of
simulation-driven design. The paper elaborates on the algorithms and present examples.
1. Introduction
Analysis and optimization on the basis of viscous flow simulations require that the object of interest,
i.e., a functional surface such as a ship hull, thruster, duct, volute etc., is represented either by a
mathematically closed assembly of surfaces within a boundary representation (B-rep) or by a closed
volume object within a Constructive Solid Geometry definition (CSG). As soon as holes appear quite
a few grid generators run into problems. This is particularly unfortunate if, following a change in
shape, the process cannot be re-run without interactive repair work as this halts formal and repetitive
simulations.
Many grid generators can cope with assemblies of triangles, so-called "trimeshes," which (inversely)
define the fluid domain to be discretized. If these assemblies form "watertight" meshes, i.e., meshes
without any holes or hanging nodes, the generation of a volume grid can be repeated in an automatic
mode. The situation for viscous Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is intrinsically different from
that of potential flow simulations in which non-connected panels, small gaps between panels and even
large open regions do not create any problems. Here, certain regions are sometimes even left open
deliberately, e.g. the cleared transom stern of faster vessels.
Extensive developments were made within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework to be able to create
watertight assemblies of functional surfaces as needed in the context of domain preparation for
RANSE computations and RANSE based optimizations. Very importantly, emphasis was put on an
automatic approach which would allow for parametric shape variations without the need for any
interactive healing operations.
The following sections describe the approach taken. The process chain comprises the conversion of
an arbitrary set of mathematically defined parametric surfaces into triangular boundary
representations (B-rep), the creation of volumes enclosed by the set of surfaces and an algorithm for
carrying out Boolean set operations between different B-rep entities. The methods are described in
detail and example applications are given.
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2. Terms and definitions
Throughout the paper the term "parameter space" is used for the two dimensional domain of a
parametric surface while "surface space" refers to the three dimensional representation of the surface.
The term (triangle) "patch" or, alternatively, "trimesh" denotes a triangulated surface in three
dimensional Euclidean space. A set of triangles is called a patch, if every triangle in the set has at
least one edge it shares with another triangle in the set. A triangle edge is called "manifold" if it is
shared with exactly one other triangle, "non-manifold" if it is shared with more than one triangle, and
"boundary edge" if is not shared with any other triangle. The vertices of a boundary edge are called
boundary vertices. A triangle patch is called a (watertight) B-rep if it only contains manifold edges,
that is, its triangles do not include any dangling points or edges. The triangles of the patch must also
not intersect each other and must all be oriented counter-clockwise when viewed from the exterior of
the object.
Whenever the FRIENDSHIP-Framework needs to evaluate a spatial search query, like finding
intersections between triangles or casting a ray against a set of triangles, it uses a regular grid to
execute that query. The regular grid is a set of rectangular cuboids with vertices equally distributed in
three dimensional Euclidean space, covering the entire geometry model. Every cuboid holds a list of
geometrical objects (here, just triangles) by which it is intersected. When executing a search query,
first all cuboids that might be affected by the query are identified, then only the objects located inside
these cuboids need to be inspected.
3. Triangulation
The goal of the algorithm described in this section is to obtain a patch of triangles from a single
untrimmed parametric surface by adaptive triangulation. We follow the approach of triangulating the
surface in parameter space, using a Delaunay triangulation and lifting the resulting triangles to surface
space, as proposed by Sheng and Hirsch (1992), Klein (1994). To alleviate the effect of deformations
that occur when mapping points from parameter space to surface space, possibly resulting in
degenerate surface triangulations, Ruiz et al. (2008), first a rectangular tessellation is produced in
parameter space using a hybrid between a quad-tree and a binary tree. The tree is obtained by
recursively subdividing the edges of a set of rectangles spanning parameter space based on a local
error measure. Once all local error measures fall beneath a user defined maximum value, subdivision
is stopped and the resulting rectangles are triangulated in parameter space.
3.1. Error measure
A local error measure is evaluated on the edges of a rectangle with parameter space vertices {u0 ... u3}.
The current error value for an edge is defined as  = (pmi  pi)(p(i+1) mod 4  pi) / |(p(i+1) mod 4  pi)|,
0  i  4, where {p0 ... p3} are the surface space coordinates evaluated at {u0 ... u3}, and pmi is the
surface space position evaluated at 0.5 (ui+1 + ui). This essentially calculates the distance between the
line from pi to pi+1 and the point pmi.
There are two inherent problems associated with this error measure: Firstly, it is dependent on the
parameterization of the surface Attene et al. (2002). Secondly, since it is only evaluated at a finite
number of sample points, it cannot guarantee any bound on the actual error between tessellation and
actual surface Herzen and Barr (1987). However, most error measures that are able to ensure an
upper bound on the actual error either require certain surface qualities (for example upper bounds of
second derivatives as discussed in Sheng and Hirsch (1992), Klein (1994) and Elber (1996)), or
assume special knowledge about the surface type, for example via the control polyhedron's flatness
test for B-Spline and NURBS surfaces as reported in Lane and Riesenfeld (1980).
Since the triangulation method is intended to be used for any type of parametric surface without any
additional information, we opted for the above error measure and tried to alleviate the effects of
parameterization and under-sampling by starting the algorithm with a relatively fine regular
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tessellation. The final tessellation is then obtained by removing unnecessary points from the presampled grid and adding further subdivisions where needed.
3.2. Pre-sampling
To cope the problems described above, the tessellation is started with a regular approximation of the
surface, sampled at the points of a regular grid in parameter space, in order to capture details inside
the surface. Since the scheme can produce a regular grid simply by enforcing subdivisions regardless
of the actual error measure, the desired approximation can be obtained by performing a user definable
number of forced initial subdivisions. The measured error still needs to be recorded for those initial
splits, in order to remove unnecessary subdivisions later in the process.
3.3. Building trimeshes
The algorithm developed for the FRIENDSHIP-Framework works in three stages, namely
1. Subdivision
2. Removal
3. Triangulation
The first stage starts with one rectangle spanning the entire parameter space which is subdivided
recursively as detailed in Table I. In addition to the four edges it is made of, every rectangle holds a
value indicating its subdivision depth along with a flag tagging the rectangle as the result of either a
necessary or a forced subdivision. The second stage removes unnecessary, forced subdivisions and
gathers all necessary points on the edges of each rectangle for triangulation. Finally, the third stage
triangulates every rectangle individually and lifts the resulting triangulations to the actual surface.
Details for each stage are provided in Table I.
A triangulation example is given in Fig.1 and Fig.2. Fig.3 depicts an application for a trimaran; see
Mizine et al. (2011) for details about this vessel. Only parts of the centre hull's aftbody are shown to
give a zoomed-in impression of a regular surface mesh in comparison to a corresponding trimesh.

Fig.1: (a) Rectangular tessellation in parameter space including forced subdivisions and
(b) tessellation after removal of forced subdivisions
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Fig.2: (a) Triangulation in parameter space and (b) resulting trimesh in surface space
Table I: Building trimeshes
1 For each rectangle, the error measure is evaluated for all four edges and the current subdivision depth of
the rectangle is compared to the user defined number of forced subdivisions. If that number has not been
reached yet and the error measure does not exceed the user defined maximum error, all four edges are split
at their parametric midpoint, and four new edges connecting the parametric midpoint of the rectangle to
the four splitting points are created. This results in four new rectangles which will be fed to the next step
of recursion.
If, however, the error measure on any edge exceeds the maximum error, only those edges are subdivided
and no forced subdivisions are carried out regardless of subdivision depth, producing either two or four
new rectangles. In both cases the new subdivision depth is recorded for the newly created rectangles as
well as the outcome of the error measure on each edge: If the error was above the defined maximum error,
the new rectangles are marked as being necessary.
That procedure is repeated for all newly created rectangles, until the maximum subdivision depth has been
reached and all measured errors fall below the defined maximum error.
To identify necessary points during the second stage of the algorithm, a tree structure is maintained with
the initial rectangle as a root, containing all rectangles created during the subdivision process. Once a
rectangle is identified as being necessary, all its parent nodes in the tree up to the root node are marked as
necessary, too.
2 After subdivision has terminated, all splitting points that were generated due to failing the error test need
to be identified. This is achieved by traversing the tree created in the first stage of the algorithm and
determining for each descendant of the initial rectangle whether it should be used for the triangulation in
stage three, based on the following criteria:
 The rectangle was marked as a necessary rectangle in stage one.
 The rectangle has no children or, if the rectangle has children, none of its children were marked as
being necessary.
For each remaining rectangle the status of its neighbors is queried. If the neighbor was not marked and
does contain child rectangles, the children are traversed and for all children the edges shared with the
current rectangle are determined. The endpoints of these edges are then inserted into a list in the current
triangle. If a neighbor was also marked as being necessary or if that neighbor does not have any child
rectangles, no additional points are added to the rectangle. This last step of stage two is necessary to avoid
cracks between the triangulations of the individual rectangles in stage three of the algorithm.
3 In stage three all rectangles identified in stage two of the algorithm are triangulated. Each rectangle is
handled as follows:
 If the rectangle's list of points collected from its neighbors in stage two of the algorithm is empty:
split the rectangle in two triangles, containing the four corner points of the rectangle.
 If the list of collected points contains any points, use a Delaunay triangulation to triangulate the
points in that list plus the four vertices of the current rectangle.
After all rectangles have been triangulated, adjacencies between the resulting triangles are determined and
the points of the resulting triangulation are mapped to surface space.
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Fig.3: Regular surface mesh along parameter lines (left) and trimesh for relatively fine error measure
(right); note higher mesh density in regions of high curvature and lower density in flat regions)
4. Joining trimeshes
As soon as triangulations for different objects are available the trimeshes are joined to form a
watertight B-rep. In general, two sources for trimeshes are considered within the FRIENDSHIPFramework: Trimeshes generated for surfaces built in the software itself or for geometry imported
from other tools (e.g. via iges-files) and trimeshes imported from outside (here via STL-files, i.e.,
files according to the Standard Tessellation Language).
The algorithm developed for joining meshes follows the basic outline and operations discussed in
Patel et al. (2005). It can be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify boundary edges
Pair vertices
Join patches
Make watertight B-reps

In brief: For all patches boundary edges are identified and lists of boundary vertices are prepared.
From those lists boundary vertex pairs are determined based on proximity between vertices. The
resulting boundary vertices are then merged in a final step to remove hanging nodes and edges.
Finally, the algorithm builds a watertight B-rep from a set of input patches.
4.1. Boundary edges
Before the joining of patches can commence, boundary edges in each patch need to be identified. This
is done by determining the connectivity between the different triangles of the patch. For a set of
triangles imported from an STL-file, connectivity is computed based on edge vertex proximity using
the regular grid described in section 2. After identifying adjacencies, winding orders of neighboring
triangles are checked and corrected if necessary, to ensure that all triangles in one patch are oriented
equally.
This will result in at least one patch with consistent triangle orientations, from which a list of
boundary edges can be extracted simply by identifying those edges that belong to only one triangle. It
is assumed that patches imported from STL-files are at least that well behaved to not contain any nonmanifold edges.
Surfaces triangulated in step one of the process chain, by definition, form a single patch with
consistent triangle orientations and triangle connectivity already established. However, for those
patches up to four different lists of boundary edges are maintained, depending on the edge's affiliation
to the surface's boundary in parameter space. That is, up to four lists are constructed containing all
edges that map to positions (k, x) and (x, k) with k  {0, 1} and x  [0... 1] in parameter space.
Although parameter space has four boundaries not all of them may actually have a representation in
surface space. Depending on the parameterization of the surface, mappings of different points in
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parameter space to the same point in surface space may lead to collapsed edges. Without going into
further detail it should be noted that some care has to be taken when identifying parameter space
affiliation of surface edges in those cases.
4.2. Vertex pairs
With all boundary edges identified, the joining process starts by traversing the list of boundary
vertices of the first patch, building a list of possible matches, containing all vertices in the other patch
that lie within a user specified tolerance. Then this process is repeated for all vertices of the second
patch with regard to the first patch. Next, for each boundary vertex with a non-empty list of possible
matches, the best match is extracted from that list (that is, the vertex with the shortest distance), Fig.4.
Essentially this generates the list of boundary vertex pairs as discussed by Patel et al. (2005). After
those boundary vertex pairs have been established, all remaining vertices that were part of any list of
possible matches are removed from both patches by collapsing their respective boundary edges.
As illustrated in Fig.4(b) the remaining boundary vertices are then tested against the remaining
boundary edges for possible orthogonal projections of vertices onto edges, see Patel et al. (2005) for
details. When a possible projection is found, a vertex is inserted into the corresponding edge, forming
a new boundary vertex pair with the original vertex. The removal of vertices that lie in close
proximity to a vertex of the other boundary but are not the best match prevents those vertices from
dangling, when no appropriate projection can be found. In Fig.4(c) both vj and vk lie within the
tolerance to vi (as indicated by the red circle). If vk was not removed it would either be left dangling or
would cause problems when being projected to the closest edge.

Fig.4: (a) Two boundaries with identified vertex pairs, (b) a projected vertex and (c) vertices lying
within tolerance
4.3. Joining patches
After all boundary vertex pairs have been determined, vertex pair contraction as described in Patel et
al. (2005) is performed by merging the identified vertex pairs. In the FRIENDSHIP-Framework a
user defined numerical value called "boundary dominance" is employed that determines the outcome
of the merging process. If the dominance value is the same for the boundaries of both patches, the
position of the merged vertex will be at the center of the line connecting both vertices. If, however,
one dominance value is greater than the other, the vertices of the dominating boundary stay in place
and the vertices of the other boundary are snapped. (Prioritizing vertex pairs by smallest distances
made no difference to the outcome of the merging process, and thus, the merge is performed in the
order in which the vertex pairs were found.)
Within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework no vertex pair expansion (that is, filling larger gaps between
vertex pairs with a triangulation) is done. Although expansion introduces less error between the
original and the merged triangulation, vertex pair contraction performs a smoothing of the resulting
connections, which was considered more desirable than ensuring minimal error.
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4.4. Obtaining watertight B-reps
The method for joining patches is automatic. It connects two or more boundary edges without any
user interaction save for specifying a joining tolerance. That is, provided with a set of input patches
that are designated to form a volume boundary the algorithm repeatedly joins surface boundaries until
all boundary edges have been removed. However, the success of the operation for a set of input
patches is dependent on the position and orientation of the input patches towards each other, Fig.5.
To account for that, the FRIENDSHIP-Framework allows the user to control the process in order to
produce the desired result. When patches A and B in Fig.5 are joined, vertices vi and vj are merged
first. The resulting vertex vij subsequently lies outside the tolerance from vertex vk. By changing the
order in which the patches are provided to the algorithm, namely joining A and C first, the desired
result can be achieved as depicted in Fig.5(c).

Fig.5: Effect of the order in joining patches
No meaningful general measure could be found to prioritize the order in which surface patches should
be joined. Therefore, the patches are simply brought together in the order they are fed to the algorithm
by the user. Apart from being the easiest thing to do, this has the advantage that the user can easily
resolve unfavorable situations.
An additional instrument provided within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework is control over whether an
edge should be joined at all. Using the boundary lists relating edges to parameter space positions as
discussed in section 4.1, one can willfully exclude certain boundary edges from the process. By doing
so the problem of unintentionally removing skinny patches is avoided, see Fig.6. If vk lies within
tolerance to the other patch's edge, it is projected to that edge. This would result in a collapse of the
complete patch, Fig.6(b). If the tolerance cannot be lowered for whatever reason, this problem can
still be circumvented by excluding the right boundaries from the process, namely the blue and yellow
boundaries in Fig.6. (Please note that this functionality is not available for patches imported from an
STL-file or patches that are the result of an earlier joining process.)

Fig.6: Joining of skinny patches
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Within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework it is possible to nest joining operations. The result of a joining
operation is not necessarily a closed surface, but might simply be one larger patch that can be utilized
as input for further joining operations. Finally, the boundary dominance introduced in section 4.3 is
another method to control the outcome of the joining process.
A model created in the FRIENDSHIP-Framework typically consists of several tens of surface
patches. These are handled by the algorithm with minimum user interaction when setting up the
process. However, the user should be aware that when doing a (parametric) shape variation a new
geometry might display joining problems that were not existent in the baseline. It is therefore good
practice to carefully inspect the baseline model and to utilize the possibility to exclude edges from
certain joining operations even if there is no apparent problem in the baseline model. It is also
advisable to conduct a pure shape variation study before starting a fluid dynamics optimization so as
to ensure that the variants of interest are going to be watertight.
5. Boolean set operations for B-reps
5.1. Boolean set operations
Boolean set operations comprise union (A  B, i.e., "everything together"), intersection (A  B, i.e.,
"what is common") and set difference (A \ B, i.e., "one minus the other"). Fig.7 illustrates the outcome
of these operations for the union of three cylinders (left part in Fig.7, L = C1  C2  C3), the
intersection of a sphere with a cuboid (middle part in Fig.7, M = S  C) and the set difference of the
object M in the middle and the object L to the left (right part in Fig.7, R=M \ L).

Fig.7: Results from standard Boolean set operations within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework
There are two major approaches for handling Boolean set operations that are suitable for geometric
objects represented by surfaces. The first approach, as proposed by Laidlaw et al. (1986) and
Hoffmann et al. (1989), works directly on the boundary representation (B-rep) of the objects and
determines the outcome of an operation by finding intersections between the faces of the objects,
dividing the faces at these intersections and deciding whether to accept or reject the resulting
components based on their respective location inside or outside the other object and the current
Boolean operation.
The second approach builds on BSP trees (Binary space partitioning) to represent the geometric
objects and realizes Boolean operations by merging of these BSP trees, see e.g. Naylor et al. (1990)
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and Lysenko et al. (2008). Since the structure of a BSP tree encodes the spatial distribution of the
objects it represents, merging of BSP trees implicitly performs the required face splits and
classification of the resulting faces.
While the concepts of these approaches are rather simple both face some issues in practice which
need to be considered. Intersection of B-reps requires the handling of a large number of special cases,
depending on how the faces of the objects intersect, that "the less experienced system developer [...]
may become stymied by" as put by Hoffmann et al. (1989). BSP trees on the other hand, while
handling all cases uniformly and efficiently, are fragile when it comes to numerical robustness.
Bernstein and Fussel (2009) describe a fast and robust system for Boolean operations based on BSP
trees. However, they point out that conversion from the resulting BSP tree to a boundary
representation may be time consuming and can result in unneeded and ill-conditioned polygon.
Since, here, the focus is on geometric objects that are composed of triangular faces a straightforward
adaptation of the B-rep method was taken which handles all special cases.
5.2. B-rep set operations
The method follows the approach presented in Laidlaw et al. (1986): The Boolean operation between
two objects represented by their respective B-rep is conducted by testing for intersections between the
faces of both objects. However, since the interest is in the final triangulation of the resulting B-rep,
the faces are not split immediately as it is done in the original method. Instead, a list of intersecting
line segments is created for each triangle and, after all triangles have been tested for intersection, a
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) is performed to insert the lists of line segments into the
triangles. This avoids the need to distinguish special cases during polygon splitting and instead shifts
the major workload to the CDT. Epsilon tweaking is utilized to achieve reasonable robustness by
limiting the input for the CDT to values it can cope with. The algorithm comprises three stages:
1. Intersection
2. Triangulation
3. Stitching
Details are given in Table II, describing an operation between two B-reps, namely object A and object
B. Fig.8 illustrates the steps of the triangulation (see also step 2 of the B-rep set operations in Table
II).

Fig.8: Steps of triangulation shown for triangles A and B of two intersecting B-Reps
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Table II: B-rep set operation
1 During this first step all triangles in object A are tested for intersections with the triangles of object B.
Whenever an intersection is found, segments of intersection are computed and stored in both objects. A
regular grid as introduced in section 2 is used to compensate for the O(n2) nature of that process.
To find the intersection between two non-coplanar triangles, the method described in Devillers and Guige
(2002) is employed which builds on the method by Möller (1997) but gains speed and robustness by using
orientation predicates instead of point-plane distances. To find the intersection points between two
triangles both methods essentially determine the line of intersection between the two supporting planes of
the triangles, and then evaluate the overlapping interval of both triangles on that line. For details see
Devillers and Guige (2002). By using adaptive orientation predicates according to Shewchuk (1997) robust
determination of whether an intersection occurs is ensured. However, the computed intersection points
may still suffer from numerical issues, which need to be addressed during triangulating. To support the
triangulation in that task, one additional step is added to the intersection calculation: Whenever an
intersection point lies closer to an edge than the triangulation method can handle, it is moved to the edge
and propagated to the neighboring triangle at that edge. Furthermore, a unique identifier is stored for every
intersection segment found.
Whenever a triangle in object A turns out to be coplanar with a triangle from object B, both triangles are
marked as such, but no intersection points are computed. Following the reasoning in Laidlaw et al. (1986),
the necessary points will be found when intersecting the triangle in object A with a non-coplanar neighbor
of the triangle in object B and vice versa. If there are no non-coplanar neighbors for both triangles, they
belong to the same coplanar region and just need to be marked, so they can be handled later on.
2 During the intersection stage, for each triangle a list of intersecting segments was produced. The purpose
of the second step of the algorithm is now the triangulation of the endpoints of those segments inside each
triangle. Since this triangulation is essentially a two dimensional problem, because all points are known to
lie on the supporting plane of the triangle, a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation as described in Anglada
(1997) can be utilized. In preparation for the triangulation all points are projected to two dimensional
space and a list of constraints is produced, representing the intersection segments found in the previous
section, see Fig.8(b). The CDT then proceeds by inserting the intersection points into the 2D projection of
the original triangle. After all points have been inserted into the triangle, see Fig.8(c), constraints are
added to include the line of intersection between object A and B in the triangle, see Fig.8(d).
The CDT provides adjacency information for the newly created triangles and marks the inserted constraint
edges as boundary edges between the two objects.
After triangulation, the new triangles are brought back to 3D space. Those that stem from originally
adjacent triangles are then analyzed for connectivity. During that process the boundary edges marked
before need to be taken into consideration. The result is a list of triangle patches with boundary edges
along the intersection lines of the original objects, see Fig.8(e).
3 In this last step the triangle patches obtained from the triangulation step are classified according to their
location with regard to the other object. For every patch of object A an arbitrary triangle is selected and a
ray is cast from the center of that triangle along the direction of the triangle's normal against the original
geometry of object B. If the ray does not intersect any triangle of object B, the patch is classified as
"outside." If the ray intersects object B, the normal of the triangle the ray hit first is compared to the
normal of the triangle the ray was cast from. The patch the ray was cast from is classified as "inside," if the
angle between both normals is less than 90 degrees and as "outside" if the angle is larger than 90 degrees.
In the degenerate case were the ray is cast exactly along the plane of the triangle, the starting position of
the ray is perturbed and the ray is cast again. The patches of object B are classified the same way, by
casting rays against the original geometry of object A.
Patches that only include coplanar triangles, that is, triangles that were marked as coplanar during the first
stage of the algorithm or that are the result of triangulating such a triangle, are either classified as "same" if
their normal points away from the other object and "opposite" if their normal points towards the other
object.
After all patches have been classified, the tables given in Laidlaw et al. (1986) are used to determine
whether a patch should be part of the resulting object or whether it should be removed.
Finally, all adjacencies between the remaining patches are established using the edge identifier stored
during the first stage of the algorithm.
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6. Example applications
6.1. Assembly of functional surfaces
Typical objects in ship design and related fields are made up of quite a few entities. Fig.9 gives an
example for the aftbody of a fast monohull with skeg, shaft lines and various brackets as modeled
parametrically within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework. As can be expected there are many functional
surfaces involved. Utilizing the methods outlined above all surfaces are triangulated and subsequently
joined to form a watertight B-rep. Several shape variations were undertaken for the V-bracket, the
skeg and the hull form to illustrate the versatility of the trimeshes. Differences in the triangles can be
seen best in regions where the brackets attach to the main hull.

Fig.9: Changes to watertight trimeshes for typical form variations
6.2. Domain preparation for RANSE simulations
As soon as watertight trimeshes are established a Boolean set operation is performed to "subtract" the
vessel from a rectangular box so as to define the fluid domain of interest. Fig.10 shows the situation
in which the wavy free surface, here computed by a potential flow code in a preparatory step, is taken
off the domain box before, subsequently, the hull is "removed." The example vessel is a
parametrically defined bulk carrier that was analyzed with nu-Shallo by HSVA for its wave pattern
before being passed on to an adjoint variable computation with the RANSE solver adFreSCo
developed by HSVA and TUHH; see Stück et al. (2011) for details.
Typical grid generators like SnappyHexMesh for OpenFOAM and Hexpress for FINE/Marine and
adFreSCo offer the functionality to import STL-files. Once the fluid domain is prepared, as illustrated
in Fig.10 (bottom left and right part), a (colored) STL-file can be exported from the FRIENDHIPFramework for grid generation. Fig.11 shows the aftbody of the trimaran's center hull already
introduced in Fig.3 within Hexpress by Numeca International. Only the surface part of the volume
grid is depicted for clarity. Fig.12 summarizes all stages from parametric modeling to visualization of
simulation results from a RANSE code, here the parameter sensitivities and their fluid dynamics
counterparts from the adjoint variable approach, the example ship being the bulker from Fig.10.
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Fig.10: Computational domain for a bulk carrier as realized in the FRIENDSHIP-Framework

Fig.11: Grid for trimaran center hull as generated in Hexpress

Fig.12: Parametric model within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework, surface grid imported from Hexpress
and selected results from adjoint RANSE simulations via adFreSCo
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6. Conclusion
The paper discussed methods for triangulation of functional surfaces, their assembly into trimeshes
and their Boolean set operations to prepare complex shapes for viscous flow analysis as developed
within the FRIENDSHIP-Framework. The methods presented are quite robust for the typical objects
encountered in ship design and similar fields of engineering. They can be utilized to transfer surfaces
from CAD to CFD via watertight trimeshes of prescribed quality. This is an important prerequisite for
volume grid generation as needed for analysis and optimization, in particular when investigating
variants within an automatic process.
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Abstract
Tele-operated (ROV – Remotely Operated Vehicles) or unsupervised (AUV – Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles) marine robots have found their solid application and commercial niche in
several underwater tasks. ROVs are ubiquitous in intervention and safe & rescue applications, while
AUVs are common in exploration and surveillance. While revising some success stories of the past,
this paper highlights the current challenges in the field of autonomous underwater robot operation:
intervention and manipulation tasks with untethered vehicles, oriented toward deep water field
operations; network of autonomous mobile sensors for monitoring and surveillance, in environmental
and security hazards; long endurance, energy efficient vehicles for oceanographic exploration,
including biomimetic and nature-inspired design.
1. Introduction
Robotics is essentially an interdisciplinary field, requiring insights from many different scientific and
engineering domains: chemistry and material science, electronics and nanotechnologies, mechanical
design, sensors and actuators, computer science, control and communication systems, etc. Indeed, it is
difficult for us to single out an engineering domain which has given no contribution whatsoever to
robotics. Robotic science, intended as the set of methodologies for the integrated design of robotic
devices, has progressed enormously in the recent past. The fall-out of this progress in the application
domain is evident to everyone, sometimes even taken for granted, notwithstanding the fact that the
increased and widespread diffusion of robots in industries, services and everyday life has started only
in the last quarter of the 20th century. In particular, the greatest part of industrial production and
manufacturing by now employs routinely robotic technology, either with human supervision or in a
totally autonomous fashion, for tasks as welding, micro- and macro-assembling, painting, pieces
movement, storehouse management. Also service robotics is here to stay, with a wealth of cleaning
and washing robots, grass mowers, fruit pickers, pool cleaners, just to name a few. Robotic medical
aids are also very diffuse and common, Fig.1.
Robotics is playing a key role in space operations and planet exploration, with many people still
remembering the rover “Sojourner” that collected the first samples of soil of the planet Mars in 1997,
and in military applications, Fig. 2. The robotics community provides a considerable effort in
developing search and rescue robots, Fig. 3. The CRASAR (Center for Robot-Assisted Search And
Rescue), established at the Texas A&M University, is managing a worldwide network to provide
robotic aids, for free, in case of natural disasters or calamities.
By looking at Figs.1 to 3, which are certainly not exhaustive, one can appreciate the wide diversity of
robotic designs, and the sophistication and maturity reached by some of them. The more so,
considering that most of the complex tasks that those robots have to fulfill are executed in an
autonomous way. It is likely, though, that twenty or thirty years ago few people would have doubted
that the robotic field would have reached the present-day maturity; in fact, it is likely that the progress
of robotics has been slower than expectations. And the development of underwater robotics has
progressed at a slower pace than any other robotics application field, due to the harshness and hostility
of the marine environment that poses very severe challenges and constraints, Bellingham (2007).
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Fig. 1: From top left, clock-wise: industrial manipulators in automotive production; autonomous laser
guided vehicles for parts and pieces transfer in industrial manufacturing; “dustbot”, a service robot for
garbage collection; “Asimo”, a service robot for human assistance.

Fig. 2: From left to right: the Mars rover “Sojourner”, a robotic arm on a satellite, an Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) holding a micro-camera for intelligence missions.

Fig. 3: Search and rescue robots, designed to carry sensors over rough, difficult-to-reach terrains
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Risk of structural failures due to the increase of pressure with depth, strong motion disturbances due
to sea currents and/or waves, limitation in optical visibility due to turbidity, strong attenuation of any
kind of electromagnetic transmission, all pose tight constraints in the design and operation of
underwater robots. Nevertheless, both tethered (ROV – Remotely Operated Vehicles) and
unsupervised (AUV – Autonomous Underwater Vehicles) robots have by now found their solid
application and commercial niche in several underwater tasks. ROVs are ubiquitous in intervention
and safe & rescue applications, while AUVs are more and more common in exploration and
surveillance tasks. Commercial domains for the underwater robots are the oil and offshore industries,
defense, and ocean sciences.
This paper briefly reviews the progress of the last twenty years of developments in underwater
robotics toward industrial and real-world applications; more than “writing the history” of marine
robotics, the ambition is to provide the reader with a sufficiently informative picture and list of
references in the field, from which each one can start his own bibliographic research. While we have
tried to be comprehensive, any kind of review is bound to have limitations, and we had no ambition to
create a complete list of reference.
Looking at the future, the paper aims at identifying the current research challenges in marine robotics.
Although this indication may also be debatable and subject to criticism, we believe that future
developments will occur along three main lines:
•
•
•

Networks of autonomous mobile sensors for monitoring and surveillance;
Long endurance, energy efficient vehicles for oceanographic exploration, including biomimetic and nature-inspired design.
Autonomous intervention and manipulation tasks with untethered vehicles, oriented toward
deep water field operations.

2. Twenty years of increasing autonomy
2.1 ROV: Remotely Operated Vehicles
ROVs essentially reached technological maturity in the ‘80s, Christ and Wernli (2007). By the early
‘90s, ROVs were established as commercially available underwater robots, usually equipped with one
or two manipulator arms, with the possibility of mounting different tools (working class ROVs).
These vehicles are characterized by an open-frame structure, and by the umbilical cable through
which data and commands are exchanged. Often also energy is supplied to the vehicle from the
surface commanding platform. ROVs have limited movement capabilities, due to the non-slender
body structure, designed first of all to exert power, and due to the maximum tether length. They were
at the time and still are mainly used for underwater work in the offshore industry (inspection,
cable/pipe lay-out, repair – Fig. 4, from Wood et al. (1994); for scientific sampling; in search and
rescue and in military applications as mine search and counter-measurements). ROVs allow teleoperated maneuvering, and they still require a skilled pilot for commanding the vehicle. Already in
the ‘90s several navigation aids were installed on many ROVs, such as auto-depth and auto-heading
servos. The need of a surface vessel properly equipped to deploy and recover an ROV, and the limits
in maneuverability of the vehicle itself, have led the research on ROV to pursue even more autonomy
in the Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) system, Caccia et al. (2000); to develop specialized
designs for specific purposes (for instance micro-ROVs, equipped just with a small camera, for
inspection in shallow waters and harbors); to increase the efficiency and execution of the task; to
increase the operating depths, a trend led by the increase in depth of the offshore industry, Cohan
(2008). The diffusion of ROVs has been enlarged by vehicles for observation tasks, Christ and Wernli
(2007). In particular, there is a trend toward replacing human divers whenever possible with ROV
deployment, in scientific environmental monitoring, civil and military inspection, archaeological
work, Conte et al. (2009); this has led to the commercialization of a great number of small,
lightweight vehicles, deployable even from rubber boats. The ROV market is still growing, led by
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working class ROVs, whose demand is driven by the ocean drilling industry and oil and gas
companies. Fig.5 shows three contemporary ROVs, a working class ROV and two observation ROVs;
the similarity of the working class one with its predecessor of Fig.4 is striking.

Fig. 4: The TRITON ROV, with a manipulator visible on the left side, Wood et al. (1994)

Fig. 5: From left to right: working class ROV; ISME ROV on an inspection and mapping mission
over an archaeological site, Conte et al. (2009); micro-ROV for inspection in very shallow water
2.2. AUV: Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
Unlike for ROVs, in the early ‘90s there was no commercially available AUV, i.e.; a vehicle without a
tether able to fulfill a mission in a completely autonomous way. While the generic idea of having an
“unmanned submarine” required no particular leap of imagination, the difficulties linked to the
absence of any kind of communication between the vehicle and a mission monitoring station had so
far prevented the development of vehicles with these characteristics. This is a peculiar aspect that it is
easy to overlook from the outside: without tether, and without possibility of communicating with the
vehicle, experimentation is blind, i.e.; analysis of any experimentation with the vehicle occurs offline, after the experiment, looking at the vehicle logs - if the vehicle has survived the experimental
mission. Pool tests are important, but not representative of the behavior at sea; and the risks associated
to experimentation at sea prevented most of the research labs with low budget (typically, university
labs) to invest in this particular field. In the USA, Draper Labs developed two large-scale, torpedoshaped vehicles as test-bed for Navy projects, Blidberg (2001). While there was a rising interest in the
potential of AUV technology from the point of view of the applications, the technology was not
mature enough to answer the expectations; in particular, in our opinion, the costs associated, the
limited success of the experimentation, and the excess in expectations raised by the researchers
themselves to gain support for the research program led to some skepticism from the defense users on
the whole AUV concept throughout the early ‘90s.
In parallel to the ambitious military-oriented programs, there were research groups focusing on the
development of smaller vehicles for inspection and mapping purposes. Among these, the MIT group
in the USA developed the Odissey AUV, Bellingham et al. (1994), while in Europe the European
Union sponsored the project that led to the MARIUS AUV, Pascoal et al. (1997), which was one of
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the first vehicles not shaped as a torpedo. A vision for the future of operational oceanography,
exploiting the new possibilities of autonomous sensing, including AUVs, was put forward in Curtin et
al. (1993), a famous paper in which the concept of Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network (AOSN)
was formulated: it was envisioned that future oceanographic measurements would take place through
a combination of fixed and mobile autonomous sensors, all connected in a network, some installed
permanently, some deployed on demand, according to the evolution of the oceanic features of interest.
It is difficult to underestimate the importance of this paper: it has provided many researchers with a
guideline and a long-term objective that has focused many of the intermediate achievements of the
subsequent years. To anticipate some of the story, AOSN has become an operational reality with the
series of experiments in Monterey Bay which started about 15 years after the original paper,
Bellingham (2009).
By 1994 there was a growing awareness in the research community that the field was effectively
maturing; critical technologies were identified, Yuh and Negahdaripour (1994) in the fields of:
• navigation;
• command and control;
• components reliability;
• energy storage and supply.
In the same report, it was suggested to have a small number of high-profile projects as demonstrative
test-beds of the potential of the technology, to build confidence in the user community.
The second half of the ‘90s saw several initiatives that, if not strictly following the guidelines of the
1994 workshop, did address the critical technologies there outlined. In particular, Kongsberg
Maritime, through a combined effort with the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI) and
the national oil company Statoil, and with additional support by university labs, developed the
HUGIN class AUV, Fig.6, Hagen et al. (1999). This vehicle was specifically designed for seabed and
sub-bottom mapping surveys in deep water, with an endurance originally up to two days (currently 60
h). The success of the project was due, among other things, to the capability developed in-house by
Kongsberg to have an acoustic communication link with the vehicle through the Hi-Pap
localization/acoustic modem system. This system allowed to monitor the mission from a surface ship,
and provided georeferentiation to the vehicle. The Hugin 3000, rated to 3000 m depth, completed its
acceptance and qualification tests in year 2000. First acquired by C&C Technologies and deployed in
the Gulf of Mexico, by 2007 the commercial HUGIN fleet had completed 150.000 km of seabed
surveys. The reliability of the system, despite its costs and the need of a surface platform to follow it
during operation, made it an immediate success and gave momentum to the AUV development. One
particular aspect, from the commercial side, was the demonstration that the operational costs of a
HUGIN survey were lower than the equivalent costs of the same survey with a deep-tow system;
moreover, data quality from the HUGIN AUV was better, Chance et al. (2000). The success of the
initiative led to the development of a defense version of the vehicle, and to yet another version for
exploration of deeper sites.
In the same period, while Bellingham moved from MIT to the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute (MBARI), in the area where also the Naval Postgraduate School was investigating advanced
control systems for AUVs, Marco and Healey (2001), the MIT group launched a long-term
experimentation program together with the NATO Undersea Research Centre (NURC) in Italy. The
GOATS program allowed a series of test with the new-generation Odyssey vehicles employed as
platforms for acoustic and oceanographic sensors. One of the clever aspect of the initiative was its
openness to participation of research group from all over the NATO countries, with NURC making
available its sea-going facilities and experience, Bovio and Schmidt (2001), Moran et al. (1999).
Many groups have gained tremendous experience and hindsight from the GOATS program.
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Fig. 6: HUGIN AUV on deck before deployment
A third key initiative of the second half of the ‘90s was the development of the REMUS AUV at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI), Allen et al. (1997). The REMUS, Fig.7, is a very
small, lightweight vehicle, specifically designed for coastal oceanography, easy to carry and to
deploy, and with costs of more than an order of magnitude less than the HUGIN. Clearly, the
application domain of the REMUS was complementary to that of the HUGIN; but it was an
interesting demonstration on how, focusing on the mission, instead than trying to show that the same
basic AUV can accomplish many different missions, it was possible to dramatically reduce the budget
cost of the research, development and technology transfer, while reaching the mission goal. The
potential of the REMUS caused a renewed enthusiasm in Navy circles, and WHOI was asked to
develop a Navy version to be employed in Mine Counter Measurements operation, Stokey et al.
(2001). REMUS vehicles were deployed in operational missions by the US Navy in 2003.
The HUGIN and REMUS projects, as well as the GOATS program, were instrumental in gaining
visibility and appreciation from the users community, and at the end of the ‘90s the degree of
confidence in the potential of AUVs was high both in the scientific and the user community. The
review paper Yuh (2000) shows how, a few years after the 1994 workshop, Yuh and Negahdaripour
(1994), the challenges then identified by the research community had been addressed and satisfactory
solutions had been found. From a methodological view point, throughout the period two important
contributions to allow a systematic approach to GNC of marine vehicles are due to Fossen (1994) and
Antonelli (2003). Both contributions pursue a system-oriented approach to the modeling and control
of underwater robots. Fossen (1994) is more general, and the theory there discussed is in fact applied
also to surface vessels: the book has the great merit of showing how the hydrodynamic equations can
be converted, for GNC purposes, to ordinary differential equations in standard form. Antonelli (2003),
within the same framework, includes a systematic analysis of floating vehicles-plus-manipulator
systems. An emerging aspect of the developments in this period consists in the importance of acoustic
localization/communication, either to monitor or to adapt the mission. We already mentioned the HiPap system. The WHOI team developed in these years the acoustic “Micromodem”, Freitag et al.
(2005), installed on the REMUS for both localization and communication.

Fig. 7: REMUS vehicles (WHOI)
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Related to this period, though with a possibly different background, are research initiatives in Japan,
Ura (2000). The emphasis of Ura’s group was on on-board intelligence and mission adaptation
capabilities of the systems, and resulted in a series of different vehicles that, starting from the mid‘90s, were able to conduct missions in a great variety of situations.
Autonomy and on-board intelligence were present in all the vehicles developed in the late ‘90s, and
many vehicles were proven capable to conduct missions without need of acoustic monitoring/
supervision and external localization aid. However, for most of the mapping survey missions, acoustic
localization with external sensors, Caiti et al. (2005) had to be present, to be used at least in a postprocessing phase to properly georeference the data, due to the drift of on-board Inertial Measurement
Units (IMU).
The confidence acquired at the turn of century resulted in the development of numerous vehicles of
different kinds, with increased specialization of tasks and mission oriented designs, in a way similar to
the very specialized development of the ROV world in the previous decades. New possibilities started
to appear and to find interesting and valuable application niches.
Among these new applications, Autonomous Surface Crafts (ASC) started to gain momentum,
Leonessa et al. (2003), Alves et al. (2006), Caccia (2006), Ghabcheloo et al. (2009). ASCs are easier
to develop than AUVs from the point of view of the navigation, having access, at least in principle, to
GPS. Experimentation with ASCs makes it possible to decouple navigation difficulties from all the
other sources of disturbances peculiar to the marine environment. So, it may have been expected to
see ASCs as predecessors of AUVs. This has not been the case: the progress in the two fields has
proceeded at best in parallel. However, ASCs have now a clear potential for applications in defense
and security, Mies (2010), and for hazardous inspection missions, Bash (2008). From a scientific
viewpoint, ASCs are an ideal vehicle to collect samples from the sea surface, for oceanographic and
marine biology purposes. They can also be efficiently used as test-bed for multi-vehicle operations.
Another class of vehicle, now largely diffused, is oceanographic gliders, Webb et al. (2001), Fig.8.
These vehicles were designed primarily for oceanographic purposes, with the mission of sampling in
depth the water column when moving from one station to another. Usually equipped with standard
CTD (Conductivity – Temperature – Depth) probes, gliders do not have propellers, but change their
buoyancy and asset by active ballast variation and displacement; once the system is negative/positive
buoyant and it has the appropriate pitch, the vehicle control surface will produce a net movement in
the horizontal plane. So gliders are characterized by a typical yo-yo motion in the water column while
moving from one point to another. Since actuation of the system is required only to change buoyancy
and pitch, i.e. at the turning points of the yo-yo path, energy consumption of oceanographic gliders is
very limited. Indeed, gliders have shown the ability of conducting ocean sampling mission of several
months’ length, Holling et al. (2010). Each time the vehicle resurfaces, it gets into GPS/satellite
contact, transmit the data to a ground station, and receives further indication on the next route to
pursue. While path following accuracy and speed are not to be expected from gliders, they have been
shown very versatile in terms of mission reconfiguration and adaptation, and in coordinated missions,
Bellingham (2009), Leonard et al. (2010).

Fig. 8: “Slocum” oceanographic glider, from www.webresearch.com
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Hybrid designs also started to appear in this period. Our lab ISME has been involved in the
development of the “Folaga” hybrid vehicle, Alvarez et al. (2009), Caffaz et al. (2010), Fig. 9. The
“Folaga” is characterized by an actuation system which is similar to underwater gliders for buoyancy
and pitch control, but it has also jet-pumps and/or screw propellers for yaw and surge motion. The
vehicle, designed for shallow/coastal waters applications, has very high maneuverability, since its
motion does not rely on control surfaces. Moreover, the vehicle can hover, rest on the sea bottom,
dive vertically along the depth axis. All these features can be exploited in a number of different
environmental monitoring and surveillance systems. The small dimensions, lightweight and very low
cost of the “Folaga” make it also feasible for prototypal experimentation in multi-vehicle or multipurpose systems.
From year 2005 on, mission autonomy with a single vehicle can be considered an achieved goal by
any AUV design, constantly repeated in experiments and transferred to commercial applications.
Many different specific designs have appeared tailored to specific application domains; in many
cases, this has led to a dramatic cost reduction, as compared to the systems available in the early ‘90s,
and also to great improvements in operability, maintenance, infrastructure needs. In particular, for
coastal survey, mapping and environmental monitoring, a wealth of different systems has been
developed, at research and/or commercial level, Nicholson and Healey (2008). From a market point of
view, some research prototypes have been brought to the market by academic spin-off companies,
which in turn have been acquired by larger companies: a typical examples is Hydroid (for the WHOI
REMUS), which is now part of Kongsberg Maritime.
2.3 Toward autonomous cooperation
The availability of low-cost, small vehicles, at least for the coastal environment, has in turn allowed
strategic research and experimentation on cooperative missions executed by a team of AUVs. Here
cooperation may be intended in different ways, from simply having different vehicles pursuing
different pre-planned missions in different areas, to interaction among the vehicles during the mission
(for instance, to avoid repeated sampling or exploration at the same location by different vehicles), to
strict formation control, the strongest form of cooperation.
There are a number of advantages in considering a team of small AUVs for specific operations instead
of a single, large, more powerful AUV: the team will not be affected as a whole by the malfunctioning
of a single vehicle, or at least the system performance will degrade gently; scale economies may be
gained in vehicle production; launch and recovery issues are less relevant for small vehicles; overall
mission time may be minimized, with consequent cost savings. There are also specific missions that
can only be pursued by a team, as for instance synoptic sampling of the ocean (i.e. synchronous
sampling in time distributed over a spatial domain). The drawback of the team mission is that
functionalities have to be designed and implemented at group level: a system design approach has to
be pursued.

Fig. 9: “Folaga” vehicle, latest version, with a mid-vehicle payload module carrying a CTD probe
and an acoustic modem. The vehicle has approx. 1.80 m length and 30 kg weight without payload
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The last five-six years have seen a rise in both theoretical and experimental work on the subject, with
a clear domain of application in area mapping, environmental monitoring/surveying, underwater
surveillance system. The Monterey Bay series of experiments, Bellingham (2009) have examples of
all three cooperation modalities, as well as heterogeneous components (propelled AUVs, gliders,
surface platforms, fixed assets as oceanographic buoys or benthic stations, satellite interaction), with
various degrees of integration, realizing the AOSN framework envisaged in Curtin et al. (1993). Of
particular interest in this context is the work Leonard et al. (2010), in which a formation of
oceanographic glider is kept in order to optimize the gradient sampling of an oceanographic front, and
the formation itself is adaptively moved along the front as a result of oceanographic model predictions
remotely generated thanks to the data fed by the glider formation itself. Cooperative adaptive
oceanographic sampling and missions are investigated also in Eickstedt et al. (2006), Alvarez et al.
(2007), Munafò et al. (2011).
3. The future
The thread we have chosen to follow in the description of the evolution in marine robotics is that of
the autonomy of the systems. Presently, there are autonomous vehicles, commercially available and
relied upon by the user communities. We do not have yet, though, widespread user exploitation of
autonomous cooperative missions with AUV teams. This reflects the fact that, despite recent
successful research experimentation, the field is not mature enough, and research efforts have still to
be exerted along this line. As autonomy increases, the need of longer operational hours increases as
well; another research front that will play a key role in the future is that of energy efficient vehicles,
possibly with renewable energy. Finally, a field that has been left out so far from the autonomy
development is that of intervention: underwater manipulators are still tele-operated through ROVs,
while in factories, service robotics and space exploration, there are numerous examples of
autonomous manipulation tasks. Also this gap will need to be addressed in the near future. In the
following, a more detailed discussion on each of these items is offered.
3.1 Team cooperation and the communication challenge
The two first commercial (as well as scientific) successes in the AUV field, the HUGIN and the
REMUS, were developed by companies/labs in parallel to acoustic communication and localization
systems to be exploited by the vehicles themselves. Autonomy does not exclude, and in fact it may
rely on, the possibility to communicate (for instance, with a fixed transponder in order to correct
navigation errors). As the field evolves toward cooperative multi-vehicle operations, communication
among the vehicles has to be supported. The communication problem now moves from point-to-point
communication to networked communication, since we do not expect to have simply a team of two
vehicles. The acoustic communication channel is a time-varying, space-varying channel, with strong
delays, limited bandwidth, fading and interference caused by multi-path acoustic propagation effects,
Stojanovic (2007). These conditions already limit point-to-point communication possibilities, and put
even harder constraints in establishing a network infrastructure among the vehicles. Due to the
bandwidth limitation (which is a barrier posed by the physics of acoustic propagation, not by our lack
of technology), exchange of information has to be kept to a minimum. The cooperative strategies and
algorithms have to be designed in order to exploit as much as possible the autonomous decisions of
the individual vehicles, and to be robust to communication loss. This prevents the use of cooperative
strategies that are very popular in terrestrial or aerial robotics, as all the algorithms based on the
“consensus” approach, Wei et al. (2005), due to the communication overburden implied. Research on
underwater acoustic networking is therefore very active and coupled with the cooperation design. A
relatively recent review of the state-of-the art is in Pompili and Akyldiz (2009); a more recent
experimental example of acoustic communication network with both fixed and mobile sensors, that
has continuously run for five days, is reported in Caiti et al. (2012); a cooperative algorithm tailored
on the acoustic communication capabilities has been presented in Chen and Pompili (2012); and a
vision both from the research and the user community perspective is presented in Been et al. (2010).
An important recent development is the consideration of optical (LED, but also green laser)
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communication at short ranges not only for coordination but also to transmit at high rate payload data
from vehicles to fixed stations “data gatherers” (e.g. oceanographic buoys with satellite links), Doniec
et al. (2010); following this line, WHOI has patented a dual acoustic/optical modem, that may switch
between the two modalities according to the relative range among the vehicles, Farr et al. (2010).
Also relative localization of the team members is a problem that can be tackled using inter-vehicle
acoustic range measurements, and designing appropriate cooperative behaviors of vehicles: studies
and preliminary experimental experiences have been presented for instance in Bahr et al. (2009),
Antonelli et al. (2010).
Another aspect at the core of the investigation is that of control & communication oriented software
architectures to support the cooperative mission. In this field the MIT group has allowed to make
important progresses, starting from the GOATS program experience and following with contributions
on adaptive control of heterogeneous vehicles and addressing interoperability issues, Eickstedt et al.
(2006), Benjamin et al. (2010), Schneider and Schmidt (2010). In parallel to the advances in the
communication section, both experimentation and theoretical work on team coordination and control
for both surface and underwater vehicles has progressed with a considerable push from several
European Union sponsored projects, Brignone et al. (2009), Almeida et al. (2010), Birk et al. (2011),
Bibuli et al. (2012). A global view of a relevant part of the research community has been presented in
Das et al. (2011). The expectation is to see many experimental results coming out in the near future;
the accumulation of successful experiences at increasing complexity levels will likely allow a fast
transfer to the user community of the research achievements.
3.2 Energy efficient autonomy: Toward green vehicles and biomimetic systems?
As the fleet of AUVs increases, and long-term missions are considered, the energy efficiency of the
vehicles becomes a key issue. So far progress in endurance has been linked to progress in electrical
batteries; new generation batteries, Hyakudome et al. (2011), allow for more energy storage while at
the same time reducing size and weight. This allows an increase in mission time even for small
lightweight vehicles. However, this is not yet enough to guarantee mission times of more than few
days at the very best. Moreover, the increase in functionalities carries over an increase in energy
requirements. Acoustic modems do not come cheaply, in terms of energy budget; some payloads
(typically acoustic payloads, as for instance side-scan sonars) are also energy-consuming devices. The
example of the glider actuation system shows that clever, focused design may allow a much higher
jump in efficiency.
Other energy saving systems have been explored. The group led by Blidberg at AUVSI has pioneered
the investigation on solar-powered AUVs, Blidberg et al. (2005), with solar panels accumulating
energy when the vehicle is at the surface. The very recent wave-glider vehicle, Frolov et al. (2011), is
a surface autonomous vehicle that exploits wave motion to produce a net horizontal movement in the
desired direction, Fig.10. The system is complemented with solar panels, and it has the potential of
being a movable surface sampling station with unlimited energy autonomy; it already has been
applied in environmental/oceanographic application, and it is an example of a specialized vehicle
entirely supported by green energy. In March 2012, four months after the start, a group of wave
gliders arrived from San Francisco to Hawaii, having travelled 2500 miles across the Pacific ocean
(reported by the news site Innovation on msnbc.com).
Nature-inspired design may lead to improved efficiency and reduced consumption. Examples of
design criteria and specific realizations are in Yamamoto (2006), Fig.11. Another instance of design
aimed at exploiting biomimetic features is the Octopus project, sponsored by the European Union, in
which the functionalities of octopus tentacles and propulsion are replicated to obtain a floating vehicle
with manipulation capabilities, Laschi et al. (2009). This last instance, though not specifically aimed
at consumption reduction, is an example of the potential still to be exploited in underwater robotics
design, and nicely links to the last subject of the paper, autonomous manipulation for intervention
tasks.
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Fig. 10: The Wave-Glider, produced by Liquid Robotics – images from the web site:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/46725384/ns/technology_and_science-innovation/#.T2DEMRFbrY9

Fig. 11: Biomimetic design of a “flat-fish” robot, Yamamoto (2006)
3.3 Autonomous Intervention
In contrast with survey, mapping and sampling applications, underwater intervention robotics has not
changed much since the ‘80s: tasks are still performed by tele-operation through ROVs. However, as
dramatically demonstrated in the 2010 “Deepwater Horizon” oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, ROVs do
not have the necessary ability to perform their tasks with the desired agility and dexterity. The
presence of the umbilical cable may constitute an additional hazard and a limit to operability in safe
and rescue operation, or in operations on a wreck or on a damaged installation. So, there is a clearly
identifiable need for autonomous robots capable of underwater intervention through manipulators.
The development of underwater manipulators with great agility, dexterity and soft grasp capabilities
was pioneered by the European Union project AMADEUS, Lane et al. (1997). Advances in vehiclemanipulator joint control were reported in Antonelli et al. (2000). The arm design originated by the
project AMADEUS was then transferred to the SAUVIM project at the University of Hawaii, Marani
et al. (2009), Marani and Choi (2010). SAUVIM is to date the only project able to successfully
conduct an experiment at sea proving autonomous manipulation capabilities, Fig.12. While possibly
not yet mature for immediate transfer to the industry, SAUVIM shows indeed that autonomous
manipulation is not that far away anymore. While progress has been slow so far, there is now promise
for faster development, as it has been the situation for AUVs at the end of the ‘90s. Of particular
interest in this context are the work reported in De Novi et al. (2010) and the on-going European
Union project TRIDENT, Sainz et al. (2010), which carry the promise of a further advancement in
manipulation autonomy and agility. As this goal is reached, cooperative intervention will be the next
step.
4. Conclusions
The paper has presented a survey of recent developments in underwater robotics, and on the current
hot topic research and technological issues. As any exercise of this kind, this survey may likely reflect
the bias of the authors on some specific topic, and, also, space limitation may have prevented some
further discussion (for instance, progress in exploration at abyssal depths and the establishment of
deep water benthic laboratories have not been touched).
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Fig. 12: From left to right: The SAUVIM AUV for intervention; its robotic arm; the arm as installed
in the vehicle. Images from the SAUVIM project site: http://www.eng.hawaii.edu/~asl/Sauvim
At the very least, we hoped to have shown that, though slow, the progress in underwater robotics is
catching up with the capabilities of the other robotic fields in producing original, differentiated,
designs and systems tailored to the specific application needs, getting closer and closer to the
autonomy expected by cognitive systems. Figs.1 to 3 show the diversity now developed in ground and
aerial systems. In Figs.6 to 12 we see a similar pattern emerging also in the underwater domain.
Underwater robots are well on their way to take part in our every-day lives and activities.
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Abstract
Development and decrease cost of onboard sensor technology, data collection systems and satellite
internet connections have opened new possibilities to collect extensive datasets of the performance
related information from vessels. Analyzing this performance related data is challenging because the
performance of a ship is affected by many complex factors such as wind, waves, currents, shallow
water and often the ship’s operating condition has significant impact to performance such as variety
of displacements in operation. Therefore normalization methods are required for making the performance readings measured and collected from a ship comparable. Normalization in this means
evaluating the effect of these different factors affecting ship’s performance during the time of measurement and correcting then the result to given baseline condition which can for examples be calm
water, design draft and speed condition or the average operation condition of the ship. Hydrodynamic
functions and statistical approach can be used for such normalization and often some sort of data filtering is also beneficial to use. There are lot of benefits from the data that is in such way normalized,
first of all the technical performance of the ship can be evaluated on a daily basis and possible problems that earlier have been difficult to measure, such as increased hull resistance due to fouling, can
be tracked fast and conveniently. Direct commercial use of such normalized data could be sharing the
profit of a shipping pool based on the real performance of the ships in it and for example making
“virtual arrival” calculations more exact. It also gives good input for the design stage of the ship by
allowing the designers to take a look on real operation conditions that the ships are in for example for
calculating the required sea margin more accurately, use the “virtual voyage” as design criteria instead of only using one design speed and draft and give feedback how different hull shapes react for
wave loads.
1. Introduction
“You can’t manage what you can’t control, and you can’t control what you don’t measure” is the famous quote of DeMarco (1982) and it can be applied to many different disciplines. This quote applies
also when working with such energy efficiency management plans as SEEMP. Investing time, money
and effort to systems and procedures that aim for reducing the energy consumption onboard the vessels are hard to justify without following up how they work.
According many studies, Ignatius (2008), Bazari (2007), automated reporting systems are required in
order to efficiently measure the ship’s and fleet’s performance efficiently and accurately. Nowadays
the reporting of the ship’s performance is in general not very organized and contains several independent reports provided with several different forms. Having centralized reporting system helps the
ship’s operator to concentrate on essential matters rather than combining information from various
and sometimes even countless sources. However, such automated reporting systems also need the
possibility to integrate some manually entered data as well, e.g. fuel oil properties.
2. What to Collect and How
Ship performance consists of several subareas. It is therefore essential to define these subareas and
also decide what to concentrate on (if not all).
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2.1 Technical (Engine) Performance
The engine performance is as vital, if not a more important part of ships performance, as the hull and
propulsion performance. If the engines are in a bad shape the consumption increases and the power
coming out of the engine is less. In the worst case the bad shape of the engines will cause structural
damages which might endanger the people working on board and result in off-hire time for the ship.
Therefore monitoring of engine performance is without a doubt both ship- and shore personnel’s
greatest concerns. If the engine malfunctions the discussion on hull and propulsion performance is
secondary. Monitoring long time trends in the main engine parameters and performance might give a
possibility to find out threatening problems in advance so it should not be neglected.
One subject is thus monitoring so that breakdowns can be avoided and maintenance maintained efficiently. Another subject is the fuel efficiency. This is considered as how well the energy in the fuel is
converted to shaft power. Technical performance is therefore often monitored by SFOC [g/kWh]
(Specific Fuel Oil Consumption). The SFOC calculation is thus based on fuel consumption and engine
(shaft) power.
Fuel Oil [FO] flow and engine power can be collected automatically from sensors. In order to calculate the SOFC also the FO’s heat value and density is needed. FO properties are often difficult to get
from sensors so that is data that is normally entered manually.
SFOC as KPI does not describe the whole picture since SOFC vary with engine speed and engine load.
The challenge is to isolate the technical performance from the hull and propeller efficiency. Large
amounts of parameters thereby influence on SFOC, engine speed and/or engine load. Waves, squat,
draft, trim, propeller efficiency, etc. are some of these influencers.
Variances in parameters that influence on SFOC, engine speed and/or engine load make it very challenging to monitor these due to scattered data sets. The way to handle this is via normalization (better
described below). Fig.1 describes normalized data from a VLCC and the relation between the three
parameters; rpm, SFOC and engine load.

Fig.1: Normalized data from a VLCC
NAPA has extended the technical performance due to the limitation in monitoring only SFOC for the
technical performance. NAPA’s approach is to include all (heat) losses in the engine room into a
model, Söderholm (2011).
Qadded = We + Qlost
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Here, Qadded is the added energy via FO, We is the efficient work and Qlost is the lost energy via heat
from air, exhausts and cooling water. The benefits are that each fraction of technical performance can
be plotted and monitored over time.

Fig. 2: Energy balance
Such extended monitoring of technical performance need some more sensor data. For example, temperatures in and out plus flows are needed for Air cooler, Jacket water and Lub oil cooler.
After that monitoring of technical performance is in place it is worthwhile to look into optimization of
the technical performance. The impact and importance is described in several studies, Gershanik
(2008a). Moreover, optimization of Main Engine (ME) is complex and significantly influenced by
weather condition, ships service speed, hull condition and more, Gershanik (2008b).
2.2 Propeller Performance
Propeller is used to transform engines power rotating a shaft to thrust power pushing the ship through
water. The main characteristics describing propellers performances are thrust power, torque and propellers rotational speed. Propeller efficiency is the ratio of thrust power and delivered power to propeller. From these main characteristics rotation speed and torque can conveniently be measured onboard a ship in operation.
Thrust power is important factor when estimating ship’s propulsion and propeller efficiency, but it
cannot be accurately measured. Thrust power can be estimated by deriving it from the other two
measured main characteristics by knowing the propellers geometry and ship’s speed through water or
by knowing the ship’s resistance. The main characteristics are usually handled as dimensionless coefficients.
Propeller performance can be divided into different subjects. The design phase of the propeller may
first seem unrelated to the performance data collection but in fact this is a very important issue.
Optimization of the propellers design is related to the ship’s operation profile. Lack of information
about the new ship’s operation profile can cause massive extra FO cost for the ship’s operator. Several
operators have change propeller on existing ships due to low propeller performance. Investment in
new propeller is huge but profitable in the long run if the propeller performance can be sufficiently
increased. Hence learnings from existing ships operation profile should be used in design and
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optimization of propellers for new ships, thus a closed loop with design, monitoring, analyzing and so
on with constant improvements.
Another subarea for improved propeller performance is via optimization of propeller curves for
Controllable Pitch Propellers (CPP). The propeller curve is considered at the design phase of the CCP
and based on ship’s operation profile (and engine and more), NN (2012). By reading the propellers
speed, pitch plus shaft power the propellers efficiency can be monitored. The cost for optimizing the
propeller curve is very small compare to the cost of e.g. a new propeller, so this is definitely a
propeller performance topic to look into.
Propeller roughness is caused by several factors like marine growth, corrosion, erosion caused by
cavitation, impingement attack, poor maintenance and contact damage. Marine growth on propeller is
similar to hull growth excluding long weeds. Shorter weed of 10 to 20 mm can be found on small areas on the blade as is the situation is with barnacles. Impingement attack results from the passage of
the water and the abrasive particles held in suspension over the blade surfaces and it usually affects
the blades in leading edge region. That causes widespread area of shallow depth surface roughness.
The same is the case with both chemical and electrochemical corrosion.
Cavitation erosion is mostly located at the localized areas of the blade. It varies from slight and stable
surface deterioration of a few millimeters to rapid deterioration of the surface reaching depths of the
section thickness in few days.
Poor maintenance and contact damage influence the surface roughness. Poor maintenance affects
mostly because of the use of too coarse grinding discs and wrong attention to the edge forms of the
blade. Contact damage causes gross de-formation which leads to propeller drag increase and secondary problems such as cavitation damage.
The most common approach among ships operators is to include monitoring of the propeller’s
performance in the hull’s performance. The reason for this is normally that used monitoring systems
aren’t able to isolate the propeller efficiency from hull and/or technical performance.
2.3 Hull Performance
With ship’s resistance in this is referred to the force acting against ship’s heading when the ship is
sailing through water. Especially in calm water conditions, this force is caused mostly by the distractions that the ship’s hull does to the stream of water flowing around the hull and the friction between
the stream and hull. In William Froude’s definition, the first mentioned part of resistance is referred as
residual resistance and the latter as frictional resistance. Residual resistance can also be called wave
resistance, because the distractions in the stream are waves visible in the boundary layer between air
and water, Kariranta (2010).
The resistance can be divided into more detailed components under the main ones, but significant
finding based on Froude’s research is that the part components of wave making resistance are dependent of the Froude number, which is non-dimensional number telling what is the ship’s speed against
the ship’s length of waterline. Similarly the frictional (viscose) resistance is dependent on the Reynolds number which represents ship’s speeds and length’s relation to waters kinematic viscosity.
The effect of hull surface roughness on ship’s resistance is that when the roughness increases due to
various reasons, the ship’s resistance increases due to increased friction. However the hull roughness
as a concept is not that straightforward and two totally different kind of mechanism effecting the
changes of hull surface can be separated: The physical hull roughness meaning mostly the change of
hull topology due to paint erosion, rust, welding seams and other mechanical impacts while biological
fouling decreases the smoothness of the hull by the flora and fauna of the seas. Regardless to the reason for this roughness, during the ship’s lifecycle it tends to vary a lot. The long term trend is that the
physical roughness increases slightly to the end of the ship while shorter term changes can be found as
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well. Hull cleaning in the water reduces mostly the fouling and can be done even few times per year
and hull. Sandblasting and repainting of the hull makes the most significant changes to hull roughness
but can only be done during dry-docking which cycle usually is 1-2 times per five years.
Analyzing the hull performance includes some interesting challenges. One is to measure the ship’s
speed through water which is one very basic parameter in ship performance. It is remarkable that such
basic parameter still is so difficult to obtain with high accuracy.
Measurement of the ship’s speed through water is normally done with Doppler speed log, Electromagnetic log and/or Revolutions per minute (RPM) method. The GPS gives very exact speed but the
speed is over ground. This means that sped over ground from GPS has to be used together with forecasted data for tidal currents (or tidal streams) and ocean currents in order to establish the speed
through water.
All of the available methods today to measure ship’s speed through water have drawbacks and are not
very precise.
2.4 Human Factor Performance
It is a huge challenge to evaluate the performance of the human factor. Not many ship operators have
systems for this in place. First, a reference has to be established. This reference should be the planning
done before the voyage. Thereafter this reference should be compared with the actual outcome. The
human factor performance can be divided into several sub topics:
-

Loading, so that the ship’s floating position, after loading, leads to minimized resistance due
to trim.
Ship’s route, so that all environmental parameters are considered (e.g. tidal currents, waves,
wind, squat, sailing distance) already in the voyage planning.
Ship’s speed, meaning optimized speed profile and just-in-time arrival.
Optimal engine mode and usage, for example; number of engines to use (and when to use),
usage of shaft generator (or not), optimal ME load for expected weather condition, etc.
Executing the speed. This can be done manually or done by a speed pilot connected to ship’s
propulsion system. A speed pilot will adjust ship’s speed with highest accuracy.

All these sub topics also influence on each other which makes it even more difficult (for a human) to
calculate the reference and make optimal planning.
The conclusion is that a system is needed to calculate the reference (set the baseline) and do optimal
planning. Some systems are available, in the market, for planning different sub topics and at least one
system, Napa (2011), is available for full integrated optimization of all these topics. After that the
sailing is planned a computerized data collection systems have to be in place so that recorded data for
executed sailing can be compared against the plan (reference) for the voyage.
3. Improved Sensor Technology
Sensor technology has improved with higher accuracy and sensors are relatively cheaper nowadays.
Good examples are inclinometers and accelerometers which can that be used for monitoring of ships’
sea keeping. Inclinometer can also be used to measure ship’s trim.
Power produced by ME is important for performance monitoring and still difficult get with high accuracy via ME’s Load indicator. Therefore torque meters, measuring the shaft power, are more and
more commonly used, especially in new buildings. Torque meters have also become relatively
cheaper. The shaft power is important data to collect in order to obtain good ship performance.
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There are many technologies for measuring the fuel flow on the market and all of them have different
advantages, weaknesses, pricing and problems. Some of the used technology categories are mechanical flow meters, turbine flow meter, thermal mass flow meters, vortex flow meters, electromagnetic,
magnetic flow meters, ultrasonic flow meters and Coriolis flow meters. Mechanical flow meters have
been widely used on board ships. They have decreases in popularity due to known maintenance problems and accuracy variances. Flow calibration is especially important for mechanical flow meter’s
accuracy and neglected in too many cases. Coriolis mass flow meters have increased in popularity.
Despite their high initial cost, they offer dramatic benefits over traditional volumetric measurement
technologies. Benefits with Coriolis fuel flow meters are:
-

Deliver accurate data over a wide range of flow rates
Provide measurement of mass flow and density, and also measure volume flow and temperature - all from a single device.
Have no moving parts, so maintenance costs are low.
Have no requirements for flow conditioning or straight pipe runs, so installation is simplified
and less expensive.

4. Normalization
Normalization of the data is required for proper utilization of performance data. The measurements
are taken in varying conditions which make comparison otherwise difficult. In practice normalization
means that the external factors and changes in the ship conditions are taken into account when analyzing measurements. Typical example of normalization is the procedure done after sea trial where for
example the effect of wind, waves and shallow water is calculated out from the used power measurements taking into account the ship’s speed. Similarly the draft and trim are corrected to reference
value which usually is the same as used for towing tank test reference value. Same procedure can be
used for constant data collection which allows even more precise information of ship’s performance.
Many of the factors affecting ship’s performance are related to environmental conditions. Therefore it
is essential information to know what the conditions have been during each measurement. Wind,
waves, water temperature, water depth, current and salinity have all significance when analyzing the
performance. All of these factors can be measured from the ship although it might not be convenient.
For example measuring the waves has not been so far as common as the measurement devices have
not been very common onboard. In such case the wave information wave information can be derived
from wind speed or taken from weather observation database in case available. On the opposite almost every ship has anemometers for measuring the wind speed and direction. Current information is
significant only if water speed measurement is not reliable or does not exist at all. In that case must be
noted that current measurement from the ship is then not reliable as it requires speed and course over
ground, heading and water speed so other sources for obtaining that information is then needed.
After having all the relevant information in hands the normalization can then be done with several
methods. One is to calculate separately how each factor has increased the ships resistance and power
requirement for the speed through water during the measurement. Shaft power measurement (or if
reliable, thrust) can be used as a basis value to be corrected against each factor. Ship’s speed is important information when calculating each of those. However it should be noted that in most cases these
factors have correlation against each other which basically means that those have overlapping effect
to performance. This phenomenon can be studied through different types of statistical analysis. In the
end the result is corrected to reference condition which gives the technical performance level of the
ship.
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Fig. 3: Normalizing for environmental factors
5. Data Filtering
Data filtering is needed when recording measurements from ship sensors for two main purposes. The
first is to filter out possibly erroneous sensor values which happen some times. For that certain limits
for reasonable values are required. Usually the actual sensors have already some filtering for these
kinds of errors but post filtering is usually required anyway as all the sensors do not have that.
Whether this filtering is done immediately in measurement collecting process or in the analysis phase
is not relevant so far it does not give through unreasonable sensor readings.
The second reason for filtering is that for most of the utilization purposes it is beneficial that the
measurements used are taken when the ship is sailing steadily in some course without disturbance of
any manoeuvres etc. This is very important for example for hull performance analysis because all the
turns, accelerations and decelerations give wrong readings for used propulsion power measurements
in any of mentioned events. Also it is good practice to filter out all the extreme weather conditions.
The main reason for that is that all the used normalization methods lose accuracy in heavy weather so
better accuracy is obtained if these extreme conditions are taken out from the data set.
In practice there are several parameters that can be used for such filtering. Simple example is to use
wind speed to cut out the extreme weather conditions. Similarly setting a limit how much the heading
can change during the measurement period can be used as criteria to filter out the turns. However,
when using filtering, the balance between filtering too many measurements out and leaving too much
scatter in the data set should be considered carefully.
6. Using Normalized Data
Normalized data is very useful in several areas because it gives more realistic understanding on ship’s
performance level than checking just momentarily readings without taking the external and ship condition into account. In addition to that the normalization procedure gives also good estimations on
how much different affecting factors affect to ship and therefore gives more detailed information for
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example for sea margin evaluations. In this chapter some ideas how this data can be utilized are presented.

Fig.4: Breakdown of power and fuel usage after filtering and normalisation

Fig.5: Performance monitoring
6.1 Hull Performance
Ship’s hull condition is very essential part of the ship’s overall performance. Hull fouling can increase
propulsion power usage for even 20-30% depending on the type and coverage of fouling. Measuring
of that, especially when the effect is smaller, is difficult if data is not normalized. Basically normalizing all other environmental conditions and doing corrections for ship condition leave the effect of hull
fouling very clearly. If normalized shaft power measurements are indexed against speed a plotted
against the measurement time a clear indication of the growth speed and effect becomes visible. This
information can be used for example to evaluate how good the paint’s antifouling quality has been of
calculating the ROI of hull cleaning operation.
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Fig. 6: Savings during 6 months in function of cleaning cost
6.2 Comparing Fleet’s Performance
Comparing different ships of the fleet is more reasonable with normalized data. It gives much more
realistic picture on how ships are performing against each other when external conditions are normalized from the measurements. This information can then be combined to consumption readings and
used for example to share the pool income more righteous. Also in case of identical sister ships it
helps to compare for example how different paints perform for hull fouling and in case some fuel savings equipment has been installed.

Fig. 7: Fuel and energy reports
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6.4 Feedback to Design
The normalized performance data gives value also when designing new ships. If the new ship is going
to be similar size and on similar traffic the normalized data from the existing ships can be used in several ways. One solution is to create so called “virtual voyages” which means that average speed profile and ship condition for average voyage is created based on statistics. That gives more realistic information of the actual usage of the ship. Virtual voyage can be then used as a design criterion instead
of conventional use of optimizing the hull to one design draft and one design speed. For example
modern CFD solvers used for evaluating the hull form can be programmed to find out the best hull
form for this actual averaged voyage.

Fig. 8: Speed power verification
The result of normalization and how the external conditions have affected to the ship’s performance
can be utilized for design stage also when defining the required sea margin. Without such study sea
margin has been only experience based information but with real measurements it can be evaluated
more accurately and it can help optimizing the propeller and machinery more optimal than with conventional methods.
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Abstract
During the last decades we have seen a marked increase in global average temperatures, and this
trend will continue into the foreseeable future according to current predictions. In the arctic region
the temperature rise has been higher than the global average, resulting in a receding arctic icecap.
The implications for maritime transport are yet unclear. On the one hand, a possible opening of a
Northern Sea Route (NSR) represents close to a 50% reduction in sailing distance of several trading
routes, with the consequence that those being able to exploit this opportunity are likely to improve
their competitive position significantly. On the other hand, the operational challenges in these waters,
and the corresponding risks and uncertainties involved, are considered very severe. This includes
political factors (Russian Territorial Waters), environmental concerns (possible oil spills),
operational conditions (harsh environment, lack of infrastructure, etc.), navigation in ice infested
waters (collision possibility with ice floes, growlers or even icebergs), contractual issues (increased
probability of delays) and the length of the season that is sufficiently ice free. Consequently, the
decision at what point in time to consider the NSR opportunity for a shipowner trading the Europe –
SE Asia route will be exploited. Furthermore, the investment in a vessel design with certain ice
handling capabilities will be contrasted to a “wait-and-sea” strategy. Therefore, this paper presents a
decision making model for this problem. As input to this model we will have a number of both certain
and uncertain parameters. This includes the time-dependent length of the NSR sailing season and
corresponding roundtrip times, the additional CAPEX and OPEX for ice class capabilities for the
vessel, as well as fuel price.
1. Introduction
The Russian Federation opened up the Northern Sea Route (NSR) for foreign traffic in 2009 and
thereby a new transport route connecting Europe in the East and Asia in the West. Therefore, the
economic viability of this route compared to the current Suez Canal Route (SCR) is of increasing
interest for the commercial shipping sector. This interest can be further affiliated with the melting
icecap and the corresponding diminishing ice during the summer months along the NSR, thus
allowing for high latitude routes with increased draft.
The implications of the diminishing Arctic icecap for maritime transport are yet unclear. On the one
hand, a possible opening of a Northern or Trans-Arctic Sea Route represents close to a 50% reduction
of the sailing distance of several trading routes, with the consequence that those being able to exploit
this opportunity are likely to improve their competitive position significantly. On the other hand, the
operational challenges in these waters, and the corresponding risks and uncertainties involved, are
considered very severe. This includes political factors (Russian Territorial Waters), environmental
concerns (possible oil spills), operational conditions (harsh environment, distance to nearest base,
etc.), ice navigation (possibility of drifting ice), contractual issues (increased probability of delays)
and the length of the season that is sufficiently ice free. As a result, arctic transit is not even
considered by most shipowners. However, DNV (2010) expects 480 container transit voyages across
the Arctic Sea in 2030, primarily using the Northern Sea Route (NSR).
The NSR is defining the different fairways going from Novaya Zemlya in the west to the Bering Strait
in the east with a current draught limitation of 13 m and a width limitation of 30m. The latter is
subjected to increase to 32 m with the new atomic ice breaker due in 2018. The length of the route
depends on the ice conditions and the choice of different stretches of the route, but is generally
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considered as 2100 to 2900 nautical miles. The Russian Federation has made claims to the ownership
of the route and controls the traffic with their icebreaker fleet as well as the transit tariffs.
In 2009, two vessels from Beluga Shipping Group sailed on the NSR as a part of a small convoy
escorted by a Russian nuclear-powered icebreaker. In 2010 the transit traffic increased to 8 vessels,
while in 2011 34 vessels transited through the NSR, also as a result of the extended ice-free sailing
period. The shortest transit time was 6.5 days with an average speed of 14 knots. The total amount of
cargo transported along the route was 820 000 ton in 2011 consisting primarily of liquid cargo (83%)
and bulk (13%), Omre et al. (2012).
The current NSR transits benefited from the availability of the shorter route and the resulting fuel
savings. The insurance cost for similar vessels has so far been equal to the SCR insurance including
piracy addition for the Gulf of Aden. However, these saving become possible because the tariff to be
paid to the Russian Federation, respectively Rosatomflot, have been fairly low when compared to the
actual operational cost of the atomic ice breakers. In other words, the current tariff per ton of cargo
transported can be as low as 5 USD, which is similar to the Suez Canal, Mahony (2011). However, the
additional hurdle of a fairly non-transparent process needs to be taken to enter the NSR. In detail this
process includes the local inspection of the vessel in question by a Rosatomflot representative in order
to comply with the Russian ice class requirements. This inspection is mandatory even though the
vessel fulfills the ice class requirements of its classification society for the class in question, currently
at least 1A or equivalent. This inspection process as well as the actual tariff negotiations require at
present two months of planning ahead, with a potential reduction for the subsequent journeys to one
month. Once this phase is passed the Russian authorities will schedule a date and route based on the
capabilities of the ship and the availability of icebreakers. Compared to the 48h notice and the
eventual waiting day at the Suez Canal this represents a significant hurdle, which needs to be subject
to improvements in the future. Additionally, the Suez Canal fee can easily be calculated based on the
tonnage of the vessel (http://www.imsalex.com/suez_canal.html).
Furthermore, the land-based infrastructure, such as rescue centres or repair yards, is basically nonexisting along the NSR, especially when considering draft limitations of larger vessels. Therefore,
insurance companies are more or less requiring the Rosatomflot ice breaker escorting as well as the
possible towage of a damaged vessel to a port outside the NSR. Hence, in accidental event, the cost
for the towage would cause a significant delay and financial penalty to the voyage. In view of these
facts, the Russian Federation is currently intending to invest 910 billion rubles (€21.8 million) in the
development of ten centres for search and rescue along the NSR as an attempt to reduce the rescue
response time. Additionally, the shipping of cargo at sea is increasing 6% per year, Valkonen (2011).
This may lead to a capacity problem in the Suez Canal being one of the busiest shipping lanes in the
world and thereby the NSR could serve as a route for the overcapacity of the SCR.
In conclusion, this paper presents a decision model to identify the feasibility of Arctic transport in
comparison to the conventional Suez and Cape based routes. Especially, the slowsteaming potential of
the NSR will be exploited under the assumption of equal round trips per year for both routes, i.e. the
NSR vessel benefits from the shorter route. The latter also accounts for a higher reliability in the
transport along the NSR as a result of the additional buffer days and the vessels potential to increase
its speed, however, under the assumption of reliable metocean data predictions. The application area
of the decision model developed in this paper is not necessarily restricted to the study of the NSR. It is
valid also for other routing problems where there is a significant cost effect of either time-variant
seasonal conditions and/or stochastic events. A recent example is the alternative routing between Suez
and Cape, where, in addition to the more traditional cost elements of fuel, time and tariffs, the
probability of pirate attacks and both the direct and indirect cost effects of this needs to be taken into
consideration. However, in this problem the strategic level aspects are less important than the
investment-time decision of ice class notation in the NSR case.
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2. Model development
The main purpose of the model presented in this paper is to serve as a basis for discussing what
considerations should be taken into account for a rational ship owner considering if and when to
secure the option to use the NSR for parts of a liner operation. Thus, we will not try to answer the
question whether this is a viable alternative today per se.
In principle, the decision to actually exploit the NSR is a decision that for a line operation can be
postponed to immediately before leaving port. Then we are not considering practical issues such as
polar environment preparedness and lead time for booking NSR assistance. Thus, the NSR
opportunity can be considered a real option that can be called if the benefits outweigh the cost.
The benefits can be exploited in to different ways. One is to increase the number of roundtrips that
can be made annually, thus increasing the freight income of the vessel. Alternatively, the benefit can
be taken by slow-steaming the shorter distance, which will result in a considerable savings in fuel
cost, as well as having the additional benefit of reduced emissions of CO2. Which of these alternatives
that is preferable will be dependent on the type of shipping operation considered.
For a liner operation, there are several arguments for the slow-steaming alternative being most
relevant. First, the market for these vessels requires a high degree of operational regularity, which will
be incompatible with the seasonal variations experienced with NSR operations maximizing annual
roundtrips. Second, slow-steaming also provides a buffer towards maintaining the schedule even if
unforeseen delays are experienced during the transit in ice infested waters. Third, the typically high
service speed of these vessels, and correspondingly high fuel consumptions per tonne mile, provide a
larger potential for considerable fuel cost savings than for slower bulk carriers.
In the model we will consider a finite set of different vessel alternatives. These vessels have similar
performance with respect to service speed and cargo carrying capacity, but have different levels of ice
class, ranging from not having an ice class at all, to the 1AS ice class. With the same cargo capacity
and schedule, we can consider the revenue side of the operation to be similar, and just focus on the
cost side.
Thus, in the base case model, the decision problem for the ship owner is to select the optimal level of
the ice class, taking into considerations his or hers expectations about the future availability of the
NSR. The ice class level is assumed to influence the cost and operational factors of the vessel in the
following way:
•

•

•

The NSR sailing window. Obviously, the annual savings using the NSR option will be more
or less proportional to the number of trips using this route per year. We assume the sailing
window to correspond to the season where we can maintain an average speed corresponding
to the speed required to maintain the schedule. For a given ice class, this number of NSR trips
will to some extent depend on the risk level accepted towards being delayed or not being able
to pass.
The initial investment cost of the vessel. Higher ice class leads to higher cost. This is due to
several factors. One is the increased construction cost resulting from the ice strengthening of
the hull including appendixes. This will typically be in the range of 6% -12% for 1C to 1AS
respectively. Another is the increased size of the required propulsion plant, given the
assumption of similar open water service speed of the alternative vessels considered. In
addition to this comes the cost related to the winterization of the vessels, such as deck
heating, deck machinery coverings, etc.
Operational cost. The operational cost of an ice-classed vessel will increase as a result of the
higher resistance in ice, and corresponding higher fuel consumption, in open water due to its
increased weight and altered bow shape. For a vessel sailing at around 21 knots, this can be
assumed to be in the range of 5%-15%. Also, for having the opportunity to go the NSR, the
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•

•

crew should be specifically briefed to comply with the demands of the high north, which is
however not adding to cost notably.
Voyage cost. The dominant part here will be the saved cost of the reduced fuel consumption
resulting from slow-steaming through the NSR. Depending on the actual service considered,
the sailing distance can be close to 50% of the Suez alternative. The corresponding fuel
savings can then be quite significant. In the opposite direction come the tariffs for the NSR
transit. What the long term level of these will be is at the moment highly uncertain. Currently,
negotiable all the way down to $5/ton. Still, in the short term we can expect these to be
slightly above the Suez transit fee. In the medium to long term the level of these tariffs will be
dependent both on total traffic volumes, the development rate of critical infrastructure
(including icebreakers) and political factors. It is also relevant to include the insurance cost as
a voyage related cost. Today, a medium sized vessel can be expected to pay an insurance fee
in the range of $40,000 for a single transit, which is comparable to the southern route due to
the piracy problems experienced in the last decade. But here as well there is considerable
uncertainty with respect to the further development of this cost.
Lost opportunity cost. For weight constrained vessels, the additional steel weight resulting
from the ice strengthening will reduce the cargo carrying capacity of the vessel
correspondingly. This represents a lost opportunity cost corresponding to reduced freight
income. For the type of vessels we are considering here – liner vessels such as RO/RO or
container ships – this cost is likely to be small, and will thus not be considered in the
development of the model.

3. Reference model formulation – NSR
In the following we present a mathematical formulation for the problem illustrated in Section 3, which
we have denoted as the Basic Trans Arctic Shipping Opportunity Model. We start by defining the
notation before the model is presented.
Sets:
V
T

The set of ice class levels for the relevant vessel type, indexed by v
The set of time periods within the planning horizon, indexed by t

Parameters:
The available NSR sailing window for vessel v in time period t, in number of periods of S days,
S being the one way sailing time between loading and unloading port

r

Additional capital cost of vessel with ice class compared to base case
Additional operating cost for vessel v in time period t compared to base case (increased fuel
cost in open water at service speed)
Saved voyage cost for vessel v in time period t compared to base case, equal to saved fuel cost
minus tariff rate difference
Discount rate

Variables:
Binary variable equal to 1 if a vessel with ice class level v is chosen, 0 otherwise

Now, the problem can be formulated as a simple selection model as follows:
(1)
subject to
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(2)

(3)
Objective function (1) calculates the minimum cost difference between the base case and the NSR
option. Constraints (2) ensure that only one vessel is selected. Binary requirements for the vessels ice
class level variables are imposed by constraints (3). By solving Eq.(1) – (3), the optimal ice class level
of the vessel to acquire will be determined.
4. Case study
In this section we will present a simple case study that illustrates the decision problem as seen from a
ship owner’s perspective. We will first develop the operating context for a particular trade, in terms of
ice conditions, corresponding NSR availability, and cost consequences. These context parameters will
then be taken into the decision model for finding preferable fleet renewal strategies.
4.1 Ice conditions, NSR availability and cost consequences
The main obstacle for safe transport along the NSR is literally the ice covering the passages and the
severity of the ice in terms of thickness, ridges and compression. Therefore, the vessels need to be ice
strengthened to withstand those loads or in turn it needs to be known when ice can be encountered
along the route and to which extent in order to select the appropriate ice class. Hence, a prediction of
the future sea ice extent based on historic measurements is carried out to visualize the potential
operational days per year along the NSR in the future. At first, the summer and winter average of the
sea ice anomaly for the northern hemisphere from 1980 to 2012, NSIDC (2008) is used to obtain the
general anomaly trend, Fig.1. Therein a fairly linear behaviour can be seen, however, with a fairly
large SSE resulting in a wide standard deviation band to cover most values. In other words this
indicates a fairly high uncertainty with respect to the absolute numbers, yet the trend is clearly visible
with no contradiction to the record summer low from 2007 with 4.3 million square kilometers
resulting in a completely ice free NSR. Consequently, this trend of decreasing ice extents is mapped
to the latest ice extent measurements for 2010 until the beginning of 2012 according to TCT (2012)
for the northern hemisphere, Fig.2 (Measurements). Using a sinusoidal fit through those
measurements and the average sea ice anomaly trend from Fig.1 results in the prediction of sea ice
extent for the summer and winter season as shown until 2050. Furthermore, Fig.2 includes the current
limit value for NSR transit in accordance with the time window of actual 1A ship transits made in
2009, 2010 and 2011, Omre et al. (2012). The resulting sea ice extent threshold value of 4.8 million
square kilometers assumes that the areas of diminishing ice will follow the past trends, which also
indicate the diminishing multi-year ice along the NSR. Furthermore, the September 2007 low resulted
in a completely ice free NSR and is thus assumed to be the limit value for ice-free navigation along
the NSR. Consequently, the future summer sea ice extent periods below these threshold values will
allow for NSR transits, respectively operational days along this route. Hence, the resulting trend of
operational days along the NSR is presented in Fig.3. Therein, ice class 1A in 2011/12 corresponds to
current limit ice class for ships transiting the NSR. However, as ice is not predicted for a substantial
amount of days per year along the route in the future an ice classed vessel would not be needed.
Further, the potential operational days for the lower ice classes 1A and 1B are given in Fig.3 together
with an operational extension to 1AS following the difference in potential ice encounters along those
routes according to the allowed 1A for each ice class.
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Fig. 1: Mean sea ice anomaly measurements and trend for the northern hemisphere
, is assessed
The additional capital cost of the vessel with ice class compared to the base case,
in line a typical increase hull structural cost due to the increased scantlings including hull appendixes
as well as the increased machinery cost, see also von Bock und Polach et al. (2012). The increased
fuel cost in open water at service speed as a result of the increased weight, ice class complying bow
shape and hull appendixes is estimated based on the increased frictional resistance for increased
wetted surface due to the potential draft increase.
As a result, the cost differences for the different ice class vessels are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 2: Summer and Winter Sea ice extent measurements and predictions
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Fig. 3: Current and predicted operational days along the NSR for different ice classes
Table 1: Percentage difference for the considered cost components
Ice class
1C
1B
1A
1AS
4.2

6,5
7,5
9,5
12

2.5
3.4
5.1
6.3

Implications for the fleet renewal strategy

Consider a car carrier liner operation between Europe and South East Asia. The sailing distance from
typical destinations will be 11500 nm along SCR, and 6900 using the NSR. The base case vessel
considered is a 6000 PCC with a newbuilding price of 65 mUSD, a service speed of 20 kn with a 13.5
MW propulsion plant operating at 85% MCR. Further, we assume the specific fuel consumption to be
290 g/kWh, and the fuel price to be 750 USD/t, increasing by 3% annually. The discount rate used in
the present value calculation is 7%. Initially we consider the tariffs using the SCR and the NSR to be
the same, based on the discussion in Section 2.
Thus, CAPEX and OPEX consequences of using the NSR can then be calculated using the percentage
differences found in Table 1. For voyage costs, we need first to estimate the change in powering
requirements following from slow-steaming the NSR. This can be found by the expression

where
are the distance along the NSR and SCR, respectively. For these vessels, β=2.5 can
be assumed. This gives a speed along the NSR of 12.0 kn, and a corresponding powering requirement
of 3.2 MW in the slow-steaming NSR condition.
In the base case we have assumed that the NSR is available for all ice class categories from period 1,
as follows from Figs.2 and 3. Since the differences in NSR availability is relatively small between the
different ice class categories investigated, the “No ice class” will have the highest cost savings, as is
to be expected.
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Fig. 4: Net present value of cost savings for alternative ice class options over 25 years, assuming that
the NSR will be available for all vessel categories as given in Fig.3
However, this assumption is not realistic when the existing regulatory regime is taken into account.
Currently, Russian authorities require the vessels to have at least an ice class of 1A to be allowed to
enter. If, and when, other ice classes will be allowed is at the moment unclear, even though the
operational days without ice encounters continuously increases, Fig.2. One possible scenario could be
that follow a stepwise opening of the passage, allowing one additional class of vessel at a time with a
given interval while gathering operational experience. In Fig.5 we have implemented this assumption
in the model, comparing different phase-in schemes, each with an interval of N years. This means
allowing NSR passage for 1B after N years, 1C after 2N years, and finally all vessels after 3N years.
Now we see that the highest cost savings for phase-in schemes with N larger than 0 will be with a 1A
ice class vessel. Also, the relative savings will increase towards “lower” ice classes as the phase-in
intervals increases.

Fig. 5: Net present value of savings, phasing in of different ice class categories with varying intervals
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Fig. 6: Sensitivity of the ice class to the bunker price in USD/t
Furthermore, the bunker price is subjected to a 3% increase per annum, yet the current high of almost
750 USD/t may be subjected to change and thus its influence on the cost of the different ice class
categories is presented in Fig.6. Therein, it can be seen that bunker prices above 450 USD/t the ice
class 1A becomes most favourable, whereas the lowest ice class 1C results in the lowest savings.
5. Considering risk and reliability
As with all strategic level decisions in the shipping industry, the fleet renewal decision involves a
considerable degree of risk, and the uncertainty related to the future availability of the NSR is one
more risk factor that needs to be taken into consideration. It is important to notice that this risk is
present independent of the investment decision we make. If we select the “no ice class” alternative,
and the NSR turns out to be an available option for a large part of the year in the near future, we
obviously will be in a difficult competitive position. On the other hand, if we invest in ice class, and
neither the ice conditions nor the political, commercial or regulatory development of this sailing route
is developing as expected, we will need to cope with a vessel that will be uncompetitive for the open
water route via Suez.
Another perspective on this risk is the insurance policy, where the premium is currently comparable to
the SCR. However, this is due to the fact of missing accidents or major insurance claims along the
NSR. In fact, the insurance companies, i.e. P&I or H&M insurer, take the classical wait-and-see
position here, where they will respond to possible accidents in the future with an increased premium,
see for example Haahjem (2012). Furthermore, the most common ice damages, e.g. damage to the
propeller, thruster, rudder, shell plating or ice wear, are typically below the deductible limit and thus
not claimed and registered. None the less, the biggest concerns of these insurance companies lay with
the challenges concerning salvage, rough conditions, lack of infrastructure, repair facilities and
communication. As a result, they typically insist on the ice breaker escorting services during the
transit to avoid a situation where a small incident can develop into a major claim. In other words, the
insurance company makes an individual risk and hazard identification for a NSR transit and adjust
their premium accordingly, however, they do not share the residual risk in the event that the
precaution measures fail and a major claim develops. The re-insurance companies on the other hand
side, seem to have a wider view on arctic transport, because they are looking into the sustainability of
the entire transport system to identify not only the current risk, but also the perceived risk and thereby
the reputation of the transport system and its perspective development, Schneider (2012). Thereby,
they are much more concerned with the future developments, which hopefully lead to a more
transparent treatment of the Arctic transport risk with a better distribution among the stakeholders.
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In addition to the risk related to the availability of the NSR and the safety aspects of people and property, there is also an operational risk related to the maintenance of a maritime logistics operation with
a sufficient degree of reliability. Most approaches to exploiting the NSR foresee a reduction in total
roundtrip time, increasing the number of annual roundtrips, and thus the revenue potential of a given
vessel. For liner trades operating on a predetermined schedule, any delay due to unforeseen ice
conditions or accidents will thus compromise the reliability and regularity of the operation. This is not
unique to the NSR – there are a number of similar risk factors for the SCR as well. However, in the
current situation with small transit volumes and limited experience with the NSR option, this is likely
to be a serious inhibitor to increased NSR usage.
With the approach to NSR exploitation taken in this paper, the consequence in terms of reliability may
rather be the opposite of the common consensus. By designing the vessel for the SCR open water
service speed, and exploiting the NSR by fuel cost savings that follows from slowsteaming rather than
reduced sailing time, we have at the same time acquired a real option for a speed increase. This real
option can be called, of course at a price corresponding to the increased fuel cost, if unforeseen delays
occur during the NSR transit. This option is not necessarily available on a tightly scheduled Suez
route, and is likely to actually contribute to an increased reliability of typical liner trades rather than
decreasing it.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a decision support model identifying the most viable ice class for a
liner vessel transiting along the NSR. Furthermore, we presented and discussed the sensitivity of the
perspective ice extent, respectively the ice class allowed to enter the NSR and possible delays, on the
basis of current-trend predictions. The presented ice extent prediction and the resulting operational
days for the individual ice classes are subjected to fairly high degree of uncertainty and may be
subjected to change based on future observations and better prediction models. Nonetheless, we
discuss the potential of increased transport reliability of the NSR as a result of slowsteaming and the
possibility to increase the vessels speed whenever needed as a result of the shorter overall distance. As
a result, we identified that with longer time intervals allowing the NSR to be transited with lower ice
classes the choice of ice class 1A becomes most prominent, while the additional investment in 1AS is
too high to be reimbursed and the gain of 1C compared to no ice class is insignificant to justify its
expenditure. The latter is also identified in view of possible bunker price developments, indicating the
same trend however with increasing bunker prices however. In conclusion, the presented decision
support methodology can simply be updated to reflect new findings and developments.
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Abstract
In an effort to save costs and demands to reduce pollution, the shipping industry is continuously
looking for effective solutions for more efficient energy-saving propulsion. The use of an energysaving device has been recognized as being an effective measure for many years although in common
practice the design of the device still employs a trial-and-error approach mainly through model tests.
To assist the energy-saving device design in a more systematic manner rather than using experience
based trial and error, this paper presents a new Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based energyloss analysis methodology. A case study of propeller energy-loss reutilization for a Capesize bulk
carrier is performed. CFD simulations of open water propeller, bare hull, and propeller/hull
interaction cases were carried out and compared with model test results. Based on the validated CFD
results of the propeller/hull interaction simulation, the propeller energy loss evaluation was
preformed and used to guide the energy-saving device design to maximize the energy-loss
reutilization for propulsion.
1. Introduction
In an effort to minimize fuel consumption costs and reduce air pollution, the shipping industry has
been investing in energy-saving technology. For ship propulsion, one well-investigated technology is
to fit stern appurtenances around the propeller in order to enhance the stern wake field and/or to
recover flow energy. These stern appurtenances, also known as energy-saving devices, can be used
not only for new designs but also for retrofitting to existing ships. Although this technology has been
in use for at least two decades, there appears to be no comprehensive or systematic method with
which to evaluate its effectiveness. Also, there are doubts as to whether existing energy-saving
devices fitted to ships are fully optimal. In a departure from a trial-and-error model-test approach, as
typically adopted for optimization of ship hull forms and propulsion efficiency, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) can be used to evaluate the hydrodynamic performance of the device. By
performing systematic CFD simulations, various forms of energy losses (e.g. blade friction and
propeller-induced axial/swirl flow loss) in propeller operation can be ranked. This then provides key
criteria for selecting the most effective energy-saving measures to be applied.
In this paper, a full form ship hull (Capesize bulk carrier) is selected for detailed CFD analyses,
including its thick boundary layer flow field in stern area and the associated energy-loss due to
propeller-induced axial and swirl flows. Because of the high blockage effect of a full form hull shape,
stronger cross flow field and higher wake fraction are usual in the stern area compared to a slender
ship hull form such as a containership. This provides greater potential for energy-loss reutilization for
energy-saving device applications. In order to systematically evaluate the energy-loss and its potential
reutilization for propulsion, the bare hull wake field and open water propeller thrust/torque are firstly
calculated by CFD and validated with model test data. After confirming the bare hull and open water
propeller CFD results, propeller/hull interaction simulation is performed to obtain the detailed flow
field in the stern area. Based on the detailed CFD flow field solution, a control volume approach is
applied for energy-loss analysis. According to the energy-loss analysis, not only can the energy-loss
due to propeller-induced axial and rotational velocities be evaluated, but also the appropriate location
to install energy-saving devices for the most energy recovery can be identified. In this study, the
detail of a CFD-based energy-loss analysis methodology is presented for the selection and design of
energy-saving devices for maximizing energy loss reutilization for propulsion.
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2. Analysis methodology
2.1. CFD numerical method
The CFD simulations were performed using the level-set Finite-Analytic Navier-Stokes (FANS)
numerical method of Chen and Yu (2009). The FANS method solves the continuity and ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for incompressible flow in a curvilinear body-fitted
coordinate system. The governing equations are discretized using the finite-analytic method, Chen
and Chen (1998), Chen et al. (1990), on a non-staggered grid and solved by the hybrid PISO/
SIMPLER algorithm, Chen and Korpus (1993). Turbulence was modeled all the way to the sub-layer
region near the solid wall boundary by employing the two-layer turbulent model of Chen and Patel
(1988), which solves the one-equation k-equation model in the near-wall region and standard k-ε
model outside of the near-wall region.
The level-set FANS method employs the overset (Chimera) grid, Chen (2009), in flow field
simulations. Overset grids allow easy generation of high-quality grids for complex configurations
around ship hull and propeller. They also facilitate the simulation of body motion, which is required
for modelling a rotating propeller.
2.2. Energy-loss evaluation
Propeller energy loss evaluation in this study is based on the first law of thermodynamics, i.e. the
change in energy of the system (dE) is the sum of the work done and heat exchange in the system,
White (2005),

dE = dW + dQh

(1)
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where dW is the work done on the system; dQh is the heat exchange. For a moving system, e.g.,
flowing fluids, system energy E includes the internal energy, kinetic energy, and potential energy
(i.e., E = e + 1 2V 2 − ⋅ ). Mechanical work W includes the work done on the boundaries due to
normal and shear stresses and any shaft work added to the system (W = Wnormal stress + Wshear stress +
Wshaft). Eq.(1) can be rewritten using the Reynolds transport theorem as follows,
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For the present study, the system is assumed adiabatic and isothermal, i.e., dQh/dt=0. The control
volume (system) for the analysis is defined by a number of streamlines around the propeller along
with the inlet and outlet surfaces as shown in Fig.1. In this defined control volume, the only
contributions to the advected energy transfer at control surfaces are at the inlet and outlet. The net
potential energy is negligible in the study case. The work of shear stress on the control surfaces, Wshear
stress, can be reasonably neglected when the inlet and outlet flows are approximately uniform and
parallel. Also, the work of normal stress is zero on the lateral control surface that is composed of
streamlines. Therefore, a quasi-steady (i.e., flow is assumed steady during a discrete time period so
d/dt term vanishes) energy balance equation can be defined as,
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p is the pressure. From the momentum conservation of the control volume, the pressure force acting
on the control surface is,
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T is the propeller thrust. Combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the energy balance equation used in the
analysis can be obtained as,
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Q is the propeller torque; ω is the propeller rotating speed; Va is the advance velocity. The left-handside term of Eq. (5) is the shaft power; on the right hand side, the first and second terms are the rate of
usable energy to propel the ship and the net flow rate of kinetic energy across control surface,
respectively. E& fricitonal denotes the rate of frictional energy loss on propeller blades.

Wshaft

Fig.1: Sketch of the control volume for the energy-loss evaluation
3. Full form ship case study
3.1. Simulation scenarios
To perform a case study, a Capesize bulk carrier with 287.4m Lpp (length between perpendiculars)
equipped with a four-blade propeller of a diameter 8.4m was selected. The design speed of this bulk
carrier is 15.2 knots and the propeller operating rpm is 83.1. Under this operating condition, the
draught and waterline breath are 16.5m and 45m respectively.
To systematically evaluate the energy loss and its reutilization for propulsion, three CFD simulations,
namely the bare hull, the propeller open water and the propeller/hull interaction, were conducted for
model scale condition (1:39.45). The bare hull simulation was performed to validate the bare-hull
resistance and nominal wake with the model test data. The propeller open water simulation focused on
examining the open water propeller performance provided by the model test propeller. In the
propeller/hull interaction simulation, the calculated propeller thrust and torque were compared against
the available model test data. At this point the propeller energy-loss evaluation was performed based
on the validated solution in the stern area from the propeller/hull interaction simulation.
3.2. CFD grid adopted
In CFD grid generation, the mesh for the hull was constructed based on the available IGES geometry
data. Due to insufficient information of the propeller blade section profile, the actual propeller
geometry cannot be constructed for the propeller mesh. Instead, an equivalent propeller geometry was
reconstructed based on the limited information of the actual propeller geometry. Using the
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information that the actual propeller is a four-blades (Z) design with a diameter of 8.4m (D), a pitch
ratio of 0.691 (P0.7/D), and a disk area ratio of 0.520 (EAR), the equivalent propeller was decided
based on Wageningen B-screw propeller geometry, Oosterveld and Ossannen, (1975) which can
approximately generate the same propeller thrust and torque at the operating condition
aforementioned.
For the bare hull and propeller/hull interaction simulations, the computational domain was set with a
length of 2.5 ship length (L), a width of 12 ship width (B) and a height of 10 ship draught (T). Along
the longitudinal direction of ship length, the distance from the bow to the upstream inlet boundary is
0.5L and from the stern to the outflow boundary is L. In vertical direction, the top boundary of the
domain was set at the still waterline plane. Fig.2 is the plot of the computational domain for the bare
hull and propeller/hull interaction simulations. For the propeller open water simulation, the dimension
of the computational domain was 10D×16D×4.5D (where D denotes the propeller diameter) as shown
in Fig.3(a). In order to capture the detailed flows around the propeller, fine cylindrical grids were used
to enclose the propeller as shown in Fig.3(b). Note, attention has to be addressed to the grid spacing
adjacent to wall surface. The first grid point adjacent to the solid surface should be placed at the sublayer region with 1< y+ <5, White (2005), to resolve the near-wall flow.

Fig.2: Mesh for the bare hull and propeller/hull interaction simulations
(a)

(b)

Fig.3: Mesh for the propeller open water simulation, (a) computational domain, and (b) detailed mesh
around the propeller
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Since the overset (Chimera) grid method is used in the CFD computation, the computational domain
for each simulation scenario can be decomposed into separate structural overlapped grid blocks. As
mentioned earlier, the use of the overset grid method eases the grid quality control and facilitates the
rotating propeller simulation. In addition, the separate grid blocks are conveniently distributed to
different computation processors for parallel computing. For the bare hull simulation (full domain),
there were 25 overlapping and embedded grid blocks with a total number of about 7.7 million grid
cells. In the propeller open water simulation, there were 13 grid blocks containing about 4.2 millions
grid cells. For the propeller/hull interaction simulation, the propeller mesh used in the open water
simulation was directly combined with the bare hull grid system as shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4: Detailed mesh in the stern region for the propeller/hull interaction simulation
3.3. Bare hull simulation
In the bare hull simulation, since the flow was symmetric about the center plane (y=0 plane in Fig.2),
only the half domain was modeled. On the center plane, the symmetric boundary condition was used.
In vertical direction, as the double-hull model was considered, the still water surface was also treated
as a symmetric plane. No-slip boundary condition was applied on the hull surface. On the bottom and
side boundaries, slip boundary condition was used. At the upstream inlet, a uniform flow (U0) with the
model ship speed 1.245 m/s in negative x-direction was employed. The Reynolds number is
8.517×106. The total resistance coefficient, CT, calculated from the CFD simulation is 3.755×10-3
which agrees well with the model test measured CT value 3.814×10-3. The discrepancy between the
measured and simulated CT is about –1.5%. As the calculated CT is based on double-hull model, the
under-prediction of CT is mainly attributed to the omission of free surface effects.
To examine the CFD simulation result, Fig.5 displays the distribution of hydrodynamic pressure
coefficient, Cp, i.e. p (0.5 ρU 02 ), on the hull surface from both the fore and aft views. At the bow, the
maximum Cp of 0.972 is identified around the stagnation point with low pressures occurring at the
bottom of the bow. In the middle of ship body, the pressure gradient is small. In the stern area, the
pressure recovery appears. The pressure at the stern area recovered about 20% of the value at the bow.
Fig.6 displays the contour lines of the normalized velocity magnitude, U/U0, around the hull in the
fore and aft views. As seen, the high/low flow speed associates with the low/high pressure (see both
Fig.5 and Fig.6). In front of the bow, the incoming flow slowed down rapidly on the fore-bow and
then moved downward to the hull bottom causing the low pressures at the bottom of the bow. Along
the flow to the middle of ship body, the boundary layer is relatively uniform. However, when flow
passes to the aft region, the typical thick boundary layer appears. In addition, CFD simulation also
captures the two-layer boundary layer structure, which has a thinned inner part and thickened outer
part at the mid-draft.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.5: Distribution of hydrodynamic pressure coefficient, Cp, on the bare hull: (a) fore view, and (b)
aft view. Contour is labeled by dynamic pressure coefficient. The dotted contour lines are for
negative Cp values.
(a)

(b)

Fig.6: Distribution of the normalized velocity magnitude (U/U0) at the (a) fore, and (b) aft views.
(a) Model test

(b) CFD results

Fig.7: Cross-flow vectors at the propeller plane: (a) Model test data, and (b) CFD results.
Note that the inner circle in (a) denotes the radius of 35.7% of the propeller radius.
As is well known, the nominal wake flow pattern at the propeller plane is important for propeller
loading. To validate the simulation result, the measured and simulated cross-flow vectors in the
propeller plane are plotted in Fig.7. As shown the location of the vortex was captured. Fig.8 shows the
measured and simulated axial velocity contour at the propeller plane. The simulated nominal wake
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pattern agrees reasonably well with the measurements. It should be noted that the strength of the
vortices simulated at both the 2 o’clock and 11 o’clock positions were weaker than that from the
model test data resulting in the situation that the axial velocities in the inner radius are over-predicted
in the current simulation result.
(a) Model test

(b) CFD results

Fig.8: Normalized axial velocity (u/U0) at the propeller plane: (a) Model test, (b) CFD results.
Note that the inner circle in (a) denotes the radius of 35.7% of the propeller radius.
3.4 Propeller open water simulation
The propeller open water case was also simulated to examine if the equivalent propeller based on
Wageningen B-screw propeller geometry can provide the propulsion performance of the actual
propeller used in the model test. In the simulation, the uniform upstream velocity was set as the ship
model speed 0.772 m/s and the propeller revolution speed n = 8.06 rps at the model scale was applied.
This corresponds to the advance ratio J (V/nD) =0.45, which was an approximate value to the
effective advance ratio (Jeff=w×J, where w is wake factor) in the propeller/hull model test at the
propeller design operating condition. Based on propeller diameter and characteristic velocity nD, the
propeller Reynolds number was 3.57×105. In this time matching simulation, the numerical time
increment 1/(60n) is used.
To examine the simulated flow solution, the distribution of the blade surface pressure coefficient, Cp
(which is the pressure normalized by 0.5 ρ (nD )2 ) on the face (pressure) and back (suction) sides are
plotted in Fig.9. As seen, the extremely high pressure concentrated on the face side at the leading edge
was captured. Also, the results suggest high propeller loading occurred at the tip area where the
extremely low pressure at the back side and relatively high pressure at the front side are observed.
Overall, the general pattern of blade surface pressure was well captured.
To examine the performance of the equivalent propeller against the actual propeller, the simulated
dimensionless thrust KT, torque KQ and efficiency η0 were compared with the model test data. Thrust
coefficient KT, torque coefficient KQ, and the open water efficiency, ηo are defined as the traditional
way as follows

T
ρ n2 D4
Q
KQ =
ρ n2D5
J KT
ηo =
2π K Q

KT =
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(6)
(7)
(8)

T and Q are the thrust and torque, respectively; D is the propeller diameter; ρ is the fluid density. The
simulated KT and KQ for the equivalent propeller are compared with the measured KT and KQ from the
model test data for the actual propeller as summarized in Table I. As seen, the equivalent propeller
excellently matches the KT with the actual propeller with only 2% discrepancy. However, for KQ the
discrepancy was about 11%. The greater discrepancy between the equivalent propeller KQ and the
actual propeller KQ is because that the KQ value is extremely sensitive to small discrepancy on thrust
load in the tip area. According to the KT and KQ values, the efficiencies of the equivalent propeller and
the actual propeller are calculated, and the discrepancy is –8.3%, Table I. Generally speaking, the
performance of the equivalent propeller matches reasonably well with the actual propeller.
Table I: Thrust (KT) and torque (KQ) coefficients, and efficiency (η0) for the open water simulation
Actual propeller
Equivalent propeller
Discrepancy
Model test
CFD simulation
KT
0.1750
0.1765
2.08%
10KQ
0.2189
0.2537
11.76%
0.5730
0.5004
–8.31%
η0
(a) Face side

(b) Back side

Fig.9: Pressure coefficient distribution for the open-water simulation at J=0.45
3.5. Propeller/hull interaction simulation
In the propeller/hull interaction simulation, a self-propulsion point at the design speed in the model
test was selected. Based on the model test information, at the self-propulsion point the ship speed was
1.245 m/s with propeller rotating speed (n) 8.06 rps. Also, to overcome the difference between the
model ship friction resistance and the full scale ship friction resistance, a towing force of 19.67N was
added to the model ship. In the simulation, the grid system shown in Fig.4 was used. Similar to the
open water propeller simulation, the numerical time increment of 1/(60n) is used to perform the time
matching simulation for the hull/rotating propeller interaction flow.
To examine the pressure distribution on the propeller blades behind ship, the simulated pressure
distribution on blades is plotted in Fig.10. As shown, the pressure distribution is not identical on each
blade owing to the non-uniform ship wake in front of the propeller. In addition, it is noted that the
blade load is higher when the blade rotates to the starboard side. The higher load on the starboard side
is the result of the larger angle of attack. Fig.11 shows the schematic of the propeller blade rotating
direction and the cross flow direction based on the simulated nominal wake, Fig.7(b) and Fig.8(b). As
shown in Fig.11, when the propeller blade rotates to the starboard side, the blade rotating direction is
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opposite to the direction of cross flow, so the flow has a larger angle of attack, resulting in higher
blade load. On the other hand, when the propeller blade rotates to the port side, the blade and the cross
flow both rotate clockwise, thus the smaller angle of attack results in lower load on the blade.
To have a general idea of the detailed flow field under the propeller/hull interaction, the axial velocity
contours and vector plot around the propeller are displayed in Fig.12. As seen in Fig.12(a), the typical
strong jets behind the propeller due to propeller-induced thrust and the tip vortices caused by the edge
effect at blade tip are reasonably captured. Due to the propeller action, the effective wake in front of
the propeller is no longer symmetric, see Fig.12(b), Fig.7(b) and Fig.8(b). Moreover, as a result that
the flow is accelerated and a larger high-speed area develops in the propeller plan, the boundary layer
region, i.e. the lower velocity region at 12 o’clock position in Fig.12(b), is much smaller compared to
nominal wake without propeller action condition, Fig.7(b) and Fig.8(b). To evaluate the equivalent
propeller performance compared to the actual propeller, thrust and torque are summarized in Table II.
(a) Face side

(b) Back side

Fig.10: Pressure coefficient distribution for propeller/hull interaction simulation

Fig.11: Schematic plot of propeller rotating and cross flow directions
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Table II: Results of thrust (T) and torque (Q) in the propeller/hull interaction simulation
Actual propeller
Equivalent propeller
Discrepancy
Model test
CFD simulation
T [N]
23.07
21.70
-5.94%
Q [NM]
0.6062
0.7012
15.67%
(a)

(b)

Fig.12: Normalized axial velocity (u/nD) and vector field around the propeller
3.6. Energy loss analysis
The propeller energy-loss analysis was based on the solution of the propeller/hull interaction
simulation. The control volume for the analysis was constructed by an inlet located at 0.15D in front
of the propeller plane, an outlet located at 0.3D behind the propeller plane, and a lateral control
surface composed of 80 streamlines around the propeller (where D is the propeller diameter). In
energy-loss analysis, Eq. (5) was used. Each term in Eq. (5) was calculated every 6° for two
revolutions. In Eq. (5), the kinetic energy 1/2ρv2 was further decomposed into the axial kinetic energy
1/2ρu2 and rotational kinetic energy 1/2ρ(ut2+un2) components in the calculation based on:
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u is the velocity in the axial direction; ut and un are the velocity components of the cross-flow in the
tangential and radial directions with respect to the propeller center. With the knowledge of the shaft
power, usable power and the rate of kinetic energy, the rate of frictional loss was determined based on
the energy conservation, i.e., Eq. (5).
Fig.13 shows the change rate of each energy component compared to the shaft power (Qω) for the
time period of two rotations. The mean usable power for propulsion from propeller is 52.4%. The
primary propeller power loss is due to the axial kinetic energy gain in surrounding fluid from the
propeller action, whereby the mean change rate of the axial kinetic energy is 37.2%. The mean rate of
the radial kinetic energy decreases by 5.7% and the mean rate of the tangential kinetic energy
increases by 2.83%, resulting in a slight decrease in the rotational energy by 2.9%. In Fig.13(c), the
variations of the tangential and radial kinetic energy rates are out of phase, suggesting that part of the
radial kinetic energy (2.83%) is converted to tangential kinetic energy, while the remaining portion of
radial kinetic energy (2.9%) is probably transformed to axial kinetic energy and friction energy loss.
Furthermore, the oscillation frequency of each energy component is four times over one rotation, the
first blade rate frequency of this four-blade propeller. For the rates of the axial kinetic energy and
friction energy loss, higher blade rate frequency components are also observed, Fig.13 (b) and (d).
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The spatial distributions of kinetic energy components are important for the energy-saving device
design. Fig.14 shows the distribution of the normalized axial kinetic energy (normalized by ρn2D2)
during one-fourth of one rotation period (for the first blade passes 0o, 30o, 60o, and 90o positions)
along four cross-sections of the wake at x=–0.15D (i.e., inlet of the control volume), x=0 (propeller
plane), x=0.1D, and x=0.3D (i.e., outlet of the control volume). As mentioned earlier, since the repeat
cycle is the first blade period, the kinetic energy distribution on all the cross sections is exactly same
when the first blade rotates to 0o and 90o positions, see Fig.14(a) and (d). For the axial kinetic energy
flow details, it is observed that the axial kinetic energy keeps roughly symmetrical about the
centerplane (i.e., y=0) in front of the propeller (i.e., x= –0.1D). When the flow passes the propeller, it
accelerates rapidly in the axial direction, resulting in the increasing axial kinetic energy. It should
also be noted that the axial kinetic energy behind the propeller at the outlet plane is always
concentrated at the same location of starboard side (see the last column in Fig.14) although inside the
control volume the concentrated locations of the axial kinetic energy change with propeller blade
positions (see second and third columns in Fig.14). By comparing the distributions of the propeller
blade loading, Fig.10, and the axial kinetic energy at the outlet plane, it is noted that the starboard
axial energy contracted area at downstream is closely linked with the high propeller blade loading at
upstream when the blades rotate to starboard side area, see the blade 1, 2 and 3 plotted in Fig.10.
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Fig.13: Time series of the usable energy, and the propeller energy loss due to the (b) axial kinetic
energy, (c) rotational kinetic energy, and (d) frictional loss. Note that the values are the percentage
of the energy the shaft work, i.e., Qω. In (c) blue line is the tangential component, the pink line is
the radial component, and the black line is the total rotational kinetic energy.
Rotational kinetic energy distribution is displayed in Fig.15 using the same method as the axial energy
distribution plot. Similar to the axial kinetic energy distribution, the location of concentrated
rotational kinetic energy at the outlet plane remains unchanged during the propeller rotating.
However, unlike the axial kinetic energy case, the energy-concentrated area for the rotation kinetic
energy is located at the port side instead of the starboard side. Also observed is that strong rotational
kinetic energy is generated inside control volume (as shown in x=0.1D plane).
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Based on the energy loss and energy distribution analyses preformed, energy-saving devices can be
applied in a more effective and appropriate manner to improve propulsion efficiency. In general,
energy-saving devices can be installed either in-front-of or behind the propeller. Devices attached in
the front of the propeller can improve the incoming flow before the propeller to increase propeller
efficiency. Devices used behind the propeller can directly recover the energy loss at the propeller
downstream for propulsion.
(a) 0 degree

(b) 30 degree

(c) 60 degree

(d) 90 degree

Fig.14: Distribution of the axial kinetic energy for the propeller/hull interaction simulation at 0, 30,
60, and 90 degrees at different cross sections, i.e. x=–0.15D (inlet of control volume), x=0 (propeller
plane), x=0.1D, and x=0.3D (outlet of control volume), where D denotes the propeller diameter.
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(a) 0 degree

(b) 30 degree

(c) 60 degree

(d) 90 degree

Fig.15: Distribution of the rotational kinetic energy for the propeller/hull interaction simulation at
0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees at different cross sections, i.e. x=–0.15D (inlet of control volume), x=0
(propeller plane), x=0.1D, and x=0.3D (outlet of control volume), where D denotes the propeller
diameter.
The axial kinetic energy loss is found to be the primary loss in the propeller propulsion, thus energysaving devices that can reduce the axial energy loss should be considered as the first priority. For
example, preswirl fins can be used to readjust the inflow condition to reduce the propeller blade load
on the starboard side while at the same time increase the load on the port side. As a result, the
requested thrust can be maintained. In this case, the propeller efficiency can be improved by reducing
the blade loading because loading reduction is equivalent to reducing the axial kinetic energy gain
(propeller energy loss) behind the propeller. Another suggestion is attaching an additional thrusting
fin on rudder on the starboard side to recover the axial energy loss.
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Although friction loss is the second largest energy loss (13.3%) in propulsion according to energy-loss
analysis, there is not much that can be done by using energy-saving devices. Alternatively, friction
loss may be reduced through propeller design, such as using smaller EAR (Expanded Area Ratio) and
larger diameter with a lower rotational speed.
The tangential kinetic energy loss is only about 2.38% according to the energy-loss analysis. Energy
saving devices (such as preswirl fins) installed on the port side behind the propeller may recover some
tangential energy loss, However, increased friction loss from the surface area of the devices may
eventually compensate the gain of rotational energy recovery.
4. Closing remarks
In an effort to save costs and demands to reduce pollution, the shipping industry is continuously
looking for effective solutions for more efficient energy-saving propulsion. The use of an energysaving device has been recognized as an effective measure. In this paper a new Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) based energy-loss analysis methodology has been introduced. A case study of
propeller energy-loss reutilization for a Capesize bulk carrier was performed. In energy-loss analysis,
CFD simulations of open water propeller, bare hull, and propeller/hull interaction situations were
carried out and compared with model test results. The propeller energy loss was evaluated based on
the validated CFD results of the propeller/hull interaction simulation.
According to the propeller energy loss analysis, 52.4% of the shaft power was usable for ship
propulsion, and the axial kinetic energy loss is 37.2%. Other energy losses including the friction and
tangential energy loss are 13.3% and 2.83% of the shaft power, respectively. Since the axial kinetic
energy gain was responsible for the primary propeller energy loss, devices that can reduce axial
energy loss should be considered in the first priority. The second major energy loss is due to friction.
Friction loss is inevitable, and can be reduced through propeller design optimization, such as using
smaller EAR (Expanded Area Ratio) and larger diameter with a lower rotational speed. Devices may
be used to recover the tangential kinetic energy while the friction loss due to the surface area of the
devices usually compensates the energy recovery.
CFD simulations provide detailed flow information around the propeller in both the temporal and
spatial domain, which is usually very difficult and expensive to measure in the traditional model tests.
Because of the cost-effectiveness in obtaining comprehensive and critical flow field information for
design, CFD really opens up a new possibility for the future design of energy-saving devices to
maximize the energy loss reutilization for propulsion.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics Applied to a FPSO-Tanker Oil Spill
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Abstract
This paper indicates a CFD application to investigate the oil spill from a FSO platform design with 3
tanks but loading oil only in the central tank. The study considers the possibility of oil spill after
damage of the ship side and central bulkhead. The behavior of the oil was investigated through
numerical simulations based on an oil-water two-phase flow model, which was incorporated into the
effects of free surface, with the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
1. Introduction
The flow of oil spilling into the sea involves several physical phenomena, such as heat transference
and momentum as well as changes in its physical and chemical properties, Colombo et al. (1989). In
the present study we analyzed the performance of a specific type of crude oil from the Brazilian coast
which presents significant viscosity dependence with temperature. Such characteristic hampers flow
analysis due to the coupling of the changes of the properties of thermal and velocity fields. Fig.1
presents some pictures of the oil used. Tests were conducted at the laboratory for better knowledge of
the behavior of the oil in contact with sea water.

Fig. 1: Crude oil used for flow assessment
2. Objective
The objective of the present study is to analyze the behavior of crude oil when flowing after damage
of a ship’s hull, applying theoretical, computational and experimental tools. The behavior of the oil
was experimentally and numerically analyzed when spilled into the sea. Additionally, some
experiments were conducted using crude oil, to obtain a preliminary assessment of the behavior of the
oil in contact with salt water.
3. Case study
An oil spillage caused by the damage of the side of a FSO (Floating, Storage and Offloading) type
unit was used as case study, Fay (2003). The vessel had 1 central tank for oil storage and two lateral
tanks used as void space or ballast.
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3.1 Vessel Characteristics
The platform consists of a tanker converted to FSO unit, with length 250 m, breadth 40.8 m, depth 22
m and draft 16.8 m.
3.2. Operational Condition
An operational draft value equivalent to 50% of the depth, i.e. 11 m and a sea water depth equivalent
to twice the reference draft (22 m) were assumed as reference. Fig.2 shows the reference vessel which
presents a set of tanks formed by a central loading tank and lateral ballast tanks. With the purpose of
assessing the influence of heat transference between oil and ballast water and consequent oil viscosity
increase, three different test situations of the ballast tanks were used:
• Case A: 0 % (ballast tank empty)
• Case B: 50 % (ballast tank partially filled)
• Case C: 100% (ballast tank completely filled)

BALLAST
TANK

BALLAST
TANK

Fig. 2: Set of tanks of the reference vessel
3.3. Size and location of the damage
The conditions defined by the IMO MODU code were adopted as orientation to define the
characteristics of the reference damage used in this study. Such conditions establish that the damage
should have a vertical length of 3 m, and should be located between 5 m above and 3 m below the unit
operational draft region. The region of the damage should have at least a length of 1.5 m above and
below the draft region. The possibility of oil spillage to the sea is only assessed when both the side
and the longitudinal bulkhead of the central tank are damaged. In order to ensure similarity with a
typical damage caused by a ship collision, we adopted a value of 3 m for side damage length. The
damages are located such that their entire length is equally divided in regions located above and
below the sea free surface. Table I presents a summary of damage characteristics.
Table I: Damage Position
Length of side damage
HC = 3.0 m
Length of longitudinal bulkhead damage
HA = 1.0 m
Damage location*
50 % of depth
(*) Location of the vertical position of the damage centroid.
4. Modeling and reference conditions for numerical analysis
The conduction of tests in the reduced model (m) scale with the same fluid and the same temperature
conditions of the prototype (p) results in the Prandtl number.

Prm =
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=
= Prp
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(1)

µ is the dynamic viscosity, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and λ is the fluid thermal
diffusivity.
With the geometry scale factor ζ= Dp/Dm, we have:

Vm

νm

=ζ

Vp

νp



(2)

V represents a velocity scale and D a length scale. However, knowing that the test conditions establish
that νm = νp, we finally obtain the similarity condition for the velocity scale
Vm = ζ Vp

(3)

Vm and Vp represent, respectively, the model and prototype velocity scales.
Scale factors from 50 to 100 are usually adopted in the tests with ship reduced models, where
50 Vp < Vm < 100 Vp

(4)

The mean velocity calculated at the damage transversal section can be assumed as the representative
scale of the jet velocity, estimated applying the principles of mass and energy conservation to the flow
within the tank, with the initial value (t = 0 s) expressed by
(5)
g denotes the acceleration of gravity, ptq the thermodynamic pressure inside the tank, γ the specific
weight, T the ship’s draft, za the vertical position of the centroid of the damage transversal section, zoil
the level of oil in the tank and Ka the load loss coefficient caused by the damage.
We suggest for further studies with reduced models, the prescription of jet velocity conditions that
ensure typically turbulent characteristics to the initial phase of the flow.
Experimental evidences indicate that the transition from the laminar to turbulent regime of a flow over
a plane plate occurs for Re = 5 × 105. In the case of a jet flow, its interaction with the external fluid
medium promotes the production of turbulence and consequent anticipation of flow regime transition.
We propose, then, the adoption of Re ≈ 5 × 104 as reference when defining the conditions to perform
the tests with models. As an example, considering a geometry scale factor equivalent to 1:100, the
requirement of Re = 5 × 104 is satisfied prescribing a jet initial velocity around 3 m/s, a value which is
easily reached at the laboratory.
5. Numeric evaluation
In order to reduce the computational effort, we adopted a two-dimensional configuration for the
numerical model. Such simplification reduces the domain of interest to a transversal plane of the
region of interest, i.e. a transversal plane of the region of the vessel’s tanks, Fig.3.
The numerical model developed was based in the implicit solution of RANS (Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes) equations, discretized by the method of finite volumes in every fluid domain. The
turbulence model κ-ε was adopted to predict the field of turbulent properties, adopting a mesh
discretization sufficiently refined so as to allow an adequate description of the flow within the jet.
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Bidimensional domain

Damage extension

Fig. 3: Two-dimensional configuration of the numerical model
5.1. Modeling oil thermal and transport properties
The modeling of crude oil thermal and transport properties was developed based on data obtained
from literature. When specific data was not available, the values of thermal and transport properties
were estimated from generic models.
5.1.1. Dynamic viscosity
The relationship between dynamic viscosity and the temperature of mineral oils is expressed by an
equation such as
(6)
represents the dynamic viscosity (Pa⋅s),
the absolute temperature (K) and a, b and c are
constants to be determined. In the present study, constants a, b and c were determined directly from
the analyses of the properties of the sample of crude oil.
5.1.2. Specific mass
A linear performance was adopted as hypothesis for the variation of the specific mass of the oil in the
temperature range experienced by the oil during the numeric simulations that varied from 25°C to
55°C. Such hypothesis was considered acceptable because of the small interval and an error smaller
than 1% was obtained when the specific mass was estimated at 15.5°C.
5.1.3. Specific heat at constant pressure and thermal conductivity
Due to the unavailability of specific experimental data, the values of specific heat at constant pressure
and thermal conductivity of the crude oil were estimated from the generic models suggested in
Wauquier (1995).
Specific heat at constant pressure (j/kg⋅K):

(7)

doleo represents the value of oil density.
Thermal conductivity (W/m⋅K):
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(8)

5.2. Analysis of numerical results
The results of the numerical simulations of the behavior of the oil spill are presented as illustrations
where the variation of the respective distributions of the volumetric fraction of the phases air / oil /
water are shown over the time. The illustrations cover exclusively the time intervals ranging from the
initial condition to the occurrence of oil spill into the sea. The distributions of volumetric fractions
(VFAll) of the phases shown in the illustration follow the following color pattern:
Air
Oil
Water
Case A: Considers an entirely empty ballast tank as initial condition. Fig.4 presents the evolution of
oil spillage from the central load tank. The condition of entirely filled load tank determines a high
initial value for the mean velocity of the oil jet. Thus, the interaction of the oil with the sea water
inside the ballast tank occurs in a region close to the side damage. The interaction between the oil and
sea water jets causes the spill of oil into the sea.

Fig. 4: Distribution of volumetric fraction, Condition A, t = 1 s (left) and t = 4 s (right)
Case B: The initial condition of side ballast tank partially filled (50% of the maximum capacity) is
adopted. This condition results in a significant spill of oil into the sea, its interaction with sea water
inside the ballast tank is slightly significant in terms of change of viscosity values, Fig.5.

Fig. 5: Distribution of volumetric fraction, Condition B, t = 1 s (left) and t = 4 s (right)
Case C: considers an entirely filled ballast tank as initial condition (100% of its maximum capacity).
However, the results obtained indicate that the water flow dynamics inside the ballast tank causes a
dragging effect of the oil jet, Fig.6 (right). Such oil jet dragging occurs because of the high
momentum acquired by the ballast water when leaking to the sea. The occurrence of this effect
indicates that there is risk of oil spillage into the sea.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of volumetric fraction, Condition C, t = 2 s (left) and t = 8 s (right)
6. Conclusion
The following conclusions were obtained from the assessment of the effects of the collision of central
tanks filled with oil, in conjunction with the preliminary laboratory analysis of the oil.
The method used in the CFD applied indicates a consistent solution for the assessment of the flow in
the central tank in the case of damage. The existence of a side tank as protection barrier of the central
tank is efficient implying that higher energy is necessary to break the central tank. However, if it
occurs, there is the possibility of oil spill into the sea due to the effects of spilled oil dragging together
with the sea water.
The analysis performed indicate that the option of keeping a side tank empty or as ballast tank is
undoubtedly an effective barrier against possible damages caused by collision. Also, in some cases of
oil containment when the central tank is damaged, the existence of a collector compartment (side
tank) can reduce the amount of spilled oil. These conditions would be reached if the accident occurred
in a central tank the load of which was slightly above the FSO draft. In the cases when the tank is
entirely filled, the simulations indicate that the existence of a side tank is not advantageous as an oil
collector. However, if the central tank is damaged by a high energy collision, the possibility of
spillage is significantly reduced, and it concentrates on the phenomenon of oil dragging due to
movements, waves and local currents.
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Abstract
The paper describes a Ship Lifecycle Management (SLM) solution to collect and organize data along
the real technical structure of a ship and its operations. The term Ship Lifecycle Management is used
in this article to describe a ship specific Product Lifecycle Management concept which encompasses
the compilation and management of all product information generated during a ship’s lifecycle. At the
heart of SLM a product data model is responsible for the storage of product information (mostly
independent of the current process) suitable for communication, interpretation and processing.
Ideally, the software tools for technical and operational purposes in shipping use this data model and
common business logic. Germanischer Lloyd (GL) has developed a generic and modularized data
model, which is combined with a central service bus containing all the business logic as part of the
software tools. By this, all data received by one application as well as the business logic are open to
all other applications. Synergies can be used and assessments can be made across applications. The
underlying principles are described by demonstrating GL MachineryManager the software tool for
condition based maintenance and GL EmissionManager the tool for the determination of the Energy
Efficiency Operational Indicator, which both share that common data model and business logic.
1. Introduction
To stay competitive, companies are forced to preserve or to increase the quality of their products,
while reducing the cost during the whole lifecycle of a product. This is not restricted to producers,
also product owners, who have to pay the living costs, have to preserve their competitiveness. The
strategic concepts concerning the management of products during their lifecycle are described as
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). PLM requires the product to be monitored from cradle to
grave. So, at the heart of PLM is Product Data Management (PDM) responsible for the creation,
management and publication of product information suitable for communication, interpretation and
processing.
This paper describes a ship specific PLM concept, which encompasses the compilation and
management of all product information generated during a ship’s lifecycle. This concept, called ship
lifecycle management (SLM), has the underlying philosophy of uniting the ship related product data
coming from the design phase with those coming from operation. Since SLM has a wide range, GL
started to implement SLM with focus on the technical data. Here, the first steps were gone developing
business solutions for hull (GL HullManager) and machinery condition management (GL
MachineryManager), as well as management of hazardous materials (IHM Maintenance System) and
emissions (GL EmissionManager). Simultaneously, GL has developed an integrated product data
model, which is able to organize the data received by all mentioned software tools and is furthermore
open for new fields of application to join SLM.
The developed product data model is not a template as so called domain models are. It is the one
common data model used in any software application concerning SLM. This paper focuses on
describing the data model and its underlying principles or modeling techniques. Furthermore a service
bus is described providing a common and unified access on the data model. Before getting into detail
of the data model and its service bus, two software tools working with them are introduced.
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Fig. 1: One model to run them all
2. Developed tools within ship lifecycle management
2.1. GL MachineryManager
GL MachineryManager is a software tool supporting condition monitoring of machinery systems and
components by means of measurements, inspection and other maintenance results. Various
manufacturers of aggregates provide equipment for the measurement and recording of condition
relevant values. Understandably they are focused on their own product. For example, manufacturers
of bearings provide hardware for the measurement of vibrations, which give some indication of the
bearing condition. While the condition relevant values are measured by hardware, special software for
the display and assessment is provided by the manufactures as well.
So, concerning the software, it comes to the situation, where the crew of a vessel has to deal with a lot
of various software tools in order to get an overall survey on the condition of their machinery
installations. To overcome that issue, GL is developing the GL MachineryManager, an integration
layer for all condition monitoring data. Measurement data, inspection results and further all condition
relevant maintenance results as well as their assessment can be managed by GL MachineryManager
giving the crew and inspectors a unified display and overall view on the machinery condition, Fig.2.
It is obvious, that the challenging task of being an integration layer to the condition monitoring
information of various and different manufactures requires the GL MachineryManager to be very
flexible. This requirement is fulfilled by the data model described in Section 3 and its service bus in
Section 4. Both allow new types of machinery parts, measurement activities and kind of inspections
being added to the GL MachineryManager without a need for recompiling the software. Even the user
interface is kept generic and automatically adapts, when new objects and activities were added.
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Fig. 2: Fan vibration measurement in GL MachineryManager

2.2. GL EmissionManager
During their sea voyages, crews have to fulfill a lot of reports and recordings. Noon reports must be
sent to the offices onshore, weather conditions have to be reported to national weather services,
entries have to be made in the oil, garbage and ballast water record books, agents at the destinations
ports have to be informed about the estimated time of arrival and so on. Today, such operational data
is often reported non-uniformly onboard and stored decentralized onshore. It is not unusual that
various Excel sheets for several things that are to be reported are used and once received by the office
are stored on the file system.
Operational data are valuable, because they provide information about a ship’s energy efficiency and
the related boundary conditions. To obtain operational data in an evaluable format, GL
EmissionManager (GLEM) is being developed. GLEM was designed as a software suite consisting of
a data recorder (called GL EM-Recorder) for the uniformly record of operational data onboard and a
central server onshore (called GL GreenServer) for storing, generalizing and aggregating the shipspecific data and allowing assessments concerning emissions, vessel performances (energy
efficiency), fleet and voyage (e.g. port to port) performances as well.
Operational data, e.g. sailed distances, fuel oil consumptions, weather conditions, cargo loadings,
ballast water operations, garbage incinerations, and so on are recorded uniformly onboard using one
tool (GL EM-Recorder) instead of several Excel sheets. Recording can be done completely manually
or semi-automatic taking some values directly from monitoring systems (e.g. vessel automation
systems). To extend the data the GL GreenServer can use e.g. weather data from software provided by
meteorological services or cargo data from tonnage centers. The communication between ship and
server is event-triggered, that means all information that cannot be taken automatically is captured in
special event forms. For example, if a vessel arrives in a port the crew has to fill in a special form, the
arrival form, Fig. 3.
The recorded operational data are sent to the GL GreenServer saving it concerning the data model
described in Section 3. Onshore, access to the plausibility and consistency checked data is given by a
web user interface based on Microsoft Silverlight. Log abstracts as well as a voyage-status-overview
on the fleet are automatically derived from the data, Fig. 4. They can be revised and downloaded.
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Further, an interface to QlikView (a business intelligence tool) is provided to allow customized
business intelligence assessments (vessel, fleet and voyage performances). The Energy Efficiency
Operational Index (EEOI), an index indicating how much mass of carbon dioxide is emitted by a
vessel related to its sailed distance and transported cargo mass, can be derived automatically. Special
reports to serve environmental organizations (e.g. Clean Cargo Working Group, Environmental Ship
Index, Clean Ship Index) can be created as well.

Fig. 3: Screenshot GL EM-Recorder: recording arrival data

Fig. 4: Screenshot GL GreenServer: voyage overview
The whole suite is currently under development. The alpha-version of the GL EM-Recorder is
recently being tested on two vessels and first data are available on GL GreenServer. Since it strategic
value, GL EmissionManager is planned to go productive in the beginning of 2013.
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3. Data model
The data model is the back bone of such a Ship Lifecycle Management solution and since it is the
base for any software tool, it has the most challenging needs. The data model must be able to organize
the data of any application in a product related but not in a process or application orientated way. Its
complexity must be manageable by software engineers working with and on that data model. Since
this model is used in SLM, it will ideally last as long as the product lives (or longer for historical
issues/statistics), which means that is has to be both extensible and flexible: extensible, to allow other
applications to join the SLM, and flexible to allow changes to be easily applied, which can be
necessary when future demands emerge. The intention of SLM is to have a better overview and
control over products and of course to optimize the lifecycle costs of them. Therefore global
assessments on the product must be available, which means that its product data must be addressable
beyond the borders of the applications providing them.
To overcome all those requirements, an object-oriented modeling concept supporting abstraction,
inheritance (even multi-inheritance) and polymorphism is used. The main advantage of an objectoriented modeling concept is that it is more natural to describe real things by objects, which are
classified into types of objects or classes. These classes are ordered by abstractions as shown in
example given in Fig.5. Here, ‘Passenger’ and ‘Ro-Ro Ships’ with their specific characteristics (e.g.
maximum number of passengers or cars) can be abstracted and treated as ‘Ships’ having an IMO
number. Both ‘Passenger Ships’ and ‘Ro-Ro Ships’ inherit the characteristics of a ‘Ship’ (a
‘Passenger Ship’ has an IMO number). Ferries can carry passengers as well as cars and such ships can
be considered easily by making use of multi-inheritance (a ‘Ferry’ inherits the characteristics from
both ‘Passenger’ and ‘Ro-Ro Ship’). Further, a ‘Ferry’ could be treated (in the usage of the object) as
a ‘Passenger Ship’, a ‘Ro-Ro Ship’ or a ‘Ship’ in general, which is described as polymorphism. Using
those techniques, a hierarchical order of classified objects can be build up.

Fig. 5: Simple product data model for explanations
Objects form relationships to other objects. Imagine a ship having tanks. The ship as well as each tank
is mapped as an object. So there is one object for the ship and n objects for its n tanks. It is just this
separation, which makes the object-oriented modeling concept more flexible and extensible compared
to a concept based on relational tables. Since the tanks belong to the ship, there is a relationship
between the ‘Ship’ object and the ‘Tank’ objects. Fig.5.
However an object-oriented modeling concept is essential to describe the product structure of a whole
ship including its components, it alone would not meet with the requirements for extensibility,
flexibility and global assessments. As declared, object-orientation implies classification, meaning
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objects are grouped into classes. These classes themselves can be classified again into abstract
superior classes. If a lot of applications for totally different purposes have to share their data, then
they need a generally intelligible interface, which is in terms of data modeling given by abstract
classes. To gain that common interface and to improve an object-oriented data model’s flexibility and
extensibility, the data modeler has to abstract as high as possible or practically reasonable. Otherwise
the data model would be suitable for a few but not all applications of SLM. Taking a look on Fig.6,
there the ‘Compartment’ class is introduced as an abstract form of ‘Tank’ and ‘Cargo Hold’ classes.
The ‘Compartment’ class itself is considered as a special form of a ‘LocationType’, which is a highlevel abstraction. Further the ship is treated as a swimming industrial ‘Plant’. At first sight, these extra
classes seem to inflate the complexity of the data model without providing an advantage. But that
extra spice of abstract classes will take full effect, when the data model integrates new fields of
application. As demonstrated in Fig.6, the abstract class ‘LocationType’ allows the introduction of
‘Zones’ that already have relationships to ‘Locations’ by inheritance. Or imagine a distant future
where SLM will have become Maritime Lifecycle Management including vessels and offshore
installations. Then the class ‘Offshore Installation’ as a special form of ‘Plant’ can be easily created
having already relationships to ‘Locations’.

Fig. 6: Product data model improved by abstraction
Carrying abstractions to the reasonable limit gives extensibility and flexibility. However, the
extensibility is somehow constrained, because for hybrid forms a new class must be created. Taking
the example shown in Fig.5, a ferry requires a new class for his own characteristics. But what would
happen, if a container ship is converted into a passenger ship? Then the class of the object
representing that container ship would have to change. But if that had been done, what would happen
with the historical data of the container ship? They are container ship not ferry related. Here a
redundant copy of the ship is necessary and redundancy could lead to confusion (a query for ships by
IMO number would give two results).
So it makes sense to separate the variable characteristics of ships from the static ones. In other words,
there is a data object for the intrinsic data (e.g. IMO number) and a data object for the
phenomenological data (e.g. type, purpose, lengths). As shown in Fig.6, the ‘Ship Type’ is separated
from the ‘Ship’. New ‘Ship Types’ can be easily added and a conversion of a ship would result in a
reassignment of its ‘Ship Type’.
Further the technical data, which can change after a repair or conversion, are separated from the
technical thing that is described by them. Therefore, technical data classes are introduced having a
relationship to their corresponding technical thing, Fig.7. If the technical data change (e.g. ship
conversion), a new object for the technical data will be created and the old object will be kept as
historical technical data. By this, no data loss appears and full flexibility is given.
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Since a lot of technical products have technical data, the relationship between a technical product and
its technical data is classified, which is described in Section 3.1.

Fig. 7: Product data model further improved by separating variable data from static data
3.1. Classification of relationships
As explained, relationships are formed between objects. If it were possible to provide the data model
with the abstraction and classification of such relationships in the same manner as it is done for
objects, the data model would gain more extensibility and flexibility. For instance, ‘Ships’ have
‘Technical Data’, their ‘Locations’ have ‘Technical Data’ (e.g. capacity of tanks) and their
‘Machinery Systems’ have ‘Technical Data’ as well. So, there would be a relationship between a
‘Ship’ and its related ‘Technical Data’ and one relationship to the corresponding ‘Technical Data’ for
each ‘Location’ and ‘Machinery System’. All these relationships are of the same type, they connect
the date representation of things with the representation of their technical data. Classifying these
relationships would have the advantage of addressing these relationships in a common way.
But unfortunately the unified modeling language (UML) does not consider classification or
abstractions of relationships. A stable work-around is given by introducing a ‘Has Technical Data’
class from which all the objects forming relationships to ‘Technical Data’ inherit. Further, all
technical data representing objects are abstracted to one ‘Technical Data’ class and a relationship is
drawn between both classes. This relationship between the abstract classes can be formed between
each object, which class inherits from ‘Has Technical Data’, and its corresponding ‘Technical Data’.
This mechanism is known as stereotype. Using such stereotypes makes management much easier,
because relationships of same kind can be addressed in the same way.
Unlikely, using this work-around for the classification of relationships has a price: in some aspects the
data model becomes ambiguous and can thereby be misinterpreted. For example, it is technically
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possible that a ‘Ship’, which is a ‘Has Technical Data’, can form a relationship to the ‘Technical
Data’ of one its ‘Machinery Systems’ (e.g. main engine). It is obvious that a ship being described by
the technical data of a main engine would be confusing.
To avoid such confusion and to keep data consistent, the data exchange between database and
applications must be controlled. Therefore, communication to and with the data model is done by a
service bus, which is described in Section 4. Nevertheless, the price of binding a service bus within
the data model is small compared with the possibility that the data model can be easily extended and
be used in other applications as well. New classes representing real things that have technical data
assigned can be created and inherited from the ‘Has Technical Data’ class and ‘Technical Data’ class
respectively without implementing extra code for their handling. Since they would also inherit the
relationship between them, objects of the new classes can be immediately used in applications. No
further coding is required, Fig.8.

Fig. 8: Increased extensibility and flexibility by classification of relationships
3.2. Modularization
A data model covering all aspects of SLM will be very complex. To get practically along with that
complexity, the data model is modularized into several packages hierarchically depending on each
other. Fig.9 shows a subset of the package hierarchy used in SLM. There are two kinds of packages:
packages containing the abstract layers, so called base-packages and packages containing the data
from the special scopes of applications.
The fundament is the ‘Base’ package (colored dark gray). It contains all the abstract classes for ships,
parts (components), locations, systems and other physical things. Also the fundamental relationships
(e.g. stereotypes) between objects at most abstract level are part of the ‘Base’ package. The concrete
classes for ships, parts and so on are also put in packages (light gray) and can be taken into account,
when needed.
A hierarchical order is given from the abstract classes to the concrete and application specific ones
(blue, red and green). For example, the abstract classes for organizing inspections are contained in the
‘Inspection’ package. This package refers the ‘Base’ package, because inspections are made on
physical objects. Further, inspections have something to do with measurement and assignment of
inspection tasks (who has what to do). Thereto the ‘Inspection’ packages refers also the ‘Assignment’
package containing classes for organizing tasks and the ‘Measurement’ package having classes for
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managing measurements. Of special kind are those inspections, which serve condition based
maintenance. Requirements for condition based maintenance are included by the ‘Condition Based’
‘Maintenance’ package specializing the ‘Inspection’ package. Currently, there a two applications
serving condition based maintenance: the management of hull and the management of machinery
conditions. Classes for those special fields of application are put into separate packages (light yellow).
Both of them are currently used in the software tools GL HullManager and GL MachineryManager.
Each tool requires some classes for handling their special scope and application specific perspective.
These very special classes again are put into packages.
The advantages of such a detailed modularization are again extensibility and flexibility. Future
software solutions can be easily attached to the data model by their own specific packages. Tailored
packages can be put directly under the abstract packages giving them links to the existing
applications.

Fig. 9: Package hierarchy
Another advantage of modularization concerns the software tools, which usually are focused on a
specific topic. Modularization allows them to take their required packages only. For example, the GL
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MachineryManager is focused on condition based maintenance by the management of machinery. So,
this software tool takes all packages into account, which have to deal with the GL
MachineryManager’s topic, but it leaves the package for managing operational data of a ship
unattended. On the contrary, the GL EmissionManager, which is focused on the operational data of a
ship, makes use of the operational package, but does not consider the packages for inspection or
condition based maintenance.
4. Service bus
Implementing a complex data model is difficult since, due to its flexibility, the data model is in some
aspects ambiguous and could be therefore misinterpreted. Since these problems are true for all
applications working with the data model, comprehensive business logic controlling the flow of data
between database and applications is beneficial. To open that business logic to all applications a
service bus is introduced providing that logic bundled in services having a predefined interface. They
ensure data consistency and a unified access on the data model.
Recalling the ‘Has Technical Data’ problem in Section 3, the relationship between an object having
‘Technical Data’ and its ‘Technical Data’ is ambiguous, so that the technical data of a main engine
could be assigned to a ship. Using the service bus, that problem is solved by logic that prevents this
irrational assignment of ‘Technical Data’. Further this logic can be used in all applications that have
to deal with technical data. The service bus is somehow an interface, to which all applications can
communicate. In order to have a clear interface to its services, they are grouped into service modules.
For at least each base package, there is service module (e.g. one for the ‘Base’ package, one for the
‘Inspection’ package, one the ‘Operation’ package and so on). Since these service modules are
directly bound to the base packages, the hierarchical order of the data model packages shown in Fig.9
can be taken over for the service modules.
Application specific logic of software tools is put on top of the service bus following the architecture
shown in Fig.10. Such logic handles the user guidance or maps from the general perspective of the
data model into a specific application related perspective. The user interface corresponds with the
application logic, which again addresses the service bus for data streaming operations. For example, if
users want to assign technical data to a specific machinery element in GL MachineryManager, the
application logic of it will do the application specific operations (e.g. converting the units of
measurement) and then address the service bus for assigning the ‘Technical Data’ to the
corresponding ‘Machinery System’.

Fig. 10: Application architecture
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The same procedure will be done when using the GL EmissionManager instead of the GL
MachineryManager. Then the application specific operations are done by GL EmissionManager logic
followed by the assignment operation, which is performed by the service bus. They use the same logic
(in form of a service) provided by the service bus to assign ‘Technical Data’ to ‘Machinery Systems’.
As explained in Section 3, concerning the data model, links between different applications are given
by abstract classes, which are bundled in packages. Since these packages and their related service
modules are contained in both applications, a link between them even at the level of business logic is
given. That means, that data exchange between both applications is possible and already implemented
when using the service bus. Just the application logic of both tools has to address the corresponding
services. One could say, through common services, both tools have a common but distributed
database.

5. Examples of use
GL MachineryManager is an integration layer for all condition monitoring information. Therefore
different kinds of measurement and inspection must be added to GL MachineryManager without
software changes. Fig.11 shows an extract from the data model handling inspections. Inspections are
abstracted as jobs having so called job items, which could be specific inspection activities. Further,
the result of a job is separated from the proper job. Furthermore, the data received by measurements
are separated from the job result. Besides, all relationships between the separated classes are classified
concerning the methodology described in Section 3.1. The One Model may be complex, but it is also
flexible and extensible. All the classes colored dark red belong to the ‘Machinery Management’
package, which is a base package having an own corresponding service module. So these classes are
already abstractions concerning inspections on machinery elements. Concrete kinds of those
inspections differ only in their measurement data (light red colored classes in Fig.11). So, all that is
needed to add a new kind of inspection is to add a new class inheriting from ‘Machinery Inspection
Measurement Data’ containing all the measurement data. No further modifications are needed, the
software of GL Machinery-Manager remains as it is.
Flexibility and extensibility are some fundamentals. Another one is the overall data access
independently of the application. That means GL MachineryManager is able to request operational
data just as GL EmissionManager can take machinery inspection data into account. An example is
given in Fig.12 showing another extract of the data model. Here, ‘Consumptions’ are part of GL
EmissionManager (green colored classes). ‘Consumptions’ can be reported or taken from and
organized along consuming engines, e.g. ‘Machinery Systems’. Machinery systems can be monitored,
e.g. by inspections. The red colored ‘Inspection’ class in Fig.12 is used in GL MachineryManager.
Golden colored classes are part of both applications and form a link between them. So, GL
MachineryManager has access on ‘Consumptions of Machinery Systems’ provided by GL
EmissionManager and can take them into account for performance calculations giving some
indications about the machinery’s condition.
The issue of overall data access opens some new opportunities. For instance, Weather conditions are
recorded by GL EmissionManager, while machinery condition is monitored by GL MachineryManager. Since both applications use the same data model and since both applications have full
access on each other’s data, an examination can be made, whether an overconsumption of the main
engine correlates with a bad machinery condition or with bad weather. In former case it is time to talk
with the chief and otherwise to curse one’s fate. This shows that questions across the borders of
application can possibly lead to new findings.
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Fig. 11: Adding a new kind of machinery inspection

Fig. 12: Overlapping of GL MachineryManager and GL EmissionManager

6. Conclusion and outlook
A data model has been presented that is suitable for Ship Lifecycle Management. It has been shown
that this data model can be used in two software tools made for different purposes, namely GL
MachineryManager and GL EmissionManager. While GL MachineryManager is monitoring the
condition of a specific component, GL EmissionManager is monitoring the operation of the ship in
general. Both applications, although they are made for different purposes and although they have a
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different perspective on ships and their components, use the same data model. That is possible,
because flexibility and extensibility are central features of the data model. Further, both tools share
their business logic, since a unified access on the data model is given by a service bus containing all
the business logic. By this, one could say that both software tools differ just in their kind of user
guidance. Since this methodology can be applied on any software tool running in context of Ship
Lifecycle Management, further applications can be integrated to use the data model and the service
bus.
Moreover, the data model is a proper base for an integrative and collaborative environment. It is able
to deal with all relevant aspects concerning engineering, administration, operation and business.
Therefore it can be considered as a base for developing a fleet lifecycle management solution.
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Object Functions for Optimizing a Ship’s Aft Body
Auke van der Ploeg, MARIN, Wageningen/The Netherlands, a.v.d.ploeg@marin.nl
Abstract
The choice of object functions is of crucial importance in hull form optimization projects. In this paper we consider two object functions, the first is an estimate of the required power to sustain a given
speed, and as a second we consider some choices of a function that expresses the wake quality. Their
behavior is studied in a five-dimensional design space constructed for multi-objective optimization of
the aft body of a chemical tanker using a RANS code. The choice of the force distribution representing
the propeller can have a non-negligible effect on powering parameters such as the thrust deduction
fraction.
1. Introduction
Automatic optimization procedures based on CFD-computations are becoming increasingly important
in practical ship design projects. Potential-flow solvers are used routinely nowadays to optimize the
front part of ships, for example, in order to minimize wave resistance. For the aft part of ships however, where viscous effects are becoming more important, viscous-flow solvers have to be used. Every
project to optimize a ship hull should start with answering the following two questions:
1. Which properties of the ship have to be optimized?
2. How much freedom is there to optimize the hull form?
In other words: what are the object functions and constraints? In this paper we use the multi-objective
optimization of the aft part of a chemical tanker as an example. Since scale effects in the wake field
can be quite significant, the optimization should be performed at full scale.
The choice of object functions is of crucial importance in hull form optimization projects. Minimization of the resistance may not be the best way to reduce fuel consumption, since a decrease of the resistance is usually accompanied by a relatively strong decrease of the nominal wake fraction (van der
Ploeg and Hoekstra (2009)) which can reduce the efficiency that can be obtained by a propeller.
Therefore, in van der Ploeg and Raven (2010) and van der Ploeg (2011) as a first object function an
estimate of the required power is chosen. For each hull form, the power estimate requires an estimate
for the efficiency that can be obtained by a propeller for the wake field generated by that hull form. In
van der Ploeg (2011) it has been shown that a proper way to obtain this is by analyzing the efficiencies obtained by the B-series of propellers described in Kuiper (1992). In addition, the power estimate
requires the computation of the thrust deduction fraction, which can be obtained from two RANS
computations for each hull form: a nominal RANS computation together with a RANS computation
that includes a model for the propeller.
Simultaneous with fuel reduction also other objectives are often important. For example, for minimizing noise and vibration on board ships, or avoiding damage to the propeller and rudder due to (erosive) cavitation, the quality of the wake field is very important. As a second object function we will
use a Wake Object Function (WOF) that expresses this quality. The WOF should be such that decreasing it reduces the chance of (erosive) cavitation.
2. Test case
In this paper, we use the optimization of the aft body of a chemical tanker as a test case. Free surface
effects are not taken into account. The ship’s speed is 14 knots, Lpp=94 m, B=15.4 m, the block
coefficient is 0.786 and the draft is 6 m. The Reynolds numbers at model and full-scale are,
respectively, 8.88⋅106 and 5.95⋅108. The optimization has to be done for full-scale and zero drift angle.
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Hence all RANS computations only have to compute the flow around one symmetric half of the ship
only.
2.1 Constraints
Only modifications aft of 0.5 Lpp ahead of the aft perpendicular are allowed and the displacement
should not decrease. Further, the propeller location and diameter (3.85 m), as well as the ship’s main
dimensions are fixed. Constraints to guarantee sufficient room for machinery are that the second
frame and all frames more upstream should stay outside a box of which the faces are defined by:
X = 0.1 Lpp and X = 0.5 Lpp ahead of the aft perpendicular,
Y = -1.0 m and Y = 0.
Z = -4.5 m and Z = 0.
In other words: the second frame, indicated by the blue line in Fig. 1, and all frames more upstream
should stay outside the box indicated by the red lines.

Fig. 1: Frames of the original vessel, together with the box to indicate room for machinery
3. Hull form variations
We use the GMS-Merge tool, Hoekstra and Raven (2003), for the parametric deformations of the
geometry. GMS-Merge interpolates between some basis hull forms that differ from the original hull
and that have been created by whatever means (e.g. manually) in the CAD system GMS. It is
important here that the variations are defined for the ship considered, based on a first CFD
computation for the original vessel. Therefore, specific and effective variations can be selected. Any
design experience can be used in the choice of the basis hull forms, but otherwise successive cycles
will give guidance, as they clearly display the dependence of the flow on the hull form and may
indicate possibilities for further improvement. Moreover, if the basis hull forms satisfy the geometric
constraints, often all variations in the design space do so, although it is not guaranteed.
Next we perform systematic variations of the parameters, using GMS-Merge to make combinations of
the basis hull forms. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, for the case in which we start with the original hull
described in the previous section and 5 basis hull forms have been made. By pulling none of the five
sliders (top-left), the original hull form is obtained. By pulling only one of the sliders completely
down the basis hull forms are obtained. One can pull several sliders simultaneously to make
combinations of basis hull forms. The parameters of the hull forms to be evaluated are the percentages
of the respective basis hull forms. In this example we have a 5-dimensional parameter space so if we
use 3 steps to go from one hull form to the next, we have a total of 45=1024 variants.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of GMS, tool for hull form variation
The next step is to do RANS computations for each variant, using a completely automatic way to
generate the grid for each hull form. After an evaluation of all variations and inspection of the trends,
one can refine in particular parameter ranges, add new basis hull forms and delete others, etc. The
process thus can proceed in a number of consecutive steps, providing large freedom and clear insights
in possibilities for further improvement.
4. RANS computations
The RANS code we use is PARNASSOS, a code developed and frequently applied by MARIN and IST,
Hoekstra (1999). It is dedicated to the prediction of the steady turbulent flow around ship hulls and
solves the discretised Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations for steady incompressible flow.
Various eddy-viscosity turbulence models are available. For the applications described in this paper
we use the standard k-ω SST turbulence model without corrections.
A finite-difference discretization is used, with second and third-order schemes for the various terms.
PARNASSOS has a solution technique that is very efficient with respect to both CPU-time usage and
memory usage, van der Ploeg, Hoekstra and Eca (2000), which makes it very well suited for doing
systematic variations or combination with an optimization strategy.
The inflow boundary is located 0.5 Lpp in front of the bow, and the outflow boundary is located 1.5
Lpp behind the ship. The lateral outer boundary is a quarter of a cylinder with axis y=z=0 and radius
1.0 Lpp. At this boundary tangential velocities and pressure found from a potential-flow computation
are imposed. For the test case used in this paper structured grids are used, of H-O topology. No wall
functions are used, not even for full-scale Reynolds number: all y+ are below one. Therefore the grids
have a strong contraction in wall-normal direction towards the hull in order to resolve the viscous
sublayer. At full scale the grid consists of 344 x 140 x 52 cells in the streamwise, wall-normal and
girthwise directions, respectively, adding up to a total of 2.5 M cells. A mild stretching towards the
bow and the stern in longitudinal direction is used. To give an indication of the grid resolution, Fig. 3
shows the wall grid for the original vessel. In previous studies, van der Ploeg and Hoekstra (2009),
van der Ploeg and Raven (2010), it was shown that with this grid density computed trends in the
object functions are not influenced by grid dependence.
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Fig. 3: Resolution of the wall grid
4.1 Automatic grid generation
Grids need to be generated around each variant, by a fully automatic grid generation procedure. To
minimize the effect of discretization errors on the computed trends, these grids have to be as closely
corresponding as possible. As a first step in the construction of the grid for a hull form variant, the
wall grid for the original hull form, Fig. 3, is projected on the variant. Next, the 3D-grid is obtained
using the usual grid-generation techniques: for this we use in-house developed elliptic grid generation
software, which solves a Poisson equation to have maximal orthogonality of the gridlines in the
interior of the computational domain. Near the boundaries, orthogonality can be controlled by the
user. These settings are chosen the same for all hull forms.
5. First object function
For practical applications it is not clear that minimizing the resistance improves the fuel efficiency. It
was found that a decrease of the resistance is usually accompanied by a relatively strong decrease of
the nominal wake fraction and the question is how much this influences the required power to sail at a
given speed. Therefore, in this paper we evaluate as an alternative object function an estimate of the
power delivered to the propulsor:
(1)
in which RT is the towing resistance, w the estimated effective wake fraction, Vs the ship’s speed, t the
thrust deduction coefficient, ηo the propeller efficiency in open water, and ηR the relative rotative efficiency. The latter is approximated by 1, while ηo is obtained from the B-series of propellers described
in Kuiper (1992). For each hull form, the computed nominal resistance RT, and the hull efficiency
ηH=(1-t)/(1-w) is required to perform this evaluation.
The effective wake is estimated from the nominal wake using the NOMEFF tool, van Gent and Hoekstra (1985). This computes the induction velocities and interaction velocities by a force-field method
that solves linearised Euler equations for a given actuator disk. The interaction velocities are then
added to the nominal wake field found from the first RANS computation that is performed for each
hull form variant.
To compute the thrust deduction t, we also perform a second RANS computation including a force
distribution representing the propeller with an imposed thrust T0. This imposed thrust is in the
neighbourhood of the thrust T required for self propulsion, such that we can assume a linear behavior
of the force on the hull as a function of the imposed thrust. The thrust deduction coefficient can then
be computed from t=(R0-RT)/T0, in which R0 is the resistance force resulting from the second RANS
computation. The self-propulsion thrust T is equal to RT/(1-t).
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5.1. Influence force distribution
In van der Ploeg (2011), we used a simple actuator disk to model the propeller. Within the
STREAMLINE project, an improved method has been developed to compute the thrust deduction: the
force distribution is obtained from a RANS-BEM computation performed for the original vessel.
The boundary element method (BEM) solves the incompressible potential flow equations for lifting
surfaces. The method, designated PROCAL, is being developed within MARIN’s Cooperative Research
Ships (CRS) for the unsteady analysis of cavitating propellers operating in a prescribed ship wake. It
has been validated for open water characteristics, shaft forces, and sheet cavitation inception and
extent. The code is a low-order BEM that solves for the velocity disturbance potential. Initial
validation studies and details on the mathematical and numerical model can be found in Vaz and
Bosschers (2006) and Vaz (2005). The panel distribution on the four-bladed propeller and the hub are
shown in Fig. 4.
The RANS-BEM computation performed for the original vessel consists of the following steps: an
initial RANS computation without propeller action is performed to obtain the nominal wake field
which is used as input for the first BEM-computation. Next, a second RANS computation is
performed, in which the thrust and loading distribution from the previous BEM computation, after
averaging over all blade positions, is used. The rotation rate of the propeller is then adjusted using the
imbalance between the resistance force from the RANS computation and the thrust predicted by the
BEM computation. This process is repeated until the above-mentioned imbalance becomes negligible.
The force distribution of the final BEM computation is used as propeller model for all variants.
Contrary to an actuator disk model, it is distributed over several planes with constant stream wise
coordinate as shown in the left picture in Fig. 5. The right picture shows the pressure distribution on
the hull, both with and without this force distribution.
The difference in viscous pressure resistance is the most important part in the increase of the viscous
resistance caused by the propeller, and the choice of the propeller model (RANS-BEM or actuator
disk) can influence the thrust deduction. We illustrate this with full-scale computations for both the
original STREAMLINE tanker and a variant that has a more slender gondola (Fig. 6). Fig. 7 shows
the computed difference in contributions to the pressure resistance: it shows these contributions resulting from a computation with propeller, minus these contributions resulting from a computation without propeller. With both propeller models, the extra pressure resistance due to the propeller is mainly
found in the region with negative pressure difference (lower pressure with the propeller) on the lower
part of the gondola, which leads to a positive contribution to the resistance as shown in Fig.7. As the
top pictures in Fig.7 show, for the original hull form this effect is stronger with the propeller model
from the RANS-BEM than with the simpler actuator disk. As a result, the computed thrust deduction
fraction increases from 0.173 to 0.181 when the actuator disk is replaced by the force distribution
from the RANS-BEM coupling. For the variant shown in Fig.6 there is a negative pressure difference
as well. However, for this variant it is in a region where the geometry is more-or-less parallel to the
main stream direction, and therefore the choice of the propeller model hardly influences the computed
thrust deduction fraction: with both force distributions, this value is 0.146.
We conclude that using the force distribution coming from a RANS-BEM coupling procedure, instead
of a more simplified actuator disk approach, can have a non-negligible effect on the thrust deduction
fraction. And as this difference in the thrust deduction in general varies between hull forms, it may
also affect the trends found in the optimization study. Evaluation of the thrust deduction for each individual case with the RANS-BEM loading distribution will therefore be used in the sequel of this paper.
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Fig. 4: The propeller geometry and panel distribution used in the BEM code
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Fig. 5: Force distribution from a coupled RANS-BEM method (left) and pressure distributions on the
hull and symmetry plane with and without this propeller model (right)

Fig. 6: Variant of the streamline tanker with a more slender gondola (red, solid) compared to the
original hull form (black, dashed)
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Fig. 7: Contributions to the pressure resistance including a propeller model minus these contributions
in case of a nominal computation. Full-scale computations.
Top: original vessel. Bottom: variant with more slender gondola shown in Fig. 6.
Left: actuator disk model. Right: force distribution from RANS-BEM coupling.
6. Second object function
Scale effects in the wake field can be very strong, as is illustrated in Fig. 8. Therefore, we propose
wake object functions for the full-scale wake.

Fig. 8 Scale effects in the nominal wake field for the original vessel
In case of danger of erosive cavitation, one would like to prevent strong variations of the wake in
circumferential direction, especially in the top half of the propeller plane. Therefore, in this paper we
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will consider two possible choices for a wake object function (WOF). Both choices try to quantify the
above-mentioned variations. As a first choice we consider the L2-norm of the derivative of ||VA||/VS in
circumferential direction averaged over a number of radii:

2∫
WOF1 =

Rprop

∫ (∂ V
θ

Rrub

A

/ ∂θ ) 2 dθ rdr

π ( Rprop 2 − Rhub 2 )VS

(2)

in which VA is the arriving water velocity at the propeller plane and Rhub=0.15Rprop. The integration
is performed over the upper-half of the propeller plane only. This is the wake object function as used
in van der Ploeg (2011).
We also consider as an alternative wake object function the L1-norm of the ‘angle of attack’
β=arctan(Vx/(ωr/Rprop-Vtang)), in which Vx and Vtang are the velocity components in, respectively, main
stream and tangential direction and ω is the angular velocity of the propeller. The L1-norm is determined from integration in circumferential direction and over a range of radii between Rhub and the
propeller radius:
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Herein f is a weighting function that can be used to make the outer region and/or the top region of the
propeller more important. In this paper we used

, Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Weight function to be used for WOF2 given by Eq.(3)
First, we study scale effects on the angle of attack for three different loading conditions. Fig. 10
shows the distribution of β for three values of the advance coefficient J=VS/(nD), in which VS is the
ship’s speed, n the revolution rate and D the propeller diameter. Fig.11 shows the same scale effects,
but now β is plotted as function of θ, in which 180o denotes the top position. Fig.11 also contains the
values of the wake object function given by Eq.(3). As can be expected, this value increases with the
advance coefficient. Both figures show that, although the RANS computations assume port-starboard
symmetry of the flow, the angle of attack is not symmetric, because the tangential velocity component
is taken into account. Fig. 11 also demonstrates that especially for the inner radii the level of the angle
of attack is higher for the ship than for the model. For the model however, there is a wider range of θ
for which the variation of β is relatively large. As a result, we find higher values for the wake object
function at model scale.
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7. Behaviour in a five-dimensional design space
In order to test the behaviour of the proposed object functions with hull form variations, we have
constructed 5 basis hull forms for the test problem described in Section 2. All basis hull forms had a
more slender gondola, some of them with a more slender upper part of the gondola, other with a more
slender lower part. Different ways to compensate for displacement were used. Some typical basis hull
forms are compared with the original vessel in Fig. 2. Other hull forms can be obtained as
combinations of the basis hull forms as explained in Section 2.
In van der Ploeg (2010) and van der Ploeg and Raven (2011), several hundreds of RANScomputations were typically performed to cover the design space with a fine grid of data entries. As
mentioned before, systematic variation in a 5-dimensional parameter space using three steps to go
from one hull form to the next, would require the evaluation of 45=1024 variants. In this paper, a
different approach was followed: Design of Experiments (DoE) techniques were used to significantly
reduce the number of RANS computations. The program “Design Expert” was used to create a list of
parameters in the design space and a quadratic response surface model was fitted to the obtained data.
Next, a list of ‘control’ points in the design space was generated for verification. For all these
‘control’ points the predicted values, based on the response surface, of both object functions were
close to the actually computed values for the object functions. However, the pictures shown in this
section will contain only data that were actually computed, using two RANS-computations (with and
without propeller action) as explained in Section 5.
7.1. First object function PD: power estimate
First, we study the behaviour of the power estimate, especially the correlation between the resistance
and PD, which is shown in the left picture in Fig.12. Each symbol corresponds to the results obtained
for a hull form variation, using two RANS-computations. On the axis are the relative increases, given
as percentages, of the resistance (horizontal axis) and the power (vertical axis) compared to those
values obtained for the original vessel. It appears that the decrease that can be obtained in PD is
significantly smaller than the decrease that can be obtained in the towing resistance. In other words, it
seems to be harder to decrease the required power than to decrease the resistance. This can only be
explained by the fact that for the hull forms with the lowest resistance, a smaller propulsive efficiency
can be obtained. This is confirmed by the right picture in Fig.12, which shows the relative increase in
PD against the relative increase in efficiency: for most of the hull forms, the value on the horizontal
axis is negative, indicating a decrease in efficiency.
Fig.13 shows the increase in efficiencies that can be obtained in open water (obtained from an
analysis of the B-series propellers) against that of the hull efficiency ηH. It appears that the decrease in
ηH is only partly compensated by an increase in ηo.
The body plans of the two hull forms V1 and V2 are compared with the original vessel in Fig.14. In
Figs.12 and 13 the ‘location’ of these hull forms has been marked. The variant V1 has a very slender
aft part, resulting in a relative strong decrease of the nominal resistance. However, it also has a much
lower effective wake fraction (0.145) than the original hull form (0.195). This lower wake fraction
explains the decrease of the hull efficiency.
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Fig. 10: Angle of attack for three different values of J. Top: ship. Bottom: model.

Fig. 11: Angle of attack for three different values of J. Right: ship. Left: model.
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Fig. 12: Relative increase in PD against relative increase in RT (left) and the efficiency (right)

Fig. 13: Relative increase in ηo against relative increase in ηH

Fig. 14: Left: body plan of hull form V2 (red, solid) compared with original vessel (black, dashed).
Right: similar plot for V1
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7.2. Second object function
As mentioned above, the second object function should express the quality of the wake. For the hull
form variants V1 and V2, both the nominal and the estimate of the effective wake (obtained from
NOMEFF as explained in Section 5) are compared to those of the original vessel in Fig. 15. The more
slender gondola leads to much less pronounced wake peak, especially in the twelve-o’clock position.
This trend is observed for both the nominal and the effective wakes.
The computed Pareto plots are shown in Fig.16. It appears that similar trends are found with both
choices of the wake object function: in both cases the variants V1 and V2 are on or close to the Pareto
front. The right picture shows that the hull form V2 shows a combined decrease of both object
functions: 0.4% in PD and 15% and 17% in, respectively, WOF1 and WOF2. The variant V2 is the
variant with the lowest value for WOF2. Therefore, in Fig.17 we compare the angles of attack of this
variant with those of the original vessel, both for the nominal wake field and the estimate of the
effective wake field. It appears that compared to the original vessel, the variation of the angle of
attack is very small at the twelve o’clock position, explaining the decrease in WOF2. The values for
WOF2 as computed in eq.(3) are also shown in Fig.17. For the effective wake fields, the values are
lower than for the nominal wake fields. For the hull form V2, the WOF2 based on the nominal wake
field is about 21% lower than that of the original hull form.
8. Conclusions & discussion
Minimum fuel consumption and maximum comfort on board (minimum vibration and noise) are usually the primary targets in ship design. In hydrodynamic optimization these targets have to be translated to significant object functions. In this paper, we have discussed some choices for object functions that can be used for optimizing a ship’s aft body. It has been demonstrated that minimizing the
power to sustain a given speed is a better goal than minimizing the towing resistance, as a decrease in
the resistance is often accompanied by a decrease in the nominal wake fraction, which can significantly reduce the hull efficiency. For the example shown in this paper, this reduction is only partly
compensated by an increase in the open-water efficiency of the propeller.
Of course in all optimization work the quality of the evaluation of the object function is of crucial importance. In that regard we have demonstrated that the choice of the force field that represents the
propeller action matters. Evaluation of the thrust deduction for each individual case with the loading
distribution from a RANS-BEM method is better than a simple actuator disk model.
As a hydrodynamic representation of the comfort on board a wake object function has been introduced. Since the scale effects in the wake object function are quite significant, the optimization of a
chemical tanker was performed using RANS computations at full scale. In this paper, we considered
wake object functions based on variations in the nominal velocity field, and based on the variation of
the angle of attack. The latter one, especially when it is based on the effective wake field, is expected
to be a better representation of the danger of cavitation, because it takes into account the tangential
velocity and the angular velocity of the propeller.
In this paper we have described the first important parts of the optimization of the aft part of the
chemical tanker: the precise formulation of the constraints, the definition of the object functions and a
first study of their behavior with hull form variations in a small, five-dimensional design space. However, the decrease in power estimate is still limited. A next step will therefore be to extend the design
space.
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Fig. 15: Comparison of nominal (left) and estimates of effective wake fields (right). Top: original
vessel, middle: V1, bottom: V2. All wakes have been computed for full scale.

Fig. 16: Pareto fronts with PD as first object function and as second object function WOF1 (left) or
WOF2 (right)
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Fig. 17: Comparison angle of attack of the original vessel and variant V2. Top: nominal wake field.
Bottom: estimate of effective wake field
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Abstract
The block assembly process of the ship´s hull is one of the most important processes in shipbuilding.
A block consists of several sheets and steel profiles with predetermined shape according to the
project. Assembling a block can be a critical activity in the construction processes, but this activity is
traditionally based on the experience of his own yard. The block assembly is determined by a number
of activities that have precedence relations and require a number of resources such as manpower,
equipment and materials for its implementation. As a result we have to plan, execute and control the
entire assembly of the block as a project scheduling project with limited resources. The main problem
is the uncertainty of the duration of an activity; therefore there is need to address this uncertainty in
real time. To address this problem we introduce the concept of RCPSP (Resource Constrained Project
Scheduling Problem) with the objective of minimizing the makespan for the production process
through mathematical – computational modeling that allows optimization of limited resources and
can produce results that are more efficient than traditional techniques of operational research.
1. Introduction
The management of the supply chain has become in a major problem for obtaining competitive
advantages across industries. Many efforts and investments in research and technology have been
made to find a balance that satisfies the needs of cost reduction, customer service and production
flow.
One critical aspect in the search for increased productivity in shipyards is to manage the programming
of the assembly of blocks that involves planning, implementation and control of all operations related
to this process. The excellent management of this process involves the reduction of delivery time and
costs, which ends up being a substantial increase in productivity.
The planning has normally for purpose, reducing manufacturing time and costs. In many cases the
plans created under this optics, tend to need the most resources at the lowest possible cost. When
carrying this planning for production, it is not uncommon that processes have to be "adapted" to the
reality of the plant of production and by performing the production scheduling, assembly is performed
asynchronously with the planning, carrying problems such as meeting deadlines, reception of raw
materials, resource allocation, etc..
Meanwhile, the application of traditional optimization tools in the processes of construction of the
shipyards because of their peculiarities, often do not lead to satisfactory results, generating the need to
develop specific solutions. Such solutions must consider the characteristics of an industry with
complex products, large-sized, high production times and production of a few units per year.
The search for tools that support the particularities of the block assembly processes and at the same
time represent significant advances in the functions of planning, scheduling and production control,
and demand the treatment of large masses of data representing the stochastic behavior hard to predict
suggests the use of tools that incorporate techniques such as RCPSP (Resource Constrained project
Scheduling Problem) that has as objective to minimize the uncontrollable factors in the project and
achieve to produce results more efficient than more traditional techniques operational research.
It is common that the activities of a project must be scheduled on limited resources. Under these
conditions, frequently it is necessary to make decisions on the order of execution of tasks, in order to
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minimize the increase in the duration of the project, and the duration with unrestricted resources
originally calculated using the standard procedures of PERT / CPM.
Certainly, the issue of programming of projects (scheduling) is one of the most studied in recent years
due to its practical application. We can verify that the recently proposed models have become
increasingly realistic. There are several variations that approach proposals by different authors who
have dedicated themselves to studying this topic. Among the researchers involved in the advancement
of knowledge in this area have made significant contributions as e.g. Ruehsen (1981), Park et al.
(1996), Cho et al. (1998), Kim et al. (2001), Sasaki et al. (2002), Cardoso et al. (2008), Park et al.
(2009), Melo (2010).
This paper deals with the development of a model of integer linear programming (ILP) that allows
solving the problems of project scheduling. The model not only considers the use of resources
associated with each sequence of operations, it also analyzes multiple schedules acting in parallel, to
perform a global operation. Despite that in this work we are interested in reducing the total time, the
main focus is to reconcile the time and resources between the different stations of the assembly line of
the block with the intention to minimize the delay in producing the final product.
Premises are established and the model is applied a numerical example that consists in the assembly
of a block that is composed of a panel with four sub-assemblies, which consists of five different cases
respectively with the sole purpose of distributing the limited resources in the most efficient way. We
do not judge needed more examples, because within the scope of works in assembly lines production
of blocks in the shipyard, in most cases lies in this situation.
2. State of the Art
The project scheduling problems are a family of different problems according to the objectives, types
of resources available and the type of network. The main problem is to minimize the duration of the
project, where the activities which compose it cannot interrupt its execution and are subject only to
the relations of precedence type End-Start. The activities utilize for its execution a set of renewable
resources with limited availability and constant throughout the project. The activities have a single
mode, with a fixed and a given consumption of resources.
Another kind of problem is generated when the activities have different modes of execution, which
means to affirm that each of the activities can present different possibilities or different modes of
execution. A mode is not more than a way to run the activity that is associated with a specific duration
and specific resource consumption, where can appear nonrenewable resources and doubly
constrained. There are other variations, which allow you to interrupt the execution of activities, such
as including other types of precedence relationships of the type End-Start by establishing maximum or
minimum mandatory dates for activities, minimum and maximum delays between activities, varying
availability the resource over time, and also, you can set different objectives such as maximizing the
net value project, leveling the demand for resources.
In this paper we focus the problem of project scheduling with limited resources (RCPSP) this problem
has a great practical interest because it is a generalization of the "Job Shop", widely studied in the
problems associated with production. Because these problems are within a static execution
environment, which are not fulfilled in real situations, we address the problem of generating a
schedule that is maintained when in the project execution appears variability in the duration of
activities.
According to Kolish and Padman (2001), the objectives of the project scheduling problems have the
following classification:


Minimize the project duration (makespan): It is the measure most applied in the field of
project scheduling. The duration is defined as the time interval between the beginning and the
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end of the project. As the beginning of the project is usually assumed in time t=0, minimize
the duration is equivalent to minimizing the maximum end times of all activities.


Minimize Delays of Activities: Another regular measure of performance is to minimize the
flow of time of all the project activities, or if deadlines are given the objective is the
minimization of delays.



Maximize Net Present Value (NPV) of Project: in large projects and along the time
significant amounts of flow of money are present, in form of costs to initiate activities and
payments to complete parts of the project, the NPV is an appropriate criterion to measure if
the project is optimal, this approach creates a critical path of costs.



Maximize the Quality of Project: This objective is very important for project managers; the
quality of a project is given by the meeting of planned deadlines, it must meet budgets and
that the customer must be satisfied with the product. The formulation of this problem is based
on the effort of minimizing the variation of the deadlines and with the established budget due
to the activities that must be pre-processed.



Minimize the Cost of Project: This objective has attracted much attention of researchers
because of its practical relevance. You can minimize the cost of activities because there are
different ways to develop an activity, resulting in various direct costs, which must be
minimized, on the other hand can be defined to minimize the cost of the resources that are
determined by programming activities, which directly influence the costs.



Objective Based on Resources: The Example of common objective based on resources is a
leveling problem, which means to minimize the difference between the amount of resource
utilization, with the only end of avoiding peak usage at peak hours and use of idle resources.

The most general definition of project scheduling problem with limited resources is to assign scarce
resources to competing activities along a determined time horizon to obtain the best performance
possible in accordance to Kempf et al. (2000). The resources applied to a particular project have the
following classification according Kolish and Padman (2001):


Renewable Resources: for example we have the man-hours, machines, tools, space, these
resources are available period to period, i.e., the amount available is renewed from one period
to another.



Non-Renewable Resources: for example we have money, raw materials or energy resources
that are available throughout the project and are consumed as activities are implemented.



Doubly Constrained Resources: These are resources that are limited both by the period and
a total available in the project, for example, the budget constraint limits not only the cost of
the entire project, if not also the consumption for each period.



Partly Resources No Limited: they are resources whose availability is renewed at specific
intervals of time. These types of resources can be viewed as a generic term for all types of
resources.

In these four classifications, a resource of the same type is equally efficient for another. In general the
ideal solution for a RCPSP is on the consideration to satisfy the constraints over the ability of
different types of resources in each time period. The results that can be obtained will help managers to
decide how many resources can be used for the processing of an activity and minimize the time of
completion of a project.
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The availability of a resource is the amount of a resource, which can be used at any given time, can be
constant or variable, and the requirement of an activity is the amount of resource that needs to can be
processed, in accordance with Cervantes (2010).
3. Planning and Programming in Shipbuilding
The activity of planning and programming of a shipyard is one of the most complex activities.
Planning of the different stages of the productive chain as stocks, production of panels, mounting of
blocks and finishing activities are needed in almost any shipyard. Each phase of construction requires
a different method of planning and programming; see Pinto et al. (2007).
3.1. Production Planning:
It happens in two levels that can be tactical and operational, in the specific case of shipbuilding; the
definition of the programmed sequence for assembling the blocks is an example of a tactical level
function. And the definition of sequences of manufacturing parts and components, sub-assemblies and
assemblies, outfitting planning, building and construction pre are functions of the operational level,
see Souza (2009).
The basic planning of the hull construction, usually receives much attention from the planning team
because it is the basis on which other plans will be developed. Schedules of the hull construction and
processing lines are strongly associated with the planning of the construction of the hull. The
definition of the blocks is established in coordination with the installation requirements of outfitting
and painting; these activities cannot be performed in units and need to be made in the block or on
board the ship. Therefore, the sequence of assembly and of the building blocks those define planning
essentially outfitting and painting. The increase in efficiency in the construction of blocks goes
through standardization of intermediate products.
The production planning in the state of the art is given through the development of a Master Plan
(Master Planning), which programs all the activities of pre-production and production of a ship
globally. The Master Plan is part of an integrated computerized planning system, which enables the
continuous interaction of the levels of strategic planning, tactical, and detailed. It Owns guidance of
systems, areas and departments, but in lower levels of planning is oriented to products. Therefore, the
structure of a Master Plan can track activities from the production oriented to intermediate products to
the levels of planning oriented to systems consequently the master plan is rarely or never changed
during the project, serving as a reference for managing contracts. Fig.1 shows an example of analysis
process for mounting a flat block a vessel.
3.2. Programming of production
In terms the planning is oriented primarily to the activities and resources, scheduling establishes times
for the use of distributed resources in planning activities. The programming is basically the
determination of when the activities should be performed, see Souza (2009).
During programming for mounting of blocks is established when and where they will be mounted and
serves as a basis for programming the outfitting in the blocks. The programming of the building
blocks establishes when outfitting units will be joined in the dock or race consequently is the basis of
programming of on-board outfitting. Detailed programming of the production is made mainly for
areas of the related to shipyard hull construction. In this way are established timelines and production
schedules for parts production workshops and for areas of sub-assemblies, assembly and building
blocks.
Programming in production workshops of parts is based on master schedules (Master Scheduling) of
construction and assembly. Each processing line as defined in the parts manufacturing area (flat parts,
formed parts, parts with complex shapes) has a different start date of activities, once production rates
are different and that the parts must be ready at the same time in order to avoid stocks of intermediate
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products. Therefore, parts that require longer processing time, for example, parts that need to be
marked and specific cuts for the conformation in relation to the cutting and marking of flat parts; must
be programmed to have its early production.

Fig. 1: Analysis of construction process of a block
Detailed programming of block assembly is also generated from the mounting master schedule. For
each block is produced a detailed schedule of production, involving all joining processes and subassemblies, components and outfitting. The dates established in the master assembly schedule define
the start time and end of each block assembly. The detailed schedule of block scheduling also includes
resources for the development of processes, with special attention to the needs of workforce and load
motion equipment. Fig.2 shows an example of the strategy of construction and programming of a
block of a vessel.

Fig. 2: Programming for the construction of a block
4. Mathematical Model
In this section, we present an integer linear programming model (ILP) that solves the problems of
project scheduling, likewise, it is taken into account not only the utilization of resources associated
with each sequence of operations, but also analyzes multiple schedules acting in parallel, to perform a
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global operation. Our mathematical model that represents the problem may interact with the
production parameters in order to determine the most appropriate resource allocation for block
assembly, minimizing the total time of assembly of a job order.
4.1. Initial Considerations and Premises Adopted:
Our proposal is to present an integer linear programming model (ILP) with the intention to solve
programming problems in the assembly of blocks in shipyards based on the model proposed by
Pritsker et al. (1969), for this case we establish the following assumptions:
•

The initial relation of precedence between two consecutive activities is of the type Start-End,
i.e., no activity can start if the predecessors have not been completed.

•

The model is deterministic; it is not considered a risk.

•

The model does not consider the need for physical space for intermediate stocks, and does not
share resources among different sub-assemblies.

•

The analysis is more appropriate for stable environments of the project that for dynamics and
assumes sequential processes.

•

A set of parts and resources are available for production, in amounts which can or cannot be
sufficient for the fabrication of sub-assemblies. Resources can be: pieces (stiffeners, brackets,
plumb, etc..), Workers (welders, assemblers, loftsman, etc..), Equipment (welding machines,
bridge crane, etc.) or weights for straightening.

•

A set of sub-assemblies must be manufactured, with the characteristics of the maximum
periods of fabrication.

•

Each assembly operation requires a runtime and a set of resources, which can or cannot be
sufficient for each operation.

4.2. Mathematical Notation

i, j - Indexes for activities; i, j ∈ I
k - Indexes for resources; k ∈ K
t - Indexes for period of time; t ∈ T
Di - Time of duration of activity i
EFi - Lesser final time for activity i
ES i - Lesser initial time for activity i
LFi - Higher final time for activity i
LS i - Higher initial time for activity i
Ri ,k - Consumption of resource k per time unit for activity i
Qk ,t - Amount of resource k available in the period of time t

Si - Set of direct successor activity of the activity i
X i ,t - Binary variable, = 1 if the activity i is finished in the period of time t , = 0 in other
Yi ,t

cases.
- Binary variable, = 1 if the activity i is finished in the period of time t , = 0 in other
cases.
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4.3. General formulation:
The objective function to be minimized in this model is:
LFI

Minimise

∑τX τ
I,

(1.1)

τ = EFI

The model is subject to the following restrictions:
LFi

∑X

i,t

= 1 , ∀i ∈ I ; ∀t ∈ T

(1.2)

τ = EFi
LF j

∑ (τ - D )X
j

τ = EF j

LFi

i ,τ

≥

∑τX τ , ∀j ∈ S
i,

i

; ∀i ∈ I

(1.3)

τ = EFi

LFi

∑Y τ = D
i,

i

, ∀i ∈ I

(1.4)

τ = ES i

∑R

Y ≤ Qk ,t , ∀k ∈ K ; ∀t ∈ T

i , k i ,t

(1.5)

i∈I

X i ,t , Yi,t ∈ {0,1}∀i ∈ I ; ∀t ∈ T

(1.6)

The objective function (1.1) - minimizes the total time (makespan) for mounting the block on the line
of production. The restriction (1.2) - guarantees that an operation ends in a given instant of time. The
restriction (1.3) - ensures the precedence relationships between activities. The restriction (1.4) relates the binary variables of the activity of execution for the times of duration of the activity. The
restriction (1.5) - guarantees that the consumption of each resource is not exceeded in each time
period. The restriction (1.6) - sets the decision variables as binaries.
To get numerical results, we program computationally two mathematical models that will be
presented later. For this purpose, we used the software LINGO 10.0 of Lindo Systems, on a PC
platform Intel Celeron 2.4 G CPU.
5. Numerical Results
We present a variety of cases for the distribution of resources in the assembly of blocks within the
workshops in shipyards with the intention of demonstrating the ability of the model developed. In the
example shown the block assembly formed by a panel and four sub-assemblies, considering limited
resources, the analysis to be performed is to optimize the distribution of limited resources during the
production process in the assembly line. To simplify the computational work, we consider converting
the time in dimensionless, ie inputted data in the model were considered in units [UT], which
equivalent is for example, a work day (eight hours) is equivalent to two units of time [UT].
It is important to define the resources used in our numerical model, whose description is given below:
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•

Bridge Crane (R1): operated by one of the mounters and with capacity to lift plates, shapes
and large blocks.

•

Auxiliary / Mounter (R2): people and equipment required for assembly.

•

Welder (R3): people needed to do the welding operation.

•

Weights for Straightening (R4): concrete blocks used to straighten the steel sheets that are
exposed to high heat temperatures.

•

Loftsman/Markers (R5): people and equipment necessary for marking plates after being
welded.

•

Brazing Machine (R6): equipment to weld the plates.

Fig.3 shows a block consisting of a panel and two sub-assemblies. Fig.4 shows the network diagram
AON (activity on node) of project activities for the assembly of the block described subsequently.

Fig. 3: Block with four sub-assemblies
J31

J32

J33

J34

J21

J22

J23

J24

J00

J11

J12

J13

J14

J15

J16

J17

J41

J42

J43

J44

J51

J52

J53

J54

J18

J99

Fig. 4: AON diagram for mounting block - four sub-assemblies
Start of Activities
J00: Start of order of assembly of the block.
Line Panels
J11: Collect sheets
J12: Weld plates
J13: Mark and straighten of plates
J14: Riding profiles
J15: Weld profiles
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J16: Straighten the panel ready - hot line
Continuation of the Panel Line – It turns to Line of Blocks
J17: Transport and mount sub-assemblies in the panel.
J18: Weld the sub-panel mounting
Line of Sub-assembly 1
J21: Collect the sheets
J22: Weld the plates
J23: Mark and straighten the sheets
J24: Weld the bars

Line of Sub-assembly 2
J31: Collect the sheets
J32: Weld the plates
J33: Mark and straighten the sheets
J34: Weld the bars

Line of Sub-assembly 3
J41: Collect the sheets
J42: Weld the plates
J43: Mark and straighten the sheets
J44: Weld the bars

Line of Sub-assembly 4
J51: Collect the sheets
J52: Weld the plates
J53: Mark and straighten the sheets
J54: Weld the bars

End of Activities
Delivery of the block
In this numerical example also we present five different cases with their respective distributed
resources for analysis and the result of minimizing the project duration (makespan), Table 1. Table 2
gives the activities, the precedence relation and distribution of limited resources within the project for
the implementation of numerical example in the assembly of a block with four sub-assemblies.
Table 1: Distribution of resources for mounting block - Four sub-assemblies
Makespan
CASE
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
U.T.
Days
1
8
8
8
2
8
35
17.5
Case 1
1
6
6
6
2
6
43
21.5
Case 2
2
16
16
8
4
16
31
15.5
Case 3
2
8
8
16
4
16
32
16.0
Case 4
1
16
16
8
4
8
35
17.5
Case 5
Table 2: Activities and resources distribution - Four sub-assemblies
S
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
J12
1
2
0
0
0
J11
J13
0
0
6
0
0
J12
J14
1
1
0
6
2
J13
J15
0
4
2
0
0
J14
J16
0
0
6
0
0
J15
J17
0
4
0
0
0
J16
J18
1
6
2
0
0
J17
J99
0
0
6
0
0
J18
J22
1
3
0
0
0
J21
J23
0
0
6
0
0
J22
J24
1
2
0
2
2
J23
J17
0
0
4
0
0
J24
J32
1
3
0
0
0
J31
J33
0
0
4
0
0
J32
J34
1
2
0
2
2
J33
J17
0
0
4
0
0
J34
J42
1
3
0
0
0
J41
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R6
0
6
0
4
6
4
6
6
3
6
0
4
3
4
0
4
3

J42
J43
J44
J51
J52
J53
J54

J43
J44
J17
J52
J53
J54
J17

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
2
0
3
0
2
0

4
0
4
0
4
0
4

0
2
0
0
0
2
0

0
2
0
0
0
2
0

4
0
4
3
4
0
4

Now we are to analyze the results of one of these cases, namely Case 1. Figs.5 and 6 show numerical
simulations for the distribution of resources for the block assembly with four sub-assemblies on the
production line in the workshops of the shipyard. In Case 1, Table 2, resources were distributed
according as is usual work in the shipyards and workshops and we have as a result a makespan of 35
units of time, Table 1. The resource R1 (Crane Bridge), Fig.5, is used for other activities and it is
more often used for the activity J17 (transport and sub-assemblies mounted on the panel), i.e., it uses
a single resource.
In this example, we increase the number of activities, consequently Figs.6 to 8 present the results of
our numerical simulation using the resources R2 (Auxiliary / Mounter), R3 (Welder) and R4
(Weights for Straightening). Figs.6 and 7 show that the resources R2 (Auxiliary / Mounter) and R3
(Welder) are used at their maximum capacity of availability and the activity J17 (transport and mount
sub-assemblies in the panel) uses more units of time of these resources. Fig.8 shows the behavior of
the resource R4 (Weights for Straightening) and shows that during the time units from 9 to 11 the
resource is used at its maximum capacity for the activity J13 (mark and straightening of plates).

Fig. 5: Utilization of resource type R1 for Case 1

Fig. 6: Utilization of resource type R2 for Case 1
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Fig. 7: Utilization of resource type R3 for Case 1

Fig. 8: Utilization of resource type R4 for Case 1

Fig. 9: Utilization of resource type R5 for Case 1

Fig. 10: Utilization of Resource Type R6 for Case 1
As can be seen in Figs.9 and 10, the numerical results using the resources R5 (Loftsman) and R6
(Brazing machine). Fig.9 shows the resources of R5 (Loftsman) are utilized at its maximum capacity
during all the assembly process. Fig.10 confirms the importance of this resource and how it is utilized
during all the activity of assembly process and even being exploited simultaneously by the different
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activities at its maximum capacity of availability, for example, the activities J54 (weld the bars - subassemblies Line 4) and J16 (straighten to panel ready - panels line) show this detail during the time
intervals from 17 to 19 time units.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we present a mathematical programming model simple, but efficient to define how to
reduce the execution time for the assembly of blocks in the production line of the shipyards, through
the use of techniques RCPSP (Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem). Differently from
the literature found on this subject, our model contemplates real situations that happen in shipyards.
The model of IP (Integer Programming) developed and tested with a series of cases with different
numbers of activities and resources. Based on the results of various examples, the proposed model
shows good performance, applicability and flexibility to provide the best solution for the RCPSP
problems.
The objective of the traditional problems of RCPSP is the programming of project activities subject to
resource constraints, while, in practice, a project manager has to schedule and distribute available
resources for each activity simultaneously. Therefore, this research aims to fill the gap between
theory and practice that occurs within a production line of a shipyard and propose a solution approach
for project managers. This is the difference between this work and existing documents that relate
mainly to the typical problems of RCPSP.
To simplify this work, all model parameters and variables were considered integers, the result is a
computational solution faster, but must be seen with caution. Analysis of results using non-integer
parameters is feasible and should be used whenever this is relevant to the analysis. The proposed
model can be modified to represent the situations mentioned above; consequently this work will serve
for the development of future works.
The objective of this paper is to minimize the project duration (makespan). Other objectives can be
minimizing total costs or delays / acceleration of any activity that is adaptable to the model of RCPSP
with distribution of resources and programming of specific needs. In practice, the resource may be
available only during some time interval, some resources may also be more expensive than others due
to high demand, may be considered additional restrictions related to resource constraints.
Is proposed as a possible future development, a data preparation system, that can gather the data
necessary in a simpler and more organized way for the implementation of optimization through the
proposed model, being able be through project management software or ERP that would be used in
the characterization of the normal processes of a shipyard.
Likewise, as future development, the proposed optimization model can be integrated into a 3D
simulation model, so that you can visually represent the results of the optimization. One of the main
characteristics is that the simulation model has the possibility of three-dimensional visualization of
the process to be simulated, as well as allow the definition of process control, both over time
(duration, start and end time) as sequences of activities (precedence and hierarchy).
For these reasons, we highlight the importance of a system as proposed above, the task of planning in
a shipyard is very complex. A tool that allows this programming is of great use to the production line.
Although the proposed model has some simplifications, it can serve as a basis for other jobs that want
to deal with other aspects of planning processes.
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